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LEONARD,HULTM
the Boston
finiflim!ss1on while members of
that body interrogated him concerning
bond purchases made by him for the
city during his term of office from 1930
through 1933.
The hearing was held behind closed
doors at the commission's school street
offices. Present with Dolan throughout
the examination was his counsel, Atty.
Thomas H. Mahony.
Following the long session, at which
Dolan submitted certain records and
data required by the commission, he
told reporters he had no statement to
make, and the commission likewise declined to discuss the proceedings. It I
thought likely that the commission
will make a close study of Dolan's tesI timony before deciding whether additional witnesses will be heard.
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N. E. GOVERNORS ASKED
TO MEET WITH CURLEY

•

Textile Leaders Also to Take Part in
Session Here
Gov. Curley yesterday invited the
other New England governors to assemble Thursday at the State House for
a conference with a group of men
prominent in the textile .industry, to
consider methods for coping with difficulties now being confronted by them.
The call for the conference followed
information given to him by John H
' Backus that two mills in New Bedford
operating 6500 spindles are preparing to
close their doors and transfer their
manufacturing activities to the Argentine.
Mr. Curley expressed the hope that
the federal government might act
swiftly toward imposing higher tariffs
on textile imports. Japan, he said, has
been ,raiding the United States markets in this industry in recent years
after nearly ruining the British textile

I

market a few years ago, until tariffs
suddenly were erected as a protection to
British industry.
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Both Spouses Must Sign
Joint U. S. Tax Return
When a husband and wife fits a
joint federal Income tax return thia
year, both spouses must sign she

riorrow

statement or, it only one signs, he or
she must file a power of
attorney
from the other spouse, Thomas B.
Bassett, acting collector, announced
yesterday. Hitherto, either or both
could sign.
nouncement, had before him a confi-'
' dential report from Lt.-Col. Paul
G.
'Kirk, the state commissioner of public
; safety, on the investigation by
state
'detectives of the Cosmos Club shooting.
, "GAMBLING DEN" OPERATING
This confidential report, the Governor continued, convinced him that a
; fully equipped "gambling den" had
' been operating in the Spertsman's club,
' an affiliate of the Cosmos club,
since
last September. Discussing the situation informally, he made the sensational admission that he suspects eorI ruption on the part of police officials,
; whose identity he did riot disclose.
He revealed for the first time that .:
! he has had a crime committee, consisting of Atty-Gen. Paul A. Dever.I
John J. Ronan and Henry P. Fielding, i
; assistant attorneys-general; Atty. John ;
, P. Feeney and Prof. Frank L. Simpson
; observing crime conditions in Boston'
; for him for the past month.
;
He would brook no interference, he
; said, with his determination to drive
. the professional gamblers out of Boston, without regard for the influential
. forces behind them.
"The safety of the public," he said,
"demands their elimination.
These
gamblers are largely the riff raff from
the bootlegging fraternity driven out of !
business by the death of prohibition. i
The lives and safety of innocent people
may be menaced by their internal warfare. I do not propose to permit gangi
, , ster warfare to continue in Boston."
I Satisfied with the disclosures turned :
up by the state detectives, the Governor I ..
withdrew them from the investigation
of the Sweeney shooting but held as a club over the underworld the threat •
that he would order Commissioner Kirk 1
to bring his forces back into Boston,
at the first indication that the local :
police department fails to act or compromises with the gangster element,
BANS "STRIP ACTS"
Pushing aside other affairs of state,
the Governor devoted a full day yesterday to consideration of crime conditions in Boston. Except for Feeney,
the members of the crime committee t
and Col. Kirk conferred frequently with '
him. He announced that the crime committee would assemble with him for
a formal meeting Tuesday when additional action would be taken.
By inference the Governor warned all
politicians to refrain from interfering
with his warfare on the underworld and
declared that no leniency would be
shown to any criminals caught violating
the law.
His quest for new legislation will be
climaxed tomorrow with a special
message to the Legislature asking for
an amendment to the statutes under
which pence officers would be authorized to enter buildings where people
congregate for any purpose other than
for religious assembly. The proposed
amendment is so wide in scope as to
permit police scrutiny even in unlicensed Riaces.
His current resentment at police laxity. he indicated, is due as much to the
prevalence of "strip acts" as to gambling. These strip acts, he said, are a
low form of entertainment and will not
be tolerated.
DISTRICT CHIEF
In pursuing his investigation of the
Cosmos club, the Governor exhibited to
reporters a sheafe of photostatic copi
of correspondence between former Poli
Commissioner Hultman and Secrets
of State Cook which indicated to Mr
Curley that the former police co
sioner had been altogether too eon
siderate of the rights of the Cosm
club.
he decisete step taken by the state
police for law enforcement and the
knowledge that the Governor proposes
to have the law lived up to, regardless
of whom it affects," he said, "should be
material factor in preventing anything
savoring of gang warfare. The knowledge on the part of the participants in
gang warfare that no leniency will be
shown and that the law will be rigidly
enforced should prove a source of protection to the so-called innocent bystander and prevent the character of
action in the municipalities that hits
too frequently disgraced other American
lo
.c
comm
,.I utnhieties
al police fail to perform
gambling and other
regarding
duty
their
forms of lawlessness, I shall not hesitate to order the state police into action
again. This farce has a salutary effect
or.: criminals."
Mr. Curley indicated that he is
watching Commissioner Leonard's activities with respect to action on the discovery by state police of the gambling
equipment in the Sportsmen's club after
the Boston police had given no indication that such equipment had been
found. He wants an investigation that
will proceed sufficiently high to include
an explanation from the deputy superintendent in charge of the district in
which the Cosmos club is located.

poLicE RAIDERS H
SMASH CLUBS IN
GAMBLING WAR
Governor Acts Swiftly to,
Wipe Out 'Joints' Here—
Plans New Law
SUSPECTS CERTAIN
OFFICIALS OF GRAFT
Calls Off State Police in
Boston Probe and Warns
Racketeers
In a series of raids early today police with shot guns and
sledge hammers stormed the
Lancaster Club, 116) Washington street; the Hudson Club,
-180 Tremont street. and a
garage at 20 Aberdeen street
in search of gangsters and
gambling equipment.
Moving swiftly in his war of
extermination against gamb.
ling places operating in Boston
in defiance of the law, Gov.
Curley last night completed
drafts of legislation designed
to throw chartered clubs open
to police scrutiny. At the same
time he declared that he will
take steps for the immediat
removals from office of Josep
J. Leonard, police commission
er, and Eugene C. Hultman
chairman of the Metropolita
District Commission.
The Governor's drive agains
Leonard, he said, will be base
on incompetency; against Hult
man, on the ground that hi
laxity in keeping a closer chec
on these places when he w
police commissioner furnishe
adequate cause for disqualify
ing him from continuing in th
public service.
"As for Hultman," the Gov
ernor said, "the responsibilit.,
for any illegal acts which may:
have occurred during his ad.
ministration may have been du4
to the activities of his mentor/
(Continued on Page

en)

UNABLE TO HOLD BREEN
Graft Probe Is Ordered by
Leonard
All available detectives and most of
the personnel of the Warren avenue
station sought without success yesterday to identify the murderer of Joseph
P. "Red" Sweeney, who was killed in
the Cosmos club at 92 Broadway, Friday morning.
Efforts of police to continue to detain
David J. "Beano" Breen. owner of the
club, and Daniel McCarthy, bartender
filled. Complaints of accessories after
the murder were sought against theist
because they "wouldn't talk" but
Judge Duff in municipal court denied
the application. They were released
from custody, as were Austin Honn.
James S. Lubin of 2199 Coney Island
avenue. Brooklyn, and Isaac G. Elbowitz of 12 Wolcott. street, Dorchester,
the last two arrested last night in a
deventown hotel.
Meantime Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard declined to be questioned and ;
maintained silence about the method ,
which he will employ in his announced I
campaign to detect policemen who have I
been protecting illegal resorts, It is
understood, however, that, James Mc- I
DeVitt, deputy superintendent will direct the inquiry and will select his aides.
-I will act." said Leonard. "on any
and all evidence presented relating to
graft in the police department and j
these alleged protected resorts. Addl-;
tionally, I will devise my own methods;
Police
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D9LAN IS GIVEN
LONG GRILLING
I
I Former City Treasurer Is
Quizzed by Finance Commission for 3'.,'2 Hours
For three hours and one-half yesterday, Edmund L. Dolan, former city
1 treasurer, was closeted with the Boston
finance commission while members of
that body interrogated him concerning
bond purchases made by him for the
city during his term of office from 1930
through 1933.
The hearing was held behind closed
doors at the commission's school street
!offices. Present with Dolan throughout
the examination was his counsel, Atty.
Thomas H. Mahony.
Following the long session, at which
Dolan submitted certain records and
data required by the commission, he
told reporters he had no statement to
, make, and the commission likewise declined to discuss the proceedings. It
is thought likely that the commission
will make a close study of Dolan's testimony before deciding whether additional witnesses will be heard.
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-- Roth Spouses Must Sign
Joint U. S. Tax Return
When a husband and wife file a
joint federal income tax return this
year, Doth spouses must gum use
statement or, if only one signs, he or
she must file a power of attorney
from the other spouse, Thomas E.
Bassett, acting collector, announced ,
yesterday. Hitherto, either or both I
could sign.
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nouncement, had before him a coatidential report from Lt.-Col. Paul G.
Kirk, the state commissioner of public
safety, on the investigation by state
, detectives of the Cosmos Club shooteng.
'
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Boston Probe and Warns
Racketeers
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Moving swiftly in his evar of
extermination against gaud:).
ling places operating in Boston
in defiance of the law, Gov.
Curley last night completed
drafts of legislation designed
to throw chartered clubs open
to police scrutiny. At the same
time he declared that he will
take steps for the immediat
removals from office of Josep
J. Leonard, police commission
er, and Eugene C. Hultman
chairman of the Metropolita
District Commission.
The Governor's drive agains
Leonard, he said, will be base•
on incompetency; against Hult
man, on the ground that hi laxity in keeping a closer chec
on these places when he w
police commissioner furnishe
adequate cause for disqualify
ing him from continuing in th
public service.
"As for Hultman," the Gov
ernor said, "the responsibilit
for any illegal acts which mav,
have occurred during his ad.
ministration may have been duo
to the activities of his mentori
(Continued on Page
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"GAMBLING DEN" OPERATING
This confidential report, the Governor continued, conv'nced him that a
fully equipped "gambling den" had
been operating in the Sportsman's club,
an affiliate of the Cosmos club, since
last September. Discussing the situation informally, he made the sensational admission that he suspects cormotion on the part of police officials
whose identity he did not disclose.
He revealed for the first time that e
he has had a crime committee con- ;
sisting of Atty-Gen. Paul A. Dever,
John J. Ronan and Henry P. Fielding,
assistant attorneys-general; Atty. John
P. Feeney and Prof. Frank L. Simpson,
observing crime conditions in Boston
for him for the past month.
He would brook no interference, he
said, with his determination to drive
the professional gamblers out of Boston, without regard for the influential
forces behind them.
"The safety of the public," he said,
These
"demands their elimination.
gamblers are largely the riff raff from
out
of
driven
the bootlegging fraternity
business by the death of prohibition.
The lives and safety of innocent people
may be menaced by their internal warfare. I do not, propose to permit gangster warfare to continue in Boston."
Satisfied with the disclosures turned
up by the state detectives, the Governor
withdrew them from the investigation
of the Sweeney shooting but held as a
club over the underworld the threat
that he wculd order Commissioner Kiri:
to bring his forces back into Boston
local
at the first indication that the corn-9
police department fails to act or
promises with the gangster element.
BANS "STRIP ACTS"
Pushing aside other affairs of state,
yesterthe Governor devoted a full day
condiday to consideration of crime
1
!
Feeney,
tions in Boston. Except for
e,
the members of the crime committe
with
and Col. Kirk conferred frequently
crime
the
that
d
announu:
He
him.
committee would assemble with him for
addia formal meeting Tuesday when
tional action would he taken.
By inference the Governor warned all
politicians to refrain from interfering
and
with his warfare on the underworld be
declared that no leniency would
shown to any criminals caught violating
the law.
His quest for new legislation will be
climaxed tomorrow with a special
message to the Legislature asking for
an amendment to the statutes under
which police officers would be authorized to enter buildings where people
congregate for any purpose other than
for religious assembly. The proposed
amendment is so wide in scope as to
permit police scrutiny even in unlicensed places.
His cureent resentment at police laxity, he indicated, is due as much to the
prevalence of "strip acts" as to gambling. These strip acts, he said, are a
low form of entertainment and will nut
be tolerated.
DISTRICT CHIEF
/n pursuing his investigation of the
Cosmos club, the Governor exhibited to
reporters a sheafe of photcstatic copi
of correspondence between former Po •
Commissioner Hultman and Secrets
of State Cook which indicated to Mr
Curley that the former police cora
sinner had been altogether too oars
sIderate of the rights of the Cosm
club.
"The decisive step taken by the state
police for law enforcement and the
knowledge that the Governor proposes
to have the law lived up to, regardless
of whom it affects," he said, "should be
material factor in preventing anything
savoring of gang warfare. The knowledge on the part of the participants in
gang warfare that no leniency will be
shown and that the law will be rigidly
enforced should prove a source of protection to the so-called innocent bystander and prevent the character of
action in the municipalities that has
too frequently disgraced other American
communities.
"If the local police fail to perform
their duty regarding gambling and other
forms of lawlessness, I shall not hesitate to order the state police into action
again. This force has a salutary effect
on criminals."
Mr. Curley indicated that he is
watching Commissioner Leonard's activities with respect to action on the discovery by state police of the gambling
equipment in the Sportsmen's club after
the Boston police had given no indication that such equipment had been
found. He wants an investigation that
will proceed sufficiently high to include
an explanation from the deputy superintendent in charge of the district in
which the Cosmos club is located.
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Former City Treasurer Is
Quizzed by Finance Commission for 3,T,-: Hours
For three hours and one-half yesterday. Edmund L. Dolan, former city
treasurer, was closeted with the Boston
finance commission while members of
I that body interrogated him concerning
!bond purchases made by him for the
Icity during his term of office from 1930
I through 1933.
1 The hearing was held behind closed
i doors at the commission's school street
I
'offices. Present with Dolan throughout
ithe examination was his counsel, Atty.
Thomas H. Mahony.
Follcrwinz the long session, at which
Dolan submitted certain records and
data required by the commission, he
told reporters he had no statement to
make, and the commission likewise declined to discuss the proceedings. It .
i is thought likely that the commission 1
! will make a close study of Dolan's tea- I
i rimony before deciding whether addi- I
tional witnesses will be heard.
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N. E. GOVERNORS ASKED
TO MEET WITH CURLEY
Also to Take Part in
Session Here
Gov. Curley yesterday invited the
other New England governors to assemble Thursday at the State House for
a Conference with a group of men
prominent in the textile .industry, to
consider methods for coping with difficulties now being confronted by them.
The call for the conference followed
information given to him by John H.
Backus that two mills in New Bedford
cperating 6500 spindles are preparing to
close their doors and transfer their
manufacturing activities to the Argen-

Textile Leaders

•

tine.
Mr. Curley expressed the hope that
the federal government might act
swiftly toward imposing higher tariffs
on textile imports. Japan, he said, has
been .raiding the United States markets in this industry In recent years
after nearly ruining the British textile

(

market a few years ago, until tariffs
suddenly were erected as a protection to
, British industry.
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I joint federal income tax return this
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Leonard, Hultman Removal to Be Sought—Plans to
/ End Gambling Here
(Continued from First

First Page)

statement or, it only one signs, he or
she must file a power of attorney
from the other spouse, Thomas B.
Bassett, acting collector, announced
yesterday. Hitherto, either or both 1
could sign.
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nouncement, had before him a confldential report from Lt.-Col. Paul G.
Kirk, the state commissioner of public
safety, on the investigation by state
detectives of the Cosmos Club shooting.
"GAMBLING DEN" OPERATING
Even before he learned of the GovThis confidential report, the Governor's attack on him, Leonard denied
he would resign in the face of the cri- ernor continued, convinced him that a
ticism of his department begun by the fully equipped "gambling den" had
fatal shooting cf Joseph "Red" Sweeney been operating in the
Sportsman's club,
in the Cosmos Club on Broadway early
Friday morning. In fact, the commis- , an affiliate of the Cosmos club, since
sioner met the criticism by announcing last September, Discussing the situathe inauguration of a campaign to purge tion informally, he made the sensathe police department of graft.
tional admission that he suspects corAll division commanders were ordered ruption on the part of police officials
to report before Wednesday the names whose identity he did not disclose.
and locations of all establishments or
He revealed for the first time that 1
clubs suspected of prcviding means for he has had a crime committee, congaming, vice or horse race betting, or I sisting of Atty-Gen. Paul A. Dever,
of selling liquor illegally.
John J. Ronan and Henry P. Fielding,
Meantime, the search for Sweeney's assistant attorneys-general; Atty. John
slayer was unproductive officially.
P.
Feeney and Pref. Frank L. Simpson,
A
woman, it was reported, had revealed observing crime conditions in Boston
she was dining with Sweeney at the for him for the past month.
Cosmos Club and had divulged the
He would brook no interference, he
identity of the murderer, but officials said, with his determination to drive
directing the search denied they pos- the professional gamblers out of Bossessed this information.
ton, without regard for the influential
All those taken for questioning, in- forces behind them.
"The safety of the public," he said,
cluding two last night, were released.
These
Detectives said they could get no one "demands their elimination.
to admit even presence in the club when gamblers are largely the riff raff from
Sweeney was slugged and then shot the bootlegging fraternity driven out of
business by the death of prohibition.
through the throat.
The Governor, in making his an- The lives and safety of innocent people
may be menaced by their internal warfare. I do not propose to permit gangster warfare to continue in Boston."
Satisfied with the disclosures turned
00•90.4.f
_..
,
17,40
up by the state detectives, the Governor
Places -suspectea
withdrew them from the investigation
machines or horse-race charts.
of the Sweeney shooting but held as a
club over the underworld the threat
that he would order Commissioner Kirk
to bring his forces back into Boston
at the first indication that the local
police department fails to act or compromises with the gangster element.
BANS "STRIP ACTS"
Pushing aside other affairs of state,
the Governor devoted a full day yesterday to consideradon of crime conditions in Boston. Except for Feeney,ir
the members of the crime committee,
I and Col. Kirk conferred frequently with
him. He announced that the crime
committee would assemble with him for
a formal meeting Tuesday when additional action would be taken.
By inference the Governor warned all
politicians to refrain from interfering
with his warfare on the underworld and
declared that no leniency would be
shown to any criminals caught violating
the law.
His quest for new legislation will be
climaxed tomorrow with a special
message to the Legislature asking for
an amendment to the statutes under
which police officers would be authorized to enter buildings where people
congregate for any purpose other than
for religious assembly. The proposed
amendment is so wide in scope as to
permit police scrutiny even in unlicensed places.
His current resentment at police laxity, lie indicated, is due as much to the
prevalence of "strip acts" as to gambling. These strip acts, he said, are a
low form of entertainment and will nut
be tolerated.

Mr. Schwartz, who was extremely active in directing the
policies of the department."

1

DISTRICT CHIEF
pursuing his investigation of the
Cosmos club, the Governor exhibited to
reporters a sheafe of photostatic copies
of correspondence between former Poli
Commissioner Hultman and Secrets
of State Cook which indicated to Mr
Cur:.ey that the former police commis
sioner had been altogether too con
siderate of the rights Of the Cosm
club.
"The decisive step taken by the state
police for law enforcement and the
knowledge that the Governor proposes
to have the law lived up to, regardless
of whom it affects," he said, "should be
material factor in preventing anything
savoring of gang warfare. The knowledge on the part of the participants in
gang warfare that no leniency will be
shown and that the law will be rigidly
enforced should prove a source of protection to the so-called innocent bystander and prevent the character of
action in the municipalities that has
too frequently disgraced other American
communities.
"If the local police fail to perform
their duty regarding gambling and other
forms of lawlessness, I shall not hesitate to order the state police into action
again. This force has a salutary effect
on criminals."
Mr. Curley indicated that he is
watching Commissioner Leonard's activities with respect to action on the discovery by state police of the gambling
equipment in the Sportsmen's club after
the Boston police had given no indication that such equipment had been
found. He wants an investigation that
will proceed sufficiently high to include
an explanation from the deputy superintendent in charge of the district in
which the Cosmos club is located.

In

UNABLE TO HOLD BREEN
--Police Graft Probe Is Ordered by
Leonard
All available detectives and most of
the personnel of the Warren avenue
station sought without success yesterday to identify the murderer of Joseph
P. "Red" Sweeney, who was killed in
the Cosmos club at 92 Broadway, Friday morning.
Efforts of police to continue to detain
David J. "Beano" Breen, owner of the
club, and Daniel McCarthy, bartender
filled. Complaints of accessories after
the murder were sought against them
because they "wouldn't talk" but
Judge Duff in municipal court denied
the application. They were released
from custody, as were Austin Holin,
James S. Lubin or 2199 Coney Island
avenue, Brooklyn. and Isaac G. Elbowitz of 12 Wolcott street, Dorchester,
the last two arrested last night in a
downtown hotel.
Meantime Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard declined to be questioned and
maintained silence about the method
which he will employ in his announced
campaign to detect policemen who have
been protecting illegal resorts. It Is
understood. however, that James McDevitt, deputy superintondent will direct the inquiry and will select his aides.
"I will act," said Leonard, "on any
and all evidence presented relating to
graft in the police department and
these alleged protected resorts. Additionally, I will devise my own methods
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Former City Treasurer.n011192) 1
0
4
Quizzed by Finance Com?"° •
sion for 3 Hours
For three hours and one-half yes,
3M0

i day, Edmund L. Dolan, former c.1!!
1 treasurer, was closeted with the Bost,
!finance commission while members
'that body interrogated him concernina
!bond purchases made by him for the,,.!
aispal
city during his terra of office from 1930! 11,:,1,171
through 1933.
The hearing was held behind closed
!doors at the commission's school street
offices. Present with Dolan throughout
1 the examination was his counsel, Atty.
1Thomas H. Mationy.
1 Followinz the long session, at which
[Dolan submitted certain records and
!data required by the commission, he
told reporters he had no statement to
1 make, and the commission likewise
de; dined to discuss the proceedings. Ita
lis thought likely that the commission
!
will make a close study of Dolan's testimony before deciding whether
aditonl
witnesses will be heard.
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N. E. GOVERNORS ASKED
TO MEET WITH CURLEY
1Textile Leaders Also to Take Part in
Session Here
Gov. Curley yesterday invited the
other New England governors to assemble Thursday at the State House for
a conference with a group of men
prominent in the textile industry, to
consider methods for coping with difficulties now being confronted by them.
The call for the conference followed
information given to him by John H.
Backus that two mills in New Bedford
cperating 6500 spindles are preparing to
close their doors and transfer their
manufacturing activities to the Argentine.
Mr. Curley expressed the hope that
the federal government might act
swiftly toward imposing higher tariffs
on textile imports. Japan, he said, has
been ,raiding the 'United States markets in this industry in recent years
after nearly ruining the British textile
I market a few years ago. until tariffs 1
suddenly were erected as a protection to
British industry.

,35
for discovering corruption in the police
department."
His first step in the campaign was a
demand on all division captains to furrash Martin H. King, superintendent,
not later than Feb. 13, with answers to
nine specific questions. These were designed to produce lists of the following:
Speakeasies operated on each division.
Chartered clubs suspected of illegally
dispensing liquor.
Gaming houses.
Places suspected of having gaming
machines or horse-race charts.

Houses of ill fame and suspected
houses.
Resorts suspected of traffic in narcotics.
Hotels and lodging houses suspected
of being common nuisances.
Common victuallers suspected of
operating places where criminal conduct or vice of any kind are tolerated.
Buildings where suspicious persons
congregate.
Because of Gov. Curley's attack.
which in the department is interpreted
as being directed against James R. Claflin, deputy superintendent, formerly
in command of the Warren avenue

station, the entire personnel at this
station and nearby headquarters appeared jittery yesterday.
Opinions were exs_essed that the
Governor has been supplied with a
list of illegal resorts which have been
operated in the intown area for the
past year. The suddenness with which
he exposed the gambling layout in the
se-called Sportsmen's club, on the floor
, above tha Cosmos Club, has caused
aPPrehension that he plans other sensational moves.
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MILITARY AND NAVAL
Birthday
Washington's
Plans of the Ancients
By GEORGE NOBLE
Already an honorary member of
four years' standing (Maj James
W. H. Myrick proposed him in the
captaincy of Maj Francis S. Cummings), Gov Curley after his gay
State House reception will, with his
staff, be escorted on Washington's
Birthday by Capt F. E. Bolton,
A. D. C., to the Armory of the Ancients, at Faneuil Hall, when he will
be the guest and chief speaker at the
old warriors' Governor's Day celebration.
There will be no birthday cake to
be partitioned with an historic sword,
as at last year's Ancients' dinner.
The reason then was that Feb 22
happened in 1934 to be also Gov Ely's
birthday.

banquet at the Copley Plaza, at which
are expected from 1200 to 1500 Massachusetts Legionnaires. Whether he
will attend the National Defense
meeting of the auxiliary at Faneuil
Hall next Sunday afternoon before he
passes on from Boston to Iowa, is uncertain. At that speakers will be Mrs
Calvin D. Winne of Longview, Wash,
and Mrs Jonathan E. Wheatley of
Maryland.
East Lynn Post will have a wrestling carnival at the Lynn Arena
Feb 22.
Y. D. Post 290 will be addressed
tomorrow evening at 200 Huntington

AMERICAN LEGION
It will be a busy week-end for
Commander Belgrano. He is expected to arrive from Portland, Mc, acaompanied by Boyd B. Stutler of
West Virginia, some time afternoon
Friday. If time permits, that afternoon will be devoted to inspection of
the various Greater Boston Veterans'
Hospitals. Next morni ,g, after the
IVIansfield breakfast, he will call upon
Gov Curley at the State House. Then
across the Common again to the Governor's luncheon at the Hotel Statler.
After the Legion meeting at the
Gardner Auditorium will come the
111{Stilikt inid.PAinter. "get togetins"

2 Park Square
BOSTON
MASS.
GLOBE
Boston, Mass.
1 0 1935
mg event in the program.

CURLEY NOT TO HALT
KAMINSKI EXECUTION

NO! NO! 999 TIMES NO!
Definitely in opposition to Communists, parlor pinks, trendists and
anglers will be Joyce Kilmer Post 316
of the American Legion, if it succeeds
In acquiring its charter Saturday at
the meeting of the State Executive
Committee, which is to be held in the
Rose Room of Hotel Westminster directly after Mayor Mansfield's breakfast that morning to National Commander Frank N. Belgrano Jr in the
same hotel.
The intent of the aspirant Legionnaires, most of them school teachers,
is to adopt actively the Legicn's new
motto: "Not just hats off to the flag,
but sleeves up for it,"
If Joyce Kilmer Post 316 becoms.s
an actuality Saturday, the Massachusetts membership toward the 1935
quota will become 16,000 plus—a gain
of nearly 1000 over one year ago.

Press Clipping Service

FRANK N. BELGRANO JR OF
OAKLAND, CALIF
av by a member, Royal K. Haves,
former champion of the Y. D. Veterans' Association, on "Broadway
Lights and Bowery Bums."
Cecil W. Fogg Post 73 and its
Auxiliary will have its annual banquet in K. of C. Hall, Everett st,
Hyde Park, Feb 21. Invitations have
been sent to National Vice Commander Daniel J. Doherty, Woburn; John
D. Crowley, chef de chemin de ter
of the "40 'n' 8" and Congressman
John W. McCormack.
The second annual minstrel show of
Oliver Ames Jr Post 117 will be
given at 352 Longwood as', tomorrow
and Tuesday evenings at 8:30 p
under the direction of Vice Com.mander Joseph Sheeran, assisted oy
Estelle Sheeran.

Gov Curley will not interfere with
the execution of Alexander Kaminski,
set for the week of Feb 17, he said
last night.
"As far as I am concerned the
Kaminski case is closed," Gov Curley
said. Earlier in the week, after Judge
Nelson P. Brown refused a new trial
to Kaminski, Gov Curley said he
could see no reason for differing with
the presiding justice in the trial.
Kaminski killed Merritt Hayden, a
Hampden County jail guard, while
making an escape from the institution. '
-•
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Governor Plans Boston'Police Sha eup
rge proportion UL LLM
red early to sleep tight—but not
om alcohol.
Meanwhile the pclice started to
undup all persons who were at
e CosmoS Club on the night of the
urder, in the hope of learning the
iller's identity.

ind List of Members

Preen wa
'Bean
with the Cosmos Club when the club
sought a liquor license, and more
than one State Senator spoke in favor
of granting the license.
It is not necessary for the board to
receive a formal complaint against
the club in order to take this action,
he said. The club had received a

"probationary" license Dec 19, 1933.
A private list of Cosmos Club This covered the club until May 1,
embers was found by police when 1934.
hey searched the building yesterday,
At that time, in view of the fact
hey are being questioned by State that there had been no complaints,
nd Boston police.
J. according to Chairman Iontague, a
David
charging
Warrants
regular. license was granted. NO
Beano) Breen and Daniel J. Mc- complaint has ever been made
arthy, a bartender at the club, with,against the club.
eing accessories after the fact of
The license of the club covered
urder were refused by Judge John I only the second floor, but before the
uff in Municipal Court late in the probationary license was granted, Mr
fternoon. Breen and McCarthy had Montague said, an investigation was
een held as suspicious persons by made in the usual manner by the
olice over night, but were released Boston police, as prescribed by law.
• •
ft e r the hearing before Judge
At the original hearing on the petition, Sergt Hoban of the Boston Police Department testified in favor of
ouner Held on Arms Charge granting a license and said that he
Police have said at different times knew of nothing wrong about the
uririg the past 24 hours that they club. Sergt Dunleavy of the Boston
e mur- Police Department gave similar testiid not know the identityo
derer, although it was learned from rhony.
ht that a persource last night
•
Another person, Mr Montague would
Agains a reliable
Move
etroactive
on who was in the Cosmos Club at not say whether in per on, by phone
told police or by letter, notified ti commission
murder
the
of
time
the
•
the murderer's name.
that "Beano" Breen was behind the
The State Police made their pres- club, and Mr Montague declared that
once felt again when Capt Charles he asked these police officers at the
Van Amburg, the State ballistic ex- time if this were true, and )(ath Dunpert, requested tlie Boston police to leavy and kioban told the cc.mmission
turn the bullet taken from Swee- that they knew nothing of Breen
noy's body over to him. Edward J. being connected with it.
Seibolt, police armorer, to whom the
An officer Callahan, Montague said,
request was made, got in touch with also gave the commission the same
Supt Martin H. King and the latter answer concerning Breen, and told
had the bullet sent to the State the commission that he knew nothing
By JOHN BARRY
House, but would not let Capt Van of Breen's association with the club.
A gang warfare, direct out- Amburg retain it.
No one appeared before the board

CURLY-11MS TO
OUST LEONARD

Has Crime Commission .1)
at Work in City
R

Hultman Possible

Police to Get Wide Power
in Case of .Clubs

•

growth of the police protection Barney Gouner, arrested by police to object to the granting a license
when he entered tha club shortly to the Cosmos Club, and in view of
alleged to have been given to the after
the shooting, was arraigned the testimony given concerning it,
czars of the gambling racket in yesterday noon before Judge Zottoli the license was granted.
Boston, and denied to a mob try- in the Municipal Court on a charge of
The petitioners were represented
carrying a weapcip illegally. He
ing to chisel in, will be averted, ac- pleaded no guilty and was held in by attorney Bernard Killion.
A reporter asked Chairman Moncording to Gov Curley, in a state- $2500 mail until Feb 15.
any State
on tague. "Do you remember
lives
26
and
is
who
Gouner,
acof
plan
his
if
night,
Senator appearing in favor of the
ment last
Cheston pk, Roxbury, was picked up granting of the.J.icense to the Costion meets approval of the Legis- by the police after a telephone call
mos Club."
lature and his Executive Council. was received at the club, asking for
Chairman Montague smiled and anWhen
"Mario."
one
of
information
The plan, devised as the result he was searched, police say, they swered, "Perhaps I do remember. In
face more than one appeared."
Of the sudden entrance of State found a fully-loaded 32-caliber reThe chairman was asked to give
on
volver
him.
order,
Governor's
Police, by the
the names of the State Senators who
appeared in behalf of the Cosmos
into the inquiry into the night club
It
Perry Told Club and answered, "I think not.
Slaying of the Cosmos cloorma_n_ °lice Deny Miss
not in the record anyway; in fact,
is
Boston
the
of
T.
-convict
Montague
David
people frequently come in and inJoseph (Red) Sweeney, ex
icensing Board notified the Cosmos quire about licenses, but they are not
of many aliases, calls for:

Curley's Plans

Reorganization of the Boston
Police Department.
Removal of Police Commissioner
Joseph J. Leonard.
Punishment of *the police official,
for
If any, found to be responsible unthe wide open vice conditions
earthed in the South End.
against
A retroactive move
Police
Eugene C. Hultman, former
Commissioner, now chairman of
Commisthe Metropolitan District
the
from
ousting
his
possibly
sion;
Metropolitan post.
Entrance of the State Police into
Boston law enforcement whenever
necessary
the Governor deems it
the
or advisable, in contrast to
''hands-off" policy of former years.
An amendment to the General
Laws permitting police to enter all
clubs without search warrants in
the future. So inclusive is the
amendment that entrance without
warrant would be permitted in any
assembly, excepting a church
service.
Not only is gambling, masquerading behind the fronts of supposed respectability such as a night
club, the target of the Governor
but also such protected vice as
narcotic and white-slave traffic.
Curley
Continued on Par 2

lub to appear before the board next
tielday to show cause why the club
arter should not be revoked.
Miss Sadie Perry, a night club enrtainer, who was questioned by p0cc yesterday and then released, was
ported hiding last night. Police
id the woman apparently became
ightened because of the story which
peered in some of the Boston pars, that a woman had tipped the
lice off as to the murderer's ideny. Police denied that Miss Perry
d made any such statement.
Mario deMarco, club attendant, who
as identified as one of the persons
the cab that took Sweeney to the
ity Hospital, is still missing. Police
eve broadcast a description of him
all outlying districts and expected
pick him up before morning.

aid She Heard Shot
The murder of Sweeney was defitely placed in the Cosmos Club on
oadway yesterday by the police
ter they questioned Miss Perry,
o said she hecrd a shot as she fled
wn the stairs of the club early Fri-

y morning.
The girl said she was near the
ino in the club when a f ght startamong a large group of men, mostItalians, who were having a special
rty. She told the officers that as
fight began she started out of
club, but before she had reached
street she heard a shot.
adie Perry's story concerning the
han party at the club resulted in
police yesterday assigning two
linn officers to that phase of the
estigation being carried on by the
- orry. The biate 1'c:ince are in Warren-av station police under Capt
Joseph McKinnon and Police Headtown."

recorded."
According to Chairman Montague
the officers of the club are president,
Daniel F. O'Connor, whose address
is given at 141 Stuart st; treasurer,
Chester Grillo, whose address is given as 49 Yeoman av, Medford; financial secretary, Edward Feldman,
whose address is given as 165 East
Cottage st. Whether this is one of
the East Cottage streets in Boston
or elsewhere is not specified.
Capt McKinnon, informed of action
to suspend the liquor license of the
Cosmos Club, said it was his opinion
the club should be permanently
closed. He would not say whether
or not he would appear personally
before the Licensing Board to further
such a move.

EVERETT POLICEMEN HOLDS
TWO AT PISTOL POINT
EVERETT, Feb 10 (Sunday)—
Thwarted by a lone patrolman, three

men failed in their attempt to rob the
gas station of the American Gasoline
Company at the corner of Revere
Beach Parkway and Second st, early
this morning.
Two of the trio were arrested at

pistol point by patrolman Pasquale
Fiorenteno, who claims to have seen
the men at work on a safe in the of-

fice of the station and jammed his
service pistol through one of the win-

dows. Thos °arrested gave their
names as Amelio Rizzo, 23, and Michael Giggle, 25, both of Revere.
According to the patrolmen, the
pair, with an accomplice, were in
the office when he spied a light. Approaching the station cautiously, he
neared a window and claims to have
seen three men inside. Jamming his
Only once before in the history of quarters. The officers assigned are pistol through the window he brought
Boston have the speak-easies been Lieut Louis di Sessa and patrolman about the capture of the arrested pair
known to close "en masse," and then Charles Perelli. Sergt Banks will while the third escaped.
it was not the 100 percent shutdown assist them.
Because Boston police upon enterof last night. That was when the L'DIES
eensing Board made a few tours of ing the club immediately after the ATHOL CHILD
OF COASTING INJURIES
Inspection before the licenses were murder found many hats and coats.
which they believe had been left
renewed for this year.
GARDNER, Feb 9—Raymond Deyo,
With miraculous intuition the own- there by patrons in their haste to 7, son of Mr and Mrs Herbert Deyo
ers seemed to know when they were leave, they are anxious to find per- of 297 Vine at, Athol, died in the
to be visited; the clubs were not all sons who may have witnessed the Henry Heywood Memorial Hospital
closed at the same time, and did not
stay closed for long.
The sudden and violent decease of
Red Sweeney at the Cosmos Cht,
and the subsequent entrai cc of the
ptate Police i•ito the case nas had a

wide effect,

xuosestill thirst'

fracas that led to the murder.
tonight of a fractured skull received
Laundry marks on the wearing when he coasted off a sleep driveapparel that was found in the club way at his home into a ear driven by
may prove to be important in solu- Eugene Bintinner of 114 Euclid st.
tion of the case.
Athol.
In an interview yesterday regardThe boy is survived by his par..
ing the agliQn Qi the BoatQa 4akzeoPilt
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Barney Gouner, arrested by police
No one appeared before the
when • he entered th,
f club shortly to object to the granting a board
license
after the shooting, was arraigned to the Cosmos Club,
yesterday noon before Judge Zottoli I the testimony given and in view of
concerning it,
in the Municipal Court on a charge of I the license
was granted.
carrying a weapon illegally. He
The petitioners were represented
pleaded no guilty and was held in by attorney
Bernard Killion
$2500 mail until Feb 15.
A reporter asked Chairman MonGouner, who is 28 and lives on tague. ''Do
you remeniber any State
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!LA
DUE TO MURDER
Peep-Hole Joints Closed
N ab Seven
Bosion Police Have Busy Night
in Answer to Curley Charges
For the first time in the history
of repeal every speakeasy
and
peep-hole night club in Boston
was
closed at midnight last night, as
the police conducted a series
of
raids and arrested seven men.
Murder

Continued on Page 2

appears as if the Boston police were
not anxious to have the third floor
seen and I am told they even kept
the press out of there until Commissioner Kirk, Capt Stokes and the
State Police arrived. I am told that
Capt Stokes asked to see the third
floor and it was then that the
gambling room was made public
property."
Prior to issuing his general order,
Police Commissioner Leonard made
the following statement: "I shall
act on any and all evidence presented
relating to graft in the Police Departent and these alleged protected
laces. Additionally, I will devise
y own methods for discovering
orruption in the Police Department.
am not making public at the pesnt time the method and means I
ill use to make my findings."

eonard's General Order
The general order, No. 17, sent out
ast night by Commissioner Leonard
s as follows:
"Forward to the superintendent in
uplicate by Feb 13, 1935, a report
howing:
"List of speak-easies (places where
iquor is being sold illegally) operted on your division.
"I..fist of chartered clubs suspected
of illegally dispensing intoxicating
liquors on your division.
"List of gaming houses, places suspected of having gaming machines
on the premises, lotteries, or horse
race charts, on your division.
"List of houses of ill-fame and suspected houses of ill-fame on your
division.
"List of houses suspected of trafficking in narcotics.
"Hotels or lodging houses suspected
of being common nuisances.
"All places which hold common
victuallers' licenses which are suspected of criminal conduct or vice
of any kind.
"Buildings where suspicious persons congregate.

111AF

tional and tar
the State Police report submitted
yesterday by Commissioner if Public
Safety Paul G. Kirk.
That the State Police are now practically out of the Sweeney murder
was also disclosed, as the Governor
feels that the protected vice which
they reported to him supersedes in
importance even the shooting down
of the Cosmos Club doorman, whose
death is now for the Boston detectives to solve.
"The public and not the racketeers
protected," Gov Curley
must b
stated.

Check to Gang Warfare

•

On the gang warfare, which Gov
Curley is of the opinion was threatening Boston because of the mushroom growth of gambling dens
manned and supervised by the exbootleg barons, the Governor said:
"The decisive action taken by the
State Police in law enforcement,
and the knowledge that the Governor proposes to have the law lived
up to regardless as to whom it affects, should be a material factor in
preventing anything which would
savor of gang Warfare. The knowledge on the part of the participants
in gang warfare that no leniency
will be shown and the law rigidly
enforced should prove a source of
protection to the so-called innocent
bystander and prevent the character
of action in Massachusetts that has
too frequently disgraced other American communities."
Discussing the State Police report
and his investigation into the license
of the Cosmos Club, Gov Curley
partly absolved Ex-Police Commissioner Hultman from responsibility
this matter.

Information Asked

In reference to the above, the following information must be furnished:
"In what part of the building; first
or second floor, whole house, etc,
and description of the premises.
"Name of operator or person
operating the place.
"How long has it been in existence?
"What effort has been made by the
di7ision to abate this particular
nuisance?
"How many times convicted in
court; name of person convicted?
"Was proprietor ever convicted?
"Disposition of cases; final sentence, if any.
"How many times searched; statin,. dates?
"Total amount of liquor or paraphernalia seized, if any.
"Number of speakeasies (places
where liquor is being sold illegally)
houses of ill fame and suspected
Leonard Asks Reports
A demand for a complete list of houses of ill fame, houses trafficking
all suspected vice, gambling and il- in narcotics and houses suspected of
narcotics, gaming
legal liquor resorts in Boston from trafficking in
division heads was Police Commis- houses, places suspected of having
gaming
machines on the premises,
sioner Leonard's only answer to Gov
Curley last night. In a general order and lotteries, with names of operators
and
locations that have been
Leonard asked for the reports,
It was also revealed that Leonard ' closed or which ceased to do business
since
was planning secret methods of learnJan 1, 1935.
jug of alleged grafters and protection
what
purpose
building is now being
ayments to police in the department
le well as the sources of this protee., used. The entire record on file in
the division concerning each parlion money.
The general order was interpreted ticular location should be forwarded.
Leonard's reply to the Governor
after State Police made public the -'"pies of Correspondence
gambling layout on the floor above
Gov Curley showed members of the
the Cosmos, known as the Sports- press last night a bundle of photoChih
static copies of correspondence heov
said A!eaLaxdayitltt.t,ween Seeratria td fatata Iredarie

111
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Cook and Ex-Commissioner Hultman
from which he drew in making his
statement on the crime situation.
These photostats were taken home by
the Governor last night with other
material and he asked his secretarial
force to the Jamaicaway home at 3
o'clock Sunday to go over further
material. This material is believed to
be in preparation for presentation to
the Executive Council in the Leonard
ouster movement.
"When asked if the material did not
affect Hultman more than Lermard in
the Police Department administration,
and questioned if it would have any
effect on Hultman's present office,
Gov Curley said "It might have a
bearing."
Gov Curley's complete statement on
the Cosmos Club murder and disclosed vice is as follows:

Hyn
air
.85
'Nursery Chair ....$2.95Bassinetl-e Crib,
"•
.18x3ó inches
Crib Mattress,
cotton filled. $4.35 I Cotton Mattress .$1.55
Mail or phone orders filled—call HUBbard 2700
NURSERY FURNITURE—THIRD FLOOR—MAIN STORE

Arena Building, in St Botolph at, 'club' is described as a corporation
Boston. Mr Hultman, however, in a 'formed for any civic, educational,
later letter to one James Hayes, an charitable, benevolent, or religious
official of the Cosmos Club, written purpose; for the prosecution of any
after the charter had been restored antiquarian, historical, literary, scienby the Secretary on Mr Hultman's tific, medical, artistic, monumental
request, gave his official permission or musical purposes; for establishing
for the transfer of location from 18 and maintaining libraries, for supCarson st, Dorchester. It is a singu- porting any missionary enterprise,
lar thing that, although the commis- having for its object the disseminasioner was in possession of Mr Cook's tion of religious or educational inletter stating that the charter had struction in foreign countries; for
been voided for supposedly moving promoting temperance or morality in.
to 92 Broadway from the Arena the Commonwealth; for encouraging
Building in St Botolph st. he made athletic exercises or yachting; for enno mention of that addrest in grant- couraging the raising of choice
Curley's Statement
ing permission for the transfer from breeds or domestic animals and
"I have been informed by Lieut- the Carson-st address.
poultry; for the association and acCol Paul C. Kirk, the Commissioner
commodation of societies of Free
of Public Safety, that the investiga- Hultman Letter to Cook
Masons; Odd Fellows, Knights of
tion by his department, conducted
"In his letter to Secretary Cook, Pythias, Or any other charitable or
under the direction of Capt John F. dated Sept 18, 1933, Mr Hultman, in social meetings; or establishing
Stokes, disclosed that the so-called urging that the secretary give back boards of trade, chambers of com'Sportsman's Club' on the third floor the charter 'to prevent injustice' to merce and bodies of like nature.'
of the building at 92 Broadway, Bos- the club, said:
"In my opinion it is time to take
ton, occupied also by the Cosmos
"'I am in receipt of your letter of immediate steps to abolish these
Club, was a completely equipped Sept 7, with reference to the Cosmos iniquitous places, masquerading ungambling den.
Club, 92 Broadway. I note that you der the guise of respectability. It
"A factual examination of the re- state that a possible injustice may should not be necessary to wait unport of Capt Stokes indicates that have been done the members of this til a shocking crime of violence
this establishment has been doing club, in declaring void its charter be- brings to public attention the evils
business for a considerable length of cause of failure to obtain written con- for which they are nothing more
time—at least four months. There sent for change of location. I have than breeding grounds. The public
was nothing in it to indicate that had this matter thoroughly investi- and not the racketeers must be prothis gaming club had been subject at gated and it is reported to me that tected.
"Accordingly it is my purpose to
any time during its existence to any after an inspection of the premises of
interference by the legally consti- the Cosmos Club at 92 Broadway, submit to the General Court the
tuted authorities and I have no in- they are clean and neat and with no followihg amendment: Chapter 147,
General Laws, Tercentenary Edition,
formation from any other source to barricades of any sort.
the contrary.
"'In reply to that part of your letter is hereby amended by inserting, after
Section
7 therein, the following sec"When Capt Stokes entered the of Sept 7, inquiring whether or not
place he found a direct wire to the the change of location is satisfactory tion, to wit, Section 7-A:
"'Every police officer, including
General News Bureau—which I un- to this department, and stating that
derstand is a distributing agency of if so, you would attempt to correct every State police officer, may enter
racing information, having among any injustice that may have been any place or building at which or in
its subscribers a large number of done the club in this matter, if you which people are congregated for the
gambling establishments similar in still feel that an injustice has been purpose of entertainment, amusecharacter to the Sportsman's Club. done this club, it is agreeable to me ment, or any purpose, whether
licensed or not, with the exception of
Two regular service telephones were to allow the change of location.'
religious assembly, in order to dealso in evidence and a check by the
"The commissioner then wrote the termine
whether or not the provisions
State detectives shows that they letter toi Hayes, which was as follows:
of laws are being enforced.
were installed as long ago as Sept
"'You, are hereby notified that I
24, 1934. There was also an electric have this day approved the petition
ticker in operation, an assortment of of the Cosmos Club, by James Hayes, HARVARD PAIR, TWIN SISTERS
dice-throwing paraphernalia, card dated Sept 10, 1933, and in accordance INJURED IN CAMBRIDGE CRASH
tables, and a large cashier's cage with with the provisions of General Laws,
Two Harvard students and twin
six windows.
Chapter 180, Section 26, Tercentenary sisters, students at the Katherine
Edition, for permission to change
Alleges Protection
their location from 18 Carson st, Dor- Gibts School, were injured early this
morning when the automobil2 in
"It is inconceivable to me that a chester, to 92 Broadway, Boston.'
place of this character, attracting a
"The same day Hultman sent a which they were riding was in collarge number of patrons, could have communication to Secretary Cook lision with a Boston Elevated bus on
continued to operate for such a under the two headings: 'To Straight- Broadway, near Hancock at, Camperiod of time without the knowl- en Out Revocation of Your Office of bridge.
The automobile was operated by
edge of the police or their passive Sept 4, 1933, of the Cosmos Club, 92
acquiescence.
Broadway' and 'Consent to Removal William A. McKenzie, 24, a Thrvard
Law
School student, living at 23
"The only conclusion that can be of the Club Named, Filed Herewith
drawn, under these circumstances, is in Accordance With Your Letter to Langdon at, Cambridge. Riding with
that this unlawful establishment was This OfliCe Under Date of Sept 19, him were John Gannon, 24, of the
Eliot Reuse, also a Harvard student,
being protected by those whose duty 1933.'
•
it is to enforce the law. It is obvious
"The ody of the document was as and the Misses Kay and Edith
Schmidt, of Utica, N Y.
from the failure of the police to act follows:
until the commission of a murder
McKenzie and the girls were taken
"'I an forwarding enclosed an atbrought the existence of the place tested cqpy of the notice sent this day to the Cambridge Relief Hospital,
into the light of day that the Boston to the cosmos Club, approving the where McKenzie is reported to be
Police Department is in serious need petition of the above-named club for under observation for a probable
of a complete reorganization.
a change of location from 18 Carson fracture of the skull. The girls sus"In addition to the conditions found st, Dorchester, to 92 Broadway, Bos- tained body injuries. Gannon was
in the Sportsman's Club, I have ton.'
taken to the Cambridge Municipal
'
learned, through the Attorney Gen"Secretary Cook, acting upon Hult- Hospital, where he is under treateral's office, that there are some very man's advice, then rescinded his or- ment for a probable fracture of the
peculiar circumstances surrounding der voiding the charter and so in- skull. *
the establishment of the Cosmos Club formed Reyes.
The bus was operated by Charles
at 92 Broadway. According to corA. Noonan of 1090 Fellsway, Med.
ford.
respondence between Ex-Police Com- Sees No Excuse for Charter
missioner Eugene C. Hultman and
"After'ascertaining the character of
Secretary of State Frederic W. Cook, the Costhos
Married Women in Trades
Club, which appears to
the club charter was declared void have been mainly
WASHINGTON
devoted
to
the
(A. P.)—Occupa.
by Secretary Cook on Sept 4, 1933, drinking. of
beverages lion statistics of the 1030 census show
because of the fact t:.at it had and to haveintoxicating
been frequented by that married women were 35.3 perchanged its location without obtain- charactrts identified with the undercent of those in trade, 35 percent of
ing the written consent of the Police world, I'find it
difficult to ascertain those in domestic service, 32.4 perCommissioner.
why sucb a place was ever granted cent of those in manufaCturing, but
"Secretary Cook's letter places the c
rteroomati
...
114404
the first place.
only 18.3 percent of those in clerical,
glob's pr_avioufi Aocatiou at the *Steil
Nam km
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report„reacts
'
Executive as preystag affairs in Boston and
'-side the city will also be the
oject of sudden raids in future,
,his plan is carried to completion.

•

eppears as if the Boston police were
tot anxious to have the third floor
een and I am told they even kept
he press out of there until Commissioner Kirk, Capt Stokes and the
State Police arrived. I am told that
Capt Stokes asked to see the third
floor and it was then that the
gambling room was made public
property."
Prior to issuing his general order,
Police Commissioner Leonard made
the following statement: "I shall
act on any and all evidence presented
relating to graft in the Police Department and these alleged protected
places. Additionally, I will devise
my own methods for discovering
corruption in the Police Department.
I am not making public at the pesent time the method and means I
will use to make my findings."

Cook and Ex-Commissioner Hultman
from which he drew in making his
statement on the crime situation.
These photostats were taken home by
the Governor last night with other
material and he asked his secretarial
force to the Jamaicaway home at 3
o'clock Sunday to go over further
material. This material is believed to
be in preparation for presentation to
the Executive Council in the Leonard
ouster movement.
"When asked if the material did not
affect Hultman more than Lewiard in
the Police Department admitiistration,
and questioned if it would have any
effect on Hultman's present office,
Gov Curley said "It might have a
bearing."
Gov Curley's complete statement on
the Cosmos Club murder and disclosed vice is as follows:

,i,n • air
$ .85
Bassioc;1, Crib,
'Surgery Chair . .•. $2.95
t836 •inches .. Crib 1,5s,
1tre
coti.on fil!ed . . . $4.35 I Cotton Mattress .$1.55
Mall or phone orders filled-call HUBbard 2700
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Arena Building, in St Botolph st, 'club' is described as a corporation
Boston. Mr Hultman, however, in a 'formed for any civic, educational,
later letter to one James Hayes, an charitable, benevolent, or religious
official of the Cosmos Club, written purpose; for the prosecution of any
after the charter had been restored antiquarian, historical, literary, scienby the Secretary on Mr Hultman's tific, medical, artistic, monumental
request, gave his official permission or musical purposes; for establishing
for the transfer of location from 18 and maintaining libraries, for supCommission
urley's CrimeCarson st, Dorchester. It is a singu- porting any missionary enterprise,
plan
Disclosing his findings and the
thing that, although the commis- having for its object the disseminalar
that
revealed
'st night, Gov Curley
was in possession of Mr Cook's tion of religious or educational insioner
.Commission
*, has had a Crime
stating that the charter had struction in foreign countries; for
letter
asweeks
three
for
vbrking quietly
been voided for supposedly moving promoting temperance or morality in
conditions.
Boston
on
data
;embling
to 92 Broadway from the Arena the Commonwealth; for encouragicts
The Commission includes Prof
Building in St Botolph st, he made athletic exercises or yachting; for enFrank L. Simpson, who was a memno mention of that address in grant- couraging the raising of choice
ber of Gov Ely's fact finding body;
Curley's Statement
ing permission for the transfer from breeds or domestic animals and
attorney John P.Feeney,and attor.ley Leonard's General Order
poultry; for the association and ac"I have been informed by Lieut- the Carson-st address.
Henry Fielding, who prosecuted his
commodation of societies of Free
The general order, No. 17, sent out Col Paul C. Kirk, the Cominissioner
ComFinance
ousters in the Boston
Masons; Odd Fellows, Knights of
last night by Commissioner Leonard of Public Safety, that the investiga- Hultman Letter to Cook
mission; Attr Gen Paul A. Dever and is as follows:
Cook, Pythias, or any other charitable or
Secretary
to
letter
by
tion
his
his
department,
"In
conducted
of
Ronan
J.
James
Asst Atty Gen
"Forward to the superintendent In under the direction of Capt John F. dated Sept 18, 1933, Mr Hultman, in social meetings; or establishing
Salem, who was counsel for Ely's duplicate by Feb 13, 1935, a report
of comStokes, disclosed that the so-called urging that the secretary give back boards of trade, chambers
commission.
crime
and bodies of like nature.'
showing:
'Sportsman's Club' on the third floor the charter 'to prevent injustice' to merce my
This commission is to meet again
"In
opinion it is time to take
"List of speak-casks (places where of the building at 92 Broadway, Bos- the club, said:
with the Governor Tuesday morning liquor is being sold illegally) oper- ton, occupied also by
immediate steps to abolish these
of
letter
your
of
receipt
in
the
am
Cosmos
"'I
and its report is expected to be sensa- ated on your division.
masquerading unClub, was a completely equipped Sept 7, with reference to the Cosmos iniquitous places,
der the guise of respectability. It
tional and far more reaching than
of chartered clubs suspected gambling den.
"List
you
that
note
I
Broadway.
92
Club,
submitted
the State Police report
not be necessary to wait unof illegally dispensing intoxicating
"A factual examination of the re- state that a possible injustice may should
yesterday by Commissioner if Public liquors on your division.
til a shocking crime of violence
this
of
members
the
of
port
Capt
done
Stokes
indicates
that
been
have
brings to public attention the evils
Safety Paul G. Kirk.
"List of gaming houses, places susits charter be- for
which they are nothing more
That the State Police are now prac- pected of having gaming machines this establishment has been doing club, in declaring void
written conobtain
to
for
a
business
failure
of
length
considerable
of
cause
murder
Sweeney
the
of
tically out
on the premises, lotteries, or horse time-at least four months. There sent for change of location. I have than breeding grounds. The public
Governor
the
as
disclosed,
also
and not the racketeers must be pro.
was
race charts, on your division.
was nothing in it to indicate that had this matter thoroughly investi- tected.
feels that the protected vice which
susill-fame
and
of
houses
of
"List
that
me
to
reported
it is
"Accordingly it is my purpose to
they reported to him supersedes in pected houses of ill-fame on your this gaming club had been subject at gated and
any time during its existence to any after an inspection of the premises of submit to the General Court the
Importance even the shooting down division.
Broadway,
92
at
Club
the
by
Cosmos
legally
interference
whose
constithe
of the Cosmos Club doorman,
"List of houses suspected of traf- tuted authorities and I have no in- they are clean and neat and with no following amendment: Chapter 147,
General Laws, Tercentenary Editu,n,
death is now for the Boston detec- ficking in narcotics.
formation from any other source to barricades of any sort.
is hereby amended by inserting,after
tives to solve.
"Hotels or lodging houses suspected the contrary.
letter
your
of
part
that
to
reply
'In
'
racketeers
the
not
Section 7 therein, the following sec"The public and
common nuisances.
"When Capt Stokes entered the of Sept 7, inquiring whether or not tion, to wit, Section 7-A:
protected," Gov Curley of beingplaces which hold common
must h
"All
is satisfactory
location
he
place
of
a
found
change
to
direct
wire
the
the
"'Every police officer, including
stated.
victuallers' licenses which are sus- General News Bureau-which I un- to this department, and stating that
criminal conduct or vice derstand is a distributing agency of if so, you would attempt to correct every State police officer, may enter
of
pected
any place or building at which or in
Check to Gang Warfare
of any kind.
racing information, having among any injustice that may have been
On the gang warfare, which Gov
where suspicious per- its subscribers a large number of done the club in this matter, if you which people are congregated for the
"Buildings
purpose of entertainment, amuseCurley is of the opinion was threat- sons congregate.
gambling establishments similar in still feel that an injustice has been ment, or any purpose, whether
ening Boston because of the mushme
to
agreeable
is
it
club,
this
to
character
the
done
Club.
Sportsman's
licensed or not, with the exception of
room growth of gambling dens Information Asked
Two regular service telephones were to allow the change of location.'
religious assembly, in order to demanned and supervised by the exthe
wrote
then
commissioner
in
also
"The
evidence
a
and
check
the
by
folthe
above,
the
to
termine
said:
whether or not the provisions
In reference
bootleg barons, the Governor
follows:
as
was
which
Hayes,
to
State
letter
shows
detectives
that
they
the
furbe
of laws are being enforced.'"
by
must
information
lowing
"The decisive action taken
"'You are hereby notified that I
were installed as long ago as Sept
State Police in law enforcement, nished:
"In what part of the building; first 24, 1934. There was also an electric have this day approved the petition HARVARD PAIR, TWIN SISTERS
and the knowledge that the Goverin operation, an assortment of of the Cosmos Club, by James Hayes,
IN CAMBRIDGE CRASH
nor proposes to have the law lived or second floor, whole house, etc, ticker
paraphernalia, card dated Sept 10, 1933, and in accordance INJURED
dice-throwing
afit
whom
premises.
the
of
to
description
as
and
regardless
to
up
Two Harvard students and twin
"Name of operator or person tables, and a large cashier's cage with with the provisions of General Laws,
fects, should be a material factor in
six windows.
Chapter 180, Section 26, Tercentenary sisters, students at the Kathcribe
preventing anything which would operating the place.
Edition, for permission to change Gibes School, were injured early this
"How long has it been in exsavor of gang Warfare. The knowlAlleges Protection
their location from 18 Carson st, Dor- morning when the
edge on the part of the participants istence?
automobile in
"It is inconceivable to me that a chester, to 92 Broadway, Boston.'
"What effort has been made by the
in gang warfare that no leniency
which they were riding was in cola
Hultman
sent
day
"The
same
rigidly
a
place
of
attracting
this
law
character,
the
will be shown and
di7ision to abate this particular
lision with a Boston Elevated bus on
large number of patrons, could have communication to Secretary Cook Broadway, near Hancock st, Camenforced should prove a source of nuisance?
Straight'To
headings:
two
the
under
innocent
such
a
for
to
continued
operate
so-called
the
to
protection
"How many times convicted in
bridge.
period of time without the knowl- en Out Revocation of Your Office of
bystander and prevent the character court; name of person convicted?
The automobile was operated by
Club, 92
Cosmos
the
of
1933,
4,
Sept
edge
the
of
their
or
passive
police
convicted?
of action in Massachusetts that has
ever
"Was proprietor
and 'Consent to Removal William A. McKenzie, 24, a Harvard
Broadway'
acquiescence.
too frequently disgraced other Amersenfinal
cases;
of
"Disposition
Law School student, living at 23
"The only conclusion that can be of the Club Named, Filed Herewith Langdon st, Cambridge. Riding with
ican communities."
tence, if any.
Accordance With Your Letter to
Discussing the State Police report
him were John Gannon, 24, of the
times searched; stat- drawn, under these circumstances, is in
many
"How
that this unlawful establishment was This Offie Under Date of Sept 19, Eliot Hcuse, also a Harvard student,
and his investigation into the Edens° in:, dales?
Curley
1933."
Gov
duty
being
those
protected
by
whose
Club,
of the Cosmos
the Misses Kay and Edith
"Total amount of liquor or para- it
"The body of the document was as and
is to enforce the law. It is obvious
partly absolved Ex-Police Commis- phernalia seized, it any.
Schmidt, of Utica, N Y.
follows:
the
of
police
act
to
from
failure
the
sioner Hultman from responsibility
"Number of speakeasies (places
McKenzie and the girls were taken
"'I ani forwarding enclosed an atcommission of a murder
in this matter.
where liquor is being sold illegally) until thethe
to the Cambridge Relief Hospital,
day
this
notice
of
sent
the
place
brought
of
tested
y
the
c
existence
to be
houses of ill fame and suspected into the
light of day that the Boston to the Cosmos Club, approving the where McKenzie is reported
Leonard Asks Reports
houses of ill fame, houses trafficking
under observation for a probable
A demand for a complete list of in narcotics and houses suspected of Police Department is in serious need petition iof the above-named club for fracture of the skull. The girls susa complete reorganization.
a change of location from 18 Carson
all suspected vice, gambling and il- trafficking in
narcotics, gaming of"In
injuries. Gannon was
addition to the conditions found st, Dorchester, to 92 Broadway, Bos- tained body Cambridge Municipal
legal liquor resorts in Boston from houses, places suspected of having
taken to the
the
In
ton.'
Club,
Commishave
I
Sportsman's
Police
was
division heads
gaming machines on the premises,
Hospital, where he is under treat"Secretary Cook, acting upon Hult- ment for a probable frac1ure of the
sioner Leonard's only answer to Gov and lotteries, with names of opera- learned, through the Attorney Genorhis
rescinded
that
eral's
man's
there
office,
order
are
very
then
some
advice,
general
a
In
night.
last
Curley
tors and locations that have been peculiar circumstances surrounding der voiding the charter and so in- skull. ;
Leonard asked for the reports.
The bus was operated by Charles
closed or which ceased to do business the establishment of the Cosmos Club formed Rayes.
It was also revealed that Leonard since Jan 1, 1935.
A. Noonan of 1090 Felisway, Medat 92 Broadway. According to corwas planning secret methods of learnford.
"In reference to No 9 state for
ing of alleged grafters and protection what purpose building is now being respondence between Ex-Police Com- Sees No Excuse for Charter
"After ascertaining the character of
ayments to police in the department, used. The entire record on file in missioner Eugene C. Hultman and
Married Women in Trades
s well as the sources of this protec-; the division concerning each par- Secretary of State Frederic W. Cook, the Cosmos Club, which appears to
(A. P.)-Occupa.
void
was
club
declared
the
charter
WASHINGTON
have been mainly devoted to the
ion mohey.
ticular location should be forwarded. by Secretary Cook on Sept 4, 1933, drinking, of intoxicating beverages tion statistics of the 1930 census show
The general order was interpreted
because of the fact Let it had and to have been frequented hv that married women were 35.3 pers Leonard's reply to the Governor Copies of Correspondence
change4 its location without obtain- charactefs identified with the under- cent of those in trade. 35 percent of
fter State Police made public the
Gov Curley showed members of the ing the written consent of the Police world. I find it difficult to ascertain those in domestic service. 32.4 perambling layout on the floor above
why such a place was ever granted cent of those in manufadturing, but
the Cosmos, known as the Sports- press last night a bundle of photo- Commissioner. •
1, 18.3 percent of those in clerical
sic copies of correspondence he"Secretary Cook's letter places the charter in the first ii c.
wn'^; Club
Aostou •
de4-4:414 *resent •114MOI laWa a work*
Gov. Curley Raid ateaterciaxa 1:41tiLwcen. kiecZatasy, fFdata Frodtr, club's previous kecation
am.
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Fin. Corn. Group Silent on
4-Hour Questioning
('onipleiP see r':snrrounded the appearance of Edmund L. Dolan before
members of the Boston
the
tive
Finance Commission yesterday in connection with an investigation of financial transactions It-lade for the eity during th.• noir yeatS of his administration
riSlirer.
as city ii
,
Aevolopaniell by
It. counsel, Thomas
mahony, Mr. 'Dolan appeared RI
the office of the PinAnce Commission at
9:30 yesterday morning, and for almost
four hours he and his attorney were
closeted with members of the commission In a a.
on held behind closed
doors.
When he emerged again Mr. Dolan
refused to make any statement. merely
declaring "I'm •not a public official."
Chairman E. Mark Sulltvan of the
commission declined to divulge what
had taken place at the meeting.
Judge .Itteole J. Kaplan, former .Mairman of the body who was removed
hY
GoverttorQiitd. from the only paid
post otreffr-Rarnission, en tried on the
greater part of the questioning during
yesterday'a session.
•
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CURLEY CALLS
TEXTILE MEET
Cotton and Wool
Industry
to Be Discussed

\

In on effort. to
of helping buil find ways and means
d up the text
ile
tries of New
England, Governor indushas called a
Curley
conference at
the State
!louse on Thur
sday, to which
he has
Invited the othe
r New England
ors, prominent
mill owners andGovernbers of the
memGovernor's own
board of college
advisory
professors,
4
The (mvernor's
after it had been action was taken
reported that n500
spindles are to
be moved out
of the
city of New
Bedford to Arge
Governor Curley
ntina.
said yesterday
the textile
that
interests are grea
tly disturbed at the
,loss of business
In recent
years and poin
ted out that Japa
n has
taken a large
amount of the
business
frumerly done
In textiles In
Engla ml.
New
The Governor
beli
eves
that
higher
tariffs should be
imposed on cotton
woolen
RI1/1
goods
Imported
into
this
country.
----
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NO NEW PLEAS
FOR KAMINSKI
Case Is Closed, Declar
es
Governor Curley
Anticipating moves
by friends of
Alexander Kaminski
to save him from
the electric chair, in
which he is scheduled to dle during
the
for the killing of Merr week of Feb. 17
itt Hayden, guar
d
in the Hampden coun
ty jail at Springfield, Governor Corl
ey yesterday made
it plain that any
:irliitional pleas for
clemency will be deni
ed.
"As far as I ant
concerned," said
the Governor, "the
Kaminski ease is
closed."
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CURLEY FI,AYS
poif
e a AS LAX Police Shak.p
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as

Result

of

Night

Cli.

Demands a Complete Shake-Up--Blames Hultman for Conditions in
Cosmos Club Murder Case

Police Clear Resort
After Getting "Tip"
on Gunmen

BY LESTER ALLEN
Moving to smash the vice, dope",
and gambling rings as a result of their
Cosmos Club slaying of Joseph "Red'.-.
Sweeney, stick boy in a crap gam
run

by the gambling lords of

underworld,

Governor

night denounced

the

Curley
Boston

las

ln response to a telephoned tip
that four gunmen were in the 'Lancaster Club, dine and dance place

police

department in a lengthy statement in
which he charged graft and corrup
tion exist and blamed former Police
Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman

at

Washington street, near Dover,
and were about to put someone on
the "spot," police in radio cars, with

1160

for the chartering of the Cosmos Club.,
SWFPNEV HOME
studies feminine garments
I Continued on Pare 12-First Col. ' head ttarters
ismos Club murder victim by the police.

sawed-off shotguns in hand, dashed
there at midnight, last night, lined

of all places suspected of being resorted
to for gaming and vice, as I am determined to rid this city of these et flea
Complete reorganization of the Bo
and shall expect the captains of each
tonpolice department was demanded division to see their districts are clean.
GOVERNOR SCORES BOSTON POLICE
by Governor Curley, as he charged , This is in continuance of my policy The Chief Executive at his desk in tilt State House as he roundly scored
took office.
that former Commissioner Hultman. since the day I instructed the super- the Boston police as result of revela tons brought to light by the Cosmos
"I have further
ens. chairman of the Metropolitan Dis- intendent to have an investigation made
pel Commission, had interceded for ; as to why gambling implements were
the Cosmos Club officers, who yester- not found on the premises of the CosClub
ing
0
.
day were proven to be "straw" men. mos Club when it wee searched on Jan.
that yous::"N
to obtain a restoration of the charter 22. 1935, and later found on Feb. 8, Club, 99 Broadway. I note may have
Injustice
possible
W.
a
Frederic
state
that
of
State
Secretary
after
1933,"
club.
been done the members of this
Cook had revoked the charter because
because of
"No school."
This cr yp t'ic megIn declaring void its charter
Federal Action Also
elf the change of the club's location.
for
failure to obtain writ ten consent this sage, given by one of a group
stepped
also
have
of men •
authorities
Federal
I have bad
location.
of
Fling at Leo Schwartz
change
CRDER. BULLET
i lounging on the street corners
into the probe with United States Dis- matter thoroughly investigated an
in th'
state.
the
in
While Governor Curley
trict Attorney Francis J. W. Ford in- Is reported to me that after all inspec- vicinity of
Boston police department ballistic expert as
Seibolt,
J.
Edward
morcr
Ar
City Square, Charlestow ,
Sweeney.
Club
ment that he gave out after nightfall vestigating the finding of the badge
studied the bullet which ended the life of Joseph "Red"
of the premises of the Cosmos
mystified scores of motoristsh
last night blamed Hultman for tne reH stolen from United States Chief Dep- tion
clean an
are
they
Broadway,
92
at
Cosmos
•
storation of the charter of the
uty Marshal Michael J. Ward in the
any
of
barricades
they stopped their machines in tha
eratt, and with no
Club, he stated flatly. "The
pockets of Joseph "fled" Sweeney, the ano
Richard J. Griffin and the investigation
the po:ice departinent, a &minutice • slain ganzster, reputed to be the most
section yesterday and overheard th
was started.
I.eo
of
name
the
by
gentleman
deadly and coldly vindictive slugger in •
Hayes
Accompanied by Patrolman James
to
Letter
Wrote
remark.
Schwartz'. was extremely ac se dorMg. the employ of the underworld.
who knew the exact location
Kearney,
Commissioner Hultman's regime. in dicIndeed, as the day progressed yes- "'In reply to that part
To the initiated, however, it wa
of the cottage, the three investigators
tating the policy of the police depart- terday. the probe of the slaying in or of Sept. 7, inquiring whether er
tramped through the snow. They were
learned, the message meant tha
Intent."
near the Cosmos Club and its upstairs change of location is satisfactor:s
astounded by the excellent care which
Governor Curley stated he would not ! neighbor, the Sportsmen's Club, rele- this department, and stating that if
horserace
bookmaking
estahlishments
hesitate to use the State police again gated the actual slaying of the gang- you would attempt to correct any inEverett. Ft,tinett, the unite of the in- the baby is receiving,
ju,1 lik, a mother to the
to obtain desired information in Boa- ster to comparative unimportance and justice that may have been done the were closed, temporarily at least, as a fi.Mtr14.1.1
danseatedseva.Old.d_w ton, and that "the decisive action taken ! focused attention upon the existence club in this matter, if you still feel that result of the probe into the shooting
grad; te nd hat I-Tel.'F,!ill'T.LY.W"..*+0*101.444,,,41kasf
by the State police for law enforcement ! of powerful and strongly entrenched an injustice has been done this club, it ,
of Joseph P. "Red" Sweeney, formand the knowledge that the Governor • gambling, dope and vre rings.
is agreeable to me to allow the change I
proposes to have the law lived up to
er convict.
of location.' regardless ois who
affects, should be ,
Gov. Curley's Statement
"The 'commissioner then wrote the
a material factor la preventing any- ,
letter to Hayes, which was as follows:
thing which would savor of gang war- j The Governor's statement last night
"'You are hereby notified that I have financial secretary, could not
fare, and the knowledge on the part i was as follows:
this day approved the petition of the cated.
by
Lieutenant."I
have
been
informed
of participants in gang warfare that no,
Cosmos Club, by James Hayes, dated
leniency will he shown and the law • Colonel Paul C. Kirk, the commissioner
Sept. 10, 19M, and in accordance with
rigidly enforced should prove a source of public safety, that the investigation
Held overnight by the police and
by
his
department,
conducted
under the the provisions of General Laws, Chapof protection to the so-called innocent
ter 130, Section 26, Tercentenary Edi- taken to Central Court yesterday, where
bystander. And it will prevent the direction of Captain John F. Stokes,
tion, for permission to change their lo- police sought a warrant charging him
character of action in the municipal- • disclosed that the so-called 'Sportscation from 18 Carson street, Dorches- with being an accessory before the fact
hies of the State that has too fre- man's Club' on the third floor of the
ter, to 92 Broadway, Boston.'
of murder, David ..l. Breen, onetime
quently disgraced other American corn- building at 92 Broadway, Boston, ocstormy petrel of the old LaGrange street
cupied also by the Cosmos Club, was
er unities."
Sent Document to Sec. Cook
police district, who defied police from
Armed with photostatic copies of the a completely equipped gambling den."
"The same day Hultman sent a coin- behind barricaded- doors and who licked
"A factual examination of the report
Correspondence between Commissioner
rnunication to Secretary Cook under them in court, walked out when Judge
Hultman and Secretary of State Cook, of Captain Stokes indicates .that this
the two headings: 'TO STRAIGHTEN John Duff refused to ieeue a warrant,
Governor Curley delivered a broadside establishment had been doing business
OUT REVOCATION OF YOUR OF. rilthough he waited three hours for pothat presaged a complete shakeup of for a considerable length of time-at FICE OF SEPT. 4, 1933
OF TUE COS- 1,!E, to bring in additional evidence.
least four months. There was nothing
the Boston police department.
in it to indicate that this gaming club MOS CLUB, 92 BROADWAY' and kVih Breen was freed Daniel J. Mchad been subject to any time during 'CaiN OliNT. TO REMOVAL OF THE i• i• eii , bartender, when Judge Duff reLeonard Takes Action
its existence to any interference by the C I.i • 13 NAMED, FILED I I ER I i'Oefe• 1 f re ,i, i i e-arrant!.
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard an- legally constituted authorities and I I N -kCCORDANCE WITH YOI • i: 1.I.:TI:- :',re he issued a statement yesterticipated the move by only a few min- have no information from any other TPA l TO THIS OFFICE [NI 'Ell Jae Grivernor Curley had called a meetutes, for, as Governor Curley was de- source to the contrary.
Tid OF SEPT. 19, 1931'
iiie of the Crime Commission appointlivering his blast at graft and corrup""r he body of the document w.ls ,,s ,,I a few weeks eigo. including ProfesRaps
Alleged
Police
inactivity
alleged
given
by
follows:
protection
tion and
,cr Frank L. Simpson of Boston l'iii"I am forwarding enclosed an fill,',•- ,,
Attorney John P. Feeney, Ashigher police officials to clubs operated , When Captain Stokes entered the
,' itV
James J.
ed a copy of the notice sent,this day to seiant Attot-nej•eGeneral
ance or toe
, a general
I place he found a direct wire to the the Cosmos Club,
was sent out to the whole department
approving the peti- I:onan and Assistant Attorney-General
News Rureau-which I under- tion of the above-named
General
Tuesday.
for
ordering an immediate report to Super- '
club for a Henry P. Fielding
1ntendent Martin H. King of all speak- stand is a distributing agency of racing change of location from 18 Carson
Its conferred with Commissioner of
easies, chartered clubs, gaming houses. information, having among its sub,- street, Dorchester, to 92 Broadway,. nnhlic Safety Paul C. Kirk concerning
Stokes
houses of ill fame, buildings where • scribers a large number of gambling Boston.'
!he findings of Captain johnF.
whoen
detectives
e,theiti•nt
suspicious people congregate, together ,
i ale rtehde tShtea tegadn
a,r,,
the
Not Proper as Club, He Says
establishments similar in character to
above '
with all the data concerning them.
Cosmos Club after Boston police had
,
Overlords of the underworhe took the ; the Sportsmen's Club. Two regular ser"secretary Cook. acting upon Hutt
of
locked the door on the alleged scene
hint. Chartered clubs, where liquor vice telephones were also in evidence, man's hdviee, then rescinded his
orde;
over to
was served until the first crack of 1 and a check he the State detectives voiding the charter and so
, murder and turned h keys
a
infortnedi
the building,
dawn, gambling clubs where dice rat- shows that they were installed ae long Hayes.
erecters- the agent of the owner of
State police retled and roulette wheels spun, and ago as Sept. 24, 1934. There was also
"After ascertaining the (Mame r ,,, The probe by the
covered
, saled that downtown Boston is
cards flipped to and fro in the dizzy an electric ticker in operation, an as- t he Cosmos ClubWhich
,
appears `'`:
horse
to '
l.,. a network of wires linking
turn of fortune, began closing their sortment of dice-throwing parapherna- have been mainly devoted to the
and
taken
drinkwere
bets
ii i,01-rooms, where
doors all over town. Horse rooms I lia, card tables and a large cashier's ing of intoxicating betierages
atned
registered on horse races, and which
where telegraphic service direct from I cage with. six windows.
have been frequented by ch
elabo
the tracks kept the gamblers posted an I "It is .inconceivable to me that a identified with the underw'
( ed b converted at night into
orld I
.
''' gambling
o
e 'where
Instant after the actual race at the place of this character, attracting a difficult to ascertain why such find • ''
a I to late
ini
ch
lehm
to
solitaire
track, folded up all over town. Bookies large number of patrons, could have was ever granted a cherter in th P a" emiirl be Play ed from
e arst
went back to the old routine of hud- continued to operate for'such a period place.
de fer and Russian bank.
dling in doorways and plodding from I of time without the knowledge of the
"Under ottr preeent liquor
law,
State Police Withdrawn
pillar to post to take in the bets. Num- police or their passing acquiescence.
'club' .
is described as a cor
' a
ber peol operators, the chief of whom
o
'formed for any civic, edu poration nvW
'
erhetn
immediate
toe
henas
Curley,
rm
u
"Very Peculiar Circumstances"
rnio
n fr°C
Governor
operates from a North End headquarcharitable, benevolent
ntlitoerrarr3el.ies•e:juenrael,
Attorney-Genera
ters, Wean to take account of a new
-..... ly, called Assistants
-The only conclusion !hat can be pose; for the prosecution of ant's
3 antiFiedding and Ronan into conference an
risk.
drawn, under these circumstances, is medical,
framed an amendment to the law t
artistic,
monumental "tine'
Never Heard of Breen, They Said that this unlawful establishment was
police to in
sical purpose; for establishinagr e e permit State and local
mawhere people ar
• In possession of the Governor and the being protected by those whose duty it maintaining libraries for
'
i:
fli spect all premises
i /.., itentertainment, amuse
any missionary enterprise, haaa-l'
State police is a record of the proceed.7. congregated for
e.-ie
church
is to enforce the law. It Is obvious
its object the dissemination via- - ment or any purpose, except a
ings before the Boston Licensing Comto
mission when a probationary license from the failure of the police to act liglous or educational instruction of re- The ainendment will be presented
in f
Legislature with a spa
was granted to the Cosmos Club in until the commission of a murder eign countries; for promoting
morrow to the
passage.
temperDecember, 1933. At that time, the rec- brought the existence of the place into ance or morality in the
cial message urging its
Common- State police were withdrawn last night
ord shows, Sergeant John Dunleavy, the light of day that the Boston police wealth: for encouraging athletic
slaying of
the
exerdepartment
is
in
of
serious
need
of
a
comcises or yachting; for
formerly of Warren avenue station,
from the probe Superintendent James
encouraging the Sweeney.
Deputy
ta
raising
riaro,iisnni:aa
l
of
now assigned to Roxbury. and Ser- plete reorganization.
oaafnerticohtnpooimci•leol breeds
dome-lie
charge of the po"In addition to the conditions found in
poultry; for
geant Leo Hoban, now assigned at
.
r ftohmfzeiass0 a- M. Clatlin, who is in
the crime occurred,
which
in
West Roxbury station, -appeared be- the Sportsmen's Club, I have learned,
area
lice
slayer with
fore Chairman David T. Montague and through the Attorney-lieneral's office, I, rc e Masons, Odd Fellows,
tinned to search for the
Knights
peretaff Of detectives. Manj
the other licensing hoard members and that there are some very peculiar cii-- Pythias or any other
large
charitable. o
afr '.,,,,, Nvf,re located who hail been in or
roucrp
ia(3ee
1 b,odifeosr otfhea lei
testified that thej had never heard of eumstancts surrounding the establish- ,
4
r
found to
and
a person named David .1. Breen, al- ment of the Cosmos Club at e2 Broads
kteabtiihaariZtntt
the clubs, but all were
e , and ',.,H.
b
whether
ompletely forgotten
leged to be the sole owner of the Coe- way. According to correspondence be- maintenance of ,places for
c
nave
,,
mos Club. whieh was under the Sports- tween former Police Commissioner Eu- rooms, libraries or social meetings
1 o was stick boy at the
w ' was
not.
or Swei
or
., -nev•
there
table,
men's club, where the slaying is al- gene C. Hultman and Secretary of !establishing boards of trade
chem. claP-s
,,
push the die
leged to have taken place. There was State Frederic W. Cook, the club char- bees of commerce and bodies
dies of see Sweeney s job was to
rolling
was
declared
void
by
Secretary
ter
nature.'
particular objection from the board to
--- hoever happened to be
over
two gamekeepers or
granting a license to the club because Cook on Sept. 4, 1933, because of the
the dice, while
its
location
Will
fact
that
it
had
changed
Urge
informed
been
Drastic
that
they
had
of the fact
paid off the bets on either
Law
croupiers,
consent
He usually had a
-le my opinion it Is
that David J. "Beano- Breen was the without obtaining the written
side of the table.
time to take
of the police commissioner.
sole owner.
line eaucer full of dice in front of him conmediate steps to abolish
the
iquitous places, masquerading these in; taining a dozen or more pairs of
"Gave His Official Permission"
a
Leonard to Fight Ouster Moves
guise of respectability. It under the cubes. front. which he would select
"Secretary Cook's letter places the be necessary to wait until should not pair and spin them over to whoever
The liquor license for thie year was
a
granted after Louis Epple, secretary of club's previous location at the Boston crime of violence brings to shocking was going to roll.
the board, had looked over the books of Arena building, in St. Botolph street, tention the evils for which public at
t
the club and found them in order, and Boston. Mr. Hultman, however, in a nothing more than breeding they
grounile '
had also found that the club gave away later letter to orte James Hayes, an offi- The public and not the
racketeers twist
Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners to cial of the COSMOS Clun, written after be protected.
poor families. This charity, it is well the charter had been restored by the
"Accordingly it is my
purpose to s;11, I.
to the Genet-al Court
known, is the pet charity of Das id .1. secretary on Mr. Hultman's request,
'
Dartmouth
the tonnes ;• N........,....,
Breen.
gave his official permission for the amendment: Chanter 117
''' .',';,., '!,,,ici
11.,:,/itaeirl:
sie anntotnometti .
,
a ,,.‘,.. , ,," v . ''
from
18
Carson
location
from
statement
of
tercentenary
transfer
stern
In the face of the
edition, is hereby
r hi
h
Dar m
ari-e,"',..; , ' - .1 ; ; !! '''".••••eeeuel7,
freeiwetemis
the Governor, Commissioner Joseph .1. street, Dorchester. It is a singular ad by insertion after section
eicf'
'ne
7 tfier
-6.ciatiOn
Leonard announced that he did not in- thing that, although the commissioner the following section, to w i t
, 11, '' .., al ,!oli
‘
the
,
the luncheons at
lig
, SeCiloli
r- elm"'
tend to resign and that he will fight
was In possession of Mr. Cook's letter 7-A:
-Every police officer,
any ouster moves. "1 shall act on all stating that the charter had been void„, ‘,,
echedule follows:
including ev v
peta
ai)
teie iallicc
eono
gftf,
e
evidence presented relating to graft in ed for supposedly moving to 92 Broad- S
of 1908, '09, '1 , 'Is,
1.vjt.i.Th.okunerir.ls,dc'a'y'_::lasses
'
the police department. I will not make way front the Arena building In St. place or building at which or
in wee!' ' '20,
public at present the method arid means Botolph street, he made no mention of
l'h '19.
..-:i•
eigeearted for the
'
93 '24, '25,
m
rh sday-Classes of 1922, - ,
1 will use to make my findings.
that address in granting permission of entertainment, amusement, pure g.
or • r•tt•è ,,e- ue
•
for the transfer from the Carson street purpose, whether licensed or
-, '13,
hot, a-ite' .--e'recinesdaYssseso, of 1911, .19
as.
la,,,,
riC
Orders Sweeping Clean-up
the exception of religious
address.
assemeit.
'', ti..- ,ie
"In his letter to Secretary Cook, dated order to determine whether or
have ordered the superintendent to
f 1901, '02, '03, TA,
not 'r r...1.
have a general investigation made by Sept. 13, OM, Mr. Hultman, in urging provisions of law are being
'
•30, '31, '32, 33. 34.
the commanding officers of all divisions that the secretary give hack the charter
1905, '06, '07. '14,
of
Probe
Ownership of
Friday--Classes
concerning the activities of all-night "to prevent injustice- to the club, said:
' 'I am in receipt of your letter of
'27, '28,
'15,
Actual
beinogw nperto-ebheidp obfth
glObe, chartered and unchartered, and
:
,(
itnova,,z,, i ,,I.
'CiS, president of
Edward S. French, railroad,
:osnlo. i:lut,
alleged to rest is-ith
is pre
Maine
&
Boston
the
.1,
was
Ill It
dent
night. Police allege that Dente, a•t ei,t "' th'. i '
of .I,,,,,,,
(memo-men of 141 Stuart
street, la.,!%; it,i,..j, 'it,
as president in the charter, i,,,, a)
;'",1 '
who once roomed - Ofl Stuart
Chester Grillo of 09 Yoemans al,.t,reet.
EL
MRS• .----Medford, listed in the charter
as
urer, was located.
trete!.
ARLINGTON,
Chester is a barber, working
its)
in a
'
at 329 Tremont streeu
itter
esed"Itea ibn
of 50 Melrose
ed:
;
!h
%,.1‘'
ifiers.of FP
‘r1 R. POII,T
'-.,a
active a member ae I
d
who iFi i n the
Atrlington,
explained. "T just put my
Somerville, died
' he. , street,
in
flat
einess
business
automobile
the charter. I haven't been d
a
r;ham
ttreig
e entpoB
ownnlis
,n an yesterday
Pect.:elar irB
l'astfl
in
for five or six months."
ere
after an I
of heart trouble,
Mr. Grillo was asked if he
six months.
had
HasP"I
signed checks drawn on a
saiiitid-vieb-eedr
Boston I'vt'r
s.bahritdickesh,e
()t Ahlbeger rthut,,
ideS
In the name of the chib to never
Pay u r
daughter.
bills. "No," said he.
by i
anything. I didn't hav•e-I
8 W:thing '
-4"4
with it. I was jut
tomornil!' 46- parents 'FuinC a services will he held
the office of
in the
llnd1-1 Fie r).. row a f ternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Marathon
on
of C) • •Saviour
the rector,
s „i n 'Pv'Tnt Chin ,-h
st Arlington, with officiat
reet,
• " h. an,
.ing.
ios,rb-d w,;]:
Bixby,
Warren N.
Rev.
rhi.,
•
;.•
•
i
!der
Pleaeant LemI Grillo, as t re
will he in Mount
Hnrial
ward F. Feldman, en the cnarter
et cry. Arlington.
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SCHOOL" MEANS
HALT IN GAMBLING

BACHELOR REARING
BABY IN COTTAGE.

--

-'
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ISSUE SCHEDULE FOR
DARTMOUTH LUNCHES

up 400 men and women customers
and marched them out to the street.
TELEPHONE RIPPED
Then it was discovered that the elute,.
telephone instrument had been ripped
from its fastenings on a s-alt, as if
someone had attempted to prevent a
message being sent over it.
When the word reached police headquarters four radio cars were ordered
to the place. The officers were heavily armed, ready for action. The Lancaster Club is on the third floor of the
building and when the, officers entered
it was thronged with diners and dancers, many of the women being in their
twenties.
When the grim-faced patrolmen surrounded the gay dance floor„ there wa.
orchestr
The
excitement.
much
stopped playing, women screamed an
men edged towards the doors. Superior-,
officers in charge of the police, ordered
the club patrons to line up on two
sides of the room, and then announced
that as the "deadline" hour of midnight -had arrived, they should fileslowly down into the street.
Later a search of the club developed
list the telephone had been pulled
front the wall.

BOS ONSUNDAY POST. FEBRUARY 10, 1935

14001N CLUB I
MARCH OUT
UNDER GUNS
Police Clear Resort
After Getting "Tip"
on Gunmen
In response to a telephoned tip
that four gunmen were in the 'Lancaster Club, dine and dance place at
1160 Washington street, near Dover,
and were about to put someone on
the "spot," police in radio cars, with
sawed-off shotguns in hand, dashed
there at midnight, last night, lined

SEIZED AT SWFt* NEY HOME
Captain Stephen 3. Flaherty at headquarters studies feminine garments
taken from the 'home of the Cosmos Club murder victim by the police.
Continued
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of all places suspected of being resorted
to for gaming and vice, as I am deterComplete reorganization of the Boil- mined to rid this city of these crimes
•
and
shall expect the captains of each
ton police department was demanded
division to see their districts are clean.
by Governor Curley, as he charged This is in continuance of my policy
that former Commissioner Hultman. since the day I took office.
"ow chairman of the Metropolitan Dis- • -1 have further instructed the supertriat Commission, had interceded for intendent to have an investigation made
the Cosmos Club officers, who yester- as to why gambling implements were
not found on the premises of the Cosday were proven to be "straw" men
to obtain a restoration of the charter mos Club when it was searched on Jan.
sifter Secretary of State Frederic Si'. 2- 2, 1935, and later found on Feb. 8,
Cook had revoked the charter because 19:15'
"
of the change of the club's location.
Federal Action Also

up 400 men and women customers
and marched them out to the street.

i

TELEPHONE RIPPED
GOVERNOR SCORES BOSTON POLICE
The Chief Executive at his desk in the State House as he roundly scored
the Boston police as result of revelations brought to light by the Cosmos
Club slaying.

Sept. 7, with reference to the Cosmos
Club, 92 Broadway. I note that s-ou
state that a possible injustice may have
been done the members of this club,
This cryptic mesin declaring void its charter because of
"No school."
failure to obtain written consent for sage, given by one of a group of mea
Fling at Leo Schwartz
Federal authorities have also steppe
LDYING IILRDER BULLET
change of location. I have had this
While Governor Curley in the state- into the probe with United States Dis matter
thoroughly investigated and it lounging Ort the street corners in the
triet Attorney- Francis J. \Y. Ford in
ballistic expert as he
anent that he gave out after nightfall
Armorer Edward J. Seibolt, Boston police department
inspecan
is
after
reported
to
me
that
vestigating
Charlestown,
the finding of the bacig
Sweeney.
vicinity of City Square,
Mat night blamed Hultman for toe restudied the bullet which ended the life of Joseph "Red"
Club
stolen
Cosmos
tion
of
the
premises
of
the
m
United
States
Dep
Chief
storation of the charter of the Co,mos
mystified scores of motorists wheq
rity
arid
a
at
92
Broadway,
clean
Marshal
they
are
Michael
.1.
Ward
in
th
Club, he stated flatly. "The rrieti:•)r of
the po:ice department, a fnm!neetive pockats of .loseph "Red" Sweeney, th a neat, and with no barricades of any they stopped their machines in that
Richard .5. Griffin and the investigation
gentleman
by
the
name
of
Leo slain gangster, reputed to be the most sort.
was started,
section yesterday and overheard the
fie.h ,varti, was extremely ac:ive during deadly and coldly vindictive slugger it •
by Patrolman James
Wrote Letter to Hayes
C..,,,nissioner Hultman's regime in dic- the employ of the underworld.
remark.
who knew the exact location
Kearney,
Indeed,
as
the
day
progressed yesta...er. the policy of the police depart-.
`"In reply to that part of your letter
To the initiated, however, it wa
of the cottage, the three investigators
terday, the probe of the slaying in or of Sept.
7, inquiring whether or not the
tramped through the snow. They were
the message meant tha
-•vernor Curley stated he would not near the Cosmos Club and its upstairs change of location is satisfactory to ';--arned
Continued Front First Paste
I.,
astounded by the excellent care which
neighbor,
the
Sportsmen's
Club,
relethis department, and stating that if
heoltale to use the State police again
horserace bookmaking establishments
the halo- is receiving.
unclef the
the
gated
the
Bennett,
actual
Everett
slaying
of
the
gangyou
would
„s
attempt
to
correct
any mto obtain desired information in Bosa mother to the
ster to comparative unimportance and olar ice that may have been done the
were closed, temporarily at least, as a faiiir`rit•assairinurrarrtl=lo :lie is just like erasansid.:-.:.-kttoyitstre
ton, and that "the decisive action taken
focused attention upon the existence club in this matter, if you still feel that
graduate and that he isn io.-A-,•••T.,''45`14sittatsrtaaisisslos`
by the State police for law enforcement of
result
of
the
the
probe
into
shooting
powerful and strongly entrenched an injustice has been done this club, it
and the knowledge that the Governor gambling,
dope and vice rings.
is agreeable to me to allow the change of Joseph P. "Red" Sweeney,
proposes to have the law lived up to
of location.' ,
er convict.
regardless qf who
affects, should be •
Gov. Curley's Statement
"The *commissioner then wrote the
a material factor Or preventing anyfollows:
letter
to
Hayes,
which
was
as
The Governor's statement last night
trona which would savor of gang war"'You are hereby notified that I have
fare, and the knowledge on the part was as follows:
•"I
have been informed by Lieutenant- this day approved the petition of the
of participants in gang warfare that no
leniency will be shown and the law Colonel Paul C. Kirk, the commissioner Cosmos Club, by James Hayes. dated
Breen Freed
rigidly enforced should prove a source of public safety, that the Investigation Sept. ,10, 1933, and in accordance with
Held overnight by the police and
of protection to the so-called innocent by his department, conducted under the the provisions of General Laws, Chapbystander. Anti it will prevent the direction of Captain John F. Stokes, ter 180, Section 26, Tercentenary Edi- taken to Central Court yesterday, where
character of action in the municipal- disclosed that the so-called 'Sports- lion, for permission to change their lo- police sought a warrant charging him
ities of the State that has too fre- man's Club' oo the third floor of the cation front 18 Carson street, Dorches- with being an accessory before the fact
of murder, David „I. Breen, onetime
quently disgraced other American corn- building at 92 Broadway, Boston, oc- ter, to 92 Broadway, Boston.'
cupied also by the Cosmos Club, was
storms' petrel of the old LaGrange street
=unities."
Sent Document to Sec. Cook
police district, who defied police from
Armed with photostatic copies of the a completely equipped gambling den."
sent
Ilultinan
"The
same
day
corn- behind barricaded doors and who licked
"A factual examination of the report
Correspondence between Commissioner
Cook
tnunication
to
Secretary
under
of
Captain
Stokes
them
in court, walked out when Judge
indicates that this
Hultman and Secretary of State Cook,
sTRA n I fiTEN John Duff refused to issue a warrant,
Governor Curley delivered a broadside establishment had been doing business the two headings: "ro
REVOCATION OF Yot'li • •F- slthotig.h he waited three hours for pothat presaged a complete shakeup of for a considerable length of time-at OUT
least four months. There was nothing FICE OF SEPT. 4, 1933 OF THE COS- ::,,e to bring In additional evidence.
the Boston police department.
in it to indicate that this gaming club MOS CLUB, 92 BROADWAY' anti With Breen was freed Daniel .1. Mchad been subject to any time during 'CONSENT. TO REMOVAL OF THI•i Carthy, bar:,.nder, when Judge Duff reLeonard Takes Action
,ised warts'
its existence to any interference by the CLUB NAMED, FILED
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard an. legally constituted authorities and I IN ACCORDANCE WITH YOUR LETBefore Is
a a ernl...ment )'esterticipated the move by only a few min- have no information from any other TER TO THIS OFFICE
UNDER day Coverb.,.
. lled a meetutes, for, as Governor Curley was de. sourre to the contrary
,DATE OF SEPT. 19, 1933:
Mg of tto.
.roosion appointlivering his blast at graft and corrup'The body of the document was a* srl a few
---oso•., including ProfesRaps Alleged Police InactiN ity
tion and alleged protection given b.
follows:
sor Frank I.
,!esori of Boston Poihigher police officials to clubs operated
"1 ant forwarding enclosed an attest- Yorsitys s
John P. Feeney, As\Viten Captaln
entered the
ed a copy of the notice sentsthis day to;
In defiance of the law, a general order
•
-,:eneral
James
J.
wire to the the COSMOS Club, approving the peti- itrosoi
was sent out to the whole department place he found a dlr.,
otl
it Attorney-General
ordering an immediate report to Super- General News Bureau-which I under- tion of the above-named club for
Henry P.
a for Tuesday.
intendent Martin H. King of all speak- stand is a distributing agency of racing change of location front 18 Carson: He confo:'
• c0000isso-iner of
easies, chartered clubs, gaming houses. information, having among its sub- street, Dorchester, to 92 Broadway, Public Saf.o.,
oseerning
Boston.' ,
the findings or 1'..srsoc
houses ef ill fame, buildings whore scribers a large number of
I'. Stokesgambling
and the State deteetis.-- • ho had unsuspicious people congregate. toeether
Not
Proper
as
Club,
establishments
similar
in
tie
Says
character
to
covered the gambling
with all the data concerning them.
. shove the
Overlords of the underworlel took the the Sportsmen's Club. Two regular ser"Secretary Cook, acting upon Holt-2: Cosmos Club after Boo • orilee had
hint. Chartered clubs, where liquor vice telephones were also in evidence, man's lhdvice, then rescinded his order locked the door on the rorris
seene of
was served until the first crack of and a check by the State detectives voiding the charter and so informed a murder and turned the keys Over to
the agent of the owner of the building.
dawn, gambling clubs where dice rat- shows that they were installed as long Hayes,
The probe by the State police retled and roulette wheels spun, and ago as Sept. 24, 1534. There was also
"After ascertaining the character of
cards flipped to and fro in the dizzy an electric ticker in operation, an as- t he Cosmos Club, which appears to arealed that downtown Boston is covered
turn of fortune, began closing their sortment of dice-throwing parapherna- have been mainly devoted to the drink- by a network of wires linking horse
doors all over town. Horse rooms lia, card tables and a large cashier's ing of intoxicating beverages and to pool-rooms, where bets were taken and
where telegraphic service direct from cage with. six windows.
have been frequented by characters registered on horse races, and whie
the tracks kept the gamblers posted an
"It is .inconceivable to me that a identified with the underworld, I find it could be converted at night into elabo
Instant after the actual race at the place of this character, attracting a difficult to ascertain why such a place rate gambling houses where any-thin
track, folded up all over town. Bookies large number of patrons, could have was ever granted a charter in the first could be played front solitaire to chemir
de fer and Russian bank.
went back to the old routine of hud- continued to operate for •such a period place,
dling in doorways and plodding front of time without the knowledge of the
"Under our present liquor law, a
State Police Withdrawn
'club' is described as a corporation
pillar to post to take in the bets. Num- police or their passing aequiescence.
When the information was turne
ber pool operators, the chief of whom
'formed for any civic, educational,
ma_
"Ver3,
Peculiar
Circumstances"
over to Governor Curley, he immediate
operates front a North End headquarcharitable, benevolent or religious
ters, Wigan to take account of a new
"The only conclusion that can he pose: for the prosecution of any anti- iy. called Assistants Attorney-Genera
risk.
quarian, historical, literary. scientific, F:elding and Ronan into conference an
drawn, under these circumstances, is medical artistic
monumental
mu- framed an amendment to the law t
Never Heard of Breen, They Said that this unlawful establishment was sical
purpose: for establishing and permit State and local police to in
- In possession of the Governor and the tieing protected by those whose duty it maintaining libraries for supporting spect all premises where people ar
State police is a record of the proceedany missionary enterprise, having for congregated for entertainment, amuse
is to enforce the law. It is obvious its
ings before the Boston Licensing Comobject the dissemination of re ment or any purpose, except a church
from
the
failure
of
the
police
to
act
mission when a probationary license
liglous or educational instruction in for- The amendment will be presented to
was granted to the Cosmos Club in until the commission of a murder eign countries: for promoting temper- morrow to the Legislature with a ape
December, 1933. At that time, the rec- brought the existence of the place into ance or morality in the Common- slat message urging its passage.
ate police were withdrawn last night
ord shows, Sergeant John Dunleavy, the light of day that the Boston police wealth: for encouraging athletic w“.rtIi i
formerly of Warren avenue station, department is Iti serious need of a com- (deem or yachting; for encouraging the:
probe of the slaying of
raising of choice breeds of
now as.signed to Roxbury. and Ser- plete reorganization.
domeog
•
"In addition to the conditions found In animals and poultry; for the
geant Leo Hoban, now assigned at
.
orattin,
who
Is in charge of the ponrosciaWest Roxbury station, -appeared be- the Sportsmen's Club. I have learned, tion and accommodation of soc,..1.,.. r,f , • area in which the crime oecurred,
offiee,
through
the
Attorney-General's
Free
Masons,
fore Chairman David T Montague and
Odd Fellows, Knights, r•f ' '
oiled to searrh for the slayer, with
the other licensing board members and that there are some very peculiar cir- Nth las or any other charitable Sr ' : rge stall of deteeti yes. Many per, of a like ehanseter
testified that they had never heard or cumstance s surrounding the establish- social borne'
•-•
were loorted who had been in or
alai
a person named David .1. Bi•een, at- ment of the Cosmos Club at 92 Broad- I purpose; for the establishment
r the clubs, but all were found to
4r,d '
to
Aecording
correspondence
beway.
ma
i
nee
Cosntena
of ,placem for
leged to be the sole owner of the
,.,
e• COMpletel,N• forgotten
whether
mos Club, which was under the Sports- tween former Police Commissioner Eu- grottos, libraries or social meetings, e,r ss ri•ney, who was stick boy at the I
Hultman and Secretary of
men's club, where the slaying is al- gene
boards of trade, corn
was
there
or
not. .
,••. :os table,
leged to have taken place. There was State Frederic W. Cook, the club char- berm of commerce and bodies of
likei Sa seney's job was to push the dice'
particular objection from the board to ter wan declared void by Secretary nature.'
r
to
happened
to
whoever
be
rolling
granting a license to the club because Cook on Sept. 4, 1933, because of the
dice, while two gamekeepers or ,
of the fact that they had been informed fact that it had changed its location
,Ipiers, paid off the bets on either
that, David J. "Beano" Breen was the without obtaining the written consent
lily opiiii011 it
ore
of the table. Ile usually had a
tittle to
of the police commissioner.
sole owner.
mediate steps to abolish sotake itafull f dice in front of him conIniquitous places, masquerading
taining a dozen or More pairs of the
"Gave His Official Permission"
Leonard to Fight Ouster Moves
under
thS
guise of respectability. It
cubes, fromm which It, would select a
should not pair
"Seeretary Cook's letter places the be necessary to wait
The liquor license for this year was
spin
•
If, whoi-ver •
until a
granted after Louis Epple, secretary of club's previous location at the Boston crime of violence brings to shocking was n. •i-e' to roll.
at•
the board, had looked over the books of Arena building, in St. Botolph street, tention the evils for
which they cis
the club and found them in order, and Boston. Mr. Hultman, however, In a nothing more than
breeding grounffiC
had also found that the club gave away later letter to one James Hayes, an oh- The public and not the
racketeers must
Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners to cial of the Cosmos Club, written after lie protected,
poor families. This charity, it is well the charter had been restored by the
"Accordingly it is my purpose
to sta.
Mr.
Hultman's
charity
of
David
J.
seeretary
on
request,
known, is the pet
Tit to the General
Court the
following
schedule of ,,•. .1.v Dartmoor h
Breen.
gale his official permission for the amendment: Chapter
147,
general laws,
• s aor a iinou need
In the face of the stern statement from transfer of location from 18 Carson tercentenary edition, is
. . • .r
roasti izi......1ls
..
hereby
Dart moorrh,
tlie
the Governor, Commissioner Joseph J. street, Dorchester. It is a singular eel by insertion after
ittnerat. •
seetion
,
,
-ii,---rlirM
not
in-cm,
,
aT
the
commissioner the following seetIon,
Leonard announced that he did
thereis \
thing that, although
a ssocia t iOn
to
wit
crop
tend to resign and that he will fight was in possession of Mr. Cook's letter
the luncheons at the
•,,,ring
any ouster move!. "I shall act on all stating that the charter had been void-Every police
Osi orr House.
officer, Ineludin
•.
evidence presented relating to graft in ed for supposedly moving to 92 Broad- State police office
The new schedule follows:
the police department. I will not make way from the Arena building in St. plare or building
enter
aro,
Monday--Classes of 1908, 09, 10, 18
at which or
in which • 1:.,. '20, '21.
public at present the method arid means Botolph street, he made no mention of people are
congiegated
for the purpose
1 will use to make my findings.
that address in granting permission of entertainment,
Tuesday--Classes of 1922, '23, '24, '25,
for the transfer from the Carson street purpose, whether amusement, or arty :N.
,
licensed
Orders Sweeping Clean-up
or
address.
not, witg
the exception of
Wednesday-Classes of 1911, '12, '13,
religious •
his
letter
to
Secretary
Cook,
-In
superinte.ndent
to
dated
mbly. is • pi, '17.
order to determine
have ordered the
whether
Thursday-'la".es of 1501, '02, '03, 'Of,
have a general investigation made by Sept. 18, 19313, Mr. Hultman, in urging provisions of law are being or riot the
enforce a
the commanding officers of all divisions that the secretary give hack the charter
.30, '31, '32, 30. 04.
Probe Ownership of
concerning the activities of all-night "to prevent injustice" to the club, said:
Friday--Clartses of 1905, '06, '07, '14,
Club
"I am in receipt of your letter of.
Cuba, chartered and unchartere.d, and
Actual ownership
'27, '28, '29.
'15,
president of
of lire
Edward S. French, '4C,
(s..0t1110S
presi- I
awlalesgebdeintog rpersotbeldva h
Clii
b yautnorrtiz.
David
Maine railroad, fs \ .,,,e. /
jaxi
- Roston &Dartmouth
Antrim,
Breen..
:47
t
he
night. Polite allege
while .1ohn e:
that
: of I to,Ioir.
(1.‘_!oritiell or
0,-presidelit.
141 storm
street, tons:
as president
a, li, .s %1
),
l•
the (barter,
is a ele4
who once roomed
on Stuart
Chester Grillo of 69
ay,.5atrett
Medford, listed in the Yoentatr5
charter
urer, was located.
atCh7ster Is a
Potter,
barber, working i n
a mhos
Tremont street.
50 Melrose
of
Potter
"1
R.
a in't ss ,'-ire of Earl Frunres (Hick°Is in the
active a member
as I used
Arlington, who
to
explained. "I just
,reet, East
Somerville, died
put my fum
the eharter. I
e on .• otornobile business In Bent Brigham
haven't been
Peter
for five or six m
the
in
down there
rday
,,,
after an
•
onths."
heart trouble,
Mr. C
o wart asked
• .11 of
months.
If
six
he
about
signed check's
had evti•
ot
she is survived
In the name ofdrawn on a Boston bass
-ies her husband
the club to
Claire Potter: a
daughter,
bills. "No,"
pay currrss
her
a
said he. "I
II icks, Jr., and
never signm '
anything. I didn't
her, Albert F.
rlington.
have
with it. I was
ans,thing ts do
rents, all of A
tomorjust a
'
will he held
the office of the
member."
I-'uinen'at services
in the
club, labelled rho, ih
at 2:30 o'clock
afternoon
ING nonxi,
Marathon
ow
State police
Saviour on
bundle, of
Our
found
rector,
of
sil..rai. 'hutch
conceited
with the
inseribed with the cheelta, all n atly
17:0,1 Arlington,Bixhy, officiating.
N.
name
Worreri
of
Grillo, ;is
Cemtreastirer of the
Chester '
Mount I'leasant
wart P'
o O he in
Feldman, on the elnh. Too I I
Alltngton.
charter as 1 e tcry,
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ISSUE SCHEDULE FOR
DARTMOUTH LUNCHES

1

ARLINGTON,

HEAD-

Then it was discovered that the elab'll
telephone instrument had been ripped
from its fastenings on a wail, as if
someone had attempted to prevent a
message being sent over it.
When the word reached police headquarters four radio cars were ordered
to the place. The officers were heavily armed, ready for action. The Lancaster Club is on the third floor of the
building anti when the, officers entered
it was thronged with diners and dancers, many of the women being in their
twenties.
When the grim-faced patrolmen rur-.
rounded the gay dance floor,, there wrist
orehestral
The
excitement.
much
stopped playing, women screamed and.
men edged towards the doors. Superiot°.
officers in charge of the police, ordered
the club patrons to line up on two
sides of the room, and then announced
that as the "deadline" hour of midnight had arrived, they should Ma
slowly down into the street.
Later a search of the club developed
that the telephone had been polled
frank,tbe Wall.
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It

is probably true that in 1930
.1'edera1 government. One day Gover- the wealth of Massachusetts approxi'
nor Curley estimates that $100,000,tot
mated 25 billions of dollars. It is
would take care of the public works
probably true in the light of the
Projects in Massachusetts and a wee::
kinds of
later he furnishes a programme fol shrunken value of all of the
, property, both tangible and intanSee6,4100,pee.
Higgins, Dexter Gibbs, Paul Higgins, Prescott Crane a id
. Like every other Governor, Mr. Cur- gible. that are owned by citizens of Scouts Curtis
e, of Boy Scout Troop 5, demonstrate their engineeri ig
y figures that finally the debt will be 1 Massachusetts that the total wealth Lionel LaRochell
ng a bridge at the exposition held in Quincy Armory.
constructi
ncelled, and the idea is to g- .* of Massachusetts does not now ex- ability by
he money "while the going is good." ceed 18 billions of dollars.
.But there are certain limitations
scouting, printing and journalism.
-This is representative not only of
(volved. For instance, take our own tax teal estate and stocks and ponds but
Boys under the leadership of District
in
Henrj
situation
Massachusetts.
Commissioner Oscar Ekblom of Troop
also insurance policies, deposits in savLong, the tax commissioner, who is ings banks and other evidences of the
25 had a booth representing the jourrecognized as one of the ablent men thrift of the people of Massachusetts.
phases of nalism, printing and reading merit
Exhibits demonstrating all
jn his line in the country, figures out Even with this shrinkage, there is still
a
badges. They issued a paper during
of
the publishing
for us that the wealth of this State likely to be found that Massachusetts scouting, including
featured the ex- the day giving the progress of events.
day,
the
during
paper
has depreciated from 25 billions in 1930 will
one of the booths attracting conbe one of the first 10 States of the position held in the Quincy armory yesto le billions today.
Union, which 10 States will ultimately terday under the auspices of Quincy siderable attention contained bridges,
signal
towers and camp equipment built
bear all of the burdens which the fed- Connell, Boy Scouts of America, in
Hea‘y Burden for State Sure
eral government now is developing commemoration of the 5th anniversary by members of Troop 5 out of wood
and rope. Troop 4 members gave first
In the final analysis Mr. Long esti- through expenditure and accumulation of scouting in America.
scouts, aid demonstrations during the day.
More than 1000 boys, including
Isiates that a very considerable por- of debt. It also will be necessary, out
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Police Accused of
'Protecting Crime
In Blast By Curley
Intends Complete'
Reorganization of
Department
HULTMAN HIT
Leonard Ouster Seen
as Result of Cosmos
Club Killing

On Warpath

Five pages of Crime
Pictures in March of
Events Section.
Complete reorganization
of the Boston police department was planned by g2ylast night.
ernor Curle
---y
the state pored
decla
He
1
lice investigation of Boston's
latest night club murder revealed such reorganization
to be an obvious necessity.
On the basis of the state police inquiry—the first ever made GOVERNOR JAMES M. CURin Boston—he accused the city
LEY, who last night accused pozed
police of protecting gambling re-' lice of protecting organi
State
from
receipt
after
crime
sorts and organized crime.
police of a report of their inHe assailed former Commisvestigation into the Cosmos
sioner Eugene C. Hultman in
Club slaying.
the Cosmos Club case.
He is expected to move for
Hultman's removal as chairman
1
kiv;
fla arill/ leas.
aV /
of the Metropolitan District
ed
ston police armorer, who refus
ommission, as a result of the

ill

tate police report.
It was expected that he would

make the same case basis of removal proceedings, on next
Wednesday, against the new
commissioner, Joseph J. Leon-

7 SEIZED IN
SERIES HUM

bullet
t the Cosmos Club murder
fired
was
it
found
t
Seibol
1rhim.
of the
I volver, and not from any

ard.
SHAKEUP EXPECTED
The governor further indicated i
the state police will remain in I
Boston, working under a new law
which he will propose to the
Legislature tomorrow, to wipe out

Spurred by Governor Curley's
threat of reorganizatioton
police opened a series of raids at
midnight and worked into the early
hours today. Seven men were ar-

rested.
Four men were arrested but 29
gambling, vice and illegal liquor Others escaped when the raiders
the door of a garage
"dens," which he said existed broke through
en stre.et, Back Bay. PoAberde
in
police
of
dge
knowle
the
"without
lice said two dice games were in
or with their passive acquiescence."
progress.
hisa
and
sioner
commis
A new
They booked on charges of becity
the
of
p
shakeu
ng
tory-maki
ing present where gaming impleforce was expected as outcome of ments were found John H. Wheethe situation.
lock of Hotel LaSalle, James F. McDevelopments in the slaying- of Ginnis alias McCarthy, of StedJoseph P. "Red" Sweeney, ex-con- man '
street. Quincy; John E
vict, "in or near the Cosmos Club" Pierce, alias Thomas P. Murphy,
at 92 Broadway, South End, Friday, of Charlesgate West. Back Bay,
have brought to light the fact that and James Cohen of Montello
Leo Schwartz, police department
-street, Brockton.
legal advisor under Hultman, "die
Gambling equipment valued at
tated the policies of the depart- $10,000 was seized.
ment," Curley charged.
At the Lancaster Club the raidHe revealed that shortly after 'he ers interrupted a gay party of
took office he appointed a state several hundred women and men,
crime commission which has been in a search for four men reputed
secretly engaged in an investiga- to be carrying guns\ They didn't
tion on which it will report Tues- find them.
in another move to forestall
day to the Legislature.
state action, raiders entered the
FACE STATE POLICE DRIVE
Club, Tremont street,
Hudson
The Boston Sunday Advertiser South End. They arrested three
of liquor
learned from another source that men, seized a quantity
s to leave.
the state administration has re- i and ordered 100 person
ceived information in detail regarding the existence of no less
than 25 gambling and vice resorts
in the South End area, alone.
State police, without waiting for
New York, Feb. 9 (INS)—Count
enactment of the governor's proonight insisted
posed new law giving them access Henri De Porcerit
here that he had obtained a diContinued on Page 10, Column 1 vorce from Mabel Boll, n

Count Insists.He
Won Boll Divorce

establishment was being protect
to
was
it
duty
whose
those
ed by
enforce the law.
fail"It is obvious from the
until the
act
to
police
the
of
ure
t
commission of a murder brough
into
the existence of the place
Bosthe light ot day that the
in seton police department is
reorganirious need of complete
zation."
for havHe assailed Hultman
very
ing participated "in the
surroundpeculiar circumstances
of the
ing the establishment
apCosmos Club" . . . "which
depears to have been mainly
intoxivoted to the drinking of
have
cating beverages and to
ters
been frequented by charac
Identified with the underworld."
ed 'dens'
His warning that protect
ed, and
In Boston must be abolish
ready to
that the state police stand
I abolish them, was this:
NCY
WILL SHOW NO LENIE
immediate
"It is thus to take
iniquitous
steps fo abolish these
places ...
ary to
"It should not be necess
of viowait until a shocking crime
on
lence brings to public attenti
noththe evils for which they are
grounds.
ing more than breeding
racket"The public, and not the
eers, must be protected." whether
Gov. Curley was asked
pments indibe considered develo
"on the
cated Hultman was not
He said:
ball" as commissioner.
while
"They indicate to me thatsioner
commis
Mr. Hultman was
gentlehis mentor, a diminutive
Schwartz
man by the name of
the dedictated the policies of
partment." lie added:
state
"The decisive action by the
ement, and
police for law enforc
governor
the knowledge that the law reproposes to enforce the
should
gardless of whom it effects
preventing
be a material factor in
o
anything that would savor- e.
‘vhat is known as gang warfar
"The knowledge on the part of'
participants in gang warfare that
no leniency will be shown and the
law rigidly enforce should prove
a protection .to the so-called innocent bystanders and prevent the
character of action in Masachnsetts that has so frequently disgraced other American communities,"
The governor said it appeared
that the Boston police were not
anxious to have the third floor of
the Cosmos Club building seen, and
that even the press was kept out of
the gambling rooms until the state
police authorities arrived on the
scene 12 hours after the murder.
For the first time he revealed
s
crime commtin
existence of a state ntedi
y early
sion, which he appoi
his term. It has made a secret investigation and will make a report
next Tuesday at 11 a. to.
"I expect the report will eon
some starting statements,"
tam
said the governor.
MEETS CRIME BOARD
Commission
yesterday
Late
Leonard issued the following:
"I have ordered the superintendent to have a general investigation made by the commanding
r. officers of all divisions concerning the activities of all night
clubs, chartered and unchartered,
and all places suspected of being
resorted to for gaming and vice,
S
and I ant determined to rid this
city of these crimes and shall
• expect the captain of each division to see that their districts
are clean.
"This Is in continuation of my
policy since the day I took oflice.
have further instructed the
superintendent to have an investigation made as to why gaining implements were not found
on the premises of the Cosnios
Club when It was searched on
Jan. 22, 1935, and later found on
I Fen. 8, 1925."
Later, in a general order to dlvi-

s, Leonard demanded,
sion captain
Wednesday, reports on the
y next
0
s
Hg

of speakeasies.
of chartered clubs susof illegally dispensing

pected
liquor
—Ilist of gaming houses, places
suspected of having gaming marace
horse
chines, lotteries,
charts.
4—Houses of ill fame and suspected houses of ill fame.
5—Houses suspected of trafficking in aarcotics.
Still later, at his Jamaica Plain
home, after having been advised
new
governor's
the
regarding
charges, Leonard said:
"I can't help it. I guess I'll
have to let my earlier statement
stand. There is no statement."
One of the most interesting
angles of the case was the city
licensing board action.
Chairman David Montague, on his
own initiative and acting without
complaint—no complaint was ever
filed against the Cosmos—ordered
a hearing for 9:30 Tuesday morning at which time the club officers
are invited to show cause why the
license should not be revoked.
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Yields Bullet to State

'RACKET CZARS
Plans Smashing Shakeup of
Police: Leonard Ouster Seen
as Result of Cosmos Killing
Continued from First Page
to such places without warrant,
may move against these immediately.
Such resorts were closed In Boston yesterday—had been closed
since the hour, Friday night, when
the governor established precedent,
and ordered the state police into
the city. Only the handbooks took
race bets.
Commissioner Leonard moved
swiftly to protect the city department.
While virtually admitting existthe govence of such resorts as ordered
ernor declared to exist, he
establish
Supt. Martin H. King to
the
responsibility for failure of
parapherpolice to find gambling
Cosmos
nalia last month in the
Club building.
ordered poAt the.same time he
him not
lice captains to submit to
when it is
later than Wednesday,
a comexpected he will be ousted,
all such
plete list and report on
places.
Meanwhile, the Boston Licensing
Commission moved for revocation
while
of the Cosmos Club license,
promiits chairman admitted that
nent office holders had favored the
license—and that police had never
lodged one complaint against it.
In his statement based upon the
state police report of their investigation into the killing of Sweeney,
an ex-convict, the governor declared that the Sportsman's Club,
unchartered organigation directly
above the Cosmos, was a "completly equipped gambling den" that
had been in operation ''at least
four months."
This period takes it back into
the administration of Hultman. The
governor charged:
"There is nothing to indicate
that this gaming club had been
subject at any time during its
existence to any interference by
the legally constituted authorities...
"It is inconceivable that a
place of this character ... could
have continued to operate for

EDWARD J. SEIBOLT,Boston police armorer, who refused
to allow the state to inspect the Cosmos Club murder bullet
until Supt. King authorized him. Seibolt found it was fired
from a .32 calibre Colt revolver, and not from any of the
weapons seized in the case.
such a period of time without the
knowledge of the police or their
passive acouiescence.
"The only conclusion that can
be drawn is that this unlawful

establishment was being protected by those whose duty it was to
enforce the law.
"It is obvious from the failure of the police to act until the
commission of a murder brought
the existence of the place into
the light ot day that the Boston police department is in serious need of complete reorganization."
He assailed Hultman for having participated "in the very
peculiar circumstances surrounding the establishment of the
Cosmos Club" . . . "which appears to have been mainly devoted to the drinking of intoxicating beverages and to have
been frequented by characters
identified with the underworld."
His warning that protected 'dens'
in Boston must be abolished, and
that the state police stand ready to
abolish them, was this:
WILL SHOW NO LENIENCY
"It is time to take immediate
steps fo abolish these iniquitous
places
"It should not be necessary to
wait until a shocking crime of violence brings to public attention
the evils for which they are nothing more than breeding grounds.
"The public, and not the racketeers, must he protected."
Gov. Curley was asked whether
he considered developments indicated Hultman was not "on the
ball" as commissioner. He said:
"They indicate to me that while
Mr. Hultman was commissions
his mentor, a diminutive gent'
man by the name of Schwart
dictated the. policies of the d
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an
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One of the most Interesting
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the gambling rooms until the state licensing board action.
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Chairman David Montague, on his
scene 12 hours after the murder.
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time
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said the governor.
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Warner Urges All N. E. Union
In War to Supress Crime
Following is the text of the
address on crime delivered
Friday night over Radio Station WAAB by Joseph E.
Warner, former attorney.
general of Massachusetts:
One of the most pressing problems with which this country is
faced at the present time is the
problem of crime. I do not intend
to bore you with a long statist"'
enpmeration of the nu,mber of
crimes and criminals in the country.
Suffice to say that we have at the
present time too many murders, too
many armed robberies, too many
racketeers, too many stock swindlers, too many criminals of every
description.
The problem which we must face
is what, if anything, is to be done
.r to remedy the situation.
The first line of defense against
ir crime is the police. We have in
this Commonwealth a police department in every city and practically every town, in addition to
the State and Metropolitan District
police forces.
•
These city and town police forces
are capably serving as the first
bulwark of our defense against the
; assault of the criminal element.
They have done and are doing
everything within their power to
ably perform their duties.
The municipal police departments
of this state compare favorably
with those of any other jurisdiction
in the country. We should encourage them in the continued performance of their duties.
We should, however, not be content until we have done everything
possible to increase their present
effectiveness.
The several municipal police departments, together with the State
and Metropolitan District Police
have always co-operated with each
JOSEPH E. WARNER
other to the greatest extent possible
under their present organizations.
tice, its State Detective force. The
CO-OPERATION VITAL
Commonwealth of Massachusetts is
Co-operation bet w nen departproud of the man who heads that
ments in view of modern met,- ids
organization, Captain John F.
of transportation and comm,
Stokes.
tion is vital to the proper p(
In the McMath kidnaping case,
ance of police duties. Last
in the Needham Bank robbery case
I proposed to the Legislature a po- and in hundreds of other cases, he
lice council composed of members has proved himself to be one of the
of the various police departments ablest detectives in any police
which would serve as a medium force in this country.
for effective co-operation.
We cannot expect, however, that
I opposed the inauguration of this depleted force with insufficient
one unified police department with manpower, with inadequate approcompletely centralized authority. I priations can actively and properly
believe that local police depart- perform its duties.
Seventeen men in 1935 cannot be
ments should remain under local
control, but that every facility expected to combat the crime of
should be accorded them for vol- today in the same manner as 30
untary co-operation and co-ordin- men in 1875 combatted the crime
of that day.
ation of activities.
There has been considerable disThere has been a great deal of
discussion concerning the adoption cussion about creating the Departof Justice in the Attorneyment
of a Department of Justice within
General's office or in some other
this State. The main purpose of manner
than as at present constisuch an organization is to have a tuted.
body of men specially skilled in
criminal investigation, a body MORE MEN NEEDED
I say that the crying need, in
which may through their expertness and efficiency effectively com- order to create a Department of
bat the criminal element in our Justice in this Commonwealth, is
more men and more money. It is
community.
immaterial in which department
MASSACHUSETTS FIRST
this detective force may be placed.
As a citizen of Massachusetts, I
It may very well be that it
am proud to state that this Com- should properly be in the Attormonwealth recognized the validity ney-General's department.
of this method of combating crime
I, therefore, feel that the chief
before practically every other juris- reasons crime is rife is the lack of
diction and before the Federal Gov- rear by the criminals that the state
ernment.
can ever :toad out who committed
About 60 years ago, the Legisla- the crime and the lack of fear by
; ture created an organization with- the criminal that the state can
in this state which parallels the discover his identity, and his hidorganization and aims of the Fed- ing place, and capture him.
The only agencies we have to
eral Departolent of Justice.
In that year there was created
a unit of state detectives to consist of 30 men. In 1884 an effective and efficient method for selecting this force wee provided by
our Legislature.
The purpose was to make this
Department of Justice or district
police the cream of the police departments of the Commonwealth.
It was to consist of men specially
qualified and specially picked to
carry out their police duties.
I stated that I was proud that
Massachusetts WAS the first jurisdiction to adopt the idea of a state
detective force consisting of specially qualified men.
Today the population r,t' this
state has increased several times
what it was in 1875. The amount
and variety of crime has correspondingly increased.
Yet, today, we find that the
a State detective force contains mly
17 men whereas 60 years ago it was
to contain 30 men. We also find
that there has not been a single appointment by competitive civil service examination to this force in
the last 15 years. Appropriations
for the work of this State Detective Department have followed the
same trend. They have not kept
pace with the needs of the department.
STORES PRAISE()
The Commonwealth is proud of
the men who at the present time
comprise its Depart meet of Jus-

detect and capture criminals are
the three units. The State Police,
the Metropolitan District Police
and the police in the 355 cities and
towns.
The facilities of each are separate and distinct from each other;
the state facilities are separate
from those in localities; and, in
turn, those in the localities are
separated from each other.
Can you imagine that we shall
ever cope competently with organized crime under such a system
as this? If we continue to fiiht
fire with buckets we can't hope to
escape the conflagration.
First, we must move at once to
systematize the facilities of. all
these units for common and concerted action against bandits.
Second, we must develop and en- '
large the detective branch of our
police service and that of the state
police in particular. Third, we
must make compacts with the
states around us so that all New
England will be linked up.
In the final analysis, the problem
of crime suppression reverts back
to the individual citizens. So long
as there is a general apathy to
conditions as they exist, just so
long will those conditions remain
unchanged. Betterment in crime
conditions can only be secured by
an aroused public opinion.
The press has always been tail
leader in creating and moldif1/
public opinion for construct
purposes. In their present can
paign the Hearst papers are te.
daring an invaluable service to tit
country.
MUST AROUSE PUBLIC
Through their daily colu nc
through their forceful and ti
editorials, through the broad
which they are sponsoring,
are arousing the people of this,
country to a realization of the
dreadful penalty which they are
"aying by permitting a continuce of the present crime condians in this country.
At the present moment the
Hearst periodicals and newspapers
are an outstanding example of the
high purposes and ideals for which
such forces may be used.
The legislators and lawmakers
of the state are elected by the people and responsible to the will of
the people, and aroused public
opinion should voice itself in a
concerted demand upon legislators
that such changes be brought in
our laws as may be necess try or
desirable to make our crime protection laws more effective.

•

•

els,

CITIZENS SHOULD AID
Finally, each citizen owes It to
the state to co-operate to thatuilest with all the officials chaed
with the duty of crime sumssion and prevention.
If they have information rdl
to the commission of crime,
should disclose it.
Those who wilfully stipples
informal ion
such
conceal
actively aiding and abetting
continuance of crime condition.
When a citizen is called to t
his part in enforcement of laws
being required to perform j
duty, he should realize that he
performing a duty as vital to
security of this country as a sold
in the time of war.
In closing, may I thank the B
ton Sunday Advertiser for this
portunity to voice some of
view. on the question of crime al
to again commend them for th
endeavors to eradicate the bli
upon the record of our :nun
which ir, being caused by the pi
ant crime situation.
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tirlev Waterway
Plan Approved
The plan of Goverpor Curley to
have $10,000,000 provided this year
and a like amount in 1936 for
speeding up the improvement of
Cape Cod canal, to complete the
work in two years instead of four,
has been indorsed by the National
Rivers and Harbors Congress.
The committee also approved an
appropriation of $4,800,000 to improve Boston harbor. F. S. Davis,
Maritime Association, Boston
Chamber of Commerce, North Atlantic division representative of
the committee, sat in session with
them last week in'Washington.

•

•

Governor Curley last night issued the
following statement on the
results of the investigation made by
State police at his Order into the
Cosmos Club slaying:
"I have been informed by Lieut.Col. Paul C. Kirk, commissioner
Bo t olph street, Boston. Mr.
of public safety, that the investiHultman, however, in a later
gation
letter to one James Hayes, an
by
official of the Cosmos Club, writhis departten after the charter had been
ment, conrestored by the secretary on
Mr.
ducted tinHultman's request., gave his ofder the dificial permission for the transf
er
of location front 18 Carson
rection o f
street,
Dorche
ster.
Capt. John
"It is a singular thing that,
alF. Stokes,
though fee commissioner
was in
disclosed
possession of Mr. Cook's letter
stating that the charter
that the sohad
been voided for supposedly
Called
moving to 92 Broadway from
the
'S ports Arena building in St. Botolp
h
man's Club'
street, he made 110 mention
of
that address in granting
on the third
permission for the transfer from
floor of the
the
Carson street address.
building at
"In his letter to Sec.
Cook,
92 Broaddated Sept. 18, 1933, Mr.
Hultm
in urging that the secretary an.
it a y, Bosgive
back the charter 'to preven
t o n, occut injustrce' to the club said:
pied also
"'I am in receipt of your
of Sept. 7, with reference letter
by the Cos- Eugene C. Hultman
to the
mos Club, was a completely
Cosmos Club, 92 Broadway. I
note
equipped gambling den.
that you state that a poi:slide
injustice may have been done
"A factual examination of the
the
members of this club, in
report of Capt. Stokes indicates
declaring void its charter becaus
that this establishment had been
e of
failure to obtain written consen
doing business for a considerable
t
for a change in location. I
length of time—at least four
have
had this matter throughiy invesmonths. There was nothing in It
tigated and it is reported to
to indicate that this gaming club
me
that after an inspection of the
had been subject, at any time durpremises of the Cosmos Club
big its existence to any interferat
92 Broadway, they are clean and/
ence by the legally constituted
authorities and I have no inforneat and with no barricades of
any sort.
mation fro many other source to
"'I reply to that part, of y.
the contrary.
letter of Sept. 7, inquiring whet
DIRECT RACING WIRE
or not the change in location
"When Captain Stokes entered
satisfactory to this departmen
and stating that if so, you wont
the place he found a direct wire
attempt to correct any injustic
to the General News Bureau—
that may have been done
the
which I understand is a distribclub in this matter, if you still
uting agency of racing informafeel that an injustice has been
tion, having among its subscribdone this club. it is agreeable to
ers a large number of gambling
me to allow the change of locaestablishments similar in chartion.'"
acter to the Sportsman% Club.
LETT
ER TO HAYES
"Two
regular service
telephones were also In evidence and
"The commissioner then wrote
a check by the state detectives
the letter to Hayes, which was
shows that they were installed
as follows:
as long ago as September 21,
"'You
are hereby notified
1934. There was also an electric
that I have this day approved
ticker in operation, an assortthe petition of the Cosmos Club,
ment of dice-throwing parapherby James Hayes, dated Sept. 10,
nalia, card tables and a large
1933, and in accordance with the
cashier's cage with six windows.
provisions of General Laws,
It is inconceivable to me that
Chapter 180, section 26, Tera place of this character, attractcentenary Edition, for permising is large number of patrons,
sion to change their location
could have continued to operate
from 18 Carson street, Dorfor such a period of time withchester, to 92 Broadway, Boston.'
out the knowledge of the police
"The same day Hultman sent
or their passive acquiescence.
communication to Secretary
"The only conclusion that can
Cook under the two headings:
be drawn, tinder those circum"To straighten out revocation
stances, is that this unlawful
of your (Mee of Sept. 4, 1933 of
establishment was being protectthe Cosmos Club, 92 Broadway,
ed by those whose duty it is to
and, consent to removal of the
enforce the law.
club named, flied herewith in
"It Is obvious front the failure
accordance with your letter to
of the police to act until the
this office under the date of Sept.
commission of a murder brought
19, 1933.
the existence of the place into
"The body of the document was
the light of day that the Boston
police department is in serious
as follows:
need of a complete reorganiza"I am forwarding enclosed an
tion.
attested copy of the notice sent
"In addition to the conditions
this day to the Cosmos Club, apfound in the Sportsman.; Club,
proving the petition of the abovehave learned, through the atnamed club for a change of locatorney-general's office, that there
tion from 18 Carson Street. Dorare some very peculiar circumchester, to 92 Broadway, Boston.
stances surrounding the estab"Secretary Cook, acting upon
lishment. of the Cosmos Club at
Holt man's advice, then reseinded
92 Broadway.
hi.: order voiding the charter
"According. to correspondeIWO
nod so Informed Hayes.
betWeen former Polk r
is
"After ascertaining the charshiner Eugene C. Hultman and
acter of t lie 1 'osiii0.4 Club, which
Secretary of Stale Frederic
appears to have been mainly deCook. the club charter Was de1.11 t
beverages and to have
clared void by Secretary Cook on
voted to the drinking of IntoxiSeptember 4. 1933, because of the
been
freque
nted by characters
fact that it had changed its lecaidi till fled with the underworld
Con without obtaining the writI
find
it
difficu
lt hi ascertain
ten cOnSelll of the pollee commisit by such a place Was ever
sioner.
granted a charter In the first
ADDRESSES DIFFER
lilt,cc.
"Under our present liquor law,
"Secretary Cook's letter places
a 'club' is described as a corporathe club's urevloug II/ent Ion at.
tion
'formed for any civic, eduthe Boston Arena building in St.
cational, charitable. benetolent or

e

religious purpose; for the
proseof any antiquarium,
torical, literary, scientific, medical, artistic, monumental or
musical purpose; for establi
shing and
maintaining libraries, for supporting any missionary enterp
rise,
'having for its object the dissem
ination of religious or
educe-.
tional instruction in foreign countries; for promoting temper
or morality in the Commonwealance
th;
for encouraging athletic exerci
ses
or yachting; for encouraging
the
raising of choice breeds of domestic animals and poultry; for the
association and accommodation
of societies of Free Masons. Odd
Fellows, Knights of Pythias or
any other charitable or social
bodies of a like character and
purpose; for the establishment
and maintenance of places for
reading rooms, libraries or social
meetings; or establishing boards

cution

of trade, chambers of Commerce
and bodies of like nature.'
TIME TO ABOLISH THEM
"In my opinion, It is time to
take immediate steps to abolish
these iniquitous places, masquerading under the guise of
respectal)ility.
"It should not be necessary to
wait until a shocking crime of
violence brings to public attention the evils for which they are
nothing
more than
breeding
grounds. The public and not the
racketeers must be protected.
"Accordingly it is my purpose
to submit to the General Court
the following amendment: Chaps
ter 147, General Laws, Tercentenary Edition, is hereby amended by inserting after Section 7
therein, the following section, to
wit, Section 7-A:
"Every police officer, including
every state police officer, may
-......tounteseentialate

. /4

enter any place or building at
which or in which people are
congregated for the purpose of
entertainment, amusement or any
purpose, whether licensed or not
with the exceptiele of religious
assembly, in order to determine
whether or not the provisions of
law are being enforced."
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Grouping blindly for the Cosmos
Club slayer of Joseph Red" Sweeney, Boston police, with riot guns,
last midnight descended on the
Lancaster Club, Washington and
Dover streets, South End.
They had been tipped" they

i

COIF DENIES
11INIRT PLEA

Eligible for parole on
February
Con
16, but due then to
begin a three Emerj
to five-year sentence
in state
prison, Edwin T.
McKnight, for- ton h
mer president of the
Trust Co., was refused Medford tution
freedom
One
on bail yesterday
by
C. Crosby in Supreme Judge John the
Court.
last r
Judge Crosby, in
refusing the nounct
McKnight plea, declared
he
bad
prize
no authorizat on to
free McKnight lected
ing Sweeney
reZt "lad`v•-00-''"^* is a f
en she reached mediately rearrested Washit
Special Officers Jt,„be.
at the street
shot.
mott, John Pime
he shot fired, Yates and John
recognize the Couner into custod.
weeney into a ing in connection viti
the automobile in
rived at the club.
UNTED
Three women, lit
the row which that a large party
hers witnessed ing either from a
christening, had ("I
just before the ugh
that the battle centi

would find four men with guns.
All they found was the last part
of a party, with some 400 men and
women present, some dancing.
Police ordered them all out, in
single file, but no gun bearers were
found and no arrest was made.
The authorities said they had
no clues to Sweeney's slayer.
Two men wer earrested last
night at the Statler Hotel and were
taken to Station 4 in the South
End, where they were questioned
and then released. One gave an
address in Brooklyn, N. Y., and
the other in Dorchester.
State police may have had some
clues, but if they had they kept
them to themselves. They were
working quietly and independently,
although city police have been ordered to give them every cooperation.
Police still sought Mario De
Marco, who has been identified as sums and noone of the Men who delivered it.
Sweeney's corpse to City Hospital. , as just been
00 in one. roll,
JUDGE FREES "BEANO"
are a
Everyone the police had taken, 'You
man declared
into custody in connection with the
money to
crime had been released last night.' the
she wished
No one who had been questione at
, honest and
had been of much help to police.
The one effort of the police to

cess
$500
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Police Rai
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-Proponents of the proposition
having uniform
rates under t
compulsory motor vehicle Habil
insurance law, will have their d
in court next Wednesday when t
committee on insurance will ho
hearings on several bills bearing o
this subject.

There are several bills to bel
heard next Tuesday involving cooperative bank matter's and also a
bill by Senator William F. McCarty
relative to eligibility of certain persons to hold certain offices in savings banks.
Thaddeus W. Parke of this city
will appear before the committee
on highways and
motor
vehicles
next Tuesday to speak in favor of
his petition that the department of
Public Works estimate the cost of a
state
highway
from
Northboro
through
Berlin. Bolton, Harvard.
Roxboro, Littleton and Chelmsford
to connect with the proposed Middlesex Turnpike.
Two matters relative to the establishment of a state fund for the
payment or workmen's compensation are to be considerod by the
committee on Labor and Induetries
next Thursday. One is on that part
of the (42..tamor's address bearing
on that subject, and the other a petition of the Massachusetts State
Federation of Labor.

CLASH OVER
Capt. Charles A,
state police hallist1(
to get possession
bullet, on orders 41400,1*,24/Vtiat
ley.
City Police
,
boldt refused to
Several liquor bills are to be
ferred with Supt.
heard this week by the committee
who decided Van
on Legal Affairs including a petilook at it.
tion of Representative Thomas A
Asst. City
Delmore that restaurants be proPayne carried t
hibited from selling alcoholic beverages on the Lord's Day, which will
be heard Tuesday.
The question of acquiring certain
properties in the Cape Cod area for
the purpose of establishing a National Guard camp there will be up
for discussion next Wednesday. This
proposition if carried out would do
away with Fort Devens as a training camp for national guardsmen,
It is understood that the project is
favored by practically all members
of the national guard.

•

A proposed amendment to the
law allowing the City of Lowell to
fund certain of its indebtedness was
embodied in a petition of Commissioner Henry F. Long. but the attention of the committee was called
to the fact that this would force
Lowell to add approximately $5 to
Its tax rate this year. The committee is now waiting for another plan
which im being drawn up by Theodore
R. Wardell. Re preaenta I I yr
Prank E. Niact.ean , and
William
Trottier. 'ee, Tetary qf
the finance
commission 1% ere present.
Next Tituraday is he date riet for
hearing the Iwo petitions filed to
correct a situation that exists in
connection with the pensions of certain teachers in this city. One is a
petition of Senator W. F. McCarty
and the other is sponsored by Representative Albert Bergeron.
A hearing will be held Thursday
on a petition to have the pay
of the
governor established at ;20,000.
The sale of prison -made ,goods
to
municipalities will be the subject
of several petitions to be
heard by
the Public Welfare
committee en
Wednesday.
The Department of Public
ULUities will be uncle,• tire
tomorrow
when several bills calling
for a
popular election of the
members of
thin board will be heard by
the
Committee on State
Administration.
including one by
Representative
Thomas .1. Delmore of this
city•
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saw the start of
Two girl waitresses from another
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Daniel J. Mc- ended in the shooting. She said a refused to make the money
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run
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had
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he
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Wish Him Honest Success
as He Finds Missing $500

he heard Tuesday.
The question of acquiring certain
properties in the Cape Cod area for
the purpose of establishing a National Guard camp there will be up
for discussion next Wednesday. This
proposition if carried out would do
away with Fort Devens as a training 'camp for national guardsmen.
It is understood that the project is
favored by practically all members
of the national guard.
A proposed amendment to the
taw allowing the City of Lowell to
fund certain of its indebtedness was
embodied in a petition of Commissioner Henry F. Long, but the attention of the committee was called
to the fact that this would force
Lowell to add approximately $6 to
its tax rate this year. The committee is now waiting for another plan
which is being drawn up by Theo11. Wa rd el I.
dore
Representative
William
Prank E. MacLean , and
Troftier. secretaey qf the finance
commission were present.
Next Thoreday is the date set for
hearing the two petitions filed to
correct a situation that. exist.'" in
connection with the pensions of certain teachers in this city. One is a
petition of Senator W. F. McCarty
and the other is sponsored by Representative Albert Bergeron.
A hearing will be held Thursday
on a petition to have the pay of the
governor established at $30.000.
The sale of prison -made ,goods to
municipaliBee will be the subject
of several petitions to be heard by
the Public Welfare committee on
Wednesday.
The Department of Public Utilities will be under fire tomorrow.
when several bills calling for a
popular election of the members of
this hoard will be heard by the
Committee on State Administration.
including one by Representative
Thomas A. Delmore of this city.
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Reducing the Cost of
Government
When Governor Curley Proposed
a
in his Inaugural address that
efpractical state economy could be
ip
fected by reducing the membersh
, the
per,
cent.
50
e
latur
legis
the
of
recommendation was quite generally
emely
regarded as radical and extr
erviunlikely of realization. There
dently is a different public complex
a
out in Nebraska, however, for
very drastic program of economy,
as regards state administration expellee, has been adopted in the home
state of the late William Jennings
I
Bryan, and will become operative
in 1937. While the practicability
of this program has yet to be demonstrated, it is quite possible that
this mid-Western state is pointing
the way to the inevitable reduction
of government costs in other states.
As a matter of course, this economy project provides for biennial
sessions of the legislature instead
of annual assemblages such as ob,
four
Massachusetts and
thin in
other states of the union. The real
revolutionary innovation, however.
is the creation of a one-house legislature to consist of not less than
thirty nor more than fifty members.
It is further -provided that the total
expenditure for legislative salaries
shall not exceed $37.500 per annum,
a sum equivalent to what Massachusetts pays eighteen members of
the General Court. As another
economy expedient, elections are to
be conducted on a non-partisan
basis, it apparently being the consensus of Nebraska opinion that
legislative business is likely to be
expedited if the element of partisan is ;•liminated. Certainly. smii
H.
Mica e,mid he confirmed
Aii#atIsat

__Qtan.iLuoAl.

the conMassachusetts senate and
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!I,1 i With The Sportsmen
By P. A. Dowd

A note of fear has sounded in the ears of sportsmen with respect to that $100,000 additional appropriation for the
Division of
Fisheries and Game which Gov. James W. Curi3y
recommended
in his inaugural address and which will be considered
by the Ways
and Means committee of the Legislature as the committee
on conservation sent it along.
Until quite recently all sportsmen•
knew of the recommendation of
the Governor was simply that he 88, and James J. Harris of 410
made it. But some of them have Lincoln street, 83 yeare.
recently learned what Curley said
In making the recommendation,
Partridges a Problem
and they are beginning to fear the
As the juggler prefaces his atState Federation of Taxpayers as- tempt with the remark, "This ie a
sociations will do things with the good trick. — if I
do it." so It
Governor's statement of facts or seems a similar alibi
ought to be
misstatement of facts when the handed out in fish
and game
ways and means committee gives restoration
effort at the outset ina hearing on the $100,000 appro- stead
of the assurance that sucpriation.
I cess is just around the corner,
i and the problem is solved.
Figures Troublesome
Governor Curley said, "It is like- ,i A better illustration could not
Wise initreliltartrimeititt an appropria- be asked for than the confident
tion in the sum of $100,000 be made statement every so often that the
available for the purpose of stock- problem of raising partridges in
ing the streams and reservoirs of captivity had been reduced, the
the state with fish and game. The statement so positive that one
sum of approximately $100.000 is could easily visualize partridges -so
that
gunners would
now received from the license fees abundant
of sportsmen and this is used to have to duck their heads to avoid
being
hit.
Sportsmen recall the
defray the cost of the State Division of Fisheries and Game. In- official manifesto of last Spring
stsrnuch as 70 per cent of the com- from Director Raymond J. Kenney
plaints made of violations of the of the Division of Fisheries and
fish and game laws have to do with Game of the success which work
the destruction of insectivorous at the State college at Amherst
birds, which are of indispensable assured
value to the farming industry. I
Now comes the leading authority
believe it unfair to place the bur- on the partridge as the ruffed
aen of supporting the division en- grouse is commonly called in the
tirely upon the sportsmen who North. Gardner Bump of the New
form one group among those bene- York state commission who says:
fited by the work of the division.
"There are
infinite
problems
"An appropriation of $100.000 for ahead in the raising of grouse in
carrying on the functions of the captivity, and we may say with
Fish and Game division would al- certainty that it will be
many,
low the receipts from hunting and many years before we can hope to
fishing licenses to be expended di- produce hand-raised
grouse in
rectly for the propagation of wild numbers. One of the greatest problife, stocking of streams and ponds, lems is the fertilization of eggs
and otherwise assisting in the im- laid, which is a distinct problem
portant work of making Massachu- because of the difficulty of handsetts attractive to the great throng ling the male birds in captivity."
of sportsmen who visit New England annually."
Varying Viewpoints
How is a fellow to make a
He cites Maine as a state which
choice?
That is from the viewhas recognized the advantage of
point of the angler and gunner.
such expenditures.
Sportsmen are wondering where Samuel A. York, commissioner of
Governor Curley got his figures. conservation in the Department of
They fear the taxpayers' associa- Conservation, over-lord of the DiLion will quote them as an argu- vision of Fisheries and Game, has
ment against the appropriation at a plan to cut roads all through
the hearing before the ways and state forests and reservations to
open them to the public. And Seth
means committee,
Gordon of Washington, president
The last report of the Division G
of Fisheries and Game, made a of tehe American Game association
against
eenetration.
year of more ago, covering the 'is- l warns
A
cal year ending on Nov. 30, 1933, refuge for wild life and picnic
ghows receipts from license fees as ground for human kind can riot
$239,999.75 instead of $100.000 as be combined the way he puts it.
Then with regard to ducks and
Governor Curley says.
amp birds. On the one hand it
The report does not list the na- swamp
is
asserted that if the riddance of
ture of the offenses against the
mosquitoes
is
deeired swamps
state laws, but nobody doubts the
must be drained, and on the other
large majority were violations of m
If
i
swamps
are
drained.
mosquitoes
the hunting, fishing and trapping
laws, with a comparatively small and bugs, the food of ducks and
percentage for violation of the swamp birds, is taken from thein:
laws protecting song and insectiv- and you can't have birds unlesee
orous birds instead of the 70 per there is a food supply.
So there you are; take your
cent which Governor Curley dechoice.
dares.
It's worrying the sportsmen how
That national authority on outstrong the opposition may be,
based on such difference in figures. door activities, Capt. Paul A. Curtis says a word which hunters and
fishermen might well think over,
Breeding Cottontails
especially those who cry out for
Once again the hustling Wor- low license fees. He says, "Unless
caster County Fish and Game aesoe You sportsmen are willing to pay
ciatior. is showing the way to the more for your recreation than the
Division of Fisheries and Game, amount of your license fees. unless
Already the energetic club through You put game back in the fields
its committee on rabbits, of which as well as take it out, you might esLewis H. Mader is the of Cotton- well look forward to the time when
iyou will have to hang up your
tail rabbits,
Mrs. Lillie M. Remington of 70 i guns.'
Wildwood avenue, who has much i
experience in the breeding of va- I Why gunners on Cape Cod have
rious species of rabbits, will breed such good quail hunting was apcottontails for the association,!
Stanley R. Hixon,
m
and parent to
see
of the Worcester County
also a cross between the American I
histary
Fish
cottontails and New Zealand red and Game association, and
rabbits. The latter cross is being !Panions on a fishing trip to %est
bred in other places, including the Yarmouth last week. He said there
Connecticut warren of Bob Stern- was not nearly the depth of snow
lot, formerly of this city, brother there as in this vicinity, and the
strong winds of that section have
of ex-Alderman Axel U. Sternlof.
The rabbits with which she has blown the snow off to such an exbeen provided by Mr. Mader were tent in placee that there are whole
among the last shipment from Ver- fields bare. Quail winter without
mont, from which state 33 came difficulty on the Cape.
The State Council of Sportsmen'e
last week, making a total of 131
Imported this Winter for libera- clubs will meet in Hotel Bancroft
tion in covers about Worcester. today It is expected that considerThey have been released by Mr. ation of proposed legislation relatMader. Thomas J. Simpson, Oscar ing to fish and game will rectof,
re
Peterson. Beater C. Wood, and the greater part of attentiovs-of
..
-77
Sheldon Childs, in several cases delegates.
Deputy Sheriff Joseph Higgins of
one or more of the men going into
the country at night to liberate the Barre, who is an expert trapper,
he did little trapping this seacottontails.
icon,
1 son, hut caught an otter at Osgood
pond which Is not far from Mr. HigSeason Closes Friday
gins' home on the state road to
Since the heavy snowfall 10 days Petersham. He says there were
two
ago there has been little hunting th ere.
or fishing, but there probably will
be intensive hare and rabbit hunting this week, as Friday will bring
the end of the open season on
those animals in every county of
the state except Nantucket where
the end will come on the last day
of the month.
Hunting for foxes will close on
Feb. 28 by agreement among fox
hunters of this territory. in 90me
other places, the end coming on
Feb. 15. The fox is not protected
by law, nor is the wildcat, the pursuit of which will continue as long
as snow covers the ground to reveal the track of the animal.
Fishing will end on the last day
of the month on the only species
which may now be taken, pickerel, the perches and the pikee. The
first opening will come a month
April 1, when yellow
later, on
perch may be taken.
883 Licenses Last Month
Although conditions for both
hunting and fishing were poor
during the greater part of January the early license seekers went
to the office of City Clerk Malcolm C. Midgley. The demand was
not quite up to that of last year
due no doubt to the unfavorable
conditions; however, there were
883 licensee issued during the
onth of January compared with
1 a year ago. There were 79 11eases issued without fee to aplicants over 70 years of age. The
ldest were
octogenarians, John
Anderson of 105 Tower street,

Worcester. Mass.

iunEY MAPPING
LONG PLANE TRII
Will Take Adjt. Gen. Ros,
On Hawaiian Hop
By Telegram State House Reporte
BOSTON, Feb. 9.—An enthusias
over air travel, Governor Curie!
this afternoon tentatively mappet
the longest trip by airplane prob
ably ever contemplated by a public official.
The airhop which the Governor'
discuss.ed is from, Boston to Los
Angeles and from Los Angeles to
Honolulu. He plans to
take a
Worcester man, Adjt. Gen. William
I. Rose. with him, for a visit to
the Hawaiian Islands on invitation
of Maj. Gen, Hugh Drumm, commanding army forces there.
It is not a stunt or a record hop
that the Governor was discussing.
He talked hopefully of the trip in
the belief that an air company will
by July of this year be able to
make commercial flights to the
islands.
I
When he tentatively set the trip
for July, the Governor was re-
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STATE COLLEGE TO
ERECT GYMNASIUM
New Fitchburg Structure
Will Cost $217,000
FITCHBURG, Feb. 9.—A new
gymnasium to cost $217,000, the
funds to be provided by the federal government, will be erected at
the Fitchburg State Teachers college campus, according to plans
made known today.
The appropriation was recommended by Gov. James M. Curley.
This sum will also provide for improvements to existing buildings
and the athletic field. The project
and plans have been on the approved list of the State Department of Education. The gymnasium was proposed to the State Department of Education several
. months ago by Charles M. Herlihy,
president of the college. Plans for
it were drawn up by the S. W.
Haynes & Associates, architects.
The building will be in the form
of a T, 120 by 70 feet and two
stories high. The long leg of the T
is on the level of the athletic field
and parallel to the practical arts
building. The cross line or top of
the T is at right angles to the new
practical arts building. The gymnasium floor will be divided into
two large basketball courts, one to
be used by the women and the
other by the men. The partition
dividing the two courts may be
folded back for a public game.
Bleachers seating 400 fans may
then be pulled out from the wall
where they fold into recesses. The
building will be of brick construction similar to the P. A. building.
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The Sportsmen
By P. A. Dowd

A note of fear has sounded in the ears of sportsmen with respect to that $100,000 additional appropriation for the Division of
Fisheries and Game which Gov. James W. Curley recommended
in his inaugural address and which will be considered by the Ways
and Means committee of the Legislature as the committee on conservation sent it along.
Until quite recently all sportsmen*
knew of the recommendation of
the Governor was simply that he 86, and James J. Harris of 410
made it. But corns of them have Lincoln street, 83 years,
recently learned what Curley said
Partridges a Problem
In making the recommendation,
As the juggler prefaces his atand they are beginning to fear the
State Federation of Taxpayers as- tempt with the remark, "This iS a
sociations will do things with the good trick. — if I do it," so ft
Governor's statement of facts or seems a similar alibi ought to be
misstatement of facts when the handed out in fish and game
ways and means committee gives restoration effort at the outset ina hearing on the $100,000 appro- stead of the assurance that sucpriation.
oess is jast around the corner,
and the problem is solved.
Figures Troublesome
A better illustration could not
Governor Curley said, "It is like- be asked for than the confident
wise infteefflitt an appropria- statement every so often that the
tion in the sum of $100,000 be made problem
of raising partridges in
available for the purpose of stock- captivity
had been reduced, the
ing the streams and reservoirs of
statement so positive that one
the state with fish and game. The
sum of approximately $100.000 is could easily visualize partridgeS-so
that
gunners would
now received from the license fees abundant
of sportsmen and this is used to have to duck their heads to avoid
recall the
Sportsmen
defray the cost of the State Di- being hit.
vision of Fisheries and Game. In- official manifesto of last Spring
asmuch as 70 per cent of the com- from Director Raymond J. Kenney
plaints made of violations of the of the Division of Fisheries and
fish and game laws have to do with Game of the success which work
the destruction of insectivorous at the State college at Amherst
birds, which are of indispensable assured
Now comes :he leading authority
value to the farming industry. I
partridge as the ruffed
believe it unfair to place the bur- on the
den of supporting the division en- grouse is commonly called in the
tirely upon the sportsmen who North. Gardner Bump of the New
form one group among those bene- York state commission who says:
problems
"There are infinite
fited by the work of the division.
"An appropriation of $100.000 for ahead in the raising of grouse in
captivity,
with
say
may
we
and
carrying on tae functions of the
many,
Fish and Came division would al- certainty that it will be
low the :eceipts from hunting and many years before we can hope to
grouse ill
fishing licenses to be expended di- produce hand-raised
rectly for the propagation of wild numbers. One of the greatest problife, stocking of streams and ponds, lems is the fertilization of eggis
and otherwise assisting in the im- laid, which is a distinct problem
portant work of making Massachu- because of the difficulty of handsetts attractive to the great throng ling the male birds in captivity."
of sportsmen who visit New Engng Viewpoints
landVaryi
annually."
How is a fellow to make a,
He cites Maine as a state which
choice? That is from the viewhas recognized the advantage of
point of the angler and gunner
such expenditures.
Sportsmen are wondering where Samuel A. York. commiaciouer of
conservation in the Department of
Governor Curley got his figures.
Conservation, over-lord of the DiThey fear the taxpayers' associavision of Fisheries and Game, has
tion will quote them as an arguplan to cut roads all through
ment against the appropriation at a
state
forests and reservations to
the hearing before the ways and open them
to the public. And Seth
means committee,
Gordon of 'W-ashington, president
The last report of the Division .
of tehe American Game association
of Fisheries and Game, made a
warns
againse:
A
penetration.
year of more ago, covering the fis-;
refuge. for wild life and picnic
cal year ending on Nov. 30. 1933,
ground for human kind can hot
shows receipts from license fees as
be combined the way he puts it.
8239,999.75 instead of $100.000 as
Then with regard to ducks and
Governor Curley says.
swamp birds. On the one hand it
The report does not list the naIs aese.rted that if the riddance of
ture of the offenses against the mosquitoes
is
desired swamps
state laws, but nobody doubts the
must be drained, and on the other
large majority were violations of If
swamps are drained, moa-quitoes
the hunting, fishing and trapping and bugs, the food
of ducks and
laws, with a comparatively small
swamp birds, is taken from theta;
percentage for violation of the and you
can.t have birds unlez
laws protecting song and insectiv- there is a
food supply.
orous birds instead of the 70 per
So there you are; take your
cent which Governor Curley de- choice.
dares.
It's worrying the sportsmen how
That national authority on outstrong the opposition may be, door activities,
' Capt. Paul A. Curbased on such difference in figures. tis says a word
which hunters and
fishermen might well think over,
especially those who cry out for
Breading Cottontails
Once again the hustling Wor- low license fees. He says. "Unlees
Sportsmen are willing to pay
of.,- cer County Fish and Game aaso- you
ciation is showing the way to the more for your recreation than the
Division of Fisheries and Game,' amount of your license fees, unless
Already the energetic club through You put game back in the fields
its committee on rabbits, of which as well as take it out, you might as.
Lewis H. Mader is the of cotton_ well look forward to the time when
you will have to hang up your
tail rabbits.
Mrs. Lille M. Remington of 70 guns"
Wildwood avenue, who has much
Why gunners on Cape Cod have
experience in the breeding of various species of rabbits, will breed such good quail hunting was apcottontails for the association, and parent to Stanley R. Hixon, secrealso a cross between the American tary of the Worcester County Fish
cottontails and New Zealand red and Game association, and his cornrabbits. The latter cross is being panions on a fishing trip to West
bred in other places, including the Yarmouth last week. He said there
Connecticut warren of Bob Stern- Was not nearly the depth of snow
lot, formerly of this city, brother there as in this vicinity, and the
strong winds of that section have
of ex-Alderman Axel L. Sternlof.
The rabbits with which she has blown the snow off to such an exbeen provided by Mr. Mader were tent in places that there are whole
bare. Quail winter without
among the last shipment from Ver- fields
mont, from which state 33 came difficulty on the Cape.
The State Council of Sportsmen's
last week, making a total of 131
Imported this Winter for libera- clubs will meet in Hotel Bancroft
tion in covers about Worcester. today. It is expected that considerrelatThey have been released by Mr. ation of proposed legislation
receive
Mader, Thomas J. Simpson, Oscar ing to fish and game will
Peterson, Beater C. Wood. and the greater part of attention'
Sheldon Childs, in several cases delegates.
Deputy Sheriff Joseph Higgins of
one or more of the men going into
who is an expert trapper,
the country at night to liberate the Barre,
says he did little trapping this seacottontails.
son, hut caught an otter at Osgood
pond which is not far from Mr. HigSeason Closes Friday
gins' home on the state road to
Since the heavy snowfall 10 days Petersham. He says there were two
hunting
there.
ago there has been little
or fishing, but there probably will
huntrabbit
and
be latensive hare
ing this week. as Friday will bring
the end of the open season on
those animals in every county of
the state except Nantucket where
the end will come on the last day
of the month.
Hunting for foxes will close on
Feb. 28 by agreement among fox
hunters of this territory, in some
other places, the end coming on
Feb. 15. The fox is not protected
by law, nor is the wildcat, the pursuit of which will continue as long
as snow covers the ground to reveal the track of the animal.
Fishing will end on the last day
of the month on the only species
which may now be taken, pickerel, the perches and the pikes. The
first opening will come a month
later, on April 1, when yellow
perch may be taken.
883 Licenses Last Month
Although conditions for both
hunting and fishing were poor
during the greater part of January the early license seekers went
to the office of City Clerk Malcolm C. Mldgley. The demand was
not quite up to that of last year
due no doubt to the unfavorable
conditions; however, there were
883 licenses issued during the
onth of January compared with
1 a year ago. There were 79 licenses issued without fee to aplicants over 70 years of age. The
octogenarians, John
ldest were
,

wiLEY MAPPING
LONG PLANE TRII
Will Take Adjt. Gen. Ros,
On Hawaiian Hop
By Telegram State House Reporte
BOSTON. Feb. 9.—An enthusias
over air travel, Governor Curie:
this afternoon tentatively mappec
the longest trip by airplane probably ever contemplated by a pub.
lit official.
The airhop which the Governor
discussed is from Boston to Los
Angeles and from Los Angeles to
a
take
Honolulu. He plans to
Worcester man. Adjt. Gen, William
I. Rose, with Sim, for a visit to
the Hawaiian Islands on invitation
a Maj. Gen. Hugh Drumm. commanding army forces there.
It is not a stunt or a record hop
that the Governor was discussing.
He talked hopefully of the trip in
the belief that an air company will
by July of this year be able to
make commercial flights to the
islands.
When he tentatively set the trip
for July, the Governor was reminded that the Legislature, with
about 2000 bills before it, might be
in session then, requirino •bini to
be in Boston.
"I don't think they will be in
session all Summer," Governor
Curley said grimly. "There must
be some way of preventing a thing
like that."
Major General Drumm called or.
the Governor today, accompanied
by Adjutant General Rose and invited him to o'-it the Hawaiian
Islands, an idea that intrigued the
Governor, regardless of how the
trip might be made.
"I hope to make the trip," said
the Governor." and I am thinking
seriously of making it by air, if an
airline company has its plans in ,
operations as we have been lead to I
believe they may. And I plan to !
take General Rose with me."

the rttchburg State ..Lermuma
plans ,
legs 'campus, according to

made known today.
recomThe appropriation was
Curley.
mended by Gov. James M.
imfor
This sum will also provide
provements to existing buildings
project
and the athletic field. The
apand plans have been on the
proved list of the State Department of Education. The gymnasium was proposed to the State Department of Education several
months ago by Charles M. Herlihy,
president of the college. Plans for
S. W.
it were drawn up by the
Haynes & Associates, architects.
The building will be in the form
two
of a T, 120 by 70 feet and
T
stories high. The long leg of the
field
is on the level of the athletic arts
practical
and parallel to the
building. The cross line or top of
the T is at right angles to the new
practical arts building. The gymnasium floor will be divided into
two large basketball courts, one to
be used by the women and the
other by the men. The partition
dividing the two courts may be
folded back for a public game.
Bleachers seating 400 fans may
then be pulled out from the wall
where they fold into recesses. The
building will be of brick construction similar to the P. A building.
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New Auto Registrar Aims
To End All Fixing
Of Cases

Curley Appointee Wo
Leave Drunken Drivers
To the Courts

TO CUT DEATH RATE
Believes Old 'Slow Down,
Sound Horn,' Should
Be Revived

But

F

Violators' License
To Be Taken Away
As Before

66

IXING! That's the thing
that's got to be stopped. The
laws are all right. The only
thing they need is enforcing."
Frank A. Goodwin, stormy petrel
of the politics of the Commonwealth was sitting in a hotel room
and he was talking about what he
was going to do if the Governor's
Council confirmed his appointment
as registrar of motor vehicles.
It was 12.15 and the Council had
convened at noon.
It is a large room, with old wall
paper on the walls, and white mopboards. There were two armchairs
in the room and a wicker-bottomed
chair and three oak chairs, two
clothes-trees, a pile of cardboard
boxes and five metal wastebaskets.
Has Same Program
"What's on your mind?" Mr.
Goodwin has asked, to start things
off. When he got the same question
for an answer, his clear blue eyes
had sparkled, and he settled down
in his chair to talk. His eyes are
clear blue, halfway between light
and dark, and they are always
fixed on the man he's talking to.
He is a shortish man. His hair is
just barely starting to turn gray
and he has it swirled across; his
head from one side to the other.
His features are small and unostentatious, except for the blue eyes.
Sitting back in his chair, he smoked
carefully on a good-sized cigar,
without chewing the end of it.
Did Mr. Goodwin have any
program he was going to institut
e if,
as, and when he was confirmed
and
made registrar? He did. It
was
the same one he had always
had,
he said.
"Things are going to be just the
same as they were eight years
ago
when I was registrar. That
sys-!
tern was all right. The laws
are •
all right. What they need
Is enforcing, that's all."
A couple of men in worn-ou
t army
overcoats came in and announc
they had come for some furnitured
e,
three chairs and a clothes
-tree. r
They took the three chairs
and the
Clothes-tree and went out.

just kidding. Get me Capitol 4600.
I'm in no hurry. When you get it,
ring me."
Capital 4600 is the State House.
While he was waiting Mr. Goodwin got talking on the subject of
drunken driving.
"Personally, I don't know whether drunken driving is more or lees
of a problem since repeal. That's
one of the things I'll have to find
out in time.
"The laws covering drunken driving are all right as they stand, I
guess. I don't wee how they can
be changed any. The human element is too much involved' in the
scheme of things, and the courts
will have to settle the cases as they
see fit. You can't take the human
element into consideration when
you're making laws. That has to
come when you're interpreting
them.
"There's only one way to handle
the drunken driving situation, and
that's to leave it to the court. No,
I'm not in favor of having a doctor examine every person arrested
for drunken driving, because that
would make it too easy for some
fellow with a lot of money to get
out of it. The rich fellow might
be able to get out and the poor
fellow would have to stay in.
Personal Feeling
"Here's my personal feeling in
the matter of drunken driving. A
man shouldn't drink at all if he's
going to drive.
"I don't mean that some men
can't handle a car on a couple of
drinks. But if we start that business, people who can't do it, will
think they can and then where
are we going to be.
"It's not a matter of the law
either, but simply expediency. If
you haven't had a drink, there's
no question of whether you're
under the influence or not, if anything does happen.
"There's been too much fixing.
That's the thing we've got to stop.
it I can
I don't know how much a
stop in tha position of registrar,
everyth
ing I
do
to
going
'but I'm
can.
No Changes in Personnel
"Licenses? I'm going to take 'em
away just as I always did. People
have got to learn that they can't
break the law and get away with it.
"And they've got to learn that
they can't got fixed either. If I
take a license away there'F going

Need Illietteseemeent
"Tee," vrent on Mr. Goodwin," we
overcoat pocket. He offered Mr. go out to
need a lot of enforcement
Revere Beach and I found from pipes,io. I've tried to smoke
right up Goodwin one.
and down the line, and I'm
I didn't have any cigars with me. one but I eskt
going
seem to learn."
"No, thanks, Al. Not that brand, Someone offered
to see that we get it as far
me a cigarette
He got up and went over to the
as it I don't care for
is humanly possible
them. I smoke and I took it and stuck it in my
for the reg- these
telephone. Then he looked at a
because they're uniform," mouth. I got a match out and
istrar to give it.
was list of
Mr. Goodwin explained. "That is, just going
"D istric t-attorneys,
to light it when I said finally numbers on the wall and
courts,
uniformly rotten!"
judges, police officers,
to myself, 'I've never smoked one didn't signalled the operator. She
"You know, I've never smoked a of these and
that has anything to do everyone
I guess I won't begin when answer for some time and
with auto- ciga.ret
she did Mr. Goodwin said:
mobile law violations
in my life," Mr. Goodwin now,' and I took
have all got
the cigarette out
"I thought you were asleep;
to be jacked up. This
said. "Thirty-five years ago when I of my
mouth and threw it away.
what's the matter down there?"
got to stop. If people fixing has was running a store, I almost
"And that's the nearest I've ever
Then after a minute, he said:
can't fix things, they realize they smoked one, I had just started to come
to smoking one. I stay away
won't be so
"Oh, I didn't mean it. No, I was to be no fixing it up.
careless.
"No, I won't be making any
A man came in and
walked over
changes
a yway.,. in the personnel of the
to Mr. Goodwin.
hadn't
office. It's all under Civil Service
knocked, lie whisper He
ed something
in Mr. Goodwin's ear
and they went
into a small room
Mr.
The telephone rang and
which opened
off the main room.
Goodwin talked over it for a minSoon they came
out and the man left,
returne
to
d
ute or two. When he
Mr. Goodwin
1-elm/ling to his chair.
his chair, the man named Al asked
"Take this law about
him if he'd heard anything about
down at intersections. slowing
the confirmation yet,
There's
nothing wrong with that
"No, I dint think the council
cept that we've become law exmeets until 1 o'clock," Mr. Goodcareless
about observing it.
HURSTROURNE
TARRANT,
win answered. Somebody said it
cut the accident rate We've got to
in this state.
met at noon.
PARIS Feb. 9 (AP)—The women England, Feb. 9 (AP)—Oldsters of
It's far too high and
I'm going to of France have begun a new fight this Hampshire village are smackLowered Resistance
see that it's reduced.
0"BldWilyagASael-iplIoeNtntGe9irToynTiker't'eabnd9 help the
for the right to vote. They hope ing their lips and
juin:1g with a
"Oh ,yes, it meets at noon, hut
it will result in their casting their
To Cut Death Rate
This may biL a popular cry In they never do anything until after
first ballots in the municipal elec- little deeper enjoyment on their
"That's one thing I
am sure tions in May.
pipes, because every Christmas many states
d lunch. You know the..,
e
isew
e N
rtahm
about. The death and
takes them out to lunch and idiiffs
accident rate
seciirit
n
a
D
c
r
e
s
o
i
l
hencefo
is way too high. If
71
rth
they
will
receive:
Once
they
get
the municipal balI
them to lower their resistance.
Five pounds of English beef, one and in full swing.
thing else, that rate don't do any- lot they will battle for the national
has got to be
There has been one general reac- Then after lunch they get down to
gallon of bear, hall a pound of tobrought down. And
it can be vote in elections to the chamber of bacco and
tioa from the states on the old age business," Mr. Goodwin said, and
done.
five shillings in cash.
deputies. Then they will be off on
blue eyes laughed again.
The annual gifts are provided In pensions and other relief measure the
"We have a law,
their real aim—changes in the civil
To
you
th
haven't
t
h
e
e
m
dy
e
"Well,
n
I guess you've found out
te
know,
ay
t
afroer
al
s
the
o
:
d
r
will
of Henry Wykey Prosser,
which says that an
auto must Blow code which will give them the of
about everything there is. I won't
them.
Windmill, who left an estate of
down upon approac
hing a pedes- rights to have their own bank ac- $970,475
confirmarm
Today asevere
trian. It used to read,
states are consid- konw anything about the
counts, receive letters unopened by
noth
Every "working man of 60 or ering legalist ' gambling in one tion for some time I guess, but I'm
and sound the horn,' 'Slow down their husbands and practice probut that pait
waiting here until the Governor
about the horn has
fessions without their husbands' more who has lived in the village" form or
calls for me."
If people would obey been cut out. consent, privileges which they do qualifies for the Yuletide windthat law we'd
fall.
cut our accidents in
As the door closed, the council
not now enjoy.
Columbi
ven nth f
ed lItbiao
a, was confirming the appointment.
Aged working women are to get
c
IktterefNtC
ple little things like half. It's simwhich is exp
that we've got
e
set a good exto
d
Faction
s
Unite
Forces
to enforce.

FRENCH WOMEN IN 'Beer,Beef at LEGAL GAMBLING
NEW BALLOT FIGHT Yule, Gifts to BEING CONSIDERED
Hope to Cast First Votes
Village Folk Lotteries Seriously Studied
In
May Election

For Old Age Pensions

4

"People have
They depend too become careless.
much on the belief that the
pedestrian is going to
continue Along the
path he's traveling. Ile changes
his path and
then you have an
the driver hasn't accident, tecause
slowed down, and
can't when he, has
to."
Another man, in
a black overcoat with a fur
collar, came in and
said, "Hello,
Frank."
He took off his
coat and hat and
hung them on
the
clothea-tree. Mr. Goodwi remaining
n suggested he turn a
metal
upside down and put waste basket
the telephone
hook on it. They
did that and the
new arrival sat
down.
Nobody said anythin
g for a moment and the new
and teeth-a. x of arrival got up
cigars out of
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Who'll Lead the G.O.P.?
rnorship in 1936
Three Potential Nominees for Gove
hy; Parkman,
Are Bishop, With Good-Will Philosop
r
Attacker; and Haigis, Silent Awaite
By BEACON HILL
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G.0.P.Takes Offensive
In Bay State's Politics

State House
By Telegram
State House Reporter

Spokesmen Calmly and Persistently Point
Out Methods and Moves on Curley's Part
of Which They Disapprove; Lincoln Day,
Dinner of Middlesex Republican Club
Looked Forward to With Interest
By CLINTON P. ROWE
Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Feb. 9.—Politics is an unceasing, never ending
sort of business that goes on everlastingly in some degree,
whether an election is near at hand or has been a thing of weeks
or months past. It is a business toward which the rank and file
may profess an indifference, except for the few weeks of a campaign when the voice of the orator is heard in the land, but one
which is continually before them, sometimes in one guise, spmetimes in another, but omnipresent always.

There is snow on the ground, E
long calendar of business
ahead,
interminable committee sessions
and everything else that
could
weigh heavily on the heart and
mind of a wearied Legislator. But
there is a Santa Claus. There is
balm in Gilead and the rainbow of
hope and bright promise shinetb
huge across the sky. The
league baseball season will openbig
in
Boston on April 19, and the
Legislature can show a majority on
love
of baseball any time, anywhe
Weeks away, but somethingre.
to
look forward to.
It apparently is just
beginning to dawn on truckm
en
the state that the trucking of
law
passed at the last Legisla
had teeth and claws in it. ture
The
Department of Public utilitie
s
has made regulations govern
ing
the operation of trucks and the
truckmen are awakening to the
fact they are something like
common carriers and getting
some of the attention that used
to be lavished on railroads and
trolley lines.

This business of politics, which•
usually sags off, so far as the ac- his detractors. There
was a radio
tive outward signs are concerned, speech in behalf of the Governor,
after a campaign, is looking up. which, while still on the line of
At this particular month and day. attack, explained at the finish that
there is no sag or droop visible in the Governor had been in Washthe state's politics. There is a very ington after funds for the state
Francis Curley, one of Goi.....Lamor
lively and perky sort of political while he was being attacked.
Curie 's sons, is only 11 years
old,
activity and it's getting perkier
It has been well indicated that
has made his debut as a
every minute.
Republicans will be on the line
public speaker. During the week he
By the sound of cannonading from now until the 1936 state elecspoke at the Sportsmen's show in
along the battle front, the state- tion, that they have shaken themBoston. Francis said he found he'd
ments that are issued, the radio selves loose—in a most assertive
need a little help on the speech and
speeches that are made and the manner—from the lethargy of the
was advised by his brothers to 'ask
moves which are being carried out last defeat. Their sudden turn
dad—he knows.' "So the Governor
it would almost seem that an elec- against attacks levelled by Demohelped me. He is a good sportstion is scheduled for Feb. 20, in- crats evidently caught their foeman," averred Francis in his short
stead of having actually been held men somewhat by surprise. The
talk. He also expressed gratificalast November. Aroused Republi- Governor's friends have been very
tion that his sister Mary, the state's
cans, fired with the zeal of battle busy lately dealing with Robert T.
first lady, let him "stay up so late."
by Governor Curley's tactics, which Bushnell, newly elected president
they have denounced, have become of the Republican club of MassaIt may be just a demonstraarticulate and are making them- chusetts; Judson Hannigan, its retion to show what stern stuffselves heard—and heard with what tiring president; with speeches by
they are made of, but the legisthey consider telling effect.
Senator Henry Parkman, Jr., and
ative committees are tearing
Rep. Christian Herter of Boston in
The Offensive
through hearings like a
fat
On the platform and over the Boston in Worcester a few days
man through buttered sweet
radio, they have taken the offen- ago. Mr. Bushnell soundly larruped
corn.
There
can
Govern
be
or
no
arguCurley
and
what he called
sive, which the Governor held and
ment on their ability to take it.
carefully nourished in the open- his methods. So did the others.
Fifty bills one day, which, it
ing weeks of his campaign. With"Calm ... Persistent"
later developed was only a mild
in the past few days one Democrat
Looking to the next election, Reworkout for several committees.
ssued a statement defending the
The following day they waded
publicans do so with the admoniGovernor against what he termed
tions of party counselors not to
into 127.
adopt the same attacauig
appointee what then, the lowers —
of
Rep. Anthony R. Doyle has been
ods used by the Governor, which momentous and
crucial situation
learning in infinite detail what a
methods speakers have roundly ask, will be
the
public
picture
of voter possibly meant who made a
condemned, but to proceed with relations
between the Governor and cross on
calm persistence and unremitting the Presid
a ballot. Or drew one line
ent?
opposite a name. Or jabbed down
effort in directing attention to
In the midst of it all, with the two dots. Or perhaps
methods which they claim
voted half
are
many developments of political way down into the next square
meeting with public disapproval.
. or
It is generally taken for granted significance and trend, the Legis- possibly, but not necessarily drew
in Republican — and Democratic lature stuck firmly to its job a picture to signify ciistain or discircles too—that Governor Curley through the week, wading through
approval of the opposition. The
will run for the United States sen- a long list of bills in committee
reason is that Representative Doyle
hearin
gs
atorial nomination two years from
with speed that threathas been counting votes for several
now. They consider that he is lay- ened to set up a record for exdays in a contested Fall River elecing the groundwork for his cam- peditious handling of matters. Bills
tion. He is a member of the
special
paign now. Who might step into ranging from horned pout to a
committee on elections.
his place as a candidate? They special day in honor of Indians
mention Charles F. Hurley, state were discussed and some of them
• It semed that nearly everytreasurer; Lieut. Gov. Joseph L. fluently and at times torridly.
body who had ever heard of a
Hurley and they don't overlook
horse, let alone seeing one, apAction
Soon
Atty. Gen. Paul A. Dever, who
plied for a race track license.
Very soon some of the more conthough only 32 years of age, has
The application list of the
given every indication in a short troversial measures will be before
Racing commission, recently
time of being able to find is way the House and Senate for action on
back from the rigorous clime of
around the State House and take committee reports. Mortgage rates,
Miami into the benign blizzards
public utility rates, old age pencare of himself very nicely.
of Massachusetts, made it apsions and similiar measures will
pear everybody was in. And
Lincoln Day Dinner.
furnish the arguments chiefly. Rethen came an applicant calling
The Middlesex Republican club publicans
are aiming at adoption
itself the Boston Metropolitan
will hold its annual Lincoln Day of a careful
ly balanced program on
Airport, Inc., asking for a
dinner here Feb. 12. It is an oc- these measur
es that will take coglicense in Norwood.
casion which is expected to wit- nizance
of actual needs. It is exness an outline of new Republican pected that some
more extreme • There is a lot of talk about new
plans and a further evidence of a measures will
be advocated, pre- ideas, new trends and a change of
Republican spirit that is taking cipitating length
the existing order in bills before
y debates.
alert stock of advantages which
The ways and means committee the Legislature and by the men
can be capitalized and doesn't enwho sponsor them. But if there is
vision defeat. The dinner is an im- has begun its lengthy task of go- a new
portant one in the political cal- ing through the Governor's budget. debate order—which can always be
d—the tangy aroma of other
endar, always looked forward to It is expected the job will require days
clings and lingers on. The
some time and that public hearwith keen interest.
old
timers almost wept with joy at
ings will develop opposition to some
Governor Curley has his request
of its features. The Governor con- a good old touch the other day—
in at Washington for more than siders
that
splendid bill of many years
$200,030,000 of federal funds for he hasit a good budget and that presentation, namely
done reasonably well un, to re-define
projects in Massachusetts. He has
"a great pond."
der the circumstances.
made three trips to Washington in
Looking the budget over,
the
this connection. The money hasn't Massac
But there's another bill, very
husetts Federation of Taxarrived yet, but the Governor in- payers
specifically tied up with Insays it is not so good as it
dicates his belief that it will be ob- looks on the surface
dians and Gay Head, which is
, claiming that
tained from the Administration.
a multi-colored elevation on
it calls for the largest appropriaIn the meantime, mention of the tion for genera mainte
Marthas Vineyard. The selectl
nance purpostmastership of the city of Bos- poses in the history
men of Gay Head and others
of the state
ton brings speculation as to exact- and has the largest deficie
came
to the State House durncy in
ly where the Governor and the Ad- the history of the
ing the week to urge a favorstate.
ministration will stand when it is
able committee report on a bill
In connection with a critical;
all over. Again, here are some
asking the Governor to issue
of statement concerning the state
the ever present politics that may budget, the association
annually a proclamation setting
has warned
work while the public sleeps in the the 138 organized local taxpaye l
apart a day to be known as Inrst.
so-called off season. It means a associations against it. It
dian day.
said
great deal to the prestige of the the budget of January must Governor in Boston whether be is be considered in its relation
to
able to place Peter F. Tague in the the final budget in June or July
job now held by Postmaster Wil- and says that in recent years
the
liam E. Hurley.
Legislature has added substantial
amounts to the January budget.
Walsh's Fight
It might well be said that the
success or failure of the Governor
in this respect has political significance in other parts of the state.
Senator David I. Walsh of Clinton
is fighting not only for the job of
Hurley, but also for the time honored right of a senior United
States Senator to handle patronage- of his state.
During his campaign and since,
Governor Curley repeatedly ex
tolled President Roosevelt and his
policies. He pictured himself as
one who would carry them out in
Massachusetts with energy
and
with understanding. He identified
himself most thoroughly with the
President and his policies in a very
firmly cemented union.
He has brought President Roosevelt very squarely into the postmastership fight. He said he ha
the word of the President tha
Tague would be appointed
an
added that the President's wor
"ought to be good." But when hi said that and since there hay
' been reports that Tague would
no
be appointed. Now if Tague isn't

T
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Joker in Roosevelt

Order May Bar Harley
Boston Postmaster Would Be Ineligible for
Civil Services Tests as Announced by
Curley to Fill Hub Position
By RALPH COOLIDGE MULLIGAN
Telegram Washington Correspondent
WASHINGTON, Feb. 9.—Gov. James M. Curley's flat statement that the question of the Boston postmastership is to be
resolved by the holding of a Civil Service examination is as yet
without the slightest confirmation here. Postmaster General
Farley, who holds the key to the situation, is maintaining an impenetrable silence. Senator Walsh, who seeks the reappointment
of Postmaster Hurley, confides to his friends that he does not
know and cannot predict what the Administration will do.

•

has been held and the applicants
have been rated, the commission
"shall furnish a certificate of not
less: than three eligibles to the
Postmaster General" and that any
one of the three names on this list
may be appointed postmaster.
There are still other ingenious
provisions whereby if, after the
Civil Service commission has submitted three names, the Administration finds that the man whom
they wish to appoint is not among
the three submitted, the Poetmas.
ter General may reject any of the
names submitted, "in which even'
said commission shall complete thi
certificate of three names,"—ir
other words, add new names to thi
list of eligibles.

Age Limit Raised
The executive order raises thei
age limit from 65 years to 66 and
reduces the previous residential requirement from two years to one,
year.
The Post Office department in
giving publicity to this executive
order fails to make any note of
the fact that in case a Civil ServNo Civil Service examination is•
ice examination is ordered the inneeded if Postmaster Hurley is to
cumbent postmaster is ineligible
about to expire, or the name
be reappointed. If a Civil Service
to take the examination. It simply
of some qualified person within
examination is ordered its consesays that when the Postmaster
the competitive classified Civil
quence would be to eliminate the
General certifies to the Civil ServService."
present postmaster. He would be
latter "is
That means that the incumbent ice commission, then the
debarred from the Civil Service
open competiexamination not by virtue of any in office may be reappointed with- directed to hold an
fitness
law, but by virtue of an executive out any further fuss and without tive examination to test the
order issued by President Roose- any application to the Civil Serv- of applicants."
velt in July. 1933.
"The "examination" to be held
ice commisison if the Postmaster
This executive order is applica- General and the President want by the Civil Service commission
"modified." On this
ble to all first, second and third to make the reappointment.
It has also been
class postmasterships. It contains means also that if they want to point the following quotation tells
some adroit and seemingly inno- appoint someone else and that per- the story:
cent stipulations whereby, under eon is already in the clasisfied Civ"For purposes of economy
the cloak of Civil Service, postand expeditious handling of
Service they can make the apmasters already in office may be pointment.
the commission will
cases,
gotten rid of whenever that obabandon the plan heretofore
The second paragraph reads as
jective is desired.
followed of sending special
follows:
agents throughout the country
"If no such person is nominAn Interesting Order
to investigate personally appliated the Postmaster General
This executive order now becants for first and second class
shall certify the fact to the
comes of prime interest if, as is
offices. Every candidate will be
Civil Service commission which
claimed by Governor Curley, a
required to fill out and anshall forthwith hold an open
Civil Service examination is to be
swer a questionnaire to be precompetitive
examination
to
test
ordered for Boston.
pared by the Civil Service
the fitness of applicants not
The text of the executive order
commission. The papers thus
in
either
of
the
above
mentioned
Is interesting, and the press reprepared will be examined in
classes to fill such vacancy."
lease issued by the Post Office deWashington and rated there."
partment purporting to explain and
Joker in Order
examination
the
all
Thus,
to applaud the order is even more
The joker in this paragraph is amounts to is that each applicant
interesting,
own
The order itself, in its first para- the words: "*"not in either of the tells his own story about his
above classes." This means that if qualifications and the Civil Servgraph, stated:
the Postmaster General calls on ice commission, without any inves"When a vacancy exists or octhe Civil Service commission to hold tigation of its own, "rates the apcurs in the position of post"an open competitive examination plicants" on the basis of their
master at an office of the first,
to test the fitness of applicants statements and determines the
second or third class, the Postthe postmaster already holding of "eligibles."
master General may submit to
Postmaster General Farley has
flee is ineligible to take the exam
the President for renomination
ination.
given high praise to the virtues of
the name of the postmaster
The executive order goes on t
the new executive order. In his
whose term has expired or is
press release in July, 1933, he said:
provide that after the examinatio
"Contrary to the general public
pression there never has been
in the case of presidential postma-sterships of the first and second classes a real civil service examination. In other words, the
candidates have never been assembled to stand a written examination. It has been the practice in
these cases for the Civil Service
commission and the Post Office department each to send a special
agent into the city in which a vacancy occurred to interview the ar.,plicants and make inquiry among
the residents of the town as to the
qualifications of the various candidates. The reports of the agents
were then submitted to the Civi
Service commission, by whom the
were rated.
"The large number of applica
tions for appointment which hay
been filed since the 4th of Marcy
made it evident that if this plan
were to be followed there would
be great added expense and much
delay in filling vacancies."
Inquiry at the Post Office depart
ruent today as to the present status
of the Boston postmastership eh
cited no information. It was stated
that in the event Mr. Farley certified to the Civil Service commission that a vacancy at Boston existed, there would be no announcement about it so far as the Post
Office depai tment was concerned.
"It is never customary for the
Post Office department to make
any announcement about
Civil
Service examinations. Any such
announcement must come from the
Civil Service commission. It is the
commission wnich orders the examination."
That is the statement of the Post
Office department.
Postmastership examinations under this present executive order
are proceeding right along without
attracting much attention. New
ones are being announced by the
Civil Service commission almost
every day. The commission's latest
list, out this week, contains the city
of Fall River, Massachusetts; salary of $4000-4 first class office.
and Edgartown, Massachusetts,— -a
zecond class office; salary, $2400.
An examination for Seattle, Wash
ington—a $7000 a year postmastership, is also on the Civil Service
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State and Local Topic.

Gov Curley's Lottery Proposal counterattack must be
astutely han- is because the taxpay
er mathematidled.
Daniel Webste

r, when in a concians are not accustomed
to working
vivial mood, offered to pay the naSenator Parkman in his radio with so many
unknown factors.
tional debt out of his own pocket. address the past week said: "And , That is why
it would be a good idea
Gov Curley proposes that it be liq- 'now he (Curley) intends to use the for the mayor
and finance commituidated by means of a national lot- 'high office of governor for the up' tee, if they
have the data to main
, with monthly prizes of $100.- 'building of his persenal political a reason
:
ably accurate estimate pos000,000.
'machine. He has transferred his sible, to
explain the matter to the
Why 11i
isgin at home, gover- 'Boston city hall tactics into the public in as
simple fiscal language
nor? The grosS local
debt in this 'government of the commonwealth." as possible.
• state, in 1932,
that is to say, the This is not only a fair criticism, but
debt of the cities, counties
and it rests on developments which have
West Springfield's Election
. towns, less sinkhig
fund assets, was been fully exhibited to the people
The campaign for selectman
, $373,744,000. In the
in
present year the of the state. The question is whefh- West Springfield, becaus
e of a queer
gross debt of the commonwealth er public resentment will
be more political tangle, has brough
,
t about
both direct and contingent,
less effective if it develops with, or what amounts to a citizen
s' move
sinking fund - assets, is $69,185,278. without, the prompting of Repubment for the reelection of Henry
S
according to the figures in Gov Cur- lican radio speakers. Their politic
al Johnston, chairman of the
board.
S recent budget message. Local judgment will be tested in answer: Officially on the ballot. Mr
Johnston.
! and state debts combined amoun
t ing'
although a Republican and previousto more than $440,000,000,
using
ly elected as such, appeals as
the !
the 1932 figures for local debt.
The Small Legislature Idea
Democratic candidate and Harry A.
If the governor is eager to go
In his inaugural message Gov Hubbar
d of Riverdale, who has had •
down in history as a great public Curley expressed the opinion that
no experience in public office,
apdebt lifter, by means of a lottery, the state Senate should be reduced
i
pears as the Republican candidate.
he has this $440,000,000 of Massa-H to 20 members and the House to
But these circumstances do not rep
.chusetts debt to practice on before I 120 members, thus cutting the total
resent the true situation.
tackling the national debt, which is I membership of the Legislature by
The Democrats at their caucus innow more than 30 billions. A test one-half.
dorsed Mr Johnston because of the
of his seriousness in this matter
The idea has a wider prevalence fine
public service that he has yen- I
would be a message to the Legis- than is generally known. Some
kind dered, as has been done
at otherl
lature advocating the lottery plan of reduction in the size of state
times, to the advantage of the town.
for public debt extinguishment.
legislative bodies is now seriously by
both Republicans and Democrats
proposed in 20 states of the Union. in
the case of officials whose retenHe Omits Something
! while in 18 states one-chamber leg- tion in office
was clearly demanded
Gov Curley has not fully risen to islatures are proposed. In Califor
- by the public interest.
This action
the occasion when he asks the fed- nia, Delaware, Iowa, Kansas, Maine.
was taken on the presumption
that
eral government for a mere $230,- Missouri, North Dakota, Ohio, Orethe Republicans would nominate
Mr
000,000 for public works projects in gon, South Dakota, Utah, Washin
g- , Johnston w hich was t he logical
Massachusetts, the commonwealth ton, Wisconsin and Wyoming
bills thing for them to do in view
of his
and the municipalities to expend copying the Nebraska plan
of a character and record.
nothing. I-le has done pretty well single chamber are under consid
by Western Massachusetts institu- eration. Most of these bills would I But Mr Johnston was defeated in
the Republican caucus by what was
tions and highways but he appears limit the size of the new body
to ' evident
ly a fluke. The causes for
' to have overlooked the sweeping op- from 30 to 50 members,
this are perhaps not all clear. Unportunities of the Connecticut valley
Gov Curley's idea of keeping two
as a field for operations on a grand chambers with a much reduce doubterily ultrapartisanship on the
d part of
some members of the party
scale.
membership is followed in the bills
was one cause; there also figured
It is true that Mr Curley puts pending in Montana and Michig
an. some opposit
ion caused by Mr Johnforward highway projects in the This is the less radical propos
al,
; valley or along its margins whose but it is also less appealing, it ston's determination to do what he
costs total some $5,500,000—notably seems. The Nebraska plan of one considered to be in the interest of
the town, regardless of animosities;
including a., big new route from small chamber has more adhere
nts ; and appare
ntly failure to conceive
Springfield to Brimfield to cost by far,
far.
of the possibility of his defeat in :
$2,750,000—and separation of grade
the caucus was a factor.
crossings amounting to $1,500.000 or
Tax Rate Mathematics
Mr Johnston first attracted genso. But in the listed projects there
The taxpaying public would be
eral
attention by his excellent servseems to be included only a little glad to receive from Mayor Martens
more than $100,000 for the improve_ a little more information about the ice as a member of the town's first .
ment of the Connecticut river itself, financial facts which will determine public welfare hoard, which accommostly for riprapping, dikes and the tax rate for this year. In what plished a good deal for the reform
or welfare administration. Subsethe like in up-river towns.
might be called a "preliminary"
But perhaps Mr Curley is allow- budget message, the mayor ex- quently, as a selectman, during a
ing for the expenditures for the pressed considerably more optimism time when the responsibilities of
Connecticut valley under the broad , than has been felt by other city of- that office were abnormally heavy,
powers sought for the Connecticut ficials and by close observers of the he has shown high ideals in public
valley authority in a bill now before city's financial affairs, most of service and the courage to abide by
- them. It is perhaps not generally
Congress.
This measure covers whom have believed that a considknown that for the last two years
about everything of which it is pos- erable increase in
the rate would be
sible to conceive affecting the river necessary, the estimates ranging as he has administered soldiers' relief
without taking the compensation to
and its tributaries from Long Island ' high as $5 or $6 on $1000 of valuawhich he was entitled. The reforms
sound to the Canadian border and ti".
instituted in that department since
the resident population, not exclud- 1 The mayor, in allowing the oreshe took hold of it were largely the
tran-l
ent
ing the insurance of domestic
salary contribution of 5 per cent
cause of a reduction in its expeudiquillity, the common defense and the to continue through this fiscal year.
tures from nearly $47,000 in 1932 to
general welfare. Items are naviga- extends the hope that next year
a little less than $22,000 in 1934.
I tion, flopd control, the elimination there can be a restoration of full
Mr Johnson will be supported at
of river pollution, the development i pay. Since the mayor a little while
the polls as an official of high Inof forest reserves, the preservation ' ago feared that an increase to 10
tegrity and excellent ability, who
l of wild life, the provision of recre _ per cent would be necessary, it foihas demonstrated his good judgational resources, the promotion of lows that some favorable development and his capacity for hard work
agriculture, the production and sale ments have come to his attention
in trying times, and in whom conof electrical energy, the .provision of and the public would like to know
fidence may be placed in the perwater supplies and the relief of un- about them.
haps no less troublous period that
It is evident that departmental
employment. Only in the matter of
lies ahead.
highways do the aims of the valley costs this year wille e
n to
authority appear to duplicate the last year's total only with difficulMayor Mansfield of Boston has
ty. Indeed, unless there is a dis- change
proposals of Gov Curley.
d the program of theatrical
There are, of course, in the valley tinctly favorable break for the censorship in Boston, and
many beprogram immensely desirable things welfare department, it will perhaps lieve that he has changed it
for the
which could be made to cost an im- be impossible. It is probable that better. Hereafter no play will
be
mense sum of money. There is no i the ERA money will be available , banned in advance of a
Boston perintent to depreciate them in saying I through the winter and until tlrs formance. -All producers
and thethat on top of a program like that new public works employment on a “aters," he says, "must decide
for
of Mr Curley, with other similar big scale begins, but there is no cer- !`themselves whether a propos
ed play
regional aspirations, the bid of Mas- taint' that there will be no hiatus 'is proper for production
in Boston,
sachusetts for participation in the or indeed that the new federal pro- 'and they must assume
all risk of
fede ra l $4,000,000,000 could be gram will meet the local situation 'consequences for produc
ing an imraised indefinitely. Why doesn't the as well as the ERA has done.
'proper show.' Mayor Mansfield does
It may be taken as certain that not
governor ask for a billion, to start
admit publicly—what many
with? That would "dumfound" the there will be no relief from state would contend—that the
banning of
and county taxes. What Gov Curley ; plays
federal officials even more,
in advance of a Boston perhas promised to save in the state
Iformance has been arbitrary in practax the county will use up, and the
Gov Curley and Radio
!tice and harmful to the reputation
It is undeniable that if Gov Cur- governor may not be able to do of Boston. What he
does recognize
ley, through a glib secretary, mis- even the little that he has promised. is that theatri
cal producers have
uses radio time to abuse political As for legislative relief, it requires ' been taking
advantage of Boston's
opponents and various groups and hopefulness in high degree to per- policy
for publicity purposes, even
individuals, there must be oppor- ceive material relief for municipali- to the extent
of circulating rumors
tunity for reply and remonstrance ties from a sales tax or from the that a certain
play had been denied
by the same medium of communica- increase in the income tax which a Boston showin
g when no such step
tion. Yet it is clear that Massa- the governor has advocated,
had been taken or officially considMeanwhile, there has been an in- ered.
chusetts affairs are not going to be
Mayor Mansfield's new profavorably advertised by being dis- crease in the city's debt service that cedure will evident
ly put the detercussed on the air with all the ex- swallows up any economies in de- mination
of propriety more nearly
aggeration and partisan emphasis partmental administration that have on a statuto
rfs basis. There will be
characteristic of political debate in been proposed, even allowing a full no
more threats of canceling the
the excitement of a campaign. The 10 per cent in the welfare depart: license of a theater or a hall.
equivalent of a state campaign last- ment and some savings in the street
ing two years is not agreeable to and other departments. Along with ' Interrogation fif the superi
ntendcontemplate. Moreover, there is a that goes a reduction in the amount ents of state hospitals,
prisons and
limit to what the citizens can and of taxpaying property that may reformatories by the legisla
tive cornwill listen to.
equal that of last year, about $5,000,- mittee on public welfare appear
s to
State Senator Parkman, in open- 000 with a reduction in tax revenue have accomplished little.
Mr Laning the "fair play forum" provided of about $140,000, as well as a prob- gone, chairman of
the committee,
by the broadcasting company, de- able increase in tax defaults.
had announced, "We want to know
clared that at the present juncture
Last year with pay cuts ranging 'whether the heads or the help are
"a fighting opposition . . . is from 15 per cent down to 5, the 'running .the
state institutions."
essential to the interests and well- city's employes contributed about Dickens, in his famous
satire of gov•Iseing of the people of Massachu- $658,000. This year at 5 per cent ernment bureaucracy,
pictured a
'setts." This assertion is unlikely they will have contributed consid- public inquire as
r
being looked upon
to be challenged. Yet the methods erably less than half that amount.: as eccentric becaus
e "he wanted to
employed in giving public expres- so that there is a budget item of 'know, you know."
When a legislasion to such an opposition must be some $350,000 on the wrong side. !tire committee "wants
to know" it
judged pragmatically. If it is found With all contributions eliminated may
be exercising a useful function.
that the speeches deliveied in behalf next year the whole sum of nearly Yet, accord
ing to the Boston Tranof Gov Curley are convincing only $660,000 would have to be made up script,
the hearing was a comedy
to his partisans and wearisome to somewhere in the tax rate if noth- 1which
, like Dickens's, had an acrid
most people of independent minds, ing better turned up.
flavor. The chairman is said to
it is possible that silence will be -the
Perhaps one of the reasons why have taken up much time proclaimmost effective means of opposing this complicated sum in municipal ing, "I'm the chairm
an," stalking in
the governor. In any event, the arithmetic does not work out better and out of
the committee room,
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that spirit, break off their hotne ties,
to set forth in search of new adventures, new lands and climes. Perhaps
sometimes for personal gains, in 0thera, just the spirit of adventure, is 3
all that is necessary for them to
g
i
courses.ChrisIs
example
this spirit. Setting sail from Spain
to cross an uncharted sea he finally discovered America, in the year
1492. However, if he had not made
this sailing, there would have been
that same
in t
uoedwith
wbh
onelse iri
determination,
he course of
time would have taken that long, long
sailing across the sea. All of the United
States was settled by men of this
character.
"In the year 1725, we find a man
by the name of Mathew Noble, who
lived in Westfield. The idea came .
Into his head that the land farther :
west would be a better one for him
to do his hunting, fishing, trapping, .
and farming than the land he had
been occupying, so setting out on
foot across the mountain, he finally
reached a place in accord with his 1
desire, and settled in what is now
•
the town of Sheffield in 1726. He was .
the first authentic settler of Berk- •
shire county. Although it is some- l
times stated that a party of Dutch- .
men from New York state came up 3
into the town of what is now Mount
From Our Special Correspondent
Washington. about a dozen years
Pittsfield, Feb. 9—The spirit of prior to 1726. and organized quite
home rule circulates hot in the veins a little colony of their own there.
of most Berkshire residents and
'tiler of Solitude"
urgent as the demand may be for
"In Hartford there lived a man by ,
economy and thrift in the administration of public affairs Gov James M. the name of Jonathan Hinsdale. He
Curley"s suggestion that county goy- was a lover of solitude, and desired to
krnment be abolished to save money live by himself alone. He became
met with no eager response on this disgusted with living in Hartford, so
side of the "divide" which separates wending his way up through the valBerkshire from the remainder of the ley of the Farmington river, he came ,
commouwealth. Berkshire as a counta to the valley of the Housatonic. Aftamit has been going strong since 1761 er searching around quite a good ,
and now in its 174th year it is healthy deal he finally settled in Lenox, build- :
and vigorous, saturate.' with the ing himself a log cabin down near
essence of independence and the wil the foot of what is now Court House
fineness to fight if necessary to main- hill. He was driven away by the
Indians, but the Indian uprising which
tam n it.
Several years ago when Sanford at that time created such a feeling
of alarm and strife, soon subsided.
corrections
of
Bates was commissioner
He returned to Lenox and built himhe suggested that the Berkshire jail
to abolished and prisoners sent to the self another log cabin to replace the
Hampden County jail at; Springfield one which was destroyed. He was
as a matter of economy. Opposition the first settler of Lenox.
After living in Lenox for a while
arose immediately from county officials lawyers who have considerable his love of solitude diminished. He
crimmal business before ths courts went back to Hartford, and brought
and others interested in ths age-old back to Lenox a young bride. He behome rule question. At sone of the came the father of a large family of
clubs secession, with annexation to children; served with distinction in
New York state as an objm tive, was the war of the Revolution, and in
discussed. The argument was ad- the course of time passed on. His body
vanced that since 1853 Bostod Corners with that of his family is interred in
In the southwestern corner of the the Congregational burying ground
state has prospered under New York near the Congregational church in
rule. The Empire state always has Lenox.
taken a keen interest in Berkshire.
In Pittsfield we find Jacob Wendell,
For many years this was the happy Capt John Stoddard and Robert Livthieves
horse
the
of
ground
hunting
ingston. purchasing the plantation of
who thrived unmolested in the dark Pontoosuc, having as their agent a
dens of the famous Alps.
young, energetic man by the name of
William Williams, who was one of
Contraband Brought In
During the prohibition era a great the most remarkable characters of his
deal of contraband was brought into day. By his efforts he succeeded in
Berkshire from New York state. Pitts- inducing a large number of settlers
field is the natural dairy market, trad- to purchase proprietary lots from the
three gentlemen mentioned above who
ing and banking center for the rich
farmers of the Lebanon valley. For owned the land. He was the first
interstate traffic the two common- judge in Pittsfield. In the Revolutionwar he was a Torey; lost the
wealths have built four magnificent ary
boulevards—Lebancn mountain, Rich- esteem of his fellow people, and also
his judgeship, but after the war was
mond mountain, Molasses hill at South
came back to Pittsfield, and
Egremont and Taconic trail at Wil- over,
again
occupied positions of high
liamstown. In fact Berkshire has a
esteem.
great deal in common with New York
In Stockbridge we find also again
state. Several years ago when Hancock was clamoring in vain for state Capt John Stoddard; he also was a
wonderful
man, for services of great
citiirate
its
of
number
a
highway
zens in town meeting said that the merit, such as going into Canada to
town ought to secede from Massachu- obtain a release of an Englishman
setts and join its friendly neighbors who had been captured by the Inon the West. Hancock has a New dians, and also for his bravery in the
York state border line of 16 miles. many wars in which he took part. He
The cooperation of state and county was given large grants of land, was
In helping Hancock secure an improv- a very earnest Christian; helped to
ed "Main Street" quelled the threaten- establish the Mission school in Stocked insurrection. This Hancock incident bridge, for the purpose of converting
Is cited to show how easily a com- the Indians to Christianity. Up in
munity may be aroused when it be- what is now Williamstown there was
comes conscious that it has not been. a dooubty warrior, who when he was
getting a square deal, that its rights not engaged in warfare was building
forts for the protection of the Coloare being trampled upon.
WilA centralized authority at Boston nists. His name was Ephiram
for Berkshire county is so out of har- liams. The Indians finally killed him,
land
left
and
he
will
money
his
in
but
mony with self-government and tradition that Mr Curley's plan is not enough to establish Williams college.
taken seriously up here in the hills. Up in that territory Fort MassachuIt was captured by
In discussing the governor's recom- setts was built.
Boston the French and Indians after a long
mendation last Sunday the
its
all
and
garrison was taken
siege,
Herald quoted an unnamed state offiup into Canada.
cial as saying:—
Surely and slowly other settlers
Community Interest
came into Berkshire county and or"Cities and towns in any one dis- ganized many little townships. Prior
trict have a natural community of in- to 1761 all the land laying west of the
terest and it is both wise and proper Connecticut river in Massachusetts
that they should be allowed to give was controled from Springfield, and it
expression to their peculiar needs and was very inconvenient for the people
desires through a set-up such as coun- in this section to make the long jourty government. The counties also ney over the mountain to attend
serve at times as good laboratories for court, to have their land recorded, and
testing things the state might engage to do all the other necessary details
in and they also serve to attract pub- which are needed in conjunction with
lic-spirited citizens within the com- government, and to obtain relief from
munity who are willing to give at this, they petitioned the Great and
least part of their time to public General Court to have a county inas Berkshire
duties, although they would make no corporation
known
such sacrifice for a centralized gov- county. In 1761 this request was
ernment at the State House.
granted and from then on Berkshire
"As a matter of fact the trend in county has been a separate governrecent years in this state has been mental unit by itself.
toward cooperative action by cities
The first county seat was in Great
and towns in carrying out certain Barrington; the first indictment in
functions as evidenced for example in Berkshire county rendered by a grand
jury was against a man named Root.
the formation of tire, water and
provement districts in some sections He was charged with wilfully perand the establishment of school Cu- mitting. aiding and abetting dancing
and fiddling in the inn which he conperintendents' unions in others,
"I believe this trend will continue ducted. For this crime he was found
on a greater scale, particularly be- guilty and fined an amount the equivalent of what Is now $5
cause of the existence of so man
small towns, which lack the f
perrd
to
often the men
gcaernmany of the functions of local
instance,
mem.
Many towns for
Suwould save money and get a much join
perior type of work if they could hire
together in a given district and the
One expert milk inspector to do
efwork now being done much less and
ficiently in each of the cities
believe.
towns by local appointees. I would
too, that many small towns
of
quality
save money and gain in the
similservices received if they could groups
arly cooperate in convenient
assessor to
and employ a single expert
inreplace the men they now employ
state after
dividually. In New Yorkcomparative
oa
considerable study of the government
Merits of the two types of
toward
the tendency is now definitely governgreater emphasio on county
ment for the smaller towns. Franklin
"Except in Edgartown,
county
and Berkshire counties, all the
capacity.
jails are virtually filled to consoliNothing would be gained by
institution
dating these jails into one would be
and on the °tiler hand therehaving a
serious disadvantages to
state and resingle jail for the whole
journey to
quiring accused persons totrials. The
county court houses for
as to consolisame is obviously true
houses
dating tuberculosis hospitals, instituother
of correction, courts and of efficiency
tions, which as a matter distributed
and convenience should be
the
throughout the commonwealth on
districting."
basis of county or similarLenox, chairof
Robert S. Tillotsoncommissioners,
on
man of the county practical talk to
Wednesday gave a
hotel
Wendell
the Xiwanis club at the
as he has
on "County Government"
Berkshire during
seen it function in
been on the board.
the 14 years he has
his talk Mr Tilto
preamble
As a
deal
lotson, who has given a great
history of Berkshire
of study to the
on the
county ant is an authority
early days,
subject harked back to the
saying in part:—
of
"Down through the passage this
time, in the course of history, and
true,
fact has ate:ays remained
more
will remain so, certain men are adImbued with the spirit of daring,
venture, conquest and exploration,
there, and they in keeping with
th

PITTSFIELD DECRIES
CURLEY'S PLAN TO tostpal;terouLolunmtruisr new
otexonio
CUTte
GOVERNMENT
Carrying N1atter of Economy
and Thrift Too Far,
zens Feet

COUNTY UNIT FEELING
GROWING STRONGER

Opposition Arose at Earlier
Date When it Was Pro-,
posed to Abolish Berkshire
Jail

,

Mass.
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RENOVATION OF STATE
I ARMORY BADLY NEEDED1
I
Inadequate Space, Defective
Heating and Wiring Make
Addition Vital Necessity
The

recommendation by Qtz
.
zmes
3.11
-lev .of an appropriation of
$75,000 for needed improvement at the
local 104th armory on Howard street,
if adopted, will meet a crying need
for
more space for the local units quartered in the building. For several
years it has grown increasingly
apparent that the local units were hampered in many ways by the inadequate facilities of the local
armory.
Al the present time there are
four
suits which are cramped into makeshit: quarters in areas originally ino oded for other purposes. These four
are Howitzer, Medical detachment. Co

A, and First Battalion headquarters
corn pany.
There are at the present time two
unitt housed in the attic of the headhouse, in space never intended for
occupation. Howitzer is in a particularly cramped plight. There is no
toilet facility on that floor, locker
seace for 20 men is obliged to take
care of 63 men. There is no sprinkler
protective system for valuable equipmert. Partitions are made of non-insulated board which would burn like
tiner.
The medical detachment is housed
in the basement with a part of the
hallway used as locker space. A company occupys a part of the regimental
headquarters area, cramping the
headquarters to a point where inefficiency is avoided only by the spirit
of all concerned.
The heating plant of the building is
badly in need of a thorough renovating and the wiring is in such condition that it is no uncommon thing to
have the lights go out in the midst of
some public function. The indoor rifle
; range has only four targets for 1000
' hours of shooting, hampering this
most important armory training function. Nine units, with approximately
500 men have to use these four fargets to comply with drill requirements.
; There are two plans proposed to ;
remedy the situation. The first contemplates the erection of a second
headhouse at the Union street end of,
the drillshed. The second, which
might not prove as satisfactory, is *
add another complete floor to
present Howard street headhouse.
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SWEENEY SLAYING
TWO STEPS TAKEN STILL IS MYSTERY
TO HELP TEXTILE
DESPITE INQUIRIES
INDUSTRY OF N.E. Curley Meanwhile Plans
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Curley Calls Conference on tTTt to Allow 'Raids'
Woolen-Cotton Situation— , on Public Meetings Without Warrants
Hub to Recapture Title of Boston,
Feb. 9—(AP)—Three ladependent investigations, by city and
Chief Wool City
state police and
narcotic
federal
Boston,

Feb. 9—(AP)—Two
im;ortant steps were
taken today to
Lid the New England
textile Indus:ry.
Gov James M. Curley
called a conference of New England
governors
and prominent textile
men to meet
at the State House
Thursday to consider the cotton and woolen
situation.
The conference was
called, the governor said, after he
had been informed a large mill at
New Bedford,
operating 6500 spindles,
would close
and move to
Argenti
At the same time,na.
hurst, vice-chairman Richard Parkof the Boston
port authority, announc
ed an agreement had been
reached by which
Boston should recapture
nearly all of
its lost wool busines
s and retain its
position as the chief
wool city of the
nation. The agreeme
nt, Parkhurst
said, followed three
months'
negotiations between Boston
wool
importers
and shipping men.
Curley Urges Higher
Tariff
A higher tariff on
textiles was
urged by Curley, who
taken a large part of said Japan had
recent years. Several the business in
ley sought tariff aid weeks ago Curat Washington.
The shipping agreeme
asserted, should regainnt, Parkhurst
for Boston
much of the wool
imports from Australia and New
Zealand, which have
recently been sent to
ports and then shipped Pacific coast
Under the agreement east by train.
be brought to Boston, raw wool can
Parkhurst said.
stored a year, and then
he reshipped
to manufacturers
in this country,
Enr.land and the
continent. Storage
would be paid by the
steamship lines.
the two lines
participating being the
Canadian Pacific and
Steamship companies. the Roosevelt
Today's developments
in the textile industry followe
d
here earlier this weeka rally attended
by 300 eastern
wool dealers at
which a nation-wide
-trogram for
expandi
ng
consumption
was outlined,

agents, into the slaying yesterday of
Joseph P. ("Red") Sweeney pushed
forward tonight although without immediate results.
After questioning three young women, who were at the Cosmos club, a
South End establishment, when the
ex-convict was shot and beaten to
death, Capt Joseph McKinnon of the
Boston police said he was without a
clew to the slayer.
Sadie Perry, an entertainer, said she
fled the club when a disorder occurred
and was outside when she heard a
shot. McKinnon declined to identify
the two other girls, who told him a
fight was in progress as they left.
Miss Perry said she last saw Sweeney,
employed as a doorman at the club.
standing against the wall, faced by
a group of men.
Curley Plans Legislation
Gov James M. Curley, at whose order the state police entered the case,
said today he would offer legislation
In a special message next Wednesday
to allow state and city police to enter
night clubs and similar establishments
without warrants.
"In my opinion," he said, "this legislation is necessary in order that
more direct supervision may be had
of the operation of so-called night
clubs, for the purpose of not only enforcing the law with reference to the
Illegal sale of liquor but narcotics
and white slavery.
"It will be interesting to learn how
long the Cosmos club has been operating and also how long the Sportsmen's club (over the Cosmos club)
has been operating and the source of
political protection which they enjoyed and what particular official of
the police department had charge of
the particular district in which these
two clubs operated.
Aimed at Leonardi
"Also, what steps the police commissioner prbposes taking immediately to punish those responsible for permitting, the wide-open operation of
the Sportsmen's club. Also, as to how
many additional clubs are operating
at the present time in Boston."
Curley's remarks were generally associated with his attempts to oust
Police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard.

to withhold

their names.

CURLEY APPOINTS
1 — CRIME COMMISSION
Will Deal With Genera.
Means of Preventing Crirric
—Will Meet Tuesday
From
Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 9—Announcing the
creation of a state crime commission,
Gov Curley today declared that if local police fall down on their jobs. he
will not "hesitate to order state police
in."
"If the local police fail to perform
their duty," he said, "regarding gambling and other forms of lawlessness,
I shall not hesitate to order the state
police in."
The crime commission will deal
with general means of preventing the
commia.sion of crime. The board consists of Prof.Frank L. Simpson of
' Boston university, John P. Feeney,
.Boston attorney,
Asst. Atty-Gen
James J. Ronan and Asst Atty-Gen
Henry P. Fielding. The commission
will meet at the State House Tuesday to make a preliminary report
to the governor as to ways and means
of preventing crime.
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eph's cemetery.

GOY CURLEY PLANS
a TO FLY TO HAWAII
Boston, Feb. 2--(AP)—Gov James
M. Curley of Massachusetts bids fair
to earn the sobriquet of "the flying
governor."
Two days ago he flew from Washington and today he Anid he intended,
after prorogation of the legislature,
to fly to Hawaii. He said he had received an invitation from Maj-Gen
Hugh A. Drum. a Boston man who
has been assigned to command of the
Hawaiian department to visit him at
the islarvi.g. Brig-Gen William 1. Rose.
adjutant-general of Massachuset
would accompany him, the governor
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CURLEY CALLS 11
FOR PARLEY ON I BEHIND THE BULFINCH FRONT
MILL SITUATION'
ew England Governors
and Textile Men Invited
to Boston Thursday

I

SURVEY IS UNDER WAY
Boards of Commerce Prepare Questionnaires for
Cotton Manufacturers
sprriol In

Sratidord 1tm,8

BOSTON, Feb. 9—Close on
the heels of the detailed survey of the textile industry
now being launched in virtually every textile community in New England with a
view to finding out why so
many New England textile
mills are suspending operations, Governor James M.
, Curley today called a general
conference of New England
, governors and prominent textile men to meet at the State
next Thurs'
( House in Boston
the cotton
r
conside
to
I day
i
n.
situatio
woolen
1 and
4 The general survey of the texI tile industry is being carried out
representatives of the boards
•
,I by
of commerce in the various cernmunities, and questionnaires are
ready to go out to all manufacNew
turers of cotton goods in
England with an urgent request
that they be returned immediI
ately.
! It is hoped through this suri vey to ascertain the present state

•
1

(Continued on Spfe 3)
l _ .
.......— —... — ..,eiliiiierce,
—
and. Frank
J. Leary, industrial development manager of the board,
were busy Saturday drawing up
a letter to be sent out to every
cotton
establishmanufacturing
ment in the New Bedford area, and
it was stated that similar letters
would he sent out in Fall River.
Both the letters and a questionnaire accompanying them will go
out the first of the week, either
Monday or Tuesday, with a request that the questionnaires be
answered and returned at once.

al
ment of state forests, but the gov- college items and other education
Teach-e
ernor expects that a great deal of institutions. The North Adams
$2442.1.
of
a
cut
suffered
college
this work will be done by the federal era'
In the division of and that at Westfield, $1275.19, with
administ,ration.
for $17,000 to;
Parks, $8100 is cut from the item of a denial of a request
personal services, but $200,000 is al- buy land.
suffered
college
Massachusetts State
lowed for purchase of land.
and severely at the governor's bands, both
pa!, for free use of tele
fisheries
to
of
money
division
the
In
prothe
from
cut
is
$3780
and
OSTON, Feb. 9—Conjecture on court,
phones accorded legislators and others game, $3464 is cut from propagation in regular expenses and special items.
bation commission's requests.
dollars is cut off the
food fish. He cut $1905 from administration;
the grand total of budget
No reductions are found in requests Three thousand House building and of game birds, animals and
n; $1920 in short
Gov Curley denies all requests for $7290 in instructio extension service;
moneys for 1935, as they will of the executive department, while the care of State
courses; $3890 in
Redivision.
this
in
grounds.
work
and
special
street
on
e
be when Gov James M. Curley governor's committe
Gov Curley made a reduction of quests were $5000 for construction at and $7467 in the experiment station
highway safety is accorded $2000 more
off the
more than $19,000 in the requests of fish hatcheries and game farms; $5000 item. Total of $950 was taken
files his supplementary budget, is than it had in 1934.
$2920 for opthe secretary of the commonwealth, for establishment and maintenance of poultry disease law item;
occupying the minds of state officials
field
Waltham
ineat
_Depart
the
of
Military
expenses
erating
Cuts In
including one cut of $8000 in the public fishing and hunting grounds,
its ordinary
whose work has to do with appormilitary department, the ap- item for preservation of town records which work has been carried on quite station, and $3000 from
the
In
tionment of state taxes and other propriation for rifle practice was cut of births, marriages and deaths. He extensively in Western Massachu- repairs account, as well as $500 of its
$4500
financial matters. As will be recalled by Gov Curley by $8000 from the re- cut another $1000 from the item for setts, and $25,000 for assisting coastal office and other expenses, and
y supplies.
by those who read of his budget quested amount, and $3000 was cut index of births, marriages and towns in propagation and extermina- from teaching and laborator the item
recommendations for the fiscal year, from the item for camp duty ex- deaths, and $6000 from the item for tion. Salaries and expenses for pro- Total of $1000 was taken off
$4000 from
submitted to the Legislature on Jan- penses--compensat ion and transpor- printing decisione of the supreme tection of wild life are reduced $2430. for the college farm and
requests. Total of
uary 23, last, the governor reduced tation. Another $5000 was cut from court.
Five hundred dollars was Marine fisheries division items are re- its replacements items of expense was
cuts for regular
the amounts asked for by the various the training school and $1500 from ex- taken off the item of blank forms for duced $20,988.
$45,427.
state departments by approximately penses for operation of the 26th divi- town officers. The state treasurer's
$8675,
cut
is
banks
of
The division
Under the heading of special items of
$10,000,000, and made known that sion. The item for maintenance of department suffered a cut of only
life
banks'
savings
of
division
the
and
the state college, $2500, or 50 per cent,
only $9,500,000 would need to be taken armories was reduced $20,000. An $2046 from his departmental re- insurance gets a reduction in
its was taken off the emergency item;
apfrom the state highway fund.
item calling for $100,000 for purchase quests, but $12,755 was cut from
items totaling $4150.
$2200 from that for aid to certain stn.
serial
funds,
Nasinking
new
for
a
ons
printed
for
as
propriati
Cod
budget
the
Cape
of
on
of
land
Perusal
The department of corporations and dents: $5000 off "water mains for fire
to bonds and notes.
The state audicut
was
site
camp
guard
tional
s
are
protection," and $335,000 was eliminatdepartmental expenses
in detail shows that the governor'
tor's requests were reduced by $5416, taxation's about $19,000, and its in- ed, with a notation it is expected the
by
recommendations contain a reduction $60,000.
reduced
depart-general's
work,
attorney
records
but the
federal as.
In connection with
in the appropriations sought for the
come tax division requests by $11,255. public works program of
$7500 from the item mental requests were left as made.
items;
The division of accounts requests are assistance will care for these $1.50,highway division of the public works Gov Curley cut
etts
Massachus
of
records
ral
Front
building;
printing
Agricultu
women's
for
to
On the
item for reim- $150,000 for a
an
$18,585,725
,
but
from
intacto
left
department
the Civil war and $10,000
the bacteriological
$8,957,575„ with $238,216.31 reserved soldiers in
In the department of agriculture bursement of mlinicipalities for loss 000 for completing
records of World
and $35,000 for
for propdsitionh in process of de- for printing similarMassachusetts sol- Gov Curley reduced an item for com- of taxes on land used for public pur- laboratory for physics,
war soldiers. The
remodeling the old library for a classvelopment.
pensation and expenses of the ad- poses is reduced $2484.
these items
cut
$16,001.
denied
was
total
home
diers'
room. Gov Curley
visory board by $4, but in the division
Department of education's depart- altogether: Vegetable gardening storOne finds that the requests for the
Expenses for maintenance of Mount of dairying and animal husbandry,
$84,530,
reduced
are
left
expenses
are
nt
intact,
mental
e
departme
legislativ
Greylock war memorial were reduced
for personal one item being a cut of $48,604 for in- age, $13,400; incinerator, $6500; tiling
I. e., the governor made no reduction by Gov Curley from the $5000 sought he reduced the item
Ice-cream laboratory, $4000; print
that for "other
in any item of regular expense. How- to $3500, and requests of the state al- services by $3380; the one for in- dependent industrial schools, and a.nshop, $2500: ash storage tank, $3550;
of
$1270;
by
education
for
expenses"
cut of $4325
ever, he did cut about $3000 on coholic beverages control commission
demonstration of nursery industry.
by other a
dairies
and
barns
of
cut
of
Another
apection
pupils.
Legisblind
the
and
as
deaf
"other expenses," such
were cut by him $44,765.
for bonding of milk $15,000 was made by the governor in $4010.
that
and
$9945,
and
counsel,
House
the
bulletin,
cost
lative
Department of civil service and
The budget discloses that it
The state milk
cerState House guide book: in fact, he commonwealth $19,634.11 to send the dealers by $1000.requests were cut the item for reimbursement of
on escaped with a few small
reeistrati
of
division
hoard's
The
tain cities and towns.
cut out the $2500 for the latter book fishing schooner, Gertrude L. The- control
y felt immigration and Americanization is reductions, while department of labote
apparentl
Curley
Gov
$5630.
his$21,624.
altogether. This is a book with
baud, to the Chierigo exposition. The
asked for pine blister reduced $3140, and the division of the and industries was cut
torical data about the State House state library reauests are cut $1300, too much was
for he cut that $12,000. A blind items are $4637.50 less than
work,
for
stacks
which is given to visitors.
and a request for additional
total reduction of $8020 was made sought. The teachers' retirement board
One interesting cut was of $2 in storage in the library is reduced about in items asked for by the division of lost $20,495 in the pruning process,
the amount for expenses of reporters 50 per cent.
live stock disease control.
chiefly a cut of $15,000 in the deThe requests of the superintendent
of decisions in the supreme judicial
In the division of forestry of the ficiency in annuity fund item.
$5625. In
cut
are
buildings
state
is
t,
of
$18,000
departmen
any
in
reduction
court. There is no
eomethirg in conservation
Educational Activities Pruned
the item for prevention
of the superior court items, but this account is found
Curley has :vivo- clipped from
Massachusetts Nautical school's refor
in
that
$37,000
and
fires,
clerical assistance to the register of line with what Gov
forest
reduction in depart- of
gypsy month and quests were reduced $3769, and the
probate in Plymouth county is re- rated; namely,
amount for eradication of the Another big cut governor found plenty of play for his
duced $6. Five thousand dollars Is mental expense:4. Thewhich $49,485 brown-tail moth.
in the state teachers'
I cut from the salaries of the judge telephone usage, for $3985. This is is $79,400 from the item for develop- pruning shears
, and statutory officers of the land was asked, is cut by
;
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MILL SITUATION
(Continued from Page 1)
of the industry, and the effects
upon it of the New Deal legislation, as well as the chief difficulties that now seem to be blocking the road to recovery of the
textile mills.
Refers to Process Tax
The questionnaires will include
particular inquiry relative to the
effect of the processing tax on the
mills, the situation with regard
to overproduction, the question of
foreign competition, particularly
competition from Japanese goods,
and the problem of wage differentials between various sections of
the industry.
The movement is the result of
a general conference between industrial development managers of
the various chambers of commerce,
held some weeks ago, as a result
of the serious crisis facing the
New England textile industry. An
effort will be made to collect all
the factual data possible, and from
the information obtained to formulate an effective plan of action to
bring about a remedy.
Active interest of the New England Council has already been enlisted, and it is hoped to get
the aggressive backing also of the
New England governors, senators
and congressmen, in the expectation that some measure of cooperation can be had from the National
Government in Washington.
In Fall River and New Bedford
the questionnaires to the mills are
now being prepared and will go
out Monday or Tuesday, while in
Providence, Pawtucket, the Blackstone valley and the Pawtuxet valley they have already been mailed.
Other Rhode Island textile communities plan to get their questionnaires in the mails early this
week.
All questionnaires must be returned within a week and it is
expected by Feb. 21 or 22 to have
the data ready for consideration,
so that some plan of action can
I be formulated looking toward a
remedy for the depressed conditions.
William Ritchie, president of the
New Bedford Board of Commerce,
and Frank J. Leary, industrial development manager of the board,
were busy Saturday drawing up
a letter to be sent out to every
establishcotton
manufacturing
ment in the New Bedford area, and
it was stated that similar letters
would be sent out in Fall River.
Both the letters and a questionnaire accompanying them will go
out the first of the week, either
Monday or Tuesday, with a request that the questionnaires be
answered and returned at once.

items aad other educational
ment of state forests, but the gov- college ons, The North Adams Teachernor expects that a great deal of Instituti
college suffered a cut of $2442.18,
this work will be done by the federal ers'
, $1275.19, with
In the division of and that at Westfield for $17,000 to
administration.
a request
of
denial
a
of
item
the
from
cut
parks, $8100 is
land.
personal services, but $200,000 is al- buy
Massachusetts State college suffered
for purchase of land.
lowed
at the governor's bands, both
severely
and
teleof
In the division of fisheries
to pay for free use
In regular exl...n.ses and special items.
and $3780 is cut from the pro- money accorded legislators and Others.
game, $3464 is cut from propagation lie cut $1905 from administration;
os.roN, Fcb. 9—Conjecture on court, commission's requests.
phones
bation
Three thousand dollars is cut off the of game birds, animals and food fish.
the grand total of budget
No reductions are found in requests care of State House building and Gov Curley denies all requests for $7290 in instruction; $1920 in short
the
service;
moneys for 1935, as they will of the executive department, while
Re- courses; $3590 in extension
special work in this division.
the experiment station
committee on street and grounds.
a reduction of quests were $6000 for construction at and $7467 in $950 was taken off the
made
Curley
be when Gov James M. Curley governor's
Gov
more
$2000
of
item. Total
is highway safety is accorded
more than $19,000 in the requests of fish hatcheries and gftme farms; $5000 poultry disease law item; $2920 for opfiles his supplementary budget,
than it had in 1934.
the secretary of the commonwealth, for establishment and maintenance of erating expenses of the Waltham field
occupying the minds of state officials
Cuts In Military Department
Including one cut of $8000 in the public fishing and hunting grounds, station,
from Its ordinary
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carried on quite
whose work has to do with apporIn the military department, the ap- Item for preservation of deaths, lie which work has been
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propriation for rifle practice was
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Total of $1000 was
recommendations for the fiscal year, from the item for camp duty ex- deaths, and $6000 from the item for tion. Salaries and expenses for pro- for the college farm and $4000 from
tection of wild life are reduced $2430. Its replacements requests. Total of
submitted to the Legislature on Jan- penses—compensation and transpor- printing decision: of the supreme
Five hundred dollars was Marine fisheries division items are re- cuts for regular items of expense was
uary 23, last, the governor reduced tation. Another $5000 was cut from court.
forms for duced $20,988.
the amounts asked for by the various the training school and $1500 from ex- taken off the item of blank
$45,427.
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Vegetable gardening storOne finds that the requests for the
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$13,400:
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one Rem being a cut of $48.604
Ice-cream laboratory, $4000; $3550;
I. e., the governor made no reduction by Gov Curley from the $5000 sought services
by $3380; that for "other dependent industrial schools, and nnstorage tank,
In any item of regular expense. How- to $3500, and requests of the state al- expenses" by $1270; the one for in- other a cut of $4325 for education of shop, $2500; ash
demonstration of nursery industry.
ever, he did cut about $3000 on coholic beverages control commission spection of barns and dairies by
deaf and blind pupils. Another cut of
"other expenses," such as the Legis- were cut by him $44,765.
bonding of milk $15,000 was made by the governor in $4010.
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Department of civil service and
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of $8020 was made sought. The teachers' retirement board
and a request foe additional stacks
reduced about total reduction
of lost $20,495 in the pruning process,
One interesting cut was of $2 in storage in the library is
In items asked for by the division
cent.
chiefly a cut of $15,000 in the delive stock disease control.
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-(Continuea from Page 1)
property. Elimination of the East
Brewster grade crossing calls for
expenditure of $70,000 in that town.
Amounts proposed to be expended in other towns include $87,000
in Barnstable, $62,000 in Falmouth,
$50,000 in Sandwich, $22,000 in
Chatham, $23,400 in Yarmouth, $8.500 in Harwich, and $8,000 in Orleans. All projects in these towns
are for dredging, road construction, or water front protection.
A cursory study of the projects
indicates that the Governor in
making his Cape list, dipped into
the files of the public works department where most of the projects mentioned have been listed
for some time.
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Calls Governors
To Parley Upon
Textile Crisis
Curley Moves To Aid Slipping Business In New
England
AP)—Two importBoston, Feb.
ant steps were taken today to aid the
New England textile industry.
Governor James M. Curiey callsd
a conference of New England governors and prominent textile men to
meet at the state house Thursday to
consider the cotton and woolen situation. The conference was called, the
governor said, after he had been informed a large mill in New Bedford
operating 6.500 spindles would close
up and move to Argentina.
At the same time, Richard Parkhurst. vice-chairman of the Boston
port. authority, announced an agreement had been reached by which Boston should recapture nearly all of its
lost wool business and retain its position as the chief wool city of the
nation The agreement, Parkhurst
said, followed three months' negotiations between Boston wool importers
and shipping men.
A higher tariff on textiles was
urged by Curley, who said Japan had
taken a large part of this business
in recent years. Several weeks ago
Curley sought tariff aid at Washington.
The shipping agreement, Parkhurst
asserted, should regain for Boston
much of the wool imports from
Australia and New Zealand which
have recently been sent to Pacific
, Coast ports and then shipped East
I by train.
Under the agreement raw wool can
be brought to Boston, Parkhurst said.
stored a year. and then be reshipped
to manufacturers in this Country.
England and the continent. Storage
would be paid for by the steamship
lines, the two lines participating being the Canadian Pacific and the
Roosevelt steamship companies.
Today's developments in the textile industry followed a rally attended here earlier this week by 300
eastern wool dealers at which 3
nation wide program for expanding
consumption was outlined.
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are
is urgent,
vantage that very few owners
taking, the need for such camp
nment
Gover
known to be involved in the largest that
Federal
the
h the money
and as to the owner of the
ally stands ready to furnis
portion, a price which is practicThe for construction, and that thouupon.
agreed
been
in our Comnominal has
ac- sands of mechanics
entire tract can no doubt he ted monwealth anxiously seek oppormany of
quired well within the reques
tunities for employment,
to
appropriation.
being obliged to resort
them
Massawhich
e
occasion
"The only expens
the welfare rolls to exist, therealization
for
is
stand
must
s
chusett
appears ideal for the
to
The Federal Government
land.
the of a project which means much
will provide the money for
Guard and a great
al
Nation
the
other
the
en
eeeetion of buildings and
deal to the unemployed workm
constzuction work. Almost $2.000.for of our State."
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CURLEY CALLS
FEB 10
FOR PARLEY ON \ I BEHIND THE
BULFINCH FRONT
MILL SITUATION
New England Governors
and Textile Men Invited
to Boston Thursday

I

SURVEY IS UNDER WAY
Boards of Commerce Prepare Questionnaires for
Cotton Manufacturers
In Siatvi,,rd rim,8

BOSTON, Feb. 9—Close on
the heels of the detailed survey of the textile industry
now being launched in virtually every textile community in New England with a
view to finding out why so
many New England textile
mills are suspending operations, Governor James M.
Curley today called a general
conference of New England
governors and prominent textile men to meet at the State
House in Boston next Thursday to consider the cotton
and woolen situation.
The general survey of the textile industry is being carried out ,
by representatives of the boarded
of commerce in the various communities, and questionnaires air I
ready to go out to all manufacturers of cotton goods in
New
England with an urgent request
that they be returned immediately.
It is hoped through this survey to ascertain the present state
(Continued on Ve 3)
/...„
and Frank J. Leary,
industrial development manager of the
board,
were busy Saturday
a letter to be sent drawing up
out to every
cotton
manufacturing
ment in the New Bedford establisharea, and
it was stated that
similar
would he sent out in Fall letters
River.
Both the letters and a
naire accompanying themquestionwill go
out the first of the
week,
Monday or Tuesday, with either
a request that the questionn
aires he
answered and returned at
once.

ment of state forests, but the governor expects that a great deal of
this work will be done by the federal
administration.
In the division of
Parka, $8100 is cut from the item of
personal services, but $200,000 is alOSTON, Feb. 9—Conjecture on court, and $3780 is cut from
the pro- money to pay for free use of ale lowed for purchase of land.
the grand total of budget bation commission's requests.
In the division of fisheries and
phones accorded legislators and otters
game, $3464 is put from propagation
No reductions are found in requests Three thousand dollars
moneys for 1935, as they will
is cut off the
of the executive department, while the care of State House building
of game birds, animals and food fish.
and Gov
be when Gov James M. Curley governor's committee
Curley denies all requests for
on street and grounds.
files his supplementary budget, is highway safety LS accorded $2000 more
special
work in this division.
Gov Curley made a reduction of
Reoccupying the minds of state officials than it had in 1934.
more than $19,000 in the request of quests were $5000 for construction at
the secretary of the commonwealth, fish hatcheries anti game farms; $5000
Cuts In Military Departmout
whose work has to do with apporfor' establishment
tionment of state taxes and other
In the military department, the ap- including one cut of $8000 in the public fishing andand maintenance of
hunting grounds,
financial matters. As will be recalled propriation for rifle practice was cut item for preservation of town recirds which work has
by those who read of his budget by Gov Curley by $8000 from the re- of births, marriages and deaths. Ile extensively in been carried on quite
Western
Massachuanother
cut
$1000 from the item for
recommendations for the fiscal year, quested amount, and $3000 was cut
setts, and $25,000 for
submitted to the Legislature on Jan- from the item for camp duty ex- index of births, marriages and towns in propagati assisting coastal
on and exterminauary 23, last, the governor reduced penses--compensation and transpor- deaths, and $6000 from the item for tion. Salaries
and
the amounts asked for by the various tation. Another $5000 wars cut from printing decision:: of the suprtme tection of wild life expenses for proare reduced $2430.
court.
Five hundred dollars N113
state departments by approximately the training school and $1500 from exMarine fisheries division items are re$10,000,000, and made known that penses for operation of the 26th divi- taken off the item of blank forms for duced $20,988.
only $9,600,000 would need to be taken sion. The item for maintenance of town officers. The state treasurer's
The division of banks is cut $8675,
armories was reduced $20,000. An department suffered a cut of inly
from the state highway fund.
and the division of savings banks' life
$2046 from his departmental
Perusal of the budget as printed item calling for $100,000 for purchase quests, but $12,755 was cut from re- Insurance gets a reduction
apin its
of land on Cape Cod for a new Napropriations for sinking funds, anal items totaling $4150.
in detail shows that the governor's tional guard camp
site was cut to bonds
and notes. The state andirecommendations contain a reduction $60,000.
The department of corporations and
in the appropriations sought for the
In connection with records work, tor's requests were reduced by $5116, taxation's departmental expenses are
highway division of the public works Gov Curley cut $7500
but the attorney-general's depart- reduced by about $19,000, and its infrom the item
department
come tax division requests by $11,255.
from
$18,585,725
to for printing records of Massachusetts mental requests were left as mact.
$8,957,575,, with $238,216.31 reserved soldiers in the Civil war
The division of accounts requests are
On the Agricultural Front
and $10,000
for propeasitionh in process of de- for printing similar
left
intact; but an item for reimrecords of World • In the department of agriculture
velopment.
.
war soldiers. The Massachusetts sol- Gov Curley reduced an item for com- bursement of mlinicipalities for loss
One finds that the requests for the diers' home total was cut $16,001.
pensation and expenses of the ad- of taxes on land used for public purlegislative department are left intact,
Expenses for maintenance of Mount visory board by $4, but in the division poses is reduced $2484.
1. e., the governor made no reduction Greylock war memorial were reduced of dairying and animal husbantry,
Department of education's departIn any item of regular expense. How- by Gov Curley from the $5000 sought he reduced the item for personal mental expenses are reduced $84,530,
ever, he did cut about $3000 on to $3500, and requests of the state al- services by $3380; that for "other one item being a cut of $48,604 for in"other expenses," such as the Legis- coholic beverages control commission expenses" by $1270; the one for in- dependent industrial schools, and anlative bulletin, House counsel, and were cut by him $44,765.
spection of barns and daisies by other a cut of $4325 for education of
State House guide book: in fact, he
The budget discloses that it cost the $9945, and that for bonding of milk deaf and blind pupils. Another cut of
nut out the $2500 for the latter book commonwealth $19,634.11 to send the dealers by $1000.
The state milk $15,000 was made by the governor in
laltogether. This is a book with his- fishing schooner, (lertrude L. The- control bbard's requests were cut the item for reimbursement of certorical data about the State House baud, to the Chiengo exposition. The $5630.
Gov Curley apparently felt tain cities and towns. The division of
which is given to visitors.
state library requests are cut 1300, too much was asked for pine blister immigration and Americanization is
One interesting cut was of $2 in and a request for additional stacks for work, for he cut that $12,000. A reduced $3140, and the division of the
I
storage in the library is reduced about total reduction of $8020 was mode blind items are $4637.50 less than
, the amount for expenses of reporters 50
per cent.
in items asked for by the division of sought. The teachers' retirement board
of decisions in the supreme judicial
lost $20,495 in the pruning process,
The requests of the superintendent live stock disease control.
court. There is no reduction in
In the division of forestry of the chiefly a cut of $15,000 in the deof the superior court items, any of state buildings are cut $5626. In
but this account is found aomethieg iii conservation department. $18,000 is ficiency in annuity fund item.
clerical assistance to the register of line with what
Gov Curley has I-advo- clipped from the item for prevention
Educational Activities Pruned
Probate in Plymouth county is
Massachusetts Nautical school's re' duced $6. Five thousand dollars re- cated: namely, reduction In depart- of forest fires, and $37,000 in that for
Is mental expenses. The amount for eradication of the gypsy month and quests were
j cut from the salaries of the judge
reduced $3769. and the
telephone usage, for which $49,485 brown-tail moth.
Another big cut governor found plenty of play for his
i and statutory officers of the
land was asked, is cut by $3985. This is Is $79,400 from the item for
develop- pruning shears In the state teachers'

B

college items and other educational
institutions. The North Adams Teachers' college suffered a cut of $2442.18,
and that at Westfield, $1275.19, with
a denial of a request for $17,000 to
buy land.
Massachusetts State college suffered
severely at the governor's bands, both
in regular expenses and special items.
He cut $1905 from administration;
$7290 in instruction; $1920 in short
courses: $3890 in extension service;
and $7467 in the experiment station
item. Total of $950 was taken off the
poultry disease law item; $2920 for operating expenses of the Waltham field
station, and $3000 from its ordinary'
repairs account, as well as $500 of its
office and other expenses, and $4500
from teaching and laboratory supplies.
Total of $1000 was taken off the item
for the college farm and $4000 from
its replacements requests. Total or
cuts for regular items of expense was
$45,427.
Under the heading of special items of
the state college, $2600, or 50 per cent,
was taken off the emergency item;
$2200 from that for aid to certain
students; $5000 off "water mains for Are
protection," and $335,000 was eliminated, with a notation it is expected the
public works program of federal asassistance will care for these items:
$150,000 for a women's building; $150,000 for completing the bacteriological
laboratory for physics, and $35,000 for
remodeling the old library for a classroom. Gov Curley denied these items
altogether: Vegetable gardening storage, $13,400; incinerator, $6500; tiling
ice-cream laboratory, $4000; print
shop, $2500; ash storage tank, $3550;
demonstration of nursery industry.

$4010.

Department of civil service and
registration escaped with m few small
reductions, while department of labor
and industries was cut $21,624.
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REJECTS MANY Calls Governors
CAPEPROJECTS To Parley Upon
sis
Cri
e
til
Tex
Go_Leynor Requests Small
for Barnstable
Sum

County
Cope Cod Bureau.
Standard
than
ORLEANS, Feb. 9—Less
of the
eight-tenths of one percent
Governor
/230,522,590 fund which
al GovCurley has asked the Feder
chuernment to grant for Massa on
ructi
setts public works const CounI would be spent in Barnstable sis of
it is indicated by analy
sed by
t ty.
proposed expenditures relea
Potential
jthe Governor yesterday. from the
Cape projects omitted
if not
Curley list loom as large,
ded.
larger, than those inclu
Cape
for
The total sum alloted
of which
r Cod work is $1,778,000 project; ren $750.000 is for a single
Orteconstruction of Route 6 from
tly or
Weans to. Provincetown. Direc
is
town
ctly, every peninsular
P- indire
specific apetaffected although no
for Eastw•propriations are carried
ham or Maehpee.
for high$4 Bourne, with $330,000
strucaway construction and reconto reis
petion of Taylor's Bridge.
the total.
erceive the lion's share of
a har00,Dennis, with $135,000 to build Creek
t
abor at the mouth of Sesui for jets and $10,000
paat East Denni
while
ty construction, is second, towns
est
w(Truro, one of the small
home town
ex on the Cape and the
Hayes Small
eo.of Representative E.
ring
allotted $97,000 for resto of
Ca is
Harbor on the bay side
t
Pame
ua
another of the
by the town. Wellfleet,alloted $100,000
c smaller towns, is
rip-rap at
to`for a bulkhead andpreserve the ,
Point to
not town harbor and protect shore

Curley Moves To Aid Slipping Business In New
England
tBoston, Feb. 9—(AP)—Two impor
the
ant steps were taken today to aid
ry.
New England textile indust
Governor James M. Curley callzel
a conference of New England governors and prominent textile men to
meet at the state house Thursday to
consider the cotton and woolen situation. The conference was called, the
governor said, after he had been informed a large mill in New Bedford
operating 6.500 spindles would close
up and move to Argentina.
At the same time, Richard Parkhurst, vice-chairman of the Boston
port authority, announced an agreement had ben reached by which Boston should recapture nearly all of its
lost wool business and retain its position as the chief wool city of the
The agreement, Parkhurst
nation
said, followed three months' negotiations between Boston wool importers
and shipping men.
A higher tariff on textiles was
urged by Curley, who said Japan had
taken a large part of this business
In recent years. Several weeks age
Curley sought tariff aid at Washington.
The shipping agreement, Parkhurst
asserted, should regain for Boston
much of the wool imports from
Australia and New Zealand which
have recently been sent to Pacific.
Coast ports and then shipped East
by train.
Under the agreement raw wool can
be brought to Boston, Parkhurst said.
stored a year, and then be reshipped
to manufacturers in this Count/T.
England and the continent. Storage
would be paid for by the steamship
lines, the two lines participating being the Canadian Pacific and the
Roosevelt steamship companies.
Today's developments in the textile industry followed a rally attended here earlier this week by 300
eastern wool dealers at which a
nation wide program for expanding
consumption was outlined.
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is ignored. Still more millions are
sed
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Negot
a board asked for water systems but no
camp started in 1931 when
to survey the mention is made of the proposed
of officers appointed
site re- Harwich plant for which the town
State in search of a camp
on as the voted $100.000 last Tuesday in the
ported the Cape locatiwas much hope of receiving the same amount
best available. There
various from Federal funds.
opposition to the camp on
Construction of the proposed
able vote
grounds but with the favor it seems armory on the Cape is not included
of the town of Bourne, been re- in the list of military expenditures
that most obstacles have
and nothing is set aside for demoved.
will be velopment of Nickerson Memorial
camp
the
that
ance
Assur
rather than a Park, a 1.500-acre State tract at
a credit to the Cape
had East Brewster.
ee:wteieanee, as many residents
by Brig-1 Of the more important lower
charged, has been given
Rose of ape projects included, the Provadier General William I.
highway, con, State ; ncetown-Orleans
office
al's
Gener
ant
Adjut
the
truetion of a $135.000 harbor at
House, Boston. He says:
ns why ast Dennis, rehabilitation of Pa"There are so many reaso
be established net Harbor at Truro, and the $100,
this camp should
should 100 Wellfleet Harbor project head
that we feel the movement
list.
patriotic he
have the support of all
Reconstruction of the narrow
citizens.
no tate road from the junction of
"In the land taking there is is toutes 6 and 28 at Orleans to the
set
"land deal" and the price
most ape tip has been sought by the
nominal. The land for the
Massachusetts and
t outheastern
canno
which
part is waste land
ie Cape Cod Chambers of Cornofbut
ng,
farmi
for
be used even
a, ieFee and lower Cape civic organifers the ideal training spot for
itions for several years. Seven
26th
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such
s
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body
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"Bourne and other towns on the
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able on the Cape Cod bay
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Summer
to a head last Sumopposition from that lore came
be little
er at a mass meeting of central
source. The division is to be in ipe citizens in East Dennis. The
camp but two weeks at the early irbor would be formed by conpart of the Summer; during the ruction of two long stone jetties
tour of duty there are few visitors' bm either shore at the mouth
days, and the camp site is such
Sesuit Creek and dredging of
a distance from large centers that e interior area and a channel.
it will reduce the number of visi- A 600-foot jetty built by the govtors.
nment in a vain effort to save
Many Will Be Employed
llingsgate Island from oblitera"An outlay of approximately 'n by erosion would provide ma$100,000 insures that Massachusetts lel for the Wellfleet harbor
will have its own camp valued at )rk. Erosion of Jeremy's Point
n
considerably more than a millio w threatens the ancient whaling
dollars when all construction work zbor. Surveys have been cornis completed, and the Federal gov- ated and are on file with the deernment is ready to furnish the rtment of public works according
amount of money necessary to es- Chairman of Selectmen Elmer
tablish this camp. Many will be Rich.
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at a minimum of expense."
Brigadier General Rose then lakwater is estimated to cost
gave reasons why he said the camp '000 and dredging $22,100.
should be estableshed. He stated:
"Since the World War, field training grounds for the troops of the
25th Division. Massachusetts National Guard, have been provided
at the Federally owned area at
Camp Devens. This camp, con. meuetee by the government during
the war, on land either owned or
leased by the government, originally covered an area of 22lfe square
miles. The buildings erected on
it were of a temporary character,
designed to be serviceable for a
period of six to eight years.
'Seventeen years have elapsed
since this camp was built. The
as of fire,
ravages of time, as well
al
have destroyed most of the originall
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(Continue from Page 1)
property. Elimination of the
East
Brewster grade crossing calls
for
expenditure of $70,000 in that town.
Amounts proposed to be expended in other towns
include $87.000
in Barnstable,
$62.000 in Falmouth,
$50,000 in Sandwich, $22.000
in
Chatham, $23,400 in
$8,500 in Harwich, andYarmouth,
$8.000 in Orleans. All projects in these
towns
are for dredging, road
construction, or water front
protection.
A cursory study of the
projects
indicates that the Governor, in
making hi3 Cape list, dipped into
the files of the public works
department where most of the projects mentioned have been
listed
for some time.
•
Appropriations Voted
Possibility that some local tax
rates may be lowered if the
Commonwealth allotment is obtained by.
the Gove
is seen in the fact
that
towns have already appropriated money to pay their
share of local dredging and other
water front and harbor work.
Last week Orleans appropriated
$4.000 to defray the town's share
of dredging Rock Harbor which appears as an $8.000 item in the Governor's list. The difference of $4,000 is the expected state allotment.
Harwich has also appropriated to
pay half of her harbor and waterfront projects. In neither case
I would the towns be called upon to
I expend their appropriations if the
I whole sum is made a Federal grant.
Cash balances of towns in like sitI uation would be boosted
materiall
' by the windfall. The money, hay
ing been appropriated, would hay
to be raised but would presumabl
not be expended.

•

Curley Moves To Aid Slipping Business In New
England
Boston, Feb. 9—(AP)—Two important steps were taken today to aid the
New England textile industry.
Governor James M. Curley called
a conference of New England governors and prominent textile men to
meet at the state house Thursday to
consider the cotton and woolen situation. The conference was called, the
governor said, after he had been informed a large mill in New Bedford
operating 6.500 spindles would close
up and move to Argentina.
At the same time, Richard Parkhurst, vice-chairman of the Boston
port authority, announced an aereement had been reached by which Boston should recapture nearly all of its
lost wool business and retain its position as the chief wool city of the
nation
The agreement. Parkhurst
said, followed three months' negotiations between Boston wool importers
and shipping men.
A higher tariff on textiles was
urged by Curley, who said Japan had
taken a large part of this business
in recent years. Several weeks ago
Curley sought tariff aid at Washington.
The shipping agreement, Parkhurst
asserted, should regain for Boston
much of the wool imports from
Australia and New Zealand which
have recently been sent to Pacific
Coast ports and then shipped East
by train.
Under the agreement raw wool can
be brought to Boston, Parkhurst said.
stored a year, and then be reshipped
to manufacturers in this Country,
England and the continent. Storage
would be paid for by the steamship
lines, the two lines participating being the Canadian Pacific and the
Roosevelt steamship companies.
Today's developments in the textile industry followed a rally attended here earlier this week by 300
eastern wool dealers at which a
nation wide program for expandine
consumption was outlined.
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midst have been robbedcontention
chief argument. Their
the
where
had been that Bourne.
did
camp was to be established,
not want the National Guardsmen.
that
But Monday the citizens of
of
town voted 223 to 32 in favor
Last
bringing the camp to Bourne.
alvoted
year the townsfolk had
the
against
most unanimously
construction of the camp.
Governor Curley recently revived
at
the project. which met defeat
He
last year's Legislative session.conthe
is seeking to bring about
bestruction of the camp in the
jobs
lief it will provide building
for about 2,000 persons.
recThe War Department has
ommended an appropriation of
$1.750.000 in Federal funds for the
construction of the proposed camp
and a bill has been introduced in
the Massachusetts Legislature carrying a sum of $100,000 for the purSome Projects Omitted
chase of the land in the Shaw-me
Cape Codders view omissions
the
where
Bourne
of
section
Forest
with mixed feelings. Millions of
camp will be located, and for other dollars are asked for various sewpreliminary expenses. A hearing on
age projects but none for Hyanthe bill before the Military Affairs nis, More millions are asked for
Committee of the Legislature will several Massachusetts Teachers'
be held Feb. 13.
Colleges but the Hyannis College
Move Started in 1931
are
the proposed is ignored. Still more millions
Negotiations for
asked for water systems but no
camp started in 1931 when a board mention is made oi' the proposed .7
of officers appointed to survey the Harwich plant for which the town
State in search of a camp site re- voted $100,000 last Tuesday in the ported the Cape location as the hope of receiving the same amount
best available. There was much from Federal funds.
opposition to the camp on Various
Construction of the proposed
grounds but with the favorable vote armory on the Cape is not included
of the town of Bourne, it seems in the list of military expenditures
that most obstacles have been re- and nothing is set aside for demoved.
velopment of Nickerson Memorial
Assurance that the camp will be
Park, a 1,500-acre State tract at
a credit to the Cape rather than a East Brewster.
riiliaanae, as many residents had
Of the more important lower
charged, has been given by BrigCape projects included, the Provadier General William I. Rose of incetown-Orlean
s
highway, conthe Adjutant General's office, State struction of a $135.000 harbor at
House, Boston. He says:
East Dennis, rehabilitation of Pa"There are so many reasons why met Harbor at Truro, and the $100.be established
this camp should
000 Wellfleet Harbor project head
that we feel the movement should the list.
patriotic
all
of
support
have the
Reconstruction of the narrow
citizens.
State road from the junction of
"In the land taking there is no Routes 6 and 28 at Orleans to the
"land deal" and the price set is Cape tip has been sought by the
nominal. The land for the most Southeastern Massachusetts and
part is waste land which cannot the Cape Cod Chambers of Combe used even for farming, but of- merce and lower Cape civic organifers the ideal training spot for a; zations for several years. Seven
body of troops such as the 26th miles of the route has been surDivision and other units.
veyed.
"Bourne and other towns on the
Basin Long Proposed
Cape need have no fear of lawfor a yacht basin and
Agitation
The
troops.
of
part
the
lessness on
and
Wellfleet
between
harbor
camp will be so far from the usual Barnstable on the Cape Cod bay
Summer colonies that there should shore came to a head last Sumopposition from that
be little
mer at a mass meeting of central
source. The division is to be i Cape citizens in East Dennis. The
camp but two weeks at the early harbor would be formed by conth
part of the Summer; during
n of two long stone jetties
s
visitorstructio
tour of duty there are few
from either shore at the mouth
days, and the camp site is such of Sesuit Creek and dredging of
a distance from large centers thati the interior area and a channel.
it will reduce the number of visii A 600-foot jetty built by the govtors.
ernment in a vain effort to save
Many Will Be • Employed
Billingsgate Wand from oblitera"An outlay of approximately tion by erosion would provide maSle0,000 insures that Massachusett terial for the Wellfleet harbor
will have its own camp valued a work. Erosion of Jeremy's Point
considerably more than a milliot now threatens the ancient whaling
dollars when all construction wonl harbor. Surveys have been comIs completed, and the Federal gov pleted and are on file with the deernment is ready to furnish th- partment of public werlee according
amount of money necessary to es. to Chairman of Selectmen Elmer
tablish this camp. Many will b C. Rich.
If carried to completion, work on
employed over a considerable lee
nod, to be paid out of Federa the Pamet River mouth at Truro
funds. It is a wonderful opportur would go far to restore the now
ity for the State to secure a cam sand-choked basin to its former
status as a port. Erection of a
at a minimum of expense."
Brigadier General Rose the breakwater is estimated to cost
gave reasons why he said the cart $75,000 and dredging $22,100.
should be established. He state(
"Since the World War, field training grounds for the troops of the
26th Division, Massachusetts Natonal Guard, have been provided
at the Federally owned area at
Camp Devens. This camp. con..1eted by the government during
the war, on land either owned or
leased by the government, originally covered an area of 22'., square
miles. The buildings erected on
it were of a temporary character,
designed to be serviceable for a
period of six to eight years.
"Seventeen years have elapsed
since this camp was built. The
ravages of time, as well as of fire,
have destroyed most of the original
structures. With the war over, all
of the leased land was returned to
What was
its original owners.
left of the former encampment has
of variuse
the
to
eeen dedicated
ous branches of the military service of the United States. Today
the Regular Army has a substantial portion of the area. The R.
0. T. C. and C. M. T. C. have been!;
assigned definite training areas
which they use and occupy during
What is I
the Summer months.
left has been set aside for the use ;
area '
This
Guard.
National
of the
,
covers in all 3,760 acres.
1
1
Activity Di Limited
that
the
remembered
When it is
war time Camp Devens, with which
the public is most familiar, covered
about 14,000 acres, it is apparent
that for our purposes there is only
available about 25 percent of the
original acreage. The result of
this restrict' n has been to limit
the activitie. of the guard while
in camp to conditions which render i
the benefits of such training inadequate.
The Cape Cod site covers about ,
25 square miles and would permit '
every conceivable form of maneuver in which the 26th Division
might engage. It would provide an
area four times as extensive as
the present National Guard area
at Devens, and substantially equal ,
to the entire area of Devens, both $
al- '
- government owned and leased, dur- tes work. Similar sums have the
ing the war. No lot of similar ex- ' fedy been appropriated •byother
in
Government
tent can be found anywhere else in federal
the State that is available for pur- states.
mind that
i
adthe
in
added
chase. To this is
'When it is borne
is urgent,
vantage that very few Owners are I ale need for such camp
Government
taking,1
Federal
known to be involved in the
the
oat
money
the
and as to the owner of the largest I stands ready to furnish
thouportion, a price which is practically for construction, and that Comour
nominal has been agreed upon. The
of mechanics inseek opporentire tract can no doubt be ac- monwealth anxiously
of
quired well within the requested tunities for employment, many to
to resort
obliged
appropriation.
being
teem
occasion
"The Only expense which Maesa- welfare rolls to exist, therealization
chusetts must stand is for the a ppears ideal for the
to
The Federal Government of a project which means much
land.
great
will provide (he money for the the National Guard and a
workmen
ereciion of buildings and the othcr deal to the unemployed
construction work. Almost $2,000.- of our State."
!lotted for
h
e ted t
900 i
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FIVE OFFICERS
OF HIGH RANK
TRANSFERRED
Curley Again Threatens to
Oust Commissioner Unless He Resigns
DOWNTOWN GAMING
RESORTS CLOSED
Man with Criminal Record
Sought in Slaying of
"Red" Sweeney
With the transfer of five
LT JAMES J. HINCHEYDepu
high ranking police officers,
WILLIAM D.
Selected as chief aide of
that
22
Jan.
McDevitt in i
the designation of seven other
Who reported after raidwere found in Superintendent James
of reports of police gra;
gaming implements
vestigation
no
occupied by
men to investigate charges of
ing in downtown district.
any portion of building
avenue
Cosmos Club, sent from Warren
police graft and a series of
to East Boston.
early morning raids on night
about every
clubs and suspected gambling
probe that I have ordered Sweeney.
phase of the murder ofexplaining ills
places, Commissioner Joseph J.
The commissioner, in
captain
decision !o name an additional issued
Leonard moved swiftly yesterstation
at the Warren avenue
this statement:
day to answer the attack of
old
Division 4 is a consolidation of
terriGov. Curley on his department
divisions 4 and 5 and polices a
of
miles
tory of about four square
Friday and Saturday.
congested population with many special police problems.
At the same time the Goverlodging
It contains over 3500
about
hou.ses and has a population of
nor issued a statement calling
60,000 persons, with many houses
on Leonard to resign before
handling a large transient population.
16,The arrests last year numbered
Wednesday or be removed.
421, more than double the arrests of
any other division. The present com"Unless the commissioner replement of men at station 4 is 185
patrolmen, 13 sergeants, four lieusigns in the interim," the statetenants and one captain, making a
ment said, "I can see no course
total of 203 officers.
I have complete confidence in Capt.
open to me other than to reMcKinnon, the commanding officer.
I have been making a study of the
quest his removal at the meetsituation for some weeks past and
am of the opinion that his burden
ing of t.4e executive council on
is a heavy one.
Because of the peculiar complexWednesday."
ities of the problems in this division.
Affected by Leonard's transhave concluded that there should
ong I another captain assigned to Divibe
fer orders were:
in H. sion 4 to work with Capt. McKinnon.
ustus
Capt. James F. Daley, from •loner,
NINE ARRESTS IN RAIDS
the West Roxbury division 'to ureau Nine arrests were made in the early
y secWarren avenue. Assigned to finger morning raids. At a garage at 20 Aberstreet, Back Bay, where a loaded
command the intown division d ex- deen
revolver, a table and seven pairs of
seized, James Cohen of Brockduring the night hours, while arren dice were
rec- ton; John H. Wheelock, claiming to live
John F.
Capt. Joseph McKinnon con- in re- at a Warrenton street hotel; John
E.
MacGinnis of Quincy and
tinues to direct its 202 men recould
and
taken
be- Pierce of the Back Bay were
the
of
larceny
of
suspicion
geants charged with
(-luring the day.
and revolver and with presence where gamclubs ing implements were found.
Capt. Thomas F.
Gleavy, unmen A subsequent raid at Wheelock's hotel
from the
ey de- room was productive of 50 sets of dice,
superintendent's of- ter'.
including some described by police as
fice to command the
ctions" "loaded."
West
Roxbury division.
'eh are
In a Batavia street, Back Bay, apartliquor ment, a man and women were arrested
Lt. William D.
midm
on a vice charge. At the Hudson Club
from Warren avenueDonovan,
street, liquor was seized
to East gaming at 480 Tremont
41 Union Park.
Boston. Was in charge of raid en were and Walter Aubury ofWashington
street
Joseph Abdon of 1309
Jan. 22 on building
operators and George Glory of 49 West Sixth
occupied shed
and street, South Boston, were held for vioby the Cosmos and
Sportsmen's ich has lating the liquor laws.
Clubs, at 92 Broadway,
night
Other raids including three in Hyde
report Icea tables
of which said no
and two made by police of the
gambling par- f an Art- Park
Roxbury
aphernalia was found in the cover of cessful. Crossing division were unsucrts which
building.
plays" on
Lt. John A. Dorsey,
11 IN READING FAMILY
from desk duty at Eastreturned OOMS 5115.•
SUFFER RARE DISEASE
Boston
uspension
to the detective
hereby rebureau.
Stricken with Trichinosis Caused by
Lt. Max B. F.
Thormer,from he handOrganism Found in Pork
Back Bay to Warren
rd intends
avenue.
READING, Feb. 10—Eleven members
gainst ofstation belie Cosmos
rda,y.

of the family of Mr. and Mrs. Roy C.
Hicks, 38, of 60 John street, have been
stricken with trichinosis, a rare disease
caused by an organism commonly found
in pork, according to a diagnosis today
(continued on se Three)
TED
family physiquestion by Dr. Charles R. Baisley,
cian.
sertwo
t
0011b
As soon as Ile found out what had
ing board.
geants who told the
the family to become sick during
according to David U. Montague, chair- caused
past two days, he ordered three of
man, i., 1933, that they were not aware the younger children sent to Children's
of any connection of David J. "Beano" the
Hospital. Boston. The children range
Breen with the Cosmos Club, the comage from two to 20.
missioner, through his secretary, said: in Hicks said he killed a pig which the
I repeat that this matter will be
limit- ate in January.
investigatrd in connection with the

PUNITIVE ACTION
Transfer of Lt.
sidered as punitive Donovan was conactiOn for his report
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I Cuzq Demands
eonard Resign

of peanut venders
at a footb
From California
Chant
from the shores and Maine t
of Tra e,
of Barnegat
merce,
classic halls of
Princeton the
over an eight
Club.
hour
period to s
ting described
In his
some thousands
Roosevelt,
"Keep moving,
folks
keep
•
ed gr
shouted uniformed
members
American Legion
He said th
chairs which wereas they
labeled
in reconst
tests from
ructing the scene as
is In session
withi "Incol
Boston's police force is decidedly
. One chair w
bo "jittery" as a result
gance."
that brought
of Governor Curley
gasps.
Like
a
chair, and
introducing State detectives into the solunevertheles
KAMINt• the object ofempty,
little feminine s tion of the "Red" Sweeney murder last
horror and
wonder. Blue cha Friday, the governor's accusations of
CURLI on cardboa
laxity in the police department and
rd had
his
fashioned
Which
Alexande
demand that Commissioner Joseph
read "Bruno
L.
Richar
d
mann."
Leonard resign forthwith.
electrocutic
Nearby was a
One result has been the making of
chair, as sol
Hampton
several transfers by
Hauptinann's, and
third day
it bore a famous like the clef announcement that Leonard and the
a sweeping drive
name.
No
was
fir
house of
against vice and rackets is under
needed and the
sentenced
"Mitchell." Nothin sign said An effect of the upheavel is seen Inway.
g
the
was left fact
Still ho
Imagination. The
blue chalk o clubsthat many gambling places, "owl"
board told all.
reconsider
and
other
illegal establishments
"Jury box,"
clemency
seats" and
closed over the week-end.
"judge's bench"
we
tence to
designated. One
For the first time a Boston police divichair's na
spent the
"Wilentz" and
sion has two captains. Joseph McKinto his Pa:
failed to make even that prou non, who was transfe
rred from Milk
it
differe
another t
nt fro street to the Warren
other chair.
avenue station at
"Reilly"
that l
He ree
ing from anotheWas the the time James R. Ciallin was made a
r and
deputy superintendent, now shares re'
ISM I UNiv
sponsibility with Captain James
F.
Daley. who was transferred frrm West
Roxbur
y
to
the
big
South End division.
TRANSCRIPT
Captain Thomas F. Gleavev was sent
to West Roxbury from police headBoston, Mass.
quarters. Lieutenant John A. Donley,
one of the city's best detectives. who
has been on desk duty in the East Boston station. has been brought back to
headquarters.
Lieutenant William D. Donovan ef the
South End station was sent to the East
Boston post vacated by Dorway. Don°.
van is the officer who directed a raid on
the Cosmos Club on Jan. 22, at which
time his men did not find gambling
paraphernalia on the floor above. Lieun tenant Max B. Thormer, who has made
many raids in the Back Bay sector,
been sent to Warren avenue station has
to
take Donovan's place.

of

ommissioner Makes Transfers in Move to Break Up
Criminal Activities

Governor Attends
Fitzgerald Rites

Solemn High Mass for Son of
Former Mayor in Brookline Church

TRANSCRIPT

A solemn high mass of requiem for
Frederick H. Fitzgerald, son of former
Boston, Mass.
Mayor John H. Fitzgerald. was attended
by many State and city officials today
1
at ten o'clock at St. Mary's of the AsAmong
Brookli
ne.
sumption Church.
these were Governor James M. Curley.
Lieutenant Governor Joseph J. Hurley
and Mayor and Mrs. Frederick W. Mansfield. Among others present was Bishop
Francis J Spellman.
The mats was celebrated by Right
Rev. Monsignor Michael J. Splaine. with
Governor James M. Curley inform
Rev. Cornelius Reardon as deacon, and
ed
Democratic members of the House of
Rev. George M. Dowd as sub-deacon. The
Representatives today that he is opposed to
funeral cortege was preceded from the
any Increased appropriations over
church by the governor and group of
those
contained in his annual budget recentl
officials.
y
submit
ted to the Legislature. The deleThoma
Conpallbea
s L.
rers were
The
way, Griffin S. Fallon, W. E. O'Hearn, gation is hich visited him at /Vs office inThomas F. Dolan, Henry L. Dobbins, Dr. cluded the members of the Democratic
R. H. Aldrich, Edward M. Guild and steering committee and the conference
was for the purpose of discussing genMyron Heller.
The ushers were Gerald M. Doherty, eral legislative policy.
The governor reported that he has tried
Paul T. Newton, Edward Thornton, Heninterest the legislators in his proposals
ry S. Fitzgerald, Jr., Joseph L. Noonan
for biennial sessions and for reduci
and Henry G. Ekman.
ng
Cemete
membership of both the House and
Joseph'
ry,
s
Burial was at St.
Senate by half, but they "were not
West Roxbury.
entirely receptive" to his suggestion.
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Our Tug-of-War
TO go deep enough into the facts of
the recent gangster murder at a Boston
night club to form a worth-while judgment concerning the police and detective
problem& presented by this case, seems
to us impossible. Such knowledge can
be obtained only by patient and thorough investigation. One fundamental
point, however, seems clear. Civic leaders in Massachusetts who worked last
year, unsuccessfully, for the adoption of
a definite plan for co-ordination of the
work of State and local police forces
were on the right track, even though
their efforts did not prevail. It cannot
be desirable, in the interest of effective
police work, to have two separate authorities operating at cr ms-purposes, and
free at any time, to over-rule or interfere with the work of the other,
uncontrolled by any clear legal plan or
restraint.
If the State police ought to be given
definite rights of entry into any local
crime situation, then the plan for such
'action should be set up along wellconsidered lines as a plan for co-operation, not subject to the risk that it will ,
turn into a contest of two different official authorities, both of whom have the
same primary duty, namely, to protect
society from its enemies and not to
conduct warfare between themselves.
The Legislature should promptly resume
serious thought and debate on the question how such co-ordination can be provided for in a safe and sound manner.
__
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;Curley Demands
;sign

Cham r ot Commerce, Bronx Board the Rev. Ralph W. Farrell, prison chapof Tra e, Brooklyn Chamber Of Corn- lain, and spent the remainder of the
merce,
lens' Union and the City day reading religious tracts. He had no
visitors, and asked only for a chicken
Club.
In his second letter to President, dinner, which was served him.
TransRoosevelt, Titten Feb. 7, Mr. Price ex•
ed gre
regret over the Presi- GOODE QUITS BROOKLINE : Up
make an appointment.
SELECTMAN CONTEST
He said that
Ickes has treated proGeorge W. Goode, Brookline fire com- I
tests from the individual organizations
with "laconic contempt" and " 0- missioner who was recently named as
idedly
gance."
a candidate for the Brookline board of
Curley
selectmen, last night withdrew from the
solue
KAMINSKI HOPEFUL
contest. and announced his support of
r last
CURLEY WILL SAVE HIM Walter J. Cusick, who is running for ns of
d his
Alexander Kaminski, condemned to re-election.
h L.
electrocution for the murder of a
The announcement was made at a
Hampton county jail guard, passed his rally In Cusick's behalf held at the Elk's
ng of
d the
third day in cell no. 1 in the death Home by a committee of selectmen
drive
house of state prison yesterday. He is headed by Thomas J. Brady. Other I
way.
sentenced to die next week.
speakers were William J. Hickey, Jr.,
n
the
Still hopeful that Gov. Curley will selectman; Philip G. Bowker, represen"owl"
reconsider his decision on appeals for tative and former selectman; Mrs. Marents
clemency and commutation of his sen- garet Robinson, former member of the
tence to life imprisonment, Kaminski school cornmitte; Mrs. Henry P. White;
divlspent the day quietly, penning a letter Mrs. Catherine Nixon, John H. Moran;
cKinto his parents in New Britain, Ct., and Edward 0. Maloney; Dr. Thomas P.
Milk
another to Gov. Curley.
Kendrick and Representative John T.
on at
He received holy communion from Comerford.
arle
es remitaa.
ISUb lUll
sponsrnilfty With captain James F.
Daley. who was transferred from Wee't
Roxbury to the big South End division.
TRANSCRIPT
Captain Thomas F. Gleavev was sent
to West Roxbury from police headBoston, Mass.
quarters. Lieutenant John A. Dorsey,
one of the city's best detectives, who
has been on desk duty in the East Boston station, has been brought back
to
headquarters.
Lieutenant William D. Donovan -4 the
South End station was sent to the
East
Boston post vacated by Dorsv.
Denovan is the officer who directed a raid
on
the Cosmos Club on Jan. 22, at which
time his men did not find gambling
paraphernalia on the floor above. LieuMax B. Thormer, who has made
Solemn High Mass for Son of tenant
many raids in the Back Bay sector,
has
been
sent
to Warren avenue station to
Former Mayor in Brooktake Donovan's place.
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Governor Attends
Fitzgerald Rites
line Church

A solemn high mass of requiem for
Frederick H. Fitzgerald, son of former
Mayor John H. Fitzgerald. was attended
by many State and city officials today
at ten o'clock at St. Mary's of the Assumption Church. Brookline. Among
theme were Governor James M. Curley.
Lieutenant Governor Joseph J. Hurley
and Mayor and Mrs. Frederick W. Mansfield. Among others present was Bishop
Francis .1 Spellman.
The mass was celebrated by Right
Rev. Monsignor Michael J. Splaine. with
Rev. Cornelius Reardon as deacon, and
Rev. George M. Dowd as sub.deacon. The
funeral cortege was preceded from the
church by the governor and group of
officials.
The pallbearers were Thomas L. Conway, Griffin S. Fallon, W. E. O'Hearn,
Thomas F'. Dolan, 'Henry L. Dobbins, Dr.
It. H. Aldrich, Edward M. Guild and
Myron Heiler.
The ushers were Gerald M. Doherty,
Paul T. Newton, Edward Thornton, Henry S. Fitzgerald, Jr.. Joseph L. Noonan
and Henry G. Ekman.
Burial was at St. Joseph's Cemetery,
West Roxbitry.
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Governor Opposes
Increrie in Budget
Governor James M. Curley informed
Democratic members of the 'louse
of Representatives today that he
ii fly increased appropriatio Is opposed to
ns over those
contained In his annual budget.
recently
submitted to the Legislature.
gation which visited him at Ws The deleoffice included the members of the Democratic
steering committee and the
conference
wria for the purpose of
discussing general legislative policy.
The governor reported that he
to interest the legislators in his has tried
proposals
for biennial sessions and for
reducing
the mernhership of both the
House
and
eena te by half, hot
they "were not entirely receptive" to his suggestion.
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Our Tug-of-War

To go deep enough into the facts of
! the recent gangster murder at a Boston
night club to form a worth-while judgment concerning the police and detective
problem& presented by this case, seems
to us impossible. Such knowledge can
be obtained only by patient and thorough investigation. One fundamental
point, however, seems clear. Civic leaders in Massachusetts who worked last
year, unsuccessfully, for the adoption of
a definite plan for co-ordination of the
work of State and local police forces
were on the right track, even though
their efforts did not prevail. It cannot
be desirable, in the interest of effective
police work, to have two separate authorities operating at cross-purposes, and
free at any time, to over-rule or interfere with the work of the other,
uncontrolled by any clear legal plan or
restraint.
If the State police ought to be given
definite rights of entry Into any local
crime situation, then the plan for such
I action should be set up along wellconsidered lines as a plan for co-Operation, not subject to the risk that it will
turn into a contest of two different
official authorities, both of whom have
the
same primary duty, namely, to
protect
society from its enemies and not
to
conduct warfare between themselves.
The Legislature should promptly
resume
,erious thought and debate on the
question how such co-ordination can
be provided for in a safe and sound
manner.
_
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t!Curley Demands

Of peanut
venders
Prom California andat a footfall
Maine t
from the shores
I
of Barnegat
classic halls of
Princeton the
over an eight hour
Vag described some period to Commissioner
"Keep moving, thousands
Shouted uniformedfolks keep
American Legion as members
they po
Criminal Activities
chairs which were
labeled as
in reconstructing
the scene wh
Boston's police force is decidedly
i$ in session. One
that brought gasps. chair bor Jittery" as a result of Governor Curley
Like
a
ntrodueing State detectives into the soluchair, and empty,
the object of little nevertheles ion of the "Red" Sweeney murder last
feminine s Friday, the governor'
horror and wonder. Blue
s accusations of
chal axity iet the pollee departme
on cardboard had
nt and his
fashioned
•emand that Commissi
Which read "Bruno
• Alexander 3
Richard Leonard resign forthwithoner Joseph L.
mann."
.
electrocution
One result has been the making of
Nearby was a chair, as ml
Hampton emu
several
transfers
by
Leonard
and the
Hauptmann's, and like the clef
third daY in
It bore a famous name. No fir announcement that a sweeping drive
against
vice and rackets is under way.
house Of stat
was needed and the sign said
An effect of the upheavel is seen in the
Sentenced to
"Winchell." Nothing was left tact
that
Still hope
many gambling places, "owl"
imagination. The blue chalk 01 flubs
reconsider hi
and other illegal establishments
board told all. "Jury box,"
Clemency ant
iosed over the week-end.
seats" and "judge's bench" wei
LenCe to 111C
For
designated. One chair's nam sion the first time a Boston police diviVent the da
has two captains.
"Wilentz"
and
even
that prou non, who was transferrJoseph McKinto hls paTent
ed from Milk
failed to make it. different fro
another
C
street to the Warren avenue station at
other chair. "Reilly" was the the
He receivf
time James R. Claflin was made a
that hung from another and
deputy superintendent, now shares responsibility with Captain James F.
ISM
Daley. who was transferred frrm Wen
Roxbury to the big South End division.
TRANSCRIPT
Captain Thomas F. Gleavev was sent
to West Roxbury from police headBoston, Mass.
quarters. Lieutenant John A. Dorsey,
one of the city's best detectives, who
has been on desk duty in the East Boston station, has been brought back to
headquarters.
Lieutenant William D. Donovan of the
South End station was sent to the East
Boston post vacated by Dors?y. Donovan is the officer who directed a raid on
the Cosmos Club on Jan. 22, at which
time his men did not find gambling
paraphernalia on the floor above. Lieutenant Max B. Thormer, who has made
many raids in the Back Bay sector, has
been sent to Warren avenue station
to
take Donovan's place.
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Governor Attends
Fitzgerald Rites

Solemn High Mass for Son of n
Former Mayor in Brookline Church
A solemn high mass of requiem for
Frederick H. Fitzgerald, son of former
Mayor John H. Fitzgerald. was attended
by many State and city officials today
at ten o'clock at St. Mary's of the Assumption Church, Brookline. Among
these were Governor James M. Curley.
Lieutenant Governor Joseph J. Hurley
and Mayor and Mrs. Frederick W. Mansfield. Among others present was Bishop
Franois J Spellman.
The mass was celebrated by Right
Rev. Monsignor Michael J. Splaine. with
Rev. Cornelius Reardon as deacon, and
Rev. George M. Dowd as sub-deacon. The
funeral cortege was preceded from the
church by the governor and group of
The pallbearers were Thomas L. Conway, Griffin S. Fallon, W. E. O'Hearn,
Thomas F. Dolan, Henry L. Dobbins, Dr.
11. H. Aldrich, Edward M. Guild and
Myron Heller.
The ushers were Gerald M. Doherty,
Paul T. Newton, Edward Thornton, Henry S. Fitzgerald, Jr.. Joseph L. Noonan
and Henry G. L'kman.
Burial was at St. Joseph's Cemetery,
West Roxbury.
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Governor Opposes
lnei'-ease in Budget
Governor James M. Curley informed
Democratic members of the house of
Representatives today that he is opposed
to
nny increased appropriations over
those
contained in his annual budget
recently
submitted to the Legislature. The
gation which visited him et h'e officedeleInchided the members of the Democratic
steering committee and the conference
aS for the purpose
of discussing general legislative policy,
The governor reported that he has tried
I., interest the legislators in his proposals
for biennial vessiont end for
reducing
the membership of both the House and
Senate by half, but they "were not entirely receptive" to his suggestion.
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Our Tug-of-War

To go deep enough into the facts of
the recent gangster murder at a Boston
night club to form a worth-while judgment concerning the police and detective
problem& presented by this case, seems
to us impossible. Such knowledge can
be obtained only by patient and thorough investigation. One fundamental
point, however, seems clear. Civic leaders in Massachusetts who worked last
year, unsuccessfully, for the adoption of
a definite plan for co-ordination of the
work of State and local police forces
were on the right track, even though
their efforts did not prevail. It cannot
be desirable, in the interest of effective
police work, to have two separate authorities operating at cross-purposes, and
free at any time, to over-rule or interfere with the work of the other,
uncontrolled by any clear legal plan or
restraint.
If the State police ought to be given
definite rights of entry into any local
crime situation, then the plan for such
action should be set up along wellconsidered lines as,a plan for co-operation, not subject to the risk that it will
turn into a contest of two different official authorities, both of whom have the
same primary duty, namely, to nrotect
society from its enemies and not to
conduct warfare between themselves.
The Legislature should promptly resume
serious thought and debate on the question how such co-ordination can be provided for In a safe and sound manner.
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Clean-Up Law
on Clubs Asked.
by Governor
Sweeping
Curley Message for
Hits at
Police Action —
Leonard Again
Cosmos ,
slaying at the
Using the recent
of
need
the
of
illustration
re•
Club as an
such
of
supervision
stricter police
special
Curley sent a
sorts, Governor
this afternoont
ure
slat
Legi
e
message to the
legislation)
tment of
recommending enac
any
r
ente
to
police officer
to permit any than a private dwelling,
any
place, other
congregated for
where people are
assembly.
ious
relig
purpose except time, the governor re.
At the same ntion of removing Police
iterated his inte ph J. Leonard in event
Commissioner Jose 's failure to resign
issioner
of the comm esday, when the Executive
before Wedn
next meeting.
LegisCouncil has its
message to the
The governor's
lature follows: period of time it has been
"For a long
police auof municipal
the contentionughout the Commonwealth
thro
ties
thori
Three
Continued on Page,
entorced."
...s
to the
Before seraiing his biessagea conferLegislature, the governor had
l'aul A.
erce with Attorney General first assisDever and James J. Ronan,n informed
tant attorney general. Whe
Leonard was
that Police Commissioner had no intenquoted as saying that he rnor said:
gove
tion of resigning, the
would be the
"It would seem that it resign. If he
to
him
Proper course for
have to folow
doesn't, I suppose we'll
st the aid of
enli
and
e
edur
proc
l
usua
the
to secure the
the Governor's Council
his removal,
requisite number to approve
and that will be done.
the police
'The statement credited to
p of incorcommissioner that 'a grou
in the police
ruptibles' has been found old story of
department suggests the is an outrage,
Sodom and Gomorrah and
the 2500 honest.
%suit ard reflection on
ligent men in
efficient, capable and intel
who are desirous
the police department,
, but who
duty
of performing their full
and hamstrung
have been hampered the
part of their
through the fear on tion of a course
adop
the
that
s
superior
on of life and
necessary for the protecti
politically inexpediproperty might be
ent."
etary to the
Richard D. Grant, osecr
broadcasts have
governor, whose radi nt of Republican
aroused the resentme
slature, was greeted
members of the Legi
when he entered
es"
"boo
ral
seve
with
r to deliver to the
the House chambe special message. The
clerk the governor's
to the Joint commessage was referred
ciary, which will conmittee on the Judihear
ing at 10 o'clock
duct the public
Thursday.

Leonard Won't Resign;
Showdown Wednesda
Commissioner
Shifts Police !1
to Fight Crimel;
Says "There Is No Good Rea4
son" Why He Should Quit
His Position

Removal Expected
on Curley Demand,
Some Republican Members of
Council Reported Dissatisfied:
with Ely Appointee
rnor
In reply to the report that Gove
his resigJames M. Curley had asked for
ph L. I
nation, Pollee Commissioner Jose
had
he
that
d
unce
anno
y
toda
Leonard
posino intention of resigning from the
d during
tion to which he was appointe
nisthe last days of Governor Ely's admi
tration.
would
Governor Curley said that he
request Leonard's removal Wednesday at
if
the meeting of the Executive Council,
.
Leonard did not resign before then e tomad
was
t
The following etatemen
day by Leonard:
"I have been informed that Governor
I
Curley has asked for my resignation.
am not going to resign and, furthermore,
have not thought of turning in my resignation on Wednesday or any other day.
There is no good reason why I should do
so.

"During the short period that I have
been police commissionet I have endeavored to administer the duties of my of.
lice fairly. To date I think I have done
O. I have plans for many improve.
ments and feel confident that I can go
through with them.
''As a. matter of fact, I have had no
conversation with the governor and know
nothing officially relative to his request
for my resignation."
It is expected that Governor Curley
will not have difficulty in obtaining
Leonard's removal, lie will have a solid
Democratic vote in the Council and, in
Continued on Page Three
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on Clubs Asked
by Governor
Continued from Page One
premises lithat the authority to enterof assemblage
censed as clubs or as places consequence,
was not permitted and, as a
ne from
these premises have been immu
ities. The
inspection by local police author
os Club
tragic occurrence at the Cosfn the newithin the past week emphasizes rity to
cessity for this extension of autho premmunicipal and State police to enter prethe
ises of this character, both for apprehenvention of crime and for the
sion of evil doers.
mmend
"I accordingly respectfully reco t to
the early adoption of an amendmen
ntenary
Chapter 147, General Laws, Terce permit
Edition, Section 7, which would
State
every
ding
every police officer, inclu
or buildpolice officer, to enter any place
dwelling at
ing other than a privatee are congrewhich or in which peopl
tainment,
enter
of
gated for the purpose
se, whethamusement or any other purpo
exception •ol
er licensed or not, with the to determine
religious assembly, in order
of law are
whether or not the provisions
bet!, enforced."
to the
Before senling his iaessagea confer- 1
Legislature, the governor had Paul A.
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ence with Attorney Gener
n, first assisDever and James J. Rona
informed ,
tant attorney general. When
Leonard was
that Police Commissioner had no intenquoted as saying that he nor said:
gover
tion of resigning, the
would be the
"It would seem that it resign. If he
Proper course for him to
have to folow
doesn't, I suppose we'll enlist the aid of
the usual procedure and
to secure the
the Governor's Council ve his removal,
requisite number to appro
and that will be done. ed to the police
"The statement credit
of incorcommissioner that 'a group
in the police
ruptibles' has been found old story of
department suggests the is an outrage.
Sodom and Gomorrah and
the 2500 honest,
insult ard reflection on
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, who are desirous
the police departmentfull duty, but who
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and hamstrung
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Richard D. Grant, broadcasts have
governor, whose radio
tment of Republican
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members of the Legis when he entered
with several "bones" to deliver to the
the House chamberspecial message. The
clerk the governor's
to the Joint commessage was referred
ary, which will conJudici
the
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mittee
hearing at 10 o'clock
duct the public
Thursday.
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Leonard Won't Resign
Showdown Wednesda
Commissioner
Shifts Police
to Fight Crime
Says "There Is No Good Rea.,
son" Why He Should Quit ;
His Position

Removal Expected .!
on Curley Demand
Some Republican Members of 1
Council Reported Dissatisfied I
1
with Ely Appointee
••
Governor,'
In reply to the report that
his resigJames U. Curley had asked for
Joseph L.
nation, Police Commissioner
he had
Leonard today announced that
the posino intention of resigning from
during
tion to which he was appointed
adminisEly's
nor
Gover
of
days
last
the
tration.
would
Governor Curley said that he
y at
request Leonard's removal Wednesda
il, if
the meeting of the Executive Counc
Leonard did not resign before then. toThe following statement was made
day by Leonard:
"I have been informed that GovernorI
n.
Curley has asked for my resignatio
e,
am not going to resign and, furthermor
resigmy
in
ng
turni
have not thought of
nation on Wednesday or any other day.
There is no good reason why I should do
"During the short period that I have
been police commissioner I have endeavored to administer the duties of my office fairly. To date I think I have done
so. I have plans for many improvements and feel confident that I can go
through with there.
"As a matter of fact, I have had no
eonvArsation with the governor and know
nothing officially relative to hls request
for my resignation."
It is expected that Governor Curley
will not have difficulty in obtaining
Leonard's removal. He will have a solid
Democratic vote in the Council and, in
Continued on Page Three
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Clean-Up Law
on Clubs Asked*
by Governor
Sweeping
Curley Message for
Police Action — Hits at
Leonard Again

r

Cosmos
slaying at the
Using the recent
the need of
of
illustration
Club as an
supervision of such restricter police
special
Curley sent a
Governor
sorts,
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Before senling his ioessage to the
Legislature, the governor had a conference wit:i Attorney General l'aul A.
Dever and James J. Ronan, first assistant attorney general. When informed
that Police Commissioner Leonard was
quoted as saying that he had no intention of resigning, the governor said:
"It would seem that it would be the
proper course for him to resign. If he
doesn't, I suppose we'll have to folow
the usual procedure and enlist the aid of
the Governor's Council to secure the
requisite number to approve his removal,
and that will be done.
'The statement credited to the police
commissioner that 'a group of MoorruptIbles' has been found in the police
department suggests the old story of
Sodom and Gomorrah and is an outrage,
insult ard reflection on the 2500 honest,
efficient, capable and intelligent men in
the police department, who are desirous
of performing their full duty, but who
have been hampered and hamstrung
through the fear on the part of their
superiors that the adoption of a f.,,urse
necessary for the protection of life and
property might be politically inexpedient."
Richard D. Grant. secretary to the
governor, whose radio broadcasts have
Republican
aroused the resentment of
members of the Legislature, was greeted
entered
with several "bones" when he to the
the House chamber to deliver
The
message.
clerk the governor's special
commessage was referred to the joint conwill
mittee on the Judiciary, which
10 o'clock
duct the public hearing at
Thursday.
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Continued from Page One
addition, several Republican members are
reported to be dissatisfied with Leonard.
Boston's police force is decidedly
"jittery" as a result of Governor Curley
, introducing State detectives into the solution of the "Red" Sweeney murder last
Friday, the governor's accusations of
laxity in the police department and his
demand that Commissionard Leonard resign.
One result has been the making of
several transfers by Leonard and the
announcement that a sweeping drive
against vice and rackets is under way.
An effect of the upheaval is seen in the
fact that many gambling places, "owl"
clubs and other illegal establishments '
closed over the week-end.
For the first time a Boston police division has two captains. Joseph McKinnon, who was transferred from Milk
street to the Warren avenue station at
the time James R. Claflin was made a'
deputy superintendent, now shares re-'
sponsibility with Captain James F. I
Daley, who was transferred frcm West
Roxbury to the big South End division.
Captain Thomas F. Gleavey was sent
to West Roxbury from police head- I
quarters. Lieutenant John A. Dorsey,
one of the city's best detectives, who
has been on desk duty in the East Boston station, has been brought back to
headquarters.
Lieutenant William D. Donovan -,1* the
South End station was sent to the East
' Boston post vacated by Dors2y.
Denovan is the officer who directed a raid on
the Cosmos Club on Jan. 22, at which
time his men did not find
gambling
' paraphernalia on the floor above.
Lieutenant Max B. Thormer, who has
made
many raids in the Back Bay sector,
has
been sent to Warren avenue
station to
take Donovan's place.
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Curleyjeeks Action

Full 1riithorlty for both state
and local police to enter licensed
clubs and stamp out illegal and
criminal activities, was asked of the
Massachusetts Legislature today by
Governor Curley. He would end the
legal subterfuge of a private charter,
by which these clubs have consistently defied all efforts of local
police to raid them.
In a special message Governor
Curley said that municipal police
have "contended" that they have no
authority to enter such premises.
"As a consequence, they have been
immune from inspection by local
authorities." The tragic shooting at
the Cosmos Club, said the Governor,
emphasized the need for creating
this authority. He asked for approwiate legislation at once.
A
A
A
A frantic race between state and
Boston police to turn the city's underworld inside out, was today in full
swing—with the job of Police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard at stake,
and a wholesale inquiry into police
corruption promised.
Commissioner Leonard faced and
defied a Curley ultimatum that his
resignation must be on the Governor's desk by Wednesday, or the
Executive Council would be asked to
dismiss him on grounds of incompetence.
"I shall not resign," he said this
morning, and went on about his
business. This consisted of backing
Superintendent Martin H. King in
launching an "incorruptible squad"
to track down evidence of police collusion with the underworld. It also
consisted of several summary transfers of high police officials, both in
and out of the key positions.
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1BRIGGS LAW PRAISED
BY DR OVERHOLSER
Said to Have Saved State !
Thousands of Dollars
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ST FRANCIS' COURT PLANS
ANNUAL BALL TOMORROW
I The 56th annual ball and banquet
of St Francis' Court, M. C. 0, F., will
be held tomorrow evening in Teachers' College Building, Huntington av,
Fenway. Speakers will be Gov Cr.,

The operation of the Briggs law,
the author of which is Dr L. Vernon
Briggs of Boston, psychiatrist, was
praised by Dr Winfred Overholser,,
Commissioner of the State Department of Mental Diseases, in a radio
address last night.
'The Briggs law provides for routine
examination of certain classes of
defendants in criminal cases by two
psychiatrists appointed by the Massachusetts Department of Mental

1

Diseases.
"It is not necessary," Dr Overholser
said, "that anyone shall allege that
the defendant is mentally deranged i
in any way. In this manner, assurance can be given that, within the
classes described in the law, th
mentally ill defendant will be de
tected and that, on the other han
the defendant who is not mentall
deranged will be so reported b
psychiatrists who are under no o
ligation either to the Commonwealth
—meaning the district attorney—or to
the defense.
"The law has operated very efficiently, and excellent cooperation has
been obtained, not only from the
courts but from defense attorneys.
In the event that the defendant is
reported to be suffering from mental
disease or to be as the law would
i say, 'insane,' the district attorney
MASS.
I arranges for his commitment to a
BOSTON
i mental hospital, thus obviating the
'expense of trial and not subjecting
GLOBE
I a mentally ill person to the strain
I of court proceedings which he cannot
Boston, Mass.
; properly understand. If so committed, the defendant is confined
until he is recovered, when he is
returned to court. Society is thus
k.,ourt acts. Yours,
protected, and justice is done.
"There is no doubt that literally
WILL
thousands of dollars have been saved
to the State by the early recognition
of mental disorder among defendants,
such recognition making a protracted
Gov Curley's plan for an airplane
and expensive trial unnecessary,
trip from Boston to Hawaii next
"It should be pointed out, too, that
those
Massachusetts the law is such that
Summer will deprive him of
in
seaus
restful days at sea which all
if an individual is acquitted of homithe
if
soned voyagers relish so much
cide, by reason of insanity, he is
weather is pleasant and we are good
committed for the term of his nasailors.
tural life to a mental hospital, release coming only through the clemency of the Governor and Council
Japan appears to think that the forupon a favorable report' by the De"menace"
a
ai'e
Hawaii
tifications on
partment of Mental Diseases. Society
go
to
have
would
Japan
to them, but
thus well protected, the fair thing
is
within
get
to
trouble
to considerable
done to the defendant who is menis
menace.
the
reach of
tally ill, conflicts of experts have
been almost abolished, and may safely be said to have been brought to
an irreductible minimilm, and, finally, the reputation of the psychiatrists of Massachusetts has been rehabilitated."
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CHIEF RANGER JOHN J. CASEY
Toastmaster
Icy, Lieut Gov Hurley. Mayor Mansfield, Atty Gen Paul A. Dever, High
Chief Ranger William .T. Barry, Rev
Michael A. Gearin. C. SS.R.. rector of
the Mission Church, and Ex-Mayor
William Hayes of Springfield. Chief
Ranger John J. Casey will be toastmaster.
M Francis' Court has a membership 01
•••

Joi,enti A.
600. The committee includes
Coppenrath. general chairman; J.Clement
Burke.
John
Blegdon,
Thomas
O'Keefe,
. EdGerard B. Cleary. John•Connokv
Charles
ward Cotter. Joseph Cullinane.
Duplain. Albert E. Dwyer, Eugene Ferris.
FlanaJohn Kelley, Joseph Farrell. John Haley.
gan. George Goslin and Thomas F.and
JoAdrian O'Brien, Alice O'Leary
enterseph Madden will be among the
tainers.
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Hotel men are in favor of the bill orMassachusetts because if they did
sponsored by Go.iLcurley to appropri- the place would be too crowded for
ate $100.000 to advertise this State. anything except standing room.
—o—
On the whole, we are lucky more
people do not know the advantages
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GOVERNOR MAYOR AT'
LEONARD
CES
ERALD
SERVI
FITZG
1

ORDERS
POLICE SHAKEUP

'Funeral in Brookline of
John F.'s Son

1

The funeral of Frederick R. H. Fitzgerald. youngest son of Ex-Mayor
John P. Fitzgerald, who died Friday,
was held this morning, and the sol. 1 ernn high mass at St Mary's of the
. Assumption Church, Harvard st.
.1 Brookline, was thronged with persons
from all walks of life, including
•• I- many State and city officials,
headed
. 1 by
the Governor and Mayor of Bos,
• ' ton.
•
The cortege formed at the home.
317 Tappan st, Brookline. at 9:15
o'clock. Mass was celebrated at 10
o'clock by Rt Rev Msgr M. J. Splaine,
pastor of the church. He was assisted by Rev Cornelius J.
Reardon, deacon, and Rev George M.
Dowd, sub'deacon.
I On the altar during the
mass
'Bishop Francis J. Spellman. withwere
Rev '
Charles E. Lane, S. J.. of
College and Rev Charles J.Boston
Ring,
pastor of St Joseph's
Boxbury, as chaplains. and Church,
Rev Dr Fran- ,
cis Murphy, pastor of St
Peter's,
Church, Cambridge; Rev Michael
Derby, pastor of St Joseph's Church,
Boston: Rev Leo Dore, S. J., rector
of St Mary's Church,
Boston; Rev1
Joseph Murphy of East Pepperell;
Rev A. C. Dalton of St Mark's, Dorchester; Rev Robert Leach of St
Stephen's, Boston; Rev Maurice Flynn
of St Thomas'. Jamaica Plain. and
Rev Francis V. Cummings of St t
I Mark's, Dorchester.
The music was under direction of 1
M. J. Lally, organist. Terry's mass!
was sung, and the soloist was Joseph !
Ecker, who sang "Miseremini" at the ,
end of mass.
!
1 The pallbearers were Thomas L.1
i Conway. Thomas F. Dolan, Henry !
1 Dobbins, Griffin S. Fallon. William
l'O'Hearn, Dr R. H. Aldrich, Edward
M. Guild and Myron Heller. The ushers were Henry S. Fitzgerald Jr, GeraldM. Doherty, Paul Newton, Ed- I
ward Thornton. Joseph L. Noonan I
and Henry Elman.
Among those present at the church I
were Gov James M. Curley. Lieut!
'Gov Joseph L. Hurley. Mayor and
Mrs Frederick W. Mansfield, Edward
Mansfield. bother of the Mayor,
Judge Edward L. Logan, Col Thomas
H. Sullivan of the Transit Commission. Traffic Commisisoner William P.
Hickey, Fire Commissioner Edward
F. McLaughlin, Ex-Senator James H
. Doyle, John I. Fitzgerald. president
' of the Boston City Council; City
Councilors Clement A. Norton and
Albert L. Fish, Ex-City Councilor
Daniel J. McDonald, City Messenger
Edward J. Leary, Gen Charles H.
Cole, George J. Rick. Edward Moore,
Charles Chapman. Street Commissioner John O'Callaghan, William E.
Mullins, Joseph Carlin, Supt Martin
H. King, Deputy Supt James McDevitt. Capt John McGrath and Lieut
William O'Day of the Boston Police
Department, Sergt Arthur O'Leary of
the State police. Col William J. Blake
of the Veterans' Bureau. John W.
Hardy representing Congressman
John W. McCormack, Michael J.
O'Leary, former chairman of the
Democratic State Committee; Joseph
A. Maynard. collector of the port, and
Dr Frederick Goode.
Among the many floral tributes
I was one from the White House
1 marked "From the President and
I Mrs Roosevelt." Condolences were
1 also sent from all parts of the country to the former Mayor.
Burial was in St Joseph's Cemetery. West Roxbury. Prayers were
I read at the grave by Msgr Splaine.
The traffic situation was in charge of
Lieut Joseph J. O'Connell,

I
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Supt McDevitt Heads Clean-Up Squad
Curley Tells Commissioner to Resign
re- resigns in the interim, I can see
no course open to me other than
movaf-ei—ce Cornmiscioner to request his remov,I at the meet-,
Gov Curley will ask the

Joseph J. Leonard at Wednesday's meeting of the Governor's
Council, unless Leonard resigns
in the meantime, the Governor
announced last night.
The Governor's statement
came within a few minutes of
the

time

that

Commissioner

Leonard at Police Headquarters
announced a startling transfer
order, designed to rid the city
of vice, gaming and illegal liquor
resorts.
First declaring that the Boston Police Department should
be free from political interfsience, and that Leonard owes its
position to political chicanery,
Gov Curley concluded his statement:

Curley's Edict

ing of the Governors Council on
Wednesday."
• Late last night, Commissioner
Leonard made the following statement on Gov Curley's ultimatum
that he resign or be ousted Wed-

nesday:
"I will not say anything until I
have received an official notice
from the Governor."
Meanwhile the murder of Joseph (Red) Sweeney in the
Cosmos Club last Friday morning
remained unsolved. Police admitted they had no clew to the murderer's identity. They spent Saturday night visiting clubs, most of
which were found closed. Gov
Curley. made the following comment on those visits:
"Last night's exhibition reminded me of Grand Hotel . . .
'People come and people go, but
nothing ever happens.'

Leonard's Order
Commissioner Leonard's transfer order assigns to Deputy Supt
Police

"Unless the Police Commissioner

Continued on Page 10

James McDevitt, at present assistant superintendent of the department, a squad of seven officers to
work under him to close all illegal
resorts in the city.
The formation of the squad was
conducted with great secrecy, Mr
Leonard not making it known in
his announcement to the press. The
matter came to light, last night,
when the transfer orders reached
station houses.
The assignment of Deputy McDevitt to this duty was made because of his reputation for honesty
aw enforcement.
and fearless
When police were confronted with
charges of graft at the time of the
McGarrett case, it was Deputy
Devitt who was ordered to clean
up the situation.
Commissioner Leonard's order
transfers Capt James F. Daley to
thus.
the Warren-av police staticn,
police
for the first time giving a
division in Boston two captains.
Capt Joseph McKinnon, present
commanding officer of the division,
will remain there on duty days,
Capt Daley taking charge at night.
Lieut William D. Donovan, who
on
led a squad of officers on a raid
ago,
time
short
a
Club
Cosmos
the
of
and failed to discover evidence
gaming in the building, was moved
division.
to the East Boston police

Dorsey Back at Headquarters

fo
; Lieut-Inspector John A. Dorsey,
of th
i years one -of the ace detectives to
th
back
i department. was moved
fro
! Headquarters Detective Bureau
East Boston.
Inspector Dorsey was sent to East
Boston by former Police Commis
aft'
sioner Hultman a short time
t
Dorsey had unsuccessfully sought
clos
have David J. (Beano) Breen
Tremon
a resort he maintained on
is
st, South End. Inspector Dorsey at
firm friend of Gov Curley. acting
various times as his bodyguard.
Lieut Max B. F. Thormer is moved
' to the Warren-av station, to replace
ein ,
Lieut Donovan. Lieut Thormese
lion- 1
the department known for his
bottle of liquor, but they were
esty. was for several years, when a ,i buy a n to keep it on the table.
forbidde
sergeant. attached to the now aban—.
stadoned East Dedham-st police
work on Nine Seized in Raid
tion, where he did special
av police were the first to
liquor and vice.Warrenof move /Against alleged gaming resorts,
Capt Daley's position as head
division
the order of Commissioner
, the West Roxbury police Gleavy following organizing the McDevitt
F.
Leonard
Thomas
Capt
! is taken by
was head
: who, until six weeks ago, Capt Da- squad.
Andrew Neeley and John .'
of the Bureau of Records.first super- • Sergts
of that station raided a
Holmes
the
D.
was
lawyer,
a
ley.
nt. He house on West Newton st, South End
departme
the
of
cases
of
visor
a
West Roxbury by last night and seized playing cards,
i was transferred to Hultman.
amount of money, and arrested
small
ioner
-Commiss
EX
gamb1
Deputy nine men. Police allege card
The men who will compose
squad are
has taken place in the house
; McDevitt's new "clean-up" Dudley-st ling week-en':.
each
Hinchey,
Lieut James J.
Deputy McDevitt's squad was
station; Sergt James J. Crowley,
F.
after a long conference at
Joseph
formed
n
patrolme
and
North st,
P. Police Headquarters yesterday afterThomas
Eunson,
M.
Arthur
1 Hart,
; Walsh. George L. Drown, and Wil- noon. Commissioner Leonard arrived
ied
early in the afternoon accompan
liam J. Hartigan.
7:45 a m by ex-Dist Atty Thomas C. O'Brien,
J.
The order takes effect at
James
,
after that, Supt King, his secretary
this morning. Shortly confer
McDevitt, and minor
Deputy
with
Blaney;
will
Deputy McDevitt
Commis- officials of the department, were
Supt Martin H. King and
his in- present.
receive
and
his
sioner Leonard,
Lieut Blaney spent much of
structions. It is expected the police
v'police
Deputy Mc- time visiting at the Warren-a
to
over
turn
will
head
where he sought records of
reDevitt the lists of illegal resortsSat- stationmade during the year 1934 by
raids
ers
susquested of division command
officers of that division. on places
urday. The deputy will then bend pected of being gaming, liquor and r
them.
his efforts toward closing
vice resorts.
Commissioner
After the conference.
intended r
ent
Statem
Leonard's
Leonard was asked what ne recomofficers who
Commissioner Leonard made the to do about the
a
'
issuing of a liquor license
following statement on the situation mended the
believed by
Club,
Cosmos
station:
to the
at the Warren-av
place where Sweeney
"Division 4, which is a consolida- police to be the Commissi
oner refused $
polices
5,
The
and
4
shot.
Divisions
was
tion of old
matter.
that
square
upon
four
about
comment
of
to
a territory
upon the
with
Gov Curley's comment shooting .
miles of congested population
the
many special police problems.lodging police action, following
suppose they will
"It contains more than 3500 about of Sweeney, was: "I laundries tonight.
houses and has a population ofhouses raid some Chinese
always seem to follow mur60,000 persons, with many
n. They
ders."
handling a large transient populatio
not im16,421,
The Governor said he did against
The arrests last year numbered of any
move
arrests
to
the
intend
double
than
mediately
more
Hultman s
compleother division. The present 125 pa- Ex-Police Commissioner
present
ment of men at Station 4 is lieuten- and remove him from his Metrochairman of the
trolmen, 13 sergeants, four
as
position
of
He said
ants, one captain, making a total
politan District Commission. matter,
to the Leonard
203 officers.
contrary
that,
in
"I have complete confidence ing he needed "a few more facts there."
Capt McKinnon, the command
Sixty-eight cents and a badly-worn
by Sergts
officer.
deck of cards were seizedHarright
the
of
study
a
on
making
and
"I have been
Gardner
George
Boston police in a ,
situation for some weeks past and
East
the
of
Wyan
is
a house on
am of the opinion that his burden
peculiar • gambling rail last night at
a heavy one. Because of the of this Cottage st. East Boston. Ten men
problems
complexities of the
that there were arrested.
, division, I have concludedassigned
to
I should be another captain
Division 4 to work with Capt McKinnon. To accomplish this I am directing Supt King to make the following
oetails:
17
"Capt James F. Daley, Division
to Division 4.
"Copt Thomas F. Gleavy. superintendent's office to Division 17.
"Lieut John A. Dorsey, Division 7
to Detective Bureau. Donovan, Divi"Lieut William D.
sion 4 to Division 7.
"Lieut Max B. F. Thormer, Division
16 to Division 4."
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Curley's Statement
Goy Curley's statement, over the
•
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M. J. Lally. organist. Terry's mass
Police
• was sung, and the soloist was Joseph
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;
on Page 10
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Contin
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"Unless the
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_
I The pallbearers were Thomas L.
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Dr R. H. Aldrich, Edward
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a
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ers were Henry S. Fitzgerald Jr. GerI work under him to close
i aid M. Doherty, Paul Newton. Edresorts in the city.
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ward Thornton, Joseph L. Noonan
The formation of the squad
Mr
,
secrecy
and Henry Elman.
great
with
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conduc
in
Among those present at the church
d not making it known
Leonar
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announcement to the press. The
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"Gov Joseph L. Hurley, Mayor and
night,
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Mrs Frederick W. Mansfield. Edward
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when the transfer orders
Mansfield, hrother of the Mayor,
station houses.
Judge Edward L. Logan. Col Thomas
McH. Sullivan of the Transit CorrunisThe assignment of Deputy
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reputat
his
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cause
F. McLaughlin, Ex-Senator James H
enforcement.
and fearless law
Doyle. John I. Fitzgerald, president
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When police were confronied
of the Boston City Council; City
the
charges of graft at the time of McCouncilors Clement A. Norton and
Garrett case, it was Deputy
Albert L. Fish, Ex-City Councilor
clean
Daniel J. McDonald, City Messenger
Devitt who was ordered to
Edward J. Leary, Gen Charles H.
up the situation.
Cole, George J. Rick. Edward Moore,
Commissioner Leonard's order
Charles Chapman. Street Commisrs Capt James F. Daley to
transfe
sioner John O'Callaghan, William E.
-av police staticn, thus.
Warren
the
Mullins, Joseph Carlin, Supt Martin
time giving a police
first
the
for
H. King, Deputy Supt James McDetwo captains.
Boston
in
n
divisio
h
vitt. Capt John McGrat and Lieut
on, present
McKinn
Joseph
Police
Boston
of
the
Capt
William O'Day
n,
commanding officer of the divisio
Department. Sergt Arthur O'Leary of
days,
duty
on
there
the State police. Col William J. Blake
remain
will
night.
of the Veterans' Bureau, John W.
Capt Daley taking charge !tt who
Hardy representing Congressman
William D. Donovan,
Lieut
John W. McCormack, Michael J.
raid on
led a squad of officers on a
O'Leary. former chairman of the
a short time ago,
Club
Cosmos
the
tee:
Joseph
Democratic State Commit
ce of
and failed to discover eviden
A. Maynard. collector of the port, and
moved
gaming in the building, was
Dr Frederick Goode.
division.
Among the many floral tributes
to the East Boston police
was one from the White House
uarters
marked "From the President and
Dorsey Back at HeadqDorsey,
fo
Mrs Roosevelt." Condolences were
Lieut-Inspector John A.
also sent from all parts of the counone of the ace detectives of th
years
Mayor.
try to the former
department. was moved back to th
Burial was in St Joseph's CemeHeadquarters Detective Bureau fro
tery, West Roxbury. Prayers were
East Boston.
read at the grave by Msgr Splaine.
Inspector Dorsey was sent to Eas
The traffic situation was in charge of
by former Police Commis
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Lieut Joseph J. O'Connell.
sioner Hultman a short time
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Dorsey had unsuccessfully sought
clos
have David J. (Beano) Breen
a resort he maintained on Tremon
is
st. South End. Inspector Dorsey
a
firm friend of Gov Curley. acting
various times as his bodyguard.
Lieut Max B. F. Thormer is moved
to the Warren-av station, to replace
Lieut Donovan. Lieut Thormea.- in
the department known for his honesty, was for several years, when a buy a bottle of liquor, but they were
sergeant. attached to the now aban- forbidden to keep it on the table.
doned East Dedham-st police station, where he did special work on Nine Seized in Raid
Warren-av police were the first to
liquor and vice.
Capt Daley's position as head of move against alleged gaming resorts,
the West Roxbury police division following the order of Commissioner
is taken by Capt Thomas F. Gleavy Leonard organizing the McDevitt i
who, until six weeks ago, was head squad.
Sergts Andrew Neeley and John
of the Bureau of Records. Capt Daley, a lawyer, was the first super- D. Holmes of that station raided. a!
He
house on West Newton Et, South End I
visor of cases of the department.
a
was transferred to West Roxbury by last night and seized playing cards, d
small amount of money, and arreste
Ex-Commissioner Hultman.
gambThe men who will compose Deputy nine men. Police allege card
McDevitt's new "clean-up" squad are ling has taken place in the house
Lieut James J. Hinchey, Dudley-st each week-enu.
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Deputy McDevitt will confer with Blaney; Deputy McDevit ent, were
Supt Martin H. King and Commis- officials of the departm
sioner Leonard, and receive his in- present,
Lieut Blaney spent much of his I
structions. It is expected the police
Mcvisiting at the Warren-av'police I
Deputy
time
to
over
turn
head will
rewhere he sought records of f
resorts
station
illegal
of
lists
the
Devitt
the year 1934 by :
quested of division commanders Sat- raids made during
, on places susurday. The deputy will then bend officers of that division
pected of being gaming, liquor and
his efforts toward closing them.
vice resorts.
After the conference, Commissioner
ment
Leonard's State
Leonard was asked what he intended!
Commissioner Leonard made the to do about the officers who recom- 1g
a
following statement on the situation mended the issuing of a liquor license !
to the Cosmos .Club, believed by
at the Warren-av station:
"Division 4, which is a consolida- police to be the place where Sweeney
tion of old Divisions 4 and 5, polices was shot. The Commissioner refused
s
a territory of about four square to comment upon that matter.
miles of congested population with
Gov Curley's comment upon the ,
.
1
g
shootin
the
ng
followi
,
many special police problems.
police.action
"It contains more than 3500 lodging of Sweeney, was: "I suppose they will
houses and has a population of about raid some Chinese laundries tonight.
60,000 persons, with many houses They always seem to follow murhandling a large transient population. ders."
The arrests last year numbered 16,421,
The Governor said he did not immore than double the arrests of any mediately intend to move against
other division. The present comple- Ex-Police Commissioner Hultman i s
ment of men at Station 4 is 125 pa- and remove him from his present
trolmen. 13 sergeants, four lieuten- position as chairman of the Metroants, one captain, making a total of politan District Commission. He said
203 officers.
contrary to the Leonard matter,
"I have complete confidence in that,
needed "a few more facts there."
he
ding
comman
the
on.
McKinn
Capt
Sixty-eight cents and a badly-worn
officer.
deck of cards were seized by Sergts
"I have been making a study of the George Gardner and Harrighton
situation for some weeks past and
of the East Boston police in a
am of the opinion that his burden is Wyan ng rail last night at a house on
gambli
r
peculia
the
of
e
a heavy one. Becaus
Boston. Ten men
complexities of the problems of this Cottage st, East
d.
arreste
there
were
that
ed
conclud
have
I
n,
clivisio
should be another captain assigned to
Division 4 to work with Capt McKinnon. To accomplish this I am directing Supt King to make the following
aetails:
"Capt James F. Daley, Division 17
to Division 4.
"Capt Thomas F. Gleavy. superintendent's office to Division 17.
"Lieut John A. Dorsey, Division 7
to Detective Bureau.
"Lieut William D. Donovan, Division 4 to Division 7.
"Lieut Max B. F. Thornier, Division
16 to Division 4."
e
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Curley's Statement
Gov Curley's statement, over the
telephone from his home, said:
"The statement of the Police Commissioner that he is unfamiliar with
the work, coupled with the pussyfooting policy of the police in acting
on major crimes, does not tend to
rengthen the confidence of the peole in the Boston Police Department.
"The members of the Police Deartment are honest, intelligent,
apable, and efficient. If properly diected, they can enforce the law and
romote the respect of the people
or constituted authdrity.
"However, this is difficult. if not
impossible, when the police commissioner owes his position to political
chicanery. There must be ever present the fear of offending the friends
of the politicians responsible for his
appointment, and, if there is one department of government that should
be free of politics, it is the Police
Department.
"On Tuesday. at the meeting of the
men designated by me to investigate
the condition of crime in this State,
I shall direct their attention to the,
public statement of the Police Commissioner."

Planning Early Raids
The statements of Gov Curley and
Commissioner Leonard had the Police Department seething, last night.
Division commanders were planning
to raid and close as quickly as possible—at least before Deputy McDevitt's squad could do It for them—
all illegal resorts on their divisions.
Only one raid of importance was
made during the week-end although
speakeasy proprietors closed their
doors and waited for some action
Saturday night. Back Bay police
seized gaming apparatus in an Aberdeen st. Back Bay, garage.
Restaurants that have been selling
liquor after the legal hours were refusing to serve a drink to customers.
.The situation harked back in atmosphere to the days of prohibition.
could
In some restaurants, customers
•
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Police commissioner Joseph S.
Leonard's shakeup of the Boston police force last night. transferring five
high-ranking officers and designating
: seven others to investigate graft will
!make no difference in (soy Curley's
him
I announced purpose of ousting
I from his position as head of Boston's
:finest.
or
It is a case of either •ign
a -ord.
be fired with the Goverror.
which
ing to his statement today, ii
with ,nsuiti he also charged Leonard
by the
ing 2500 men of the force
a group
found
had
he
that
inference
I
the force to
f, of "incorruptibles" in
of Joseph
get behind the murder
condi.
!"Red-) Sweeny and the vice
by
disclosed
End
South
the
tIons in
Sweeney's slaying.
Leonard
When informed today that
the press
to
statement
a
made
had
Curley
that he would not resign, Gov
consider it
• said. -If he does not
that
proper to resign. it would seem
customary
we will have to follow the
the
procedure nt securing the aid ofreqthe
Governor's Council. securingapproval.
uisite number of votes of
And that will be done."
go before
The Leonard ouster willWednesday,
the Executive Council proceeding
but prior to the ouster Crime Corna report of Gov Curley's
setting
mission will be made public,
conditions
forth in detail a study of
Boston Police
in Boston and in the
Department.

NEW CLEANUP DETAIL
MAKES ITS FIRST RAID
Deputy Supt of Police James McDevitt's new vice cleanup detail made
its first raid, under Lieut James J.
Hinchev. when they visited room 406
at 694 Washington st and arrested 12
men who are charged with being concerned in setting up and promoting a
lottery.
The raiding officers reported they
I
Confiscated some race horse slips.
The new detail for the suppression I
of vice in all its forms is Boston began operations at 9 this morning,
when all men were sent out alter re-

aven
road for 35 years, who died at the
Pond Home in Wrentham yesterday,
will take place tomorrow at 2 p rn.
at the home. Interment will be in
Fairview Cemetery. He was one of
the oldest members of the Hyde Park
Board of Trade.
The committee in charge of the
whist party to be held under the
auspices of the auxiliary to the Cecil
W. Fogg Post, A. L., tomorrow afternoon in the veterans' room in the
Municipal Building. includes Mrs
Theresa Moody. president; Mrs Mary
Beaupre, Mrs Helen Smith. Mrs Ethel
i Higgins, Mrs Florence McDermott
and Mrs Mary Mahoney.
The "Spirit of Lincoln and Modern
War" was the subject of Prof
! S. Ralph Harlow of Smith College,
! who spoke last night in the Congregational Church.
I The following local young residents
' will take part in the program in
! charge of Mrs Frank Frueh
Tuesday
!evening, Feb 19, in the Masonic
! Temple, Norwood: Miss Eileen Sutherland, Miss Arline M. Gaines, Miss
j Marjorie Morris, Miss Marie d'Antunio. Miss Louise Dougherty, Miss Rita
Timmins, Miss Charlotte Appleton,
j Miss Lillafrances Viles, Miss Clem' mie Rosse, Miss Catherine Ivers and
Master Frank Frueh.
The services held yesterday in the
Methodist Church were in observance
of Abraham Lincoln, and the speaker was Rev W. D. Battle, pastor of the
Negro Methodist Church, Columbus
ay. A colored quartet sang.
Rev Dr Chellis V. Smith, at the
services last evening in the Baptist
Church, took for his subject "Was
Abraham Lincoln a Christian?"
Mrs Charles Korb is chairman of
a committee that will conduct a
whist and bridge party at the nurses
home at the Forest Hills Hospital
Saturday evening, the proceeds to be
devoted to the fund for needy cases.
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"Hampered and Hamstrung"
Commenting upon the appointment
in the
of "incorruptibles" to positions
up
department designed to cleanCurGov
South End vice conditions.credited to
ley said. "The statementthat a group
the Police Commissioner
found in
of incorruptibles had been
rather sugthe Police Department
an Gogests the old story of Sodom
and
morrah. It is an outrage. insult
2500 honreflection on the more than efficient
and
est. capable. intelligent
who are
members of the department. duty b.rt
desirous, of performing their
ham'
-vho have been hampered and
ceiving instructions and specific tasks
Curley
to perform.
This particular detail got busy at
Continued on Page 19
once, and by noontime was leady to
make the raid on Washington St.
Reports have come to Police Headsome of the so-called
quarters
strung through i. etir on the part of clubs or that
have already
speakeasies
necessary
uperiors that the course
to avoid being
doors
their
closed
property
and
of
life
or the protection
caught in the police net. Some are
ight be politically inexpedient."
have removed their
The Governor today sent the fol- reported to
equipment and placed it
lowing message to the Legislature on gambling
the disclosure of rampant vice in in storage.
In the meantime, in the investigaBoston: "For a long period of time it
at Station 4, of the Joseph
has been the contention of municipal tion,
Sweeney murder, witnesses
police authorities throughout the ("Red')
Michael
were being questioned.
Commonwealth that the authority to Burke, Cosmos Club head waiter; a
enter premises licensed as clubs or doorman named Bowser and a girl.
places of assemblage was not permit- who was employed in the club and
ted, and, as a consequence, these was found in a downtown hotel this
premises have been immune from morning, were interrogated.
inspection by local police authorities.
Capt James F. Daly, new night
The tragic event at the Cosmos Club captain assigned- to Station 4, will
within the past week emphasizes the report for duty at 5:45 tonight and
necessity for this extension of author- be in charge through the night tour
ity to municipal and State Police to of duty.
enter premises of this character, both
for the prevention of crime and for
the apprehension of evildoers.
"I. accordingly, respectfully recommend the early adoption of an amendment to Chapter 147, General Laws,
tercentenary edition. Section 7, which
wolud permit every police officer, including every State Police officer, to
enter any place or building other
than a private dwelling at which
or in which people are congregated
for the purpose of entertainment,
amusement or any other purpose,
whether licensed or not, with the exception of religious assembly, in order to determine whether or not the
provisions of the law are being enforced."
9 this morning immediately after his
The Governor did not read his first
special message to the Legislature
personally, but sent it by messenger
the two branches of the General
Court.
The Governor is expected to ask
the Executive Council to authorize
Leonard's removal for cause which
he deems sufficient. If the Council is
not disposed to vote on the matter
without hearing Leonard, the Governor will follow the procedure in
the Finance Commission ousters
which proved so successful for him,
and notify Leonard to snow reason
why he should not be removed from
his office.
Eugene McSweem; is understood
to be the Governor's selection for successor to Leonard, although there is
also the much-discussed possibility of
an appointment of Curley's former
fire and street commissioner, Theodore A. Glynn.
A complete reorganization of the
Police Department is Boston's immediate need, Gov Curley said over
the week-end, and he indicated today
that Leonard's slight shakeup and
transfer of last night did not constitute any such shakeup or reorganization as the Governor has in
mind under a new commissioner.
The Governor's message asking for
legislation to allow police to enter
night clubs without warrants was
referred to the joint legislative committee on Judiciary. Chairman Saltonstall announced that a public
hearing on the proposed law would
be held Thursday. Feb 14 at 11
o'clock in Room 222, State House.
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Police Commissioner
Leonard's shakeup of the Boston police force last night. transferring five
high-ranking officers and designating
seven others to investigate graft will
make no difference in (soy Curley's
announced purpose of ousting him
from his position as head of Boston's
finest.
It is a case of either -,ign or
be fired with the Goverror. a -orsling to his statement today, ir which
, he also charged Leonard with insult! ing 2500 men of the force by the
inference that he had found a group
of "incorruptibles" in the force to
I get behind the murder of Joseph
I ("Red") Sweeny and the vice condi; tions in the South End disclosed by
i Sweeney's slaying.
; When informed today that Leonard
had made a statement to the press
that he would not resign, Gov Curley
• said. -If he does not consider it
proper to resign. it would seem that
twe will have to follow the customary
!procedure rkt securing the aid of the
'Governor's Council. securing the requisite number of votes of approval.
And that will be done."
The Leonard ouster will go before
the Executive Council Wednesday,
but prior to the ouster proceeding
a report of Gov Curley's Crimn Commission will be made public, setting
forth in detail a study of conditions
in Boston and in the Boston Police
Department.
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Deputy Supt of Police James Mc- i
Devitt's new vice cleanup detail made
its first raid, under Lieut James J. ,
Hinchey. when they visited room 406
at 694 Washington st and arrested 12
men who are charged with being concerned in setting up and promoting a
lottery.
The raiding officers reported they
confiscated some race horse slips.
The new detail for the suppression.
of vice in all its forms it Boston began operations at 9 this morning, i
when all. men were sent out after re-
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NEWSPAPERMEN'S POST TO
BE INSTITUTED BY V. F. W.
W.,

r3 1

'The institution of a new V. F.
post—Newspapermen's 3188--will take
place in Faneuil Hall Wednesday eve- ',
ring at B. State Commander Francis
X. Cotter will instal the officers,
headed by Commander Wilfred E.
Jacobs.
Col Joseph H. Hahen, national
junior vice commander-in-chief, is
expected, also William C. Hornsman,!
national deputy chief-of-staff, and!
Max Singer, past State commander.'
Gov James M. Curley, who is an ,
ot
hon-eirSFY member ortire Veteranswill
Foreign Wars, will be present, as
lieut Gov Joseph L. Hurley, Atty
other
Gen Paul Dever and many
State and city officials, as well as
many who are prominent in civil
life.
The E. R. A. Civic Orchestra, un- .
Moore, ,
der the direction of Alfred
will furnish music. Several acts have
been donated by the Boston theatres
and radio stations.

"Hampered and Hamstrung"
Commenting upon the appointment
of "incorruptibles" to positions in the
department designed to clean up
South End vice conditions. Gov Curley said. "The statement credited to
the Police Commissioner that a group
of incorruptibles had been found in
the Police Department rather suggests the old story of Sodom an Gomorrah. It is an outrage. insult and
reflection on the more than 2300 honest. capable. intelligent and efficient
members of the department, who are
desirous of performing their dtro bet
ham.'
who have been hampered and
ceiving instructions and specific tasks
Curley
to perform.
19
Page
Continued on
This particular detail got busy at
once, and by noontime was zeady to
make the raid on Washington at.
_
Reports have come to Police Headstrung through fear on the part of quarters that some of the so-called •
uperiors that the course necessary clubs or speakeasies have already
or the protection of life and property closed their doors to avoid being
caught in the police net. Some are
ight be politically inexpedient."
The Governor today sent the fol- reported to have removed their
lowing message to the Legislature on gambling equipment and placed it
the disclosure of rampant vice in ! in storage.
In the meantime, in the investigaBoston: "For a long period of time it
has been the contention of municipal ; tion, at Station 4, of the Joseph
police authorities throughout the ("Red") Sweeney murder, witnesses
Michael
Commonwealth that the authority to ! were being questioned.
enter premises licensed as clubs or 1 Burke. Cosmos Club head waiter: a
places of assemblage was not permit- doorman named Bowser arid a girl
ted, and, as a consequence, these , who was employed in the club and
premises have been immune from I was found in a downtown hotel this
inspection by local police authorities. morning, were interrogated.
The tragic event at the Cosmos Club , Capt James F. Daly, new night
within the past week emphasizes the j captain assigned- to Station 4, will
necessity for this extension of author- , report for duty at 5:45 tonight and
ity to municipal and State Police to be in charge through the night tour
enter premises of this character, both of duty.
for the prevention of crime and for
the apprehension of evildoers.
"I. accordingly, respectfully recommend the early adoption of an amendment to Chapter 147. General Laws,
tercentenary edition. Section 7. which
wolud permit every police officer, including every State Police officer, to
enter any place or building other
than a private dwelling at which
or in which people are congregated
for the purpose of entertainment,
amusement or any other purpose,
whether licensed or not, with the exception of religious assembly, in order to determine whether or not the
provisions of the law are being enforced."
9 this morning immediately after his
The Governor did not read his first
special message to the Legislature
personally, 'out sent it by messenger
the two branches of the General
Court.
The Governor is expected to ask
the Executive Couscil to authorize
Leonard's removal for cause which
he deems sufficient. If the Council is
not disposed to vote on the matter
without hearing Leonard, the Governor will follow the procedure in
the Finance Commission ousters
which proved so successful for him.
and notify Leonard to show reason
why he should not be removed from
his office.
Eugene McSweeney is understood
to be the Governor's selection for successor to Leonard, although there is
also the much-discussed possibility of
an appointment of Curley's former
fire and street commissioner, Theodore A. Glynn.
A complete reorganization of the
Police Department is Boston's immediate need, Gov Curley said over
the week-end, and he indicated today
that Leonard's slight shakeup and
transfer of last night did not constitute any such shakeup or reorganization as the Governor has in
mind under a new commissioner.
The Governor's message asking for
legislation to allow police to enter
night clubs without warrants was
referred to the joint legislative committee on Judiciary. Chairman Saltonstall announced that a public
hearing on the proposed law would
be held Thursday. Feb 14 at 11
o'clock in Room 222, State House,

NEW CLEANUP DETAIL
MAKES ITS FIRST RAID
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I Tent 58, D. of U. V., will hold a
!bridge and whist party'in Pythian
Hall, Harvard av, next Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock. The committee
comprises Mrs Mary Maxwell, Mrs
Ellen Ostergren, Mrs Margaret Finn,
Mrs Mary Manning, Mrs
1 and Mrs Margaret Stack.Mary O'Hare
The funeral of Walter E. Mitchell,
I 70, a resident of Hyde Park for 25
i years and an employe of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Rail.
road for 35 years, who died at the
Pond Home in Wrentham yesterday,
will take place tomorrow at 2 p in,
at the home. Interment will be in
Fairview Cemetery. He was one of
the oldest members of the Hyde Park
Board of Trade.
The committee in charge of the
whist party to be held under the
auspices of the auxiliary to the Cecil
W. Fogg Post, A. L., tomorrow afternoon in the veterans' room in the
Municipal Building. includes Mrs
Theresa Moody. president; Mrs Mary
I Beaupre, Mrs Helen Smith, Mrs Ethel
1 Higgins, Mrs Florence
and Mrs Mary Mahoney, McDermott
The "Spirit of Lincoln
War" was the subjectand Modern
of Prof
S. Ralph Harlow
I who spoke last of Smith College,
night in the Congregational Church.
I The following
young residents
' will take part local
in
! charge of Mrs Frankthe program in
Frueh Tuesday
! evening, Feb 19,
! Temple, Norwood: in the Masonic
Eileen Sutherland, Miss ArlineMiss
M. Gaines, Miss
I Marjorie Morris, Miss
Marie
clAntuI nio. Miss Louise
I Timmins, Miss Dougherty, Miss Rita
Charlotte
Appleton,
j Miss Lillafrances
' mie Bosse, Miss Viles, Miss ClemCatherine Ivers and
Master Frank Frueh.
'
1 The services held
yesterday in the
Methodist Church were in
of Abraham Lincoln, and observance
er was Rev W. D. Battle, the speakpastor of the
1 Negro
Methodist Church, Columbus
• li ay. A colored quartet sang.
• ; Rev Dr Chellis
V. Smith, at the
j services last evening in
the Baptist
Church, took for his
subject "Was
Abraham Lincoln a Christian?"
Mrs Charles Korb is
chairman of
a committee that
will
a
whist and bridge party at conduct
home at the Forest Hillsthe nurses
Hospital
Saturday evening, the proceeds
devoted to the fund for needy to be
cases.
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POLICE SHAKEUP
TO SMASH RACKETS)

Commissioner Leonard Orders New
"Incorruptible Squad" on Duty This
Morning----Hand Picked From Whole
Force--Old-Ti
me
Stars
Called Back
to Headquart s---•Gambling Dens and
Race Pool Offices Closing
r-

INOT IN FAVOR OF
BIENNIAL SESSIONS
Democratic members of the Legislature sat down with Gov
Curley today in adiscussion of
party policy
for the ensuing Legislative term,
but
when asked by the Governor
to back
his inaugural address
calling for biennial sessions and a reduction
of the
House membership by
one-half, left
the session with wry faces
and
little
or no disposition to go
along with
Gov Curley in these
recommendations
Twenty-one members of the Legislature, known as the
steering committee, were Democratic
in on the
conference at which Gov
Curley
made known to them
the
fact that
he would not approve
any special in,
crease of salary among
ployes other than those State emincluded in
the budget.
The Governor said
delegation out on his
biennial sessions and

he tried the
proposals for
a one-half re-

duction of the House
membership,
but they were not
"altogether recep-

tive."

Curley Demands Resignation by 1
Leonard in 48 Hours, or Will cr
Act to Fire Him
[Hultman Replies to Attack by
Governor—Crime Commission
To Be Given facts

'ler were committed, -vas only frustrated
telt/and remedied by the work of State po- lice," the Governor said.

Walking on Thin Ice

"It must be apparent to anyone that
a
tase the police superiors, not only in this,
ult- but in other cases, may be likened to
and I children walking on thin ice, fearf-ul
Dis- 'that something might happen which
'7VgiSasf
he
--%-.411%611/Walati —
Would be considered offensive to politiAs the Boston police departn;lent ipo- would permit the record TO ani,,vei for
al or other agencies. They seem
him. "As far as Beano Breen goes," frald 01 Men on the toes of the
! last night was galvanized into action
, political sponsors of the commissioner.
- he said, "I believe that there is sono
by the first of the momentous re- ni- implication that I was too friendly
"So long as the officers of the police
with
that
feltow.
I
record
believe
the
forms designed to break the alleged odepartment contniue to be fearful of
of the Supreme Court, if anyone cares adopting daring, bold and couargeous
link of police corruption with the unhe to look it up, will show how friendly action, and are afraid of offending those
derworld—a connection brought to ed I was. As for the night clubs and in high places, just so long will crime
chartered clubs, if anyone cares to continue rampant, and the racketeers
light by the slaying of Joseph "Red" nd
re peruse my 1933 report they will see that nly their trade without fear of punishSweeney, dope-crazed gangster — II- I recommended the passage of a law ment," said the Governor.
"This 'pussy-footing policy' in the
Governor Curley delivered his final ed similar to that proposed by the Gover00 nor for enactment. That is all I care to matter of preventing crime and appreultimatum to Police Commissioner „
•
ace, say about it at this time."
ending criminals must end. Otherwise
The Supreme Court action referred
Joseph J. Leonard to resign by ro
o one will be safe.
s:
to by Commissioner Hultman was the
"Bold and aggressive police action
Wednesday or be fired.
appeal
to
the
Supreme
Court
of
David
ir* of
ust be established. That is impossible
J. Breen on a bill in equity he had under the present police commissioner,
The resign-or-be-fired edict came :
brought to restrain the police from
of the political trade which
as Commissioner Leonard, in a secret f
ins: visiting his building at 358 and 35SA because
was made when he was given the job.
conference with Superintendent Mar- at Tremont street, which was a barricaded The rank and file are able, capable,
speakeasy. Breen lost the fight when
tin H. King, had given his executive _ titl
:
e
the Supreme Court ruled against him.

police head a free rein to smash and' ecrush organized crime and b ' an
lent
end to police inertia.

7

Contln:sed on Pow

rst Col. .
! 1113
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TA 1T
ugo
hav
re
and a
oered to amaiii L
gan!zed vice out ef existence in Boston
Insofar as they are able. Lleutenam
James J. Hinchey, who was transferred
from Warren avenue station to Dudley
street station a few months ago, was
shifted back to Deputy McDevitt's
office. Sergeant James J. Crowley was
transferred from the North End to the
new squad, and with him from the same
station came Special Officer Joseph F.
Bart, for many years a vice officer at
Back Bay station.
Special Officer Arthur M. Eunson,
once on the liquor squad at headquarters, was transferred to the new squad
from the South Boston station, and
others assigned are Special Officers
Thomas P. Walsh, George L. Drown
and William J. Hartigan. They were
selected by Superintendent King and
Deputy McDevitt at the conference
called by Commissioner Leonard from
which Deputy Surerintendent James F.
Claflin was omitted. At the discussion
Superintendent
were
Kink, Deputy
McDevitt, Captain Joseph McKinnon,
Captain James T. Sheehan and Secretary Augustus Gill. Deputy Claflin has
charge of the South End district. Detity McDevitt has been in charge of the
Brighton and outlying district.
Dorsey Brought Back

The formation of the squad was not
publicly announced. An effort was made
to keep it a secret. But after Commissioner Leonard had taken remedial
action, bringing ranking police officials back to their old posts from
punishment duty, the news leaked out
that an immediate drive was to be
launched to break the hold the underworld has obtained in a little over a
year since repeal cut high profits, in
liquor and forced racketeers to turn
to other liferative fields of crime.
For the first time in the history of
the police department, two captains
telexed authority in a single Boston
division, the Warren avenue station.
headquarters of the world's largest police precinct. Captain Joseph McKinnon
'will share direction of the station with
Captain James F. Daley, who had
been in command at %Vest Roxbury
station after a transfer from the headship of the bureau of cases.
The most significant transfer was
that of Lieutenant John A. Dorsey, one
of Boston's crack detectives, who had
been keeping the ledger at East Boston station as a uniformed lieutenant.
/-le was brought back to headquarters.
His transfer to East Boston from the
tietective bureau was regarded as an
effort by the then Police Commissioner
Eugene C. Hultman to punish him,
and his return at the crisis in the departmental probe was regarded as a
complete triumph. Recently Lieutenant
Dorsey had acted on several occasions as a bodyguard for Governor
Curley.
Passed Up for Captaincy
In police circles it has been claimed
that Lieutenant Dorsey had been detailed by Commissioner Hultman to approach David J. (Beano) Breen at the
time that Commissioner Hultman was
trying to dislodge Breen from a barricaded speakeasy on Tremont street,
and to persuade Breen to remove from
that location. He acted under instructions, it was reported, and when Breen
refused to move, the details of the mission upon which Lieutenant Dorsey had
been sent became common knowledge
in police circles. Lieutenant Dorsey
was then transferred to East Boston,
and 'was twice passed for promotion 'to
a captaincy when he headed the captains' list.
Failed to Find Den
Lieutenant William D. Donovan of
Warren avenue station was sent to the
post vacated by Lieutenant Dorsey of
East Boston. Since the entry of the
State police into the Cosmos Club slaying and the discovery of the gambling
den over the Cosmos Club, Lieutenant
Donovan has been standing by waiting for the inevitable transfer. He
stated last night that when he raided
the Cosmos tilub, Jan. 2;:. h e Was looking for a inure serious crime than gam-

Wide Scope for Probe
In a statement announcing the first
of the transfers last night after the
extraordinary Sunday session in his office, Commissioner Leonard pointed out
that Division 4 contained over 3560
lodging houses and a population of
over 60,000 people, and that it had 16.421
arrests, more than double any other
Boston division, last year. He stated
he had complete confidence in Captain McKinnon, but that he believed an
additional captain should be assigned
to direct the 189 patrolmen. 13 sergeants, four lieutenants-203 men altogether—at the station.
Asked whether he would bring certain Boston police officers, who had
been concerned in the Osuance of liquor
licenses to the Cosmos Club and places
owned by known racketeers operating
under straw charters obtained
by
straw officers, before trial boards, Commissioner Leonard stated that "The investigation of the killing of Sweeney
will take in every phase of the question and action will be taken wherever
corruption was found."
Sweeney's Body Claimed
Meanwhile, the body of the victim of
the Cosmos Club slaying, Joseph "Red"
Sweeney, whose death had brought into
sharp focus the whole crime problem
of Boston, with its weight of dope and
stolen gold badges, was claimed at the
Southern
Mortuary
by
Mrs. Rita
Sweeney. James F. McGlinchey of 583
Broadway, Chelsea, took the body after
it had been released by Medical Examiner Timothy Leary. Mrs. Sweeney
gave her address at 121 Gallivan boulevard, Dorchester. That house has been
closed for the past two days.
Reports that a dozen deputy United
States marshals' badges are in circulation around Boston in the possession of
prominent Bostonians was ab
ling investigated by Federal author' es yesterday. Narcotic agents are
so seeking
to trace the large supply of heroin that
Sweeney had in his clothing. It is
believed he was peddling dope on the
side, according to narcotic agents. They
seek the main source of supply, and
were seeking a man alleged to have
maintainedo quarters at a downtown
Boston hotel as head of the Boston
dope ring.

Curley Scores Timidity
Governor Curley was not interested
in the effort to clean up Boston following his denunciation of the department and its methods. "Vigorous action
must replace this 'pussy-footing' and
timidity," he warned, "More violators
must be apprehended regardless of the
political agencies that', might be offended. This is accepted by every rightthinking citizen.
"The political trickery through which
Boston was saddled with a police commissioner unfamiliar with the duties
of his office and obligated to his sponsors to such a degree as to render it
difficult, if not impossible, for him
to enforce the law, should speedily end
for the good of the community.
"In view of the admission by the
present police commistioner of his impotency and the serious challenge to
law and order by the underworld here,
as reflected by the Cosmos Club murder, the only advisable course for the
present police commissioner is to
tender his resignation before the Executive Council meets Wednesday."
To Call Crime Commission
Asked whether he had received any
indication as to whether the commissioner would resign or fight to retain
his $8000 post, to which he was appointed only a few weeks ago, the
Governor replied, "I have received no
report from the commissioner. Apparently he has made no effort to communicate with me in this matter.
"It is my purpose to present to the
crime commission his public statement
that he was not on the job long enough
to familiarize himself with what was
going on in the police department, and
also die facts that were disclosed by
the State police in the COSMOS Club investigation, coupled with the reports of
the actions of certain superior officers
of the police department in the protection afforded the Sportsmen's Club.
"It is generally accepted by the public that the 'pussyfooting' policy pursued by the police in the Cosmos case
and other cases where capital crimes

efficient, courageous and aggressive
policemen in the Boston department,
hut they are handicapped by impotent
leadership." said the Governor.
The probe of the death of Sweeney
rolhGotv
he
o
wuats of ontly dminor impottance
r rs
charges
.soefr corruption were discussed
and steps taken to bring about reforms.
The whole department was in a state
of uncertainty.
It was learned that, prior to the
shooting of Sweeney at the dice table
in the Sportsmen's Club during a
brawl that wrecked the gambling den
and also the Cosmos Club, there had
been serious trouble at a gambling den
only a short walk from the State
to be
House, which
was alleged
operated by two politicians in partnership with an underworld figure.
It was asserted by a police informant that trouble had started at this
club adjacent to the State House when
a pair of loaded dice were given by the
stickboy to a player, and that the player, alleged to be a member of a North
End number pool gang had followed
the stick boy to the Sportsmen's Club
te continue the argument there. The
dispute brought on a general fistflght
and than the shooting.
When the horses go to the post at
the
various tracks throughout the
-ountry today, the horse pool rooms of
3owntown Boston, which mushroomed
into existence only during the last 12
nonthe, will be limping along several
engths behind the field, for they are
laced with triple probes. The wire
iervices have in several insitances
lthdrawn their tickers from the pool
rooms, because the machines are too
expensive to be risked in axe-swinging
police raids. The machines cost more
than three years service charges will
pay for, it was explained.
That leaves the horse pools depending
on telephone oral service, and the telephone company was busy inquiring
what the big switchboard installations
were used for In the very mysterious
central agency of the horse pool.
But the chances are that they won't
be doing much telephoning of track
results today, because, as early as
Friday night trucks were busy carrying I
the fittings away from three of the
most lavish places downtown, and the
rest are taking counsel as to whether
it isn't wiser to quit before the raiders
arrive.
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'NOT IN FAVOR OF
BIENNIAL SESSIONS
Democratic members of the Legislature sat down with Gov Curley today in adiscussion of party policy
for the ensuing Legislative term, but
• when asked by the Governor to
back
his inaugural address calling
for biennial sessions and a reduction of
the
House membership by one-half, left

•

the session with wry faces
and little
or no disposition to go
along with
Gov Curley in these
recommendationss."••••
Twenty-one members of the Legislature, known as the
Democratic
steering committee, were in on
the
conference at which Gov Curley

made known to them the fact that
he would not approve any
special in.
crease of salary among
State employes other than those included
in
the budget.
The Governor said he
tried the
delegation Out on his proposals
for
biennial sessions and a
one-half reduction of the House
membership,
but they were not
"altogether recep-

tive."

Conti need From

Ft ret

Pa ee

The nucleus of an "incoreuptible
squad" had been ordered sent to headquarters under Deputy Superintendent
James (Honest Jim) McDevitt. Punishment had been meted out to one police
lieutenant for laxity, and one of Boston's crack detectives had been recalled from a punishment post.
But despite the chaotic and excited
state of the police department, the
underworld was taking no chances.
'safest brothels, gambling dens, owl
clubs operating under charters, and
even the headquarters of the immensely
profitable treasury and number pools
closed up tight.
The overlords of vice, headed for
Florida and. Havana and New Orleans,
stopped off in New York for a general
conference on what to do about it.
Now that the killing of an insignificant stick boy In a dice game, who,
shot through the chest, with his pockets
ettiffed with the world's most potent
dope—heroin—with a stolen gold U. S.
chief deputy marshal's badge pinned
to his vest, had focused public attention upon the underworld, the vice lords
have got to make sonic new connections.

CAPTAIN JAMES F. DALEY
Transferred yesterday from West
Roxbury police station to South End.

"Pussy-Footing" Says Curley
'"Pussy footing," is what Governor
Curley called the policy of the police
department striae Commissioner Leonard
took it over. He stated that unless he
had Commissioner Leonard's resignation on his desk within two days, he
would ask the Executive Council to
remove him on the grounds of incomCommissioner
upon
petency, based
Leonard's statement that he lacked
Inewledge of the workings of the poRoe department and of the protection
etsended to racketeers.
le
declared police now feared to
tread upon the toes of politically influential people, and that bold and vigorous law enforcement, without fear or
favor, was a forlorn hope under the
present regime. Governor Curley asserted that only the swift action of the
State police in hurrying into Boston
had prevented the covering up of a
gambling den as well as the covering
up of the real facts of the killing of
Sweeney.

Lack of Leadership
All the facts secured by the State police are to be presented before the new
Crime Commission, headed by Professor Frank L. Simpson of Boston University Law School, at 1.1 o'clock tomorrow morning.
Governor Curley asserted that the
Suffered
department
police
Boston
mainly from lack of leadership, and
that although the rank and file are
able police officers, they are like children walking on thin ice. He asserted
that political -influence has become too
important in the work of the police,
and that only a strong hand, dispensleg law and order without favor or
3-rejudice, could restore the morale of
the department.
Superintendent Martin H. King, empowered to act with a free hand yesterday at a frantic conference called at
the
stem
to
headquarters
police
rapidly mounting disclosures of police
collusion with the underworld, immediately named an "incorruptible squad"
to operate under Deputy Superintendent
James McDevitt.

Ordered to Smash Vice
The "incorruptibles," who take up
their job this morning at 7:30, have
been ordered to smash and slug organized vice out et existence in Boston
insofar as they are able. Lieutenam
James J. Hinchey, who was transferred
from Warren avenue station to Dudley
street station a few months ago, was
shifted back to Deputy McDevitt's
office. Sergeant James J. Crowley was
'transferred from the North End to the
new squad, and with him from the same
station came Special Officer Joseph F.
hart, for many years a vice officer at
Lack Bay station.
Special Officer Arthur M. Eunson,
once on the liquor squad at headquarters, was transferred to the new squad
from the South Boston station, and
others assigned are Special Officers
Thomas P. Walsh, George L. Drown
and William J. Hartigan. They were
selected by Superintendent King and
Deputy McDevitt at the conference
called by Commissioner Leonard from
which Deputy SuP'erintendent James F.
Clatlin was omitted. At the discussion
Kink, Deputy
Superintendent
were
McDevitt, Captain Joseph McKinnon,
Captain James T. Sheehan and Secretary Augustus Gill. Deputy Clallin has
charge of the South End district. Demy McDevitt has been In charge of the
Brighton and outlying district.

ing and that no steps were taken for ,
that reason to examine the Sportsmen's Club premises. It was this failure
to discover the gambling den, which
had been operating for five months, that
brought about Lieutenant Donovan's
transfer.
Axe-swinging leader of many a 'raid
in the South End, Lieutenant Max B.
F. Thormer of the Back Bay station
was sent to Warren avenue station to
take over the post of Lieutenant Donovan. Lieutenant Thormer Is credited
with having broken down more doors :
In South End resorts than any other wi
re committed, was only frustrated
'
police officer. No one was sent to Backl and remedied by the work of State poBay station to replace Lieutenant Thor- e
ece," the Governor said,
mer.

sggressive
efficient, courageous and
department,
policemen in the Boston
impotent
by
but they are handicapped
leadership," said the Governor.
The probe of the death of Sweene3
Walking on Thin Ice
throughHultman Defends Record
was of only minor impqrtance
that
Governor's
anyone
to
the
apparent
as
"It must be
yesterday
out
Replying to the criticism levelleci at
only in this, charges of corruption were discussed
his handling of the Cosmos Club case,the police superiors, not
taken to bring abcrut reforms.
by Governor Curley, Eugene C. Hult- but in other cases, may be likened to and steps department was in a state
whole
man,' former police commissioner and 'children walking on thin ice, fearful Theuncertainty.
h of
happen wsheiecm
now chairman of the Metropolitan Disthe
It was learned that, prior to
tract Commission, said yesterday he "youId be considered offensive to politishooting of Sweeney at the dice table
would permit the record to answer for listb
a
during
l t or otheragencies.
ea
Club
in the Sportsmen's
him. "As far as Beano Breen goes," teraid tcf step on the toes of the brawl that wrecked the gambling den
he said, "I believe that there is some political sponsors of the commissioner. and also the Cosmos Club, there had
the police
Implication that I was too friendl3e
"So long as the officers of
been serious trouble at a gambling den
with that fellow. I believe the record, department contniue to be fearful of only a short walk from the State
couargeous
and
of the Supreme Court, if anyone cares adopting daring, bold
to be
was alleged
House, which
to look it up, will show how friendly action, and are afraid of offending those operated by two politicians in partnerI was. As for the night clubs and in high places, just so long will crime ship with an underworld figure.
chartered clubs, if anyone cares to continue rampant, and the racketeers
It was asserted by a police informperuse my 3933 report they will see that nly their trade without fear of punish- ant that trouble had started at this
I recommended the passage of a law ment," said the Governor.
House when
in the club adjacent to the State
similar to that proposed by the Gover"This 'pussy-footing policy'
a pair of loaded dice were given by the
nor for enactment. That is all I care to matter of preventing crime and appre- stickboy to a player, and that the playOtherwise
say about it at this time."
lending criminals must end.
er, alleged to be a member of a North
The Supreme Court action referred
followed
o one will be safe.
action End number pool gang had
to by Commissioner Hultman was the
"Bold and aggressive police
Sportsmen's Club
is impossible the stick boy to the
appeal to the Supreme Court of David
The
ust be established. Thatcommissioner,
there.
argument
the
ts continue
J. Breen on a bill in equity he had under the present police
fistfight
which dispute brought on a general
brought to restrain the police from because of the political trade
job. and then the shooting.
visiting his building at 358 and 358A was made when he was given the
When the horses go to the post at
capable,
Tremont street, which was a barricaded The rank and file are able,
speakeasy. Breen lost the fight when
various tracks throughout the
the
the Supreme Court ruled against him.
,ountry today, the horse pool rooms of
downtown Boston, which mushroomed
Wide Scope for Probe
'into existence only during the last 12
nonths, will be limping along several
first
the
announcing
In a statement
engths behind the field, for they are
of the transfers last night after the
!aced with triple probes. The wire
extraordinary Sunday session in his of`.,esvices ha sus in several instance'
fice, Commissioner Leonard pointed out
ithdrawn their tickers from the pool
that Division 4 contained over 35e0
rooms, beeause the machines are too
lodging houses and a population of
expensive to be risked in axe-swinging
over 60,000 people, and that it had 16,421
police raids. The machines cost more
arrests, more than double any other
than three years service charges will
Boston division, last year. He stated
pay for, it was explained.
he had complete confidence in CapThat leaves the horse pools depending
tain McKinnon, but that he believed an
on telephone oral service, and the teleadditional captain should be assigned
ser13
185
patrolmen,
the
phone company was busy inquiring
to direct
what the big switchbosrd installations
geants, four lieutenants-203 men altowere used for in the very mysterious
gether—at the station.
central agency of the horse pool.
Asked whether he would bring cerhad
But the chances are that they won't
police
who
officers,
tain Boston
he doing much telephoning of track
been concerned in the jesuance of liquor
results today, because, as early as
licenses to the Cosmos Club and places
Friday night trucks were busy carrying
owned by known racketeers operating
by
the fittings away from three of the
under straw charters obtained
most lavish places downtown, and the
straw officers, before trial boards, Comrest are taking counsel as to whether
missioner Leonard stated that "The init isn't wiser to quit before the raiders
vestigation of the killing of Sweeney
arrive.
will take In every phase of the question and action will be taken wherever
corruption was found."

Dorsey Brought Back
The formation of the squad was not
publicly announced. An effort was made
to keep it a secret. But after Commissioner Leonard had taken remedial
action, bringing ranking police officials back to their old posts from
punishment duty, the news leaked out
that an immediate drive was to be
launched to break the hold the underworld has obtained in a little over a
year since repeal cut high profits, in
liquor and forced racketeers to turn
to other Itferative fields of crime.
For the first time in the history of
tie police department, two captains
authority in a single Boston
F . `;ed
,,n, the Warren avenue station,
/ ,,,b(tiorters of the world's largest police precinct. Captain Joseph McKinnon
with
'will share direction of the station
had
Captain James F. Daley, who
Roxbury
West
been in command at
headstation after a transfer from the
cases.
Ship of the bureau of
was
transfer
The most significant
Dorsey, one
that of Lieutenant John A.
had
of Boston's crack detectives, who
Bosbeen keeping the ledger at East
lieutenant,
uniformed
ton station as a
Ile was brought back to headquarters,
the
Ms transfer to East Boston from
detective bureau was regarded as an
Commissioner
effort by the then Police
him,
Eugene C. Hultman to punish
the desod his return at the crisis in
a
as
regarded
was
probe
partmental
complete triumph. Recently Lieutenant
occaDorsey had acted on several
ions as a bodyguard for Governor
.
Curley.

Passed Up for Captaincy
In police circles it has been claimed
that Lieutenant Dorsey had been deaptailed by Commissioner Hultman to
proach David J. (Beano) Breen at the
was
Hultman
time that Commissioner
trying to dislodge Breen from a barricaded speakeasy on Tremont street,
from
and to persuade Breen to remove
that location. He acted under instrucBreen
when
and
tions, it was reported,
refused to move, the details of the mission upon which Lieutenant Dorsey had
been sent became common knowledge
In police circles. Lieutenant Dorsey
was then transferred to East Boston,
and was twice passed for promotion to
the capa. captaincy when he headed
tains' list.
Failed to Find Den
Lieutenant William D. Donovan of
Warren avenue station was sent to the
post vacated by Lieutenant Dorsey of
East Boston. Since the entry of the
State police into the Cosmos Club slaying and the discovery of the* gambling
den over the Cosmos Club, Lieutenant
Donovan has been standing by waiting for the inevitable transfer. He
stated last night that when he raided
the t'osmos (Nub, Jan. 21:. he was looking for a more serious crime than gam-

Sweeney's

Body Claimed

Meanwhile, the body of the victim of
the Cosmos Club slaying, Joseph "Red"
Sweeney, whose death had brought into
sharp focus the whole crime problem
of Boston, with its weight of dope and
stolen gold badges, was claimed at the
by
Mrs. Rita
Mortuary
Southern
Sweeney, James F. McGlinchey of 583
the
body after
Broadway, Chelsea, took
it had been released by Medical Examiner Timothy Leary. Mrs. Sweeney
gave her address at 121 Gallivan boulevard, Dorchester. That house has been
closed for the past two days.
Reports that a dozen deputy United
States marshals' badges are in circulation around Boston in the possession of
prominent Bostonians was 1ing investigated by Federal authorities yesterso seeking
day. Narcotic agents are
to trace the large supply of heroin that
Sweeney had in his clothing. It Is
believed he was peddling dope on the
side, according to narcotic agents. They
seek the main source of supply, and
were seeking a man alleged to have
inaintainea quarters at a downtown
Boston hotel as head of the Boston
dope ring.

Curley Scores Timidity
Governor Curley was not Interested
In the effert to clean up Boston following his denunciation of the department and its methods. "Vigorous action
must replace this 'pussy-footing' and
timidity," he warned. "More violators
must be apprehended regardless of the
political agencies that1 might be of.. This is accepted by every right(coded
thinking citizen.
The political trickery through which
Boston was eaddled with a police cornmissioner. unfamiliar with the duties
of his office and obligated to his sponsors to such a degree as to render it
difficult, if not impossible, for him
to enforce the law, should speedily end
for the good of the community.
"In view of the admission by the
present police commisSioner of his impotency and the serious challenge to
law and order by the underworld here,
as reflected by the Cosmos Club murder, the only advisable course for the
police commissioner is to
present
tender his resignation before the Executive Council meets Wednesday."

To Call Crime Commission
Asked whether he had received any
indication as to whether the commissioner would resign or fight to retain
his MOO post, to which he was anpointed only a few weeks ago, the
Governor replied, "I have received no
report from the commissioner. Apparently he has made no effort to communicate with me in this matter.
"It is my purpose to present to the
crime commission his public statement
that he was not on the job long enough
to familiarize himself with what was
going on in the police department, and
also the facts that were disclosed by
the State police in the Cosmos Club investigation, coupled with the reports of
the actions of certain superior officers
of the police department in the protection afforded the Sportsmen's Club.
"It is generally accepted by the public that the 'pussyfooting' policy pursued by the police in the Cosmos case
and other cases where capital crimes
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Msgr.• Splaine Celebrates
Mass in Brookline
Church
Officials of state and city and priests
from various sections of Boston attended the funeral services this morning for
Frederick R. Fitzgerald, youngest son of
former Mayor and Mrs. John F. Fitzgerald, of Tappan street, Brookline. A
solemn high mas of requiem was celebrated at the Church of St. Mpry's of
the Assumption. Brookline, by the Rt.
Rev. Msgr. Michael J. Splaine, pastor
of the church, while the Rec. Cornelius
Reardon and the Rev. George Dowd.
curates at the church, were deacon and
sub-deacon.
TRIBUTE FROM ROOSEVELTS
A floral piece from President Roosevelt and Mrs. Roosevelt were among the
tributes. Gov. Curley, Lt.-Gov, Hurley,
Mayor MalTsfteiri— and Mrs. Mansfield
were among those present and preceded
the funeral procession as it left the
church.
Bishop Francis J. Spellman wok
among the clergy at the services. Civic
leaders in attendance included Fire
Commissioner Edward J. McLaughlin,
Supt, of Police Martin H. King, Deputy
Supt. James McDevitt, former City
Councilman Daniel J. McDonald, former Senator James H. Doyle, John
Hardy, representing Congressman John
W. McCormack, John I. Fitzgerald,
president of the Boston city council:
Councilmen Albert L. Fish and Clement Norton, City Messenger Edward J.
Leary, Joseph Maynard, Col. Thomas
F Sullivan, transit commissioner; Dr.
Frederick L. Goode, Traffic Commissioner William Hickey, Edward Mansfield, brother of the mayor • Judge Edward L. Logan Gen. Charles H. Cole,
Michael O'Leary, former chairman of
the Democratic state committee, and
Col. William J. Blake.
Among the priests present were the
Rev. Charles E. Lane, S. J. of Boston
College; the Rev. Charles Ring of St.
Joseph's church, Roxbury; the Rev. Joseph Murphy of East Pepperel; the Rev;
Cornelius Dalton of St. Marks church.
Dorchester; the Rev. Michael Derby of
St. Joseph's church, West End; Dr.
Francis Murphy of St. Peter's church.
Cambridge; the Rev. Robert Leach of
St. Stephen's church, North End; the
Rev. Maurice Flynn of St. Thomas'
church, Jamaica Plain; the Rev. Leo
Dore S. J. of St. Mary's church, North
End and the Rev. Frank Cummings.
Pall bearers were Thomas L. Conway,
Thomas F. Dolan, Henry Dobbins, Griffin S. Fallon, Dr. R. H. Aldrich, Edward
M. Guild and Myron HeIller. Ushers
were Henry S. Fitzgerald Jr., Gerald M.
Doherty, Paul Newton, Edward Thorton,
Joseph L. Noonan and Harry Elman, M.
J. Lally was organist and Joseph Ecker,
soloist.
Burial was at St. Joseph's cemetery,

West Roxbury.

Body of Frederick R. Fitzgerald, son of former 31 (NOE and M-,. John

F.
Fitzgerald, being carried from his home on Tappan street, Brookline,
today.
Below, former Mayor Fitzgerald and the widow as they left the
house for the
Church of St. Mary's of the Assumption, Brookline, where
the
were held.
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'CURLEY RAPS
POLICE MOVE
BY LEONARD
Says Shakeup Statement HasSodom and
Gomorrah Ring
attack upon
Gov. Curley renewed his
Joseph J. Leonard
Police Commissioner
informed that the
today when he was
ment in which he
state
a
d
latter issue
that be did not
red
decla
emphatically
Leonard continued,
Intend to resign.
activities of,
personally to direct the
seeking the killer
several score of police ey, in the CosSween
of Joseph "Red"
mos Club.
ESDAY
WILL ACT WEDN
if he did not
The Governor said thatWednesday he
by
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again. Chetwind did, only this time
he gave the name George Tyler, 550
But
Dorchester avenue, Smith Boston
police said that the car has passed
the
SWUM 40 much that it will

take
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'CURLEY RAPS
POLICE MOVE
BY LEONARD
Says Shakeup Statement Has Sodom and
Gomorrah Ring
attack upon
Gov. Curley renewed his
Joseph J. Leonard
er
ssion
Commi
Police
informed that the
today when he was
ment in which he
state
latter issued a
he did not
emphatically declared that continued
rd
intend to resign, Leona activities of
the
personally to direct seeking the killer'
several score of police ey, in the Cos- i
Sween
Of Joseph "Red"
mos Club,
Y
WILL ACT WEDNESDA
if he did not
The Governor said thatWednesday he
by
hear from Leonard
to remove him
would ask the council
Wednesday.
the LegislaA message was sent into
enter and make
ture to enable police to at any time.
Inspection of night clubs
Gov. Curley's bill
A public hearing on
222, State House
room
at
hear
be
will
Thursday.
the GoverLess than an hour after Legislature
the
nor's special message to rs led by Lt
a actoad of police office
a spectaculai
James Hinchey staged fourth floor of ;
raid in a room on the
Washington street
the building at 694
confiscated pool
arrested 12 men, and
over which
'slip, race track pads, a radio
received, and
racing results were being
. Several of
a cigar box full of money
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
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HONORS PLANNED
TO LEGION LEADER

1

Frank BelNational Commander
Legion will visit
grane of the American Saturday, and
Boston next Friday and the state dewill be entertained by at a banquet
partment of the legion Copley Plaza.
Saturday night at the
give a breakfast
Mayor Mansfield willday morning and
in his honor Satur a luncheon for
Gorley will give
him—Wffoon.
San FranCommander Belgrano, a
elected to his office
cisco banker, was
convention.
at the recent Miami

DORSEY FILES
BOND REPORT

•

Shows 2 Companies Sold
$2,500,000 Worth
Under Dolan
ration and
The Legal Securities Corpo
Boston more
ing fund commission of
bonds, while
than $2,500,000 worth of
nies tocompa
other
of,
ss
the busine
nd L.
Edmu
g
durin
00,
talled under $300,0
treasurcr,
Dolan's term of office as city in. a reIt was disclosed this afternoon Use sinkJohn F. Dever & Co. sold to council.
port made public by the cityan investiAtty. Farnum had begun
by the
gation into the bond purchases
the John
sinking fund commission from
before he
F. Dever & Company just
the finresigned as special counsel for
commisson,
ance commission when the
nnel
perso
after re-organization of its
drop
by Gov. Curley, directed him to s he
—i—Yip Trne court proceeding
the sur
.
had brought to compel Dolan to testify
moIn the absence of any debate or by
tions on the report.submitted
afteroon's
Treasurer Dorsey at this
meeting of the city counsel, President
John I. Fitzgerald ordered the information placed on file.
The report was submitted by John H.
o
Dorsey, city treasurer and ex-offici
streasurer of the sinking fund commi
d
passe
sion, as the result of an order
by the city council to secure datae
financ
forming the basis for the Boston
y into
commission's incompleted inquir while
certain sales of bonds to the city
Dolan was treasurer.
speAtty. George R. Farnum, formerssion
cial counsel for the finance commiinveswho conducted the incompleted
that
tigation, charged in supreme court
was
the Legal Securities Corporation
rs
organized by Dolan and that its office
were apparently straws for him.
LISTED IN REPORT
e
Investment purchased from outsid
scompanies by the sinking fund commi
sion during Dolan's term as treasurer,,
as listed in the council report today
were as follows:
Legal Securities Corp. $1,469,280.35
1,087,565.99
John F. Dever & Co
97,246.00
R. L. Emerson & Co
233,827.59
All others
The total purchases by the sinking
fund commission amounted to more
than $7,000,000, almost $4,000,000 of
which represents purchases from other
city funds. Dolan was ex-officio treasurer of the sinking fund commission.
The complete report submitted by
City Treasurer Dorsey covers all purchases by the sinking fund commission
from Jan. 1, 1930 to Dec. 31, 1934. Dolan was treasurer during the first four
years.
REQUESTED BY SHATTUCK
The order demanding the rtport was
introduced by Councilman Henry L.
Shattuck who said that its purpose is
"to develop particularly what bond .
transactions, if any, were made through
the companies with which Dolan was
said to have been affiliated at the time
he was treasurer of the city of Boston."
Atty. Farnum, appearing before the
supreme court to request a court order
to bring Dolan back from Florida to
testify in the finance commission investigation, charged that Dolan had organized the Legal Securities Corporation
and that "efforts have been made to
locate the books of the corporation andr
the man who audited them, but neithe
ed
could be found." It was also charg
was
that, the R. L. Emerson Company
under
n
the Legal Securities Corporatio
a different name.

membe
The Govriemove nim on Wednesday. this could
ernor said he believed that
be done.
made by
Speaking of the shakeup
Leonard, the Governor said:
to Police
" The statement credited a group
Commissioner Leonard that found
in
been
of incorruptibles had rather
suggestthe police department
and
Sodom
ed the old story ofoutrageous inGomorrah and is an
more than
sult and reflection to the tment who
2500 members of the depar and who
ent
are intelligent and effici
are trying to do their duty.
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE
Legislature A
The special message to thers, includlog.n
office
would allow all police
I
night'clubs
state police, to enter the
make inspections.
message
The text of the Governor's
rest of the day to unravel the facts
unding the vehicle since it was
was as follows:
surro
been
has
it
For a long period of time police au- first stolen.
ipal
munic
the contention of
Police disclosed today that the autocommonwealth
Gouner was operating
thorities throughout the
premises li- mobile which
enter
to
ity
author
was stolen from Henry De Francisco
that the
blage
assem
of
censed as clubs or places a consequence of Gainsboro street, a court officer,
wa.; no permitted, and as immune from and former official of the I. T. 0. A.
been
r obtained possession of the
these premises have
authorities. How Goune
Inspection by local police the Cosmos machine, which up to this time was
at
ey, was
The tragic occurrence week emphasizes believed the property of Sween Neither
Club within the past extension of au- riot immediately explained.
figured
ind
this
was it explained how Chetw
the necessity for
state police to
thority to municipal andcharacter both in on the matter.
this
FLED FROM FIGHT
enter premises of
crime and for the
for the prevention of doers.
questioned today were Sadie
Those
apprehension of evil
recom- Perry, Mary Ryan, the latter a coat
tfully
respec
ingly
el
"I accord
ion of an amend- room clerk at the Cosmos Club; Micha
mend the early adopt
General Laws. Burke, a waiter, and John Murray, a
ment to chapter 147,
enn 7, which doorman. Miss Perry. a singer and
tercentenary edition, sectio officer in- tertainer, told police last Saturday that
police
would permit every police officer to a fight started in the club early Friday
cluding every state
building other than morning. She said that she fled from
enter any place or
at which or in the club when the fight started. When
a private dwellingcongregated for the she reached the first floor she said she
are
which people
ent, amusement heard a shot.
Purpose of entertainmwheth
After questioning all were allowed to
er licensed
or any other purpose, ion of religious go.
or not, with the except to determine
Pollee Commissioner Joseph J. Leonorder
assembly, in
ions of law ard will not resign from office despite
whether or not the provis
the recommendation of Gov. Curley that
are being enforced."
the House he either get out voluntarily or be ousted
The bill was referred to
Kirk,
safety, Lt.-Col. Paul Capt.
Wednesday when the council meets.
judiciary committee.
King to
igate charges of cor- of public
two women
report, compiled by
"I have had no conversation with ruption invest
his
tted
submi
Meanwhile two men and
would have a free rein and
Gov. Curley. This
Warren avenue the Governor and know nothing ofJohn F. Stokes, to
who were taken to the
oned in con- ficially of his request that I resign. that if they found evidence of unfaith- report will oe submitted to the new
station were being questi
s
or
fulnes
would
ers
the
graft
offend
rrow.
tommo
I am not going to resign, Wednesday be dealt with severely.
crime commission
nection with the murder.
commissioner, Hultman.
EY
no reason
is
police
CURL
There
day.
r
other
any
GOV.
Forme
or
ES
DEFI
LEONARD
lash of Got. Curley, deDeMARCO STILL MISSING
arrested as Why I should. I have endeavored as
also under the
stration while head
admini
Barney Gouner, who was
duties
the
ister
his
to
admin
Mario DeMarco. wanted for the fended
automobile op- commissioner
tment. He said that
depar
for
he emerged from an
plans
have
police
I
.
fairly
y
the
office
Frida
of my
of
would
posite the Cosmos Club early
confident shootina of Sweeney, according to a the record of the supreme court
feel
and
ts
vemen
with
impro
many
police broadea.st, is still missing. He show conclusively how friendly he asts
morning, and found to be armed today
"
them.
with
gh
throu
go
can
was
I
,
s he
pistol
record
was in the taxi
ht Sweeney's with "Beano" Breen. The
a .32 calibre automatic
e station
With one shake-up which included tiodv to the Citythat broug
that Breen sought to
al,
booked at the Wairen avenu
Hospit
reveal
any
made,
to
alread
ls
refers
automobile high ranking officia
Deputy Supt. James McDevitt, "Hon- restrain police from attacking his Trecharged with larceny of the
an
ing stolen
is likely to be announced shortly.
which be was operating, receiv pi oper- other seven hand-picked members of est Jim," who staged the campaign mont street establishment. Hultm
not
Today
won.
t
and
the
agains
r
once
property, driving a machine
matte
us
.
liquor
-famo
n
raider
d the
uninsured the department, selected for their know
Oliver B. Garrett, started today, with battle body of Sweeney meanwhile has
ly registered, and driving an
The
married, of honesty and fearlessness, began an in- the selected group, to
Sweeney. she
es
igate
vehicle. Elliott Chetwind. 30,
ed by Mrs. Rita
charg
invest
claim
memother
if
mine
been
deter
to
bouled
ation
Burr Oak park, Roxbury. was bookety vestigof the department have been cov- of pollee graft. He was told to wage gave her address as 121 Gallivan ed the
proper
bers
she claim
on a charge of receiving stolen
and war, relentlessly, and without mercy, vard, Dorchester, when
ents
lishm
ing
estab
that
gambl
but
up
ary
ering
mortu
car.
t
agains aay man who failed to report
—the property being the
the Southern
upon other illegal places.
the existence of suspected illegal re- body athas been elosed for two days.
Arraigned in municipal court
board
house
e
way,
licens
n
Broad
Tomorrow the Bosto
of 583
were arrested
of sorts. His principal aide is Lt. James H. James F. McGlinchey of the body after
the charges for which they
held in will take up the matter of suspensionand flinchey, of the Dudley street
n. Chelsea, took charge by Medical ExGouner and Chetwind were 15.
statio
Club,
s
Cosmo
of
the
e
the
licens
Feb.
Others who reported to
released
$5000 each for a hearing on
it had beenTimothy Lean'.
speedy action is promised by Chairman Devitt were: Sgt. James J. assist eyMc- amine
r Dr.
of
Crowl
LOSS ALREADY PAID
the Notrh street station,
David Montague.
Attorney Francis J. W.
States
United
De
ters Joseph F'. Hart 'Isarne Special °filDespite the fact that the board -will
that he had not comthe machine was stolen from
today
said
station), and Ford
Fran- consider the license matter tomorrow Arthur M.
investigation of how the
Francisco en Dec. 30, 1933. De
om
Etins
his
and
e
pleted
Georg
L.
been
1
yet
and
BrOW1
of the Athens street
y United States
no official complaint has as
cisco reported the loss of his car
station, William J. badge of Chief Deput
ly comgot into the
Hartigan of the Warren
after due investigation by the insur-a lodged with the board. Usual
al Michael Ward
Marsh
s
e
Notice
n
.
avenu
statio
police
vehicl
by
the
d
d
lodge
insure
s
are
that
ey.
and Thomas P. Walsh of
plaint
Sween
ance company
of
sion
posses
the
the bureau
was have been sent out to officers of
of traffic.
the loss was paid. Consequently it
ssioner
State police have been
uncertain today as to what are the club and to the police commiat 9:30
open
will
ng
heari
ny.
withdrawn
that the
from the
rights of that, insurance compa
rs of the
investigation. Commissioner
I
Police explained that it was impos- A M. At that time office give reato
sible for them to tell the exact detail Cosmos Club will be asked
d
shoul
club
the
e
of
concerning the car in question because sons why the licens
Sergi. not be revolied.
they were still investigating.
Charges may be preferred against two
John J. Cummings, who arrested Chetn license
wind. raid that the latter told him onkel s who to'd the Posto
that
that Sweeney and Gouner came to him board that they were not aware
on Nov. 6, 1934, and asked that he David J. "Beano" Breen was connected
register the machine. He asked them with the Cosmos Club. Commissioner
why they did not do it themselves and Leonard stated emphatically that the
they said they were busy.
men designated by Supt. Martin H.
Chetvani, according to Sergt. Cumminga, admitted that he told the registry that he bought the car from his
in January of this year
brother.
Sweeney and Gouner went to ChetWind and asked that he register the car
again. Chetwind did, only this time
he gave the name George' Tyler, 550
Dorchester avenue, South Boston.But
police sail that the car has palmed
Itroilad so much that it will tali tin
s
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BOSTON POLICE
HEAD REFUSES
a TO QUIT BERTH
Not Going to Resign
Wednesday, Says
Leonard

A police department reorganization
practically overshadowed today search
for the killer of Joseph "Red" Sweeney,
in the Cosmos Club, last Friday.
WILL NOT RESIGN
Police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard will not resign from office despite
the recommendation of Gov. Curley that
he either get out voluntarily or be ousted
Wednesday when the council meets.
"I have had no conversation with
the Governor and know nothing officially of his request that I resign.
I am not going to resign, Wednesday
or any other day. There is no reason
Why I should. I have endeavose-t
commissioner to administer the,
of my office fairly. I have ple:re,f the
(Continued on Page Thre tr'ansfer
of Lt. Jonn A. Dorsey, trom desk
duty at the East Boston station to the
detective bureau. He war one of the
toutstanding detectives of the deparng
ment and was considered buried maki
out the nightly report at East Boston.
close
Furthermore he is known to be a
friend of Gov. Curley. Lt. Max Thormer
was transferred from hte Back Bay station to Warren avenue station.
GOAT OF SITUATION
The ''goat" of the situation would
appear to be Lt. William B. Donovan.
who has ben ordered to duty at East
Boston. It was he who reported that
a raid on Jan. 22 revealed that there
was no gambling apparatus in the
building occupied by the Cosmos Club.
And while he has been transferred
there are a number of persons who
tant
frequented the club who are insis was
that Donovan was right, that there
A
22.
Jan.
on
no equipment there
us
number of persons, who wor obvio
police,
reasons do not care to talk with
was
declare that the apparatus foundup to
in another club on Beacon stret
last Thursday night.
Deputy Supt. James McDevitt. 'Hon
est Jim," who staged the campaign
r,
against the once-famous liquor raide
with
Oliver B. Garrett, started today,
es
the selected group, to investigate charg
of police graft. He was told to wage
war, relentlessly, and without mercy
against any man who failed to repo
the existence eof suspected illegal reH
sorts. His principal aide is Lt. James on
Hischey, of the Dudley street stati
Others who reported to assist Mc
Devitt were: Sgt. James J. Crowley o
the Notrh street station, Special Offi
cers Joseph F. Hart (same station), an
Arthur M. Eunsom and George L. Brou
of the Athens street station. William J
Hartigan of the Warren avenue static)
and Thomas P. Walsh of the burea
of traffic.
STATE POLICE WITHDRAW
State police have been withdrawn
from the investigation. Commissioner
of public safety. Lt.-Col. Paul Kirk,
submitted his report, compiled by Capt.
oJhs F. Stokes, to Gov. Curley. This
report will be submitted to the new
crime commission tommorrow.
Many gambling establishments in the
heart of the city, most of which do not
come within the jurisdiction of the
Warren avenue station, have closed
while the "heat is on." A few of the
establishments operated by men who
have police or court records have closed
permanently.
Former police commissioner, Hultman,
also under the lash of Gov. Curley, defended his administration while head
of the police department. He said that
the record of the supreme court would
show conclusively how friendly he was
with "Beano" Breen. The records he
refers to reveal that Breen sought to
restrain police from attacking his Tremont street establishment. Hultman
battled the matter and won.
The body of Sweeney meanwhile has
been claimed by Mrs. Rita Sweeney. She
gave her address as 121 Gallivan boulevard, Dorchester, when she claimed the
body at the Southern mortuary but that
house has been closed for two days.
way,
James F. McGlinchey of 583 Broad
Chelsea, took charge of the body after
Exal
Medic
it had been released by
aminer Dr. Timothy Leary.
MURDER MOTIVE
The exact motive for the killing of
Sweeney remained as much a mystery
today as ever. Several high ranking
in
police officials have declared that itwar.
no way was a drug or gambling
Swee
when
ted
Several believe it resul
sale of
ney attempted to prevent the Sweeney
dope to a girl. A few say that
paid for the 10 grains of heroin which
were found in his possession with counterfeit money and that those who sold
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Post, 3188,
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BOSTON POLICE
HEAD REFUSES
a TO QUIT BERTH
Not Going to Resign
Wednesday, Says
Leonard
Two women, one of them Sadie
Perry, and two men, waitces in the
Cosmos Club, are being questioned at
the Warren avenue station in connection with the murder of Joseph "Red"
Sweeney. Elliott Chetwind of Roxbury was booked on a charge of receiling- stolen property, the property
being the automobile in which Barney
Gourncr was riding when arrested
oppcsite the Cosmos Club, armed with
a pistol.
A police department reorganization
practically overshadowed today search
for the killer of Joseph "Red" Sweeney,
in the Cosmos Club, last Friday.
WILL NOT RESIGN
Police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard will not resign from office despite
the recommendation of Gov. Curley that
he either get out voluntarily or be ousted
Wednesday when the council meets.
"I have had no conversation with .
the Governor and know nothing officially of his request that I resign.
I am not going to resign, Wednesday
or any other day. There is no reason
Why I should. I have endeavor-11,as
commissioner to administer the!
of my office fairly. I have pla:
2 cilif the
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CLUB TO HONOR
1 MISS CURLEY

PROMINENT IN 350 CLUB

•

Reception and Supper
Dance at CopleyPlaza Feb. 22
The Three Hundred and Fifty Club,
organized as a political group of women
workers in behalf of Gov. James M.
Curley, but now engaged in charitable
work and with a membership of 750,
will honor its honorary president, Miss
Mary Curley, first lady of the commonwealth, at a reception and supper dance
at the 'Copley Plaza on Washington's
birthday. Mrs. Edward F. Goode of
Dorchester is president of the organization and Mis.s Florence Hurley of Jamaica Plain is chairman in charge of
arangements for the reception.
When the success of their undertaking was assured, the women of the club
which had at first been limited to 350,
whence it derived its name, decided to
continue the organization, but not as a
political body. Instead they voted to
devote their energies to charity. They
have already adopted a wide held of
activities, supplying clothes for the
needy, hospital care for sufferers and
the members who have automobiles frequently lend their aid as ambulance
drivers for those not able to travel by
street cars or to hire conveyances.
The club has permanent headquarters
at suite 830 in the Hotel Westminster,
where tickets for the event are on sale.
The club is now one of the most active
charitable organizations In the city.
The committee in charge of arrangements includes Mrs. John Dunphy, Miss
Mayline Donnelly, Miss Kathryn Glynn.
Miss Madeline O'Connor, Miss Agnes
Goode, Mrs. William Brine, Jr., Mrs.
James Duane, Miss Florence Hurley,
Miss Margaret Donovan (left), chairman in charge of hospital work, and
Mrs. Thomas Sullivan, Mrs. Joseph
Tomas&llo, Mrs. Daniel J. Holland, Miss Miss Florence M. Hurley, chairman of social activities. They are also on the
Margaret Donovan, Miss Isabel Mac- committee arranging Washington's birthday fete in honor of Miss Mary Curley.
Donald, Mrs. Emile Coulon, Sr., Mrs.
IiUIUN
Frank Long, Mrs. Edward MacCourt,
MASS.
Miss Miriam McCue and Miss Helene
Crosby.
.••••••••••••••••••••
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McKenney May Quit as Coach at 13. C. 1f
1 / and Succeed Crowley in School
Post 1

I Boston College may
be in the field for 1
; a new varsity
Boston school department.
:I ran. It was football coach for next
The school position
learned
today that Head last
became vacant
I Conch Joe
week when
McKenney, who is a member
, Crowiv
of the Boston
finance commission, is a passed away. It
. salary of $5000
1 a year. Gnicurley
4,
candidate for the
is
position
of
interested in ;
associate McKenney's
director of physical
aMointment to the school
education in the position:
.
-
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GOVEItNOR A
LEONARD BY WEDNESDAY

•

Leonard Aroused by Cosmos Club Murder,
Wars on Vice

this pussy footing and timidity,
and law violators must be apprehended regardless of the political
agencies that may be affected."
Gov. Curley took occasion to
praise the rank and file of the
police department.
"I have repeatedly pointed out,"
he said. "that the subordinate
officers are honest and efficient,
and provided they are properly
directed should experience little
difficulty in maintaining respect
for law and constituted authority."

Continued from Page 2
the underworld is reflected in the
Cosmos Club murder, the advisable course for the commissioner
is to tender his resignation before the Executive Committee
meets Wednesday."
"I have received no report from
the police commissioner and he
has apparently made no effort
to communicate with me in this
matter," the governor said last
night.
"The statement attributed
the police commissioner that he
had not been on the job a sufficient length of time to familiarize himself with what was going
on. coupled with the. action of
superior officers of the department in the Cosmos case, will be
considered at the group conference on crime I have called for
Tuesday at 11 a. m.
"It is generally accepted that
the pussyfooting policy pursued
in the COSMOS MSc and other
cases where capital crime was
committed, was only frustrated
and remedied by the work of the
the state police.
"It must be apparent to anyone that police superiors—not
only in this but many other cases
— may be likened to children
walking on thin ice. fearful that
something might happen which
would prove offensive to political
or other agencies.
"So long as police department
officials continue to be fearful
of daring and courageous action
and are afraid of offending those
in high places, so long will crime
continue rampant and evil-doers
will ply their trade without fear
of punishment.
"Vigorous action must replace

(Continued from First Page)
will take up the matter of suspension of
the license of the Cosmos Club, and
speedy action is promised by Chairman
David Montague.
Meanwhile Boston police officials were
quietly considering the suggction made
by Chief Edward "Diker" Pierce of
Peabody, who declared Boston officials
should do what he has already done—
charge whoever installs a telephone or
telegraph instrument for a gambling
joint as a party to the crime. Chief
Pierce made this announcement when
he declined to attend a conference of
chiefs called by Commissioner Leonard.
Commissioner Leonard expects to get
by tomorrow, or no later than Wednesday, a complete report from every captain in charge of a station, the number
of suspected gambling joints, house of
ill fame, or illegal liquor establish,
merits on each division.
Charges may be preferred against two
officers who told the Boston license
board that they were not aware that
David J. "Beano" Breen, was connected
with the Cosmos Club. Commissioner
Leonard stated emphatically that the
men designated by Supt. Martin H.
King to investigation charges of corruption would have a free reign and
that if they found evidence of unfaithfullness or graft the offenders would
be dealt with severely.
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stoca.
He attracted wide attention m
1923 when he proposed that criminals be disenfranchised as part of
a plan for a super-State.

DeMARCO STILL MISSING
Mario DeMarco. wanted for the
shooting of Sweeney, according to a
police broadcast, is still missing. He
was in the taxi that brought Sweeney's
body to the City Hospital.
No suspects were taken into custody
last night, nor were there any more
'aids. Police officials declared, however. that several persons have been
under surveillance, and that several
clues as to the whereabouts of DeMarco, better known as John Della
Russo, were being followed.
Capt. James F. Daley of the Warren
avenue station, who used to be the
supervisor of cases for the department,
will start tonight to act as night commander of the Warren avenue station.
He will direct activities of the division,
which covers four and a half miles,
nights, while Capt. Joseph McKinnon
will remain in charge of the more than
200 men on the day side.
Capt. Thomas Gleavy has assumed
command of the West Roxbury station.
He Was attached to the superintendent's office. The most notable of the
other changes was that of the transfer
of Lieut. John A. Dorsey, from desk
duty at the East Boston station to the
detective bureau. He was one of the
outstanding detectives of the department and was considered buried making
out the nightly report at East Boston.
Furthermore he is known to be a close
friend of Gov. Curley. Lieut, Max
Thormer, was transferred from the
Back Bay station to Warren avenue
station.

KAMINSKI PENS /
PLEA TO CURLEY

i

A plea, wi itten in his own hand,
will be sent to Gov. Curley today
by Alexander J. Kaminski, who is
now waiting death in the electric
chair during the week of Feb. 17,
for the murder of a jail guard.
slayer
Although
the accused
hasn't- evidenced any fear of his
impending doom, his request for
writing materials for a letter to
the governor revealed his nerve
was cracking. Yesterday he was
visited by Rev. Ralph W. Farrell,
prison chaplain.

i

GOAT OF SITUATION
The "goat" of the situation would
appear to be Lt. William B. Donovan,
who has ben ordered to duty at East
Boston. It was he who reported that
a,raid on Jan, 22 revealed that there
was no gambling apparatus in the
building occupied by the Cosmos Club.
And while he has been transferred
there are a number of persons who
frequented the club who are insistant
that Donovan was right, that there was
no equipment there on Jan. 22. A
number of persons, who wor obvious
reasons do not care to talk with police,
eeclare that the apparatus found was
in another club on Beacon stret up to
last Thursday night.
Deputy Supt. James McDevitt, "Honest Jim." who staged the campaign
against the once-famous liquor raider,
Oliver B. Garrett, started today, with
the selected group, to investigate charges
of police graft. He was told to wage
war, relentlessly, and without mercy.
against any man who failed to report
the existence eof suspected illegal resorts. His principal aide is Lt. James H.
Hischey, of the Dudley street station.
Others who reported to assist McDevitt were.: Sgt. James J. Crowley of
the Notrh street station, Special Officers Josenh F. Hart (same station), and
Arthur M.Eunsom and George L. Brown
of the Athens street station, William J.
Hartigan of the Warren avenue station
and Thomas P. Walsh of the bureau
of traffic.

STATE POLICE WITHDRAW
State police have been withdrawn
front the investigation. Commissioner
of public safety, Lt.-Col. Paul Kirk,
submitted his report, compiled by Capt.
oats F. Stokes, to Gov. .Curley. This
report will be submitted to the new
crime commission totrunorrow.
Many gambling establishments in the
heart of the city, most of which do not
come within the jurisdiction of the
Warren avenue station, have closed
while the "heat is on." A few of the
establishments operated by men who
have police or court records have closed
permanently.
Former police commissioner, Hultman,
also under the lash of Gov. Curley, defended his administration while head
of the police department. He said that
the record of the supreme court would
show conclusively how friendly he was
with "Beano" Breen. The records he
refers to reveal that Breen sought to
restrain police from attacking his Tremont street establishment. Hultman
battled the matter and won.
The body of Sweeney meanwhile ha.s
been claimed by Mrs. Rita Sweeney. She
gave her address as 121 Gallivan boulevard, Dorchester, when she claimed the
body at the Southern mortuary but that
house has been closed for two days.
James F. McGlinchey of 583 Broadway.
Chelsea, took charge of the body after
it had been released by Medical Examiner Dr. Timothy Leary.
MURDER MOTIVE
The exact motive for the killing of
Sweeney remained as much a mystery
today as ever. Several high ranking
police officials have declared that it in
no way was a drug or gambling war.
Several believe it resulted when Sweeney attempted to prevent the sale of
dope to a girl. A few say that Sweeney
paid for the 10 grains of heroin which
were found in his possession with counterfeit money and that those who sold
him the drug went to him and he refused to make good.
Police declined to discuss today
whether they had obtained any fingerprints of value in their investigation.
It is believed, however, that they had,
an dwere guarding the prints. It is
known that they have two witnesses
whose stories they have steadfastly refused to divulge.
United States Attorney Francis J. W.
Ford said today that he had not completed his investigation of how' the
badge of Chief Deputy united States
Marshal Michael Ward got into the
possession of Sweeney.
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PROTECTION OF GAMBLING AND
VICE CALLS FOR CURLEY'S AXE
Who is so deaf or so blind as he that wilfullywi1r`iieither hear nor see?
Boston's deaf and blind police department is in need of a complete reorganization and the entire city echoes Governor Curley's demand.
The murder of an obscure ex-convict, and the subsequent discoveries by the
state police, ordered into the case when the city police could not or woul
d not act,
bring to light a vicious condition.
The Boston police department stands revealed as deaf and blind, wilfully or
otherwise. For I 2 hours after a murder they could not or woul not disc
d
over a
completely equipped gambling den on
prem
ises
murd
the
as
scen
er
e. And
the same
they did not want anyone else to discover
it.
The gambling club a floor above the Cos
mos Club t
had operated for months without interference
by police. It could not so operate "without the
knowledge
of the police or their passive acquiescence
," as Governor Curley points out.
"The only conclusion that can be drawn is that
this unlawful establishment was being protecte
d by
those whose duty it was to enforce the law,
" said
the Governor.
There are more of these unlawful establishments,
many more of them, operating in the same mann
er,
with or without knowledge of the police. If Boston's
police officials do not know of these places,
they
should. If they do know of them, there is some obvi
-

4s.

•
Elaborate card game layou
t found by State Police
on floor above the
Cosmos Club following
slaying of Joseph "Red"
Sweeney in connection
with A gambling racket.

ously material reason why they
are
It is about time the dear and allowed to exist.
blind police officials
were replaced by men who are
honest and fearless, unhampered by protection and polit
ics, the twin evils of
the present set-up.
The declaration of the present
police commissioner that he will be glad to
act on information of
vice conditions anyone can
furn
fession of his own incompetence ish him is a con. If his department
were efficient and his officials
competent, he should
know of these conditions.
Commissioner Leonard admi
of these conditions. Can his ts he does not know
deputies say the same
thing? Can the division captains say
they do not know
where the spots are to which
every "heel" in Boston
could lead you?
It is significant that whenever
a hue and cry is
raised and police are forced into
action, series of raids
always follow. They know wher
e the stable doors are
which they attempt to lock
after the horse is gone.
Why does it take a shocking crim
e
sultant publicity to jolt them into of violence and reaction?
Boston's vice and gambling and illeg
al liquor
dens are always one floor above the
police. They never
go up the stairs. If they make a
raid, they hear nothing and see nothing, except the
obvious. There is a
reason, and it is time it was disclose
d.
Governor Curley is to be commended for
his swift
action. It is to be expected that he
will follow it up.
He has demanded reorganization of
the police department, and revelations of the past few
days have demonstrated how sorely it is needed.
The police department has demonstrated
that it
is incompetent and inefficient. If it is foun
d corrupt
and dishonest as well, let's clean house.
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ACT AFTER FAILURE
TO NAB CLUB KILLER

Stung by criticism of police failure to arrest the
at the
murderer of Joseph "Red" Sweeney, shot to death
Leonard
J.
Cosmos club, Police Commissioner Joseph
superior
ordered a drastic shakeup, effective today, of six
officers, a sergeant and five plain clothes men.
officers whom

•
4

"No Interference," Says Supt. Kinei

.11.••••,

top
In making it he brought to the
pushed down,
had
Hultman,
C.
Eugene
his predecessor,
of Gov.
friend
including Lieut. John A. Dorsey, personal
Curley.
relent in
But if he hoped that Gov. Curley would
cy,
inefficien
of
charges
on
him
hi:. determination to oust
should resign
he
that
suggestion
A
vain.
in
reckoned
he
executive council,
before next Wednesday's meeting of the
ces came on the
ccnsequen
the
take
14,
to
prepared
or be
heels of his action.
*040
Jamaicaway.
It emanated from Gov. Curley's home on the
.
compromise
of
hint
no
was
In the terse message there
Here are the officers and men affected by the shakeup:
transCAPT. JAMES F. DALEY of West Roxbury station
This is Superintendent of Police Martin H. King. He lives at No. I
ferred to night command of
Wade st., Brighton. When told by reporters and photographers Friday
tips
district
whose
in
4,
Station
they had been refused permission by police guarding the Cosmos
that
crime occurred. Capt. JosepiL Club murder scene to investigate the rooms, he said: "I do not want
MacKinnon remains in day com- to interfere."
mand.
CAPT. THOMAS F. GLEAVY,
Deputylli
er
li
ngir
f:inte
in charge of the police school at
dert of
police headquarters, transferred Police James W. Claflin, 177
Hihgland ave., Roxbury, who was
to the West Roxbury station, directly in
charge of the Cosmos
succeeding Daley.
,Club murder probe and whose
LIEUT NMI. D. DONOVAN of /subordinates failed to find and
the Warren ave. station, trans- lprevented others from finding the
ferred to East Boston, regarded gambling layout over the club
until State Police raided the scene.
as a demotion.
'
LIEUT. MAX THORMERting
was the result of a drinking
transferred from the Back Baytcawi. When she arrived at the
Ctlub
irrnin
0805
2 a. m. on leridAyl
a
to Warren ave. station. Called
grie•onnuapinoefd ffooir
.2
fearless raider and axe man. lignersgent eiseidnga
, nad
LIEUT. JOHN A. DORSEY,,ome time drinking.
Then a fight began. Tables were
transferred from East Boston verturned,
dishes thrown and fi..its
ders
headquarte
the
to
station
ew. This was about three hours
tective bureau. Ace of detec- ter. Mrs. Perry said she became
LIEUT. JOHN A. DORSEY
.ightened and fled. On her way
it she heard a shot. Police intives, known the country over, in department opinion.
And these seven men have been transferred to form a flying etigatocs believe she knows more
squadron to raid night clubs and gambling joints under- ordra
of Asst. Supt. McDevitt:
LIEUT. JAMES J. HINCHEY, from Division 9, to head the
flying squadron.
SERGT. JAMES J. CROWLEY, from North Sq. station and
the following plainclothesmen: Joseph Hart, Div. 1; Arthur Eunson, Div. 6; Thomas Walsh of traffic: George L. Drown, Div. 6;
and Wm. J. Hartigan of the Warren ave. station.
Although Commr. Leonard in a statement issued from his
office sought to soften the blow by saying Capt. MacKinnon had
his full confidence and was carrying a heavy burden, department
opinion was that putting Lieut. Dorsey in charge of this station
nights was a rebuke to MacKinnon.
3 Column 1
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a
quarter. He previously made
cleanup of the So. End district.
y,
activiDorsey, close friend of Curle
McDevitt will direct the
ron.
for
ties of the new flying squad to
and for years topping the list
was
ns
But Lieut. Dorsey, who retur
a captaincy never got it, but
he
have
the detective bureau, will also
shifted to the "sticks" after
of a crew who will figure largely in
drove David "Beano" Breen out
ing.
M.
John
the cleanup of crime and gambl
Tremont st. when Capt.
for
Leonard, after being closeted
Anderson and Lieut. Stepticti Gillis
McDevitt
failed to do it on Hultman's order. hours with Supt. King,
gand Augustus Gill, police steno
HEADED RAIDERS
rapher, issued a statement last
Capt.
in night in which he defended
Lieut. Donovan who figures
of the MacKinnon•
the shifts was in charge
"I have been making a study
the
raiding squad that visited
of the situation for some weeks,
failed
and
21
Jan.
on
Cosmos club
. and am of the opinion that Capt.
to find any gambling implements
MacKinnon's burden is a heavy
cions
suspi
his
t
repor
did
an
Donov
one," he stated.
in
of the place. He is regarded
"Because of the peculiar comrap
the department as taking the
plexities of the problems In this
for MacKinnon.
division, I have concluded there
Serg•ts. Hoban and Dunleavy had should be another captain asd
applie
it
when
0. K.'d the club
comtheir signed to Division 4. I have
for a charter. They stated in
o" plete confidence in Capt. Mac"Bean
know
didn't
they
t
repor
Kinnon."
Breen.
Leonard pointed cut that this
Mario DeMarco, who has' been division is a consolidation of the
sought since the slaying of Swee- old Divisions 4 and 5, and it conpolice
has
ney, will surrender to the
ed tains 3500 lodging houses and
within 24 hours, it was learn
a population of 60,000 persons.
This is Deputy Superintendent of
one
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He
yesterday.
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At Fitzgerald
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State and city officials attended ;
the funeral of Frederick L. Fitz- ,
geraid, son of former Mayor and
Mrs. John F. Fitzgerald, held today at St. Mary's Church of the Assumption, Brookline.
Bishop Francis J. Spellman was
present, attended by Rev. Charles
E. Lane of Boston College and the
Rev. Charles J. Ring of St. Joseph's Church. Roxbury.
Present at the services were:
Governor James M. Curley, LieutenantrVrnor Joseph- S: Hurley,
Mayor and Mrs. Frederick W.
Mansfield, Police Superintendent
Martin H. King, Traffic Commissioner William S. Hickey, General
Charles H. Cole, Joseph P. Maynard, collector of ports; General
Edward L. Logan, Fire Commissioner Edward J. McLaughlin,
John I. Fitzgerald, president of the
City Council; City Councillors Clement L. Norton, Albert L. Fish and
Edward Mansfield, brother of the
mayor.
Among the floral tributes was
one from President and Mrs.
Roosevelt.

Rhinsists

LEONARD )uster
to Go Says

'
CURLEY

WEDNESDAY SET
FOR OUSTER
Police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard will be
removed from office
Wednesday.
Governor Curley said
so today in the wake of
a defi from Commissioner Leonard on the governor's "suggestion" that
the police head resign.
The governor charged at the

AMERICAN
Boston, Mass.

CURLEY TO FIGHT
/ Budget Increase

same time that the commissioner "cast an outrageous insult and reflection" on the more
than 2500 members of the police department by announcing
the formation of "incorruptibles" to clean out the vice-rampant South End.

Governor Curley today warned a
Democratic steering committee
of
the House which visited him
that
he would oppose any atte
mpt to
increase the appropriation
amount
set by him in the budget.
The governor said he trie
d to
interest the committee in
ommendations for bi-e his recnnia
sions of the legislature and l seshalve
the membership of the to
general
court. He indicated that
the cornInittee did not warm
up to the two
projects.

In the latest move that opened
a wide breach between state and
city crime forces—murder of Joseph P. "Red" Sweeney at the
Cosmos Club—Governor Curley predicted the removal of Leonard at
the meeting
the Governor's Council Wednesday.
ti
is
fl

CI

"Should Resign"
After he learned of the police
commissioner's deft, the governor
said:
"Well, it would still seem to

SE

Continued on Page 8, Column 7
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ministration.
In addition a
repo
tions here is anticlua rt on condifrom thc secret cri ted tomorrow
appointed early in me commission
the Curley regime. It is said to
be very revealing.
Leonard's first
long conference, move, after a
Was the for
mation of a squad of
whose job It will "Incorruptibles"
be clean up the
city. They started
work at 7:30
this morning.
Heading the group
Superintendent James is Deputy
McDevitt, a
veteran officer, gene
rally called in
when there is a
"me
ss" to be
cleaned up. His chie
f aide is Lieutenant John A.
"the best officerDorsey, reputedly
in the department."

tory-making invasion of
state pollee
into Boston after the
Cosmos Club
murder and the seiz
ure of gambling equipment that
the Bostot
police had "passed up."
Immediately following
the cons
ference, Secretary Gra
nt
the awaited special mes delivered
Governor Curley to the sage front
for police right to ente Legislature
r all places
3f assembly, othe
rwise immune to
Inspection.

Curley Message
The message read:
"It has been the cont
entions
et municipal police
throughout the com authorities
monwealth
that the authority to ente
r premises licensed as clubs
or
If assemblage was not permplaces
itted,
tnd, as a conseque
nce, these
!remises have been
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tom inspection by
local police
mthorities.
. "The tragic occu
rrence at the
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in the past
veek emphasizes
It this extension the necessity
of authority
I) municipal and
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nter premises of thise police to
character
0th for the prev
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nd for the apprehen on of crime
sion of evil
ners.
"I
accordingly
!commend the early respectfully
adoption of
a amendment to
pneral Laws, Sect Chapter 147.
ion 7, which
mild permit every
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pluding every stat
e
t, to enter any plac police °Mher than a private e or building
lieeh or in which dwelling, at
gregated for the people are
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rtainment, amusem ose of
ter purpose, whethe ent or
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,tot, with the
loos assembly, exception of rein
l/line whether or order to denot the protons of law
are being enFed."
--

cELROY
Girl Safe,
IN WORRY

By Associated Pres
s
Kansas City, Feb.
11—Miss Mary
McElroy—nervous
and distraught
as the result of
prosecution of the worry over the
gang that kidnaped her for
$30,000
1933—disappeared fro ransom in
m her home
here last night and
was located by
police on a Chi
cag
bus today at Nor o-bound motor
mal, Ill.
"I was worr
about the case Iying so much
must have lost
my head," the
26-year-old dau
ghter of City
Manager H. F.
McElroy told Mino
lta
officers. "I
was especially
thought that myupset over the
test
imony was
to be
instrumental in
sending
Walter It. McGee,
one
of
the men
who kidnaped
me, to his
death."
McGee, the first
sentenced to deat kidnaper to be
h
in
the
States, is waiting
United
action on an aps
peal.
Colonel Paul G.
Kirk
Will
,
iam McE
commissioner of public
safety, conferred
girl, and Mat lroy, an uncle of the
at
length with Secr
thew S. Murray
etary Grant of
. City
Dire
ctor
of Public
the
governor's staff
Works, left
today hut neit
airp
lane
for
her ly
would divulge the
Springfield, ill., shorby
t,
after noon
Thn conference details.
roy to Kansasto return Miss McEl.
City.
significant, however,was considered
At
the commissioner's because It Was McE a Springfield bus station Mis
lroy telegraphed
s
the governor that conference with
"Sorry, hut am soher father:
led to the hisfrightened.
Don't know
what I am doing."
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State and city officials attended
the funeral of Frederick L. Fitzgerald, son of former Mayor and
Mrs. John F. Fitzgerald, held today at St. Mary's Church of the Assumption, Brookline.
Bishop Francis J. Spellman was
present, attended by Rev. Charles
E. Lane of Boston College and the
Rev. Charles J. Ring of St. Joseph's Church. Roxbury.
Present at the services were:
Governor James M. Curley, Lieutenant'Unrvernor Joseph5:- Hurley,
Mayor and Mrs. Frederick W.
Mansfield, Police Superintendent
Martin H. King, Traffic Commissioner William S. Hickey, General
Charles H. Cole, Joseph P. Maynard, collector of ports; General
Edward L. Logan, Fire Commis
sioner Edward J. McLaughlin.
John I. Fitzgerald, president of the
City Council; City Councillors Clement L. Norton, Albert L. Fish and
Edward Mansfield, brother
of the
mayor.
Among the floral tributes wa
s
one from President and Mrs.
Roosevelt.
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es Ouster

quarters to command of the West
Roxbury division vacated by Captain Daley.
Decision to make the transfer
came after a secret meeting attended by Commissioner Leonard, SuU.'
perintendent King, Deputy McDevitt, Captain Joseph MacKinnon.
Leon —
Captain
James T. Sheehan and Sectl;mi
tive
retary Augustus Gill. Great care
'
issue
was taken to keep the matter from
fire
the press, but it leaked out when
Cr
the general order was read at rollcall in all divisions.
isl WS GREATEST
It was considered significant that
, Deputy Superintendent James R.
Claflin was not present at the con, clave.
Claflin commanded the
y Except Sundays and Hon. Newspaper Pub. Co. En-BOSTON, Warren avenue station prior to his
lass Matter at 13o5ton P. O.
_-- elevation to the post he now holds.
In addition he is now detailed to
supervise downtown divisions, including Division 4.
Despite all the activity of th
police department today, it was
learned that every gambling room
and vice joint in the city has closed
up tight since the Sweeney murder. Most of the larger places
closed immediately after the Curley inauguration.
the meetine
cil on We

LEONARD'
Defies

CURLEY
I POLICE IIEAD
WON'T RESIGN
Polic e Commissioner
Leonard today de f ied
• Governor Curley to oust
him from his post.
Tn a statement to the. 'Boston Eve. fling AMPViCa.11, the pOnCC head
! said:
"I have been informed that
Governor Curley has asked for
my resignation. I am not going
to resign and, furthetmore, have
not thought of turning in my resignation on IVednesday or any
other day. There is no good reason why I should do so.
"During I he short period that
I have ben police commissioner,
I have endeavored to administer
the duties of toy office fairly. To
date I think I have done so. I
have plans for many improvements and feel confident that I
can go I hrongh with them.
"As a matter of fact, I have had
no conversation with the Governor and know nothing officially
relative to his request for my
resignation."
Earlier, the governor, after reviewing the local police situation,
had issued this ultimatum:
"Unless the police commissioner resigns in the interim, I can
see no course open to me other
than to request his removal at
Continued on Page II, Column 2
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Medford, Mass.

CE1R.ITY CALLS GENERAL
CONFERENCE ON THE
/ TEXTILE SITUATION

Governor James M.
Curley has
called a general
nce of New
England governoconfere
rs and prominent
textile men to meet
House in Boston next at the State
consider the cotton andThursday to
woolen situation.
, The general
survey
of
the textile industry is
being carried out
by representatives
of the boards
rof commerce in
the various communities, and
questionnaires are
;ready to go out
to all manufacIturers of cotton
goods in New
! ngland with
an urgent request
that they be
returned immediately.
It is hoped
through
this surey to ascertain
f the industry, the present state
and
the
effects
imon it of the New
Deal legislaion, as well as
the
chief diffiulties that now
fig the road to seem to be blockrecover
y of the
xtile mills.
The questionnaires
will include
particular inquiry
effect of the processrelative to the
ing
tax on the
mills, the situatio
n with regard
to overproduction
, the question of
foreign competition,
particularly
competition from
and the problem Japanese goods,
of
wage differentials between
the industry. various sections of
In Fall River
and New Bedford
the questionnaires
now being prepareto the mills are
d and will go
out Monday or
Tuesday, while in
Providence, Pawtuck
stone valley and the et, the BlackPawtuxet valley they have
already
Other .Rhode Island been mailed.
munities plan to get textile comtheir questionnaires in the
mails early this
week.
All questionnaires
must be returned within a
week and it is
expected by Feb. 21
he data ready for or 22 to have
consideration,
o that some
e formulated plan of action can
looking
toward a
emedy for the
depressed condiions.
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CURI FY CALLS GENERAL
CONFERENCE ON THE
/ TEXTILE SITUATION
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J KAMINSKI WRITES
CURLEY NEW PLEA
1—
BOSTON. Feb. 10 (AP)—As the
day of his doom drew steadily nearer. Alexander Kaminski, robber,
killer and jailbreaker. today passed
l a quiet Sunday, received Holy Communion, wrote a long letter to the
Governor asking leniency, wrote a
shorter letter to his parents in New
Britain, Conn.. and spent much of
the rest of the day reading the
Bible.
In his cell at the state prison
death house, not 10 feet from the
chair in which he is doomed to die
some time during the week starting next Sunday, Kaminski ate
heartily of a chicken dinner. He
has not yet given up hope though
Governor James M. Curley last
night declared as far as he was
concerned "the case was closed."
Curley previously had refused to '
commute the sentence to life imprisonment and the courts had refused a new trial.
•
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Governor to Visit
, Hawaiian Islands
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11—Gov. Csrisy
BOSTON, Feb. Hawaiian Islands
the
Legialature
:nay visit
when the
this summer
prorogues.
accepted the invitaGov. Curley
General Hugh
tion of Major
assigned to
recently
Drummond,
Goverwho was the
islands,
the
at the State
today
guest
nor's
house.
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CURLEY ORDERS
LEONARD TO QUIT
AS POLICE HEAD
Removal Request Wednesday to Follow
Refusal

OUSTER DEMANDED

FORCE SHAKEN UP
BY COMMISSIONER
Moves Come aS Sweeney
Slaying Remains
Unsolved
BOSTON, Feb. 10 (AP)—
The unsolved slaying of Joseph P. (Red) Sweeney in a
South End club Friday morning, tonight resulted in a
drastic shakeup of Boston's
higher police officials and an
ultimatum from Governor
James M. Curley that Police
Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard resign or be removed.
The police shakeup, ordered tonight by Commissioner Leonard,
and effective immediately, resulted
in the transfer of six superior
officers, a sergeant and five plainclothes men.
Meeting Wednesday.
Immediately after the order was
issued. however, Governor Curley
announced that if the commissioner had not resigned by Wedhis
request
would
he
nesday
removal at a meeting of the
Executive Council on that day. The
governor has sought the removal
of Leonard since the day he
became chief executive of the
state. Leonard, a former chairman of the Boston Finance Commission was named police comGovernor
missioner by former
Joseph B. Ely in the closing day
of his regime. Leonard succeeded
Eugene C. Hultman who resigned
to become chairman of the Metropolitan District Commission.
Sweeney, an ex-convict, was
employed as a doorman at the
Cosmos Club and was last seen
early Friday morning by Sadie
Perry, an entertainer at the club,
police said, standing against a
wall, faced by a group of men. Shot
and beaten to death, his body was
brought to City Hospital by David
J. (Beeno) Breen, reputedly one
of the operstors .o.f the Cosmos
Club, and a club bar tender and
a taxi-driver in the latter's cab.
The police transfers resulted in
the placing of two captains at the
Warren Avenue station, which
commands the district where the
crime occurred. Captain Joseph
Mackinnon remained on day duty
there but Captain James F. Daley
of the West Roxbury station was
transferred there for night duty.
His place was taken by Captain
Thomas F. Gleavy, who was in
charge of the police school at
police headquarters.
Lieutenant William D. Donovan
of the Warren Avenue station was
moved to East Boston. and Lieutenant Max Phormer was brought
from the Back Bay station to
replace him.
Seven other officers were transferred to headquarters to form a
"flying squadron" under command
of Assistant Superintendent James
McDevitt, to keep night clubs
under constant surveillance.
As the investigation into the
slaying apparently brought to light
no new clues to the killer, the
following
the
issued
governor
statement from his home:
"The statement of the police
commissioner that he is unfamiliar
with the work, coupled with the
pussy-footing policy of the police
in acting in major crimes, does not
tend to strengthen the confidence
of the people in the Boston police
department.
"The members of the police department are honest; intelligent,
capable and efficient. If properly
directed they can enforce the law
and promote the respect of the people for constituted authority.
"However, this is difficult if not
impossible, when the police commissioner owes his position to political chicanery."
Declaring there must be fear of
offending friends of the politicians
responsible for the appointment,
Governor Curley said "if there is
one department of government that
should be free of politics it is the
police department."
"Unless the police commissioner
resigns in the interim," the Governor concluded, "I can see no course
open to me other than to request
his removal at the Meeting of the
Council on Wednesday."
For the first time in the history
of the state police, that body was
injected into the investigation of a
crime in Boston.
Tonight, however, Captain John
F. Stokes, chief of detectives of
the state police, said the interest
of his department in the case had
ceased with his report to Commissioner Paul G. Kirk of the Department of Public Safety.
"We did what we were told to
do," he said, "and, unless we get
further orders, we will take no
further action. The solving of the
murder is up to the Boston police."
The state police were ordered into the case Friday night by Governor Curley, particularly to investigate what the Governor called
"the gambling angle" of the investigation. They found a full-fledged
gambling establishment on the
third floor of the building which ,
housed the Cosmos Club.
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GOV. CURLEY TO
DEMAND REMOVAL
i OF COM• LEONARD
Sudden Transfer of Police Capt,ains of Boston Department
Follows Threat.
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Order for Action
Comes When Suspect Is Freed

MURDER YET UNSOLVED
Curley Praises Boston Policemen, Says They Are Willing to
Do Duty When Directed. I
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GOVERNOR
ORDERS HUB
CLUB CLEANUP

Curley Bids High for Federal Funds Bu Wil
t
l
- Settle for Anything Say Gossips
. ..
Members of House Rebel Against Lan
gone's Leadership in Public Welfare

Order for Action
Comes When Suspect Is Freed
BOSTON,
—A special
message recommending the enactment of legislation authoriting
both state and municipal police to
enter without warrant all premises
utilized for assembly or other purposes, %tut be submitted on Monday to the Legislature by Goy.
Curley, he announced
A direct echo of the Cosmos club
shooting of Joseph P. "Red"
Sweeney, 42, early yesterday, the
proposed legislation is aimed by
the governor at night Out*, illegal
sales of liquor and narcotics, and
white slavery.
"It will be intereelng to know,"
stated Gov. Curley, 'now long toe
Cosmos club has been operating;
how long the Sportsmen's club
has been operating; the .ource of
police protection which they enjoyed; what police official had
i charge of the district in which
what ,
these two clubs operated;
Isteps the police commissioner pro- I
punl
thes
ehin
pose
take
In
e
to
g
s
1
' responsible for permitting wideopen (me' Won of the Sportsmen's
club; and how many additional
clubs are at present operating In '
Boston."
David J. "Beano" Breen, operator of the Cosmos club, and his
bartender, Daniel J. McCarthY•
were released by police this afternoon after warrants were refused ,n Municipal Court as accessories after the fact to the pistol murder of Swelney, club doorman.
Breen and McCarthy were among
• four men held by State and local
police for questioning.
The result of the first case in •
Boston in which State and local
Police worked resulted in a clash
over possesqlon of the .32 cal'bre
bullet which cut Sweeney
down
Police first refused to allow State
Ballistics experts to examine it. but
finally Capt. Charles J. Van Amburgh, state expert, was permitted
to examine he bullet. Following
the examination, the bullet
was
returned.
•
Meanwhile, Pollee Commissioner
Joseph J Leonard ordered two inIto toe soirm of
the
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Despite what you may hear to the
one
contrary, there will be only
racing
license granted for horse
.
House
within 50 miles of the State

longest
every indication of the
PREDICTED AND PREDICTIONS
Chatter"
session of the Legislature in the
As "Capitol Corridor
L.
history of the State.
nredioted, Dist.-Atty. Warren
Bishop of Middlesex County announced his candidacy for Gover
CHATTER
ing at a
speak
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1936,
State
in
nor
aring
soldierly-be
The
be- dinner in honor of one of his asHouse guard who alternates
Senate
sistants, a few days ago.
the
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tween the entran
While on the subject of "I told
E. R. A. OR P. W A?
and Gov. Curley's office is
lobby
were
trainso," another prophecy is that
you
r
forme
Some interesting facts
Lacy,
Al
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r
a brothe
(R)
mane public during a meeting of er of Jack Sharkey, Red Chapman Senator Henry Parkman, Jr. ate
last
be a candid
the State's fishing industry
.... He is Nicholas of Boston also will
others
and
next
week, which will give a better Lacy of Chelsea .... Although for State-wide office at the
picture of what IS going on in Senator James G. Moran of Mans- State election.
, is
His recent actions foretell his
Washington.
field, president of the Senate
nced
According to the Governor's 'a Republican, his secretary, who future plans. First, he annou
Harry
didn't want a comhe
that
ly
public
the
Senate
of
spokesman at the meeting,
la also secretary
when the
L. Hopkins, king-pin of President Committee on Rules, Johnny Nor- mittee chairmanship
Democratic coalition elected SenaFranklin D. Roosevelt's relief pro- ton, is a Boston Democrat.
Gov.
the tor Moran, president of the Senate.
gram. was quoted as telling the
Numerous members of both
wondering Second, he has become the radio
are
Curley during his last visit to
e
Senat
and
House
ll-directnation's capitol, that the future what position will be taken by spokesman for the Bushne
and, hence,
program as far as Federal relief Rep. Edward J. Kelley of Worces- ed Republican Club
the Curleyis concerned would be actual work. ter. when the roll is called on the will be the subject of
in retaliaprojects. This program is said to bill prohibiting the employment of Grant thrusts, perhaps,
ratic reprisals are
the
Democ
The
tion.
and
State
include getting away from
the
Remarried women by
who what Parkman is seeking.
present ERA program.
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in van of Chelsea, is Regist
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Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin.
Motor
LANGONE
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tion
legisla
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reality, if this
House bill 694, the petition
Senator Joseph A. Langone vows acted,
for the
men- Frank A. Goodwin, cells
is
vociferously daily that he will visit
Smith
"Al"
moThe name
a division of
all the State institutions within 10 tioned frequently in the Governor's establishment of nce within the
insura
days, if he has be make the trip office .... No, it is not Alfred E., tor vehicle
of Public Works, o'f
newspapermen.
ant messen- Department
accompanied by
'but Alfred L., an assistCongra
ry of Motor VehiRegist
on
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Commi
the
Joint
the
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which
d
instea
ger in the office ....
.
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a
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ed
Public
Goodwin
tions are being extend
House bill 995, another
It is of public interest to men- vance to Billy Dillon of Revere,
repeal the entire •
tion that members of the House clerk in the office of the Senate, proposal, would
e liability
compulsory motor vehicl
of Representatives, who are said
marriage late this month
his
ed.
so-call
upon
act,
leader
nce
s looking insura
to he revolting against his
Hill Features
.... Dillon is the seriou
(c) 1935 Beacon
ship, are included in the following
man with glassee who emu
young
of
(R)
Lasell
W.
list: Reps. John
Northbridge; Joseph, E. Thebergs
(R) of Pall River; Augustine Air-\1
ola (R) of Revere; Victor E. Rolander (R) of Worcester; VJjlLiam
A. Brown (R) of Abington; Mollie
A. Sweetser (R) of Reading; Joseph N. Roach (D) of North Adams; Joseph H. Downey (D) of
Brockton; Thomas P. Dillon (D)
of Cambridge; Katherine A. Foley
(D) of Lawrence and Francis X.
Coyne (D) of Boston.
incidentally,
Senator Lompoce,
is the man who started the Democratic filibuster, chiefly, because
he couldn't obtain his cherished
ambition from Senator Erland F.
'Fish (R), former president of the
'Senate, namely; the chairmanship
of the Committee on Public Works.
Senator Langone claims that his
'investigation will reveal shocking
'conditions that will result In an
extensive program of reforms and
reorganization.

Some of the Beacon Hill boys
termed the trip an auction, with
the Governor starting at the top
for
figure and willing to settle
whatever eventually will be allocated to Massachusetts and other
States.

)31146
When certain Legislators object
to condi/kiting hearings on bills
that have not been printed, there
must be some justification for such
An example is the
complaints.
'hearing the other day affecting
the people and taxpayers of Barnstable County.
This specific bill would authorise the County Commissioners to
borrow $198,000 for the purpose
of making payments; for land and
for the erection and equipment of
build I ngs.
Not a single taxpayer or interested citizen could obtain a copy of
the proposal at the State House.
The bill had not been printed.
The reason is not the fault of
e.ny State department, but the
system in filing bills Which alloWs
hundreds of ridiculous hills and
petitions to be filed by the simple
request of a Legislator or a citizen.
The result is that every one on
n ifltl is working overtime,
sad
3141$21ibeir of bnIs
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bers will
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lodge ottGlouces••
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ciation with
ter.
Past exalted rulers' night will 13(
ovserved this evening at the Elks.
----— -Almost

S

a Touch
Of Spring TOrlay
In the Blue Sli)

SEASON'S SPORTS1

, Dancing • rivulets of light lance•
a winter-wearied world this mornin
!
a and brought with them a touch o
Vi not too distant spring. Bathing th
1- lanciscape in a mass of light am
'shadow, the sunshine from the beam
a log face of Old Sol offered cheer
• strength to 'mildewed millions. WiC
the mercury fluttering at 28. at sun
", rise, it started a feeble trek tower
* the peak of the glass tube as t
<3! heating violet rays flicked about t
.air. The world had a spring in I
step as it set about its day's work.
7 Clouds are expected to gather th
afternoon. They will probably ha
'
J` around for a couple of days, bringi
with them a dash of snow or rain t
morrow
noofloL..31i

1
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Governor James M. Curley has struck at vice and gambling in
Boston
so vigorouslrlfte.14se-keffaacts of his blows may be felt
elsewhere than in
the big town. They say that already a lot of Boston
places have been
closed up and that telegraph and telephone authorities
are fighting shy
of horse places because they fear the effect of raiders'
axes on the costly
communication setups that have been located on some of
the betting
rooms. The war between the police powers and
unauthorized gaming is
' on. It promises to be a long and interesting
feud along a broad front.
a
o—o—o—o
Babe" Ruth is undoubtedly a natural athlete. He
fairly well and has done well at golf. He is plays baseball
somewhat of a
marksman. The other day in London he played
played criket for a long spell until he had to quit cricket. Ruth
because he had
an appointment with his wife for whose appointment
s he seems
to have a wholesome respect. The fellow who
was showing
Ruth what cricket is all about says that if he had
G. Herman
under his wing for two months he could make
him one of the
greatest cricket batsmen in the world. Still, Ruth
says he prefers baseball, It seems that a swell cricket player's
is about $40 a week and Ruth has been topping top salary
that figure
slightly for many a week at baseball.. When
"Babe" had finished crickereering the bat was a mess. Big chunks
were knocked
out of the end of it and he had broken the handle.
He wished
he could use a bat AS wide as that when playing
baseball. Cricket
players claim they can knock a ball 600 feet on
the
doubts it because he said the farthest he has ever fly. Ruth
slammed a
baseball was 559 feet.
o—o—o—o
SO THEY CALLED 'EM
• Loboes.
spanish word for wolf (lobo)
by Mrs. Hugh Cassidy (then Louise Lowber and was suggested in 1920
a student there) as a
suitable nickname for University of New Mexico
feared the wolf for his cunning and respected hisathletes. Early settlers
prowess.
o—o—o-0
FISH STORY
Portland, Me. (AP)—Landlubbers seeing a lone
Casco bay fisherman pull alongside a fish pier with a horse-maker
from 500 to 1000 pounds in his dory wonder how el weighing
he ever managed to lift the giant fish into the boat. The
ingenious fellows
have a method all their own. After they've lanced
their fish and
the death flurry is over, they haul the dory
alongside the motorboat from which they fish, make it fast, and pull
the dory plug.
A fisherman's dory will fill to the gunwales
without sinking. So
they tow the carcass over the dory, fasted it,
then pump the
dory dry.

The NewbUryport turnpike is again '
in the limelight, because of its human
slaughter record. It is credited with '
being the scene of more fatal automobile accidents than any other
highway in the State of Massachusetts. That fact alone should be sufficient to compel immediate action
on the part of Governor Curley, and ,
whatever legislativethority is
deemed necessary.
However, the great need for the
Fufticitflt and complete widening of
this through route, trunk line between Boston. New Hampshire and
Maine towns and cities, is recognized
by the State Department of Public
Works. That division of State activities has submitted to the chief
PULL GETS MEN JOBS
executive of Ma-sachusetts the need
Berkeley, Cal. (AP)—Coach Ky Ebright, whose
crews have twice won
for the expenditure of $5,000,000 in ..
1 renown in Olympic games, is fond
of telling his rookies they are trying
transforming the Newburyport turnout for the "only athletic team at the
University of California on which
pike from the "killer" category, to
a pull will get them a berth." He hopes his
oarsmen will win a third time
the zone of broad highway safety. It
at Berlin.
•
is sincerely hoped that Governor
0-0-0-0
Curley may be successful in obtainIt seems now that the 1940 Olympic games
will
ing sufficient federal funds for this
Japan. They were scheduled for Rome in be held at Tokio,
laudable purpose with. as little loss
strutter has waived Italy's claim and Nippon 1940 but the big
is next in line. So
of time as possible. It is really a
Japan is already planning to set up
a gigantic
life-saving project. It is well known
island in Tokio bay. That ought to make a nice stadium on an
for anybody who
that the turnpike killings 1-s...e been
can afford to take about six weeks off in
1940.
chiefly due to the pre,ent narrow
to look ahead. By that time prosperity will That is a long way
be back or we will
lanes of traffic. But it is also true
be used to what we have been getting.
Meanwhile the preparathat it will be necessary to ir.augurate
tions for the German Olympics of 1936 are
They will be held at Berlin where they were well under way.
the strictest of speed regulations in
supposed
order that the turnpike may be made
been held 20 years before. The 1916 Berlin Olympiad to have
was cansafe for all motorists and any illcelled because at that time Europe was up to its neck
in the
advised pedestrian, who venture into
World war.
the path of traffic.
o—o—o--o
Many of the High school fives will be busy tomorrow.
State engineers, under the direcBrockton at St.
John's
Public
Board
of
State
the
tion of
strikes us as an unusual booking. Haverhill plays at Salem. Lawrence goes to Gloucester. Danvers High plays at Manchester.
Work;. have mapped out a plan for
day Classical plays at Beverly and Peabody plays at Lynn Wednesa six-lane modern highway, built
English.
Dummer plays at Andover.
with an e4aecial view to adequate
safety. It was within the past quar0-0-0-0
It is about time for Harvard to give Dick Harlow
ter of a century that the Newburyanother banquet...
Joe Lapchick used to get $10.000 a year as a basketball
port turnpike was cement-surfaced
man with the
Original Celtics . He still manages and plays but
to a width of 18 feet. This was later
does not play much
..Wrineer what ever happened
increased to 20 feet. Some years ago,
Johnny Beckman of the Celtics)
Grover Cleveland Alexander has applied for the
It was doubled and modernized. In
job as manager of the
El Paso team of the Texas league .. That
the meantime motor traffic increased
James Paraska who was injured in a bout with Joie Kemp Friday was still
about tenfold. Today this route
unconscious last night
...They are talking of a community bus at the
that many wise motorists shun is just
Willows ..The street
railway would probably favor the idea... Voyer
about onc-third as wide as necessary
scored 2-0-4 for N. U.
frosh
in
the
win over Huntington Saturday. . Bialkowski,
to care for the volume of traffic that
also of Salem,
led the varsity of Northeastern with 3-28
Increases with the return of every
but his tea mlost to Lowell
Textile
32 to 30. H. Morse got five points, . 13 years
summe season. Dwellers in Essex
ago next month
when the Hon. James M. Curley came to Salem
county should be vitally interested in
to be present at the
burning of the mortgage on the Elks home Lieut.
a project that rung smack through
John F. Corrigan of
this c:ty saluted Mr. Curley as future governor
many thriving Essex county towns
of Massachusetts.. Mr.
Curley asked about Mr. Corrigan then. .They
and cities.
meet again soon ..We do
lay a dime each on the rabbit's nose...
Whooziss claims Roger Conant
not bet on the horses but when the dog
races start up R. J. C. and I will
makes a swell traffic cop ..No word of
late from the Hon. John F,
Hurley. He may beat off the Grim Reaper
again as he has done before
, ..That monument of his at St.
Mary's
15 years . This department, in 22 wars,cemetery has been there almost
of tickets and is now probably in wrong has given away $15,000 worth
more w;th those who did not
get them than in right with thoAe
George S. La Porte will
probably be in charge of the works who did
at the North Shore outdoors plant
this sepsor.
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ID
UNSOLVED SLAYING IN
HUB LEADS CURLEY TOEY
SEE,j( LEONARD'S JOB"
mer

VIMSOIVCCI

Threatens to Remove
Leader Unless He
Resigns
CHOICE OF ELY
Police Commissioner in
Boston Rouses Ire of
4
Governr
BOSTON, Feb: 10. (Th.--The unsolved slaying of Joseph P." (Red)
Sweeney in a South End club Friday morning, tonight tesulted in a
drastic shakeup of Boston's higher
police officials, arid an ultimatum
from Governor James M. Curley
that Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard resign or be removed.
The police shakeup, ordered tonight by Commissioner Leonard,
and effective immediately, resulted
in the transfer OA six superior officers, a sergeant and five plain
clothes men.
To Seek Removal.
Immediately afttr the order was
issued, however, Governor Curley
announced that if the commissioner
; had not resigned by Wednesday, he
,. ould request his removal at a
1 ; i setins of the Executive Council
that day. The governor has
on '
sought the removal of Leonard since
the day he became chief executive
of the state. Leonard, a former
chairman of the Boston Finance
commission was named police commissioner by former Governor Joseph B. Ely in the closing days of his
regime. Leonard succeeded Eugene
C. Hultman, who resigned to Ilecome chairman of the Metropolitan
District commission.
Sweeney, in ex-convict, was employed as a doonnan at the Cosmos
Club and was last seen early Friday morning by Sadie Perry, an
entertainer at the club, police said,
standing against a wall, faced by a
group of men. Shot and beaten to
death, his body was brought to City
hospital by David J. (Beeno) Breen,
reputedly one of the operatjs of
--CONTINUED ON PACi

i

Slaying in Boston Club

BOSTON, Feb. 10 (')—The
un- McDevitt, to keep night clubs under
solved slaying of Joseph
P. (Red) constant surveillance.
Sweeney in a South End club
Governor Issues Statement
Friday
As the investigation into the slaymorning, tonight resulted in
a drastic ing
apparently brought to light
shakeup of Boston's
no
higher police new clues to the
killer, the governor
officials and an ultima
tum from Gov- issued the follow
ing statement from
ernor James M. Curley
that Police his home:
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonar
d
re"The
statement of the police comsign or be removed.
missioner that he
The police shakeup, ordere
d tonight the work, couple is unfamiliar with
by Commissioner Leonar
d with the pussyd, and ef- footing policy
fective immediately, resulte
of the police in acting
d in the in major
crimes, does not tend to
transfer of six superior
officers, a strengthen
the confidence of the
sergeant and five plain
clothes men. people
hi the Boston police departImmediately after the order
was
ment.
issued, hoaever, Governor
Curley an"The members of the police depart
nounced that if the
commissioner ment
are honest, intelligent, capable
had not resigned by
Wednesday he
and efficient. If properly direct
would request his remova
ed
l at a they
can enforce the law and promeeting of the executive
council on
mote the respect of the people
that day. The governor
for
has
the removal of Leonard since sought constituted E.uthority.
the day
he became chief execut
"Howe
ver,
:his is difficult if not imive of the
state. Leonard, a former
possible, when tne police commissionchairman
of the Boston finance
er owes his position to
political
commission
was named police commis
chicanery."
sioner by
former Governor Joseph B. Ely
Declaring there must be fear of
in the
ofclosing day of his regime.
fending friends of the politicians
Leonard
resucceeded Eugene C. Hultman
sponsible for the appointment,
who
Govresigned to become chairman
ernor
Curley
said
"if
there
is one deof the
Metropolitan district commission.
partment of government that should
Sweeney, an ex-convict, was
be
free
of
politic
s
it
is
the police deemployed as a doorman at the
Cosmos partment."
Club and was last seen early
"Unles
s
the
police
commissioner reFriday
morning by Sadie Perry,
an enter- signs in the interim," the governor
tainer at the club, police said,
conclu
ded,
"I
can see no course open
standing against a wall, faced by
to me other than to request
his reof men. Shot and beaten a group moval at the
to death,
meeting of the council
his body was brought to
on
Wedne
sday."
City hospit
by David J. (Beeno) Breen, repute al
For the first time in the histor
dly
y of
one of the operators of the
the
state police, that body was
Cosmos
inclub, and a club bar tender
jected
into the investigation of a
and a
taxi-driver in the latter's cab.
crime in Boston.
The police transfers resulted
Tonight, however, Captain
in
John F.
the placing of two captains
"at the Stokes. chief of detectives of the
Warren avenue station, which
com- state police, said the interest of his
mands the district where the
crime department in the case had ceased
occurred. Captain Joseph Macki
n- with his report to
Commissioner
son remained on day duty
there but Paul G. Kirk of the department
of
Captain James F. Daley of the
West public safety.
Roxbury station
was transferred
-We did what we were
told to do,"
there for night duty. His place
was he said, "and, tallow we get
further
taken by Captain Thomas F. Gleavy orders
.
,
we
will
take no further action.
who was in charge of the
police The solving of the murder
is up to
school at police headquarters.
the Boston police."
Lieutenant William G. Donovan of
The state police were ordere
d into
the Warren avenue station was
moved the case Friday night by
to East Boston, and Lieute
Cs.ivernor
nant Max Curley., particularly to
investigate
Phormer was brought back from
the what. the governor called "the
Back Bay station to replace
gamhim.
the investigation.
Seven other officers were trans- bling angle" of
They found a ful-fiedged
ferred to headquarters to form
gambling
a establishment on the third
"flying squadron" under
floor of
command the building which
housed
the Cosmos
Assistant Superintendent James
I club.
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RONAN IS APPOINTED 735
MEMBER OF CURLEY'S ;- mmezei -CRIME COMMISSION'S SPORTS
James J. Ronan of this city, firm,
This commission was appointed a
assistant attorney-general, has been iew weeks ago and since that time its urley he$ *truck at vice and gambling in Boston
appointed a member of Gov. Curley's members have been working quietly Wefts of his blows may be felt elsewhere than in
crime commission, to observe crime Assembling data on Boston condi• ay that already a lot of Boston places have
been
conditions in Boston.
tons. Gov. Curley has called a meet- egraph and teephone authorities are fighting shy
Gov. Curley revealed that he has a ng of his crime commission for to- ?. thinEleikT
the effect of raiders' axes on the costly
crime commission investigating con- norrow and its report is expected t
th 'lave been located on some of the bettim;
ditions, for the first time over the )e sensational and far more reachin=.,en
j'police powers and unauthorized gaming is
weekend. The fact was brought to :Ilan the state police report ambita ió*gand interesting feud along a broad front.
light as the result of the furore ecl Saturday by Commissioner
of
caused by the murder at the Cosmos ?ublic Safety Paul
G. Kirk.
club in Boston last week.
Prof. Simpson was a member c:loub*lly a natural athlete. He plays baseball
This committee is composed of Gov. Ely's fact-finding
body. Ass! as ddhe well at golf. He is somewhat of a
Atty.-Gen. Paul A. Dever, First Asst. Atty-Gen. Fielding
prosecuted throther„ day in London he played cricket. Ruth
Atty.-Gen. James J. Ronan, Asst former governor's
ousters
in the Boy- lortarell until he had to quit because he had
Atty.-Gen. Henry P. Fielding, Atty. :on Finance
b ' wife for whose appointments he seems
John P. Feeney and Prof. Frank L. Atty. Gen. commission. while Asst
Ronan
was
counsel
for some respect. The fellow who was
Simpson of Boston university.
:Ely's crime commission.
showing
_
t is all about says that if he had G. Herman
tamer ni ....a .or two months he could make him one of
the
greatest cricket batsmen in the world. Still, Ruth says he preITEM
fers baseball. It seems that a swell cricket player's top salary
Lynn, Mass.
is about $40 a week and Ruth has been topping that figure
slightly for many a week at baseball.. When "Babe" had finished crickereering the bat was a mess. Big chunks were knocked
out of the end of it and he had broken the handle. He wished
he could use a bat as wide as that when playing baseball. Cricket
players claim they can knock a ball 600 feet on the fly. Ruth
doubts it because he said the farthest he has ever slammed a
NEWBURYPORT TURNPIKE.
baseball was 559 feet.
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The Newburyport turnpike is again'
human
In the limelight, because of its
slaughter record. It is credited with
being the scene of more fatal automobile accidents than any other
highway ito the State of Massachusetts. That fact alone should be sufficient to compel immediate action
on the part of Governor Curley, and
whatever legislative--"Alfthority is
deemed necessary.
However, the great need for the
:ufficient and complete widening of
this through route, trunk line between Boston. New Hampshire and
Maine towns and cities, is recognized
by the State Department of Public
Works. That division of State activities has submitted to the chief
executive of Mvsachusetts the need
for the expenditure of $5,000,000 in
transforming the Newburyport turnpike from the "killer" category, to
the zone of broad highway safety. It
is sincerely hoped that Governor
Curley may be successful in obtaining sufficient federal funds for this
laudable purpose with. as little loss
of time as possible. It is really a
life-saving project. It is well known
that the turnpike killings rft.e been
chiefly due to the prerent narrow
lanes of traffic. But it is also trup e
'
that it will be necessary to tr.augurat,
the strictest of speed regulat:cws In :
•• • -••••..,• he made

CP-0-0-0

SO THEY CALLED 'EM
Loboes. TSe spanish word for wolf (lobo) was suggested in
1920
by Mrs. Hugh Cassidy (then Louse Lowber and a student
there) as a
suitable nickname for University of New Mexico athletes.
Early settlers
feared the wolf for his cunning and respected his prowess.
0-0-0-0

FISH STORY
Portland, Me. (AP)—Landlubbers seeing a lone Casco
bay fisherman pull alongside a fish pier with a horse-makerel
weighing
from 500 to 1000 pounds in his dory wonder how
he ever managed to lift the giant fish into the boat. The ingenious fellows
have a method all their own. After they've lanced their
fish and
the death flurry is over, they haul the dory alongside the
motorboat from which they fish, make it fast, and pull the
dory plug.
A fisherman's dory will fill to the gunwales without
sinking. So
they tow the. carcass over the dory, fasted it, then pump
the
dory dry.
PULL GETS MEN JOBS
Berkeley, Cal. (AP)—Coach Ky Ebright, whose crews
have twice won
renown in Olympic games, is fond of telling his rookies
they are trying
out for the "only athletic team at the University of California
on which
a pull will get them a berth." He hopes his oarsmen will
win a third time
at Berlin.
•

0-0-0-0

It seems now that the 1940 Olympic games will be
held at Tokio,
Japan. They were scheduled for Rome in 1940 but
the big
strutter has waived Italy's claim and Nippon is next in
line.
Japan is already planning to set up a gigantic staci'urn on So
island in Tokio bay. That ought to make a nice for anybody an
who
can afford to take about six weeks off in 1940. That is a long way
to look ahead. By that time prw,perity will he
or
hack
we will
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Threatens to Remove
Leader Unless He
Resigns
CHOICE OF ELY
Police Commissioner in
Boston Rouses Ire of
Governr
-_-___.--

BOSTON, Feb.. 10. (.Pi.—The unsolved slaying of Joseph P (Red) .
Sweeney in a South End club Friday morning, tonight tesulted in a
drastic shakeup of Boston's higher
police officials, and an ultimatum
from Governor James M. Curley
that Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard resign or be removed.
The police shakeup, ordered tonight by Commissioner Leonard,
and effective immediately, resulted
in the transfer OS six superior officers, a sergeant and five plain
clothes men.
To Seek Removal.
Immediately anti' the order was
issued, however, Governor Curley
announced that if the commissioner
had not resigned by Wednesday, he
ulil request his removal at a
lug of the Executive Council
on that day. The governor has
sought the removal of Leonard since
the day he became chief executive
of the state. Leonard, a former
chairman of the Boston Finance
commission was name.1 police commissioner by former Governor Joseph B. Ely in the closing days of his
regime. Leonard succeeded Eugene
C. Hultman, who resigned to oecome chairman of the Metropolitan
District commission.
Sweeney, an ex-convict, was employed as a door:nen at the Cosmos
Club and was last seen early Friday morning by Sadie Perry, an
entertainer at the club, police said,
standing against a wall, faced by a
group of men. Shot and beaten to
death, his body was brought to City
hospital by David J. (Beeno) Breen,
of
reputedly one of the operat
CONTINUED ON PAG
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ROLSTON, Feb. 10 (P)—T
he un- McDevitt, to keep night
clubs under
solved slaying of Joseph
P. (Red) constant surveillance.
Sweeney in a South End
Governor Issues Statement
club Friday
As the investigation into the slaymorning, tonight resulted
in a drastic ing
apparently brought to light no
shakeup of Boston's
higher police new clues to the
killer, the governor
officials and an ultimatum
from Gov- issued the following
ernor James M. Curley
statement from
that Police his home:
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonar
d
re"The
statem
ent of the police cornsign or be removed.
missictier that he is unfamiliar
The police shakeup, ordere
with
d tonight the work,
coupled with the pussyby Commissioner Leonar
d, and ef- footing policy
fective immediately, resulte
of the police in acting
d in the in major
crimes, does not tend to
transfer of six superior
officers, a strengthen
the confidence of the
sergeant and five plain clothes
men. people in the
Boston police departImmediately after the order
was
ment.
issued, however, Governor
Curley an"The members of the police depart
nounced that if the
commis
had not resigned by Wedne sioner ment are honest, intelligent, capable
sday he and
efficient. If properly directed
would request his remova
l at a
they can enforce the law and
meeting of the executive
procouncil on
mote the respect of the people
that day. The governor
for
has sought
constituted authority.
the removal of Leonard since
the day
he became chief executive
"However, this is difficult if not imof the
state. Leonard, a former
possible, when the police commis
sionchairman er
of the Boston finance
owes his position to politic
commission
al
chicanery."
was named police commis
sioner by
former Governor Joseph B.
Declar
ing there must be fear of ofEly in the
closing day of his regime.
Leonard fending friends of the politicians resucceeded Eugene C. Hultm
sponsib
le for the appointment, Govan who
resigned to become chairman
of the ernor Curley said "if there is one deMetropolitan district commission.
partment of government that should
Sweeney, an ex-convict, was
be free of politics it is the police
emdeployed as a doorman at the
Cosmos partment."
club and was last seen early
"Unles
s
the
police
commissioner reFriday
morning by Sadie Perry, an
enter- signs in the interim," the governor
tainer at the club, police said,
conclu
ded,
"I
can
see
standno course open
ing against a wall, faced by
a group to me other than to request his reof men. Shot and beaten to
moval
at
the
meeting of the council
death.
his body was brought to
City hospita on Wednesday."
by David J. (Beeno) Breen, repute l
For
the
first time in the history of
dly
one of the operators of the
Cosmos the state police, that body was inclub, and a club bar tender
jected
into the investigation of
and a
a
taxi-driver in the latter's cab.
crime in Boston.
The police transfers resulted
Tonight, however, Captain John
in
P.
the placing of two captains
atthe Stokes, chief of detectives of the
Warren avenue station, which
state
police, said the interest of
comhis
mands the district where the
crime department in the case had ceased
occurred. Captain Joseph Mackin
With his report to
Commissioner
son remained on day duty there
but Paul G. Kirk of the department
of
Captain James F. Daley of the
West public safety,
Roxbury station
was transferred
"We did what we were
told to do."
there for night duty. His place
was he said,
taken by Captain Thomas F. Gleavy orders. "and, unless we get further
.
we
will
take
no
further action.
who was in charge of the
police The solving of the murder
is up to
school at police headquarters.
the Boston police."
Lieutenant William G. Donovan of
The state police were ordere
d Into
the Warren avenue station WAS moved
the case Friday night by
to East Boston, and Lieutenant
Governor
Max Curley. particularly to
investigate
Phormer was brought back from
the what. the governor called
"the gamBack Bay station to replace him.
bling
angle" of the
Seven other officers were
trans- They found a ful-fle investigation.
dged gambling
ferred to headquarters to form
a establishment on the
third floor of
"flying squadion" under comma
nd the building which housed
the Cosmos
Assistant Superintendent James
club.
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UNSOLVED SLAYING IN
HUB LEADS CURLEY TO rny
SEEj( LEONARD'S JOBH"
ier'
Threatens to Remove
Leader Unless He
Resigns
CHOICE OF ELY
Police Commissioner in
Boston Rouses Ire of
Gov ernr
BOSTON, Feb. 10. (.--The unsolved slaying of Joseph P (Red)
Sweeney in a South End club Friday morning, tonight tesulted in a
drastic shakeup of Boston's higher
police officials, and an ultimatum
from Governor James M. Curley
that Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard resign or be removed.
The police shakeup, ordered tonight by Commissioner Leonard,
and effective immediately, resulted
in the transfer os six superior officers, a sergeant and five plain
clothes men.
To Seek Removal.
Immediately after the order was
issued, however, Governor Curley
announced that if the commissioner
had not resigned by Wednesday, he
%.ould request his removal at a
imeting of the Executive Council
on that day. The governor has
sought the removal of Leonard since
the day he became chief executive
of the state. Leonard, a former
chairman of the Boston Finance
commission was named police commissioner by former Governor Joseph B. Ely in the closing days of his
legime. Leonard succeeded Eugene
C. Iildtmati, who resigned to become chairman of the Metropolitan
District commission.
Sweeney, in ex-convict, was employed as a doorman at the Cosmos
Club and was last seen early Friday morning by Sadie Perry, an
entertainer at the club, police said,
standing against a wall, faced by a
group of men. Shot and beaten to
death. his body was brought to City
hospital by David J (Beeno) Breen,
of
reputedly one of the operat
--- -0
CONTINUED ON PAG
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Slaying in Boston Club

BOSTON, Feb. 10 (JP)—T
he un- McDevitt, to keep night clubs
under
solved slaying of Joseph
P. (Red) constant surveillance.
Sweeney in a South End
Govern
or
Issues Statement
club Friday
As the investigation into the slaymorning, tonight resulted in
a drastic ing
appare
ntly
brought to light no
shakeup of Boston's
higher police new clues to the
killer, the governor
officials and an ultimatum
from Gov- Issued the follow
ing statement from
ernor James M. Curley
that Police his home:
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonar
d re"The statement of the police cornsign or be removed.
missicner that he is unfamiliar
The police shakeup, ordere
with
d tonight the work,
coupled with the pussyby Commissioner Leonar
d, and ef- footing policy
fective immediately, resulte
of the police in acting
d in the in major
crimes, does not tend to
transfer of six superior
officers, a strengthen
sergeant and five plain
the confidence of the
clothes men. people
in the Boston police departImmediately after the order
was
ment.
issued, however, Governor
Curley an"The members of the police depart
nounced that if the
commissioner ment
had not resigned by
are honest, intelligent, capable
Wednesday he
and efficient. If properly directe
would request his remova
d
l at a
they can enforce the law and
meeting of the executive
procouncil on
mote the respect of the people
that day. The governor
for
has sought
the removal of Leonard
constituted authority.
since the day
he became chief execut
"Howev
er,
this is difficult if not tinive of the
state. Leonard, a former
possible, when the police
commissionchairman er
of the Boston finance
owes his position to politic
commission
al
was named police
chican
ery."
commissioner by
former Governor Joseph B.
Declaring there must be fear of
Ely in the
ofclosing day of his regime
. Leonard fending friends of the politicians resucceeded Eugene C. Hultm
sponsib
le
for
the
appoin
tment,
an who
Govresigned to become chairman
of the ernor Curley said "if there is one deMetropolitan district commis
partme
nt
of
govern
ment
sion.
that should
Sweeney, an ex-convict, was
be free of politics it is the police
emdeployed as a doorman at the
partme
nt."
Cosmos
club and was last seen
"Unles
s
the
police
early Friday
commissioner remorning by Sadie Perry, an
enter- signs in the interim," the governor
tainer at the club, police said,
conclu
ded,
"I
can see no course open
standing against a wall, faced
by a group to me other than to request his reof men. Shot and beaten
moval
at
the meeting of the council
to death,
his body was brought to City
hospita on Wednesday."
by David J. (Beeno) Breen, repute l
For
the first time in the history
dly
of
one of the operators of the
Cosmos the state police, that body was inclub, and a club bar tender
jected
into the investigation of a
and a
taxi-driver in the latter's cab.
crime in Boston.
The police transfers resulted
Tonight, however, Captain John
in
F.
the placing of two captai
ns'at the Stokes, chief of detectives of the
Warren avenue station, which
com- state police, said the interest of his
mands the district where the
crime department in the case had ceased
occurred. Captain Joseph Mackin
- With his report to
Commissioner
son remained on day duty there
but Paul G. Kirk of the department
of
Captain James F. Daley of the
West public safety.
Roxbury station
was transferred
"We did what we were
told to do,"
there for night duty. His place
was he said.
taken by Captain Thomas F. Gleavy orders, "and, unless we get further
.
we
will
take no further action.
who was in charge of the
police The solving of the murder
is UP to
school at police headquartPrs.
the Boston police."
Lieutenant William G. Donovan of
The state police were
ordered into
the Warren avenue station was
moved the case Friday night by
to East Boston, and Lieutenant
Governor
Max Curley. particularly to
investigate
Phormer was brought back from
the what the governor called
"the gamBack Bay station to replace him.
bling angle" of
the investigation.
Seven other officers were
trans- They found a
ful-fledged gambling
erred to headquarters to form
a establishment. on the
third floor of
"flying squadron" under comma
nd the building which
housed the Cosmos
Assistant Superintendent James
club.
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RONAN IS APPOINTED
MEMBER OF CURLEY'S
CRIME COMMISSION

tss.
1935

s SPORTS

James J. Ronan of this city. first This commission
was appointed a
Curley his struck at vice and gambling in 13ostor
assistant attorney-general, has been 'ew weeks ago
and since that time its...Kees. of
appointed a member of Gov. Curley's nembers have
his blows may be felt elsewhere than in
been working quietly,
crime commission, to observe crime assembling data on
r say that already a lot of Boston places have been
Boston
condi,
conditions in Boston.
ions. Gov. Curley has called a meet- :egraph mad telephone authorities are fighting shy
Gov. Curley revealed that he has a ng of his crime
commission for to-PC thex,feas the effect of raiders axes on the costly
crime commission investigating con- sorrow
and its report is expected to
thst/tave been located on some of the bettin,
ciltlons, for the first time over the le
sensational and far more reaching ' en OS police powers and
weekend. The fact was brought to ban the
unauthorized gaming is
state
pollee
report
sumbit-be
a ldog and interesting feud along a broad front.
light as the result of the furore 'eel
caused by the murder at the Cosmos TublicSaturday by Commissioner of ,t''
Safety Paul G. Kirk.
t•
club in Boston last week.
adoubtpd' ly a natural athlete. He plays baseball
Prof. Simpson was a member
,-,-- has
This committee is composed of )ov.
Ely's fact-finding body. A -• o.. dOtie well at golf. He is somewhat of a
Atty.-Gen. Paul A. Dever, First Asst.
Atty-Gen. Fielding prosecuted ,,,, i
her day in London he played cricket. Ruth
Atty.-Gen. James J. Ronan. Asst. former
governor's ousters in the B.- - a 1" ;spell until he had to quit because he had
Atty.-Gen. Henry P. Fielding, Atty. :en
Finance
commission. while A- -with
wife for whose appointments he seems
John P. Feeney and Prof. Frank L.
Atty. Gen. Ronan was counsel t• :esorn6
Simpson of Boston university.
' espect. The fellow who was showing
crime
!Mrs
commission.
--,
.ct is all about says that if he had G. Herman
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NEWBURYPORT TURNPIKE.

'

again'
The Newburyport turnpike is
human
its
of
because
limelight,
In the
slaughter record. It is credited with
autobeing the scene of more fatal
mobile accidents than any other
highway In the State of Massachu-

setts. That fact alone should be sufficient to compel immediate action
on the part of Governor Curley, and
whatever legislative'nfffthority is
deemed necessary.
However, the great need for the
lifficient and complete widening of
this through route, trunk line between Boston. New Hampshire and
Maine towns and cities, is recognized
by the State Department of Public
Works. That division of State activities has submitttd to the chief

executive of Ma<sachusetts the need

•

for the expenditure of $5.000,000 in
transforming the Newburyport turnpike from the "killer" category, to
the zone of broad highway safety. It
Is sincerely hoped that Governor
Curley may be successful in obtaining sufficient federal funds for this
laudable purpose with. as little loss
of time as possible. It is really a

life-saving project. It is well known
that the turnpikc killings to,e been
chiefly due to the pment nirrow
lanes of traffic. But, it is also true
that it will be necessary to ti:augurate
the strictest of speed regulatimis in
Si. made
•--

for two months he could make him one of the
greatest cricket batsmen in the world. Still, Ruth says he prefers baseball. It seems that a swell cricket player's top salary
is about $40 a week and Ruth has been topping that figure
slightly for many a week at baseball., When "Babe" had finished crickereering the bat was a mess. Big chunks were knocked
out of the end of it and he had broken the handle. He wished
he could use a bat as wide as that when playing baseball. Cricket
players claim they can knock a ball 600 feet on the fly. Ruth
doubts it because he said the farthest he has ever slammed a
baseball was 559 feet.
o—o—o—o
SO THEY CALLED 'EM
Loboes. TSe spanish word for wolf (lobo) was suggested in 1920
by Mrs. Hugh Cassidy (then Louise Lowber and a student
there) as a
suitable nickname for University of New Mexico athletes. Early
settlers
feared the wolf for his cunning and respected his prowess.
o—o—o—o
FISH STORY
Portland, Me. (AP)—Landlubbers seeing a lone Casco bay
fisherman pull alongside a fish pier with a horse-makerel weighing
from 500 to 1000 pounds in his dory wonder how he ever
managed to lift the giant fish into the boat. The ingenious fellows
have a method all their own. After they've lanced their fish
and
the death flurry is over, they haul the dory alongside the motorboat from which they fish, make it fast, and pull the dory
plug.
A fisherman's dory will fill to the gunwales without sinking.
So
they tow the carcass over the dory, fasted it, then pump
the
dory dry.
o—o—o—o
PULL GETS MEN JOBS
Berkeley, Cal. (AP)—Coach Ky Ebright, whose crews have twice
won
renown in Olympic games, is fond of telling his rookies they
out for the "only athletic team at the University of California are trying
on which
a pull will get them a berth." He hopes his oarsmen will win
a third time
at Berlin.
•
o—o—o—o
It seems now that the 1940 Olympic games will be held

)

at Tokio,
Japan. They were scheduled for Rome in 1940 but
the big
strutter has waived Italy's claim and Nippon is next
in line. So
japan is already planning *o set up a gigantic stadium
on an
island in Tokio hay. That ought to make a nice for anybody
who
can afford to take about six weeks off in 1940. That is a long way
to look phead. Hy that time pro. peritv will
he hack or we will
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UNSOLVED SLAYING IN
TO
CURLEY
LEADS
HUB
SEEK LEONARD'S JOB

LEONARD MUST RESIGN OR
BE REMOVED SAYS CURLEY

CONTINUED

•

barthe Cosmos Club, and a club
tender and a taxi-driver in the latter's cab.
The police transfers resulted in
the
the placing of two captains at
Warren avenue station, which commands the district where the crime
occurred. Capt. Joseph MacKinnon
remained on (lay duty there but
Capt. James F. Daley of the West
Roxbury station was transferred
there for night duty. His place was
Gleavy,
taken by Capt. Thomas h'.
police
who was in charge of the
school at police headquarters.
Lt. William D. Donovan of the
Warren Avenue station was moved
Phoro East Boston, and Lt. Max
Back
mer was brought from the
.:ty station to replace him.
0.aers Transferred.
Seven other officers were transa
termed to headquarters to form
"flying squadron" under command
McDevitt, to
ot Asst. Supt. James
constant
lieep night clubs under
surveillance.
As the investigation into the slaylight no
ing apparently brought to
governor
new clues to the killer, the
issued the following statement from
his home:
"The statement of the police
conitnissioner that he is unfamiliar
the
with the work, coupled with
pussy-footing policy of the police in
not
acting in major crimes, does
of
tend to strengthen the confidence
dethe people in the Boston Police
partment.
de"'The members of the Police
partment are honest; intelligent,
capable and efficient. If properly
directed tlry can enforce the law
peoand promote the respect of the
ple for constituted authority.
"However, this is difficult if not
impossible, when the police compo- ,
missioner owes his position to
chicanery."
litical
Declaring there must he fear of
politicians
offending friends of the
1
responsible for the appointment,
is
Governor Curley said, "If there
government that
\ one department of
is the 1
should be free of politics it
1
Police department."
''Unless the police commissioner
govthe
interim,"
resigns in the
no
ernor concluded: "r can see
course open to me other than to
request his removal at the meeting
of the council on Wednesday."
For the first time in the history
of the state police, that body was
Injected into the investigation of a
crime in Boston.
!
Interest Ceases.
Tonight, however, Capt. John F.
Stokes, chief of detectives of the
state police, said the interest of his i
department in the case has ceased 1
i
with his report to Commissioner
Paul G. Kirk of the Department of
Public Safety.
"We did what we wete told to
do," he said, "And, unless we get .
furthet orders, we will take no further action. The solving of the
murder is up to the Bostoa police."
The state police were ordered into
the case Friday night by Governor
Curley, particularly to investigate
what the governor called "the
gambling angle" of the investigation. They found -a full-fledged
gambling establishment on the third
floor of the building which housed
the Cosmos Club.

\

MOIR

Gov. Issues Ultimatum as Commissioner
Orders Police Shakeup Over Unsolved
Slaying in Boston Club
BOSTON, Feb. 10 (Q)—The un- McDevitt, to keep night clubs under
solved slaying of Joseph P. (Red) constant surveillance.
Governor Issues Statement
Sweeney in a South End club Friday
As the investigation into the slaymorning, tonight resulted in a drastic ing
apparently brought to light no
shakeup of Boston's higher Police new clues to the killer, the governor
officials and an ultimatum from Gov- issued the following statement from
ernor James M. Curley that Police his home:
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard re"The statement of the police comsign or be removed.
missioner that he is unfamiliar with
The police shakeup, ordered tonight the work, coupled with the pussyby Commissioner Leonard, and ef- footing policy of the police
in acting
fective immediately, resulted in the in major crimes, does
not tend to
transfer of six superior officers, a strengthen the confidence
of the
sergeant and five plain clothes men. people in the
Boston police departImmediately after the order was ment.
issued, however, Governor Curley an"The members of the police departnounced that if the commissioner ment are honest,
intelligent, capable
had not resigned by Wednesday he
and efficient. If properly directed
would request his removal at a
they can enforce the law and promeeting of the executive council on
that day. The governor has sought mote the respect of the people for
constituted authority.
the removal of Leonard since the day
"However, this is difficult if not imhe became chief executive of the
state. Leonard, a former chairman possible, when the police commissionof the Boston finance commission er owes his position to political
was named police commissioner by chicanery."
Declaring there must be fear of offormer Governor Joseph B. Ely in the
closing day of his regime. Leonard fending friends of the politicians resucceeded Eugene C. Hultman who sponsible for the appointment, Gov- ,
resigned to become chairman of the ernor Curley said "if there is one department of government that should
Metropolitan district commission.
Sweeney, an ex-convict, was em- be free of politics it is the police deployed as a doorman at the Cosmos partment."
"Unless the police commissioner reclub and was last seen early Friday
morning by Sadie Perry, an enter- signs in the interim," the governor
tainer at the club, police said, stand- concluded, "I can see no course open
ing against a wall, faced by a group to me other than to request his reof men. Shot and beaten to death, moval at the meeting of the council
his body was brought to City hospital on Wednesday."
For the first time in the history of
by David J. (Beeno) Breen, reputedly
one of the operators of the Cosmos the state police, that body was inclub, and a club bar tender and a jected into the investigation of a
crime in Boston.
taxi-driver in the latter's cab.
Tonight, however, Captain John F.
The police transfers resulted in
the placing of two captains'at the Stokes, chief of detectives of the
Warren avenue station, which com- state police, said the interest of his
mands the district where the crime department in the case had ceased
occurred. Captain Joseph Mackin- with his report to
Commissioner
son remained on day duty there but Paul G. Kirk of the department of
public
Captain Jame.s F. Daley of the West
safety.
Roxbury station
"We did what we were told to do,"
was transferred
there for night. duty. His place was he said, "and, unless we get further
taken by Captain Thomas F. Gleavy. orders, we will take no further action.
who was in charge of the police The solving of the murder is up to
school at police headquarters.
the Boston police."
Lieutenant William G. Donovan of
The state police were ordered into
the Warren avenue station was moved the case Friday night by Governor
to East Boston, and Lieutenant Max Curley. particularly to investigate
Phormer was brought back from the what the governor called "the gamBack Bay station to replace him.
bling angle" of
the investigation.
Seven other officers were trans- They found a fill-fledged gambling
ferred to headquarters to form a establishinent on the third floor of
"flying squadron" under command the building which housed the Cosmos
Assistant Superintendent James I club.
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CURLEY TO SEEK REMOVAL OF
HUB POLICE COMMISSIONER
Announcement of Ouster Plan and Shakeup of Police Captains Overshadow
Sweeney Murder Probe
-COURIER-CITIZEN
Lowell, Mass.

BOSTON, Feb. 11()—An announcement by Gov. Curley that he would
seek the removal of Police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard of Boston,
and a sudden transfer of Boston police captains today overshadowed, for
the moment, the investigation into the
killing of Joseph Sweeney, the innan''EWO weeita.
sv,.#he dance was under genera!
cident which started all the fuss.
charge of Fred Boisvert. chairman
Gov. Curley said last night he
of a numerous committee, which
would ask Leonard's removal at Wedwas also assisted by members of the
nesday's meeting of the governor's
relief committee of the union.
council—unless, the governor added,
Leonard resigns in the meantime.
GOVERNOR IN FAVOR i
Within a few moments, the commissioner announced a sudden, startling
OF NEW HIGHWAY
transfer of captains, designed to rid
Included in the large highway
the city of vice, gaming and illegal
nrojects which Governor James M.
liquor resorts.
Curley has mapped out in his public
Commissioner Leonard could not
works program is one calling for the
be reached for a statement on the
construction of a 17.1-mile highway
possibility of his removal. He was
from Arlington to Lowell. The cost
reported as "out on police work."
of the project is $3.293,000 with
Meanwhile, the slaying of Sweeney
$369,000 for damages.
In the Cosmos club last Friday morning
remained unsolved. Police adPress Clipping Service
mitted/ they had no clue to the kill2 Park Square
er's identity. They spent Saturday
night visiting clubs, most of which
MASS.
BOSTON
they found closed.
Commenting on those Saturday
LEADER
night visits, the governor said:
"Last night's exhibition reminded
Lowell, Mass.
me of Grand Hotel—'People come
and
people go, but nothing ever happens.'"
The governor issued a statement
,
critical of the Boston police departVim and tcat
ment's inability to close down night
clubs where gambling was carried
on,
Maine legislature is to on- shortly after Sweeney's
slaying beer a bill to clarify the m tor came known
Friday. The same
traffic regulations. Whichitmay h ip night he ordered the state police
into
Boston
to conduct a separate investito clear the way for the •ivet• who
gation
of the slaying and of gambling
Is scrupulous to observe the index.,
and illegal liquor "Joints" In the
city.
•
He has expressed dissatisfa
ction
Possibly Governor Curley wantst with
Leonard since he became govlarge federal grants
or public; ernor and has threatened to
v,orks bccause Massachusetts tax- the police commissioner on remove
several
payers furnish more than their full3 occasions. Leonard was placed in office by one of former Governor
I share of the revenue.
. 11th
Ely's
hour appointments.
i,
•
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individuate will not be permitted in
advertisements and t e office reserver the right to revise or omit nny
.MLiy that is objectionable.
— .
Governor Curley offers a stalel
spending program of $230,000,000
ior public works--and demands
that the federal government foot
the whole bill. Whether the federal
:4overnment will do that or not re.
,ains to be seen. It will presum•bly pay part of it, but is liable to
,.ilk at paying it all. There is also
,rowing up a stalwart public opin
ton to the effect that if the federal
government keeps on as it 18 going the time will soon arrive in
which it, like the states and cities,
can no longer afford to pay. It is
in order to remember that there is
limit to Uncle Sam's credit, as
t acre is to that of everybody else.
Since radio talks are given frequently by Mr. Grant, secretary to
Mayor Curley, in support of what
Curley does and in criticism of the
work of about everybody else, it is
rather natural that radio time
should be sought by those criticized to make reply. We doubt,
however, that there is much real
effectiveness in this, at least at this
stage. Governor Curley will 'oe
judged by what he does, and not by
what he, or his critics, say about it.
For a guess the state will sicken of
its bargain in due season without
being urged thereto. There has
been nothing thus far in the Curley administration that is calculated
to make one fall in love with it
who wasn't a Curley partisan before.
Everybody's doing it, it -seems.
Mayor Bruin has a gorgeous scheme
for having this city erect an electric powef -dant of its own—or buy
an existinb one and run it—on the
theory that this would give everybody cheaper light and power. Nobody who has ever seen at close
range the operations of this city, or
any other of its class, can very well
believe that either light or power
would really be cheaper. The thing
would be done as wastefully and
inefficiently as possible; and while
rates might be superficially low, the
waste and efficiency would have to
be paid for by the higher and higher
taxes. The sooner we get over this
nonsensical theory that government
ownership and operations are economical, the better. It is the cheapest kind of political claptrap.
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Up With The Times
By L. R. H.

i

board was fulfillWINTER—"I wonder what has say whether the
and should be conduties
Its
ing
characbecome of that famous old
tinued.
ter—the man whose chief diversion
February
in December, January and
"NO FIXING"—Most of us supwas found in telling people: No W- posed the fixing of automobile
we
Winters
the
ee; we don't have
cases was "past history"; but mayused to have." Thus writes the be we were mistaken. Maybe, also,
Bedford
New
the
of
column editor
a "new broom" in the Registry will
Standard-Mercury. lie continues:
make it a fact.
Strict enforcement of the autoThe old-fashioned Winter man
fixing" will
was a man of innumerable identi- mobile laws and "no
with which
weapons
every
major
in
the
found
be
be
to
was
He
ties.
Frank A. Goodwin, as Massachutown, in every neighborhood; and
vehi
the burden of his song is that we setts' new registrar of motor
drivers,
don't have real, honest-to-goodness cies, will war on drunken
inan
Winters any more. With this goes he told the Untied Press in
had
the implication that somehow this terview after Governor Curley
fact—if it be a fact--is a reflection given him the oath or-MIce.
Asked if, in his new post, he
upon us and an indication of our
flat
having become soft, as if we could would continue his fight for a
auto
have any kind of Winter weather rate of $18 for compulsory
we chose. In his day, he would insurance, he said: "The registrye
have us understand, before the has nothing to do with automobil
by
earth was cluttered up with weak- insurance rates except indirectly
the
lings who couldn't take it, below- cutting down accidents. Under
freezing temperatures were the rule present system, automobile insurgoing up.
the Winter through, and zero and ance rates will continue
quite frequent. There either ought to be a state
sub-zero spells
ought
Snow storms were real snow storms. fund or the insurance law
to be repealed."
And so on.
Well, for a number of years Winters were Tesonably mild, and the
Old-Fashioned Winter man was in
his element. But last Winter put
a crimp in him, and now this
Winter is behaving in a manner
sufficiently old-fashioned to cramp
his style. In fact, he seems to
have gone into complete retirement. Like Homer, Winter sometimes nods, but there is nothing to
show that he has lost his power to
punish us with severe storms and
cold.

Taking cognizance of the "continued agitation for some sort of
public ownership or strict regulation of utilities," the Savings Banks
Association of the State of New
York said in its weekly bulletin that
"the opinion seems to be that utilities are closer to being legislated
out of business than ever before."
But what about the owners of
stocks and bonds, most of whom
are all Savings Bank owners?

Curley Orders Policy
-I*
i
Commissioner to Quit
BOSTON, Feb. 11--4INS)--Defying Governor James M. Curley's Ultimatum to "resign or be fired," Police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard today continued his campaign
to rid the city of rackets and cleanse
the police department of charges of
corruption.
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YOUTH RESIGNED
TO HIS FATE
BOSTON, Feb. 11 (UP)—Alexander Kaminski!, who must die in
hence
the electric chair eight days
for murdering a Springfield Jail
guard, was resigned to his fate today.
New Britain,
The 25-year-old
Conn., convdct had hoped that an'
appeal mailed by his mother, Mrs.
Rose Kaminski, might cause Govley• to reopen the case.
er
But the governor, who recently
refused to commute the death sentence to life imprisonment, has
announced that the case is closed
so far as he is concerned.
improbable today
It appeared
that anything further would be
an effort to save the
done in
youth's life.
Thrice Sunday Kaminski was
visited in his death cell by the Rev.
Ralph W. Farrell, Catholic chaplain at State prison, who will lead
him to the chair. In the morning
the priest administered Holy Communion to him, and on each visit
talked with him for half an hour.

—
ENCOURAGING—In 1934 more
The old saying that dirt is matbetter pay
ter in the wrong place comes to people were at work at
their
mind when we consider snow. Plen- and despite a rise in prices
was 7
ty of it fell in New Bedford a average purchasing power
the
while ago, and most of it is still per cent greater than during
on is
where it fell, although the city has preceding year. This informati
industrial
spent a lot of money trying to get from an analysis of
eleven
rid of it. It is possible that some of conditions during the first
by the
the children regarded this snow months of 1934 completed
Conference
Industrial
very highly, but I haven't run National
are
across anybody else who considers Board. Figures for December
it anything but a plague, while not available.
employment during
Industrial
many of them are very angry bethan
cause, when they started for work 1934 was at all times higher
the morning after, they found the the average for 1933. The average
incity had failed to cart it all away. of total man-hours shows an
• * *
crease of about 14 percent over the
Undoubtedly the temper of New average for 1933.
Comparing the figures for March,
Bedford people is no different, in
1934,
this respect, from that of city- 1933, with those of November,
thatdwellers everywhere. If snow comes the Conference Board finds
1. Average weekly earnings
they want it instantly cleared. Yet
have increased about 38 per
many of them will pay good money
cent.
to go long distances to get to it.
2. Average hourly earnings
The snow trains out of Boston this
have increased nearly 30 per
Winter have been crowded as uscent.
ual. In a New York paper I notice
3. Average weekly earnings
an advertisement of a special Sunfor unskilled workers have inPocono
day excursion to the
creased 32 percent.
Mountains. The Adirondacics and
4. Average weekly earnings
Switzerland have their devotees.
for women have increased about
Add together the money spent to
43 percent.
get snow out of people's way, and
November, 1934,
in
Payrolls
the money these same people spend
to reach a clisant place where they showed an increase over March,
can play in it, aid you would have 1933, of 83 percent.
The average number of hours
enough to retire on.
• • •
worked per week was practically
Meanwhile, here is a thought. the same for November, 1934, as
You've all heard the expression, that for March, 1933. In March,
"pure as the driven snow." Well, 1933, the average was 32.1 hours per
November, 1934, 33.9
look at it now. It's like Ed Wynn's week; in
aunt—or worse. And if there wasn't hours. This represents an increase
any snow and the weather was dry, in November, 1934, of only 5.6 per
consider that all the coal dust, cent over March, 1933. At 59.4 cents
grime, grit, and other foreign sub- in November, 1934, average hourly
Stances that the snow now holds earnings were higher than the avcaptive would be blowing around erage of 58.9 cents for the year
the streets and getting into people's 1929, according to the Conference
Board's study.
noses and clothes.
• • •
That employed workers enjoyed
Again speaking of snow, I no- higher purchasing power in 1934
ticed the two men in a huddle on than in 1933, despite rising -prices,
the sidewalk. So as not to get in is indicated by the movement of
the way of other people they were "real" weekly etarnings in which
backed closely againt a snow bank changes in money earnings are refour feet high. They were looking lated to changes in the cost of
Interestedly at a book one of them living.
The index of cost of living comheld in his hands, and as I went by.
I saw what it was—a seed cata- piled by the Conference Board
logue. With their feet in the snow moved upward slowly through 1934,
they were thinking of flowers and but weekly earnings kept sufficientvegetables. If Winter comes, can ly ahead to result in a 7 percent
Spring be far behind? You bet it greater purchasing power in 1934
than during 1933.
can. Very far.
L. — R. — IL

L.—R.—II.

FIGHT—The open split between
the Administration and the AmerLabor was
ican Federation of
widened measureably when President Roosevelt pointedly told the
organization that some decisions
concerning labor were for him
alone to make. The President spoke
directly of the Automobile Labor
Board headed by Dr. Leo Woirnan
pointing out that it was for him to

Commissioner Conant of Massachusetts Public Welfare has stated
that passage of the Old Age Pension Law will double statt, relief
loads, bringing the total to more
than 40,000 persons at a cost of
approximately $15,000,000. This will
be caused by lowering age requirements from 70 to 65 years. In
persons were paid
1934 20,000
$6,000,000.
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MORGAN T. RYAN
Of a sudden, Morgan T. Ryan,
registrar of motor vehicles and
a
good one, is dismissed by a
dictatorial governor and replaced
by
Frank A. Goodwin to pay a
political
debt. A word should be said
for Mr.
Ryan, who has taken this reve
rse
With admirable good nature.
He is
A BICACOt.i HILL FEATURS1
finding no fault, although the
proceeding smacks of chea whole
p poliState Honse Boston, Febr
tics and injustice.
Press releases of Governor uary 11.— had not been printed.
Morgan T. Ryan did admirabl
The reason is not the fault of any
Curley's demands in Wash James
e
work in a position which has
few days ago contained the ington a state department but the system in
alstaggering filing bills which allows
ready come to be considered
sum of $230,000,000.
hundreds
a
ridiculous bills and petitions to Of
important one in Massachusett very
Some of the Beacon Hill
be
s.
It
boys
filed
by the simple request of a Legis the duty of the registrar
termed the trip an auction,
with the islator or a citizen.
Governor starting at the top
tect pedestrians and motoristto profigure
s from
The result is that every one on
and willing to settle for
damage and death caused
whatever Beacon Hill is working
by careeventually will be allocate
overtime, a
less and drunken driving.
d
to
Mass- record number of bills filed
Mr. Ryan
achusets and other states.
and every
has done his best to keep
indication of the longest session
the danE. R. A. or P. W. A.
gers of the road fresh in the
the legislature in the history of of
mind
s
the
Some interesting facts were
of the people. He has warn
made state.
ed drivpublic during a meeting
ers many times of the peril
s of speed
Chatter.
state's fishing industry lastof the
and drunkenness. It has
not
which will give a better pict week,
The
his fault that his warnings been
ure of guard soldierly-bearing state house
what
have
is
who alternates between the;
going on in Washington.
not been regarded. Undo
entrance
ubte
According to the Governor spok
peal of prohibition broughtdly rees- I Governors to the Senate lobby and,
man at the meeting, Harry'sL.
Ctuley's offices is a brother
man
y
Hop- of Al Lacy
new dangers to the public
kins, king-pin of Presiden
, former trainer
t
Fran
Jack
klin
In his decisions as to takihighways.
Sharkey, Red Chapman andofothe
D. Roosevelt's relief program,
rs
was
aod restoring driving licen ng away
quot
.
.
. He is Nicholas Lacy of Chelsea
ed as telling Governor Curl
ses no one
ey . . . Alth
during his last visit to the
evcr pretended that Mr.
ough Senator James G.
Ryan played
nati
on's
capitol, that the future
Moran of Mansfield, president of
any favorites. He work
ram as Senate,
the
ed
far as Federal relief is prog
is a Republican, his secremake the roads safe, and hard to
conc
erne
d
the
peowould be actual work projects.
tary, who is also secretary of
ple of the state had
the
This sena
the utmost
program is said to incl
committee on rules, Johnny
confidence in him. Then
getting Nortte
away from the present E.ude
in a few
on, is a Boston Democrat.
R.
days, with no pretence
A.
program.
Numerous members of both
that
the!
made a failure of his offic he had
house and senate are wonderin
In connection with relief, whet
e, he was
g what
her
told to leave. Without
position will be taken by Repr
state or national, it must be rem
any doubt
esenem- tative Edwa
he was unjustly trea
bered that the makeup of
rd J. Kelley of Worcested, and it
various ter, when
would be wrong to dism
legislative bodies throughothe
the roll is called on the bilr
ut
iss the incithe
nation is such that it is difficult
proh
dent without calling
to pro- ried ibiting the employment of marattention to
diet future trends.
women by the state
this fact.
other
peliticel sub-divisions who and
What makes the incident
are living
Lang
one.
with their husbands and who
still
more odorous is the fact
earn
Senator Joseph A. Lang
$1500 or more annually. . . .
His wife
apparently was fired to pay that he
vociferiously daily that heone, vows is said to be employed
a politwill
in
visit
the
depa
rtical debt to another man.
all the state institutio
ment of civil
The Govce. . . . A certain
days, if he has to makensthewithin 10 state employe servi
ernor's actual opinion of
clai
ms
Fran
that there are
k A.
companied by newspapermen trip ac- employes in ever
Goodwin must be unfit
y state depa
, instead
to print. Yet
of the joint committee on
all that has happened
who would become housewivrtment
publ
ic
welconfirms the
es in
fare.
reality, if this legislation is enac
opinion that he felt that
ted.
he owed
It is of public interest to
The
nam
e
Mi. Goodwin a debt in
"Al" Smith is mentioned
mention
that members of the Hous
stay
ing
in
freq
uent
ly
in
the
e
the race and pulling
Governor's office.
sentatives, who are said to of Repre- . . No, it is not
be revoltAlfred-Er-but Alfred
volts away from Gaspar Republican
ing against his leadership,
G. Bacon.
L..
an
assi
stan
t
mess
are
enger in the ofincl
udBefore the election took
ed in the following list:
Representa- fice. . . . Congratulations are being
was generally agreed that place it
tives
John
W.
exte
Lase
nded
ll (R) of North- I
in advence to Billy Dillon
Mr. Curley was greatly inde
bridge, Joseph E. Theberge
bted to Mr.
(R) of of Revere, clerk in the office of the
Fall River, Augustine Airo
Goodwin, and it was
sena
te,
upon
his marriage late this
la
pred
Revere, Victor E. Rola,nde (R) of month. . . . Dill
the former if elected woulicted that
on is the serious lookr (R) of
d
cert
ainWorc
este
r,
Will
ly reward him in some
iam A. Brown (R) of ing young man with glasses who
()sway. All the
Abington, Mollie A. Swee
onni
facts since Governor
es
the center desk upon the floor
tser (R) of
13norey was inReading, Joseph N. Roac
of the senate during sessions.
augurated strengthen
h
(D)
of
North Adams, Joseph H. Dow
this concluIn answer to nnmerous queries:
ney (D)
sten. Mr. Goodwin was
of R.Jckton, Thomas P. Dill
a traitor to
on (D) of The committee on pay roll of the I
the party to which he
Camb
ridg
e,
had acknowlKatherine A. Foley (D) House of Representatives reported
aI
edged. allegiance. Today
of Lawrence and Francis
he is sitX. Coyne schedule of $36.162 for compensatioa
tieg pretty in a state
(D)
of
Bost
on.
for traveling expenses for its mem
job as a rewerd for his treacher
Senator Langone.
dentally. is berehip. wc;11 was approved by the
y. However,
the man who started inci
Clev. Curley has now
the Democratic Fovernor are council and the :e.ne
placed him in
filib
uster
,
chiefly, beca
a leeetion where he
he couldn't eas been pnie in anticipation of apcan at least
obtain his cherished use
earn a living and will
ambition from propnateens. . . . Despite whet you
Senator Erland F. Fish
prob
ably
pre-;
may hear
vent him from meddling
president of the Senate, (R), former be only oneto the contrary. there will
in futur
I:cense granted for horse
namely; the
campaigns.
chairmanship of the
committee on racing vetrer. 50 miles of the elate
••••MmOMII
public welfare
ININN
,
house
^
Senator Langone clai
ms that his
investigation will reve
Predicted and Predictions.
conditions that will resulal shocking
As "Capitol Corridor Chatter" pret in an extensive program of
reforms and re- dicted, District Attorney Warren L.
organization.
Bishop of Middlesex county announced his candidaey for Governor
in 1936, while speaking at a dinner
When certain Legislat
ors
obje
ct to In honor of one of his assis
conducting hearings on
tants, a
bills that few days ago.
haye not been prin
ted, there must
be some justificat
While on the subject of "I told you
ion for such comso,"
plaints. An example
her prophecy is that Senator
is the hearing Henranot
the other day affe
y Parkman, Jr.. (R) of Boston
ctin
g
the
people also will be a candidat
and taxpayers of
e for stet
This specific billBarnstable county. wide office a the next state elect eion.
would authorize
the county comm
His
rece
nt
acti
ons
foret
ell his fuissi
oners to borrow ture plan
$198,000 for the purp
s. First, he announced pubose
of making licly that he didn
payments for land
't want a committion and equipmentand for the erec- tee chairmanshin when the Dem
oof
build
ings.
Not a single taxp
crati
coali
c
tion
elec
ted Senator Moran
citizen could obtainayer An interested president of the Senate. Seco
nd,
Proposal at the •tat a copy of the has beeome the radio spokesma he
e house. The bill,
n for
the
Bushnell-directed
Republican

,Trrom-w-TN—C

MIDOR
IIIIATEE12

tub and, hence, will be
the subject
of the Curley-Grant thrusts,
perhaps
a retaliation. 'Inc Demo
prisals are what Parkman cratic reRevenge often has caus is seeking,
ed strange
repayment.
Goodwin On Insurance.
Concurring with the opin
ions of
he chairman of the comm
e on Mt,
surance, Senator John F.itte
van Of
Chelsea, is Registrar Dono
of
Motot
Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin.
House bill 694, the petition of
Frank
e. Goodwin, calls for
establish'font of a division of the
moto
r
vehicle
.nsuranee within the departme
Allelic works, of which the regis nt of
try of
notor vehicles is a branch.
House bill 995, another Goodwin
proposal, would repeal
entire
compulsory motor vehicle the
liability inurance act, so-called.
(Copyright liete. Beacon Hill
.
Features.)
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citizens over 60 years of age, with
MeGroarty, after appearancie before At,
a House Committee.

MORGAN T. RYAN

'

Stoughton
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR SOCIETY
GIVES JAPAN COURT SCENE

Of a sudden Morgan Ti Ryan, regi
cles and a good one, is disthissed by strar of motor vehia
uyernor
and replaced by Frenik A. 400dwin
to pa 'a political debt.
A word should be said for Mr.
Ryan who has taken this
reverse with admirable good nature.
He is finding no fault,
although the whole proceeding sma
cks of cheap politics and
-injustice.
Morgan T. Ryan did admirable
work in a position
which has already come to be cons
idered a very important
one in Massachusetts. It is the
duty of the registrar to
protect pedestrians and motorists
from damage and death
caused by careless and drunken
driving. Mr. Ryan has done
his best to keep the dangers of
the
of the peoplc. He has warned drivroad fresh in the minds
ers many times of the
perils of speed and drunkenness.
It
has not been his fault
STOUGHTON, Feb. 11.—
that his warnings have not been
The Chrisregarded. Undoubtedly re- tian Endeavor Society had a Crow
ded
peal brought many new (Lingers
cong
rega
tion
last
even
to the public highways. In greg
ing
the Conational church, where in
his decisions as to taking ii way and
an unusual
rest
no one ever pretended that Al r. Rya oring driving licenses programme was in charge of Miss
n played any favorites. Constance Leonard. It was a
He •worked bard to make the road
service
s safe, and the people of with a topic on being helpful to
peothe state had the utmost confiden
ple of other lands.
ce in him. Then in a few appeal
Following
an
for support of missiona
days with no pretence that he
ries in
had made a failure of his foreign fields, a play,
office he was told to leave. 'Witho
"The Garden of
ut any doubt he was un- a Single Light," was give
n. This
justly treated, and it would be
wrong to dismiss the inci- tured a court scene in Japan, wherfeaea
dent without calling attention to
I young Japanese girl
was on trial for
this fact.
'murder. Her humble
What makes the incident still mor
e odorous is the fact penitence, which she hadconfession and
that he apparently was fired to
been taught
by the Christian missi
pay a political debt to
onaries, brought
another man. The Governor's actu
clem
ency
from the
al opin
and she was
A. Goodwin must he unfit td print. Yet ion of Mr. Frank allowed to start her jury
life over again.
all
that
has
hap
pen
In
the
ed confirms the opinion that he
cast were: Fred Evans,
judge;
felt that he owed Mr. Hugh I. Hughes,
prosecuting attorney;
Goodwin a debt in staying in the
race and pulling Republi- Willard Emery, defence coun
sel;
Miss
can votes a NVly from Gaspar G. 4ac
on. Before the election Esther Kelle, court stenographer; Heltook place it was generally agreed
en Whiting, defendent,
in
that Mr. Curley was costume;
Japanese
greatly in
Miss C Wine M. Long,
to Mr. Goodwin, and it was
her
other; Miss Eleanor Mos
predicted that
the forinorii lected \could certainl
man, hotel
roprietress; 12 men of the
y reward him in some
church as ;
way. All the facts since Governor
urors, with George Whit
Curley was inaugurated
ing as forestrengthen this conclusion. Mr.
an.
Goodwi
the party to which he had acknowled n was a traitor to
ged allegiance. Today
R. S. A. C. Dance.
he is sitting pretty in a state
job
as a reward for his
The seco
treachery. However Governor Curl
dance of a series being
ey has now placed him in held under nd
the auspices of the Recl• a position vhere he can at leas
t earn a living and will kins Social and Athletic Club, was
probably prevent him from med
eld in the Lithuanian National
dling in future campaigns.
Hall,
aturday evening. It

Unusual Programme Is
Presented by the
Members.

•

was a
uccess with over 200 couples decided
v A Brockton orchestra furn present.
ished the
e music.
During intermission refresh!,. ments were served in the
lower
Guests were present from Norw hall.
ood,
Walpole, Avon, Sharon and
k It was announced another Canton.
dance
,would be held on Saturday
evening,
t Feb. 23. The committee in char
ge
i sisted of Fred Penardi, chai conrman;
Francis Daly, William Smith,
Anthony
I3utterall, Coleman Sheehan,
Vincent
I Shippalowski and Waldo Sarrey,
! A special business meeting
was
1 at their club rooms on Railroad held
avenue yesterday afternoon, with
over 50
members present. Many matt
ers of
business came up for discussion
and
action. John McGarry was
elect
business manager of the Reds ed
kins
football team for 1935.

To Have Banquet.

Although Gov. James M. Curley
will
be unable to attilir"ITIV.stought
on
Curley for governor banquet
at a
local inn Wednesday evening, he
has
aelegateci a prominent speaker
to
represent him. An interesting programme will consist of addresse
s by
prominent democratic speakers
entertainment. Following the banqand
uet
which will start at 8 o'clock, dancing
will be enjoyed until 1 o'clock. Tonight is the deadline for the reservations for this event. The committee
in charge consists of Ambrose M.
Feeley, Frederick Fay, Leo Powe
r,
William V. Antulonis, Joseph Donahue, Charles Farrell, William Joyc
e
and John T. Danigan.
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Boston. (UP)—Ale e electric chair 8
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ngwho must die in
rdering a Spri
days hence for mu s resigned to his
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d,
ar
field jail gu
fate today.
w Britain, Conn.,
The 25-year-old Ne
appeal mailed
an
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convict had hope s. Rose Kaminski,
Mr
by his mother,
open
v. Curley to re
might cause Go e
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ve
the ease. I3ut th gO ute the death
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cently refused to co
fe imprisonment, an
sentence to li
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Forgetting a Thousand

Cares.

Curley Will
Ask Leonard
I Be Removed

•

HEY made much of Mrs. Mary Hayes of Ipswich, Mass., recently. She was famous for a day—or perhaps an hour or
two—with Gov. Curley present and 0ivin. the official approval of the State to the party, Mrs. Hayes had posed
for a poster, "Forgetting a Thousand Cares," but though her face
Dissatisfied With
will thereby become known to people who go to 10,000 motion Is
picture theatres, she didn't quite understand what it was all
Conduct of Police
about.
Department
The artist did. He had searched high and low for a model.
Actresses failed to kindle in him the urge to paint. Until he saw
(By The Associated Press.)
Mrs. Hayes, humbly circumstanced, hands toil-worn, face rapt
anJ1.--An
BOSTON, Feb.
and eyes alight, as she forgot a thousand cares in the dusk of a
nouncement by Governor Curley
picture house, he was discouraged. She was the woman he that he would seek the removal of
sought, the woman who could step up from bleak realities to a Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard of Bcston, a sudden
world of illusions easily as stepping from room to room.
Storms have swept her life. Commonplace vicissitudes and transfer of Boston police, capfor
overshadowed
trials hers which are the lot of most women—and so often destroy tains today the investigation into
the moment,
their dreams, their hopes . . . all that makes life sweet. Mrs. the killing of Joseph Sweeney, the
Hayes could forget her thousand cares for an hour, and return re- Incident which started all the
fuss.
freshed to her realities.
Governor Curly said last night
The theatre fulfills a great mission when it offers a troubled
would ask Leonard's removal
world sanctuary. People need temporary escape from care. ho Wednesday's
the
meeting of
at
Whether forgetfulness is found in the illusions of stage and Governor's council—unless, the
screen, in books, or in a hobby, it's the fuel which lights the fires Governor (Wed. Leonard resigns
In the meantime
of hope.
moments, the
I 1.11,121.7_
Within a few
ITEM
Commissioner annonnced a sud2 Park Square
Clinton, Mass.
den, startling transfer of captains
MASS.
BOSTON
designed to rid the city of vice,
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gaining and illegal liquor resirts.
could
Leonard
Commissioner
not be recahed for a statement on
the possibility of his removal.
lie was reported as "out on police

IGNORES CURLEY
ULTIMA-VI

T1- Boston Police Cornmissioner Continues
Leonard Defies
War on Rackets
Governor Curiey\!
TOLD TO"RESIGN
11_
OR BE FIRED"
yBOSTON, Feb. 11 (INS)—Def

it

•

••••111.•••

Curley's ulti- 1
ing Governor James M.
fired," Pobe
or
mat um to "resign
J. Leonard
Joseph
r
Commissione
lice
campaign to rid
today continued his
cleanse the
the city of rackets and
charges of corpolice department of
ruption.

work."
of
syaling
Meanwhile, the
Sweeney in the Cosmos Club last
Friday morning remained unsolved. Police admitted they had no
Hue to the killer's identity. They
sient Saturday night visiting clubs
1,wst of which they found closed.
Commenting on those Saturday
night visits, the Governor said:
"Last night's (Saturday's) exhime of Grand
bition reminded
Hotel—'people come and people
go, but nothing ever happens."
The Governor issued a statement, critical of the Boston police
close
department's inability to
down night clubs where gambling
after
on. shortly
was carried
Sweeney's slaying became known
Friday. The same night, he ordered the State police into Boston to
conduct ft separate investigation
of the slaying and of gambling
and illegal liquor "joints" in the

flay.
Boston, Feb. 11—Defying
ultimatum to
Curley's
James M.
Police Com"resign or be Bred,"
today
Leonard
J.
Joseph
mitudoner
the
rd
to
campaign
continued his
cleanse the po- city.
and
rackets
of
lefty
charges of corHe has exprested dissatisfaction
lice department of
became
with Leonard since he
ruption.
to
Governor and has threatened
remove the Police Commissioner
was
on several occasions. Leonard
former
placed in office by one of
Governor Ely's 11th hour appointments.

•
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Curley Seeks Law to Bar
Only Private Homes and
Churches to Policemen
Governor, in Special Message, Asks Law
Permitting Police to Enter Any
Other Premises At Any Hour
ASKS EXECUTIVE COUNCIL TO
OUST COMMISSIONER LEONARD
BOSTON, Feb. 11 (INS)—Simultaneous
that he would ask the Executive Council with his announcement
on Wednesday to oust Police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard
James M. Curley today sent a special , who refused to resign, Gov.
message to the Massachusetts
Legislature urging enactment of legislat
ion permitting police to enter any premises, except private
homes and churches, at any time. ice
The message was the direct
day of Joseph "Red" Sweeney,outgrowth of the slaying last Fri- 3.
gangster, in a theatrical district
club.

TO DISCUSS'
TEXTILE TUBE MD

- -Manufacturers and N. E.
Governors to Confer
Thursday in Hub
8pecial Correspondence
BOSTON, Feb. 11—Gov. James
report
M. Curley, alarmed by a
that an unnamed New England
woolen as ill operating. 6,500
spindles was to transfer its base
of activities to Argentina, will
.meet with Governors of the other
live New England States and textile leaders Thursday at the State
—.House.
The entire textile situation, especially as it pertains to cotton
and wool manufacture, will be
discussed.
Gov. Curley, in announcing the
conference, said he hoped the Federal government would make
tariff restrictions on the importation of textiles. He said he had
,
urged protective measures:1_11_117i

SUN
Hudson, Mass.

EA I LlirltIME.
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T h e United States Navy also went
into action. The naval 11dio station
(Continued on rag Twelve)

•

CURLEY URGES BIENNIAL
"tEtISLATURE SESSIONS
BOSTON, Feb. Feb. 11 (INS) —
Legislation calling for biennial sessions of the Legislature, and a reduction by half of the present membership of both branches, wae urged
this afternoon by Gov. James M.
Curley to a delegation of Democratic members, who, the Gov nor remarked "did not take kin
to the
suggestion." The Governo added
he would approve no appropriations
over those contained in the budget.

1

May Be 10,000
In Test For
Motor Jobs
IMarlitero —
M Harley,
chairman of the civil service camMilf4Si011, NIS 4'1.'41 liffaeli that 10,000
applleamlls may take the test for
motor .'vehicle examiners which
will he made on March 23. Mr Hurley made this statement after
Govert.ir .Curley ordered that the
Irnervire examination be opened to all grammar school graduates, instead of high sch no grad ii ate and gpollege men.
There are two vacant positions
for (Xamtiners in the ,tnotor vehicle department at present and the
(Midget has provided. for 25 additional e,xamitters. Several
men
from this city are now taking
V1
/
4)111-5Pfl of study in
preparation
for the test.

May Be 10,000
I
In Test For
Motor Jobs
iarlhoro — :1;11111% M I Earley,
chairman of the
sel vice atommission, ,hascv iii 1.1.e(1 that
10.000
appiteatits may take the test for
motor vehicle examiners which
will be made on March 23. Mr Hurley made this statement after
Governor Carley ordered that the
civil satsolve examination be openod to all grammar school grediialto% instead of high .seltool graduate and ipollege men.
There are two vacant positions
for exam-littera in the motor vehicle department at present and the
budget has provided for 25 tuddiIlona] examiners. Several men
'from this city are now taking
Courses of study In preparation
for the test.
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Curley Threatens To Carry
The Leonard Case To Council
Governor Issues Statement
Advances Drive
Against Gambling
BOSTON, Feb. 11—Governor Curley threatened today to carry to the
executive council his fight to oust
Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard of Boston.
The Governor's statement was issued after Leonard had announced
he would not resign as requested ny
Curley.
Asked to comment on Leonard's
statement relative to the appointment of "incorruptibles" in the police department to rid Boston of
gamblers and other criminals, Curley said:
"The statement credited to the
police commissioner that a group of
incorruptibles has been found suggests the old story of Sodom and
Gomorrah and is an outrage, insult
and reflection on the more than
2500 honest, capable and intelligent
members of the police department
who are desirous of performing

their full duty but who have been
hampered and hamstrung thru the
fear on the part of their superiors
that the adoption of a course necessary for the protection of life and
property might be politically inexpedient."
Meanwhile Governor Curley, advancing his campaign against gaming and obscenity, sent to the Legislature the following message:
"For a long period of time it has
been the contention of municipal
police authorities throughout the
Commonwealth that the authority
enter premises licensed as clubs or
places of assemblage was not permitted, and as a consequence these
premises have been immune from
inspection by local police authorities. The tragic occurrence at the
Cosmos Club within the past week
[Continued on Paged
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mei
daughter of Mr. a
reet, were on
Scaralo. 24
Saturday a St. Leo's
in man
Rev. John J. Mor ssey eeleChu
ing the nuptial mass. A reception followed in Red Men's hall.
----Gov. Curley's appeal for Federal
money Thrrr'W. A. in Massachusetts
includes $2,815,000 for the proposed
permanent
Concord-Westminster
highway of 29.3 miles which would
intersect Leominster; the Ashburnham-AShby road of 6.3 miles; a
highway between Sterling and Lancaster, 3.6 miles, and abolition of the
Lunenburg grade crossing on the
Boston & Maine R. R.. where several
fatal accidents have happened.

elI

Kaminski, Listed
To Die Next Week,
Resigned To Fate
BOSTON, Feb. 11—Alexander
Kaminski, who must die in the electric chair eight days hence for murdering a Springfield jail guard, was
resigned to his fate today.
The 25-year-old New Britain (Ct.)
convict had hoped that an appeal
mailed by his mother, Mrs. Rose
Kaminski, might cause Governor
to reopen the case. But the
nor, who recently refused to
commute the death sentence to life
imprisonment, has announced that
the case is closed so far as he is
concerned.
It appeared improbable today that
anything further would be done in
an effort to save the youth's life.
nday Kaminksi was visdeath cell by the .Rev.
Ralph W. Farrell, Catholic chaplain
at State Prison, who will lead him
to the chair. In the morning the
priest administered holy communion to him, and on each visit talked
with him for half an hour.

80461

HOLYOKE DA
More On the "Clubs"
There is a hign clement of humor
in the fact that Gov. Curley has
elected to make hist...6*ft against
Police Commissioner Leonard of
Boston on the ground that he is
too tolerant of the abuses that go
with the fake night clubs which
abounci at The Hub, and, it might
be added, in most of the cities of the
Commonwealth.
Some time ago,
1Viayor Toepfert declared that no
more club licenses would be granted
here in Holyoke, but the bars seem
to have been dropped again.
A
number of applications have been
Two appeared in
filed recently.
The Transcript, Saturday.
The club license is the chief
trouble maker in the present liquor
license set-up in this State. The
"clubs" are, in every community
apparently, the rendezvous of every
They are
law-breaking element.
the big outlets for boot-leg liquor.
They know no such things as
They have a treclosing hours.
mendous advantage in bidding for
trade over the legitimate liquor
seller, who buys taxed liquor and
makes a conscientious effort to observe such laws as are on the statute
books.
The Boston Post, sturdy proponent of repeal all thru the prohibition era, today discusses the Boston situation in its leading editorial.
Just substitute the name of your
own city for that of Boston and you
have a clear-cut picture of what the
night club racket has brought about.
The Post says:
"If anyone wants to know why
these fake night clubs, the resorts of
gamblers and racketeers exist in
Boston, he can find the answer in
one word:
"Politics.
''Who gets the licenses for these
clubs, brings pressure on the licensing board to grant the necessary permission?
Some politician
or politicians.
"Who comes to the front with violent personal protests when the police get too nosey and shrieks to the
heavens about interference with
reputable citizens? Some politician
or politicians.
Who protects these people by
putting obstacles in the way of
cleaning them up? By seeing that
bills in the Legislature which would
put an end to them are killed? Some
politician or politicians.
"When the new liquor law was
passed, the Post begged and pleaded with the authorities to keep the
bootleggers, racketeers and gangsters out of the night club business,
pointing out that all the scandals of
prohibition would be revived in
worse form if this was not done.
"Well, they are all back—gangsters, gamblers, blackmailers, race
touts—all the slimy crew that made
Boston a sink hole under prohibition.
"They are back because they had
political influence. Let the License
Commission tell what politicians
stormed their rooms appealing for
licenses for gangsters. They have
the names.
Why are these men
not shown up?
"Of course these alleged clubs are
the fakiest of organizations, just resorts for gambling and worse.
'Yet the State legalizes them by
granting charters, the Licensing
Board legalizes the sale of liquor,
which is only a blind, and then the
protecting arm of the Legislature
is thrown about them by forcing
the police to get plenty of evidence
before they can make a raid.
"The Legislature could change the
whole situation in 48 hours.
"But it has been impervious to
pleas before.
Last year a bill
which would have driven these fake
clubs out of existence was coldly
turned down.
"What hope Is there for action
now.?'
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Curley Seeks Law to Bar
Only Private Homes and
Churches to Policemen
Governor, in Special Message, Asks Law
Permitting Police to Enter Any
Other Premises At Any Hour
ASKS EXECUTIVE COUNCIL TO
OUST COMMISSIONER LEONARD
BOSTON, Feb. 11 (In—Simultaneou
that he would ask the Executive Council s with his announcement
lice Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard, on Wednesday to oust PoJames M. Curley today sent a special who refused to resign, Gov.
message to the Massachusetts
Legislature urging enactment of legislation
permitting police to en- ice
ter any premises, except private
homes and churches at any time
he message was the direct outgrowth
of the slaying last Fri- 3.
day of Joseph "Red" Sweeney,
gangster,
in
a theatrical district
club.
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The United States Navy also went
into action. The naval Itdio station
(Continued on Lag Twelve)

CURLEY URGES BIENNIAL
`VeGISLATURE SESSIONS
BOSTON, Feb. Feb. 11 (INS) —
Legislation calling for biennial sessions of the Legislature, and a reduction by half of the present membership of both branches, was urged
this afternoon by Gov. James M.
Curley to a delegation of Democratlc members, who, the Govitnor reic
marked "did not take kin
to the
suggation." The Govern() added
he would approve no appropriations
over those contained in the budget.

I',N4 1 Ent-itinr,
Marlboro, Mass.
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May Be 10,000
In Test For
Motor Jobs
iMarlikiro — James. Al Ito i'ley,
chairman of the civil sel
P.
"nitwiton, has estimated the
10,000
applicanits may take the .1c -; I for
motor .vehicie examiners which
will be made on March 23. Mr Hurley made this etattem ellt after
Goverter Carley ordered that the
,eivfreirvice exa:minatimi be opened to tal Mrnmar school graduates, instead of high school g-raAltiate and af),Ilege men.
'There a.re two vacant positions
for eiCanninero, in the motor vehicle department at present, and the
budget has provided for 25 additional examiners. Several men
from itisis city are now taking
Courses of study in preparation
for the test.
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TO DISCUSS'
TEXTILE TIME MD
Manufacturers and N. E.
Governors to Confer 1
Thursday in Hub
Special Correspondence
BOSTON, Feb. 11—Gov. James
report
M. Gurley, alarmed by a
that an unnamed New England
woolen mill operating. 6,500
spindles was to transfer its base
will
of activities to Argentina,
.•
other
the
of
Governors
with
meet
five New England States and textile leaders Thursday at the State
House.
The entire textile situation, especially as it pertains to cotton
and wool manufacture, will be
discussed.
Gov. Curley, in announcing the!
conference, said he hoped the Federal government would make .1
tariff restrictions on the importatextiles, lie said he had
tion
urged protective measures during
his visit to Washington, 1). C.,'=
last week.
At the same time, it was announced Boston wool importers
and shipping men had reached an
agreement which would enable
the Hub to regain much of its
lost wool businesa.
Under the agreement, raw wool
which now is being shipped to
Pacific ports from Australia and
New Zealand and thence eastward
by train, can he brought to Boston stored at the expense of
steamship lines for a year, and
then reshipped to manufacturers
In the United States and England.
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ntirman of the civil service coolnif4S1011,, 'Nag e:stimated that 10,00(1
appliramIts may take the test for
rooter v Iele examiners which
%yin he made on March 23. Mr Hurley made this statement after
Governor Carley ordered that tho
civil oasupteo examination: he opened to all grammar school graxliiateo, instead of high .sChool graduate and gollege men.
There are two vacant positions
for extiMineM in the motor vehicle department at present and the
midget has provided for 25 additional examiners. Several men
from this eity are now taking
Courses of study in preparation
for the test.
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Curley Threatens To Carry
The Leonard Case To Council
Governor Issues Statement -- Advances Drive
Against Gambling
BOSTON, Feb. 11—Governor Curley threatened today to carry to the
executive council his fight to oust
Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard of Boston.
The Governor's statement was issued after Leonard had announced
he would not resign as requested ny
Curley.
Asked to comment on Leonard's
statement relative to the appointment of "incorruptibles" in the pclice department to rid Boston of
gamblers and other criminals, Curley said:
"The statement credited to the
police commissioner that a group of
incorruptibles has been found suggests the old story of Sodom and
Gomorrah and is an outrage, insult
and reflection on the more than
2500 honest, capable and intelligent
members of the police department
who are desirous of performing

'heir full duty but who have been
hampered and hamstrung thru the
fear on the part of their superiors
that the adoption of a course necessary for the protection of life and
property might be politically inexpedient."
Meanwhile Governor Curley, advancing his campaign against gaming and obscenity, sent to the Legislature the following message:
"For a long period of time it has
been the contention of municipal
police authorities throughout the
Commonwealth that the authority is,
enter premises licensed as clubs or
places of assemblage was not permitted, and as a consequence these
premises have been immune from
inspection by local police authorities. The tragic occurrence at the
Cosmos Club within the past week
[Continued on Page d
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ael
daughter of Mr.
reet, were un
Scarale. 24
Saturday atiSt. Leo
in marr
, Rev. John J. Mor ssey celeChu
mg the nuptial mass. A recepb
tion followed in Red Men's hall.
—Gov. Curley's appeal for Federal
money 171137W. A. in Massachusetts
includes $2,815,000 for the proposed
permanent
Concord-Westminster
highway of 29.3 miles which would
intersect Leominster; the Ashburnham-Ashby road of 6.3 miles; a
highway between Sterling and Lancaster, 3.6 miles. and abolition of the
Lunenburg grade crossing on the
Boston & Maine R. R.. where several
fatal accidents have happened.

Kaminski, Listed
To Die Next Week,
Resigned To Fate
Feb. II—Alexander
BOSTON,
Kaminski, who must die in the electric chair eight days hence for murdering a Springfield jail guard, was
resigned to his fate today.
The 25-year-old New Britain (Ct.)
convict had hoped that an appeal
mailed by his mother, Mrs. Rose
Kaminski, might cause Governor
to reopen the case. But the
or, who recently refused to
commute the death sentence to life
imprisonment, has announced that
the case is closed so far as he is
concerned.
It appeared improbable today that
anything further would be done in
an effort to save the youth's life.
nday Kaminksi was viss death cell by the .Rev.
Ralph W. Farrell, Catholic chaplain
at State Prison, who will lead him
to the chair. In the morning the
priest administered holy communion to him, and on each visit talked
ith him for half an hour.
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/'lore On the "Clubs
There is a high element of humor
in the fact that Gov. Curley ',has
elected to make hisssosire against
Police Commissioner Leonard of
Boston on the ground that he is
too tolerant of the abuses that go
with the fake night clubs which
abounq at The Hub, and, it might
be added, in most of the cities of the
Some time ago,
Commonwealth.
Mayor Toepfert declared that no
more club licenses would be granted
here in Holyoke, but the bars seem
A
to have been dropped again.
number of applications have been
Two appeared in
filed recently.
The Transcript, Saturday.
The club license is the chief
trouble maker in the present liquor
The
license set-up in this State.
"clubs" are, in every community
apparently, the rendezvous of every
They are
law-breaking element.
the big outlets for boot-leg liquor.
They know no such things as
They have a treclosing hours.
mendous advantage in bidding for
trade over the legitimate liquor
seller, who buys taxed liquor and
makes a conscientious effort to observe such laws as are on the statute
books.
The Boston Post, sturdy proponent of repeal all thru the prohibition era, today discusses the Boston situation in its leading editorial.
Just substitute the name of your
own city for that of Boston and you
have a clear-cut picture of what the
night club racket has brought about.
The Post says:
"If anyone wants to know why
these fake night clubs, the resorts of
gamblers and racketeers exist in
Boston, he can find the answer in
one word:
"Politics.
"Who gets the licenses for these
clubs, brings pressure on the licensing board to grant the necessary permission?
Some politician
or politicians.
"Who comes to the front with violent personal protests when the police get too nosey and shrieks to the
heavens about interference with
reputable citizens? Some politician
or politicians.
Who protects these people by
putting obstacles in the way of
cleaning them up?
By seeing that
bills in the Legislature which would
put an end to them are killed? Some
politician or politicians.
"When the new liquor law was
passed, the Post begged and pleaded with the authorities to keep the
bootleggers, racketeers and gangsters out of the night club business,
pointing out that all the scandals of
prohibition would be revived in
worse form if this was not done.
"Well, they are all back—gangsters, gamblers, blackmailers, race
touts—all the slimy crew that made
Boston a sink hole under prohibition.
"They are back because they had
political influence. Let the License
Commission tell what politicians I
stormed their rooms appealing for
licenses for gangsters.
They have
the names.
Why are these men
not shown up?
"Of course these alleged clubs are i
the fakiest of organizations, just resorts for gambling and worse.
''Yet the State legalizes them by
'granting charters, the Licensing
I Beard legalizes the sale of liquor,
which is only a blind, and then the
protecting arm of the Legislature
is thrown about them by forcing
the police to get plenty of evidence
before they can make a raid.
''The Legislature could change the
whole situation in 48 hours.
"But it has been impervious to
pleas before.
Last year a bill
which would have driven these fake
clubs out of existence was coldly
turned down.
"What hope is there for action
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ASKED DESPITE
Curley to Seek
FORCE SHAKEUP The Removal of

Joseph Leonard

Governor to Seek Council
Ouster Wednesday If
Foe is Still 'In'

eney
Killing of Joseph Swe
Started Boston Police
Fuss

CHARGES 'CHICANERY'
Unsolved Sweeney Case
Cited in Attack on
Head of Police
Special to the Telegram
BOSTON, Feb. 10. — Charging
ph
that Police Commissioner Jose
to
J. Leonard "owes his position
political chicanery," and pointing
to the unsolved murder of Joseph
P. (Red) Sweeney in a South End
club Friday morning, Governor
-'
Curley tonight told the commis
in'
sioner to reign or be removed
spite of Leonard's drastic shakeup of his department.
5
The Governor said that if Leonnes
ard had not resigned by Wed
t
day he would ask the Executive
t
Council to oust him. Leonard, has
long been marked as "next in line
for the Curley ax after Morgan T.
Ryan." Leonard was one of the
apend-of-the-Ely-administration
the
pointees, being shifted from
chairmanship of the Boston Finance commission to the police
commissionership.
Discussing Leonard's "chances,"
observers recalled not only the
Governor's recent success with recommendations to the council, hut
also the assertion of at least one
uRepublican member of the Exec in
tive Council that he would help
any move to oust Leonard.
Curley Statement
As the investigation into the
apparently
slay i ng
Sweeney
brought no new clues, the Governor issued the following statement from his home:
"The statement of the police corn
ar
missioner that he is unfamili
with the work, coupled with the
pussy-footing policy of the police
In acting in major crimes, does
not tend to strengthen the confidence of the people in the Boston
police department.
"The members of The police department are honest, intelligent,
capable and efficient. If properly
law
directed they can enforce the peoand promote the respuet of the
ple for constituted authority
not
"However, this is difficult if
cornImpossible, when the police
Continued r Page Five
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the Cosployed as a doorman at
early
mos club and was last seen y, an
Friday morning by Sadie Perr said,
ce
entertainer at the club, poli
faced by
standing against a wall,
beaten
a group of men. Shot and
to
to death, his body was brought )
City hospital by David J. (Beeno Breen, reputedly one of the opera
ators of the Cosmos club, and in
er
club bartender and a taxi driv
the latter's cab.
in
The police transfers resulted
at the
the placing of two captains
mands
Warren avenue which com e octhe district where the crim non
kin
curred. Capt. Joseph Mac
e hut
remained on day duty ther West
Capt. James F. Daley of the
sferred
Roxbury station was tran duty.
to Warren avenue for night
Capt.
His place was taken by
was in
Thomas F. Gleavy, who
pocharge of the police school at
lice headquarters.
the
Lieut. William D. Donovan of ed
mov
Warren avenue station was
Max
to East Boston, and Lieut.
m the
Phormer was brought fro
Back Bay station to replace him.
sSeven other officers were tran a
form
ferred to headquarters to
d
"flying squadron" under comman ,
vitt
of Deputy Supt. James McDe
tant
to keep night clubs under cons
surveillance.
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(Continued on Page
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PROMISES AND REALITIES

Goverkor Jaws 11 Curley during his campaign
for office was fluent in promises of economy and
s we
Improvement in government. After six week
of
mation
ques
the
into
ing
e
delv
find tke legislatur
terial-increases already in the donduct of the governor's office. He made a great show of reducing expenses by saving something like $200 a year on
telephone bills. He has thought nothing of increasing the cost of the governor's office $10,000. We are
already beginning to see glimmers of the most extravagant administration this state ever has seen or
will see for some time to come.
The governor's secretary, the same one who
takes to the air to tell us what a wonderful man is
steering the Ship of State, explained to the ways
and means committee, which is showing some curiosity over the budget for the governor's office,
that an extra stenographer was needed because this
governor works six days a week instead of one and
one-half. He is—for Governor Curley. The necessity for the establishment of the Division of Employment in the Executive Department he said was necessary because, although there already was a state
employment bureau, the governor had a lot of calls
for jobs and they had to be given attention. So that
expense is explained.
The committee wanted to know why Lieut. Col.
Joseph Hanken, who Is the national Vice commander of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, had been appointed executive officer in the adjutant general's
department at $4000 a year with $1500 additional for
The secretary did not know
•a citauffeur's wages.
but he thought it must be because there is need to
coordinate the activities of the adjutant general's
It takes cleverness to discover this need
office.
after so many years.
The frankest answer this young man gave the
committee is the one regarding the new automobile
for the governor. It cost $5000. Replying to a query
regarding this, Mr. Grant explained that the governor wanted that particular car. So he got it. What's
a promise of economy in a campaign.
The other day he ordered the State Police -to undertake the InVestigation of the murder of a Boston underworld big shot. He ordered a body of officers established by act of the legislature for the protection of sparsely settled sections of the state to
do work for which the citizens of Boston are taxed
• • . the work of Boston police. If Boston cannot
take care of its own criminals he had better take
tine off from his airplane flights to Washington to
pose with ship models in his hands and use the Boston police force, over which the legislature and the
governor by some freak of our state constitution
have control, for the purpose for which it was created.
Just remember we were promised an economical
administration by the individual who is now demonstrating one.
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PROMISES AND REALITIES
Govewr James M Curley during his campaign
for office was fluent in promises of
economy and
improvement in government. After six weeks we
find the legislature delving into the question of
material -increases already in the &induct of
the governor's office. He made a great show of reducing
expenses by saving something like $200 a year
on
telephone bills. He has thought nothing of
increasing the cost of the governor's office $10,000. We are
already beginning to see glimmers of the most
extravagant administration this state ever has seen
or
will see for some time to come.
The governor's secretary, the same one
who
takes to the air to tell us what a
wonderful man is
steering the Ship of -State, explained to the
ways
and means committee, which is showing
some curiosity over the budgetfor the
governor's office,
that an extra stenographer was
needed because this
governor works six days a week
instead of one and
one-half. He is—for Governor Curley.
The necessity for the establishment of the
Division of Employment in the Executive Department he said
was necessary because, although there already
was a state
employment bureau, the governor had a lot
of calls
for jobs and they had to be given
attention. So that
expense is explained.
The committee wanted to know
why Lieut. Col.
Joseph Hanken, who is the national
Vice commander of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars, had been appointed executive officer in the adjutant
general's
department at $4000 a year with $1500
additional for
a chauffeur's wages.
The secretary did not know
but he thought it must be because
there is need to
coordinate the activities of the adjutant
general's
office.
It takes cleverness to discover
this need
after so many years.
The frankest answer this young
man gave the
committee is the one regarding the new
automobile
for the governor. It cost $5000.
Replying to a query
regarding this, Mr. Grant explained
that the governor wanted that particular car. So he
got it. What's
a promise of economy in a
campaign.
The other day he ordered the
State Police to undertake the investigation of the
murder of a Boston underworld big shot. He
ordered a body of officers established by act of the
legislature for the pro.
tection of sparsely settled sections
of the state to
do work for which the citizens of
Boston are taxed
•.. the work of Boston police. If
Boston cannot
take care of its own criminals he
had better take
time off from his airplane flights
to Washington to
pose with ship models in his
hands and use the Boston police force, over which
the legislature and the
governor by some freak of our
state constitution
have control, for the purpose
for which it was created.
Just remember we were
promised an economical
administration by the individual who
is now demonstrating one.
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UNDER THE STATE
HOUSE DOME
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Conintlt,,,es of the legisis titre
wading through as many as 125 hih
in one day.
While Boston police and State police are wrangling over possession
of evidence in the Sweeney murder
case, Governor Curley suddenly appointed a Torivassmesstomission which !,
is to meet this week to study means I
of combating crime in the state.
According to the governor, inveatl.
gation by State Police makes it
plain that the club where Sweeney
Is believed to have been murdered
was fully equipped for gambling and
had existed for months without inI
terference by Boston police.
i
,
,
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ASKS LEONARD
TO QUIT OFFICE
Gov. Curley Calls on Police Commissioner
to Resign.
BOSTON, Feb. 11—"Resign by
Wednesday or be removed" is the
edict that has gone forward from the
office of Gov. James M. Curley concerning Police Commissioner Joseph
L. Leonard of this city, following an
attack made on the police department Friday and Saturday as the result of failure of the raiding police
officers to find gambling paraphernalia when they raided the building
occupied by the Cosmos and Sportsmen's clubs recently.
Meanwhile Police Commissioner
Leonard has transferred five highranking police officers and has designated five others to investigate the
charges of polia, graft and a uerts
a eary morning raids on night
clubs.
As the result of the transfers,
Capt. James F. Daley comes from
the West Roxbury division to Warren avenue, assigned to command
the intown division during the night
hours while Cant. Joseph H. McKinnon continues to command the 202
men during the day. Capt. Thomas
. Gleavy is transferred from the suerintendent's office to command the
West Roxbury division. Lieut William D. Donocan, who was in charge
f the raid Jan. 22 when some gamling paraphernalia was overlooked,
avenue
's transferred from Warren
to East Boston. Lieut. J. A. Dorsey
is transferred from desk duty at East
Boston to the detective bureau. and
Lieut. Max B. F. Thormer from the
Back Bay to Warren avenue.
The commissioner has ordered
James McDevitt, deputy superintendent of police, to select his own
aides in conducting .a campaign
against grafting police officers and
other officers who failed to report
the existence of suspected or actual
illegal resorts, and yesterday Lieut.
James J. Hinchey was named as the
chief aide and these other officers
were named to conduct the investigation: Sengt. James J. Crowley,
Special Officers Joseph J. Hart.
George L. Drown, William J. Hartigan and Thomas P. Walsh.
With the shake-up in the police department, growing out of the Sweeney murder investigaticn, Gov. Curley issued the statement calling upon
the, kseed of the Hub police department to resign or be ousted with
Wednesday as the dead line, and issued the statement: "Unless the
conanissioner resigns in the interim," it said. "I can see no course
open to me other than to request
his removal at the meeting of the
executive council on Wednesday."
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BOSTON, Feb. 11—(AP) An announcement by Gov. Curley that he
would seek the removal of Police Cornmissioner Joseph J. Leonard of Boston. and a sudden transfer of Boston
police captains today overshadowed.
for the moment. tuttArivestigation into
th• Wiling of Joseph Sweeeev. the in PITTSFIELD, Feb. 10—Another
town meeting day will be in order in
cident which started all the fuss
the Berkshires Monday and Otis and
Gov Curley said last night he would
Wednesday's
Lanesboro wilt hold the spotlight beas:: Leonard's removal at
cause of the unusual nature of the
meeting of the Governor's Council—
Contests and factional strife,
unless, the Governor added. Leonard
resigns in the mean time
become the first selectman in her town
Within a few moments, the cornand in the Berkshires for that matter.
missioner announced a sudden. startMiss Mary E. Crittenden, artist and
ling transfer of captains, designed to
graduate nurse, is also seeking the ofrid the city of vice, gaming and Illegal
constabl
titre of
e. There will be a treliquor resorts
mendous turnout of the fairer sex, ScMeanwhile, the slaying of Sweeney
cording to advance reports. An issue
in the Cosmos Club last Friday mornthat has the town all excited is the
I in remained unsolved Police admitquestion of appropriation $16,000 for
, ted they had no clue to the killer's
a school and site. Many taxpayers reIdentity. They spent Saturday night
member the $49 rate and regardless of
' visiting china. most of which thi \
the merits of the consolidated school
,
. found closed
Plan aro expected to defeat the proComment on those Smut-ail!
, night
ject. The town has also found a cannight's
"I.ant
said:
visits, the Governor
didate for tax collector In the person
(Saturday's) exhibition reminded me
of Henry I. Thomas. It looked for a
, of Grand Hotel—ipeople come and peotime as if the office would go begging.
pi go, but nothing ever happens.'"
Lanesboro Feud Looms.
•As for Lanesbo
The Governor issued a statement,
ro, excitement there
critical of the Boston Police Departwill prevail almost from the crack of
ment's inability to close down night
dawn. There will be a contest right off
cluba where gambling was carried on,
when' Chief Motor 'Vehicles Inspector
shortly after Sweeney'n slaying beThomars S. L. Kletchka, stormy petrel
came known FridaY•
of town polities seeks to wrest the ofi
The Boston American quoted Leonflee of moderator from Rep.'William
ard as saying:
Arthur Akeroyd. In the other electarns, the Kletchka forces who won
"I am not going to resign. and furthermore, have not thought of turnell the nomination,' at the caucus
called by their enemies, the taxpayer's
log in. my resig,nation Wednesday or
i any other day. There is no good reagroup, may find themselves snowea
tinder by stickers. over the week-end
I son why I should do SO
Intensive efforts were made by the1 "During the short period I have
taxpayers who now hold the majority
been police commissioner I have endeavored to administer the duties of
of offices, to get out the vote and
Instruct the voter on the use of stickTo date I think I
m: office fairly
era.
have done so. I have plans for many
Rep. Akeroyd returned from Boston
improvements and feel confident I can
Saturday, apparently much disturbed
go through with them."
by the publicity given affairs of his ,
---v-sti—
— —The
- -r
home town. "If the voters want me
,
ait moderator I shall he glad to serve."
says Mr. Akeroyd. "I hope we'll get
together soon and iron out our diffiies."
Inspector Kletchlut and his supporters are just as busy as their foes.
"Grossly libelous," said Mr. Kletchica
of the petition and alleged charges
brought against. him last week and
turned over to Gov. liallea.a.1.4ey.
Leaders of the taxpayers group want
the Governor to restrict Mr. KletchIrtr's activities in town polities and
have him confined to his state job.
In Lee, the major contest will h,"
1
fur selectman with six candidaten
evenly matched seeking the honors.
Judge Bart Bossidy will be moderator
of the meeting.
Treadway Moderator.
Congressman Allen T. Treadway Is
on his way for the Stockbridge meeting where he has served as moderator
for 30 years. The Stockbridge meeting
has long had the reputation of being
the mord orderly and best conducted
meeting in the county. There are frequent contests for office, clashes on
the floor but arguments don't ramble
much from the question and business
Is settled with dispatch.

Mrs. Somes Would Become
First of Sex as Selectman
in Otis; Miss Crittenden
Wants to Be Constable.
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-Another Appointee
'1 of Ely's Is Doomed
Despite Shakeup
f'

Ultimatum Follows Transfer
of Officers Resulting
from
Probe of Sweeney Slaying
in Night Clab.
FINDS JOB FILLED
BY "CHICANERY"
Governor Declares He
Has
No Fear of Friends
of
Politicians Responsible for,
Naming Leonard.
BOSTON, Feb. 10—(AP)
The unsolved slaying of Joseph
P. (Red) ,
Sweeney in a South End
club Friday
morning, tonight resulted
in a drastic shakeup of Boston'
s higher police
officials and an ultimat
um from Gov.
James M. Curley that
Police Corn- 4
missioner Joseph J.
Leonard resign ;
or be removed.
Officers Transferred.
The police shakeup
, ordered tonight
by Commissioner
tive immediately, Leonard, and effecresulted in the transfer of six superior
officers, a sergeant
and five plainclo
thes men.
Immediately after the
order was issued, however, Gov.
Curley announced .
that if the
•
comm!ssioner had not resigned by Wednesday
he would request him removal
at a meeting of the
executive council on
that day. Leonard, a former chairma
n or the Boston
Finance Commission,
was named police
commissioner by former
Gov. Joseph ;
B. Ely In the closing
days of the latter's regime. Leonard
gene C. Hultman edin succeeded Euresigned to become chairman of
District Commission.the Metropolitan
Sweeney.a fri,:mer convict,
was emplo;:e0 as
doomClub and was lastmin At the Cosmos
seen early Friday
morning by Sadie
iainer at the club, Perry, an enter- ,
ng against a eall, pollee said, standrf men. Shot and faced by a group
As body was broughtbeaten to death.
y David J. (Beene) to C,ty Hospital
ne of the operatorsBreen, reputed
of the Co

[Continued on Second Pr
particularly to investigate
the
Governor called "the gamblinwhat
g angleI of the ease. They found
a full-fledged
gambling establishment on
floor of the building which the third
housed the
Cosmos Club.
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TRANSCRIPT
North Adams, Mass.

Curle
. . . . y Asks Legislature to Extension In ,
Gtve Police Right
. to Enter rzg PWA, Plans
Places, Without Warrants
Irocess

of Preparation and ExSpecial Message Direct
Outgrowth of Slaying ot. Boston Within Few Days, HayGangster in Theatrical District
Club; Places of As- 1 That it Would be Considered
sembly Now Immune From
Forwarded by Other Cities and
Inspection
t
Reveal Nature of Any Projects
Boston, Feb. 11—Simultaneous
with authority to enter
his announcement
ion.
premises
that
he
license,1
would ask I as clubs or
the executive

places of sembla.ge was
council Wednesday to not
st
oust police Commission
permitted as as a consequence
er Joseph J.
these premises have
Leonard, who refused to
been immune tl rely sthat
resign,
h kf
eeee
pera
Gov
"
nl etu
l sess
from
emtVoTddbe
I
James M. Curley today
, oab\s
'a
eirlv
aili
inspection by local
blg
e
sent a special
which
"The tragic occurence authorities.
message to the
at the Cos- public for this sort of work, but had deLegislature urging mos club
enactment of legislation
clared
that
within
the city must say "no"
permitting sizes the necessitythe past Week end et
police to enter any
mie
igrht to eny major improvements requirfor this
private homes and premises except of authority to municipal extension
al ing heavy financial
and state !
assistance by
churches at any police to
time,
enter premises of
,
acter both for the preventionthis char- ustra- the city tself.
The message was the
of
crime
How
. 1.ds of
much of the cost of any apdirect out- and for the apprehension
growth of the slaying
of
evil
dots
proved projects the federal governlast Friday of era."
Joseph "Red" Sweeney,
gangster, in
tI ;Moiler ment may pay under the new work
a theatrical district
Governor Carley attacked the
club.
apis
the
relief
plan and how much the city
"For a long period
pointment of an "incorruptible
squad" i PWA may be expected to pay no one here
said the of
message, it has been time,"
the contention andpolice to clean Boston of gamblers I 'Mayor knows as the
of
pre.sident has not yet
racketeers, as an "outrage,
municipal
police
insult I 'srnoon revealed the details of the system
through the commonwealthauthorities
he
that the i
1
Orocess
proposes to use in spending the four
continued on Pare ENV
; led to billion dollar fund he has asked from
.
II, • ...
J
s
and Congress. There is little expectation
that he had assurances that it would among most people
here, however,
TRANSCRIPT
be taken under consideration along that the federal
government will pay
North Adams, Mass,
with those forwarded by other cities the entire cost of local
projects. But
and towns under a special exten- the common assumption
here is that
aion of time granted to him by the the ERA plan will
1C.r-/-j
be abandoned in
regional PWA administrator,
four or five months when the new
! ana miler pieces ,ot amusement.
Communication.s urging all muni- work relief system goes into operaeipelities to prepare programs of tion, and this will throw
about 430
wnrk which they might be (Able to out of employment here,
most of '
undertake for the relief of unem- whom will become charges of
the loployment with grants of federal cal public welfare department
unless
funds were sent several weeks ago new work relief
projects under the
to the mayors of all cities and the new federal plan are
found,
1
TO
selectmen of all towns, with copies with means to pay for them. along
Boston,. Feb. 11—(AP 1—An angoing to departmental heads in all
It was thought possible here today
nouncement by Governor Curley that
municipal.)rs also. However, Mr. that if the state work relief
projects
he would seek the removal of Police
Doble, who took office a week ago in this vicinity which are
on the
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard of
today. said that he first heard of the Massachusetts program that
Gov.
Boston, and a sudden transfer of
matter only a few days ago and that Curley his submitted at
wasiumpeas
Boston police captains todatt overwhile work had immediately been i siteerft be started, they
might take
, shadowed, for the moment, the instarted on a. canvass of the local sit- 1 up some of the local
employment
vestigation into the killing of Joseph
nation to see what might be done. he ; slack when the ERA
ends, but probSweeney, the incident which started
had not gotten local list, ready yet. I ably not all of it.
all the fuss.
Meentime, he said. he had been in
Local school officials. incidentally,
Governor Curley said last night he
touch with PWA officials at Boa- are not perturbed by the
fact that I
would ask Leonard's removal at
ton and secured an extension of 1 the governor's program as
1
Wednesday's meeting of the govertime. Mayor Johnson said this after- I at Washington, did not list presented
the eonnor's council—unless, the governor
noon that he had not done anything 1 struction of a new
schoolhouse to
added, Leonard resigns In the meanhimself about the matter since re- , replace the present Mark
Hopkins
time.
reeving the communication asking ; building as a state projeet.
They I
Within a few moments, the cornfor a list of possible local projects : have asked the state department
of
sudden.
a
missioner announced
but had I rned the whole matter 1 education to undertake the constartling transfer of captains, designover to Commissioner Doble who 1 struction of such a echool, holding,
ed to rid the city of vice, gaming and
would take full charge of it.
that the state should do so since
illegal liquor resorts.
Pending the completion of the , the Mark Hopkins school is used
as a 1
Commissioner Leonard could not
study which he instituted as soon 1 teacher training school in connec- I
be reached for a statement on the
as the matter was brought to his 1 tion with the state teachers' college, I
possibility of his removal. He was
attention, Mr. Doble did not this , hut they believe this request
went
reported as "out on police work."
afternoon reveal the nature of any ! in after the governor's list ,..as drawn
Meanwhile the slaying of Sweeney
projects
of the
which might be put I up. and that the omission of the
in the Cosmos club last Friday mornon the local list. It was recalled this schoolhouse project from that list
ing remained unsolved. Police adafternoon, however, that in his in- does not necessarily mean
it
mitted they had no clue to the killer's
augural address Mayor Johnson had has been vetoed at Boston.that
They I
identity. They spent Saturday night
spoken of the necessity of doing believe it is still under
consideration
visiting clubs, most of which they
highway, water main and sewer +'or' the city itself.
found closed.
ees,........—
see.
Commenting on those Saturday
night visits. the goveknor said: "Last
night's (Saturday's)' exhibition reminded me of Grand hotel—People
COMP and people go, but nothing
ever happens.'"
The governor issued a statement,
critical of the Boston police department's inability to close down
night clubs where gambling was carried on, shortly after Sweeney's slaying became known Friday. The same
night, he ordered the state police
into Boston to conduct a separate
Investigation of the slaying and of
g'ambling and illegal liquor "joints"
in the city.
He has expressed dissatisfaction
with Leonard since he became governor and has threatened to remove
the police commissioner on several
occasions. Leonard was placed in office by one of former Governor Ely's
11th hour appointments.
The Boston American quoted Leonard as saying:
"I am not going to resign, and
furthermore have not thought of 1
turning in my resignation Wednesday or any other day. There is no
good reason why I should do so.
"During the short period I have
been police commissioner I have endeavored to administer the duties of
my office fairly. To date I think I
have done so. I have plans for many
Improvements and feel confident I
can go through with them."
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TRANSCRIPT
North Adams, Mass.

Curley Asks Legislature to Exten
sion In
Give Police Right to Enter rig
Places Without Warrants PWA Plan3
i'rocess of

Preparation and ExSpecial Message Direct
Outgrowth of Slaying of Boston Within Few Days, HayGangster in Theatrical District
Club; Places of As- That it Would be Considered
sembly Now Immune From
Forwarded by Other Cities and
Inspection
t
Reveal Nature of Any Projects
Boston, Feb. 11—

Simultaneous with authority to
his announcement that
enter premises licensed
he would ask as clubs
the executive council
or
Wednesday to not permittedplaces of semblage was
*
oust Police Commissioner
Joseph J. these premises as as a consequence
tO keep men employed, observirtg
Leonard, who refused to resign.
have been immune
Gov
:
%.hf
b
:
it
ci
'
‘
N
hc
1 that federal funds would be available
from
James M. Curley today
inspection
by
local
sent a special
"The tragic occurence authorities.
tfocrantly
message to the Legislature
tis sort of work, but had deat the Cosurging mos club within
enactment of legislation
I dared that the city must say "no"
the past Week end
permitting
might
sizes the necessity for
police to enter any
major improvements requirthis extension 'ee
cls ro
private homes and premises except of authority to municipal and
a1 tihe ehiteya‘ts
•veitfinancial assistance by
churches
state
at
•
I
any
f
'
ng
police
time.
to enter premises of this
character both for the prevention
zi.
stra- 1 How much of the
The message was the
of
crini,
-icost of any apdirect out- and for the apprehension of
growth of the slaying
evil O.,I proved projects the federal governJoseph "Red" Sweeney,last Friday of era."
;sioner
ment
may pay under the new work
gangster, In
a theatrical district
Governor Curley attacked
"For a long periodclub.
pointment of an "Incorruptiblethe at.- Is the ! relief plan and how much the city
time," said bile. of
squad
PWA
may be expected to pay no one here
police to clean
message, it has been the
contention and racketeers, as Boston of gambler, Mayor ' knows as the pre.sident has not yet
of
municipal
an "outrage, insult '
police
?moon I revealed the details of the system he
through the commonwealthauthorities
that the
orocess proposes to use in spending the four
Continued on Pare Mai
1 led to I billion dollar fund
_
he has asked from
. ,. . .2..a, and , Congress. There
Ls little expectation
that he 1-.1d A.C.c1117111(TS that it would 1 among most
people here, however,
TRANSCRIPT
be taken under censideration along 1 that the federal
government will pay
North Adams, Mass,
with those forwarded by other cities 1 the entire
cost of local
and towns under a special exten- the common assumptionprojects. But
here is that
ic
sion of time granted to him by the the ERA plan will
be abandoned in
regional PWA administrator,
i four or five months when the new
1 sun miler places ot amusement.
Communications urging all muni- I work relief system goes into
opera1
eipalities to prepare programs of tion, and this will throw
about 450
work which they might be able to , out of emp:oyment
here,
undertake for the relief of unem- whom will ber_ertme charges most of
of the loployment with grants of federal cal public welfare
department unless
funds wcre sent several weeks ago new work relief
projects under the
to the mayors of a.11 cities and the , new federal plan are
i -..TO
found,
selectmen of all towns, with copies • with means to pay for them. along
Boston, Feb. 11—(A.P.)---An angoing to departmental heads in all
It was thought possible here today
nouncement by Governor Curley that
municipal i's also. However. Mr. that if the state work relief
projects
he would seek the removal of Police
Debit, who took office a week ago in this vienity which
are on the
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard of
today, said that he first heard of the Massachusetts program
that Gov.
Reston, and a sudden transfer of
matter only a few days ago and that Curley has submitted
at
Boston police captains todale overwhile work had immediately been , stferelit be started, they Washing's*
might take
shadowed, for the moment, the instilted on a canvass of the local sit- up tome of the local
employment
vestigation into the killing of Joseph
nation to see what might be done, he ', slack when the ERA ends,
bit', probSweeney, the incident which started
had not gotten local list ready yet.'ably not ell of it.
all the fuss.
meantime. he said, he had been in 1 Local school officials.
incidentally,
Governor Curley said last night he
touch with PWA officials at Boa- are not perturbed by the
fact that
would ask Leonard's removal at
ton and secured an extension of the governor's program as
Wednesday's meeting of the govertime. Mayor Johnson said this after- at Washington, did not list presented
the connor's council—unless, the governor
noon that he had not done anything , struction of a new schoolhouse
to
added, Leonard resigns in the meanhimself about the matter since re- : replace the present Mark
time.
eeiving the communicat km asking building n.s a state project.Hopkins
They I
Within a few moments, the cornfor a list of possible local projects have stsked the state department
1 tnissioner announced
of
a sudden.
but had 1 rned the whole matter education to undertake the
eonstartling transfer of captains, designaver to Commissioner Doble who " struction of such a 9Chool,
holding
ed to rid the city of vice, gaming and
would take full charge of it.
i that the state should do so since
Illegal liquor resorts.
Pending the completion of the the Mark Hopkins school is
used as al
Commissioner Leonard could not
study which he instituted as soon teacher training school in connece
be reached for a statement on the .
as the matter was brought to his non with the state teachers'
college.
possibility of his removal. He was I
attention, Mr. Doble did not this , but they believe this request
went
reported as "out on police work."
afternoon reveal the nature of any in after the governor's list ''as drawn
Meanwhile the slaying of Sweeney
of the projects which might be put up, and that the omission of the
in the Cosmos club last Friday mornon the local list. It was recalled this schoolhouse project from that
ing remained unsolved. Police ad- i
afternoon. however, that in his in- does not necessarily mean that list
it
tnitted they had no clue to the killer's
augural addres.s Mayor Johnson hod has been vetoed at Boston.
They
identity. They spent Saturday night
spoken of the necessity of doing believe it is still under consideration
visiting clubs, most of which they
highway, water main and sewer +work the city itself.
found closed.
Commenting on those Saturday
night visits, the governor said: "Last
night's (Saturday's)' exhibition reminded me of Grand hotel—'People
come and people go, but nothing
ever happens.'"
The governor issued a statement,
critical of the Boston police de- partment's inability to close down
night clubs where gambling was carried on, shortly after Sweene!''s slaying became known Friday. The same
night, he ordered the state police
into Boston to conduct a separate
investigation of the slaying and of
gambling and illegal liquor "joints"
In the city.
He has expressed dissatisfaction
with Leonard since he became governor and has threatened to remove
the police commissioner on several
occasions. Leonard was placed in office by one of former Governor Ely's
, 11th hour appointments.
! The Boston American quoted Leonaid as saying:
! "I am not going to resign. and i
I furthermore have not thought of
turning in my resignation Wednesday or any other day. There is no
good reason why I should do so.
"During the short period I have
been police commissioner I have endeavored to administer the duties of
my office fairly. To date I think I
haVe done so. I have plans for many
improvements and feel confident I
can go through with them,"
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[Continued from First Pagel
a taxi
Club, and a club bartender and
driver in the latter's cab.
Two at Warren Ave.
the
The police transfers resulted inWarplacing of two captains at the
commands the
ren Ave. station which
occurred.
district where the crime
remained on
Capt. Joseph Mackinnon
F.
(lay duty there but Capt. .Tames
station
Daley of the West Roxbury
Ave. for
was transferred to Warren
taken by
night duty. His place was
was in
who
Capt. Thomas F. Gleavy,
police
charge of the police school at
headquarters.
the
Lieut. William D. Donovan of
to
Warren Ave. station was moved
Phormer
East Boston, and Lieut. Max
stawas brought from the Back Bay
tion to replace him.
transferred
Seven other officers were
"flying
to headquarters to form a Deputy
squadron" under command of
to
McDevitt,
Superintendent James
surkeep night clubs under constant
veillance.
slaying
As the investigation Into the
apparently brought to light no new
issued
Governor
clues to the killer, the
his
the following statement from
home:
"The statement of the police commissioner that he is unfamiliar with
pussyfootthe work, coupled with the
in
ing policy of the police in acting
major crimes, does not tend to
strengthen the confidence of the peoDepartment.
ple in the Boston Police
• "The members of the police department are honest, intelligent, capable
and efficient. If properly directed they
can enforce the law and promote the
respect of the people for constituted t
1
authority.
"However, this is difficult if not Im,
commissioner
possible, when the pollee
owes his position to political chican•
ery."
Declaring there must be fear of of- ,
refending friends of the politicians
sponsible for the appointment, Gov. ,
Curley said "If there is one department of government that should he
free of politics it Is the police depart- ,
ment."
"Unless the pollee commissioner resigns in the interim," the Governor
asserted, "I can see no course open
to me other than to request his removal at the meeting of the council
on Wednesday."
For the first time in the history of
the state police, that body was InJectot into the investigation of a crime
In Boston on direct orders of the Governor.
State Police Quit Case.
Tonight, however, tIapt. John F.
Stokes. chief of detectives of the state
police, said the Interest of his department in the case had ceased with his
report to Commissioner Paul G. Kirk
of the Department of Public Safety.
"We did what we were told to do."
he said, "and; unless we get further
orders, we will take no further action.
The solving of the murder is up to
the Boston pollee."
The state police wets ordered into
the ease Friday night by Gov. Curley,
particularly to investigate what the
Governor called "the gambling angle"
I of the case. They found A foil-fledged
gambling establishment on the third
floor of the building whieh housed the
Cosmos Club.
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CURLEY ASKS

Continued from Page One
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KAMINSKI SEES
SHAKEUP FOLLOWS
FAILURE TO SOLVE
CHAPLAIN DAILY
IN DEATH HOE NE KAMINSKI LETTER
SWEENEY MURDER
EVIDENTLY LAST
Increasing Interest Shown
Higher Boston Police Affectin Religious Counsel by
ed and Curley Orders Com11 CHANCE FOR LIFE
missioner to Resign or Be
Removed

1
•

Condemned Slayer in
State Prison.

Boston, Feb. 10—(AP)—The unMOrig! if./ The,
spritiglield Union.
solved slaying of Joseph P. ("Red") 3
BOSTON, Feb. 11—.8n
increasing
Sweeney in a South End club Friday
Interest in religious
counsel on the
morning, tonight resulted in a draspart of Alexander Kamins
ki Is reporttic shakeup of Bostonle higher police
ed from Charlestown
State Prison. A
officials and an ultimatum from Gov
daily visitor at his cell
James M. Curley that police Commisin the death
house is Rev. Ralph W.
sioner Joseph J. Leonard resign or be
Farrell, prison chaplain, and it is
removed.
reported that
The police shakeup, ordered toKaminski has entere,: into
earnest
night by Commissioner Leonard and
conversation with his spiritual
advisor,
effective immediately, resulted in the
though he has not as yet
made any
transfer of six superior officers, a
special requests for visits
by the chapsergeant and live plainclothesmen.
lain.
Immediately after the order was isOtherwise KamInski's
sued, however, Gov Curley announced
death house is marked stay In the
by the most
that if the commissioner had not resimple of routine. Guards
visit his cell
at regular intervals
signed by Wednesday he would rewith food and his
quest his removal at a meeting of the
few
wants—
usually
.
cigarets—are satexecutive council on that day. Leonard, a former chairman of the BosEVEN
ING
UNION
ton finance commission, was named
police commissioner by former Gov
Spring
field,
Mass.
Joseph B. Ely in the closing days of
tile latter's regime. Leonard succeeded Eugene C. Hultman who resigned
1
to become chairman of the metropolit:
tan district commission.
Reverner Issues Statement
As tiflomfffre%gation into the slaying apparently brought to light no new
clews to the killer, the governor issued the following statement from his
., home:—
"The statement of the police commissioner that he is unfamiliar with
the work, coupled with the pussyfooting policy of the police in acting in
major crimes, does not tend to
i strengthen the confidence of the people in the Boston police department.
"The members of the police departBOSTON. Feb. 11--(AP) The early
ment are honest, intelligent, capable
11111 ,.ificient. If properly directed they
adoption of an amendment to the gencan enforce the law and promote the
eral laws which would permit pollee to
respect of the people for constituted
enter any building, except private
authority.
dwellings and plsees where religious
"Ilowever, this is difficult If not ima,semhlics ore held, was recommended
possible, when the police commissionby Gov. James M. Curley. In a meser owes his position to political
sage to the Legislature, today
chicanery."
' Deelsring there must he fear of ofThe governor indicated his action
fending friends of the politicians re
was prompted by the reoent slaying of
' sponsihie for the appointment, Gov
Joseph "Ited" Sweeney, Boston night
: Curley said, "If there is one departclub doorman.
ment of government that should he
Curley said it had been the contenfree of politics, it Is the police departtion of police authorities throughout
ment."
the commonwealth that authority tO
Unless Ile Resigns
enter premises licensed as clubs or
places of assemblage was not per.
"Unless the police commissioner remittcd. afel consequently these places
signs in the interim," the governor
have been Immune from police Instigaasserted, "I can see no course open to
tion.
me other than to request his removal
at the meeting of the council on
Wednesday,"
For the first time In the history of
the state police, that body was injected into the investigation of a crime in
Boston on direct orders of the governor. Tonight, however, Capt. John F.
Stokes, chief of detectives of the state
nolle.e, said the Interest of his department in the case had ceased with his
report to Commissioner Paul 0. Kirk
i
of the department of public safety.

Frp

Governor Launches
Drive on Crime
Message Calls for Act to
Permit Widespread Raids
on Clubs.

i

so

Attorney Thought to Have
Exhausted Every Means
to Save Life of
His Client.
Special.lo The Springfield Union.
BOSTON, Feb. 10-- Alexander Xaminski, condemned to electrocution for
the murder of a Hampden County jail
guard, passed his third clay In Cell
No. 1 in the death house of Charlestown State Prison today. He is to die
next week.
Still hopeful that Gov. Curley will
reconsider his decision to close ap',pals for clemency and commutation
of the sentence to life imprisonment
,
Kaminski spent the day quietly, penning a letter to his parents in New
Britain, Conn., and another to Gov.
Curley.
He received holy communion from
the Rev. Ralph W. Farrell, prison
chaplain, and spent the remainder of
the day reading religious tracts. He
had no visitors and asked only for
a
chicken dinner, which was served him.

Letter May be
Last Chance.
The )Stter Kaminski wrote yesterday to Gov. Curley, in all
probability,
will contstiltull'ffte final appeal from
any source to save him from the
electric chair.
While Atty. Edward L.
Fenton will not comment upon
the
case, it is believed he is aware he has
exhausted every possibility and
that
nothing remains for him to do to
save
his client's life.
Atty. Fenton was confined to his
home yesterday suffering from
a severe cold and was not available
for
comment.
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Leonard, Police Head of Boston,
Insists He Will Not Quit Despite
Gov. Curley's Threat To Onct Hun
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The Governor issued a statement,
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transfer of Boston police captains critical of the Boston Police Deand
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KAMINSKI SEES
SHAKEUP FOLLOWS
CHAPLAIN DAILY
FAILURE TO SOLVE
KAMINSKI LETTER
IN
H
DEAT
HOUSE
SWEENEY MURDER
EVIDENTLY LAST
Higher Boston Police AffectI CHANG; FOR LIFE
in Religious Counsel by
ed and Curley Orders Commissioner to Resign or Be
Removed
Boston, Feb. 10—(AP)—The un3
solved slaying of Joseph P. ("Red")
Friday
club
Sweeney in a South End
morning, tonight resulted in a drastic shakeup of Bostonla higher police
officials and an ultimatum from Gov
James M. Curley that police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard resign or be
removed.
The police shakeup, ordered tonight by Commissioner Leonard and
effective immediately, resulted in the
transfer of six superior officers, a
sergeant and five plainclothesmen.
Immediately after the order was issued, however, Gov Curley announced
that if the commissioner had not resigned by Wednesday he would request his removal at a meeting of the
executive council on that day. Leonard, a, former chairman of the Boston finance commission, was named
Police commissioner by former Gov
Joseph B. Ely in the closing days of
the latter's regime. Leonard succeeded Eugene C. Hultman who resigned
to become chairman of the metropolitan district commission.
Governor Issues Statement
As tilirTertigation into the slaying apparently brought to light no new
clews to the killer, the governor issued the following statement from his
home:-131pi statement of the police commissioner that he is unfamiliar with
the work, coupled with the pussyfootling policy of the police in acting in
I major crimes, does not tend to
strengthen the confidence of the people in the Boston police department.
"The members of the police department are honest, intelligent, capable
and efficient. if properly directed they
the
can enforce the law and promote
respect of the people for constituted
authority.
'However, this is difficult if not impossible, when the police commissioner owes his position to political
chicanery."'
Declaring there must he fear of offending friends of the politicians re
sponsible for the appointment, Gov
Curley said, "If there is one department of government that should be
tree of politics, it is the pollee department."
Unless Lie Resigns
"Unless the police commissioner resigns in the interim," the governor
asserted, "I can see no course open to
me other than to request his removal
at the meeting of the council on
Wednesday."
For the first time in the history of
the state police, that body was Injected into the investigation of a crime in
Boston on direct orders of the governor. Tonight, however. Copt John F.
Stokes, chief of detectives of the state
police, said the interest of his department in the case had ceased with his
report to Commissioner Paul G. Kirk 1
of the dep r •iei o p bi c safety.

Condemned Slayer in
State Plison.
-

rJ/0
siwinglielei Union.
);-"I'()N, Feb. 11—An increasing
interest in religious counsel on the
part of Alexander Kaminski is reported from Charlestown State Prison. A
daily visitor at his cell in the death
house is Rev. Ralph W. Farrell, prison chaplain, and it is reported that
Kaminski has entered into earnest
conversation with his spiritual advisor,
though he has not as yet made any
special requests for visits by the chaplain.
Otherwise Kaminski's stay in the
death house is marked by the most
simple of routine. Guards visit his cell
at regular intervals with food and his
few wants—usually cigarets—are

EVENING UNION
Springfield, Mass.

FF-nr
()vernor Launches
1.):'k,e on Crime
Message Calls for Act to
I Permit Widespread Raids
on Clubs.
nosTuN. vo,. 11—(AP) The early

adoption of an amendment to the general laws which %%Auld permit police to
enter any 1,1111(ling. except private
(Nellings /Ind places where religious
assembliiis are held, was recommended
by Gov. James M. Curley, in a message to the Legislature, today.
The governor indicated his action
was prompted by the recent slaying of
Joseph "Red" Sweeney, Boston night
club doorman.
Curley said it had been the contention of police authorities throughout
to
the commonwealth that authority
or
enter premises licensed fig clubs
places of assemblage was not perplaceS
mitted, ahd consequently theseinspe0have been immune from police
hon.

Attorney Thought to Have
Exhausted Every Means
to Save Life of
His Client.
Special to The Springfield Union.
BOSTON, Feb. 10— Alexander Kaminski, condemned to electrocution for
; the murder of a Hampden County jail
guard, passed his third clay in Cell
1, No. 1 in the death house of Chariest town State Prison today. He is to die
next week.
Still hopeful that Gov. Curley will
reconsider his decision to close appeals for clemency and commutation
of the sentence to life imprisonment.
Karrninski spent the day quietly, penning a letter to his parents in New
Britain, Conn., and another to Gov.
Curley.
He received holy communion from
the Rev. Ralph W. Farrell, prison
chaplain, and spent the remainder of
the day reading religious tracts. He
had no visitors and asked only for a
chicken dinner, which was served him.

Letter May be
Last Chance.
The tel hr Kaminski wrote yesterday to thiv. curley, in all probability,
will constitute the final appeal from
any source to save him from the elecWhile Atty, Edward L.
tric chair.
Fenton will not comment upon the
case, it is believed he is aware he has
exhausted every possibility and that
nothing remains for him to do to save
his client's life.
Atty. Fenton was confined to his
home yesterday suffering from a severe cold and was not available for
comment.
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will pick a reasonable number of job
from his program and arrange to
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Which to make his selections. But it
is to be hoped that mtuncipaThties
will not assume from its size that the
creation of so much new employment
in every part of the state with federal funds at the governor's request
' Is assured that they will not need
to be thinking about projects of their ;
own also. If they have the idea that;
Mr. Curley has taken care of the :
whole situation and that the cornmonwealth's problem Ls all solved
they have certainly taken too much
for granted.
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KAMINSKI SEES
SHAKEUP FOLLOWS
CHAPLAIN DAILY
FAILURE TO SOLVE
KAMINSKI LETTER
IN
DEATH
HOUSE
SWEENEY MURDER
EVIDENTLY LAST
Increasing Interest Shown
Higher Boston Police AffectFOR LIFE
in Religious Counsel by I CHANCE
ed and Curley Orders ComCondemned Slayer in
State Prison.

missioner to Resign or Be
Removed
un-

Attorney Thought to Have
Exhausted Every Means
to Save Life of
His Client.

Sprrirr! to The SpringliPid Union.
BOSTON, Feb. 11—An increasing
Interest in religious counsel on the
part of Alexander Kaminski is reported from Charlestown State Prison. A
Special to Tlic :Springliold Union.
daily visitor at his cell In the death
BOSTON, Feb. 10—Alexander Kahouse is Rev. Ralph W. Farrell, prisminski, condemned to electrocution for
on chaplain, and it is reported that
the murder of a Hampden County jail
removed.
Kaminski has entered Into earnest
guard, passed his third day In Cell
The police shakeup, ordered toadvisor,
his
with
conversation
spiritual
• No. 1 in the death house of Charlesnight by Commissioner Leonard and
though he has not as yet made any
town State Prison today. He is to die
effective immediately, resulted in the
special requests for visits by the chaptransfer of six superior officers, a
lain.
' next week.
sergeant and five plainclothesmen.
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Still hopeful that Gov. Curley will
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isfied on request.
penexecutive council on that day. LeonBarring intervention by Gov. James I • Kaminski spent the day quietly,
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Britain, Conn., and another to Gov.
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19. Gov. Curley has definitely de.
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tan district commission.
cred tillft. - the Kaminski case is
Governor Issues Statement
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ing apparently brought to light no new
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isgovernor
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sti••(1 the following statement from his
home:—
"The statement of the police commissioner that he is unfamiliar with
the work, coupled with the pussyfoott*i it Kaminski wrote yestering, policy of the police in acting oi
l'orley, in all probability,
day to
major crimes, does not tend I•,
will constitute the final appeal from
strengthen the confidence of the peoany source to save him from the elecple in the Boston police department.
While Atty. Edward L.
tric chair.
Fel). 11—(AP) The eariy
"The members of the police departFenton will not comment upon the
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lat the meeting of the council on
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For the first time In the history of
the state police, that body was injected into the Investigation of a crime In
Boston on direct orders of the governor. 7,,iiIght, however, Capt. John F.
Stokes. chief of detectives of the state
police. S31(1 the interest of his department in the case had ceased with his
report. to Commissioner Paul G. Kirk
of the department of public safety.
Boston, Feb. 10—(AP)—The
solved slaying of Joseph P. ("Red")
Sweeney in a South End club Friday
morning, tonight resulted In a drastic shakeup of Boston'8 higher police
officials and an ultimatum from Gov
James M. Curley that police Commiastoner Joseph J. Leonard resign or be
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KAMINSKI SEES
CHAPLAIN DAILY
IN DEATH HOUSE KAMINSKI LETTER
I EVIDENTLY LAST
. Increasing Interest Shown
CHANCE FOR LIFE'
in Religious Counsel by

SHAKEUP FOLLOWS
FAILURE TO SOLVE
SWEENEY MURDER
Higher Boston Police Affected and Curley Orders Commissioner to Resign or Be
Removed

•

Condemned Slayer in
Attorney Thought to Have
State Prison.
Nro,rat to ThE SWill!'fieifi th11011.' Exhausted Every Mean
s
BOSTON, Feb. 11—An increas
ing
to
SEr.
,C Life of
interest in religious counsel
on the
part of Alexander Kamins
His Client.
ki is reported

Boston, Feb. 10—(AP)—The unsolved slaying of Joseph P. ("Red")
Sweeney in a South End club Friday
morning, tonight resulted in a drastic shakeup of Boston:a higher police
from Charlestown State
Prison. A
officials and an ultimatum from Gov
daily visitor at his cell
James M. Curley that police Commisin the death
house is Rev. Ralph W.
sioner Joseph J. Leonard resign or be
Farrell, prison chaplain, and it is
removed.
reported that
Kaminski has entere: into
The police shakeup, ordered toearnest
night by Commissioner Leonard and
conversation with his spiritual
advisor,
though he has not as yet
effective immediately, resulted in the
made any
I special requests for visits
transfer of six superior officers, a
by the chaplain.
sergeant and five plainclothesmen.
Immediately after the order was IsOtherwise Kaminski's stay In
the
death house is marked by
sued, however. Gov Curley announced
the most
simple of routine. Guards
that if the commissioner had not revisit
his
cell
at regular intervals with
signed by Wednesday he would refood and his
few wants—usually cigaret
quest his removal at a meeting of the
s—are satisfied
executive council on that day. Leon,'
on request.
r
Barring intervention by Gov.
ard, a former chairman of the BosJames I
M. Curley, it is expecte
ton finance commission, was named
d that the t
death sentence imposed
Police commissioner by former Gov
on Kaminski /
by Judge Nelson P.
Joseph B. Ely in the closing days of
Brown for the
murder of Merritt W. Hayden
the latters regime. Leonard succeedden County Jail guard, will , Hamped Eugene C. Hultman who resigned
ried out in the early mornin be car- t
to become chairman of the metropolig of Feb. E
19. Gov. Curley has
tan district commission.
clared Mt''the''RamIndefinitely de- SI
Governer Issues Statement
ski
case is r
"closed as far as he is
As th9Pileritigation into the slayconcerned."
0
ing apparently brought to light no new
clews to the killer, the governor issued the following statement from his
home:—
"The statement of the police commissioner that he is unfamiliar with
the work, coupled with the pussyfooting policy of the police in acting in
major crimes, does not tend to
strengthen the confidence of the people In the Boston police department.
"The members of the police departBOSTON, Feb. 11—(.1P) The eariy
ment are honest, intelligent, capabte
adoption of an amendment to the genand efficient. If properly directed they
can enforce the law and promote the
erai laws which would permit police to
respect of the people for constituted
enter any hulk:Ina. except private
authority.
thiellings and places where religious
I'llowever. this is difficult If not ima.--f•emlilies are held, was recommended
possible, when the police commissionhi: Dov. James M. Curley, in a mesor owes his position to political I
sage to the Legislature, today
chicanery."
Declaring there must he fear of ofThe governor indicated his action
fending friends of the politicians re
%VOA prompted by the recent slaying of
, sponsible for the appointment, Gov
Joseph "Red" Sweeney, Boston night
Curley said, "If there is one departclub doorman.
ment of government that should he
Curley said It had been the contenfree of politics, It is the police departtion of police authorities throughout
ment."
the commonwealth that authority to
'Unless He Resigns
enter premises licensed as clubs or
places of assemblage was not per"Unless the police commissioner remitted. arid consequently these places
signs in the interim," the governor
have been immune from pollee inspecasserted, "I can see no course open to
tion.
me other than to request his removal
at the meeting of the council on
Wednesday."
For the first time in the history of
the state police, that body was injected into the investigation of a crime In
Boston on direct orders of the governor. Tonight, however, Copt John F.
Stokes, chief of detectives of the state
police, said the interest of his department in the case had ceased with his
report. to Commissioner Paul G. Kirk
of the department of public safety.

I

Drive on Crime

Message Calls for Act to
Permit Widespread Raids
on Clubs.

Special to The Springfield Union.
BOSTON, Feb. 10—Alexander Kaminski, condemned to electrocution for

i

the murder of a Hampden County jail
guard, passed his third day in Cell
No. 1 in the death house of Charles-

town State Prison today. He is to die
next week.
Still hopeful that Gov. Curley will
reconsider his decision to close appeals for clemency and commutation
of the sentence to life Imprisonment.
Kaminski spent the day quietly, penning a letter to his parents in New
ritain, Conn., and another to Gov.
'urley.
.
He received holy communion from
e Rev. Ralph W. Farrell, prison
apialn, and spent the remainder of
day reading religious tracts. He
had no visitors and asked only for a
chicken dinner, which was served him.

Letter May be
Last Chance.
The *Der Kaminski wrote yesterday to Gov. Curley, in all probabil
ity,
will constIttittlite final appeal from
any source to save him from the electric chair.
While Atty. Edward L.
Fenton will not comment upon the
case, it Is believed he is aware he has
exhausted every possibility and that
nothing remains for him to do to
save
his client's life.
Atty. Fenton was confined to his
home yesterday suffering from a
severe cold and was not available for
,
comment.
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ark done in any state, whatever its
cmount.
As a :natter of fact, the governor
considerably exaggerated the financial difficulties of the commonwealth
and its .nunicipalities when he said
that no part of a public works pro-1
I gram could be financed locally in
Massachusetts. The commonwealth
can afford to increase its debt to
some extent so as to do now, when
it will help alleviate the unemployment problem and its costs, some construction work it must soon do with
borrowed funds anyhow. So can
many Massachusetts municipalities.
In the end, no doubt, the governor
will pick'a reasonable number of jobs
from his program and arrange to
finance them with partial help from
the federal government, and a good
many cities and towns ought to submit proposals of their own on like
terms to the new public works organization. The governor is to be
congratulated on having a long and
comprehensive program ready from
which to make his selections. But it
is to be hoped that municilialities
will not assume from its size that the
creation of so much new employment
in every part of the state with fedel-al funds at the governor's request
Is assured that they will not need
to be thinking about projects of their
own also. If they have the idea that ;
Mr. Curley has taken care of the "
whole situation and that the com-1
rnonwealth's problem i all solved
they have certainly taken too much
for granted.

kk.8
Leonard, Police Head of Boston,
Insists He Will Not Quit Despite
Gov. Curley's Threat To Ouct Him
of Captains
Commissiorer Makes Startling Transfer
Club-FG/low: Murder at Alleged Gambling
r Names
Crime Remains Unsolved—Governo
Crime Commission
nor said:
an- night visits, the Gover
BOSTON, Feb. 11 (W).—An
s (Saturday's) exhibinight'
"Last
Curley
nouncement by Governor
reminded me of Grand Hotel—
removal of tion
but
that he would seek the Joseph L. 'People come and people go,
ns.'"
happe
ever
Police Commissioner
a sudden nothing
Leonard of Boston, and
The Governor issued a statement,
captains
police
n
Bosto
of
transfer
al of the Boston Police Declitic
the motoday overshadowed, for
ent's inability to close down
partm
the killment, the investigation into incident night clubs where gambling was
the
ey's
ing of Joseph Sweeney,
carried on, shortly after Sween
e known Friday. The
becam
which started all the fuss.
ng
slayi
night
Governor Curley said last
night, he ordered the State
removal at same
he would ask Leonard's
police into Boston to conduct a
Govthe
igation of the slaying
Wednesday's meeting of
Gov- separate invest
ernor's Council—unless, the
gambling and illegal liquor
of
and
the
resigns in
ernor aded, Leonard
"joints" in the city.
meantime.
He has expresed dissatisfaction
comWithin a few moments, the
Leonard since he became Govwith
announced a sudden, ernor and has threatened to remove
missioner
ins, destartling transfer of capta
the police commissioner on several
vice, gamsigned to rid the city of
occasions. Leonard was placed in
resorts.
one of former Governor
ing and illegal liquor
ey office by
Meanwhile, the slaying of Sween
Ely's 11th hour apointments.
y
Frida
last
Leonard Quoted
in the Cosmos Club
Police
morning remained unsolved. to the
The Boston American quoted
admitted they had no clue
as saying:
Satur- Leonard
not going to resign, and
killer's identity. They spent
am
'I
most of
day night visiting clubs,
furthermore, have not thought of
which they found closed.
turning in my resignation WednesGovernor's Statement
day or any other day. There is no
day
Satur
Commenting on those
good reason why I should do so.
"During the short period I have
been Police Commissioner I have
EAGLE
endeavored to administer the duties
I
Pittsfield, Mass.
of my office fairly. To date
done so. I have plans
have
I
think
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for many improvements and feel
confdent I can go through with
JOHN A. KENNEDY. them."
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CurState crime commission. Gov.
t ley Saturday afternoon declared
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sure
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conthat it will not be possible to
vert matter into energy for practical purposes.--Prof. Albert Ein-
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'ass Petitions I
For New Bridge
3i1l Interest Aroused by
Condition of Present
Riverside Structure
Petitions bearing the signature
of the selectmen, are being cir
culated in both Gill and Monta
gue stating -that public conveni•ence, necessity and safety requir(
the construction of a new bridgc
across the Connecticut river between Montague (Turners Falls)
and Gill (Riverside)."
Hundreds of signatures have
been secured in Turners Falls and
other precincts of Montague and
in Gill, including the Mt. Hermon I
district. The petition is addressed i
to Govs_LIMA%-41.--Curley. It states!
"that for reasons set forth in detail in the attached descriptive •
matter this project should be
properly financed in its entirety by
state and federal funds."
Gill is becoming much interested
in the proposed new structure because of the weakening of the
present suspension bridge to Turners Falls by continual truck traffic
which is diverted from the condemned so-called White bridge between Turners Falls and Greenfield. While the French King highway was being built the RiversideTurners bridge was weakened by
the passage of heavily loaded
trucks and now with its added
burden, the selectmen feel in the
near future expensive repairs will
be necessary.
It is understood the MontagueGill bridge committee will attempt
to arrange an interview with Gov.
Curley to lay the matter before ed
him.

•

ing, last night resulted in a drastic
shakeup of Boston's higher police
officials and an ultimatum from
Gov. James M. Curley that Police
Commissioner Joseph
J. Leonard
resign or be removed.
The police shakeup, ordered last,
night by Commissioner Leonard,
and effective immediately, resulted
in the transfer of six superior officers, a sergeant and five plain
clothes men.
Immediately after the order was
issued, however, Gov. Curley announced that if the commissioner
had not resigned by Wednesday
he would request his removal at a
meeting of the executive council
on that day.

95
Public Works
Without question the huge program of public
works allotted to Franklin county in the Curley
$230,000,000 program would increase the ease and
safety of highway travel. The projects are useful, if
not necessary.
Unquestionably this construction would employ
labor and add to the general volume of business, although it is improbable more than a small percentage of the payroll or purchases would remain in the
section where the work is done.
But what is distressing to the old fashioned
mind, the mind accustomed to planning improvements only when the, means to pay for them was in
sight if not in hand, is the calm disposition of this
day to push off on federal credit the responsibility
for carrying through such programs. Nor does it
encourage this doubting mind when Gov. Curley
speaks glibly of national lotteries, arbitrary slashing
of government bond interest or currency printing
presses as possible sources of "revenue" if credit lags.
On the other hand, if the nation is bent on this
direction, if the national administration is flinging
us in it whether we will or no, is Massachusetts
justified in hanging back? The President has set
the figure he wants to spend at $4,000,000,000. If
Massachusetts does not claim its share, or as much
as it can get, will it be better pleased to see the
millions eliminating Iowa grade crossings, broadening
Louisiana highways or bridging California arroyos?
Those who take this view may argue that if appropriations without balancing revenue cannot be
checked at the Washington source then Massachusetts should plant both forefeet firmly in the trough
and outsqueal those western and southern sisters
who for years have been getting more from the
federal treasury than they paid in.

HERALD- NEWS
Fall River, Mass.
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cess until March 4.
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Home Rule Bill
Voted Support
1 Of Curley Club
The Cue
'
llriMr
.
voted unanimously yesterday at a meeting in
its headquarters to endorse Home
Rule for the Fall River Police
department. The club authorized
Michael McDermott, a former
policeman and member of the
club, to do all in his power to
oust state control of the department. The organization has noti11%1 Governor Curley and Senator
Convoy of yesterday's vote.
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SOTVIE OF DEER SLAUGHTERED ON NANTUCKET ISLAND

Seven deer slain yesterday on Nantudiet island at the beginning of the brief open season. The hunters, left to right, are
both of Taunton; Edward Dytra, Mginuel Cunha, William Medeiros, all of Nantucket; George A. Stedman, chairman
Joseph MatLos of Taun ton. Each got a (leer.
------ ---....t,"utoio. owner of ,
large tract of land which is post 'i
against hunters, protested.to Gov. Cu 1
ley and urged that a 300-acre deer par
be established on the island for th
.
future protection of the animals.
The Nantucket Reading Club and Si
asconset Community Club after hur
ried conferences late this afternoon
t
sent telegrams of protest to the GovBy EDWARD ALLEN
ernor. Ernest Terry, garage man, whose
Herald Staff Reporter
father, John Terry, was the original
"Brown Derby" man on Nantucket and
NANTUCKET, Feb. 11—"Cease fir- der and the natives tomorrow afternoon ;
later a Curley booster, called the Gov- ing!''
will be the order given at noon can resume the usual peaceful life o
ernor by telephone to lodge a protest on
behalf of the local "Tammany Club" tomorrow to close the open season on the island. Four more game wardens
which meets in his garage.
deer shooting on Nantucket island, 84 will be rushed to the island by coast
frightened deer having been slain by guard patrol boat and national guard
HITS AT HUNTERS
huntJohn K. Ayers, chairman of the about 100 hunters today, the opening plane in the morning to quell the
town finance committee, said the hunt- day of what was to have been a week's era at noon.
ers "ought to get a charge of buckshot shooting.
Disappointed nimrods from the mainIn the pants." Mrs. Charlotte Hamm
Moved by the telegraphed and tele- land who got wind of the shooting too
and Mrs. Olive Allen, prominent winter residents, joined the clamor against phoned protests of the residents of the late to catch the boat yesterday, docked
the sham battle which had driven the island, Gov. Curley tonight ordered at 4 P. M. today, only to be told that
deer out into the open.
had gone in hiding and that
"There is more cover than one would Raymond J. Kenney, director of the the deer
think on this island," said Walker, after ri state division of fish :.nd game, to see they would have less than six hours'
a 14-mile ride around the buntin
that the slaughter of the relatively tame shooting in the morning.
fields. "N) one wants to venture in
deer ends at noon tomorrow.
A few went out to try to bag a deer
cover as rugged as this without an
Kenney at once relayed word to Nan- before sundown, but found Lloyd Waltra pair of trousers. Of course, it's easy
tucket game wardens to enforce the
Or(Continued on Page Thirteen)
to sight a deer, but not so easy to get t --Ibut
A alVI•Clat MILO 1104 lirOWUCtle
him in range. The deer soon caught on
Would
be "guides" met the hunters at
to the purpose of the hunters In these
the wharf and offered to provide them
woods.
"Of course, no one wants to see the with food, drink and
shelter in their
deer killed off. There isn't a chance homes
for a consideration. The local
that more than a third of them would
be killed, even if the season lasted all business men who profited most were
week as scheduled.
The ones killed those who sold automobile chains. None
showed the bad effects of inbreeding. of the back roads
was plowed out.
Several had cataracts on their eyes.
They are much smaller than the aver- About 120 local residents obtained
licenses but not all used them.
age. Some had black and white
toes,
indicative of inbreeding."
There were no accidents or arrests
during the day and the game
COVER SCARCE
wardens
Game Warden Anyon estimated that said the hunters were as well behaved as
not more than 25 or 30 had been killed, any they had ever seen. There were
no signs of jacking or other
"Hunters exaggerate almost as much as
illegal
activities after dark. The wardens
fishermen, you know," be said.
met
A news photographer arriving by air- each boat to size up the passengers,
and
also rode through the streets of
plane had no difficulty in "shooting"
frightened deer from the sky as he the town checking tic on the deer
landed; from the air it looked as if which had been cleaned. Persons who
there was scarcely any cover for the admitted having got a deer were
animals. The woods were dotted with warned that they would be fined $100
hunters' motor vehicles and the cris.s- if they tried to get another. State
cross of trails and state forest looked police co-operated in keeping hunters
as well tracked as the Boston Common off posted lands.
As the law now stands, Nantucket,
or a cow pasture.
The island, crowded with hunters and in common with other sections of the
bounding deer, showed an activity from state, will have a week's open season
the air in marked contrast with the next December, also.
For years Nantucket had no deer.
trackless woods and unploughed roads
Then one day about
in Plymouth over which the plane
had fishermen came on a10 miles off shore
flown a few minutes earlier.
buck swimming
apparently from Cape Cod. They
SLAUGHTER STARTS
him to Nantucket and after he took
had
roamed
If the deer were timid at night
fall, Breckinrthe moore alone for four years,
they were bold enough when the
idge
Long,
now
ambassador to
season Rome, bought
legally opened at 6:17 A. M. At
two doe. That was 10
6:18 years ago.
o'clock, John Yonkosky of Worceste
The
present
hundreds of
r, deer ere
shot a 150-pound buck, and a
descended from those three
Inter his companion, Richard moment animals.
Jennings
of Worcester, shot II doe.
At '7:20 A. M. Harold "Doc"
VARIETY CHAIN STORES
bagged a 175-pound buck, and Ryder
soon
PROFITS INCREASED
Arthur Cored of Pawtucket, Earl Salisbury, Arnold Duce and Elliott
t profits of variety chain stores
Sylvia
of
for
Nantucket, had theirs.
re markedly higher than those
Before 10 o'clock George S. Stedman
.
chairman of selectmen in Berkeley
;
Joseph Mattos, Charles Dupont,e
George C. Sylver, all of Taunton, and
Edward Dutra, Manuel Cunha and
William Mrdeiros. all of Nantucke and
t, had
it deer apiece. "Cy" Young
and Mertin
D. Keefe of the Greater Boston
Sportsmen's Club, tramped all day and
saw
many deer but got nothing.
"I never saw enything like it,"
said
Jenn!nes. "in the Berkshires we
it Was a big herd when we sawthought
two or
three together. Today I saw as many
AS Wren "
Can i Wyer, a native, who was serving as Jennings's guide, said: "I
counted

• •. . .
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Curley Orders Deer Slaughter Halted;
84 Slain in Day on Nantucket Island
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'ass Petitions I
For New Bridge
Interest Aroused by
Condition of Present
Riverside Structure
Petitions bearing the signature
of the selectmen, are being cir
culated in both Gill and Monta
gue stating -that public conveni•
,ence, necessity and safety requir(
the construction of a new bridg(
across the Connecticut river between Montague (Turners Falls)
and Gill (Riverside)."
Hundreds of signatures have
been secured in Turners Falls and
other precincts of Montague and
in Gill, including the Mt. Hermonl
district. The petition is addressed
to Gov-3,1.0.1110$-21,-Curley. It states ,
"that for reasons set forth in detail in the attached descriptive
matter this project should be
properly financed in its entirety by
state and federal funds."
Gill is becoming much interested
, in the proposed new structure because of the weakening of the
present suspension bridge to Turners Falls by continual truck traffic
which is diverted from the condemned so-called White bridge between Turners Falls and Greenfield. While the French King highway was being built the RiversideTurners bridge was weakened by
th.
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WOULD OUST LEONARD
BOSTON—(AP) — The unsolved
slaying of Joseph P. (Red) Sweeney
in a South End club Friday morning, last night resulted in a drastic
shakeup of Boston's higher police
officials and an ultimatum from
Gov. James M. Curley that Police
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard
resign or be removed.
The police shakeup, ordered last,
night by Commissioner Leonard,
and effective immediately, resulted
in the transfer of six superior officers, a sergeant and five plain
clothes men.
Immediately after the order was
issued, however, Gov. Curley announced that if the commissioner
had not resigned by Wednesday
he would request his removal at a
meeting of the executive council
on that day.

Public Works
Without question the huge program of public
works allotted to Franklin county in the .li
Ctaiy
$230,000,000 program would increase the eaie and
safety of highway travel. The projects are useful, if
not necessary.
Unquestionably this construction would employ
labor and add to the general volume of business, although it is improbable more than a small percentage of the payroll or purchases would remain in the
section where the work is done.
But what is distressing to the old fashioned
mind, the mind accustomed to planning improvements only when the, means to pay for them was in
sight if not in hand, is the calm disposition of this
day to push off on federal credit the responsibility
for carrying through such programs. Nor does it
encourage this doubting mind when Gov. Curley
speaks, glibly of national lotteries, arbitrary slashing
of government bond interest or currency printing
presses as possible sources of "revenue" if credit lags.
On the other hand, if the nation is bent on this
direction, if the national administration is flinging
us in it whether we will or no, is Massachusetts
justified in hanging back? The President has set
the figure he wants to spend at $4,000,000,000. If
Massachusetts does not claim its share, or as much
as it can get, will it be better pleased to see the
millions eliminating Iowa grade crossings, broadening
Louisiana highways or bridging California arroyos?
Those who take this view may argue that if appropriations without balancing revenue cannot be
checked at the Washington source then Massachusetts should plant both forefeet firmly in the trough
and outsqueal those western and southern sisters
who for years have been getting more from the
federal treasury than they paid in.

HERALD- NEWS
Fall River, Mass.
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Home Rule Bill
Voted Support
Of Curley Club
The Cu;
:leerr
itrvoted unanimously yesterday at a meeting in
Its headquarters to endorse Home
Rule for the Fall River Police
department. The club authorized
Michael McDermott, a former
policeman and member of the
club, to do all in his power to
oust state control of the department. The organization has notified Governor Curley end Senator
Conroy of yesterday's vote.
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POLICE LEADER FALL RIVER MILL
DEFIES CURLEY HEADS WAIT CALL
OUSTER PLANS 1= FROM GOV.CURLEY

CURLEY SHAKES UP
BOSTON POLICE IN
MYSTERY SLAYING c"m`"'"er

to

Quit in Boston
Crime
Refuses
Investigation

Commissioner Told to Quit
Before Wednesday or
Get Fired.

COUNCIL TO GET CASE

'Commissioner Shakes Up
Department After
LEONARD FLAYED
INEFFICIE
AS
Sweeney Slaying
NT
Six High Officers. Five Detectives. Sergeant. Are
Transferred.
BOSTON, Fe 15. 10 VP).—The unsolved slaying of Joseph P. (Red)
Sweeney in a South End club Friday morning, tonight resulted in a
drastic shake-up of Boston's higher
police officials and an ultimatum
from Goy. James M. Curley that
Commissioner Joseph J.
Police
Leonard resign or be removed.
The police shake-up, ordered tonight by Commissioner Leonard. and
effective immediately, resulted in
the transfer of six superior officers.
a sergeant and fi:e plainclothes men.
Immediately after the order was
issued. however, Gov. Curley announced that if the commissioner
'had not resigned by Wednesday lie
would request his removal at a
meeting of the executive council on
thaL day. The governor has sought
the removal of Leonard since Um.
day he became chief executive of
the state. Leonard, a former chairman of the Boston Finance commission was named police commissioner
by former Gov. Joseph B. Ely in the
closing day of his regime. Leonard
succeeded Eugene C. Hultmann who
resigned to become chairman of the
Metropolitan district commission.
Sweeney. an ex-convict, was employed as a doorman at the Cosmos
club and was last seen early Friday
morning by Sadie Perry. an entertainer at i he club, police said, standing against a wall, faced by a group
of men. Shot and beaten to death, .
his body was brought to City hospital by Da,fid J. (Been°) Breen.
reputedly one of the operators of
the Cosmos club, and a club ha-tender and a taxidriver in the latter's cab.
Transfers.
The police transfers resulted in
the placing of two captains at the
Warren avenue station, which commands the district where the crime
occurred. Capt. Joseph MacKinnon
remained on day duty there but
Capt. James F. Daley of the West
Roxbury station was transferred
there for night duty. His place was
taken by Capt. F. Gleavy, who was
in charge of the police school at
police headquarters.
Lieut. William D. Donovan of the
Warren avenue station was moved
to East Boston, and Licit Max
Phormer was brought from the Back
Bay station to replace him.
Seven other officers were transferred to headquarters to form a
"flyinug squadron" under command
of Assistant Superintendent James
McDevitt, to keep night clubs under
constant surveillance.
As the investigation into the slaying apparently brought to light no
new clues to the killer, the governor

1

ith Picture.)
(Continued on Pegs)
..,..ner,, cruet OL net cllYcZ an ....,
state police, said the interest of his
department in the case had ceased
with his report to Commissioner Paul
G. Kirk of the department of public
safety.
We did what we were told to do,"
be said. and, unless we get further
orders. we will take no further action. The solving of the murder is
up to the Boston police."
The state police were ordered into
the case Friday night by Gov. Curley. particularly to investigate what
the governor called "the gambling
angle" of the investigation. They
found a full-fledged gambling establishment on the third floor of the
building which housed the Cosmos
club.
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Manufacturers and Chiefs of
Civic Bodies Interested in
Textile Conference.
WITHOUT OFFICIAL DETAILS
Boston Announcement, However,
Says N. E. Governors and Mill

Men Will Assemble Thursday
Except for an announcement from
Boston that the cotton and woolen
situation will be considered by the
BOSTON, Feb. 11 (UP)---Governors and leading manufacPolice Commissioner Joseph
turers of the New England States
J. Leonard of Boston today
at a conference called for Thursdefied the ultimatum of Govday at the State House by Governor
ernor Curley to resign his
James M. Curley, Fall River cotton
manufacturers and heads of civic
post or be removed.
organizations said last night they
"During the short time that I
had received no word of the contemhave been police commissioner,"
plated session. However, they exLeonard said, "I have tried to administer the duties of my office
pressed their sympathy with any
fairly. I think I have done so. I
movement that would strengthen the
am not going to resign."
position of industry in New England.
The announcement by Governor
Frank W. Dunham, manager of the
Curley that he would seek the reFall River Chamber of Commerce
moval of Leonard over-shadowed,
and leader in the movement initiated
for the moment, the investigation
by the New England Council to seinto the killing of Joseph Sweeney.
cure all data pertinent to manufacthe incident which started all the ,
fuss.
turing conditions in the area since
Governor Curley said last night '
1931, believed he might have inhe would ask Leonard's removal
formation today. He expressed keen
—
interest in the Governor's proposal
(Continue,
onge 3)
and declared it should aid the general movement.
nothing ever happens.'"
Questionnaires will be sent by Mr.
Criticizes -Department
Dunham today to all Fall River
The Governor issued a statement
manufacturers
on behalf of his comcritical of the Boston Police Demittee of the New ngland Council.
partment's inability to close down
The
survey
night clubs where gambling was
will seek information
carried on, shortly after Sweeney's
relative to the effect of the processslaying became known Friday. The
ing tax, Overproduction,foreign comsame night, he ordered the State
petition with particular reference to
Police into Boston to conduct a
the Japanese, and the problem of
separate investigation of the slaywage differentials.
ing and of gambling and illegal
The mill officials have been asked
liquor "joints" in the city.
to return the factual data with
He has expressed dissatisfaction
as
little delay as possible, that the area
with Leonard since he became govcompilations might be well under
ernor and has threatened to reway before the end of the month.
move the police commissioner on
several occasions. Leonard was
Accurate information that may be
placed in office by one of former
ready for use within a short time
Governor Ely's eleventh hour apin legislative campaigns is the
objecpointments.
tive.
"The statement of the police
commissioner that he is unfamiliar
with the work, coupled with the
pussy-footing policy of the police
in acting in major crimes, does not
tend to strengthen the confidence
of the people in the Boston police
department.
"The members of the police department are honest; intelligent,
capable and efficient. If properly
directed they can enforce the law
and promote the respect of the people for constituted authority.
"However, this is difficult if not
impossible, when the police commissioner owes his position to political chicanery."
Declaring there must be fear of
offending friends of the politicians
responsible for the appointment,
Governor Curley said "if there is
one department of government that
should be free of politics it is the
police department."
"Unless the police commissioner
resigns in the interim," the Governor concluded, "I can see no course
open to me other than to request
his removal at the meeting of the
Council on Wednesday."
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ernor-General of the Philippine islands
and former ambassador to Japan. Mr.
Parkhurst, however, does not propose
to be guided in his investigation and
t,
recommendations by the Forbes repor
which was restricted to conditions then
prevailing at Norfolk.
WOULD ABOLISH CHARLESTOWN
One of Mr. Parkhurst's recommendations will be the speedy abolition of the
130-year-old prison at Charlestown, an
institution designated by him as the
"Bastille." With this recommendation
the Governor is in hearty accord although he has never publicly discussed
his reactions to the Norfolk experiment.
Former Senator Parkhurst is acting
for the commonwealth without compensation and is regarded by the Governor as an adviser. The various prison
heads have been directed to give him
complete access to their institutions
with authority to discuss conditions personally with the inmates if he so desires. Prison employes also have been
directed to give him any information
in their possession he may require of
thern.
Mr. Parkhurst's views on the 'Bastille" at Charlestown once were expressed as follows:
From reliable sources about 60 per
cent. or 75 per cent, of the prisoner
that have been sent to Charlestown
prison are sent back a second and
sometimes a third time. It is evident
that while a term there is punishment it does not reform a very large
percentage of them.
It is hoped that the work and life
at Norfolk will so encourage the men
that a larger percentage than has
been the case heretofore will become
an asset to the community and not
a continued liability.
It (Norfolk) is not a "country
club" nor "a cross between a prep
school and a summer camp for Boy
Scouts." It is a serious undertaking
In human engineering to find, if possible, a better solution for the treatment of criminals. It has the support of the most thoughtful students
and practical workers in crimonology
Massachusetts and in
both in
America.

Executive Would Reopen
Fitchburg Jail for
Special Cases

VIOLENCE THREATS
PROMPT INQUIRY
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FALL RIVER MILL
HEADS WAIT CALL
FROM GOV.CURLEY

n

ICUREY SHAKES UP
BOSTON POLICE IN
MYSTERY SLAYING
(Continued From Page One.)
Issued the following statement from
his home.
-The statement of the police commissioner that he is unfamiliar with
the work, coupled with the pussyfooting policy of the police in acting
in major crimes, does not tend to
strengthen the confidence of the
people in the Boston police departme n t.
• "Police Honest."
''The members of the police departrnent are honest, intelligent, capable and efficient. If properly directed !!ley can enforce the law and prom'' the respect of the people for
constituted authority.
-However, this is aielcult If
happessibie. liken the police com not
alp*Sr owea his position to poli mistical
chicanery.Declaring there must he fear
of
offending friends of the politicians
sponsible for the appointment, reGov.
Curley said:
"If there is one department of
government that should be free
of polltics it is the police department."
'

JAMES M. CURLEY.
"l7nles5 the police comm
issioner
resigns in the interim,"
the.governor
concluded, "I can see no
course open
to me other than to
request his removal at the meeting
of the council
on Wednesday."
For the first time in
the state police, that the history of
jected into the inve body was instigation of a
crime in Boston.
Tonight. however. Capt
. John F.
Stokes. chief of dete
ctives of the
state police, said the
inte
department in the case rest of his
had ceased
with his report to Commis
sioner Paul
0. Kirk of the depa
rtment of public
safety.
"We did what we were
told to do,"
he said. "and, unless we
get further
orders. we will take
no further action. The solving of
the murder is
up to the Boston police."
The sta'e police were
ordered into
the case Friday night
by Gov. Curley. particularly to
investigate what
the governor called "the
gambling
angle" of the investig
ation. They
found a full-fledged gamb
ling establishment on the third
Boor of the
building which housed
the Cosmos
club.

•

.

DEFIES CURLEY
OUSTER PLANS
at Wednesday's meeting of the
Governor's Council — unless, the
Governor added, Leonard resigns
in the meantime.
Transfers Captains
Within a few moments, the commissioner announced a sudden,
startling transfer of captains, designed to rid the city of vice,
gaming and illegal liquor resorts
and the formation of a squad of
"incorruptibles" under Deputy
Superintendent James McDevitt.
The shakeup put two captains
in charge of a single station for
the first time in history. This was
the Warren Avenue station, scene
of the night-club slaying of Sweeney.
Commissioner Leonard could not
be reached for a statement on the
possibility of his removal. He was
reported as "out on police work."
Meanwhile, the slaying of Sweeney in the Cesmos Club last Friday morning remained unsolved.
Police admitted they had no clue
to the killer's identity. They spent
Saturday night visiting clubs, most
of which they found closed.
Commenting on those Saturday
night visits, the Governor said:
"Last night's ((Saturday's) exhibition reminded me of Grand Hotel—
'people come and people go, but
nothing ever happens.'"
Criticizes .Department
The Governor issued a statement
critical of the Boston Police Department's inability to close dow
n
night clubs where gambling was
carried on, shortly after Sweeney's
slaying became known Friday. The
same night, he ordered the State
Police into Boston to conduct
separate investigation of the slaya
ing and of gambling and illegal
liquor "joints" in the city.
He has expressed dissatisfaction
with Leonard since he became governor and has threatened to remove the police commissioner on
several occasions. Leonard
placed in office by one of forwas
Governor Ely's eleventh hour mer
appointments.
"The statement of the
poli
ce
commissioner that he is unfa
mili
with the work, coupled with ar
the
pussy-footing policy of the
poli
in acting in major crimes, does ce
not
tend to strengthen the conf
of the people in the Boston idence
poli
ce
department.
"The members of the police
partment are honest; intellig deent,
capable and efficient. If properly
directed they can enforce the
and promote the respect of the law
people for constituted authority.
"However, this is difficult if
not
impossible, when the police
missioner owes his position comto political chicanery."
Declaring there must be fear
of
offending friends of the poli
ticians
responsible for the appointm
ent,
Governor Curley said "if ther
one department of governmen e is
should be free of politics it t that
is the
police department."
"Unless the police commissioner
resigns in the interim." the Gove
rnor concluded, "I can see no
course
open to me other than
to
his removal at the meeting request
of the
Council on Wednesday."

Manufacturers and Chiefs of
Civic Bodies Interested in
Textile Conference.
WITHOUT OFFICIAL DETAILS
Boston Announcement, Howeve
r,
Says N. E. Governors and
Mill
Men Will Assemble Thursd
ay
Except for an announcement
from
Boston that the cotton and
woolen
situation will be considered
by the
Governors and leading manu
facturers of the New England Stat
es
at a conference called for Thur
sday at the State House by Governor
James M. Curley, Fall River cott
on
manufacturers and heads
of civic
organizations said last nigh
t they
had received no word of the cont
emplated session. However, they
expressed their sympathy with
any
movement that would strength
en the
position of industry in New England.
Frank W. Dunham. manager of
the
Fall River Chamber _of Com
merce
and leader in the movement init
iated
by the New England Council
to secure all data pertinent to manu
facturing conditions in the area
since
1931, believed he might have
information today. He expresse
d keen
interest in the Governor's prop
osal
and declared it should aid the
general movement.
Questionnaires will be sent
by Mr.
Dunham today to all Fall
River
manufacturers on behalf of
his committee of the New England
Council.
The survey will seek info
rmation
relative to the effect of the
processing tax. Overproduction,fore
ign competition with particular refe
rence to
the Japanese, and the prob
lem of
wage differentials.
•
The mill officials have been
asked
to return the factual data
little delay as possible, that with as
the area
compilations might be well
under
way before the end of
the
Accurate information that month.
may be
ready for use within a
short time
In legislative campaigns
is the objective.
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FUNERAL IS HELD
Curley, Hurley, Mansfield and
Other Notables Attend
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Prominent representatives of the federal, state and city government attended the funeral services yesterday
for Frederick R. Fitzgerald, youngest
son of former Mayor John F. Fitzgerald, at St. Mary's Church of the Assumption, Harvard street, Brookline.
Among those present were Gov. Carley, Lt.-Gov. Hurley, Mayor Frederick
W. Mansfield and Mrs. Mansfield.
By W. E. MULLINS
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some years ago, Mr. Parkhurst was one
Thomas F. Dolan, Henry Dobbins, Grifof the small group of penologists infin S. Fallon, Dr. R. H. Aldrich, Edward
strumental in influencing the commonM. Guild and Myron Heiner. Ushers
wealth to experiment with the so-called
were Henry S. Fitzgerald Jr., Gerald M.
Norfolk plan. He was a confidant of
Doherty, Paul Newton, Edward Thorton,
Howard Gill. who was removed last
Joseph L. Noonan and Harry Leman. M.
March as superintendent of Norfolk by
J. Lally was organist and Joseph Ecker,
former Gov. Ely.
soloist.
Mr. Parkhurst has devoted considerBurial was at St. Joseph's cemetery,
able attention to the report on Norfolk
West Roxbury.
submitted to Mr. Ely more than a year
Gover
ago by W. Cameron Forbes, form
ernor-General of the Philippine islands
and former ambassador to Japan. Mr.
Parkhurst, however, does not propose
to be guided in his investigation and
t,
recommendations by the Forbes repor
which was restricted to conditions then
prevailing at Norfolk.
WOULD ABOLISH CHARLESTOWN
One of Mr. Parkhurst's recommendations will be the speedy abolition of the
130-year-old prison at Charlestown, an
Institution designated by him as the
"Bastille." With this recommendation
the Governor is in hearty accord although he has never publicly discussed
his reactions to the Norfolk experiment.
Former Senator Parkhurst. is acting
for the commonwealth without compensation and is regarded by the Governor as an adviser. The various prison
heads have been directed to give him
complete access to their institutions
with authority to discuss conditions personally with the inmates if he so desires. Prison employes also have been
directed to give him any information
In their possession he may require of
them.
Mr. Parkhurst's views on the "Bas
tille" at Charlestown once were expressed as follows:
From reliable sources about 60 per
cent. or 75 per cent. of :he prisoners
that have been sent to Charlestown
prison are sent back a second and
sometimes a third time. It is evident
that while a term there is punishment it does not reform a very large
percentage of them.
It is hoped that the work and life
at Norfolk will so encourage the men
that a larger percentage than has
been the case heretofore will become
an asset to the community and not
a continued liability.
It (Norfolk) is not a "country
club" nor "a cross between a prep
school and a summer camp for Boy
Scouts." It is a serious undertaking
In human engineering to find, if possible, a better solution for the treatment of criminals. It has the support of the most thoughtful students
and practical workers in crirnonologY
in
Massachusetts and in
both
America.
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FROM GOV.CURLEY
Manufacturers and Chiefs of
Civic Bodies Interested in
Textile Conference.
WITHOUT OFFICIAL DETAILS

(Continued from Page 1)
Boston Announcement, However
at Wednesday's meeting of the
Governor's Council — unless, the
Says N, E. Governors and Mill
Governor added, Leonard resigns
Men Will Assemble Thursday
meantime.
in the
Transfers Captains
Except for an announcement from
Within a few moments, the comBoston that the cotton and woolen ,
missioner announced a sudden,
will be considered by the
desituation
captains,
of
startling transfer
Governors and leading manufacsigned to rid the city of vice,
gaming and illegal liquor resorts
turers of the New England States
(Continued From
and the formation of a squad of
at a conference called for Thurs"incorruptibles" under Deputy Superintendent James McDevitt.
day at the State House by Governor
The shakeup put two captains
issued the following
James M. Curley, Fall River cotton
for
station
single
a
in charge of
his home.
was
This
history.
manufacturers and heads of civic
in
time
the first
com"The statement of the police
the Warren Avenue station, scene
said last night they
organizations
with
missioner that he is unfamiliar
of the night-club slaying of Sweereceived no word of the contemhad
the puSsyney.
plated session. However, they exI the work, coupled with
Commissioner Leonard could not
acting
their sympathy with any
pressed
the
on
statement
footing policy of the police in
be reached for a
to
that would strengthen the
movement
tund
was
He
not
removal.
does
his
crimes,
of
possibility
i in major
work."
industry in New England.
of
police
position
on
the
"out
as
of
reported
strengthen the confidence
Sweeof
slaying
the
Meanwhile,
Dunham, manager of the
W.
Frank
departpeople in the Boston pollee
ney in the Cosmos Club last FriFall River Chamber,of Commerce
unsolved.
day morning remained
'tent.
and leader in the movement initiated
Police admitted they had no clue
'"Police Honest."
by the New England Council to sespent
They
identity.
police deto the killer's
cure all data pertinent to manufac"The members of the
most
clubs,
visiting
night
Saturday
capturing conditions in the area since
closed.
partment are honest, intelligent,
found
they
which
of
properly directSaturday
1931, believed he might have inthose
If
efficient.
on
Commenting
and
able
proGovernor said:
formation today. He expressed keen
and
the
law
visits,
the
night
enforce
ed they can
interest in the Governor's proposal
people for
"Last night's ((Saturday's) exhibimote the respect of the
reminded me of Grand Hotel—
and declared it should aid the gention
constituted authority.
'people come and people go, but
eral movement
not.
if
difficult
"liowever„this is
nothing ever happens.'"
commis-.
Questionnaires will be sent by Mr.
the police politiciti
.Department
ssible. Obenposition
Criticizes
to
Dunham today to all Fall River
r owes his
statement
manufacturers on behalf of his com•
The Governor issued a
ot
Chletater_r•"
rallst he fear
critical of the Boston Police De- i
DeClarit14 there
mittee of the New England Council.
politicians re1
down
the
close
to
partment's inability
offending friends ofapoc,intment, Gov.
The survey will seek information
was
gambling
where
night clubs
sponsible tor the
relative to the effect of the processcarried on, shortly after Sweeney's
ing tax. overproduction, foreign comCurle,y said:
of gov.
The
department
Friday.
known
became
slaying
petition with particular reference to
-If there is one
be tree of 011same night, he ordered the State
ernment that shoulddepartment."
the Japanese, and the problem of
conduct a
to
Boston
into
Police
police
wage differentials.
tics it is the
separate investigation of the slayThe mill officials have been asked
ing and of gambling and illegal
liquor "joints" in the city.
to return the factual data with as
dissatisfaction
expressed
He has
little delay as possible, that the area
with Leonard since he became govcompilations might be well under
ernor and has threatened to reway before the end of the month.
move the police commissioner on
Accurate information that may be
several occasions. Leonard was
ready for use within a short time
placed in office by one of former
in legislative campaigns is the objecGovernor Ely's eleventh hour aptive.
pointments.
"The statement of the police
commissioner that he is unfamiliar
with the work, coupled with the
pussy-footing policy of the police
in acting in major crimes, does not
tend to strengthen the confidence
of the people in the Boston police
department.
"The members of the police department are honest;
intelligent'
properly
capable and efficient. If
directed they can enforce the law
and promote the respect of the people for constituted authority.
"However, this is difficult if not
impossible, when the police commissioner owes his position to political chicanery."
Declaring there must be fear of
offending friends of the politicians
responsible for the
"if there is
Governor Curley said appointment,
one department of government that
should be free of politics it is the
police department."
"Unless the police commissioner
commissioner
police,
the
the.governot resigns in the interim," the Goverthe interim,' course opet nor concluded, "I can see no course
resigns
no
concluded, "I can see request his re open to me other than to request
ting of the
alyee
,
counc' his removaloovnal,sAaretdtnheesdn
other than to
i to me
meeting of the
at the
I moyal
Wednesday."
history ot
on
in the
t
first time
in, For the police, that body was
investigation of a
the state
into the
' jected
crime in Boston.
Capt. John F.
Tonight. however.
of the
detectives
Stokes, chief of the interest of his
Laid
ceased
state police,
case had
department in theCommissioner Paul
report to
with his
department of public
the
G. Kirk of
to do,"
safety.
we were told
"We did whatunless we get: further
"and,
tiche said,
no further
we will take the murder is
\ orders.
of
solving
tion. The
Boston police. ordered into
up to the
were
state police
The
by Gov. Cur\
Friday night
case
the particularly to investigate what
gambling
ley.
the
governor called
investigation. They
1 the
the
estabI angle" offull-fledged gambling
the
found a
third floor of
the
lishment on
the Cosmos
housed
building which

1
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was
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est
of managers
The entire board
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are: George P.
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member
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re-elected.
Endicott, Russell
..,,111
i as sap ald,
- sea e
lataffiesieesasdpra
Gardner, William C.
Robert
ne.
Charles P. Curtis,
sumption, Harvard street, Brookli
C.
G. Fessenden,
James
Dean,
James
Among those present were Gov. CurH. Stevenson, Saltonstall, Walter H.
Howe, Leverett G. Allen and Robert
ley, Lt.-Gov. Hurley, Mayor Frederick
Trumbull, Frank
of the
W. Mansfield and Mrs. Mansfield.
Two members
F. Bradford. ed by the Governor are
m
was
of
requie
mass
The solemn high
board appointClaflin, Jr., Or-P. A.
celebrated by the Rev. Mgr. Michael . William H.
nt
J. Splaine, pastor of the church, as- • \ O'Connell.
of the preside
paThe annual report
!Continued from First Page)
sisted by the Rev. Cornelius Reardon, i showed that more than 28,000 new
ry
deacon, and the Rev. George Dowd. •
d to the infirmaretients were admitte
James J. Ronan and Henry P. Fielding.
visits were
was in St. Joseph's
n.
Burial
100,000
sub-deaco
and
be
for
ready
ent.
The prison report will not
i last year
patient departm
cemetery, West Roxbury.
corded in the out average of 343 pertheir consideration today.
Among the flowers was a floral triba daily
was
There
treated
Already thoroughly familiar with the
per cent. were
ute from President and Mrs. Roosevelt.
sons, of whom 31
state prison at Charlestown, Mr. ParkBishop Francis J. Spellman was
charge.
patients
without
hurst has been devoting his time in
Civic
.
services
the
wards, 5668
among the clergy at
of
In the public
the current investigation to the state
involving 43,000 days
leaders in attendance included Fire
treated,
which
were
of
prison colony a Norfolk and the state
hlin,
cent,
McLaug
J.
per
Edward
40
sioner
Commis
service,
to
n
not
board and
reformatory at Concord. In additio
those who could the
Supt. of Police Martin H. King, Deputy
1 was given free to
reporting n internal conditions at these
During the year
Supt. James McDevitt, former City
pay.
recomto
submit
greatwill
he
afford
ions,
Institut
ry rooms were
Councilman Daniel J. McDonald, forvision and perimet
mendations for additional building cona permanent
mer Senator James H. Doyle, John
ed, and placed on
improv
ly
struction.
John
Congressman
nting
represe
Hardy,
town
Charles
at
basis.
The current unrest
W. McCormack, John I. Fitzgerald.
and Concord is due chiefly, according
president of the Boston city council;
to reports, to the overcrowded conCouncilmen Albert L. Fish and Clemditions at both institutions. The exent Norton, City Messenger Edward J.
pansion of facilities at Norfolk has not
Lear, Joseph Maynard, Col. Thomas
absorbed the overflow from CharlesF, Sullivan, transit comtnissionem Dr.
town as rapidly as had been anticipated
Frederick L. Goode, Traffic Commisbecause of the transfer to the state
William Hickey, Edward Manssioner
the
of
s
inmate
the
prison colony of
field, brother of the mayor; Judge Ed2 Park Square
at
l
hospita
and
camp
closed prison
ward L. Logan, Gen, Charles H. Cole,
Rutland.
an of
chairm
former
.
l
O'Leary
Michae
ON
BOST
.
Among the prospects being considthe Democratic state committee, and
- — MASS
ered by the Governor at present is the
Blake.
J.
William
Col.
county
er
Worcest
the
of
use
ary
tempor
Among the priests present were the
HERALD
jail at Fitchburg as a state prison colRev. Charles E. Lane, S. J. of Boston
ony for convicts not requiring the
; the Rev. Charles Ring of St.
College
le
availab
n, Mass.
es
Bosto
y
faciliti
3:rfaXiMUM securit
Joseph's church, Roxbury; the Rev. Joat Charlestown.
seph Murphy of East Pepperel; the Rev.
Cornelius Dalton of St. Marks church,
JAIL NOW IDEAL
Dorchester; the Rev. Michael Derby of
The Fitchburg jail has leten temTIONED
St. Joseph's church. West End; Dr. McKENNEY 'MEN
Worcester
by
abandoned
porarily
church.
Peter's
St.
of
Murphy
since
Francis
idle
county and has been lying
CROWLEY'S POST
Cambridge; the Rev. Robert Leach of
FOR
Crowley,
Middlesex county jail officials ceased
the
End;
North
,
James H.
St. Stephen's church
to use it for housing prisoners pending
successor to
'
Thomas
l eduSt.
A
physica
of
e
Flynn
Rev.
Mauric
director of
the completion of the new jail at Bildepartment,
church, Jamaica Plain; the Rev. Leo
late associate
lerica. The Fitchburg jail has facilischool
Boston
North
,
Dore S. J. of St. Mary's church
Patrick
cation in the
ties for nearly 200 prisoners.
nominated by
End and the Rev. Frank Cummings.
As a member of the state Senate
schools,
probably will be
,
of
Conway
L.
s
Thoma
were
one
tendent
bearers
Pall
was
superin
some years ago, Mr. Parkhurst
committee
T. Campbell,
Thomas F. Dolan. Henry Dobbins, Grifof the small group of penologists inof the school
fin S. Fallon, Dr. R. H. Aldrich, Edward
at a meeting
strumental in influencing the commontomorrow.
M. Guild and Myron Helller. Ushers
that Joseph
wealth to experiment with the so-called
d yesterday
were Henry S. Fitzgerald Jr., Gerald M.
It was reporte coach of football at
Norfolk plan. He was a confidant of
of the
McKenney. head
Doherty, Paul Newton, Edward Thorton,
Howard Gill, who was removed last
and a member
Joseph L. Noonan and Harry Elman. M.
Boston Collegesion is a candidate for
March as superintendent of Norfolk by
commis
year,
Ecker,
Joseph
t
a
and
was
organis
J. Lally
finance
former Gov. Ely.
which pays $5000
in
soloist.
Mr. Parkhurst has devoted considerthe position,
is interested
Curley
Gov.
Burial was at St. Joseph's cemetery,
and that tment of McKenney.
able attention to the report on Norfolk
appoin
last
West Roxbury.
the
submitted to Mr. Ely more than a year
not be reached
McKenney could
ago by W. Cameron Forbes, former Govcomment.
to
islands
ine
the
Philipp
of
eneral
night
ernor-G
and former ambassador to Japan. Mr.
Parkhurst, however, does not propose
to be guided in his investigation and
recommendations by the Forbes report,
which was restricted to conditions then
prevailing at Norfolk.
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Executive Would Reopen
Fitchburg Jail for
Special Cases
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WOULD ABOLISH CHARLESTOWN
One of Mr. Parkhurst's recommendations will be the speedy abolition of the
130-year-old prison at Charlestown, an
institution designated by him as the
"Bastille." With this recommendation
the Governor is in hearty accord although he has never publicly discussed
his reactions to the Norfolk experiment.
Former Senator Parkhurst is acting
for the commonwealth without cornpensation and is regarded by the Governor as an adviser. The various prison
heads have been directed to give him
complete access to their institutions
with authority to discuss conditions personally with the inmates if he so desires. Prison employes also have been
directed to give him any information
in their possession he may require of
them.
Mr. Parkhurst's views on the "Bastille" at Charlestown once were expressed as follows:
From reliable sources about 60 per
cent, or 75 per cent, of the prisoners
that have been sent to Charlestown
prison are sent back a second and
sometimes a third time. It is evident
that while a term there is punishment it does not reform a very large
Percentage of them.
It is hoped that the work and life
at Norfolk will so encourage the men
that a larger percentage than has
been the case heretofore will become
an asset to the community and not
a continued liability.
It (Norfolk) is not a 'country
club" nor "a cross between a prep
school and a summer camp for Boy
Scouts." It is a serious undertaking
In human engineering to find, if possible, a better solution for the treatment of criminals. It has the support of the most thoughtful students
and practical workers in crimonologY
Massachusetts and in
both in
America.
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Variety of Programs to Mark Lincoln's
126th Birthday in Greater Boston

Exercises beginning with the laying of
field, Patrick T. Campbell, superinten
a simple wreath at the foot of the
coln monument in Park squar Lin- dent of schools; Prof. Joseph Sasserno
e
by
and Joseph Santosuosso. Frank
Mayor Mansfield this morning,
J.
and
continuing throughout the
Herlihy, headmas;er of the Eliot schoo
l,
climax of a public celebrationday to a
and
will
conbe
prese
nt.
cert tonight in Faneuil ball,
will
A feature of the program will be
Greater Boston's celebration of mark
the
the
126th birthday of Abraham Linco
display of a civil war banner
ln.
under
The memory of "The great
emanci- which 11 Eliot school boys were killed
pator," born in a log cabin
ville, Ky.. Feb. 12, 109, will in Hodgens- in action. Eliot school children of the
be
tonight at a Republican dinne honorea present day contributed penni
es for the
Hotel Stotler, where Senator r in the purchase
of the flag.
inson of Iowa will speak, L. J. DickLord Lytton, head of the Leagu
will address the gathering Others who
e of
Styles Bridges of New are Gov. H. Nations commission which investigated
Hamps
hire,
condi
tions in the far east, will discus
Leverett Saltonstall, speake
s
r of the world peace tonig
Massachusetts House, and
ht in Ford hall after
Cook, secretary of state. Frederic W. a dinner at the Union Club in his
The
dinne
r honor, which
will be under the
aispicea of the Sarah Wamb will be attended by Miss
Middlesex club.
augh, director of
plebiscite. Among others at the Saar
A public Lincoln celebration
the dinand con- ner will be Dr.
cert will start in Fantui
Mary E. Woolley, presil Hall at 8 dent of Mt.
o'clock tonight, under
Holyo
ke
College; Dr. Ellen
auspices of the F. Pendleton,
Eliot School Association,
president of Wellesley,
and partic- and Mr.
ipated in by the ERA
and
Mrs.
Andre
w J.
chestra and ERA chorussymphony or- Mrs. Charles L. Slattery and Mrs.Peters, trout and salmon on exhibition at the sportsof 100 voices. Noble
Henry
usetts fisherman yes
yesterday. Left to right—
Invitations to speak at this
MacCr
acken
, wife of the presiaffair have dent of Vassa
arielv of the Massachusetts Fish and Gemini
been sent to Gov. Curle
r.
y, Mayor Mansand game commissioner of Maine, and
The Lincoln memorial
cabin, built
pervlsor of Maine game wardens.
In Milton by Miss Mary
Forbes at 215 Adams street Bowditch
taining a rare collection of and conLincolnia,
will be own to the public from
o'clock this afternoon. The log 2 to 5
is an exact replica of the cabin building
in which
Lincoln was born.
Military and naval units
will
mark
Lincoln's birthday as the
national defence week andopening of
demonstrations of the need for will give
preparation to avoid war.
Lincoln's Gettysburg addre
ss
will be
read at 8 P. M., when
n Tent
Daughters of Union VeterMilto
ans
holds a
memorial observance. The
ssional
Women's Club will hold its Profe
annua
coln ball tonight in the Hotel l LinThe Advertising Club of Bosto Statler.
today in special praise of Linco n meets
ln. August E. Giegengack, public
United States, will speak printer of the
on the New
Deal and advertising.
The Rev. Andrew Richards,
the Second Church of Dorch pastor of
give a Lincoln address at ester, will
the Boston
City Cleb.

MAINE GIVES FISH
EXHIBIT TO BAY STATE
Salmon, Trout Presented to Game
Association Here
Salmon and trout in Maine's exhibit
at the Sportsmen's Show last week'
were yesterday presented to the Massachusetts Fish and Game Association
and to the commonwealth by George J.
Stobie, commissioner of inland fisheries
I and game of Maine, to be placed in various ponds in this state.
Five salmon, weighing five to six
pounds, were stocked in Jamaica pond,
near the home of Gov. Curley. Several
weeks ago Gov. Brann of-Maine gaVe
Francis Curley. youngest son of the
Governor, several prize Maine trout and
salmon to stock Jamaica pond. Raymond J. Kenney, director of the stata
division of fisheries arid game, supervised the stocking.
In all, 15 Maine brook trout, weighing
up to five pounds, were given to the ,
Massachusetts Fish and Game Association.
,
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Boston's Tribute to Lincoln
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1
Lincoln a Foe
of Dictators,
Sass Bushnell
Vilould Not Adop
t Unsound

Policies to Steal Vo
tes by
"Cash-Made Populari
ty"

Declaring that
horred dictators Abraham Lincoln abhips in any form
, Robert
T. Bushnell, pre
sid
Club of Massachus ent of the Republican
etts, this aftern
phasized the
oon emthe Federal Goenormous expenditures of
vernment under
President
Roosevelt and
sai
ing reaction aga d that there is a growinst too large
appropriations and the gra
nting of too mu
to the head of
ch power
the nation. Ile
dressing the Ca
mbridge Indust was adrial Association.
"I have wonder
ed," said Mr.
"what Lincoln
Bushnell,
might think if
to return to
he were
our midst tod
ay. I have
wondered what
he might do to
meet the
emergencies wh
ic
his day the mo h confront us. During
unting Federal
was a cause of
war debt
considerable con
finally reached
cern. It
a peak of two bil
lion
hundred million
dollars. Our pea seven
Federal debt
ce-time
twenty-eight bilof today has passed
lions. Authorize
gations will so
d oblion bring it up
four billions:
to thirtyand even now leg
being pushed th
islation is
additional four rough Congress giving an
billions eight hu
eighty million
nd
red and
dol
to spend in his lars to the President
uncontrolled dis
"The present
cretion.
spending, of colfrenzied wave of public
sources, of mort ossal waste of our rega
people by unprecging the future of our
would shock pai edented indebtedness,
yet his whole lifnfully that great leader;
that he would e makes perfectly clear '
en
and misrepresent dure calumny, abuse
ation if he were obl
to adopt a course tha
iged
lar. Never for a mo t made him unpopume
nt
wo
ul
d
he
crruntenance the pursui
be unsound for thet of policies known to
sa
by cash-made popula ke of stealing votes
rity.

i

Wave of Resentme
nt Sure
"Before the presen
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Maine game officials giving their trout and salmon on exhibition at the sportsmen's show last week to Massachusetts fisherman yesterday. Left to right—
Winslow Crowell and Arthur B. Ha lora of the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Association, George J. Stobie, IjpI and game commissioner of Maine, and
Joseph S. Stickney
pervisor of Maine game wardens.

MAINE GIVES FISH
EXHIBIT TO BAY STATE
Salmon. Trout Presented to Game
Association Here
Salmon and trout in Maine's exhibit
at the Sportsmen's Show last week
were yesterday presented to the Massachusetts Fish and Game Association
and to the commonwealth by George J.
Commissioner of inland fishtriell
and game of Maine, to be placed in various ponds in this state.
Five salmon, weighing five to six
pounds, were stocked in Jamaica pond,
near the home of Gov. Curley. Several
weeks ago Gov. Brann of Maine gave
Francis Curley, youngest son of the
Governor, several prize Maine trout and
salmon to stock Jamaica pond. Raymond J. Kenney, director of the stabs
division of fisheries and game, supervised the stocking.
In all, 15 Maine brook trout, weighing
up to five pounds, were given to the
Massachusetts Fish and Game Assoc*.
tion.
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Gov. Curley invited
to -Winter Carnival
Emile St. Godard of The Pas, Manitoba,
champion dog-sled driver, accompanied
by Mrs. St. Godard, presented Governor
Curley today with a large birch bark invitation to attend the Wilton, N. H.,
winter carnival Feb. 16 and 17.
In return thri governor presented them
an autographed photograph. St. Godard
holds the record fo the Quebec international dog-sled derby and has won many
races in New England.
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Hearing on Leonard
Expected Wednesday
Police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard
sent a letter to Governor
Curley last
night reiterating his refuse' to
resign
and asking the governor to
absent
himself from the executive council
meeting
tomorrow at which Leonard's removal
is
expected to be argued.
"Bias and prejudice" in
statements
concerning Leonard should cause Governor Curley to stay away from the
hearing, the police commissioner
suggested.
He requested that the lieutenant
governor preside.
Leonard also proposed that the
governor use his Influence to have the
appointment of the Boston police
commissioner
returneil to the mayor of Boston.
action would be evidence of your "This
faith," Leonard wrote, "and If your good
effort
werre successful would result in
my re- '
move I by operation of law."
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FE
irs Committee.

No nearing
for Leonard,
Curley Says

on Recreation Report 100 Nantucket Deer
Meet to Receive Council's
Believed Butchered
1
AdvertisPlans for Joint
ing of Region

\.
A meeting of the governors of the New
England States was held this afternoon
at the Statler Hotel, in conjunction with
officials of the New England Council.
The principal purpose was to receive a
report from the New England Council
on a proposal for joint State advertising
of recreational facilities, and also a report on possible works projects of an
interstate character that might be undertaken jointly by the six States. At a
1 revious meeting in Boston the governors asked for the preparations of such
reports.
Attending today's meeting were Governors James M. Curley of MassZetters
setts, H. Styles Brirres of New Hamp•
shire, Theodore Francis Green of Rhode
Island, Louis J. Brann of Maine, Lieutenant Governor Frank Hayes of Connecticut. Governor Charles M. Smith of
Vermont did not attend.
Winthrop L. Carter, president of the
council, presided, and others in attendWilnce for the council were Colonel
iam Barron of Crawford Notch, N. H.,
development
recreational
hairman of the
ommittee: Dudley Harmon, executive
ice president; Robert Huse and R. C.
Governor Curley declared today that
addux of the council staff.
Police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard
_
office
from
removed
be
would
of Boston
TRANSCRIPT
tomorrow without a hearing.
Boston, Mass.
Commenting on the letter in which
Leonard demanded that the executive
'
council give a fair and impartial hear.
ing on his removal and that the governor absent himself and permit Lieutenant Governor Joseph L. Hurley to preIn spite of the strain which these 1
side, Governor Curley said:
His letter simply adds another reason busy days must put upon the President.'
for his removal. It is unwarranted, the quiet efficiency of the Roosevelt tact
gratuitous and impertinent. I shall conduct the hearing tomorrow, or rather the and finesse remains undiminished.
proceedings—no hearing will be given."
Example No. 1—When Governor
This statement of the governor indiCurley returned from Washington
cated that he felt sure of sufficient votes
artes--/fresenting his $233,000,000
among the members of the executive
building program, he declared: "The
council to remove the commissioner.
reaction to my request that the
Leonard sent a letter to Governor Curley
last night reiterating his refusal to resign
Federal Government assume the full
and asking the governor to absent himfinancial responsibility for the pubself from the executive council meeting
lic works construction was favorable."
tomorrow at which Leonard's removal is
Example No. 2— When Mayor
expected to he argued.
LaGuardia returned to New York
' in statements
"Bias and prejudice.
after laying before the President
concerning Leonard should cause Goverplans for spending $1,000,000,000 upon
nor Curley to stay away from the hearpublic works. he said. "I think we'll
ing, the police commissioner suggested.
He requested that the lieutenant goverget the money."
nor preside.
Example No. 3--When the labor
Leonard also proposed that the goverafter two public spankings
leaders,
nor use his influence to have the appointby thc President within ten days,
ment of the Boston police- commissioner
went to the White House yestk:day
returned to the mayor of Boston. "This
for a conference, they had what
action would be evidence of your good
they described afterward as "a very
faith," Leonard wrote, "and if your effort
satisfactory meeting."
were successful would result in my removal by operation of law."
These three samples reflect brilliantly
••• m'•11
Ars'
the contagious quality of Mr. Roosevelt's
,optimism. The governor of a great State,
the mayor of a great city and the executives of a great labor organization—all
are made happy and hopeful and given
new courage for the arduous work ahead
of them. Best of all, perhaps, they hay
a reassuring message that they can giv

overnor to Demand Summary Removal of Police Commissioner Tomorrow

Feels Sure Council
Will Vote Ouster

Leonard's Plea for Impartial
Study Termed "Gratuitous
and Impertinent"

Many More Probably Maimed
as "Open Week" Ends by
Edict of Governor

12 (A.P.y—Hunters'
Nantucket, Feb.
guns, which have echoed throughout this
yesterday in
daybreak
since
Quiet island
what Nantucket residents call the slaughter of tame deer, were silenced by gubernatorial edict at noon today and the
tabulation of the slain was begun by
game wardens.
Indignant islanders, whose aroused I
protest at the declaration of a week's
open season on deer brought immediate
Curley last
response from Govern
night, showered the chief E?11tive with
congratulations and had little sympathy
for the gunners from the mainland who,
ruffled at the sudden closing, are forced
to remain until tomorrow for a boat to
take them from the Island.
The toll taken among the herd estimated to total 350 is placed at approximately 100. Most of the deer killed will
be taken away by the hunters but it is
believed many of the timid animals which
escaped alive have been maimed.
The islanders were distressed particularly because most of the deer slain were
does with :\
_
S we.
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Hope from the White House ;i
I

to their people.
Yet it will be noted that the President
has made no definite commitments. H
will still be free to act as the exigencle
of the evolving situation demand. I
particular, he will be free, we assume, t
say later to Mr. Curley and Mr
LaGuardia that they are asking more
than their share. When the whole public works appropriation will be only
0,000,000,000, how can nearly one-quarter of this sum be allocated to one city
and one State?

•ILIIn
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security plan.

Governors Will Confer
. I'M"Shoe Manufacturers
With a view of drawing up a code
of ethics for the protection of the shoe
industry, Governor James Al. Curley at
i the conferenttee.e‘ New Englfrfffr-roveri woes an Thursday for a discussion of
the textile industry, will have the goverT10114 confer at 4 P. M., with
representatives of the shoe industry in
Massachusetts.
The request was made to Governor
Curley by Senator Charles A. P. McAres of Haverhill. The senator
flounced today that in addition to rep.
.
resentatives of the shoe industry and
unions, Mayor Horace C. Raker of
Brockton, Mayor George K. Dalrymple
of Haverhill, Mayor J. Fred Manning of
Lynn and Mayor James J. Bruin of
Lowell, also will attend the conference.
James Patterson Tuttle—At Manchester;
N. H., aged seventy-eight; former atl
rney general of New Hampshire.
was graduated from ttonton
veraltv
ool in 1886.
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State Department of
Justice Speeded Up
i!

Legislation creating a State department
. of justice under the jurisdiction of the
attorney general's department and pat: terned after the Federal Department of
Justice, will be ready for submission to
the legislature by Friday, Governor Curley said today.
The geverp_or etsule the announcement
after a con'thce with members of his
unofficial crime commission, which he
recently appointed to study and recommend changes in the criminal laws.
. The governor said the members of the
group had volunteeered their services to
devise a program for the creation of the
State department of justice, as a means
of obtaining united action "in the appre. hension of criminals and combatting
organized crime by organized law enforcement."
The members of the commission, the
governor reported, were in agreement on
the major parts of the program, although
certain details remained to be completed.
, The creation of a State department of
justice follows the recommendation made
. by the governor in his inaugural address
l and later he and Assistant Attorney General Donald R. Simpson studied the operation of the Federal department in Washlngton with a view of adopting the same
methods in Massachusetts.
Besides the governor, those who attended the conference were Attorney'
General Paul A. Dever. Assistant Attorneys General Simpson, James J. Ronan
and Henry P. Fielding: Lieutenant Colonel Paul G. Kirk, commissioner of public safety: Captain John F. Stokes of the, t
State detective bureau: Professor Frank'
L Simpson of Boston University: Frank
A. Goodwin. regintrar et motor vehIcl .s.
and John P. Feeney, special counsel for
the governor.
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Gov. Curley invited
to Winter Carnival
Emile St. Godard of The Pas, Manitoba,
champion dog-sled driver, accompanied
by Mrs. St. Godard, presented Governor
Curley today with a large birch bark invitation to attend the Wilton, N. H.,
Winter carnival Feb. 16 and 17.
In return the governor presented them
an autographed photograph. St. Godard
holds the record fo the Quebec international dog-sled derby and has won many
races in New England.

•

Boston, Moss.
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Hearing on Leonard
Expected Wednesday
Police Commissioner Joseph
sent a letter to Governor J. Leonard
Curley last
night reiterating his refrain—
fir resign
and asking the governor to absent
himself from the executive council
meeting
tomorrow at which Leonard's removal
is
expected to be argued.
"Bias and prejudice" in
statements
concerning Leonard should cause
nor Curley to stay away from theGoverhearing, the police commissioner
suggested,
He requested that the lieutenant
governor preside.
Leonard also proposed that the
governor use his influence to have the
appointment of the Boston pollee
commission
er
returner! to the mayor of
"This
action would be evidence Boston.
of your good.
faith," Leonard wrote, "and if your
effort
wete successful would restilt In
my removal by operation of law."
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No Hearing
for Leonard,
Curley Sa17

Ira Committee.
ttiernao-rs mere
N.ITon Recreation Report 100 Nantucket Deer
Meet to Receive Council's
Believed Butchered

Plans for Joint Advertising of Region

A meeting of the governors of the New
England States was held this afternoon
at the Statler Hotel, in conjunction with
officials of the New England Council.
The principal purpose was to receive a
report from the New England Council
on a proposal for joint State advertising
of recreational facilities, and also a reCommary Removal of Police
port on possible works projects of an
interstate character that might be undermissioner Tomorrow
taken jointly by the six States. At a
previous meeting in Boston the governors asked for the preparations of such
reports.
Attending today's meeting were Governors James M. Curley of Mass-term
Betts, H. Styles BeIllres of New Hamp•
shire, Theodore Francis Green of Rhoch
Island, Louis J. Warm of Maine, Lieutenant Governor Frank Hayes of Connecticut. Governor Charles M. Smith of
Leonard's Plea for Impartial Vermont did not attend.president of the
Winthrop L. Carter,
Study Termed "Gratuitous
council, presided, and others in attendnce for the council were Colonel Wiland Impertinent"
iam Barron of Crawford Notch, N. H.,
hairman of the recreational development
ommittee: Dudley Harmon, executive
'ice president; Robert Huse and R. C.
Governor Curley declared today that
addux of the council staff.
—
Police Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard
office
from
removed
be
of Boston would
TRANSCRIPT
tomorrow without a hearing.
Boston, Mass.
Commenting on the letter in which
Leonard demanded that the executive
,
council give a fair and impartial hearing on his removal and that the governor absent himself and permit Lieutenant Governor Joseph L. Hurley to preIn spite of the strain which these
side, Governor Curley said:
"His letter simply adds another reason busy days must put upon the President.'
for his removal. It is unwarranted,
the quiet efficiency of the Roosevelt tact '
gratuitous and impertinent. I shall conthe
finesse remains undiminished.
rather
"ind
or
tomorrow,
hearing
duct the
proceedings—no hearing will be given."
No. 1—When Governor
Example
This statement of the governor indiCurley returned from Washington
cated that he felt sure of sufficient votes
atter—orfresenting his $233,000,000
among the members of the executive
building program, he declared: "The
council to remove the commissioner.
reaction to my request that the
Leonard sent a letter to Governor Curley
,last night reiterating his refusal to resign
Federal Covcrnment assume the full
and asking the governor to absent himfinancial responsibility for the pubself from the executive council meeting
lic works construction was favorable."
tomorrow at which Leonard's removal Is
Example No. 2— When Mayor
expected to he argued.
LaGuardia returned to New York
"Bias and prejudice" in statements
after laying before the President
concerning Leonard should cause Goverplans for spending $1,000,000,000 upon
nor Curley to stay away from the hearpublic works, he said. "I think we'll
ing, the police commissioner suggested.
goverHe requested that the lieutenant
get the money."
nor preside.
Example No. 3—When the labor
Leonard also proposed that the goverleaders, after two public spankings
nor use his influence to have the appointby thc President within ten days,
ment of the Boston police commissioner
went to the White Ficus& yesterday
returned to the mayor of Boston. "This
for a conference, they had what
action would he evidence of your good
they described afterward as "a very
faith," Leonard wrote, "and if your effort
satisfactory meeting."
were successful would result in my removal by operation of law."
These three samples reflect brilliantly
ar•-up
the contagious quality of Mr. Roosevelt's
optimism. The governor of a great State,
the mayor of a great city and the executives of a great labor organization—all
are made happy and hopeful and given
new courage for the arduous work ahead
of them. Best of all, perhaps, they hay
a reassuring message that they can giv

Many More Probably Maimed
as "Open Week" Ends by

Edict of Governor
12 (A.P.)---Hunters'
Nantucket, Feb.
guns, which have echoed throughout this
yesterday in
daybreak
quiet island since
what Nantucket residents call the slaughter of tame deer, were silenced by gubernatorial edict at noon today and the
tabulation of the slain was begun by
game wardens.
Indignant islanders, whose aroused I
protest at the declaration of a week's
open season on deer brought immediate
response from Governor_Curley last
night, showered the chief stitive with
congratulations and had little sympathy
for the gunners from the mainland who,
ruffled at the sudden closing, are forced
to remain until tomorrow for a boat to
take them from the island.
The toll taken among the herd estimated to total 350 is placed at approximately 100. Most of the deer killed will
be taken away by the hunters but it is
believed many of the timid animals which
escaped alive have been maimed.
The islanders were distressed particularly because most of the deer slain were
does with young.
a assisst

3overnor to Demand Sum-

Feels Sure Council
Will Vote Ouster
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Hope from the White House
I

security plan,

Governors Will Confer
witH

Shoe Manufacturers

1

to their people.
Yet it will be noted that the Presiden
has made no definite commitments. He
s
,
will still be free to act PS the exigenci
I
demand.
situation
evolving
the
of
particular, he will be free, we assume, t
say later to Mr. Curley and Mr
LaGuardia that they are asking more
than their share. When the whole public works appropriation will be only
0,000,000,000, how can nearly one-quarter of this sum be allocated to one city
and one State?

•

With a view of drawing up a code
of ethics for the protection of the shoe
Industry, Governor James M. Curley at
i the conteren
New EnglltiVrTover1 morn on Thursday for a discussion of
1.the textile industry, will have the governors confer at 4 P. M., with
representatives of the shoe industry in Massachusetts.
The request was made to Governor
Curley by Senator Charles A. P. Mc.
Ares of Haverhill. The senator announced today that in addition to representatives of the shoe industry and
uniens, Mayor Horace C. Baker of
Brockton, Mayor George K. Dalrymple
of Haverhill, Mayor J. Fred Manning of
Lynn and Mayor James J. Bruin of
Lowell, also will attend the conference.
James Patterson Tuttle—At Manchester;
N. H., aged seventy-eight; former at,
•rney general of New I lampshlre,
was graduated from Boston Unt,
versitv
ool in 1885.
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inau
heard the story all (Wel' again, n
telling about this conversation, Condo
'will
1
burn If the baby is dead'."
IC•:ants Jibe at Lindbergh
NVIlentz praised Lindbergh,
at the
same time answered lieilly's and
jibe about
the flyer's opportunity at the ransom
rendezvous to kill the ransom collector,
if he had chosen. "Nu, he (Lindbergh);
wants law acid order to take Its course
I don't know whether I could sit in. ;I
that chair, day after day, a few feet
away from the man that I thought mut.- !
tiered my child. I don't think he would
ever live to face a jury.
"Counsel says If he was in St. Raymeturs Cemetery he would have torn this
man limb from limb," Wilentz went OM
•Volonel Lindbergh didn't want anybody
tor,i limb from limb. What he wanted
first was his baby. Right or •:rong
Is the way a human being r.cts.'' , that
Ile contended there was not one word
testimony to "smear- Betty (low or
Violet Sharpe, both of whom were
aeconed of complicity by Reilly.
lie also
defelided 011ie Whateley. the Lindbe
butler now dead, and said, "not one raii
not one ransom dollar wassingle
traced to anybody connected with ever
member of the household. The noteany
in
the baby's nurtery didn't look like
their
t looked like Haupt'
wouldn't Colonel Lindbergh

_
Boston, Mass.
. ,
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Up and Down Beacon Hill
Governor Curie is to all appear- an
impediment than a paper bag to
ances sta ng
political Houdin'. the
Whatever strait jackets his prede- In hard-punching chief executive,
the meantime, Mr. Leonard's fate
cessors may have placed him in, may
depend upon what the Executive
the Governor, by a series of convoCounci
lutions, twists and turns, wiggles membe l decides. And it is to be red
out of most of the straps. Gover- dismis red that the council recently
sed Charles M. Storey front
nor Ely's two chief knots, which ne the Boston
Finance Commission
tied just before leaving office, were after
avowi
Joseph L. Leonard, newly ap- and honorang that he was an honest
ble man. So Commis.
pointed police commissioner for 3ioner Leona
rd may perk up. Even if
Boston, and Eugene C. Hultman, he
is dismis
former police commissioner and exoneration sed, he may receive full
from whatsoever it was
now metropolitan district commis- he was dismis
sed for.
sioner.
And it all may
Governor Curley swore he would oversight involving boil down to an
jar these gentlemen lose from their der present laws, an adjective. Unthe Council may
snuggeries, if we may drop our dismiss for
cause. Perhaps, the lawmetaphor. And either a remarkable makers assumed it
would have to be
series of coincidences or a program a "good" cause,
but they left the
of swiftly plotted political maneu- "good" out, and the
Council has been
verings have occurred to give the taking the lawmakers
at their word.
Governor a pretext for ridding himRalph M. Blagdea •
self of Commissioner Leonard and
conceivably of Commissioner Hultman.

Motion Pictures

A gang murder took place in Bos"Don Quixote"
ton last week. Governor Curley
Every credit must be given to the
summoned his state police onto th3
case, the first time state officers have producers and directors of "Don
Ill
.
gut eigsiQ twice
ever gone over the heads of the Quixote," the film
11,̀
presented at the
mong the opposition:
Boston police. In their investigations, these state police uncovered Majestic last evening, for their unevidence. which Governor Curley sparing labor. The result is mucl;
Indignantly insisted demonstrated unusually beautiful photography1
beyond
peradventure that the with delightfully and faithfully cosBoston police force had been in- tumed knight
s and ladies, scullions
competent in its attacks on vice and
gambling. It was even alleged by the and priests, vagrants and poets who
It is expected that about
700 mgmbeis
of the Insurance Societ
Governor that there must have been might have stepped right out of
setts will attend a formaly of Massachusome collusion between Boston police Cervantes's immortal work.
dinner
Wedne
sday evening, Feb. 20, at which
officials and the underworld. In a
Having said that, it is less pleasGovernor
James M. Curley will be
high mood of indignatibn over the ant to state that something is grievthe guest of
honor and will give the princip
possibility that the public should ously wrong. The heavy hand of
The dinner Is to be held at al address.
the Copley
have been so disserviced, Gover
Plaza.
nor tragedy seems to have squeezed out
Curley demanded the immediate much of the wealth of comed
Among the insurance executives
y,
who I resignation of Commi
will be present and give brief
ssioner Leonard which Cervantes so richly employed
addresses
are T. J. Falvey, president
as
an
incomp
to
veil
etent.
a
deeper
Gover
purpose. Consenor Curley
of the Mosrachusetts Bonding & Insura
has now declared that tomorrow
nce Comhe quently the would-be chivalric expany; William It. Hedge,
will go before the council and
ploits
presid
of
ent
the
of
Knigh
' the Boston Insurance Company;
mand the dismissal of the commide- ful Countenance t of the Mournare in themselves
s' Black, president of the Libert S. Bruce
sioner.
Mutua
y
r
l
more
heartb
reaking than comic,
Insurance Company; Charle
Governor Curley will have some whereas the satiric
! president of the American s E. Hodges,
genius of CerMutual Indifficulty In pressing action agains vantes lay in depicting
surance Company, and Edward
his hero exet
C. Stone, I Mr.
I United States managor of the
Leonar
d,
for
cuting
no
,
in
pursuance of his exalted
commissioner
Employ•
ers' Liability Assurance Corporation.
can
be
dismis
Ideals,
sed
withou
absurd
t cause, acities that excite laughLtd.
Officers of the Insurance
cording to law. And it will be diffi- ter first and philpsophic
y of
reflecting
Massachuaetts are: President,Soelet
cult
C.
to
show
F.
J.
cause
!ater.
agains
The
t the comlaughter in this film is
Harrington; first vice
nt, Fredmissioner. He has not been
too
often
' crick A. Bailey; second preside
lacking.
in
vice
office long enough to be condemned
Francis J. O'Gara; third vice president,
As Don Quixote, Chaliapin does
on his police record. To condemn some immensely line
Andrew S. Nelson; secretary-president,
acting, and, of
treasurer.
Frederick J. Devereux,
him on the score that he had
no course, singing. It is not his fault
I The directors are: Arthur D. Cronin,
police experience to start with, would that his entire rOle is cast
in too
Kenneth H. Erskine, George L.
Pum• I be merely to state that he is a po- grimly tragic a vein. George Robey,
phret, Clayton H. Clancy, Warde
litical
Wil•
appoin
the
tee,
Englis
and
h actor with the cockney
like most pok:ns, John H. Gahan, F. Clayton
Elliott,
litical appointees has no special accent, does a fine job as Sanch
Harold A. McKenna, Frank O. Sargen
o
t
knowledge in the field in which he Panza and, in the main, the same
and William A. Sturgis.
Trustees: James H. Carney, Charles
has been asked to serve. Either the may be said of the entire cast.
II. ! Nudd and John J. Cornish.
council must condemn Commissioner
An interesting travel picture of
The general committee in charge
Leonard on his record, which does Catalonia, a news film and a clever
of
not exist, or upon his being a politi- nursery rime comic picture added to
cal appointee. To condemn him on a the evening's entertainment.
nonexistent record would be a brazen
political act, which the council may
or may not desire to commit. To
condemn him because he is a political appointee would establish a
precedent for a new brand of office
holders. And is the council, is Governor Curley, prepared to dispense
with political appointees? We doubt
it.
A
A
A
So Governor Curley confronts a
dilemma, which may be no more of
'hU'f

Curley to Address
Iiisurance Society

I
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mcNAMAR)1 IS
/LOGICAL CHOICE
May Succeed McKenney If
Joe Gets City Post
With smiling Joe McKenney considered a living cinch to succee
d
the late James H. Crowley as
assistant director of physical
education in Boston public schools,
Boston College will be looking
for a
new head football coach.
But not for long!
The name is John Raymo
nd
"Dinny" McNamara, and if
and
when Joe steps out, Dinny
will
step in at the Heights.
McNamara has been with McKenney for two years, his portfol
io
being that of backfield coach
and
chief of scouts. Himself a
former
Boston College star, Dinny
is the
logical successor. He assisted
Cavanaugh for several years at
Fordham and was mentioned
as his
successor before Jimmy
Crowley
landed the job.

Still "Youngest"

•

McKenney has already
that if he becomes the new indicated
director of the Boston schoolassistant
he will not try to continue system,
as head
coach at B. C. The school job
full time proposition, full of is a
detail
and routine.
A promising man, is Joe
and he's
only started to come. Eight
ago, when he succeeded Leo years
Daley
as coach of the Eagles, he
was the
youngest head coach in the
.
Within the last two weeks, country
he was
made a Boston Finance Commis
sioner by Gov Curley, probabl
y the
youngest-nrai, veir"Tli
— hold that post.
As as.sistant director of
l
education he will once againphysica
be
youngest man ever to hold that the
Joe has told his friends thatjob.
he
will take the job if it is offered
him.
He's doing so at a financial sacrific
e,
it is said, because the new job
doesn't
pay as well as his current one.
But
it probably has a greater future,
alumni anvil chorus being whatthe
it
is.
Followers of Boston College football won't be surprised to hear
Dinny McNamara is the likely that
cessor to McKenney. Back in sucthe
days of the late Maj Frank
Cavanaugh, Joe and Dinny were classmates, teammates, and great pals.
"Teammates" isn't really quite right,
because they were rivals for the
quarterbacking job and seldom were
on the field together. Both
good, so good, indeed, that Maj were
Cavanaugh said they were the two best
pilots he ever coached. They
took
turns running the team.
Ever since, they have been very
close friends. McNamara coached
the
Eagle backs while Joe, who never
had played in the line, nevertheless
devoted most of his time to that portion of the team, plus, of course,
mapping out general strategy. Dinny, as scout, was Joe's right eye.
But when Joe wanted to put his own
peepers on the enemy, he left the
team in Dinny's charge.
Joe, needless to say, will be missed
at the Heights. But there'll probabl
y
be no great search for his successor.
As in the old days, Dinny will come
on the field and say "McNamara
for
McKenney at quarterback."

gested
joingd--brNtrirers in favor
telt.

Crime Board Meets
Governor Curley's drive for establishment of a state department of
justice, resembling the federal department, gathered speed today
when he announced that enabling
legislation will be submitted to the
General Court by Friday.
The Governor made this announcement following a lengthy conference
with his newly appointed state crime
commission. The meeting, held in
the Governor's office, is the first
since the committee was appointed.

Milk Issue Discussed

Delay in Washington today found
the New England dairy leaders attempting to stabilize secondary milk
markets on their own hook to bring
higher returns to producers in four
states. The amended but delayed
federal milk marketing agreement
provides for a one-half cent increase
to farmers but farmers in the small
markets outside of Greater Boston
insist on a one-cent boost.
A conference between the State
Milk Board, Gov. James M. Curley
and milk producers today may produce something in the way of stabilization. The chief trouble is that
secondary markets where conditions
are considerably different from those
In the large Boston market, have
had to depend on agreements made
for the larger market. This is obviously unfair. A sharp increase in
production and distributing costs has
aggravated unpleasantries. It is indicated that should the producers
obtain their increases, the consumer would feel it in the end.

Briefs

Two thousand employees of the
Vermont Marble Company at Proctor, Vt., differing with company officials over wages and other matters, are to vote tonight upon their
course of action, according to the
Associated Press.
A
A
A tax on the hidden millions now
resting in safety vaults in the form
of money, jewels, stocks and bonds,
was urged today by French E. Kelly,
former city councillor, before the
Joint Committee on Taxation.
A
A
New England Governors conferred
today in an effort to develop a program to advertise New England's
recreational and vacation advantages, Governor Curley announced
today. It is proposed that each state
contribute $100,000 to a general fund
to be utilized in a combined advertising drive.
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Baseball Fans,
Others, Invited
Meeting to Devise Plans to Assure
Judge Fuchs Remain At Helm of
Boston Braves
Friends of the Judge Emil E.
Fuchs, president of the Boston
Braves, who desire to have him remain at the helm of the Braves,
will have another meeting Friday
night at the Copley Plaza Hotel, at
which vorious committees will be
appointed by Chairman Arthur J.
Crowley.
It is the desire of these
of Judge Fuchs to have a large 'advance sale of tickets so that necessary financial arrangements can be
made to enable him to carry on.
This is assured by the hearty endorsement of the project shown at
previous meetings and by the enthusiasm manifested by active
wot kers.
The goal of the committee is to
raise $100,000 by the advance sale
of tickets before the opening game
of the season, April 16, when the
New York Giants come to Braves
Field to inaugurate the season.
All baseball fans are invited to
attend the meeting Friday night.
Funds are being raised by selling
tickets in advanee in three ways.
There are reserved seats for the
opening date that are selling for
$1.00. These are the regular reserved seats in back of the boxes.
The club is absorbing the federal
tax so a saving can be effected by
purchasing these tickets in advance.
A popular move was the adoption of books of live tickets, which
are good for any games of the
championship season. A saving of
50 cents is made by purchasing a
book of five tickets for $5.00 because the tax will be taken care of
by the club.
Season box seats also are being
sold. They are offered in groups of
six, comprising an entire box, or in
pairs or singles. A saving of 50
per cent, is made by purchasing
these box seats for $75.00 each.
The Braves Citizens Committee,
believes that these three alternatives offer a choice to the fans,
which will enable them to decide
whieh plan they prefer.
All the fans are invited by the
committee to participate in this
movement to enable Judge Fuchs,
who has taken such a deep interest
in all welfare and civic enterprises
since he became president of the
Braves 13 years ago, to remain in
charge of the Braves, which have
become so popular under his direction.
Honorary members of the Citizens Committee are: qtrnes M.
president; Maym'rTederick
Cu,
W.
-3Tanstield. chairman; State
Treasurer Charles F. Hurley and
City Treasurer John H. Dorsey,
treasurers; Gov. Louis J. Brann of
Maine and Attorney-General Paul
A. Dever, vice-presidents.
The Brotherhood of Temple
Ohabei Shalom, at whose Fathers'
„and Sons' Night Judge Fuchs was
pledged their co-operation A committee is already actively at wor
selling I ickets.
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---:-"'"''•-,-„,...7.9Terr•—a-rrra--n-----rr 'you
• • ,/rd the story all over again, Coishel :
ailing about this conversation,. 'will
',Urn if the baby is detur."
Reouits Jibe at Lindbergh
Wilentz praised Lindbergh, and al the
sante time answered Reilly's jibe about
the flyer's opportunity al the ransom
rendezvous to kill the ransom collector,
if he had chosen. "No, he (Lindbergh)
wants law and order to take its course.
I don't know whether I could sit in
that chair, day after flay, a few feet
away from the man that I thought murdered my child. I don't think he would
ever live to face a jury.
"Counsel says If he was in St. Raymond's Cemetery he would have torn this
man limb from limb," Wilentz went on.
-Colonel Lindbergh didn't want anybod
y
torA limb from limb. What he wanted
first wan his baby. Right or ..rong, that
iF+
way a human being acts."
;lc ..on tended there was not one word
1. • ,hoony to "smear" Betty (low or
Violi•, :=harpe, both of whom were accamel
complicity by Reilly. He also
Whateley, the Lindbergh
butler now dead, and said, "not one single
doiltir. it one ransom dollar waft ever
traced
anybody connected with any
member of the hriusehold. The note in
the baby'a nurtery didn't look like their
,
handwriting.
It looked like Haupt,
maw.' Why wouldn't ('I, vi Lindber
gh
,
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Up and Down Beacon Hill
Governor Curley is to all appear- an impediment
than a paper bag le
ances stag !Tire- political Houdini. the hard
-punch
Whatever strait jackets his prede- In the meanti ing chief executive.
me, Mr. Leonard's fate
cessors may have placed him in, may ilepend
upon what the Executive
the Governor, by a series of convo- Council
decides. And it is to be relutions, twists and turns, wiggles membered
that the council recently
out of most of the straps. Gover- dismissed Charles
M. Storey from
nor Ely's two chief knots, which ne the Boston Finance
Commission
tied just before leaving office, were after avowing that
he was an honest
Joseph L. Leonard, newly ap- and honorable man.
So Commis.
pointed police commissioner for Eimer Leonard may perk
up. Even if
Boston, and Eugene C. Hultman, he is dismissed,
he may receive full
former police commissioner and exoneration from
whatsoever it was
now metropolitan district commis- he was dismiss
ed for.
sioner.
And it all may boil down to an
Governor Curley swore he would oversight involving an adjectiv Une.
jar these gentlemen lose from their der present laws, the Council
may
snuggeries, if We may drop our dismiss for cause. Perhaps, the
lawmetaphor. And either a remaYkable makers assumed it would have
to be
series of coincidences or a program a "good" cause, but they left the
of swiftly plotted political maneu- "good" out, and the Council has
been
verings have occurred to give the taking the lawmakers at their word.
Governor a pretext for ridding himRalph M. Maiden
self of Commissioner Leonard and
conceivably Of Commissioner Hultman.
A
A

A

Motion Pictures

A gang murder took place in Bos"Don Quixote"
ton last week. Governor Curley
Every credit must be given to the
summoned his state police onto th3
case, the first time state officers have producers and directors of "Don
(It
0110 Cl5IIi
ever gone over the heads of he Quixote," the film present
VI1ca
ed at the
mong the opposition:
Boston police. In their investigaMajestic last evening, for their untions, these state police uncovered
evidence, which Governor Curley sparing labor. The result is much
indignantly insisted demonstrated unusually beautiful photography,
beyond
peradventure that the with delightfully and faithfully cosBoston police force had been in- tumed knights and ladies,
scullions
competent in its attacks on vice and
gambling. It was even alleged by the and priests, vagrants and poets who
It is expected that about 700
members
Governor that there must have been might have stepped right out of
of the Insurance Society of
Massachu- .some collusio
setts will attend a formal dinner
n between Boston police C.lervantes's immortal work.
day evening, Feb. 20, at which Wednesofficials and the underworld. In a
Having said that, it is less pleasJames M. Curley will he the Governor
high mood of indignatibn over the ant to state that something is grievhonor and will give the principalguest of
address.; possibility that the public should ously wrong. The heavy hand of
The dinner is to be held at
the Copley
have been so disserviced, Governor tragedy seems to have squeezed out
Plaza.
,.. Curley demanded
the immediate much of the wealth of comedy,
Among the insurance executives
who
resignation of Commissioner Leonard which Cervantes so richly employed
will be present and give brief
address
es
as an incompetent. Governor Curley to veil a deeper purpose. Conseare T. J. Falvey. president of
rachusetts Bonding & Insuranthe Mashas now declared that tomorrow he quently the would-be chivalric exce Corn.
. pony; NVilliam R. Hedge, preside
will go before the council and de- ploits of the Knight of the Mournnt
of
the Boston Insurance Company;
mand the dismissal of the commis- ful Countenance are in themsel
S. Bruce
ves
Black, president of the Liberty
sioner.
Mutual
more heartbreaking than comic,
i Insurance Company; Charles
E. Hodges, I
Govern
or Curley will have some whereas the satiric genius of Cerpresident of the American Mutual
Indifficulty in pressing action against vantes lay in depicting his hero exesurance Company. and Edward C.
Stone,
i
Mr.
Leonard, for no commissioner cuting, in pursuance of his exalted
United States manag:r of the Employ
.
can be dismissed without cause, ac- ideals, absurdities that excite laughera' Liability Assurallee Corporation,
Officers of the Insurance SocietyLtd.
cording to law. And it will be diffi- ter first and philosophic reflecting
of
• Massachusetts are: President, C.
cult to show cause against the com- later. The laughter in this film
IS
Harrington; first vice president, F. .f.
missioner. He has not been in too often lacking.
Frederick A. Bailey; second vice presiden
office long enough to be condemned
As Don Quixote, Chaliapin does
• Francis J. O'Gara; third vice presiden t,
Andrew S. Nelson: secretary-treasur t. i on his police record. To condemn some immensely fine acting, and, of
er.. him on
Frederick J. Devereux,
the score that he had no course, singing. It is not his fault
.
The directors are: Arthur D. Cronin,
police experience to start with, would that his entire nide is cast in too
Kenneth H. Erskine, George L.
be merely to state that he is a po- grimly tragic a vein. George Robey,
phret, Clayton H. Clancy, Warde Pumlitical appointee, and like most po- the English actor with the cockney
Wilkins, John 11. Gahan, F. Clayton Elliott,
litical appointees has no special accent, does a fine job as Sancho
Harold A. McKenna, Prank 0. Sargent
knowledge in the field in which he Panza and, in the main, the same
and NVIlliam A. Sturgim,
has been asked to serve. Either the may be said of the entire cast.
Trustees: James H. Carney, Charles II.
Nudd and John J. Cornish,
An interesting travel picture of
council must condemn Commissioner
I The general committee in charge
Leonard on his record, which does Catalonia, a news film and a clever
of
nursery
rime comic picture added to
i
not exist, or upon his being a political appointee. To condemn him on a the evening's entertainment.
nonexistent record would be a brazen
political act, which the council may
or may not desire to commit. To
condemn him because he is a political appointee would establish a
precedent for a new brand of office
holders. And is the council, is Governor Curley, prepared to dispense
with political appointees? We doubt
it.
A
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So Governor Curley confronts a
dilemma, which may be no more of
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Model of Boston's Famous Clip
per Ship
Lightning Strikes Roosevelt's
Fanc

eacon Hill
y

Washington, Feb.
tains who now and 12 (A.P.)—Sea cap- gave fern) and dimensi
then visit the White ning."
on to the Light!louse are wonderi
ng why President other She had sharper ends than anY
Roosevelt has become so
clipper ever built; she
was long
three-foot model of the attached to a and thin and her figurehe
ad, a
clipper ship, woman, held
Lightning, of Boston.
in one hand a golden young
thunIs it, they ask, the
derbolt.
tory of that American unsurpassed hisThe Lightning was the
vessel
that strikes age
triumph of an
the President's
admiration? Or has he the when American sailing ships were
a soft spot in his
world's fastest,
heart for old Captain
Captain
"Bully"
"Bully" Forbes, hard
Forbes, a Scot, drove
the Lightning, who-driving skipper of madman. He scorned her like a skilled
still
gales. When her
is famous sails
cniong sailors as one of
the staunchest of spars blew out, he bent others to her
salts.
and kept on. Under
him, the ship
was
The three-masted
Lightning, launched and In the English-Australian gold trade
in 1854, has gone down
it was aboard the
in
sail history as he
the fastest clipper
became famous for hi Lightning that
ship that sailed the
motto:
seas. She once made
"Melbourne or hell in sixty
436
miles
in
days."
one
day, a record never
Once between
Melbourne and Liverequalled.
pool,
The President has put
a model of the ning "Bully" Forbes sailed the LightLightning opposite
3722 miles in ten days.
He carried
in which he works. him in the oval room $5,000,000 worth
of
It
occupies
the
place
,cyage. The clipper gold dust on that
of honor.
horn and Good Hopesailed round Cape
When this ship was
until 1869 when
said: "No timid hand orlaunched, it was she was burnt at
Geelong, near Melhesitating brain bourne.
P
.
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Curky to Address
Insurance Society
It is expected that about 700
members
of the Insurance Society of
Massachusetts will attend a formal dinner
day evening, Feb. 20, at which WednesJames M. Curley will be the Governor
honor and will give the principalguest of
address.
The dinner Is to be held at
the Conley
Plaza.
Among the insurance executives
who
will be present and give brief
are T. J. Falvey. president of addresses r
the Masrachusetts Bonding & Insurance
Corn.
Pally; William It. Hedge, presiden
the Boston Insurance Company; S. t of
Brucc
Black, president of the Liberty
i Insurance Company; Charles E. Mutual jr
Hodges,
11
president of the American Mutual
in1r:ince Company, and Edward C. stone,
roiled States manager of the 1.;:oploy•
eta' Liability Assurance Corporation,
Ltd.
Officers of the Insurance So. ty
. Massachusetts are: President, C. F. of
.1.
Harrington; first vice president,
Frederick A. Bailey; second vice presiden
Francis J. O'Gara: third vice presiden t,
Andrew S. Nelson; secretary-treasur t.
er.
I Frederick J. Devereux.
The directors are: Arthur D. Cronin,
! Kenneth H. Erskine. George L.
Pum•
phret, Clayton H. Clancy, Warde Wil- I
h!rw, John II. Gallen, F. Clayton Elliott,'
Harold A. McKenna, Frank 0. Sargent
and NVilliam A. Sturgis.
Trustees: James H. Carney, Charles H.
Nudd and John .1. Cornish.
j The general committee in charge of '

p

arisammul

/

mpediment than a paper bag td
hard-punching chief executive,
Pie meantime, Mr. Leonard's fate
depend upon what the Executive
cil decides. And it is to be re+
bered that the council recently
issed Charles M. Storey from
Boston Finance Commission
avowing that he was an honest
honorable man. So Commis..
er Leonard may perk up. Even if
Is dismissed, he may receive full
meration from whatsoever it wail
was dismissed for.
ind it all may boil down to an
irsight involving an adjective. tin-'
• present laws, the Council may
miss for cause. Perhaps, the lawers assumed it would have to be
'good" cause, but they left the
d" out, and the Council has been
ring the lawmakers at their word.
Ralph M. Elagdes

Motion Pictures

A gang murder took place in Bos"Don Quixote"
ton last week. Governor Curley
Every
credit
must be given to the
summoned his state police onto the
case, the first time state officers have producers and directors of "Don
ever gone over the heads of he Quixote," the film presented at the
Boston police. In their investiga- Majesti
c last evening, for their untions, these state police uncovered
evidence, which Governor Curley sparing labor. The result is much,
indignantly insisted demonstrated unusually beautiful photography,
beyond
peradventure that the with delightfully and faithfully cosBoston police force had been in- tumed knights and ladies, scullions
competent in its attacks on vice and and priests,
vagrants and poets who
gambling. It was even alleged by the
Governor that there must have been might have stepped right out of
.some collusion between Boston police Cervantes's immortal work.
Having said that, it is less pleasofficials and the underworld. In a
high mood of indignation over the ant to state that something is grievpossibility that the public should ously wrong. The heavy hand of
have been so disserviced, Governor tragedy seems to have squeezed out
Curley demanded the immediate much of the wealth of comedy,
resignation of Commissioner Leonard which Cervantes so richly employed
as an incompetent. Governor Curley to veil a deeper purpose. Consehas now declared that tomorrow he quently the would-be chivalric exwill go before the council and de- ploits of the Knight of the Mournmand the dismissal of the commis- ful Countenance are in themselves
sioner.
more heartbreaking than comic,
Governor Curley will have some whereas the satiric genius of Cerdifficulty in pressing action against vantes lay in depicting his hero exeMr. Leonard, for no commissioner cuting, in pursuance of his exalted
can be dismissed without cause, ac- ideals, absurdities that excite laughcording to law. And it will be diffi- ter first and philpsophic reflecting
cult to show cause against the com- later. The laughter In this film is
mission:T. He has not been in too often lacking.
office long enough to be condemned
As Don Quixote, Chaliapin does
on his police record. To condemn some immensely line acting, and, of
him on the score that he had no course, singing. It is not his fault
police experience to start with, would that his entire role is cast in too
be merely to state that he is a po- grimly tragic a vein. George Robey,
litical appointee, and like most po- the English actor with the cockney
litical appointees has no special accent, does a fine job as Sancho
knowledge in the field in which he Panza and, in the main, the same
has been asked to serve. Either the may be said of the entire cast.
An interesting travel picture of
council must condemn Commissioner
Leonard on his record, which does Catalonia, a news film and a clever
not exist, or upon his being a politi- nursery rime comic picture added to
cal appointee. To condemn him on a the evening's entertainment.
nonexistent record would be a brazen
political act, which the council may
or may not desire to commit. To
condemn him because he is a political appointee would establish a
precedent for a new brand of office
holders. And is the council, is Governor Curley, prepared to dispense
with political appointees? We doubt
it.
A
A
A
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CURLEY ENDS SLAUGHTER
/ OF DEER ON NANTUCKET

N NANTUCKET

1 1 fl ,,t, deer hunting in years, may yen.
rl t e forth with greater safety to. ,
rrow noon.
I With residents of the island up in
ean the extinction there of deer More than 100 of the 300 to 400
st as previous open seasons meant e
! arms over the slaughter of deer on
ter on this island of 50 square miles
e extinction there of the heath hen
I Nantucket, Gov Curley yesterday dire estimated slain during the first
d passenger pigeon."
rected Raymond J. Kenney, State
yls offensive. On running boards.
The week's open season on deer r
(gators, front bumpers and even
' Director of Fisheries and Game, to
s granted for Nantucket by the
r tops, the carcasses of the deer ,
take steps to prevent the further last Legislature. At hearings it was Id
re brought into town by hunters
herd
the
that
ted
the
deer
on
s
of
shooting of deer there.
o migrated to this sea-swept island
had become so large it consti. "
ialand
Director Kenney at once announced t ted a menace to crops and other
the shooting season.
But to the islanders there appeared
that he will today issue a proclamaoperty.
br
element of "sport" in what they
tion ending the week's open season, ghe order of Director Kenney foltermed a "barbaric slaughter." The
and that any hunters who killed deer 1 s:
"It has become apparent that the 1- I sight of scores of bloody carcasses of
after noon today would be prosecuted.
rposes of Section 3, Chapter 5, of at animals they had befriended and
I lo'ked upon as one of the attractions!
unless it is shown that they were unActs of 1935, namely, a reduction
aware that the ban had been put 0 the deer herd in Nantucket Coun- (1- 1I of the island only nauseated natives.
The three Selectmen, 0. V. Hull,
t to a point consistent with the
on shooting the animals.
tural food supply, will be accom- r- Charles H. Blout and Irving A. Soverino, wired a protest to Gov James
The Selectmen of Nantucket comshed by 12 noon, Feb 12, 1935.
4e M. Curley today, and 30 or 40 inmunicated with the Governor yesterNantucket
dividuals took similar action.
day, the first open day for shooting
Continued on Page
deer, and declared that a veritable
zr.
!id IR dCaps veryuIt •e
slaughter of the animals was taking
The islanders asserted there were
r
to
go
Supervis
place on the island.
at once to Nantucket an ascertain more red caps about the moors than
Upon hearing of the slaughter,
the exact number of animals shot ! in Grand Central Station in New
;York. The pathetic part of the
Director Kenney
ordered Field
3 yesterday.
1"slaughter" was the defenselessness
Supervisor Lloyd M. Walker so go
of the deer. A slightly rolling, sandy
Prevents Extinction
at once to Nantucket and ascertain
proclamation , spot, dropped in the ocean off Cape
Kenney's
Director
Cod by the glaciers during the great
the exact number of animals shot
will be issued this morning, he said, Ice Age, offers almost no shelter
for
yesterday.
declaring:
deer.
hunters on
about
100
"There
are
A few.groves of stunted pitch pine
a
Prevents Extinction
the island. I feel certain, because it furnish the only tree growth.
Deer
Director Kenney's proclamation
is a small place, that word of the find shelter only in the thick swamps.
closing of the open season would Natives are not surprised
will be issued this morning, he said,
to
wake
up
reach them, and the slaughter will in the morning and
find as many as
declaring:
end."
10 or '12 deer in
back yard. The
"There are about 100 hunters on
"This action is most 'necessary," pathetic aspect the
is the tameness
the,
the island. I feel certain, because it
was Gov Curley's comment, "because animals. As they roam over the of
moors
if the slaughter continues it may they make no effort to
is a small place, that word of the
seek safety
mean the extinction there of deer when hunters approach, having
closing of the open season would
been
just as previous open seasons meant protected all their lives.
reach them, and the slaughter will
end."
the extinction there of the heath hen further declare that the The natives
doe are now
"This action is most necessary,"
and passenger pigeon."
with their young.
was Gov Curley's comment, "because
The week's open season on deer
"It
put
was
over
us,"
on
one of the ,
if the slaughter continues it may
was granted for Nantucket by the town officials asserted.
"We knew
last Legislature. At hearings it was nothing of the law
stated that the herd of deer on the Friday the Governoruntil we learned
had just signed
island
had become so large it constiectmen, 0. V. Hull,
Charles H. Blout and
Legislative act."
tuted a menace to crops and other the
A. Soyerino, wired a protest Irving
to Gov James
property.
M. Curley today,
and 30 or 40 inThe order of Director Kenney fol_ Scoff at Damage Angle
dividuals took similar
Representative William Swain of
lows:
action.
"It has become apparent that the Nantucket. who voted for the bill,
Bed Caps Everywhere
purposes of Section 3. Chapter 5. of said the measure wds drawn by
The islanders asserted
the Acts of 1935. namely, a reduction ney and was passed to reduce the
there
were
more red caps about
of the deer herd in Nantucket Coun- number of deer, and thus prevent'
the moors than
in Grand Central
ty to a point consistent with the further damage. Last year he said
Station in New
York. The pathetic
natural food supply, will be accom- the State paid $900 for injuries to
part
of the
"slaughter" was
gardens and shrubs inflicted by the
plished by 12 noon, Feb 1, 1935.
the defenselessness
of the deer. A slightly
"It is further apparent that the deer.
rolling,
sandy
But the deer damage angle is
spot, dropped in the
rapidly increasing number of hunters
Cod by the glaciers ocean off Cape
within the limited area of said coun- scoffed at by the natives.
during
the
great
As the law now stands. Nantucket,
Ice Age, offers almost
ty may result in serious injury to or
no shelter for
deer.
loss of life among the hunters and in common with other sections of the
State, will have a week's open seaA few groves of
general public.
stunted pitch pine ;
"Therefore, to preserve the remain- son next December. also.
furnish the only tree
growth.
Deer
For years Nantucket had no deer.
find shelter only in the
ing deer and to prevent possible inthick
jury or fatality, I hereby order the Then one day about 10 miles off
Natives are not surprised to swamps. )
wake up I
in the morning and
hunting of deer to cease in Nan- shore fishermen came on a buck
swimming, apparently from Cape
10 or 12 deer in the find as many as
tucket County at 12 noon. Feb 12."
back yard. The
Cod. They took him to Nantucket.
pathetic aspect is the
tameness
of the }
and after he had roamed the moore
animals. As they roam over
Easier
Breathe
Natives
the
moors
alone for four years. Breckinridge
they make no effort to
seek
safety(
NANTUCKET, Feb 11 (A. P.)— Long. now Ambassador to Rome.
when hunters approach,
having
been
Deer and natives, who fled to shel- bought two doe. That was 10 years
protected all their lives.
ter today when an armed expedition- ago. The present animals are defurther declare that the The natives
doe
are
now
with their young.
ary force swept this island for the scended from those three animals.
"It was put over on
us,"
one of the
town officials asserted.
nothing of the law until "We knew
we
learned
Friday the Governor
the Legislative act." had just signed
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Scoff at Damage Angle

Representative William
Nantucket, who voted for Swain of
the bill,
said the measure was
ney and was passed drawn by Kento reduce the
number oY deer, and
further damage. Lest thus prevent
year he said
the State paid $800
for injuries to ,
garde.ns and shrubs inflicted
by the I
deer.
But the deer damage
angle
is scotfed at by the natives.
,As the law now
stands,
Nantucket,
in common with
other sections of the
State, will have a week's
open season next December,
also.
For years Nantucket
Then one day about had no deer.
shore fishermen came 10 miles off
on
swimming, apparently froma buck
Cape
Cod. They took him to
Nantucket,
and after he had
roamed the moore
alone for four years,
Long, now AmbassadorBreckinridge
to Rome,
bought two doe. That was
10 years
ago. The present
animals are descended from those three
animals.
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Model of Boston's Famous Clipper Ship
Lightning Strikes Roosevelt's Fancy

[3eacon Hill

mpediment than a paper bag tø
hard-punching chief executive.
Washington, Feb. 12 (A.P.)—Sea
e meantime, Mr. Leonard's le
cap- gave form and dimension
tains who now and then
to the Lightvisit
depend upon what the Exemi
House are wondering why the White ning." She had sharper ends than
any
President
other
di
clipper ever built; she was
decides. And it is Wile
Roosevelt has become so
attached
long
three-foot model of the clipper to a and thin and her figurehead, a young
bered that the council rë
ship, woman, held in one
Lightning, of Boston.
issed Charles M. Storey
hand a golden thunderbolt.
Is it, they ask, the
Boston Finance CominiSekver':
The Lightning was the
tory of that American unsurpassed histriumph of an
vessel that strikes age when
avowing that he was an hone*
the President's admiratio
American
sailing ships were
honorable man. So Commis.
a soft spot in his heart n? Or has he the world's fastest,
Captain
for
er Leonard may perk up. Even if
"Bully" Forbes, hard-driving old Captain Forbes, a Scot, drove her like a"Bully"
skilled
skipper of madman. He
the Lightning, who still
dismissed, he may receive full
scorned gales. When
is famous sails blew
emong sailors as one of the
out, he bent others to her Meration from whatsoever it was '
her
staunchest
of spars and kept on.
salts.
Under him, the ship
was dismissed for.
was in the English
The three-masted Lightning,
launched and it was aboard-Australian gold trade Ind it all may boil down to an '
In 1854, has gone down
the Lightning that irsight involving an adjective. Un- '
in sail history as he
became famous for hi motto:
the fastest clipper ship that
sailed the
present laws, the Couribil may
"Melbourne or hell In sixty
seas. She once made 436
days."
miles In one
iss for cause. Perhaps, the lawOnce between Melbourne
day, a record never equalled.
pool, "Bully" Forbes sailed and Liver[
ers assumed it would have to be
The President has put a
the
Lightmodel of the ning 3722 miles
Lightning opposite him in the
'good" cause, but they left the
oval room $5,000,000 worth in ten days. He carried
In which he works. It
of gold dust on that
d" out, and the Council has been
occupies
the
place
Icyage. The clipper sailed
of honor.
ing the lawmakers at their word.
Horn and Good Hope until round Cape
When this ship was
Ralph M. Blagden said: "No timid hand orlaunched, it was she was burnt at Geelong, 1869 when
near Melhesitating brain bourne.
- •
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A gang murder took place in Bos"Don Quixote"
ton last week. Governor Curley
Every
credit
must be given to the
summoned his state police onto ths
case, the first time state officers have producers and directors of "Don
ever gone over the heads of the Quixote," the film presented at the
Boston police. In their investiga- Majestic last evening,
for their untions, these state police uncovered
sparing labor. The result is muck
evidence, which Governor Curley
Indignantly insisted demonstrated unusually beautiful photography,
beyond
peradventure
that the with delightfully and faithfully cosBoston police force had been in- tumed knights and ladies, scullions
competent in its attacks on vice and and priests, vagrants
and poets who
gambling. It was even alleged by the
Governor that there must have been might have stepped right out of
.some collusion between Boston police Cervantes's immortal work.
Having said that, it is less pleasofficials and the underworld. In a
high mood of indignatiOn over the ant to state that something is grieupossibility that the public should ously wrong. The heavy hand of
have been so disserviced, Governor tragedy seems to have squeezed out
Curley demanded the immediate much of the wealth of comedy,
resignation of Commissioner Leonard which Cervantes so richly employed
as an incompetent. Governor Curley to veil a deeper purpose. Consehas now declared that tomorrow he quently the would-be chivalric exwill go before the council and de- ploits of the Knight of the Mournmand the dismissal of the commis- ful Countenance are in themselves
sioner.
more heartbreaking than comic,
Governor Curley will have some whereas the satiric genius of Cerdifficulty in pressing action against ”antes lay in depicting his hero exeMr. Leonard, for no commissioner cuting, in pursuance of his exalted
can be dismissed without cause, ac- ideals, absurdities that excite laughcording to law. And it will be diffi- ter first and philpsophic reflecting
cult to show cause against the com- later. The laughter in this film is
missioner. He has not been in too often lacking.
As Don Quixote. Chaliapin does
office long enough to be condemned
on his police record. To condemn some immensely fine acting, and, of
him on the score that he had no course, singing. It is not his fault
police experience to start with, would that his entire rAle is cast in too
be merely to state that he is a po- grimly tragic a vein. George Robey,
litical appointee, and like most po- the English actor with the cockney
litical appointees has no special accent, does a fine job as Sancho
knowledge in the field in which he Panza and, in the main, the same
has been asked to serve. Either the may be said of the entire cast.
An interesting travel picture of
council must condemn Commissioner
Leonard on his record, which does Catalonia, a news film and a clever
nursery
rime comic picture added to
not exist, or upon his being a political appointee. To condemn him on a the evening's entertainment.
nonexistent record would be a brazen
political act, which the council may
or may not desire to commit. To
condemn him because he is a political appointee would establish a
precedent for a new brand of office
holders. And is the council, is Governor Curley, prepared to dispense
with political appointees? We doubt
it.
A
A
A

CurAy to Address •
Insurance Society
It is expected that about 700 members
of the Insurance Society of Massachusetts will attend a formal dinner Wednesday evening, Feb. 20, at which Governor
James M. Curley will be the guest
of
honor and will give the principal address.
The dinner Is to be held at the Copley
Plaza.
Among the insurance executives who
will be present and give brief addresses
are T. J. Falvey, president of the Mas- r
rachusetts Bonding & Insurance Corn.
pony: William It. Hedge, president of
the Boston Insurance Company; 5, Bruce ;I
Black, president of the Liberty Mutual It'
Insurance Company; Charles E. Hodges, 11
president of the American Mutual In. I
suranee Company, and Edward C. Stone,
United States manag:r of the Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation. Ltd.
Officers of the Insurance Society of
Massachusetts are: President, C. F. J.
Harrington; first vice president, Fred- ?
I crick A. Bailey; second vice president,
Francis J. O'Gara; third vice president,
, Andrew S. Nelson; secretary-treasurer, ?
'Frederick J. Devereux.
The directors are: Arthur D. Cronin,
Kenneth 11. Erskine. George L. Pumphret, Clayton H. Clancy, Warde W il- I
l icins, John H. Gahan, F. clayton
Harold A. McKenna, Prank O. Sargent
and William A. Sturgis.
Trustees: James II. Carney, Charles II.'
Nudd and John J. Cornish.
The general committee in charge of
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Scoff at Damage Angle
ReProsentative William Swain of
Nantucket, who voted for the bill,
said the measure was drawn by Kenney and was passed to reduce the
number of deer, and thus prevent
further damage. Last year he said
the State paid $800 for injuries to
gardens and shrubs inflicted by the
deer.
But the deer damage angle is scot- I
fed at by the natives.
As the law now stands. Nantucket,
in common with other sections of the
State, Will have a week's open season next December. also.
For years Nantucket had no deer.
Then one day about 10 miles off
shore fishermen came on a buck
swimming, apparently from Cape
Cod. They took him to Nantucket,
and after he had roamed the moore
alone for four years, Breckinridge
Long. now Ambassador to Rome,
bought two dce. That was 10 years I
ago. The present animals are de- I
scended from those three animals.
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McNAMAR\A IS
fLOGICAL CHOICE
May Succeed McKenney If
Joe Gets City Post
With smiling Joe McKenney considered a living cinch to succeed
the late James H. Crowley as assistant director of physical education in Boston public schools, Boston College will be looking for
a
new head football coach.
But not for long!
The name is John Raymon
d
"Dinny" McNamara, and if
and
when Joe steps out, Dinny
will
step in at the Heights.
McNamara has been with McKenney for two years, his portfoli
o
being that of backfield coach
and
chief of scouts. Himself a
former
Boston College star, Dinny is
the
logical successor. He assisted Cavanaugh for several years at Ford
ham and was mentioned as
his
successor before Jimmy Crowley
landed the job.

Still "Youngest"
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McKenney has already
that if he becomes the new indicated
director of the Boston schoolassistant
he will not try to continue system,
as
coach at B. C. The school job head
full time proposition, full of is a
detail
and routine.
A promising man, Is Joe and
only started to come. Eight he's
ago, when he succeeded Leo years
Daley
as coach of the Eagles, he
was the
youngest head coach in the country.
Within the last two weeks, he
made a Boston Finance Commiss was
er by ,Cov Curley, probably ionthe
youngest-Md.: ver arhold that
post.
As assistant director of
education he will once againphysical
be the
youngest man ever to hold that job.
Joe has told his friends that he
will take the job if it is offered
him.
He's doing so at a financial sacrifice
,
it is said, because the new job
doesn't
pay as well as his current one.
it probably has a greater future, But
the
alumni anvil chorus being what
it
is.
Followers of Boston College football won't be surprised to hear that
ninny McNamara is the likely successor to McKenney. Back in the
days of the late Maj Frank Cavanaugh, Joe and Dinny were classmates, teammates, and great pals.
"Teammates" isn't really quite right,
because they were rivals for the
quarterbacking job and seldom were
on the field together. Both were
good, so good, indeed, that Maj Cavanaugh said they were the two best
pilots he ever coached. They took
turns running the team.
Ever since, they have been very
close friends. McNamara coached the
Eagle backs while Joe, who never
had played in the line, nevertheless
devoted most of his time to that portion of the team, plus, of course,
mapping out general strategy. Dinny, as scout, was Joe's right eye.
But when Joe wanted to put his own
peepers on the enemy, he left the
team in Dinny's charge.
Joe, needless to say, will be missed
at the Heights. But there'll probably
be no great search for his successor.
As in the old days, Dinny will come
on the field and say "McNamara for
McKenney at quarterback."

gested seve•al autuass.....4f,G141:
joitpedi•--brITITers in favor n
a.

Crime Board Meets
Governor Curley's drive for establishment of a state department of
justice, resembling the federal department, gathered speed today
-when he announced that enabling
legislation will be submitted to the
General Court by Friday.
The Governor made this announcement following a lengthy conference
with his newly appointed state crime
commission. The meeting, held in
the Governor's office, is the first
since the committee was appointed.

Milk Issue Discussed
Delay in Washington today found
the New England dairy leaders attempting to stabilize secondary milk
markets on their own hook to bring
higher returns to producers in four
states. The amended but delayed
federal milk marketing agreement
provides for a one-half cent increase
to farmers but farmers in the small
markets outside of Greater Boston
Insist on a one-cent boost.
A conference between the State
Milk Board, Gov. James M. Curley
and milk producers today may produce something in the way of stabilization. The chief trouble is that
secondary markets where conditions
are considerably different from those
in the large Boston market, have
had to depend on agreements made
for the larger market. This is obviously unfair. A sharp increase in
production and distributing costs has
aggravated unpleasantries. It is indicated that should the producers
obtain their increases, the consumer would feel it in the end.

Briefs
Two thousand employees of the
Vermont Marble Company at Proctor, Vt., differing with company officials over wages and other matters, are to vote tonight upon their
course of action, according to the
Associated Press.
A
A
A
A tax on the hidden millions now
resting in safety vaults in the form
of money, jewels. stocks and bonds,
was urged today by Francil E. Kelly,
former city councillor, before the
Joint Committee on Taxation.
A
A
A
New England Governors conferred
today in an effort to develop a program to advertise New England's
recreational and vacation advantages, Governor Curley announced
today. It is proposed that each state
contribute $100,000 to a general fund
to be utilized in E combined advertising drive.

Baseball Ems,
$ Others, Invited
Meeting to Devise Plans to Assure
Judge Fuchs Remain At Helm of
Boston Braves
_
Friends of the Judge Emil E.
Fuchs, president of the Boston
Braves, who desire to have him remain at the helm of the Braves,
will have another meeting Friday
night at the Copley Plaza Hotel, at
which various committees will be
appointed by Chairman Arthur J.
Crowley.
It is the desire of these £rien
of Judge Fuchs to have a large 'advance sale of tickets so that necessary financial arrangements can be
made to enable him to carry on.
This is assured by the hearty endorsement of the project shown at
previous meetings and by the enthusiasm manifested by active
workers.
The goal of the committee is to . 1
raise $100,000 by the advance sale
'of tickets before the opening game 1
of the season, April 16, when the
New York Giants come to Braves
Field to inaugurate the season.
All baseball fans are invited to
attend the meeting Friday night.
Funds are being raised by selling
tickets in advance in three ways.
There are reserved seats for the
opening date that are selling for
$1.00. These are the regular reserved seats in back of the boxes.
The club is absorbing the federal
tax so a saving can be effected by
purchasing these tickets in advance.
A popular move was the adoption of books of live tickets, which
are good for any games of the
championship season. A saving of
50 cents is made by purchasing a
book of five tickets for $5.00 because the tax will be taken care of
by the club.
Season box seats also are being
sold. They are offered in groups of
six, comprising an entire box, or in
pairs or singles. A saving of 50
per cent. is made by purchasing
these box seats for $75.00 each.
The Braves Citizens Committee
believes that these three alternatives offer a choice to the fans,
which will enable them to decide
whieh plan they prefer.
All the fans are invited by the
committee to participate in this
movement to enable Judge Fuchs,
who has taken such a deep interest
in all welfare and civic enterprises
since he became president of the
Braves 13 years ago, to remain in
charge of the Braves, which have
become so popular under his direction.
Honorary members of the Citizens Committee are:qunes M.
Cut_le
..y2 president ; MayciFFT'ederick
W.
-10fanstield, chairman; State
Treasurer Charles F. Hurley and
City Treasurer John H. Dorsey,
treasurers; Gov. Louis J. Brann of
Maine and Attorney-General Paul
A. Dever, vice-presidents.

The Brotherhood of Temple
Ohabei Shalom, at whose Fathers'
And Sons' Night Judge Fuchs was
lee
pledged their co-operation. A committee is already actively at wor
selling I icketzi.
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Up and Down Beacon Hill

Ite.g- nts Jibe at Lindbe
rgh
Wilentz praised Lindbergh,
sarne time answered Reilly' and at the
the flyer's opportunity ' at s jibe about
Governor Curley is to all appear- an
the ransom
ment than a paper bag to
rendezvous to kill the ransom
ances stag ITTrzr-political Houdini. theimpedi
collector,
hard-punch
if he had chosen. "No, he
Whatever strait jackets his prede- In the meanti ing chief executive.
wants law and order to take(Lindbergh)
its course.
cessors may have placed him in, may depend me, Mr. Leonard's late
I don't know whether I
upon what the Executive
could sit in
the Governor, by a series of convo- Council
that chair, day after day,
decides. And it is to be rea few feet
lutions, twists and turns, wiggles member
away from the man that I though
ed that the council recently
t mur- • out of
tiered my child. I don't think
most of the straps. Gover- dismissed Charles M.
he would
Storey from
ever live to face a Jury.
nor Ely's two chief knots, which tie the Boston
Financ
"Counsel says if he was in St.
tied just before leaving office, were after avowing that e Commission
Rayhe was an honest
mend's Cemetery he would have
Joseph L. Leonard, newly ap- and honorable
man. So Commisman limb from limb," Wilentz torn this
went on.
pointed police commissioner for sioner Leonar
-Colonel Lindbergh didn't
d may perk up. Even if
want anybody
Boston, and Eugene C. Hultman, he is dismiss
ter:i limb from limb. What he Wanted
ed, he
former police commissioner and exoneration from may receive full
first was his baby. Right or ,.Tong,
whatsoever it was
that.
now metropolitan district commis- he was dismissed
is the way a human being acts."
for.
lie contended there was not one word
sioner.
And it all may boil down to an
testimony to "smear" Betty Clow or
Governor Curley swore he would oversight involving an adjecti
ve. UnViolet Sharpe, both of whom were acjar these gentlemen lose from their der present laws, the Council
cursed of complicity by Reilly. He ale,
may
snugvr
ies,
if
we
may
dismiss
drop
for cause. Perhaps, the
our
defended 011ie Whatley, the Lindberg.'
metaphor. And either a remarkable makers assumed it would have lawbutler pow dead, and saki, "not one single
to be
series of coincidences or a program a "good" cause, but they
delar..not one ransom dollar was ever
left the
of swiftly plotted political maneu- "good" out, and the Council has
0 aced . to anybody connected with
been
member of tho household. The noteany
verings have occurred to give the taking the lawmakers at their word.
in
the baby': nurp.ery didn't look like their
Governor a pretext for ridding himRalph M. Blagden
handwriting.
It looked like Hauptself of Commissionet Leonard and
mann's. Why wouldn't
Lindbergh
conceivably of Commissioner Hult••.14 tho
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A gang murder took place in Bos"Don Quixote"
ton last week. Governor Curley
Every credit must be given to the
summoned his state police onto tha
case, the first time state officers have producers and directors of "Don
ever gone over the heads of 1 he Quixote," the film present
ed at the
e:
"
&"J'erg the
"
"
o'
p po
Boston police. In their investigae'
sltlo
"
n:“"ca
Majestic last evening, for their untions, these state police uncovered
evidence, which Governor Curley sparing labor. The result is mud;
indignantly insisted demonstrated nnusually beautiful photography,
beyond
peradventure that the with delightfully and faithfully cosBoston police force had been in- tumed knights and ladies,
scullions
competent in its attacks on vice and
gambling. It was even alleged by the and priests, vagrants and poets who
It is expected that about 700
members
Governor that there must have been might have stepped right out of
of the Insurance Society of
Massachu- .some
setts will attend a formal dinner
collusion between Boston police Cervantes's immortal work.
day evening, Feb. 20, at which WednesHaving said that, it is less pleasofficials and the underworld. In a
James M. Curley will be the Governor
high mood of indignatibn over the ant to state that something is grievhonor and will give the princip guest of
possibility that the public should ously wrong. The heavy hand of
The dinner is to be held at al address.
the Copley
have been so disserviced, Governor tragedy seems to have squeezed out
Plaza.
Curley demanded the immediate much of the wealth of comedy,
Among the insurance executi
resignation of Commissioner Leonard which Cervantes so richly employed
will be present and give brief ves who
address
es
as an incompetent. Governor Curley to veil a deeper purpose. Conseare T. J. Falvey, president of
eachumetts Bonding & Insuranthe Mashas now declared that tomorrow he quently the would-be chivalric exce
pony; 1Vilham It. Hedge, preside Corn- ' will go before the council
nt of
and de- ploits of the Knight of the Mourn' the Boston Insurance Compan
mand the dismissal of the commis
y; S. Bruce
- ful Countenance are in themselves
Mack, president of the Liberty
sioner.
more heartbreaking than comic,
insurance Company; Charles B. Mutual
Hodges
Governor Curley will have some whereas the satiric genius of Cer! president of the American
Mutual
Indifficulty in pressing action against vantes lay in depicting his hero exesurance Company, and Edward C.
Stone
Mr. Leonard, for no commissioner cuting, in pursuance of his exalted
United States managor of the
Employ
' era' Liability Assurance Corporation,
can be dismissed without cause, ac- Ideals, absurdities that excite laughOfficers of the Insurance SocietyLtd.
cording to law. And it will be diffi- ter first and philosophic reflect
of
ing
Massachusetts are: President, C.
cult to show cause against the com- later. The laughter in this film
is
Harrington; first vie president, F. J.
mission
Freder.
He
too
often
has
lacking
not
.
been
erick A. Bailey; second vice preside
in
nt,
office long enough to be condemned
As Don Quixote, Chaliapin does
Pramcis J. O'Gara; third vice
on his police record. To condemn some immensely fine acting, and, of
A ndrew S. Nelson ; secretary president,
-treasurer.
Prederick J. Devereux.
him on the score that he had no course, singing. It is not his fault
The directors are: Arthur D.
police experience to start with, would that his entire role is cast in too
Kenneth 1-1. Erskine. George L.Cronin,
be merely to state that he is a po- grimly tragic a vein. George nobey,
['urnphret, Clayton H. Clancy, Warde
litical appointee, and like most po- the English actor with the cockney
Wilkin., John If, Gallen, F. Clayton Elliott,
litical appointees has no special accent, does a fine job as Sancho
Harold A. McKenna. Frank 0. Sargent
knowledge in the field in which he Panza and, in the main, the same
and William A. Sturgis.
has been asked to serve. Either the may be said of the entire cast.
Trusteem: James H. Carney, Charles
II.
Nudd and John J. Cornish.
An interesting travel picture of
council must condemn Commissioner
' The general committee in charge
Leonard on his record, which does Catalonia, a news film and a clever
of
nursery
rime comic picture added to
not exist, or upon his being a political appointee. To condemn him on a the evening's entertainment.
nonexistent record would be a brazen
political act, which the council may
or may not desire to commit. To
condemn him because he is a political appointee would establish a
precedent for a new brand of office
holders. And is the council, is Governor Curley, prepared to dispense
with political appointees? We doul.V.
it.
<
A
So Governor Curley confronts a
dilemma, which may be no more of
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MeNAMAA IS
/LOGICAL CHOICE
May Succeed McKenney If
Joe Gets City Post
With smiling Joe McKenney considered a living cinch to succee
d
the late James H. Crowley
as assistant director of physical
education in Boston public schools
, Boston College will be looking
for a
new head football coach.
But not for long!
The name is John Raymo
nd
"Dinny" McNamara, and if
and
1 when Joe steps out,
Dinny will
.step in at the Heights.
McNamara has been with McKenney for two years, his
portfolio
being that of backfield coach
and
chief of scouts. Himself a
former
Boston College star, Dinny
is the
logical successor. He assisted
Cavanaugh for several years at
Fordham and was mentioned
as his
successor before Jimmy
Crowley
landed the job.

Still "Youngest"
McKenney has already
that if he becomes the new Indicated
director of the Boston schoolassistant
he will not try to continu system,
e as
coach at B. C. The school job head
is a
full time proposition, full
of detail
and routine.
A promising man, is Joe and
he's
only started to come.
Eight
ago, when he succeeded Leo years
Daley
as coach of the Eagles, he
was the
youngest head coach in the
country.
Within the last two weeks, he
made a Boston Finance Commis was
er by ,Gov Curley, probabl siony
youngest-ffrarreverrff- hold that the
post.
As assistant director of
physical
education he will once again be
the
youngest man ever to hold that
job.
Joe has told his friends that
he
will take the job if it is offered
him.
He's doing so at a financial sacrific
e.
It is said, because the new job
doesn't
pay as well as his current one.
But
it probably has a greater future,
the
alumni anvil chorus being what
it
is.
Followers of Boston College
ball won't be surprised to hear footthat
Dinny McNamara is the likely successor to McKenney. Back in
the
days of the late Maj Frank Cavanaugh, Joe and Dinny were
classmates. teammates, and great pals.
"Teammates" isn't really quite right,
because they were rivals for the
quarterbacking job and seldom were
on the field together. Both were
good, so good, indeed, that Maj Cavanaugh said they were the two best
pilots he ever coached. They took
turns running the team.
Ever since, they have been very
close friends. McNamara coached the
Eagle backs while Joe, who never
had played In the line, nevertheless
devoted most of his time to that portion of the team, plus, of course,
mapping out general strategy. Dinny. as scout, was Joe's right eye.
But when Joe wanted to put his own
peepers on the enemy, he left the
team in Dinny's charge.
Joe, needless to say, will be missed
at the Heights. But there'll probabl
y
be no great search for his successor.
As in the old days, Dinny will come
on the field and say "McNamara
for
McKenney at quarterback."

.
.
rsted seveia
was
.L.,e,liglaagb.
oined-brltars in fav ottrillts.

Crime Board Meets
Governor Curley's drive for establishment of a state department of
justice, resembling the federal department, gathered speed today
when he announced that enabling
legislation will be submitted to the
General Court by Friday.
The Governor made this announcement following a lengthy conference
with his newly appointed state crime
commission. The meeting, held in
the Governor's office, is the first
since the committee was appointed.

Milk Issue Discussed
Delay in Washington today found
the New England dairy leaders attempting to stabilize secondary milk
markets on their own hook to bring
higher returns to producers in four
states. The amended but delayed
federal milk marketing agreement
provides for a one-half cent increase
to farmers but farmers in the small
markets outside of Greater Boston
insist on a one-cent boost.
A conference between the State
Milk Board, Gov. James M. Curley
and milk producers today may produce something in the way of stabilization. The chief trouble is that
secondary markets where conditions
are considerably different from those
in the large Boston market, have
had to depend on agreements made
for the larger market. This is obviously unfair. A sharp increase in
production and distributing costs has
aggravated unpleasantries. It is indicated that should the producers
obtain their increases, the consumer would feel it in the end.

Briefs
Two thousand employees of the
Vermont Marble Company at Proctor, Vt., differing with company officials over wages and other matters, are to vote tonight upon their
course of action, according to the
Associated Press.
A
A
A
A tax on the hidden millions now
resting in safety vaults in the form
of money. jewels, stocks and bonds,
was urged today by Francil E. Kelly,
former city councillor, before the
Joint Committee on Taxation.
A
A
A
`4--- New England Governors conferred
today in an effort to develop a program to advertise New England's
recreational and vacation advantages, Governor Curley announced
today. It is proposed that each state
contribute $100,000 to a general fund
to be utilized in a combined advertising drive.

,
Baseball Fans
( Others,Invited
t

Meeting to Devise Plans to Assure
Judge Fuchs Remain At Helm of
Boston Braves
Friends of the Judge Emil E.
Fuchs, president of the Boston
Braves, who desire to have him remain at the helm of the Braves,
will have another meeting Friday
night at the Copley Plaza Hotel, at
which various committees will be
appointed by Chairman Arthur J.
Crowley.
It is the desire of these fri
of Judge Fuchs to have a large hdvance sale of tickets so that necessary financial arrangements can be
made to enable him to carry on.
This is assured by the hearty endorsement of the project shown at
previous meetings and by the enthusiasm
manifested by active
wot kers.
The goal of the committee is to
raise $100,000 by the advance sale I
of tickets before the opening game I
of the season, April 16, when the
New York Giants come to Braves 1
Field to inaugurate the season.
All baseball fans are invited to
attend the meeting Friday night.
Funds are being raised by selling
tickets in advance in three ways.
There are reserved seats for the
opening date that are selling for
$1.00. These are the regular reserved seats in back of the boxes.
The club is absorbing the federal
tax so a saving can be effected by
purchasing these tickets in advance.
A popular move was the adoption of books of live tickets, which
are good for any games of the
championship season. A saving of
50 cents is made by purchasing a
book of five tickets for $5.00 because the tax will be taken care of
by the club.
Season box seats also are being
sold. They are offered in groups of
six, comprising an entire box, or in
pairs or singles. A saving of 50
per cent, is made by purchasing
these box seats for $75.00 each.
The Braves Citizens Committee
believes that these three alternatives offer a choice to the fans.
which will enable them to decide
which plan they prefer.
All the fans are Invited by the
committee to participate in this
movement to enable Judge Fuchs,
who has taken such a deep interest
in all welfare and civic enterprises
since he became president of the
Braves 13 years ago, to remain in
charge of the Braves, which have
become so popular under his direction.
Honorary members of the Citizens Committee are: qinses M.
Citt4apresident; May-e-Frrederick
W.
nstield, chairman; State
Treasurer Charles F. Hurley and
City Treasurer John H. Dorsey,
treasurers; Gov. Louis J. Brann of
Maine and Attorney-General Paul
A. Dever, vice-presidents.
The Brotherhood
of Temple
Ohabei Shslom, at whose Fathers'
4z0 Sons' Night Judge Fuchs was
reti
pledged their co-operation. A committee is already actively at. wm
selling tickets.
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Curley Receives
Governor to Hear Leonard Case
Impersonator Of
/
Dolan Bond Deals Uncovered' The Emancipator
Curley Stops Butchery of Deer itoston Man Whose Father
Knew Lincoln Enacts
Role at State House

Today in Greater Boston
And Other Points in New England

Curley to Act

preferring to wait until tomorrow,
when the Council meets. It was
reported that the Council would demand a public hearing on the Leonard case.
Gang leaders were said to be removing their headquarters temporarily to Revere. They plan to operate the gambling establishments
from there "until the Boston fuss
blows over," it was reported.

Crime-prevention conferences, or
not, Abraham Lincoln comes first at
Governor Curley's office, especially
In the martyral President's 126 anniversary.
Huddled around the Governor's
desk today were officials, comprising
Mr. Curley's crime commission. Deep
furrows lined their foreheads as they
delved deeply into the crime problem facing the State. And just when
the deliberations were reaching a
height, in strode "Abraham Lincoln"
to meet Governor Curley.
So for a few minutes, the Governor dropped the conference problem to talk with the "Great Emancipator,"
"Abe" was impersonated by George
F. Madden, dramatic director of the
Wollaston Little Theater Guild,
whose father, John F. Madden, was
with Sherman on his march to the
sea and who knew Lincoln, and who
was the prime mover in establishing
Lincoln Post, G. A. R., in Charlestown.
Mr. Madden is appearing before
the Advertising Club of Boston and
at the Mary E. Curley School to
deliver the Gettysburg address.
Meanwhile, Faneull Hall was made
ready for a public celebration tonight, at which all the leaders of city
and State will be present. The organizers this year are the officials
of the Eliot School. During the program the faculty of the school will
be presented with a Civil War battle
flog, bought with the pennies of the
Eliot School children in 1861, and
carried in the battle of Malvern Hill
the following year. A number of Eliot
School boys were included in the roll
of honor for that battle.
A large group of Republican leaders will meet at a dinner at the
Hotel Statler, where Senator L. J.
,Dickinson (R) of Iowa will be the
;principal speaker.
Miss Mary Bowditch Forbes of 215
Adams Street, Milton, invited the
public to visit a reproduction of the
log cabin in which Lincoln was born.
A large collection of Lincolniana was
on view at the cabin.

"I shall conduct the hearing or
no hearing will be held," Governor
Curley shouted today in answer to
a letter from Police Commissioner
Joseph J. Leonard, the man the
Governor is seeking to oust.
In his letter the commissioner refused to resign as the Governor requested and asked that the Lieutenant Governor rather than Governor
Curley conduct a public hearing on
the case.
Dolan Deals Traced
The Governor characterized Mr.
More than half the bonds purLeonard's request as "unwarranted
eLased by Boston during the treasand impertinent." He also said the
request "acids another reason for the urership of Edmund L. Dolan were
removal of the police commissioner." acquired through two companies
A
whose officers were recently accused
A
A
Several Boston gambling estab- of being "straws" for Mr.
Dolan—
lishments were today stripped bare the City
Council was today informed.
of their equipment, as police groups
Figures came from Mayor Manshastened to vindicate themselves
from Curley charges of graft, field to the Council, in response to
through a series of raids. None of an order, just as the Boston Finance
the snore lavish and wealthy char- Commission was
investigating the
tered clubs were raided, however. Dolan
transactions.
Authorities said they were closed
The two companies are the Legal
tight, their equipment was concealed, and the higher-ups safely Securities Corporation and
outside Massachusetts.
R. L. Emerson Company, $which
the
From several civic quarters came sold the city $1,470,000 and
the charge that the successful raids In bonds, respectively. These two
In themselves gave rise to suspicions firms had previously been charged
of police laxity. That so many raids by attorney George Farnum,
when
could be conducted, even after the employed by the Finance Commispublic stir led them to be expected, sion, with being agents of Mr. DoIt was said, would indicate the exist- lan. Their officers were controlled
ence of extensive gambling establish- by Mr. Dolan, Mr. Farnum said
ments where they could have been court, and Mr. Dolan was the orin
quickly suppressed.
ganizer of both companies.
Meanwhile, Police Commissioner
Mr. Farnum at that time al •
Leonard had accused the Governor said that he was investigating "disso
of ''bias and prejudice," and asked proportionate cash deposits of the
that he not preside over any hearing E. L. Dolan Company at a certain
that might be called, when the period," referring to "an unusual"
'xecutive Council took up the Curley preponderance of cash over checks
which the attorney declared
quest for dismissing Leonard.
' - was
'
governor Curley made no reply, "altogether exceptional."
A third company which sold
1,000,000 'in bone. to VII.. cite, •••
‘nder inquiry by Mr. Farnum at the
ime he resigned as investigator for
he Finance Commission. councilor
Henry L. Shattuck, city
council's indewho sponsored the
Dolan bond
pendent request for the
comment—prefigures, made no
wait until the
sumably choosing to makes public
Commission
Finance
inquiry.
it.. report on the
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something like a
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heard a shotsaid, that had never
would eat out
gun before, and that mowed down
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Curley to the
came orders from Mr. given as the
warden, and word was
meridian to cease
sun crossed the
fire.
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There were long pent-uppleadings
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to
intensity
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But one
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thought
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From that time
doe
two
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' . to this, the
300 and 400 deer
between
until now
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living
are reported
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Previous to this year, they
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sound
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'CURLEY ENDS SLAUGHTER
I
OF DEER ON NANTUCKET

With residents of the island up in
, deer hunting in years, may yen.
arms over the slaughter of deer on tale forth with
greater safety toNantucket, Gov Curley yesterday di- morrow noon.
More than 100 of the 300 to 400
rected Raymond J. Kenney, State
Director of Fisheries and Game, to deer on this island of 50 square miles
were estimated slain during the first
take steps to prevent the further day's offe
nsive. On running boards.
shooting of deer there.
radiators, front bumpers and even
Director Kenney at once announced car tops, the carcasses of the deer
that he will today issue a proclama- were brought into town by hunters
who migrated to this sea-swept island
tion ending the week's open season, for the shoo
ting season.
and that any hunters who killed deer
But to the islanders there appeared
,
elem
no
after noon today would be prosecuted.
ent of "sport" in what they
unless it is shown that they were un- termed a "barbaric slaughter." The
sight of
aware that the ban had been put animals scores of bloody carcasses of
they had befriended and,
on shooting the animals.
looked upon as one of the attracti
on,
The Selectmen of Nantucket corn- of the island only nauseated natives.
The three Selectmen. 0. V.
municated with the Governor yesterHull,
day, the first open day for shooting Charles H. Blout and Irving A. Sovdeer, and declared that a veritable erino, wired a protest to Gov JamesI
slaughter of the animals was taking M. Curley today. and 30 or 40 in.
• dividuals took similar acti
place on the island.
on.
deer, an
Upon hearing of the slaughter,
It.
slaughter .rrwe aintrla
Red
Caps Everywhere
Director Kenney ordered Field
tvas trlicing place on the island.
Supervisor Lloyd M. Walker to go
The islanders asserted ther
e were
at once to Nantucket and ascertain ! more red caps about
Upon hearing of the
slaughter,
the exact number of animals shot i in Grand Central the moors than
Director Kenney
Station in New
ordered Field
yesterday.
i York. The pathetic part
Supervisor Lloyd M. Wal
-ker to go
1"slaughter" was the defenselof the
at once to Nantucket and
Prevents Extinction
I of the deer. A slightly rolling.essness
ascertain
the exact number of anim
I spot, dropped in the ocean off sandy
Dire
.
ctor
Kenn
ey's
proc
lama
tion
Cape
i
als shot
will be issued this morning, he said, , Cod by the glaciers during the great
yesterday.
' Ice Age, offers almost no shelter
declaring:
for
"There are about 100 hunters on deer.
Prevents Extinction
A
few.
grov
isla
the
es of stunted pitch pine
nd. I feel certain, because it
Director Kenney's proc
lamation
is a small place, that word of the furnish the only tree growth. Deer
will be issued this morn
find
shel
clos
ter
ing
only
of
the
in the thick swamps.
open season would
ing, he said,
declaring:
reach them, and the slaughter will Natives are not surprised to wake up
in the morning and find as many
end."
"There are about 100
as
hunters on
"This action is most 'necessary," 10 or 12 deer in the back yard. The
the island. I feel certain,
path
etic
aspe
was
Gov
ct
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Curl
is
com
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the
ey's
tame
men
ness
it
"bec
t,
of the.
ause
is a small place, that
word of the
if the slaughter continues it may animals. As they roam over the moors
closing of the open
mean the extinction there of deer they make no effort to seek safety
reach them, and the season would
slaughter will
just as previous open seasons meant when hunters approach, having been
end."
the extinction there of the heath hen protected all their lives. The natives
-This action is most
further declare that the doe are now,
and passenger pigeon."
necessary."
was Gov Curley's
The week's open season on deer with their young.
i\if the slaughter comment, "because
"It was put over on us," one of the
was granted for Nantucket by the
continues it may
last Legislature. At hearings it was town officials asserted. "We knew
, stated that the herd of deer on the nothing of the law until we learned
6eiectme0, 0. V.
Charles H. Blou
1 island had become so large it consti- Friday the Governor had just signed
Hull
crino, wired a t and Irving A. soy-,
tuted a menace to crops and other the Legislative act."
protest to Gov
M. Curley
property.
James
toda
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Curley Receives
Impersonator Of
Dolan Bond Deals Uncovered' The Emancipator
Governor to Hear Leonard Case

Curley Stops Butchery of Deer

oston Man Whose Father
Knew Lincoln Enacts
Role at State House

Today in Greater Boston
And Other Points in New England

Curley to Act

preferring to wait until tomorrow,
when the Council meets. It was
reported that the Council would demand a public hearing on the Leonard case.
Gang leaders were said to be removing their headquarters temporarily to Revere. They plan to operate the gambling establishments
from there "until the Boston fuss
blows over," it was reported.

' shall conduct the hearing or
no heariug will be held,' Governor
Curley shouted today in answer to
a letter from Police Commissioner
Joseph J. Leonard, the man the
Governor is seeking to oust.
In his letter the commissioner refused to resign as the Governor requested and asked that the Lieutenant Governor rather than Governor
Curley conduct a public hearing on
the case.
Dolan Deals Traced
The Governor characterized Mt%
More than half the bonds purLeonard's request as "unwarranted chased
by Boston during the treasand impertinent." He also said the
request "adds another reason for the urership of Edmund L. Dolan were
removal of the police commissioner." acquired through two companies
whose officers were recently accused
<
<
Several Boston gambling estab- of being "straws" for Mr. Dolan-lishments were today stripped bare the City
Council was today informed.
of their equipment, as police groups
Figures came from Mayor Manshastened to vindicate themselves
from Curley charges of graft, field to the Council, in response to
through a series of raids. None of an order, just as the Boston Finance
the more lavish and wealthy char- Commission was investigating
the
tered clubs were raided, however. Dolan
transactions.
Authorities said they were closed
The two companies are the Legal
tight, their equipment was concealed, and the higher-ups safely Securities Corporation and the
outside Massachusetts.
R. L. Emerson Company, which
From several civic quarters came sold the city $1,470,000 and $97,200
the charge that the successful raids in bonds respectively. These two
In themselves gave rise to suspicions firms had previously been charged
of police laxity. That so many raids by attorney George Farnum, when
could be conducted, even after the employed by the Finance Commispublic stir led them to be expected, sion, with being agents of Mr. DoIt was said, would indicate the exist- Ian. Their officers were controlled
ence of extensive gambling establish- by Mr. Dolan, Mr. Farnum said
ments where they could have been court, and Mr. Dolan was the orin
quickly suppressed.
ganizer of both companies.
Meanwhile, Police Commissioner
Mr. Farnum at that time also
Leonard had accused the Governor said that he was investigating "disof "bias and prejudice," and asked proportionate cash deposits of the
that he not preside over any hearing E L. Dolan Company at a certain
that might be called, when the period," referring to "an unusual"
'xecutive Council took up the Curley preponderance of cash over checks
which the attorney declared was
quest for dismissing Leonard.
'
3overnor Curley made no reply. "altogether exceptional."
A third company which sold
bonoes to two owy vows
.1,090,000
nder inquiry by Mr. Farnum at the
ime he resigned as investigator for
,he Finance Commission. councilor
Henry L. Shattuck, city
council's indewho sponsored the
Dolan bond
pendent request for the
comment—prefigures, made no
until the
sumably choosing to wait
makes public
Commission
Finance
inquiry.
A.; report on the
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Crime-prevention conferences, or
not, Abraham Lincoln comes first at
Governor Curley's office, especially
in the martyral President's 126 anniversary.
Huddled around the Governor's
desk today were officials, comprising
Mr. Curley's crime commission. Deep
furrows lined their foreheads as they
delved deeply into the crime problem facing the State. And just when
the deliberations were reaching a
height, in strode "Abraham Lincoln"
to meet Governor Curley.
So for a few minutes, the Governor dropped the conference problem to talk with the "Great Emancipator."
"Abe" was impersonated by George
F. Madden, dramatic director of the
Wollaston Little Theater Guild,
whose father, John F. Madden, was
with Sherman on his march to the
sea and who knew Lincoln, and who
was the prime mover in establishing
Lincoln Post, G. A. R., in Charlestown.
Mr. Madden is appearing before
the Advertising Club of Boston and
at the Mary E. Curley School to
deliver the Gettysburg address.
Meanwhile,Faneu,i1 Hall was made
ready for a public celebration tonight, at which all the leaders of city
and State will be present. The organizers this year are the officials
of the Eliot School. During the program the faculty of the school will
be presented with a Civil War battle
flag, bought with the pennies of the
Eliot School children in 1861, and
carried in the battle of Malvern Hill
the following year. A number of Eliot
School boys were included in the roll
of honor for that battle.
A large group of Republican lead:Ors will meet at a dinner at the
:Hotel Stotler, where Senator L. J.
,pickinson (R) of Iowa will be the
:principal speaker.
Miss Mary Bowditch Forbes of 215
Adams Street, Milton, invited the
public to visit a reproduction of the
log cabin in which Lincoln was born.
A large collection of Lincolniana was
on view at the cabin.
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With residents of the island up in
arms over the slaughter of deer on
Nantucket, Gov Curley yesterday directed Raymond J. Kenney, State
Director of Fisheries and Game, to
take steps to prevent the further
shooting of deer there.
Director Kenney at once announced
that he will today issue a proclamation ending the week's open season,
and that any hunters who killed deer
after noon today would be prosecuted,
unless it is shown that they were unaware that the ban had been put
on shooting the animals.
The Selectmen of Nantucket communicated with the Governor yesterday, the first open day for shooting
deer, and declared that a veritable
slaughter of the animals was taking
place on the island.
Upon hearing of the slaughter, •
Director Kenney ordered Field
Supervisor Lloyd M. Walker to go
at once to Nantucket and ascertain
the exact number of animals shot
yesterday.
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Scoff at Damage Angle

Representative William Swain of lad
Nantucket, who voted for the bill. IL
said the measure was drawn by Ken- Led t
ney and was passed to reduce the ,
number of deer, and thus prevent. 1athe
further damage. Last year he said
the State paid $800 for injuries to
gardens and shrubs inflicted by the '
deer.
But the deer damage angle is scoffed at by the natives.
As the law now stands, Nantucket,
in common with other sections of the
Slate, will have a week's open season next December. also.
For years Nantucket had no deer.
Then one day about 10 miles off
shore fishermen came on a buck
swimming, apparently from Cape
Cod. They took him to Nantucket,
and after he had roamed the moore
alone for four years. Breckinridge
Long. now Ambassador to Rome,
bought two doe. That was 10 years
ago. The present animals are descended from those three animals.
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Curley Receives
Impersonator Of
Dolan Bond Deals Uncovered The Emancipator

Governor to Hear Leonard Case

Curley Stops Butchery of Deer
Today in Greater Boston
And Other Points in New England
! preferring to wait until tomorrow,
Curley to Act
when the Council meets. It was
"I shall conduct the hearing or
I reported that the Council would de.
no hearing will be held," Governor
mand a public hearing on the LeonCurley shouted today in answer to
ard case.
a letter from Police Commissioner
Gang leaders were said to be reJoseph J. Leonard, the man the moving their headquarters
tempoGovernor is seeking to oust.
rarily to Revere. They plan to operIn his letter the commissioner re- ate the gambling establishments
fused to resign as the Governor re- from there "until the
Boston fuss
quested and asked that the Lieuten- blows over," it
was reported.
ant Governor rather than Governor
Curley conduct a public hearing on
Dolan Deals Traced
the case.
The Governor characterized Mr.
More than half the bonds purLeonard's request as "unwarranted chased by Boston during the treasand impertinent." He also said the
request ''adds another reason for the urership of Edmund L. Dolan were
removal of the police commissioner." acquired through two companies
whose officers were recently accused
A
A
A
Several Boston gambling estab- of being "straws" for Mr. Dolan—
lishments were today stripped bare the City Council was today informed.
of their equipment, as police groups
Figures came irom Mayor Manshastened to vindicate themselves
from Curley charges of graft, field to the Council, in response to
through a series of raids. None of an order, just as the Boston Finance
the more lavish and wealthy char- Commission was investigating the
tered clubs were raided, however. Dolan transactions.
Authorities said they were closed
The two companies are the Legal ,
tight, their equipment was conSecurities
Corporation and the
cealed, and the higher-ups safely
R. L. Emerson Company, which
outside Massachusetts.
From several civic quarters came sold the city $1,470,000 and $97,200
the charge that the successful raids in bonds, respectively. These two
In themselves gave rise to suspicions firms had previously been charged
of police laxity. That so many raids by attorney George Farnum, when
could be conducted, even after the employed by the Finance Commispublic stir led them to be expected, sion, with being agents of Mr. Doit was said, would indicate the exist- lan. Their officers were controlled
ence of extensive gambling establish- by Mr. Dolan, Mr. Farnum said in
ments where they could have been court, and Mr. Dolan was the orquickly suppressed.
ganizer of both companies.
Meanwhile, Police Commissioner
Mr. Farnum at that time also
Leonard had accused the Governor said that he was investigating "disof "bias and prejudice," and asked proportionate cash deposits of the
that he not preside over any hearing E. L. Dolan Company at a certain
that might be called, when the I period," referring to "an unusual"
'xecutive Council took up the Curley I preponderance of cash over checks
which the attorney declared was
quest for dismissing Leonard.
'
lovernor Curley made no reply, "altogether exceptional."
A third company which sold
•1,090,000 in bonds to the etty was
'rider inquiry by Mr. Farnum at the
line he resigned as investigator for
,he Finance Commission.
Henry L. Shattuck, city councilor
who sponsored the council's- independent request for the Dolan bond
figures, made no comment—Presumably choosing to wait until the
Finance Commission makes public
report on the inquiry.

14.!cr Slaughter Slopped
At noon toUay the slaughter
tame deer on Nantucket Island wa',
abruptly halted, on order of Governor Curley. In the few hours since
the official hunting season opened
there for the first time in history
something like a quarter of the
Island's deer population had been
shot. Frantic islanders wired and
telephoned the Governor. Deer, they
said, that had never heard a shotgun before, and that would rat out
of a hand, were being mowed down
by hunters from the mainland. Back
came orders from Mr. Curley to the
warden, and word was given as the
sun crossed the meridian to cease
fire.
There were long pent-up feelings
that gave intensity to the pleadings
of the islanders. More than a decade
ago there was not a deer on the
Island, and never had been. But one
day island fishermen came on a
buck, apparently from Cape Cod,
swimming exhaustedly 10 miles off
shore. They brought him to the
island, and for four years he roamed
the island in bachelor solitude.
At this point, the present American Ambassador to Italy, Breckinridge Long, thought that a family
for the lone buck was in order, and
he imported two doe From that time
to this, the family has multiplied
until now between 300 and 400 deer
are reported living there.
Previous to thi.; year, they 1.7d
never heard the sound of a shotgun.
Hunters from miles r round heard
that the first island season was to
be opened yesterda:,, and swarmed
to Nantucket. A move is now on foot
to hare the sease. permanently
closed.

•

oston Man Whose Father

Knew Lincoln Enacts
Role at State House
Crime-prevention conferences, or
not, Abraham Lincoln comes first at
Governor Curley's office, especially
in the martyral President's 126 anniversary.
Huddled around the Governor's
desk today were officials, comprising
Mr. Curley's crime commission. Deep
furrows lined their foreheads as they
delved deeply into the crime problem facing the State. And just when
the deliberations were reaching a
height, in strode "Abraham Lincoln"
to meet Governor Curley.
So for a few minutes, the Governor dropped the conference prob.
lem to talk with tile "Great Emancipator."
"Abe" was impersonated by George
F. Madden, dramatic director of the
Wollaston Little Theater Guild,
whose father, John F. Madden, was
with Sherman on his march to the
sea and who knew Lincoln, and who
was the prime mover in establishing
Lincoln Post, G. A. R., in Charlestown.
Mr. Madden is appearing before
the Advertising Club of Boston and
at the Mary E. Curley School to
deliver the Gettysburg address.
Meanwhile, Faneuil Hall was made
ready for a public celebration tonight, at Which all the leaders of city
and State will be present. The organizers this year are the officials
of the Elio.,; School. During the program the faculty of time school will
be presented with a Civil War battle
flag, bought with the pennies of the
Eliot School children in 1861, and
carried in the battle of Malvern Hill
the following year. A number of Eliot
School boys were included in the roll
of honor for that battle.
A large group of Republican leaders will meet at a dinner at the
'Hotel Statler, where. Senator L. J.
,Dickinson (R) of Iowa will be the
principal speaker.
Miss Mary Bowditch Forbes of 215
Adams Street, Milton, invited the
public to visit a reproduction of the
log cabin in which Lincoln was born.
A large collection of Lincolniana was
on view at the cabin.
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ASKS CURLEY KEEP
OUT OF HEARING
Leonard Letter to Governor Gives
Charge of Prejudice—Police
Raid Club, Seek "Big Shots',
Reiterating his refus.A1 to resign
as Police Commissioner of Boston,
Joseph J. Leonard last night addressed a letter to Gov Curl2y in
which he told the Governor that
he thought he should abse-t himself—because of "bias and prejudice" evidenced in public statements about Leonard—from the
meeting of the Governor's Council
tomorrow when presumably the
Governor will seek to remove
Leonard from office.
The letter, delivered by a police
sergeant at Gov Curley's home last
night, brought "no statement" from
the Governor. In it, Commissioner
Leonard further asserted that if
Gov Curley wanted to show that he
was not actuated by selfish motives
when he attempted to secure control of the Boston police when
Mayor, then he would urge legislation restoring the power of appointment of Police Commissioner
o the Mayor rather than the Govrno- and thereby effect Leonard's
'removal by operation of law.
,

campaign that upon becoming Governor of the Commonwealth you
would immediately remove me from
the position of chairman of the
Finance Commission, and your further statement of Dec 28 last, the date
on which I took the oath of office,
that you would remove me from the
office which I now hold, and. as Governor, all you needed was sufficient
votes in the Council.

Suggests Police Home Rule

"These statements of yours, I know
you will agree with me, are indicative of bias and prejudice on your
part and were -made because of the
fact that I had performed my swoin
quty as chairman of the Finance
Commission.
"May, I venture a suggestion to
Your Excellency, a militant advocate
of home rule for Boston for many
years, that you now use your power
and prestige as Governor to have
enacted a law transferring the power
of appointment of the Police Comn
Reactio
le
Admits Favorab
missioner from the Governor to the
physical
Mayor of the city.
The portfolio of assistant
posi"This action would be evidence
education director is a full-time
of your good faith and if your efand, altion with much detail work
fort were successful would result in
McKenney
my removal by operation of law.
People of our city would be conContinued In Page 22
vinced your action to secure control
of the Police Department while
Seeks Club's Backer
There were other developments in Mayor was not actuated by selfish
the investigation of the murder of motives. Further you would be reJoseph P. ("Red") Sweeney who was lieved of direct responsibility for the
killed in the Cosmos Club early last conduct of the Police Department
Friday morning. Police officials of the city of Boston.
"May I say in closing that if the
sought a way to move against the
"big shots" of racketeering—actual Council fails to sustain your order
backers of the illegal resorts that of removal you may rest assured
masquerade as legitimate clubs. One that as Chief Executive you will have
such club was raided and complete my heartiest cooperation in promothorse-betting and gambling para- ing law and order in our beloved
city.
phernalia was seized:
JOSEPH P. McKENNEY
"I am furnishing the press with
Deputy Supt James McDevitt, head
Win- of the new police "cleanup" squad," copies of this communication, and if
High teacher-coach; Maj James
informed that a Boston sportsman my action is a breach of courtesy I
:don, and Harold Kelley.
who is now sunning himself in Flor- regret it as it was made ne7essary by
was behind the raided club, said the exigencies of the case."
ida
$5000
Post
Salary for
0
would learn today what steps
he
post—$500
new
the
The salary for
Raid in Kneeland St
now re- could be taken against the man
—is not equal to the total
nts yesterday, as
developme
The big club raid of the day was
Other
teaching
for
McKenney
ceived by
It is well as Leonard's reiteration that he made by Lieut James J. Hinchey
' and coaching at the Heights.
anCurley's
and
resign
not
his squad at 11 Kneeland at on
and
superior
would
believed, however, that
B. C. nouncement of plans to remove Leon. the second floor, the rooms of a club.
future prospects will lure the
ard. included:
Previously the officers had been
coach away from the college.
Formation by Capt Joseph McKin- informed the place had not been
Allston on
I McKenney was born in Miss Alice non of his own "cleanup squad," to open since Friday—the day of the
March 1, 1905. He married
the be headed by Lieut Charles F. El- Sweeney murder. When they poundRyan of Waltham in 1929 and
Joseph dridge.
ed their way in early last night they
couple have three children,
Discovery that many illegal resorts found their information correct. None
2.
Jr. 4, Mary Alice, 3, and Joan,
than
rather
doors
their
closing
were
of the furnishings of the place had
With regard to a possible successor
coach, face the attacks of the raiding squads. been disturbed but no person was
to McKenney as B. C. football forththere.
no definite information was
Curley May Appoint Gallivan
The front room, and main part of
coming last night. John P.
Although Eugene F. McSweeney, the club, was elaborately decorated
J., graduand Rev Frank Sullivan, S.director of former Fire Commissioner, is under- and furnished with a long bar, booths
ate manager and faculty
B. C., were stood to be Gov Curley's choice to and tables for the customers, a dance
I athletics, respectively, at
with the succeed Leonard, it was reported last floor and an orchestra platform.
on their way to Princeton
The officers made their seizure in
night that the Governor might ask
varsity hockey squad.
, S. J., presi- Jeremiah F. Gallivan, retired Beston a rear roorh, that held complete .
Rev Louis J. Gallaghercould
be
not
police captain, to accept the Commis- horse-race betting equipment and
dent of Boston College,
sionership if the Council ousted Leon- other gaming apparatus. The officers
reached.
how- ard and insisted on being convinced took an electric amplifier, racing
An outstanding candidate,
, that the appointee have adequate literature, an adding machine, a
ever, is John "Dinny" McNamara
under
blackboard, cash box, telephene
backfield coach and chief scout and knowledge of police work.
headset for taking bets over the teleMcKenney for the past two years
Cav- Leonard's Letter to Curley
phone, roulette pads, dice cloths,
assistant to the late Maj Frank
seasons.
horse-race betting slips and "nigger
anaugh at Fordham for five
Leonard's letter to Gov Curley pool" slips.
said:
I•OM 11 .41
"You are reported by the press as
ton St
having made the statement that un- Arrest 12 on Washing
The raid caused much excitement
less you receive my resignation within 48 hours as Police Commissioner in the vicinity. Police had to make
of the city of Boston you will effect two trips in a patrol wagon to the
my removal on Wednesday next. I club. A large crowd gathered outside
and watched the police cart away the
will not resign.
"In the event of your submitting gaming equipment.
In the Executive Council an order
Police said the club had been in
for my removal, I feel that I am operation since late prohibitiln days
g
fully within my rights in demandin and that it opened originally as a
a fair and impartial hearing on the speakeasy and installed the horsequestion as to whether or not any race betting equipment only a short
causes stated in your order of remov- time ago.
al are sufficient to warrant the. con-i Lieut Hinchey's men made another
sent of the Council to your action
raid during the day. At 694 Washing
"My long, and, I believe, honorable ton St. room 406, they arrested 12 me
back
record in public service, dating
on charges of being concerned i
to 1904, embracing service in the setting up and promoting a !otter
from
ative
as
e
Represent
Legislatur
and seized some betting slips
the district in which you and I now
Capt Joseph McKinnon stopped
live, service in the Constitutional long enough from his work of in
Convention for that district in 1917 vestigati-eg the Sweeney murder t
and rts, service as assistant district order LieutNEldridge to form his own
attorn, , for the Suffolk District in squad for raiding places. Later Cap'
1924, ,925 and 1926, and service as McKinnon announced that vice, gain
chairman of the Finance Commission ing and violation of the liquor la
in 1934, entitles me to this right.
was positively going to stop on hi
division.
"I don't care how they stop it," h
Proposes Hurley Preside
o
"You no doubt recall that five said, "whether rthy own men do itm
members of the present Council con- whether they step in here ever
stituted a majority of the Council head from Headquarters and do it
which in May of 1934 unanimously It's all the same to me. It's going t
confirmed me for the position of the be stopped, anyway."
chairman of the-Finance Commission.
and the same members in December, Many Questioned on Murder
The captain then went back to th
1934, constituted a majority of the
Council which unanimously con- Sweeney case. With Lieut-Inspecto
firmed me for the position of Pollee Harry M. Pierce, he questioned thre
girls and six men during the day
Commissioner.
"That I may have complete justice, Last night he admited nothing ha
I appeal to your sense of fairness ye turned up that could lead polic
and ask that you absent yourself to a solution of the murder.
Of those
questioned, Michae
from the hearing and permit His
Honor, the Lieutenant Governor, to Burke. a waiter at the Cosmos Club
Bowser and a gir
a
named
doorman
preside.
"This request is made because of employe were picked up in the morn
your statement in Pemberton aq in ing and then released. In the after
September during your pre-primary noon a former boxer and two of his
soseammatoram.AmmeirsenosearemmeasomemoreiramesiONFININALZ
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Mehenneyretain his
though McKenney might
Commission, to
seat on the Finance
Gov Curwhich he was appointed by he could
ago,
ley less than a month
coach.
not continue as a college night that
McKenney admitted last
about ache had been approached and had
cepting the ne— position
He
expressed a favorable reaction.
nothadded, however, that he knewhaving
ing further on the subject, notSchools
discussed it with Supt of
Patrick T. Campbell.
private
The School Committee held a
conference last night, but Mr. Campwas'
bell asserted that no mention
made of appointing Mr Crowley's
successor.
It is understood, however, that McKenney is regarded favorably by both
Campbell and a majority of the members of the School Committee.
' Among the numerous candidates
for the position are D. Leo Daley,
past Hyde Park High and English
High coach and present head of the
history department at Mechanic Arts
High; James Duffey, Jamaica Plain
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'a decision on the
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Leonard Letter to Governor Gives
Charge of Prejudice—Police
Raid Club, Seek "Big Shots',
Reiterating his refus31 to resign
as Police Commissioner of Boston,
Joseph J. Leonard last night addressed a letter to Gov Curl2y in
which he told the Governor that
he thought he should abse-t himself—because of "bias and prejudice" evidenced in public statements about Leonard—from the
meeting of the Governor's Council
tomorrow when presumably the
Governor will seek to remove
Leonard from office.
The letter, delivered by a police
sergeant at Gov Curley's home last
night, brought "no statement" from
the Governor. In it, Commissioner
Leonard further asserted that if
Gov Curley wanted to show that he
was not actuated by selfish motives
when he attempted to secure control of the Boston police when
Mayor, then he would urge legislation restoring• the power of appointment of Police Commissioner
to the Mayor rather than the Governo- and thereby effect Leonard's
removal by operation of law.

Seeks Cluies Backer

•
JOSEPH P. McKENNEY
WinHigh teacher-coach; Maj James
ston. and Harold Kelley.

Salary for Post $3000

There were other developments in
the investigation of the murder of
.toseph P. ("Red") Sweeney who was
killed in the Cosmos Club early last
Friday morning. Police officials
ought a way to move against the
"big shots" of racketeering—actual
backers of the illegal resorts that
masquerade as legitimate clubs. One
-aich club was raided and complete
horse-betting and gambling paraphernalia was seized:
Deputy Supt James McDevitt, head
of the new police "cleanup" squad,"
informed that a Boston sportsman
who is now sunning himself in Florida was behind the raided club, said
he would learn today what steps
could be taken against the man
Other developments yesterday, as
*ell as Leonard's reiteration that he
vould not resign and Curley's anouncement of plans to remove Leon.
rd, included:
Formation by Capt Joseph McKinon of his own "cleanup squad," to
e headed by Lieut Charles F. El.
ridge.
Discovery that many illegal resorts
ere closing their doors rather than
ace the attacks of the raiding squads.

The salary for the new post—$5000
—is not equal to the total now received by McKenney for teaching
and coaching at the Heights. It is
believed, however, that superior
future prospects will lure the B. C.
coach away from the college.
McKenney was born in Allston on
March 1, 1905. He married Miss Alice
Ryan of Waltham in 1929 and the
couple have three children, Joseph
2.
Jr, 4, Mary Alice, 3, and Joan,
With regard to a possible successor
coach,
to McKenneY as B. C. football forthno definite information was
coming last night. John P. Curley
and Rev Frank Sullivan, S. J., graduate manager and faculty director of
were
' athletics, respectively, at B. C.,
on their way to Princeton with the
varsity hockey squad.
Rev Louis J. Gallagher, S. J., president of Boston College, could not be
reached.
An outstanding candidate, how- k
ever, is John "Dinny" McNamara,
backfield coach and chief scout under
McKenney for the past two years andl
assistant to the late Maj Frank Cavanaugh at Fordham for five seasons.

campaign that upon becoming Governor of the Commonwealth you
would immediately remove me from
the position of chairman of the
Finance Commission, and your further statement of Dec 28 last, the date
on which I took the oath of office,
that you would remove me from the
office which I now hold, and, as Governor, all you needed was sufficient
votes in the Council.

Suggests Police Home Rule
"These statements of yours, I know
you will agree with me, are indicative of bias and prejudice on your
part and were made because of the
fact that I had performed my swoin
cluty as chairman of the Finance
Commission.
May I venture a suggestion to
Your Excellency, a militant advocate
of home rule for Boston for many
years, that you now use your power
and prestige as Governor to have
enacted a law transferring the power
of appointment of the Police Commissioner from the Governor to the
Mayor of the city.
"This action would be evidence
of your good faith and if your effort were successful would result in
my removal by operation of law.
People of our city would be convinced your action to secure control
of the Police Department while
Mayor was not actuated by selfish
motives. Further you would be relieved of direct responsibility for the
conduct of the Police Department
of the city of Boston.
"May I say in closing that if the
Council fails to sustain your order
of removal you may rest assured
that as Chief Executive you will have
my heartiest cooperation in promoting law and order in our beloved
city.
"I am furnishing the press with
copies of this communication, and if
my action is a breach of courtesy I
regret it as it was made iie7essary by
the exigencies of the case."

Raid in Kneeland St

The big club raid of the day was
made by Lieut James J. Hinchey
and his squad at 11 Kneeland st on
the second floor, the rooms of a club.
Previously the officers had been
informed the place had not been
open since Friday—the day of the
Sweeney mnrder. When they pounded their way in early last night they
found their information correct. None
of the furnishings of the place had
been disturbed but no person was
there.
lay Appoint Gallivan
The front room, and main part of
Although Eugene F. McSweeney, the club, was elaborately
decorated
rmer Fire Commissioner, is under- and furnished with a long bar,
Loud to be Gov Curley's choice to and tables for the customers, a booths
dance
cceed Leonard, it was reported last floor and an orchestra platform,
ight that the Governor might ask
The officers made their seizure in
remiah F. Gallivan, retired BieSton 'a - rear moth. that held Complete
lice captain, to accept the Commis- horse-race betting equipment
and
onership if the Council ousted Leon- other gaming apparatus. The officers
d and insisted on being convinced took an electric amplifier, racing
at the appointee have adequate literature, an adding machine, a
nowledge of police work.
blackboard, cash box, telephone
headset for taking bets over the teledeonard's Letter to Curley
phone, roulette pads, dice cloths,
Leonard's letter to Gov Curley horse-race betting slips and "nigger
pool" slips.
aid:
-"You are reported by the press as
having made the statement that un- Arrest 12 on Washington St
less you receive my resignation withThe raid caused much excitement
in 48 hours as Police Commissioner in the vicinity. Police had to make
of the city of Boston you will effect two trips in a
patrol wagon to the
my removal on Wednesday next. I club. A large crowd gathered
outside
will not resign.
and watched the police cart away the
"In the event of your submitting gaming equipment.
to the Executive Council an order
Police said the club had been in
for my removal, I feel that I am operation since late
fully within my rights in demanding and that it opened prchibitc-in days
originally as a
a fair and impartial hearing on the speakeasy and
installed the horsequestion as to whether or not any race betting
equipment
only a short
causes stated in your order of remov- time ago.
al are sufficient to warrant the conLicut Hinchey's men made another
sent of the Council to your action.
raid during the
"My long, and, I believe, honorable ton st, room 406,day. At 694 Washingthey arrested 12 men
record in public service, dating back on charges of
being concerned in
to 1904, embracing service in the setting up
and
Legislature as Representative from and seized some promoting a lottery
betting slips.
the district in which you and I now
Capt Joseph McKinnon slopped
live, service in the Constitutional leng enough
from his work of inConvention for that district in 1917 vestigating the
Sweeney murder to
and rt.% service as assistant district order
to form his own
attorn„ , for the Suffolk District in squad LicuteEldridge
for raiding places. Later Capt
1924, 1925 and 1926, and service as
McKinnon announced that vice, gamchairman of the Finance Commission ing and
violation of the liquor law
in 1934, entitles me to this right.
was positively going to stop on his
division.
Proposes Hurley Preside
"I don't care how they stop it," he
"You no doubt recall that five said, "whether My own men co it or
members of the present Council con- whether they step in here ever my
stituted, a majority of the Council head from Headquarters and do it.
which in May of 1934 unanimously It's all the same to me. It's going to
confirmed me for the position of the , be stopped, anyway."
chairman of the Finance Commission,
and the same members •ln December, I Many Questioned on Murder
1934, constitutect a majority of the
The captain then went back to the
Council which unanimously con- Sweeney case. With
Lieut-Inspector
firmed me for the position of Police Harry M. Pierce, he questioned
three
Commissioner.
girls and six men during the day.
"That I may have complete justice, Last night he admited nothing
had
T appeal to your sense of fairness ye turned up that could lead
and ask that you absent yourself to a solution of the murder. police
from the hearing and permit His
Of those
questioned, Michael
Honor, the Lieutenant Governor, to Burke. a waiter at the Cosmos
Club,
preside,
a doorman named Bowser and a girl
"This request is made because of employe were picked lip in the mornyour statement in Pemberton sq in ing and then released. In the afterSeptember during your pre-primary noon a former boxer and two of his
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LOCAL GROUPS PLAN
TRIBUTE TO LINCOLN
Faneuil Hall Exercises to Climax
Day Here—Military and Civic
Bodies Plan Observance
The ever-dwindling corps of Boys
in Blue, khaki veterans of later
wars, school children and citizens
who now. enjoy the heritage of a
united Republic made possible by the
.ap.d. martyrdom of Abraham
Lincoln will today celebrate the 126th
anniversary of his birth in a humble
'Kentucky log cabin.
The climax of the celebration in
Greater Boston will be reached at
exercises in Faneuil Hall tonight
with music, oratory and the presentation to the Eliot School faculty of a
tattered American flag under which
Col Thomas Cass and 10 other Eliot
School boys were killed at the Battle
of Malvern Hill in Virginia.
The flag, its stars and most of its
'bars chewed away by ravages of the
battlefield and time, was purchased
with pennies subscribed by children
if the Eliot School.

State House and decorate the Army
Nurses' memorial in the Hall of
Flags, a piece of statuary showing a
nurse supporting a dying soldier.

Other Groups Plan Parties

30VEINOR GUEST OF
INSURANCE SHIM
Formal Dinner Scheduled
Feb 20 Here
Gov Curley will be guest of honor
at a formal dinner of the Insurance
Society of Massachusetts, which will
be held at the Copley-Plaza Hotel,
Wednesday evening, Feb 20. Seven
hundred persons are expected to attend.
Among the important insurance executives who will give brief addresses
are T. J. Falvey, president of the
Massachusetts Bonding & Insurance
Company; William R. Hedge, president of the Boston Insurance Company; S. Bruce Black, President of
the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company; Charles E. Hodges, president
of the American Mutual Insurance
Company and Edward C. Stone,
United States manager of The Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation Ltd.
Arthur D. Cronin is general chairman of the dinner. He is being assisted by:

Several social groups have arranged for banquets in honor of Lincoln. The Reciprocity Club will hold
a Lincoln's Birthday celebration ano
dinner at the Hotel Westminster in
the evening. Ralph Cohourt, promFred J. Devereux, Everett S. Litchinent Boston attorney, will give an
field, Herbert G. Fairfield. Carroll K. Steele,
C. F. J. Harrington, W. Frank Babbitt,
address on Lincoln.
K. Newhall, Rudolph Burroughs,
The Middlesex Club will hold its =Harry
Fred A. Bailey, Charles H. Nudd, Forrest
Donigan, Arthur J. Anderson, Harold A.
annual Lincoln Night dinner at the
McKenna, John A. Gahan, Kenneth H.
Hotel Stetter. United States Senator
Erskine, John J. Flynn, John M. Morrison,
L. J. Dickinson of Iowa will be the
George L. Pumphret, William B. Medlicott,
James H. Carney, Ralph G. Hinckley,
guest ,.speaker. Other speakers will
Julius F. Haller, Lawrence Moore. Henry
include prominent Bay State RepubT. Hugard. Samuel J. Kraft, John J. Cornish, John Carr, L. C. Lunstead. William T.
licans, among them Speaker Leverett
Jordan, Joseph A. Gartland, Harold C.
Saltonstall of the House ot RepreRead. Leo T. Slattery, Frank 0. Sargent,
Officers of the Insurante Society of
sentatives; Secretary of State FredMassachusetts are: C. F. J. Harringeric W. Cook, Mayor Sinclair Weeks
ton, pres; Frederick A. Bailey, first
of Newton and Vernon W. Marr, new
chairman of the Republican State
vice pres; Francis J. O'Gara, second
Committee.
vice pres; Andrew S. Nelson, third
Notables Invited as Guests
WomProfessional
Members of the
.vice pres; Frederick J. Devereux,
Qoy _Cdarley heads the list of inold-fashioned
an
hold
Club will
sec-treas; Arthur D. Cronin, Kenneth,
vited guests and speakers, among en's
party at the Hotel Steller.
H. Erskine, George L. Pumphret,
which are Mayor Mansfield, Supt costume
will dance a
members
the
of
Four
Clayton H. Clancy, Warde Wilkins,
Patrick J. Campbell of Boston public
in the
popular
was
as
such
minuet,
John H. Gahan, F. Clayton Elliott,
schools, Joseph Santosuosso, Prof Jodays of Lincoln's Presidency. Prizes
Harold A. McKenna, Frank 0. Sarseph H. Sasserno, Frank J. Herlihy, will be awarded.
gent, William A. Sturgis, directors;
headmaster of the Eliot School, and
games H. Carney Charles H. Nudd,
Sumner. S. Shore, president of the
"ohn J. Cornish, trustees.
E. R. A. Concert Planned
school's association.
Lincoln's Birthday will also be obThe celebration could hardly be
_
"PA- Tores:fdr,
held under better auspices than served at South Bay Union, 640 HarSenator
said that the
McAree
concert,
A.
R.
E.
another
by
av,
rison
Association.
School
, those of the Eliot
singhig. The
Its successive generations of teachers patriotic speaking and conducted by purpose of the conference is to
have taught such noted men as Paul public meeting will be International draw up a code of ethics for the
protection of the industry. He also
• Revere, Rev Samuel F. Smith, author the South End House
be by the
announced that Mayor Horace C.
of "America"; Edward Everett and Club. The concert will
led
Orchestra,
Community
South End
.Col. Cass....
Baker of Brockton, Mayor George
1 Music for the occasion will be fur- by Floyd H. Gutman. sponsored by E. Dalrymple of Haverhill ,Mayor
be
will
concert
The
nished by the E. R. A. Symphony
Relief Administra- J. Fred Manning of Lynn and
Orchestra. under the direction of Al- the Emergency
State admin- , Mayor James J. Bruin of Lowell
bert M. Kanrich, and there will be tion—Arthur G. Rotch,
will attend, together with reprethe E. R. A. chorus of 100 voices, istrator. and Col Thomas F. Sullivan,
sentatives of shoe industry and
conducted by E. Roberts Lunger, to Boston administrator; local sponsorOuter
unions.
furnish a new program especially ar- ship being provided by the
South End Joint Planning Commitranged for this celebration.
the
chairman—of
. The. Daughters of Union Veterans tee —Julian Steele,
Committee on
of the Civil War will decorate the City Wide Emergency
memorial tablet at Soldiers' Home, Health and Recreation.
The Past Commanders' Association
Chelsea, under the direction of Sister
Anna McGreavy as another function wil: observe the day in conjunction
of the day. The department chaplain, with the Past Presidents' Associa
a dinner at
Mrs Elizabeth Lemmelin will—as the tion of the auxiliary with
A floo
Daughters have done in years past— th American House at 6:30. by D
an address
place a wreath and decorations on show, dance anddepartment
chaplet
the Lincoln Emancipation group in David L. Martin,
of the Sons of Veterans, are include
Park sq.
Later the Daughters will go to the in the program.
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GOVERNOR WEST OF
INSURANCE SOCIETY
Formal Dinner Scheduled
Feb 20 Here
Gov Curley will be guest of honor
at a formal dinner of the Insurance
Society of Massachusetts, which will
be held at the Copley-Plaza Hotel,
Wednesday evening, Feb 20. Seven
hundred persons are expected to attend.
Among the important insurance executives who will give brief addresses
are T. J. Falvey, president of the
Massachusetts Bonding & Insurance
Company; William R. Hedge, president of the Boston Insurance Company; S. Bruce Black, President of
the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company; Charles E. Hodges, president !
of the American Mutual Insurance
Company and Edward C. Stone,
United States manager of The Em•
ployers' Liability Assurance Corporation Ltd.
Arthur D. Cronin is general chairman of the dinner. He is being assisted by:

The ever-dwindling corps of Boys State House and decorate the Army
the Hall of
in " Blue, khaki veterans of later I Nurses' memorial in
a piece of statuary showing a
Flags,
citizens
wars, school children and
nurse supporting a dying soldier.
who -now • enjoy the heritage of a
united Republic made possible by the Other Groups Plan Parties
life and martyrdom of Abraham
Several social groups have arLincoln will today celebrate the 126th ranged for banquets in honor of LinClub will hold
anniversary of his birth in a humble coln. The Reciprocitycelebration alio
Lincoln's Birthday
a
'Kentucky log cabin.
dinner at the Hotel Westminster in
The climax of the celebration in the evenIng. Ralph Cohourt, promFred 3. Devereux, Everett S. LitchGreater Boston will be reached at inent Boston attorney, will give an
field, Herbert G. Fairfield. Carroll K. Steele.
.2i.4)...11,4w Harrington, W. Frank Rab.bitt.
exercises in Faneuil Hall tonight address on Lincoln.
The Middlesex Club will hold its
with music, oratory and the presentation to the Eliot School faculty of a annual Lincoln Night dinner at the
GLOBE
tattered American flag under which Hotel Statler. United States Senator
the
be
will
Iowa
Boston, Mass.
Col Thomas Cass and 10 other Eliot L. J. Dickinson of
School boys were killed at the Battle guest _speaker. Other speakers will
RepubState
Bay
prominent
include
of Malvern Hill in Virginia.
The flag, its stars and most of its licans, among them Speaker Leverett
.bars chewed away by ravages of the Saltonstall of the House ot Repreatfernoon.
battlefield and time, was purchased sentatives; Secretary of State Fredwith pennies subscribed by children eric W. Cook, Mayor Sinclair Weeks
Governors dill Confer
of Newton and Vernon W. Marr, new
of.the Eliot School.
chairman of the Republican State
on Ethics Protecting Bay
Committee.
Notables Invited as Guests
Members of the Professional Wom.1:;
Ic heads the list of inState Shoe Industry
old-fashioned
speakers, among en's Club will hold an
vited. gues.s
Hotel Statler.
Acting on the request of Senator
which are Mayor Mansfield, Supt costume party at the
will dance a
Chases A. P. McAree of Haverhill,
Patrick J. Campbell of Boston public Four of the memberspopular in the
was
Gov Curley, at the conferenc of
schools, Joseph Santosuosso, Prof Jo- minuet, such as Presidency. Prizes
New England Governors on the
seph H. Sasserno, Frank J. Herlihy, days of Lincoln's
awarded.
headmaster of the Eliot School, and will be
textile industry to be held next
of
the
president
Sumner. S. Shore,
Thursday, will have the Governors
E. R. A. Concert Planned
school's association.
Lincoln's Birthday will also be ob- confer with representatives of the
The celebration could hardly be
shoe industry in Massachusetts.
held under better auspices than served at South Bay Union, 640 HarSenator McAree said that the
those of the Eliot School Association. rison av, by another E. R. A. concert,
Its successive generations of teachers patriotic speaking and singing. The purpose of the conference is to
Conducted
by
be
draw up a code of ethics for the
have taught such noted men as Paul public meeting will
Revere, Rev Samuel F. Smith, author the South End House International protection of the industry. He also
the
will
be
by
concert
The
of "America"; Edward Everett and Club.
announced that Mayor Horace C.
South End Community Orchestra, led Baker of
Col Cass....
Brockton, Mayor George
Gutman.
H.
Floyd
by
be
furoccasion
will
Music for the
E. Dalrymple of Haverhill ,Mayor
by
sponsored
will
be
concert
The
Symphony
A.
E.
R.
nished by the
J. Fred Manning of Lynn and
Orchestra. under the direction of Al- the Emergency Relief Administrabert M. Kanrich, and there will be tion—Arthur G. Botch. State admin- Mayor James J. Bruin of Lowell
the E. R. A. chorus of 100 voices. istrator. and Col Thomas F. Sullivan, will attend, together with repreconducted by E. Roberts Lunger, to Boston administrator; local sponsor- sentatives of shoe industry and
furnish a new program especially ar- ship being provided by the Outer unions.
South End Joint Planning Commitranged for this celebration.
. The. Daughters of Union Veterans tee —Julian Steele, chairman—of the
of the Civil War will decorate the City Wide Emergency Committee on
memorial tablet at Soldiers' Home. Health and Recreation.
The Past Commanders' Association
Chelsea, under the direction of Sister
Anna McGreavy as another function will observe the day in conjunction
of the day. The department chaplain, with the Past Presidents' Associa
Mrs Elizabeth Lemmelin will—as the Lion of the auxiliary with a dinner at
Daughters have done in years past— th American House at 6:30. A floo
place a wreath and decorations on show, dance and an address by D
the Lincoln Emancipation group in David L. Martin. department chaplai
of the Sons of Veterans, are include
Park sq.
Later the Daughters will go to the in the program.
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others present and not
Commisnamed as members were G. Kirk
sioner of Public Safety Paulthe State
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Detective Bureau.
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named to the commission, atto
Henry
John P. Feeney, Asst Atty Gen Dever.
Fielding, Atty Gen Paul A. n and
Asst Atty Gen James J. RonaBoston
Prof Frank L. Simpson of
University.Law School.
preAtty Gen Paul A. Dever was later
paring a statement for releaseof the
in the day on the session program
Crime Commission and the
discussed. It is known to have concon-,
sidered a Department of Justice rney
riveted with the office of the Atto
General and legislation to that end
was also discussed and will he drawn
up for submission by the Governor
to the Legislature in a special message Friday.
The Governor said that the members of his new Crime Commission
of
had volunteered to serve in aidsion
the new plans for the apprehen
of criminals. 7-ir said that a program
had been developed and discussed
for combatting organized crime by
organized law enforcement and ythat
the commission was practicall 3.1
agreement on all but some minor details.
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I Mrs St Godard First to
I Get "Anything Except
1• Discharge" From Curley

We miss you now, our hearts are sore,
As time goes by we miss 'YOU morel
loving smile. your gentle face.
No one can fill your vacant place.
Lovingly remembered by their families.

vow

,
;

193I—Giblin-1935
fl

Wednesday

morning

•

at

mafi, Will be installed as first commander of the post. Department
Comenander Francis X. Cotter and
his staff will instal officers and obligate the honorary members.
Honorary membership will be conferred on a distinguished group of
Boston editors and leading members
of the community. The list includes
Judge Joseph A. Sheehan of the
Superior Court, President Thomas A.
Yawkey of the Boston Red Sox,

Gov Curley today received
Emile St Godard of The Pas,
Man, who drove a team of sled
dogs to the State House and
invited him to attend the Wilton, N H, Winter carnival.
Gov Curley presented Mrs
St Go
autographed
aph of him
aying,
ere, young lady, this
the
first thing anyone has go
out of this office in the p t
few week except a discharge."
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PLANT
HEAD ADDRESSES CLUB

Augustus E. Geigengack, public
printer of the United States, who
directs the largest 'printing plant in
the world, was the guest speaker at
I a testimonial dinner given in his
honor at the Hotel Kenmore last
night by the Boston Club of Printing
, House Craftsmen, Inc. Gov CAirley
I and several hundred guests airrinemI bers heard Mr Geigengack tell how
the Government's plant employs more
than 5000 workers and has an annual
payroll of $10,000,000. Other speakers were:

COMMANDER WILFRED E. JACOBS
Judge Emil J. Fuchs. president of the
Boston National League Baseball
Club, Clifton Carberry, managing
editor of the Boston Post, James
• Reardon of the Sunday Advertiser,
W. D. Sullivan of the Boston Globe,
Robert Gardiner Wilson of the Boston
Council. Francis .1. Roche
Alexander Brin of the Jewish Advo- city
the
Cambridge City Council. John B. of
Curry.
cate, Asst Atty Gen Maurice M. first vice president
International Associaof Printing House Craftsmen; Patrick
Goldman, Edward Bernstein, Israel tionSmith._pre
sident of the clubl_Attse Gen
B. Lewis and Nyman Kolodny.
Paul A. Dever. State Auditor
Thomas H.
Buckley, and Philip J. McAteer.
A musical program will be given master.
toastby an E. R, A. orchestra under the
direction of Al Moore. Many leading
BOSTON
MASS.
stars of the radio and stage will be
present, including Marie Murray,
Adrian O'Brien, Deputy United
GLOBE
States Marshal Billie Barker and his
group of entertainers.
Boston, Mass.
Guests will include Gov Curley,
Lieut Gov Hurley, Atty Gen Paul A.
Dever, Sens Joseph J. Mulhern,
FEB 1
Burke, George Moyse, Joseph Langone, Col Joseph Hanken, and City
Councilors Thomas Green and David
present rulers of
Mexico.
M. Brockman.
Senior Vice Commander Edward
GOV CURLEY INVITED
Seigal is chairman of the general
committee. William Freeman is
TO DINNER IN
ROMA
chairman of the reception committee.
Officials of the
The new officers of the post are i on Gov Curley Italian Line called
yesterday afternoon
Wilfred E, Jacobs, C; Fdward Seigal, , to invite hi
attend a dinner
the Ss Roma
S V C; Louis Altman, J V C; Benon
when
it makes its firit
'tri p ha Boston,
March
10.
ing the party
Accompanywas Joseph
A.
Tomasello.

KAMINSKI WRITES
TO HIS ATTORNEY
Belief Fenton Will Appeal ,
to Governor for Clemency
Alexander J. Kaminski, who is ;
awaiting execution at State Prison 4
to: the murder of Merritt Hayden,
Springfield jail guard, wrote a letter
yesterday to his attorney, Edward L.
Fenton of Springfield. Fenton is ill 4
at his home in Springfield and has
bee- unable to visit Kaminski, but it
is understood he will call on Gov
Curley this week to make an appeal
for clemency.
Kaminski's only visitor yesterday
was Rev Ralph W. Farrell, prison
chaplain.
Kaminski's relatives are expected
to visit him the latter part of the
week. Kaminski and his brother.
John, who is serving a sentence at
the prison, .vrite to each other, but
are not permitted to visit.
rAimigmsolmagiimilIMIEW
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WILL RID HUB OF
Le al Clubs
ILLEGAL CLUBS
Board Checks Up on 60 Places Today --- "Incorruptibles" in Two
I
Gaming Raids Nab 12

ORD QUESTIONED
lames Abrams, centre, in custody of
he had been taken to the Warren
; in the Cosmos Club slaying.
to whether or not any causes stated
in your order of removal are sufficient
to warrant the consent of the Council
to your action.
' My long and, I believe, honorable record in public service dating back to
1904, embracing service in the Legislature as a Representative from the district in which you and I now live, my
record as a delegate to the ermetititthine' convention from that district In
1917 and 1911, my service as assistant
Kii*
district attorney in 1924, 1925 and Me.
o.„
:
4
;
;;
;
.....-14.
Tigtiri
.4iceueteiers amexciefe.and service as chairman of the Fins nee
or s or the numbers •
and lottery racket. etaged two years and said: "Oh, the law practice is i'ornmisison in 1934, entitles me to thee
right.
ago at the Hotel Manger, when, in a not so good right now,
and I don't
suite Ott the 15th floor. 26 allegedly dom"You no doubt recall that -flee
memthink he would willingly give up an
bers of your present council constit
inant figures in the racket world, half
uted
of whom had police records, were ar- $8000 job.
It has a mighty attrac- A majority of the council which.
iet
May of 1934, unanimously confirm
rested. only to he released the next tive salary.
ed me
"
i for the position of chairm
morning with godspeeds. Some of the
an of the
Finance Commission, and the
men taken in that raid, which was led
same
by Sergeant James V. Crowley. today Sweeney, was also arrested. Chetwynd members, in December, 1934, constit
uted
are iron-handed leaders of groups han- told police that Gouner and Sweeney a majority of the council which unanidling a daily numbers play of over had visited him November. 1934. and mously confirmed me for the
position of
January, 1935, and paid him to go
$1,000.000 in Boston and New England.
to police commissioner,
• I hat I may have complet
Chartered clubs which came out from the registry of motor vehicles and get
e justice,
behind barricaded doors and swung into the "hot" car registered He had no I appeal to your sense of fairnes
s and
the genteel role of clubs front the fur- difficulty getting registration for the ask that you absent yourself from
the
tive tole of speakeasies were dark last car.
hearing and permit his honor, the
Dieunight, and this included a elle, near the
Held in $2500
tenant Governor, to preside.
This reNorth Station, a club on Stuart street.
Chetwynd Woe a rr,ligned in Central quest is made because of your .stateand a third on Tremont etreet, lees than Court and
ntent in Pemberton square in
held in 9250e, t•hareced with
September during your, pre-primary
a block front the Warren avenue sta- receiving a
campaign.
stolen automobile. Greiner,
tion, all very lavis.hly decorated
and ae who was arrested in the ear Friday that upon becoming Governor of the
discreet as a well-trained valet.
morning. after Sweeney's death, was Commonwealth you wou d immediately
charged with carrying a loaded revol.1 remove me from the pie, ition of chairCurley Not Impressed
man of the Finance Commission,
ver, larceny of an automobile and
and
op- , your further
Governor Curley is biding his time erating
statement of December.
an improperly registered ear.
until the Council meeting on Wednes- It is
1934 last, the date on which
alleged by police that Chetwynd
I took the
oath of office, that you would
day before he takes further action registered
remove
the car under his own name I
against Police Commissioner Joseph J. Nov.
6, 1931, and Jan. I, 1935 registered me from the office which I now hold,
Leonard. But in a few acid phrases
under the name of George Tyler of and, as Governor, all you needed was
yesterday he exprefiesd his opinion of 550 Dorchee
ter avenue. Cotinere bail sufficient votes in the council. These
the formation of the "incorruptible" was
set at $745el. lie denied that he statements of yours, I know you will
"mead created in shoo crime and crimi- knew the
agree with me, are indicative of
car was stolen and stated
Mae
nals out of Boston. "The statement he had
and prejudice on your part, and
only borrowed it fj•rim Sweeney.
were
credited to the police commissioner that
The search for the slaver of Sweeney made because of the fact that' I have
a group of ineorruptibles had been yesterd
ay became a serio-comic affair, performed ins sworn duty as chairman
found suggests the old story of Sodom with
a steady procession of suspects of the Finance Commission. .
and Gommorah." he said. "It is an filing in
"May I venture a suggesti•u
and out of the Warren avenue
Your
insult and an outrage and reflection station
for questioning. First appeared Excellency, a militant a'
of
upon the more than 2300 honest, capable Mrs. Sadie
home
rule for Boston for in.
Perri', °nee a star in vaudes.arid intelligent members of the police ville, note
tha
t
you
now
use
your pt •••' l
a sipeer in cafes. She wit!,
department who are desirous of per- in the roi,
prestiz
e
as
iinVere
nr
of
nina rinh the night Sweeney
the Commas.forming their full duty. but who have was beaten
wealth to have enacted a law transand shot
She appeared at
been hampered and hamstrung through the station
merely to report a change ferring the power of appointment of the
the fear on the part of their superio
rs of address, she stated. Then came Miss pole., commission for the city nf Bose
that the adoption of a course necessary Mars Ryan,
a cloak room girl at the ton from the Governor to the Mayor of
for the protection of life and property Cosmos Club.
She related that the de- the city. This action would be evidence
might he politically inexpedient."
parting customers had almost howled of your good faith and, if your efforts
Commissioner Leonard tossed' defiance her over in thee
rush to get nut wnen were successful, would result in my rein the general direction of the State the shooting occurre
d, hut she had seen moval by operation of the law. The
House with the assertion that he would and heard nothing
. Johnny Murray, People of our city would be convinced
fight Governor Curley's threat to oust doorman at
the club, whose job was that your activities in securing control
him, and that he was now concerned to manipulate the
grilled doors, said he of the police department while you
with cleaning up the situation disclosed haul seen and heard
Mayor of Boston
were
nothing, although were
not
by the slaying of Sweeney.
he locked tip the club that night, police actuated by selfish motives. Further,
Meanwhile reports reached Commis- say. Michael Burke,
the headwaiter at you would be relieved of direct resioner Leonard at police headquarters the club, ton, had
seen and heard noth- sponsibility for the conduct of the pothat one of the city's largest horse ing, he told police.
lice department In Boston.
rooms and gambling dens had been con"May I say in closing that If
Mir
dticted only a stone's throw from the
Council
Quiz North End Man
fails to sustain your order of
city Square station. It is alleged that
removal, you may rest assured that
Late
as
yesterday
afterno
on
others ' Chief Execut ice
the place, occupying a hall, was conyou will have my
appeared. They were taken into cutsducted by three former bootleggers.
heartiest co-operation in promoting
tody for questioning at 21 Temple
law
street. and order in our beloved
Several times during the past few
city.
West End, fetid to he the apartment of
months, the place has closed in time
"I am furnishing the press with copies
Miss Germaine Racine.
With Mies of this commun
to avoid a raid
ication, and if my action
Racine at her apartment was Miss
is a breach of courtesy, I regret
that
Helen Walker, both very pretty but
Ran Until 4 A. M.
I it is made necessary by
the exigencies
very shy girls, whose features were
I of the case. Respectfully
A loud speaking device gave the re- kept
yours,
averted from cameras. They were
ports from the various tracks and
"JOSEPH J. LEONARD,
on entertaining James Abrams, alias Henry
blackboards resuits from half a dozen
"Police Commissioner."
Ford, prominently mentioned from time
tracks all over the country were posted
-----to time in association with the night
within a minute after the races were
life of Boston
Ain-anis, police say.
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Board Checks Up on 60 Places To
day --- "Incorruptibles" in Two
Gaming Raids Nab 12
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SEE ROBART AS
A GOOD MAYOR
Banquet Speakers Suggest
Him fur Cambridge
-- •

Gov. Curley Acts on::
Meetings, Dinners,
Protests—Unknown
School Programmes •
Number Killed
to Mark Event

A plea for sounder thinking in government was made last night by Ralph
W. Robart, director of the State Division on the Necessaries of Life, at a
testimonial banquet given him by more
than 700 persons in the main ballroom
of the Copley-Plaza Hotel.
The guest of honor maintained that
the future of government In this country in his opinion depends in a large
measure on the thoughts and opinions
of individuals more now than ever as
compared with individuals letting a
few so-called leaders handle all situations.
Governor Curley was represented by
Theodore A. 1,11mn, former Boston Fire
Commissioner, who extended the greetings of the Commonwealth to the gathering. Judge Francis J, Good of the
Municipal court urged greater moral
courage for public office holders. State
I;
Treasurer Charles F. Hurley and Attorney-General Dever also spoke.
e'
Some of the speakers hinted that Mr.
Robert would make excellent mayoralty
RI' ROY ATK INSON
material in Cambridge where he lives.
Judge Joseph W. Monahan of the MidNANTUCKET, Feb. 11—Follrot
dlesex Probate Court appealed for a
big a day in which it was
greater sense of Americanism, and
variouslyli"
General Charles H. Cole, head of the estimated
that from 35 to nearly 1
State Racing Commission, recited sev00os_
eral heroic instances of Mr. Robert's deer fell before the gulls of hunterstIl
;
service overseas during the World war. who flocked
here for the first open'
Acting Mayor John W. Lyons of Cambridge brought the greetings of the CRY season on deer this island has ever
,
of Cambridge to the gathering. Mayors known, it was announced
tonight thatkiKenney of Woburn and Hagan of Somthe slaying of deer must
erville were also present. Mr. Edward
cease hylv
noon tomorrow. Governor
A. Sulliv`an acted as toastmaster.
Curley
railed an end to the killings.,
;

ORDERS SEASON TO
END AT NOON TODAY

Game So Tame That,':
Hunters Easily Kill
Many

ROBART BECOMES
A DEMOCRA1

•

2 Park Square

BOSTON

School Committeeman Ralph W. Hobart of Cambridge, defeated Democratic
nominee for sheriff of Middlesex county
at the election last fall, became a fun-fledged member of the Democratic
party, yesterday afternoon, when • he
changed his party designation at Came City Hall. Committeeman Rofor many years been a memRepublican party.

0"

IrnnlInned ow Page

cal..r!

n
'pebrested
IA F re
John and Ernest Tem, troth •
old time Democrats and strong
Curie!'
men in the last campaign for Governor, it is said. They were not long in
taking up the cudgels for the salvation of the rlerr,
Deer N anish in Alarm
Never before has Nantucket been the
scene of an event like that of today.
'The sound of a gun; except in rabbit or
bird shooting, is seldom heard on the
moors, yet today -there was roar after
roar as heavily loaded shotguns, using
either buck shot or round balls,
were
fired at the thoroughly alarmed
deer.
'So tame were many of the deer
that
they would almost "eat of the hand,"
,
hut by the timq the clock told the hour
'
of the end of official shooting for the
day the deer were so frightened 1 ha t
few coulu be seen. In a tour tonight
with
superintendent
of
wardens,
Walker, and Warden Anyon only fooldeer were observed and those at a considerable distance.

Hard to Figure Number Slain
Part of the area here is timbered
with small pines, know as the "State.
forest," and the balance covered with
a heather-like brush that affords the
deer a surprising amount of shelter
and
concealment:
To
the
wildest
places the deer fled for their lives and
by the time that the wardens took up
their tour tonight, the gleaming eyes
so often seen in the roads were missing.
.
Just how many deer were killed to- !
day could not be definitely ascertained
tonight. Supervisor Walker reported
to Raymond P. Kenney, Stale director
of the division of fish and game,
that
he would not set the figure at
over
:15 deer and thought that St would,
be
nearer the number.
First Deer Quick!) Killed
On the other hand unoffcial observers, such as taxicab drivers and
others who took sportsmen to the hunting fields, declared that from 75 to
100
bad been slain. This seemed like a
very large estimate to most, however,
Judging from 'the number of deer that
appeared In the downtown section for
shipment to other points.
The first deer brought clown was stint
just one minute after the season opened.
At CIS a. m., by John Yntikosky
of
Worcester, a second deer falling almost
Immediately to the gun of Richard Jen,1 ney, a !so or Woreest en
Among those
who got their deer early today
was
"Doe" nyder of Nantucket.
,
,
'

Well-Known Hunters Present
A
well-known spot 1 , 11,111, .101111 I'
Mug; another local huutt•t, .; S. Aslite,
of New Bedford, gra rid • 'ii
of Mayor
Charles S. Ashley of
New Bedford:
Walter Burdiek, also a local
man, and
Iwo other N;,lit ticket
iilinrods, "Cy"
Young and Martin D. Keefe of
dale, prominent members of the ItoslinGreater
Boston sportsmen Club. did
not ha N e
very good luck. Both started
hunting
early and sRW nanny deer, hilt
after es pending a few boxes of shells,
failed to
make a hit up to the lime
the anrinitnee
tnent eame over the wires
ing season would be off that the hunttomorrow Al
noon.

Saw Six Groups of
Deer
One of Ili, thst of the
illit111.115 to ar.
rive today was Edgar
C. Clark of Milton, a prominent 13oltoil
Mr. Clark was accompani business man.
ed by a friend,
and brought his car over
from the mainland on the boat In
rise in hunting.
Ailing Corot of Pawtucket
, who ntinted
with friends, got a deer
quickly, a doe
weighing about IOU pounds.
The other
Rot deer with little
difficulty. One of ti,
remarkable features of Mr.
ing was the fact he saw Corpre huntsix grOUPS of
deer, two groups of seven
each, one o
12 inemhers, one of
three and one with
f..,i, dee!.
"PP

LEBANON MEDAL 0

Tribute to Abraham

Lincoln

will

be paid today at public gatherings,

in

schools, churches and clubs to
mark the 127th anniversary of his
birth in a little Kentucky log cabin.
In historic Faneuil Hall tonight a
Lincoln celebration will be
held under the auspices of the Eliot
public

School Association. The ERA Symphony Orchestra led by Albert M.
Kanrich and the ERA chorus of 100
voices conducted
by E. Roberts
Lunger will furnish a programme especially arranged for this occasion.

NOTABLE MEETINO TONI(1HT
Among the invited guests are Governor Curley, Mayor Mansfield, Superintendent of Schools Campbell, Headmaster Herlihy of the Eliot School,
Sumner S. Shore, president of the Eliot
School Association, and Professor J. H.
Sassernn.
An impressive feature of tonight's
programme will he the presentation to
the faculty of the Eliot School, that
was originally founded In 1713, of an
old Civil war flag that. was bought with
the. pennies of Eliot School children in
1861 and carried in the battle of Malvern Hill, Virginia, in 1862. Colonel
Thomas Cass and 10 other Eliot School
boys were killed under it in that battle.

Middlesex Club

Dinner

Another important event tonight will
be the annual Lincoln Night dinner In
the Hotel Stetter of the Middlesex
,
Club that was organized In 1867. United'
States Senator Dickinson of Iowa,
prominent Republican leader, will be relics and the reproduction of his birththe principal speaker at this affair. place.
In the various private, public and
Other speakers will include Governor
Bridges of New 'tiampshire; Speaker parochial schools, as well as colleges,
Saltonstall of the Massachusetts House throughout Greater Boston and other
of Representatives, Mayor Weeks of parts of New England, special Lincoln
Newton. Secretary of State Conk and Day programmes have been arranged
Chairman Vernon W. Mart- of the Re- to help keep alive the memory and
spirit of the great Civil a ar President.
publican Stale committee.
This will be Mr. Mares first speech
since his recent election and he will
ha expected to sound the keynote for
the work that lies ahead.
Coincidentally with the observance of
Lincoln's Birthday today will be. the
HOPEDALE, Feb. 11—The funeral of
opening of National Defence Week,
which is sponsored by the Reserve Offi- Miss Harriet Almira Austin, 103, who
cers' AnsociatIon of the United State,. died today, will be
held at 3 o'clock
In connection with this programme,
Wednesday afternoon in Blake Memospecial efforts will be made towards
rial Chapel in Harmony Grove Cemearousing the public mind to the need
tery, Salem. Burial will follow there.
and desirability of greater and more
adequate national defence.

Funeral Tomorrow of
Hopedale Woman, 103

Lincoln Cabin Open Today
Always A pleasant and highly attic.
live Lincoln Day feature hereabouts
In the invitation of Miss Mary Bow ditch Forbes to visit her Lincoln Cabin
at. 215 Adams street, Milton, from 2
until fi o'clock thitt afternoon, in SPP
her interesting collection of Lincoln

BELLOWS NAMED TRUSTEE
Robert Peabody Bellows of the Union
Chili, Boston architect, Harvard, MS.
and member of the city's art commission, yesterday was elected a trustee
Of the Boston Athenaeum,
lie was the only new officer of the
famous old library elected at the annual meeting of the proprietors.
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SEE ROBART AS
A GOOD MAYOR
Banquet Spealiers Suggest
Him for Cambridge
A plea for sounder thinking in government was made last night by Ralph
W. Robart, director of the State Division on the Necessaries of Life, at a
testimonial banquet given him by more
than 700 persons in the main ballroom
of the Copley-Plaza Hotel.
The guest of honor maintained that
the future of government in this country in his opinion depends in a large
measure on the Droughts and opinions
of individuals more now than ever as
compared with individuals letting a
few so-called leaders handle all situations.
Governor Curley was represented by
Theodore A. 1911knn, former Boston Fire
Commissioner, who extended the greetings of the Commonwealth to the gathering. Judge Francis .1„ Good of the
Municipal court urged greater moral
courage for public office holders. State
Treasurer Charles F. Hurley and Attorney-General Dever also spoke.
Some of the speakers hinted that Mr.
Robert would make excellent mayoralty
material in Cambridge where he lives.
Judge Joseph W. Monahan of the Middlerrex Probate Court appealed for a
greater sense of Americanism, and
General Charles H. Cole, head of the
State Racing Commission, recited several heroic instances of Mr. Robert's
service overseas during the World war.
Acting Mayor John W. Lyons of Cambridge brought the greetings of the City
of Cambridge to the gathering. Mayors
Kenney of Woburn and Hagan of Somerville were also present. Mr. Edward
A. Sullivan acted as toastmaster.

ROBART ---v
BECOMES
A DEMOCRAT

•

School Committeeman Ralph W. Robart of Cambridge, defeated Democratic
nominee for sheriff of Middlesex county
at the election last fall, became a. (unfledged member of the Democratic
party, yesterday afternoon, when he
changed his party designation at Cambridge City Hall. Committeeman Robert had for many years been a member of the Republican party.

This hiel..,•arr.,,
t1Ilekjj
cau
tern to the el..., ra r,.
Who flocked here 3,steriley anA
loon
from many points, Winding Worcestei
and •Boston, was brought about hi
floods of protests against the "slaughter
of innocents" to Governor Curley to
many prominent men and women etti
gene of this Island town.
To see to It that the closing of the
big game season Is strictly enforcer
four extra game wardens will arrive
here by plane tomorrow morning, it is
expected, to take over the duties of
patrolling the wide area here under the
leadership of Lloyd Walker, superintendent of Wardens of Northhoro and
Ernest P. Anyon, Nantucket game
warden.

Farmers Favored Killings
This town was torn with conflicting
emotions today when the hunting season, which was supposed to continue
for a week, officially opened at tia,
o'clock.
Many of the farmers were
pleased with the idea of reducing the
deer population, which had grown in
erimbers from three specimens 17 years
ago to an estimated herd of 330 bucks
find does. The deer have caused much
damage to crops and the herd is now
en large. that it WAS thought that the
State would have to settle large hills
before the next season is over if the
deer population in not materially reAtieed.

... .
Many Others .Food. of. Deer as Pets

On the other side. of .the. picture were ;
members of the emumunity who have
grown to have a' kreit "iffectiOn' for
the deer, that can be seen in numbers
on the prairie-like fields of this island.
It was such persons who made the
wires hot to the State House today le
Governor Curley to protect the animals
they have come to regard as pets. Protests were wired by individuals, as well
as local and other organizations.
Influential Cilrzens in Protest
A lining the leallSI'M of the strong
Protest that was tiled, and appa rent iv
had almost immediate effeet, were Mrs.
Caroline Alien, Mrs. Charlotte Hamm ,
and Mrs. George [Helmond.
They ;
characteeized the slaying of the deer
as nothing more than a slaughter of !
the In onenot m. Among the male memhers of the romintinity who protested
were John and Ernest Terto, loth
old time Democrats and strong Ctirley
men in the last campaign for Governor, It is said. They were not long
in
taking up the cudgels for the /salvation of the deer.

Deer Vanish in Alarm
Never before has Nantucket been t
scene of an event like that of today
The sound of a gun; except in rabbit
or
bird shooting, is eeldom heard on the
moors, yet today there was roar after
roar as hen vii y inailed shotguns, using
either buck shot or round hall..
fired at the thoroughly alarmed wee*
deer.
Si, tame were many of the
deer that
they would almost "eat of
the hand,"
but by the time the clock told
the hour'
of the end of official shooting
for the
day the deer were so frightened
that
few cola(' be seen. In a tour
tonight
with
superintendent
of
wardens,
Walker, and Warden Anyon only four
deer were observed and those at
a considerable distance.

Hard to Figure Number Slain
Part of the area here is timbered
with small pines, know as the
"State,
forest," and the halanee covered
with
heather-like brush that affords the
(leer a surprising amount of
shelter
and concealment;
To
the
wildest
places the deer fled for their lives
by the time that the wardens took and
tip
their tour tonight, the gleaming
eyes
so often seen in the roads were
missing.
Just how many deer were killed today could not be definitely ascertai
ned
tonight. Supervisor Walker reported
to Raymond P. Kenney. State
director
of the division of fieh and game,
that
he would not set the figure
at over
3.1 deer and thought that 25 would.
he
nearer the number.
First Deer Quickly Killed
On the other hand terolacial
observers, such as taxicab drivers
and
other, who took sportsmen In
the hunting fields, declared that from
75 to 100
had been slate. This seemed
like a
very large estimate to most,
however,
judging from The number of deer
that
'appeared in the downtown
section for
shipment to other points.
The first deer brnught down wan
shot
just one minute after the season
opened,
at 6:18 a. m., hr John
Youktisky of
Worcester, a second deer falling
almost
immediately to the gen of Richard
Jenney, also of Worcester.
Among those
who got their deer early
today was
"Doe" Ryder of Nantucket.

Well-Known Hunters Present
,i well-known eportern
an. John C.
Ring; another local hunter,
of New Bedford, grandso .1. S. Ashley
n of Mayor
Charles S. Ashley of
New
Walter Hurdick, also a local Bedford;
man, and
two other Nantucket
nimrods, "cy"
Young and Martin D. Keefe
of
Roslindale, prominent members
of the Greater
Boston sportsmen Club,
did not have
very good luck. Both
started hunting
early and saw many deer.
but
pending R few boxes of shells, after exfailed to
make a hit up lo the time
the announcement came over the wires
that
the
hunting season would he
off tomorrow At
110011.

Saw Six Groups of Deer

. m e of I he first
of the huntere to an.
i i c today was Kilgar
C.
ton, a MOM illetit 130.-ton Clark of Milbusiness man.
Mr. Clark was
accompanied by a frieud,
g.,r1 brought his car
over from the main.
lend on the boat to
use in hunting.
Atli .0 Corpi of
Pawtucket, who hunted
wit 1 friends. got A
deer quickly, a doe
weighing about 100
got leer with little pounds. The other
difficulty. One of the
remarkable features of Mr.
Corpl's hunt.
ing WAS the fart he
PAW SIX groups of
deer, two groups of
seven each, one n
12 inembere, one of
three and one with
roii, 1 leer.
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TRIBUTE IS/
PAID TODAY
TO LINCOLN
Meetings, Dinners,
School Programmes
to Mark Event
Tribute to Abraham Lincoln will
be paid today at public gatherings,
in schools, churches and clubs to
mark the 127th anniversary of his
birth in a little Kentucky log cabin.
In historic Faneuil Hall tonight a
public Lincoln celebration will be
held under the auspices of the Eliot
School Association. The ERA Symphony Orchestra led by Albert M.
Kanrich and the ERA chorus of 100
voices conducted by E. Roberts
Lunger will furnish a programme especially arranged for this occasion.

NOTABLE MEETING TONIGHT
Among the invited ginre-te are Governor_C
,
tirley, Mayor Mansfield, Superintendent of Schools Campbell, Headmaster Herlihy of the Eliot •SchOol,
Sumner S. Shore, president of the Eliot
School Association, and Professor J. H.
Sasserno.
An impressive feetere of tonight's
programme will he the presentation to
the faculty of the Eliot School, that
was originally founded In 1713, of an
old Civil war flag that was bought with
the pennies of Eliot School children In
1861 and carried in the battle of Malvern Hill, Virginia, In 1862. Colonel
Thoniaa Cass and RI other Eliot School
boys were killed tinder it in that battle.

Middlesex Club Dinner
Another important event tonight will
be the annual Lincoln Night dinner in
the Hotel Stetter of the Middlesex
liss
Club that. was organized In 1867. 1.1eite&
letatem Senator Dickinson of IOWA,
prominent Republican leader, will he relics and the reproduc
tion of his birththe principal speaker at this affair. place.
Other speakers will include Governor
In the various private, public
and
Bridges of New Hampshire;
Speaker parochial schools, ae well as colleges,
Saltonstall of the Massachusetts House throughout Greater
Boston
and
other
of Representatives, Mayor
Weeks of parts of New England, special Lincoln
Newton, Secretary of State Conk
and Day programmes have been arranged
Chairman Vernon W. Marr of the
Re- to help keep *live the memory and
publican State committee.
spirit of the great Civil war President.
This will be Mr. Marr's firet
speech
since his recent election and
•
he will
he expected to sound the
the work that lies ahead. keynote for
Coincidentally with the observa
nce of
Lincoln's Birthday today will
opening of National Defence be the
HOPEDALE, Web. 11—The funeral of
Week,
which is sponsored by the
Reserve Offi- Miss Harriet Almira Austin, 103, who
cers' Association of the United
States. deed today, will be held at 3 o'clock
In connection with this
programme Wednesday
'pedal efforts will he made
afternoon in Blake Memoarousing the public mind to towards rial Chapel in Harmony Grove Cemethe need tery, Salem.
and desirability of greater
Burial will follow there.
and more
adequate national defence.

Funeral Tomorrow of
Hopedale Woman, 103

Lincoln Cabin Open Today

BELLOWS NAMED TRUSTEE

Always a pleasant and highly
altraefive Lincoln Day feat tire
hereabouts
Ii the invitation of Mims
Mary Bow ditch Forbes to visit
Lincoln Cabin
at 215 Adams street,herMillen,
2
until 6 o'clock this afternoon, from
to Ace
her interesting collection of Lincoln

Robert Peabody Bellow. of the Union
Club, Boston architect, Harvard,
1599,
and member of the city's art commission, yesterday WAS elected a
trustee
Of the Rostnn Athenaeum.
He was the only new officer of the
honorer old library elected at the
annual meeting of the proprietors.
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$2,654,092 Paid From
Sinking Fund to
Three Firms
Three companies, now being investigated by the Boston Finance Combonds

amounting

to

$2,654,092.34 to Ole Sinking Fund
Commission during the four-year administration of Edmund 1.. Dolan as
city treasurer.
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Purchases made from

the sinking funds by Mr. Dolan from
all other companies amounted to
$233,827.50.

SENT TO COUNCIL
This was revealed yesterday when a
report on all purchases from the city's
sinking funds for the past five years
was sent by
Mayor Mansfield In the
City Council, The Council had asked
the Mayor for the information at the
request of Councillor Henry L. Shattuck of the Back Bay, treasurer of
Harvard University.
The three concerns are: the Legal
Securities Corporation, which sold the
city bonds amounting to 81,180,280Z: !
John F. Dever ,k Co., whose sales to
the city amounted to 81,087,565.99, and
R. L. Emerson & Co., whose sales toSled 897,216.
Previous to his resignation as special .
Investigating counsel for the Finance
Commission, former Assistant roiled
States Attorney-General George ii, FR1'1111111 was known to he investigating the
activities and safes of all tht.ee of those
companies. The Finance COMMISSI011 is
completing his investigation, Chairman
E. Mark Sullivan of the 'mmission has
staled.

Say Dolan Formed Firm
Attorney Farmim ebarged iiiimurt
that the Legal Securities Corporation,
which had offices adjacent to the E. I,.
Dole n Company, was organized by
Dolan and that its officers were inert ly
straws for him. He also stated at the
same time that the It L. Emerson
Company was the Legal Securities Corporation tinder a different name and
that it took the place of the latter inncern when it went nut of business.
lie
hail begun an investigation into the
transactions with John F. Dever & Co.
when he resigned as investigating counsel for the coin mlesion as a protest
against orders directing him to drop
court proceedings to compel Dolan to
testify before the commission.
I original incorporators of the Legal
Shmuritlem CorporaHom records sling,
were Edward .1. Supple, the first president: Miss Winifred A. White, now Mrs.
John T, O'Connor, secretary, and Edward Donovan, an attorney and director.
•
Stipple was aneeeeded later hy .1. Walter Quinn as president of the Legal Semettles Corporation. It. L. Emerson
was the head of the Emerson Company,
Harold B. Simpson was treasurer, and
;eorge
ClaTionin was one of the directors. Mr. Quinn and Mr.
SimPsoli
were in Florida at the same time
as Mr.
I tola hi, A It orney lea Utillni ehargeill t ha t
all of them were Merely straws for firflier city treasurer Dolan.

Big Cash Deposits
At the time that he was emidoeting
he DMA it in vest iga t ion. Fa rimin aserteul that he was particularly interested In deposits amounting
to anroximately $310,000 MO. by the fc,.
Man CompanY -"during a eertain period." Of these deposits, 8290,000 were
In rash, he said. "That sort of
thing
Is altogether exceptional,"
Farnum declared, noint!ng to "all exceptional
preponderanee of 4'1101 over eheeks."
At tort:ey Varmint also
brought out
At the time that Thomas le
Mahonv,
Dolan's counsel, eta lined t he I
went out of hominess in 1930
Snit that
the books of his company had
not been
conserved. Hot, Pavillon declared
in
court, !Minn was represented
by (mongol before the public utIlitiee
as late as
1931.

City Councillor Shattuck i*Mi
had requested the information on the
sinking
fund purchases had no eomment
to
mak, when the statistics* reached
Min
.vesterdity.
No action was taken by
the council, And John I.
Eitzgera Id,
pme'ldeiior the i.othiyil, ordered In c
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TO INSTITUTE
VETERANS POST CLUB TO HONOR
MARY CURLEY
Exercises Tomorrow Night
at Faneuil Hall

"350- Group Will Hold
Reception, Supper Dance

The recently organized Newspapet men's Post, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
will be installed tomorrow night at
Faneull Hall. with Wolfie Jacobs to
be installed as its first commander. Department Commander Francis X. Cotter and hie staff, Including James Delaney of Beverly, a medal of honor
man, anti one of the pallbearers for the
Unknown Soldier, will install the offieel's ant obligate Om Wmorary melt hers,
A musical programme will be given
by an l' It orchestra under the leadership of Al Mimic. Many leading St t•S
or the stage will he present. ineluding
Madame Mari.. Murray, Adrian O'Brien
Marsha I
Si at ea
.
I 'tilted
and Depot ,
Billie Dario r and his group of entertainers. Amonz those who .have been
invited are Gm e rimi ..s.urley, LieuAttorneyHorley.
tenant-Governor
General Paul L. Dever, Joseph .1. Mulberm Senator Thomas Burke, Senator
George Moyse, Senator Joseph Langone,
Colonel .loseph Hanken, City Couneillors Thomas Green and David M.
Vice-Commander
Senior
Brockman,
Edward Seigel is chairman of the general committee and WillIam Freeman,
elution:in of the reeeplio.1 committee.
are
he installed
The officers to
Wnifie Jacobs, rommander: Edward
(mills
senior
vice-commander:
Seigel,
MRS. ED\\ ARD F. GOODE
Altman, junior vice-eon-mender; BenPresident of the 350 Clith, charit%
jamin Levine, qua rterinaster: Harry
-Organization which will himor M ii
Ila rt ma n, adjut a t James C. DohertY,
Curley.
chaplain: Nlattle Franler. judge ads'''
t.ate: Nathan Kanter, officer of the
Samuel Cohen. Max Ficilliri/1 and
Henry Portney, trusteeki, Alex (Mien The Three Hundred and "Vary Club
sky, patriotic instructori Philip Bernorganized as a political group of wom
stein, guard: James C kelly, surgeon,
en workers in behalf of Governor Cur.
and Henry Portney, hiatorion. An in
ley, but now engaged In charitabb
citation to the public has been exwork and with a membership of 75e
tended. •
will honor its honorary president, Mis:
Mary Curley, first lady of the Common•
wealth'. at a reception and suppel
dance at the Copley-Plaza on Wash
POST
Mrs. Edward
IngtoMs Birthday,
Goode of Dorchester is president ch
Boston, Mass.
the organization and Miss Florenei
Hurley of Jamnlett Plain is ehnirtrigt
In i harge of arrangements for the re
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GOVERNOR TO BE 1
GUEST ON THE ROMA
Governor Curley last night accepted
an Invitation to he the
honor
of
the Italian Line at A dinner to guest
be given
on board the new liner Roma
when it
arrives here, March 10, for Its
maiden

When the success of their undertak•
lijg was assured the women of the club
which had at first been limited to V;
whence it derived its name. decided (I
continue the organization, hut not its
political body. Instead they voted R
devote their energies to charity. ThO
have already adopted F1 wide field ol
activities, supplying clothes for th*
needy and hospital care for sufferers.
automobiles
The members who drive
frequently lend their aid as ambulance
drivers for those not able to travel by
Street cars or to hire conveyances.
The club has permanent headquarter
Westminster
at Suite 830 In the Hotel
where tickets for the event are on sale
"
The club is now one of the most act',
charitable organizations in the city.
The committee In charge of arrangeMrs. John Dunphy,
Ivients include:
Miss Mayline Donnelly, Miss Kathryn
on, Miss Madeline O'Connor, Min
Agnes Goode, Mrs. William Brine, Jr.*
Mrs. .lames Duane. Miss Florence Bur
fey, Mrs. Thomas Sullivan, Mrs. Jo
aleph Tomasello, Mrs. Daniel .1. Holland,
Miss Margaret. Donovan, WEE lsahe
MacDonald, Mrs. Emile Coulon, Sr.;
Mrs. Frank Long. Mrs. Edward Mae
MeCue, Mis
Miriam
Miss
Court.
Relene Crosby,

•
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DOLAN BOND ' TO INSTITUTE
PURCHASES , VETERANS POST L CLUB TO HONORS
MARY CURLEY
DISCLOSED
Exercises Tomorrow Night
at Faneuil Hall

$2,654,092 Paid From
Sinking Fund to
Three Firms
Three companies, now bein
g investigated by the Roston Fin
ance Commission, sold bonds
amounting to
$2,654,092.34 to the Sin
king Fund
Commission during the
four-year administration of Edmund
L. Dolan as
city treasurer. Purcha
ses made from
the sinking funds by
Mr. Dolan from
all other companies
amounted to
$233,827.50.
SENT TO COUNCIL
This was revealed
yesterday when A
report on all purc
hases from the city
's
sinking funds for
the past five year
s
was sent by Mayor
Mans
fiel
d
to the
city Council. The
Coun
cil
had
aske
d
the Mayor for
the
reqoest of Councill information at the
or Henry L. Shat
tuck of the Bac
k Bay, treasurer
of
Harvard Universi
ty.
The three concerns
Securities Corporation, are: the Legal
which sold the
city bonds amo
unting to SI,16
9,280.35;
John F. Dever &
Co., whose sale
s to
the city amount
ed to 31,087,565.99,
R. L. Emerson
& Co., whose sale and
s tobled 397,246.
Previous to his
resi
Investigating counsel gnation as special
Nimmisslon, former for the Finance
Assistant United
'Rates Attorney-Gen
eral George It.
num was known
Farto be Investigatin
g the
activities and safe
s of all three
of those
companies. The Fin
ance Commission
completing his
is
Investigation, cha Irm
H. Mark Sullivan
an
of the eommisoon
stated.

Say Dolan Formed
Firm

Attorney Fannin
, ehai'ged iii
eourt
that the Legal
Securities Corporat
which had offices
ion,
adja
cent to the E. le
Dolan Company,
was organized by
Dolan and that
its officers were
mere
straws for him.
He also stated at ly
same time that
the
the R. L. Eme
rson
Company was the
Legal Securities
Corporation under a
different name and
that it took the
place of the latt
cern when
it went out of busi er Conness. lie
had begun an
investigation into
the
transactions with Joh
n
F.
Dev
er & Co.
when he resigned
as investigating
set for the com
mission as a prot
est
against orders
dire
conrt proceedings cting him to drop
to compel Dolan
to
testify before the
commission.
Original incorpor
ators of the Lega
Securities Corporat
l
ion, records shf)%1
were Edward .1.
Supple, the first
president; Miss Wini
fred
John T. O'Connor, A. White, now Mrs.
secretary. and Edward Donovan,
an attorney and
tor,
direcSupple was succ •
eeded later by .1.
ter Quinn as
Walpres
unities Corporat ident of the Legal S.was the head of ion, R. L. Emerson
the Emerson
Harold B. Sim
pson was trea Company.
`POr4O 10.
Clarkson was one surer, and
of the directors. Mr.
were ill FloridaQuinn Rita Mn, SimPson
Dolan, At 101'1 at the same time as Mr.
1Py
vharged
all of them were
merely straws for that
mer city trea
forsurer Dols n.

Big Cash Deposits

At the time
that he was
he Dolan
nonducting
inve
erted that he stigation, Farmini exwas
part
icul
ai•l
sted In depo
sits a moonting y interroximately $340,009
to apmade by the
Dolan Com
F. L.
mtnY-"during It
riod." Of these
certain pedeposits, $290,0e•1
In eash, he
were
said. "That
is altogether
sort of thing
exceptional," Fan
clared, pointing
non
deto "an exce
ponderance of
ptional prei'ash over
cheeks."
Alioniey Fer
min) also
at the time
brought nut
that
Dolan's counsel, Thomas F. Mahony,
eta imed that
went out of
Dole n
the books of business in 1930 tind that
his
conserved. Rut, company had not been
Farniim
room Dolan
was represen declared in
'et before the
ted by
publ
ic utilities 55 noun.
15:0.
late as
City
Councillor Shat
tite
k
who
quested the
Information on the had refund purchase
sinking
s had no
fliti ke whe
com
ment to
n the
yesterday. Nn statistice reached him
action was
the eminell,
taken by
and John I.
Fitzgerald,
president of the
council, ordered
nirf.11APO
tilP
records planed
on file,
-

The recently organized A'r,
pap,' men's Post, Veterans of
Foreign War,
will be installed tom
orrow night at
Faneull Hail, with Wolf
ie Jacobs to
be installed as its first com
mander. Department Comntander
Francis X. Cotter and his staff, incl
uding James Delaney of BeverB, a med
al of honor
man, anti one of the pall
bear
Unknown Soldiel, will inst ers for the
all
cers and obligate I Ir. 1101)0111pthe offi). m;•;,,berm.

"350" Group Will
Hold
Reception, Supper Danc
e

A musical programme will
be given
by an ERA orchestra
under the leadership of AY Moore. Man
y
lead
ing
stars
of the stage will be
present. including
Madame Marie Murray
, Adrian O'Brirn
and lJetnity, United
States
Marshal
'Billie Barker and his
group of entertainers. Among those
who . have been
Invited are Govern
ourley. LieUtenant-Governor
Icu-fley„kttortieeGeneral Paul L. Deve
r, Joseph J. Muthero, Senator Thomas
George Moyse. Senator Burke, Senator
Joseph
Colonel Joseph Hanken
, City Counnillors Thomas Green
and David M.
Bt•ackman.
Senior
Vice-Commander
Edward Seigel is chairm
an of the general committee and
William Freeman,
Minima it of the reception
CO11111111 lee.
'1711P
officers to
he installed
ar;•
Jacobs, commander;
I•lilwa ii
Seigel, senior vine-co
mmander; Exiiiis
Allman, junior vice-nomm
MRS. EDWARD E c.(1(11)1.;
ander: Benjamin Levine, qua rter
master; Harry President of the 350 Cub, charity
Hartman, adjutant;
.tam
organization which vill honor
Doherty,
einiplain: Nlattie Fran es
Mary
ier. judge adv.Curley.
Cal e;
Nathan Kanter, °Meer
of the
; Samuel COhen, Max SC/1
M111 and,
Henry Portney, trus
teeki, Alex [Miensky, patriotic instruct
The Three. Hundred and FM's, Club
ori
Phil
ip
Bernstein, guard; James
organized as a political group of wont.
C kell
and Henry Portney, hist y, surgeon. en workers in beha
orian. An inlf of Governor Cur.
vitation to the public
ley, but now engaged in charitable
has been extended. •
work and with a membership of 755
will honor its honorary president, Mist
00 a
10461
,
Mary curiey, first lady of the Commont.
wealth', at a reception and suppet
dance at the Copley-Plaza on Wash
inaton's Birthday. Mrs. Edward
Goode of Dorchester is president o
the organization and Miss Floremi
Hurley of .1amaina Plain is chaff-flute
In charge of arrangements for the re
cepticin.
When the suecess of their undertalt•
lite was assured the women of the club
which had at first been limited In VI
whence it derived its name. decided ti
continue the organization. Mit not as;
Governor Curley
political body. Instead they voted H
last night
an Invitation
accepted
devote their energies to charity. Tho
to be the hon
the Italian
Line at a dinn or guest of
have already adopted a' wide field oi
er to
on board the
activities, supplying clothes for the
new liner Rom be given
arrives here, Mar
a when ft nee
ch
dy and hospital care for sufferers.
10, for its mai
visit.
den The members who drive automobiles
frequently lend their aid as ambulance
drivers for those not able to travel by
street cars or to hire conveyances.
The club has permanent headquarters
at Suite 830 in the Hotel Westminster
where tickets for the event are on sale
The club is now one of the most achy
charitable organizations in the city.
The committee In charge of arrangenients include:
Mrs, John Dunphy,
Miss mayline Donnelly, Miss Nathryn
Glynn, MISS Madeline O'Connor, Miss
Agnes Goode. Mrs, William Brine, Jr.;
Mrs. .lames Duane. Miss Florence Hur
ley, Mrs. Thomas Sullivan. Airs. Jo
seph Tornasello, Mrs. Daniel .1. Holland
Miss Margaret Donovan, Miss Raabe
acDonald, Mrs. Emile Coulem, Sr.
Mrs. Frank Long. Mrs. Edward Mac
Court, Miss Miriam McCue, Mis
Helene Crosby.
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SWEEPS TICKET,
SAYS SOLONS I BUYS
THEN LEAPS TO DEATH
ARE TOO MANY

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Feb. 11 (UP)

—A ticket for the Irish Sweepstakes

and 2 cents in

Curley Wants Them to
Cut Number by Half

his pockets, David

ttiNgOWN:,,

Strum, 50, leaped from the 12th floor
of A building today into a throng of
pedestrians and wet killed. Strum',
body hit one woman. Peuline Cores,

"How maw members arc there in the
40. who Was painfully injured.
Legislature now? If there are 280, „
I
op,
1111••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
think I saw 3e0 today," Governor Curtha
ett
novenrnloar rpeonin
nittedinoubtun
ley announced last night. about 6 pl yetest,etthe tG
o'clock as he prepared to leave for his
erand thwatu'while he was ceng
me
esta ,
re
inc
inrses
Jamalcaway home, after a full day of ally opposed to making any further increase in the payroll above the restored
interviews with legislators.
In his session with the Democratic Wailes and the restoration of the
steering committee of the House, the sliaing scale pay boosts, he would have
Governor told the Representatives that to consider each legislative measure on
he did not promise to approve any In- its particular merits.
creases in the appropriations above
Included aiming the reinstatement
those contained for biennial sessions bills pending in the Legislature Is that
of the Legislature and a reduction by of former Captain Charles 'I'. Beaupre
half In
the membership
of both of the State police. In this case, the
bra nches.
Governor was quoted by members of
Referring to several -measures before the liriuse and Senate as having promthe Legislature 5..eriOtiz the re i n state_ ised to sign the hilt as soon as It
'
,
tent to the pa roll f ,
i •barE•ed en
, rearhes h,tn ,
VIP A V••

Boston, Mass.

_
_Gossip ot,
THE JUDGE LAUGHED, TOO: One
lawyer after another asked for postponement.
Attorney William J. Kelley. as the
distinguished John P. 'Feeney reports
the tale to us, seemed to be about the
last straw.
Chief Justice Walter Perley Hall of
the Superior Court turned a biting
acorn on the lawyer:
"And why can't you go on?"
"My witnesses, your Honor, are not s
ready."
"I suppose you want, the court to
bring the witnesses in here for you."
A pause.
''l suppose you want the. court to
prepare your case for you, too."
An even more respectful silence.
Then:
"And I suppose you want the court
to try the ease for you."
Attorney KelleY: (In a resigned, very
gentle voice) "That would be all right
with me, your Honor, but I think my
client would obJece."
•
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THE ULSTER THAT HUNG ON A
HOOK: The best overcoat (brand new)
he confesses he'd ever owned was purloined from almost in front of his eyes,
while Robert. J. Watt, of the alassaehit/tette Federation of Labor, was rushing
through his lunch yesterday in 5. carryirre.en-tray cafeteria near the Slate
C'
The noted labor leader WAS a victim
In the fascination of his own eloquenre,
for the sneak-thief did his work while
he was engrossed, ss always, in intense conversation with "social justice" colleagues. If the garment will ;
warm the unclad hones of some vagrant
nondescript, Mr. Watt says he'll fetch
lid a moth-eaten benny of years back
for a substitute, and forget about it.
Only he begs will the fellow please
return the notes, letters, docalinente,
legislative bulletins and whatnot with
which the pockets were jammed. They
-epresent days and weeks of labor and
some are Important originals.
In other words if the paper,/ are r•turned postage collect. no questions will
es asked. Anybody who says the coat

F.FR 1
Boston, Mass.
iLAND FOR NEW
Y;
REPO
RT
TO
HIT
CCC CAMP
STATE PRISON
10,000 Acres at $50,000
Urged by Governor
Purchase of 10,000 acres of forest
land
either In the western part of the
State
or on Cape Cod at a cost
of 00,000 wae
recommended late yesterday by Cover..
apr Corley as an inducement
to the
federal government In allot /filtl,000
more
to Ataasachusetts for another
CCC
camp.
The Cos ernor explained ?het
he had
hero notified from Washington
that
federal government was willing the
to
make the 8500,000 additional available
for Massachusetts, if the State
would
purchase the land. He said that
the
project would provide employment
for
1300 young men for a period of
six
months. "It's good, healthy work,"
the Governor, "and men RS Welt as said
boys
should he employed. to develop
the
land."
He SAM that the proposed elle
han
vet. to be selected, hut he has Instructed
Rudget Commission•r Carl A. Raymond
to malt. arrangement,' for the
ib0,000
State appropriation.

, Parkhurst Will Urge
Its
Abolition to Curley

leormer State Senator
Lea is Pa rkhorst of Vi'inchester,
authority on penology, imininiesioned by
Governor curley to study the
system a nd make lassaehusetts prison
rsi aquare
the unofficial eritne rerommendetione to
BOSTON
disclosed yesterday.commission, It was
MASS.
is about in pre-;
sent A report
urging emeng other
things. th
Abolition of the (Merlestown Stele Prison.
POST
He has nearly
completed a study of
Boston, Mass,
Norfolk Prison Colony
and the State
reformatory at Concord,
going particularly Into condition/4
among the primlast mem at
rpm, a t :fbil TN*
•
onere.
Additional building
motif sire
conetrue•
lion to relieve
overcrowding will be
eement was re.,hed hy Philip
urged, It was reported
Er
yesterday. Terner,
ger of the joint board,
porno. lute of the
Seymour Weitz, executive secreJRII at Fitchburg as AWorcester eounlY
colony
ary
of
for
the
State
tuanufaetur
prison eonvIcte not
ers' association.
This Agreement will be dircussed
ous is rifle of the regarded R dangerby
matters whleh
both the manufacturers' RASO, jatIOn
he considered In
and
the near future
the workers In the cloak
as a
result of Mr. l'arkhliqii
hurry,
beimmigi
fore It becomes a
:rmen: contract.
_
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was taken by
mistake and
back will be
brings it
helieved—and
rewarded.
••• •
UP AND
When Cover DOWN THE STREET:
ley RR YR: "Oh,
I /net yout—
yes,
bt7 ore," and
you look a
arched and
sceptical,
he II go right bit
and tell you
on
where, when
happened....
and what
It's been
that because
figured out
of the set of
his
the roundness
of his face, It shoulders,
is constitutionally
impossible,
even
if he had reasons and tried,
for Charles
In look so
H. MeGlue
touch as one
per cent
-tenth of one
disconsolate. . • . In
when we saw
Boston
him, the
Dr. F'. E.
Townsend'a plan
Townsend had the
shoulders
of
sto0Pod
world -weariness,
martyr-sunken
the
the firm jaw eyes of remignation, And
of one who
could stand
Ircessant ridicule
philosophicelly.
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GOV. CURLEY AND CRIME COMMISSION

CURLEY OPENS
WAR ON CRIME
Program Is Nearly Ready,
He Announces After
Commission Meets

Gov. Curley confers
Rh his law enforcement agencies, the crime commission and
lepartmen( heads. Seated
left to right): Commissioner of Public Safety Paul G. K irk, Atty.-Gen. Paul Dever. Standing: Prof. Frank I.
Simpson. head of the crime commission: Capt. John F. Stokes, chief of state detectives:, Registrar Frank A. Goodwill,
Feeney, the Governor's persona!
Donald R. Simpson, James Ronan, Asst.-Atty.-Gen. Henry P. Fielding and John
.counsel.
1

F.

•

Legislation for the creation of a state
department of justice "to combat organized crime by organized law enforcement" may be ready for submission to
the Legislature by Friday, Gov. Curle
y
said today, following a meeting of his
unofficial crime commission at the State
House.
Plans for a united fight against
crime
were agreed upon by the memb
ers of
the commission and state police
Lhe Governor said i na brief statement issued at the conclusion
of the
meeting which lasted for an
hour and
a half.
Members of the commission
, Prof.
Frank L. Simpson. Atty.
Dever, Atty. John P. Feene -Gen. Ps.11.1
y and Amt.
Attys.-Gen. James Ronan
and
Fielding, attended the meeti Henry P.
Atty.-Gen. Donald R. Simps ng. Asst.
on, Public
Safety Commissioner Paul
G.Kirk, Capt.
John F. Stokes of state detect
ives and
Frank A. GoodNein,
regist
vehicles, were also prese rar of motor
nt.
Whether
or not the last
four have been added
to the commission could
not be learned.
The Governor said it,
was a meeting of
a group who volunteere
d their services.
In discussing the meeti
ernor said: "The purpose ng the Govof the meeting was to devise a
progr
action for the apprehensi am of united
on
of crimi
and to combat
organizA crime nals
by
organized law enforcemen
agreement, on a progr t. We are in
am,
but certain
details hay.e to be ironc
"It is expected that d out.
legisl
ation
will be
ready for submission
to
by Friday of this week."the Legislature
The Governor said
Dever would issue a that Atty.-Gen.
statement late
today.
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inoiner of bleeping 1

Expresses Fear
CHICAGO, Feb. 12 (AP)—Fear
has
begun to steal into the
thoughts of the
Mother who has watclied
a

Wants Lt.-Gov. Hurley to
Preside at Meeting
on Ouster
Gov. Curley, who plans to ask the
council tomorrow to remove Police
Commissioner Joseph J. Leonard, had
before him today a request of the latter that the Governor remain away
from the meeting and that Lt.-Gov.
preside.
to
permitted
be
Hurley
Leonard also demanded a public hearing.
AWAITS ANSWER
Commissioner Leonard was awaiting today an answer from the Governor.
Leonard, in a letter to the Governor,
accused him of bias and prejudice and
asked that in fairness, he remain away
from the meeting.
Meanwhile, former Capt. Jeremiah
F. Gallivan loomed as Gov. Curley's
choice for commissioner if he is successful in having Leonard ousted from
the office that he has only held for a
few weeks.
The name of Eugene F. MacSweeney,, farmer fire commissioner,
(Continued on Page Two)
CAUGHT BY A SNEEZE
WV-is 01211e:fled hi ChairMLA
man David Montague that many
pointed questions would be asked.
Montagues indicated that al chartered
clubs soon would be investigated. Officers of the Cosmos Club, Montague said,
would be asked decidedly pointed questions about the ownership of the club in
which Sweeney was shot to death during a fight.
ABC inspectors are making quiet investigations of the ownership of many
chartered clubs. Liquor licenses for
chartered clubs cost but $600 as compared to $2000 for restaurants, hotels
and night clubs. It la behind the closed
doors of chartered clubs that most
liquor is sold.
A score of more raids upon gambling
establishments are to be made by Deputy Superintendent James DcDevitt and
his aide, Lt. James Hinchey. But
neither of these men, who have with
them a hand-picked crew, are obtaining
warrants to batter down doors or even
letting division commanders know when
they are going to strike..
All of the raids made thus far have
yielded absolutely nothing, because
practically every establishment closed
last Friday, immediately following the
shootin go! Sweeney. Some will never
reopen their doors, while others will remain closed until the excitement dies
away.
SEEK WITNESSES
Witnesses by the score have been interviewed at the Warren avenue station, but their stories gave police little
to work on. Police are satisfied as to
who fired the shotw Inch killed
Sweeney but they are anxious to obtain
a sufficient number of witnesses to hold
WI) their theory of what happened in
the Cosmos Club.
Deteectives have visited practically
every known hideout in the city during
the past three days but no trace of
De Marco could be found. Friends of
the wanted man say, however, that he
withoutd oubt Ls in hiding in a Boston
lodging house and has probably communicated with a lawyer.

"I 4,1

1(11E,

The catch consisted of 35,000 pounds
of white halibut and 20,000 pounds of
gray. The present wholesale price of
white halibut is 26 cents a pound and
gray halibut is 17 to 19 cents.

FORESTERS WILL HOLD
56TH ANNUAL BANQUET
St.

Francis

court,

Massachusetts

Catholic Order of Foresters, will hold
Its 56th annual banquet at 8:30
o'clock tonight in the Boston Teachers'
College, Huntington and Longwood
avenues, Roxbury. The banquet will be
the occasion of a reunion of many former members of the court which today
numbers 600.
Guests of honor will include the Rev.
Michael A. Clearin, C. SS. R., rector of
the Church of Our Mother of Perpetual Help (the Mission Church), Roxbury, court chaplain; William J. BarrY,
chief ranger, and William P. Hayes,
chairman of the alcoholic beverage
commission.
Gov. Curley, Lt.-Gov.
Hurley, Mayor Mansfield and Atty.Gen. Paul A. Dever have tentatively
accepted invitations.
John J. Casey, chief ranger of the
court, will be toastmaster.
wad M.
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grtre a Lincoln address at the Boston
City Club.

CURLEY'S LADIES AID
PLANS SUPPER DANCE
The Three Hundred and Fifty Club.
organized as a political group of women
workers in behalf of Gov. James M.
Curley, but now engaged in charitable
work, will honor its honorary president,
Miss Mary Curley. first lady of the
commonwerrir, at a reception and
supper dance at the Copley-Plaza on
Washington's birthday. Mrs. Edward F.
Goode of Dorchester is president of
the organization which now numbers
'750 members, and Miss Florence Hurley of Jamaica Plain Is chairman in
charge of arrangements for the reception.
The committee in charge of arrangements include: Mrs. John Dunphy,
Miss Mayline Donnelly, Miss Kathryn
Glynn, Miss Madeline O'Connor, Miss
Agnes Goode, Mrs. William Brine, Jr.,,
Mrs. James Duane, Miss Florence Hurley, Mrs. Thomas Sullivan, Mrs. Joseph
Tomasello, Mrs. Daniel J. Holland, Miss
Margaret Donovan. Miss Isabel MacDonald, Mrs. Emile Coulon, Sr., Mrs.
Frank Long, Mrs. Edward MacCourt,
Miss Miriam McCue, Miss Helene
Crosby.

'CURLEY PUSHES
CRIME INQUIRY

•

Commission to Meet Today—New Probe Is
Started
oov. ouriey's newly organized, unofficial crime comfit:salon was scheduled
to meet formally with the Governor today. The members of this commission
are Prof. Frank L. Simpson of Boston
University, Atty.-Oen. Paul A. Dever,
Atty. John P. Feeney and Asst.-Attys.Gen. James J. Ronan and Henry P.
Fielding.
What matters the commission will
discuss is not known, but the Governor
has become so alarmed by reports that
have come to him' of impending violence among the inmates of the various
state penal institutions, it became
known, that he appointed Lewis Parkhurst of Winchester, generally recognized as an authority on penology, to
make a secret. investigation of conditions prevailing in the prisons.
Parkhurst's report is not ready for
submission to the crime commission,
but he has already made an extensive
survey. The various prison heads have
been directed to give him complete
access to their institutions, with authority to discuss conditions personally
with the inmates, if he so desires.
Crowded conditions, it is believed,
have caused unrest, arid there is a possibility that the Fitchburg jail, temporarily abandoned by Worcester county,
may be used again for housing convicts.
It is also believed that one of Parkhurst's recommendations will be the
speedy abolition of the 130-year-old
prison at Charlestown, a move with
which the Governor is reported to be in
hearty accord.
Boston, Mass.
ri 1 2 107r

_
KENNEY MENTIONED
FOR CROWLEY'S POST
A successor to James H. Crowley,
late associate director of physical education in the Boston school department,
probably will be nominated by Patrick
T. Campbell, superintendent of schools.
at a meeting of the school committee
tomorrow.
It was reported yesterday that Joseph
McKenney, head coach of football at
Boston College and a member of the
finance commission, is a candidate for
the position, which pays $5000 a year,
and that Gov. Curley is interested in
the appointment-44.41cKenney.
McKenney could not be reached last
night to comment.
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NANTUCKET DEER
'HIEING HALTED

•
HUNTERS AND DEER KILLED AT NANTUCKET

Scheduled Open Season
Reduced by Curley to
End Slaughter
(Special to the TrAveler)
NANTUCKET, Feb. I2—The first,
open deer season in the history of Nantucket ends at noon today without a
person being shot or wounded. Although game wa:dens plat‘-d the number of deer shot at less than 50, hunters
and local "guides" placed the estimate
at close to 100 or about one-third of
the deer on the Island.
CALLS OFF SLAUGHTER
Gov. Curley oi,'-red the slaughter
called off whew receiving about 50 telegrames and messages from the Nantucket selectmen, women's organizations and prominent citizens.
All of the deer on the island are
descended from a buck found swimming
in the ocean 16 years ago and two doe
imported by Breckenridge Long, a summer resident. Mr. Long is now the
American ambassador to Italy. And so
he mis.sed the greatest excitement on
Nantucket since the "Great Breeze" of
tu cket, R. I.; Earl Sandsbuty,
1034. Mrs. George S. Richmond, owner
I,eft to right—Arthur Corrci ot Pie
of a large tract of posted land, praised Successful hunters yesterday on Nantucket island.
Sylvia, all of Nantucket.
Elliott
and
Kenney,
Duce
Arnold
V.
d
Raymon
and
Gov. Curley
willing community. Orison V. Hull,
director of the fish and game division,
S. Ashley of New Bedford, was
said. "I think the harm done by the Charles
for ending the "slaughter."
chairman of selectmen, said: "The
got
who
hunters
lucky
the
of
one
deer has been greatly exaggerated, and
were incensed by this open seaFAVORS STATE PARK
the day. No women Or people
some of the claims for deer early inamong
son. The town authorities were never
hunters.
the
She said she thought it would be a I know that
were
archers
Why,
have been fictitious.
consulted or notified. They should have
good idea to have a state deer park on damages
Harry Turner, editor of the Inquirer- been asked. The people, aspecially the
even members of the local sportsmen's
newspaper, was outspoken
the island.
local
seaMirror,
open
this
to
!:omen, were three to one against it."
"The deer are so tame that they club were opposed
in his criticism of the state for havIng
Representative William Swain of Nanthe
on
season
open
the
some ti.nes walk in the roads and im- son."
over
John S. Ashley, grandson of Mayor "put
pede the progress of automobiles," she
tucket, who voted for the bill to allow
an open season on deer on this sandy:
trip off Cape Cod said the measure
as passed in an effort to reduce the
u:nber of deer and thus prevent
usage to gardens and shrubs. Natives,
sever. (coif at the deer damage
ogle, pointing out the deer were denceles.s, there being only a few stuntpines on the island and the antals finding shelter only in swamps.
Flir extra game wardens were
ere today to aid in strict enforcement
I the closing order, and were expected
o patrol the island under leadershi
of Floyd Walker, superintendent o
wardens, and Erbest P. Anyon. -Nantucket. game warden. About 100 "o
fslandens" came here for the season
which opened yesterday morning and
was to continue until Saturday night.
The island comprises only 50 square
miles.
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consisted of 35,000 pounds
alibut and 20,000 pounds of
e present wholesale price of
Illbut is 26 cents a pound and
alibut is 17 to 19 cents.
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ESTERS WILL HOLD
ANNUAL BANQUET
4-:56TH
4.
St.

(Continued from First Page)
was prominently mentioned for the
berth come time ago but it was a
question of whether the council would
confidm him. .Gov. Curley himself
was silent as to his choice but it was
known that he was considering Gallivan, a veteran of 40 years experience in tne police department.
Search for the killer of Joseph "Red"
Sweeney in the Cosmos Club continued
today but police had not obtained a
single new clue. They were no nearer
knowing the motive for the crime than
they were the day it was committed.
And they have obtained no trace whatevere of Mario De Marco, better known
as John Della Russo, who they want
for the killing of the ex-convict and
gangster.
BEFORE LICENSE BOAID
Officers of the Cosmos Club were
to appear before the Boston license
hoard today to show cause why the
license of the club should not be reyoked. And it was indicated by Chairman David Montague that many
pointed questions would be asked.
Montagues indicated that al chartered
clubs soon would be investigated. Officers of the Cosmos Club, Montague said,
would be asked decidedly pointed questions about the ownership of the club in
which Sweeney was shot to death during a fight.
ABC inspectors are making quiet investigations of the ownership of many
chartered clubs. Liquor licenses for
chartered clubs cost but $600 as compared to $2000 for restaurants, hotels
and night clubs. It is behind the closed
doors of chartered clubs that mo8t
liquor Is sold.
A score of more raids upon gambling
establishments are to be made by Deputy Superintendent James /1cDevitt and
his aide, Lt. James Hinchey. But
neither of these men, who have with
them a hand-picked crew, are obtaining
warrants to batter down doors or even
letting division commanders know when
they are going to strike.
All of the raids made thus far have
yielded absolutely nothing, because
practically every establishment closed
last Friday, immediately following the
shootin gof Sweeney. Some will never
reopen their doors, while others will remain closed until the excitement dia.!

court,

Massachusetts

Catholic Order of Foresters, will hold
56th annual banquet at 6:30

AWAITS RPLT
Requests Gov. Curley to
Keep Away from Meeting on Ouster

Francis

its

o'clock tonight in the Boston Teachers'
College, Huntington and Longwood
avenues, Roxbury. The banquet will be
the occasion of a reunion of many former members of the court which today
numbers 600.
Guests of honor will include the Rev.
Michael A. Gearin, C. SS. R., rector of
the Church of Our Mother of Perpetual Help (the Mission Church), Roxbury, court chaplain; William J. Barry,
chief ranger, and William P. Hayes,
chairman of the alcoholic beverage
Gov. Curley, r.t.(Inv
commission.
Hurley, Mayor Mansfield and Atty.Gen. Pahl A. Dever have tentatively
accepted invitations.
John J. Casey, chief ranger of the
court, will be toastmaster.

away.

SEEK WITNESSES
Witnesses by the score have been instaterviewed at the Warren avenue little
tion, but their stories gave police
to
to work on. Police are satisfied as
who fired the shotw hich killed
obtain
Sweeney but they are ;maims to
hold
a sufficient number of witnesses to
ujp their theory of what happened in
the Cosmos Club.
Deteectives hove visited practically
every known hideout in the city during
the past three days but, no trace of
of
De Marco could be found. Friends he
the wanted man say, however, the,
withoutd oubt is in hiding in a Boston
lodging house and has probably communimted with a lawyer.
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fetVe a Lincoln address at the Boston
City Club.

CURLEY'S LADIES AID
PLANS SUPPER DANCE
The Three Hundred and Fifty Club,
organized as a political group of women
workers in behalf of Gov. James M.
Curley, but now engaged in charitable
work, will honor its honorary president,
Miss Mary Curley. first lady of the
commonwealttr at a reception and
supper dance at the Copley-Plaza on
Washington's birthday. Mrs. Edward F.
Goode of Dorchester is president of
the organization which now numbers
750 members, and Miss Florence Hurley of Jamaica Plain is chairman in
charge of arrangements for the reception.
The committee in charge of arrangements include: Mrs. John Dunphy,
Miss Mayline Donnelly, Miss Kathryn
Glynn, Miss Madeline O'Connor, Miss
Agnes Goode, Mrs. William Brine, Jr.,
Mrs. James Duane, Miss Florence Hurley. Mrs. Thomas Sullivan, Mrs. Joseph
Tomasello, Mrs. Daniel J. Holland, Miss
Margaret Donovan, Miss Isabel MacDonald, Mrs. Emile Coulon, Sr., Mrs.
Frank Long, Mrs. Edward MacCourt,
Miss Miriam McCue, Miss Helene
Crosby.

CURLEY PUSHES
CRIME INQUIRY

•

Commission to Meet Today—New Probe Is
Started
Oov. Curley's newly organized, unofficial crime comimssion was scheduled
to meet formally with the Governor today. The members of this commission
are Prof. Frank L. Simpson of Boston
University, Atty.-Gen. Paul A. Dever,
Atty. John P. Feeney and Asst.-Attys.Gen. James J. Ronan and Henry P.
Fielding.
What matters the commission will
discuss is not known, but the Governor
has become so alarmed by reports that
have come to him of impending violence among the inmates of the various
state penal institutions, it became
known, that he appointed Lewis Parkhurst of 'Winchester, generally recognized RS an authority on penology, 1,0
make a secret investigation of conditions prevailing in the prisons.
Parkhurst's report is not ready for
submission to the crime commission,
but he has already made an extensive
survey. The various prison heads have
been directed to give him complete
access to their institutions, with authority to discuss conditions personally
with the inmates, if he so desires.
Crowded conditions, it is believed,
have caused unrest, and there is a possibility that the Fitchburg jail, temporarily abandoned by Worcester county,
may be used again for housing convicts.
It is also believed that one of Parkhurst's recommendations will be. the
speedy abolition of the 130-year-old
prison at Charlestown, a move with
which the Governor is reported to be in
hearty accord.
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AlcKENNEY MENTIONED
FOR CROWLEY'S POST
A successor to James H. Crowley,
late associate director of physical education in the Boston school department,
probably will be nominated by Patrick
T. Campbell, superintendent of schools,
at a meeting of the school committee
tomorrow.
It was reported yesterday that Joseph
McKenney, head coach of football at
Boston College and a member of the
finance commission, is a candidate for
the position, which pays $5000 a year,
and that Gov. Curley is interested in
the appointment-e4.41cKenney.
McKenney could not be reached last
night to comment.
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NANTUCKET DEER
MINTING HALTED

•
HUNTERS AND DEER KILLED AT NANTUCKET

Scheduled Open Season
Reduced by Curley to
End Slaughter
(Stierlal lo ,h,' Tritveler)

NANTUCKET, Feb. 12—The first
open deer season in the history of Nantucket ends at noon today without a
person being shot or wounded. Although game wa:dens placed the number of deer shot at less than 50, hunters
and local "guides" placed the estimate
at close to 100 or about one-third of
the deer on the island.
CALLS OFF SLAUGHTER
Gov. Curley oiIred the slaughter
called off a44es-receiv1ng about 50 telegrames and messages from the Nantucket selectmen, women's organizations and prominent citizens.
All of the deer on the island are
descended from a buck found swimming
in the ocean 16 years ago and two doe
imported by Breckenridge Long, a summer resident. Mr. Long is now the
American ambassador to Italy. And so
• Mt
he missed the greatest excitement on
Nantucket since the "Great Breese" of
1934. Mrs. Georgn S. Richmond, owner
Corm of Paatucket, R. I.; Earl Sandsinuy,
of a large tract of posted land, praised Successful hunters yesterday on Nantucket island. Left to right—Arthur Nantucket.
of
all
Sylvia,
Elliott
V.
and
Raymond
Kenney,
Duce
and
Arnold
Gov. Curley
director of the fish and game division,
V. Hull,
of New Bedford, was willing community. Orison
for ending the "slaughter."
said. "I think the harm done by the Charles S. Ashley
"The
said:
selectmen,
of
chairman
got
who
deer has been greatly exaggerated, and one of the lucky hunters
FAVORS STATE PARK
No women or people were incensed by this open seaday.
the
in
early
deer
for
claims
the
of
some
son. The town authorities were never
She said she thought it would be a I know that
fictitious. Why, archers were among the hunters.
or notified. They ;hould have
good idea to have a state deer park on damages have been
Harry Turner. editor of the Inquirer- consulted
sportsmen's
local
the
of
members
even
been asked. The people, especially the
the island.
outspoken
was
newspaper,
local
seaMirror,
open
'women, were three to one against, it."
"The deer are so tame that they club were opposed to this
in his criticism of the state for having
Representative William Swain of Nansome times walk in the roads and im- son."
the open season on the ::::over"
"put
Mayor
of
grandson
Ashley,
S.
John
she
pede the progress of automobiles,"
tucket, who voted for the bill to allow
an open season on deer on this sandy!.
etsfp off Cape Cod said the measure :
as passed in an effort, to reduce the
umber of deer and thus prevent
amage to gardens and shrubs. Natives,
wever. scoff at the deer damage
ngle, pointing out the deer were denceless, there being only a few stuntpines on the island and the anials finding shelter only tn swamps.
F uir extra game wardens were
tere today to aid in strict enforcement
I the closing order, and were expected
patrol the island under leadershi
of Floyd Walker. superintendent o
wardens, and Erbest P. Anyon,'Nantucket game warden. About 100 "off
Islanders" came here for the season,
which opened yesterday morning and
was to continue until Saturday night.
The islant comprises only 50 square
Miles.
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WALSH EXPECTS
HURLEY TO WIN
Looks for Reappointment
of Boston Postmaster;
Test Imminent

Model of Boston Clipper
"Inspiration to Roosevelt

WASHINGTON, Feb. 12--An examination for the Boston postmastershiP
is imminent, according to the civil service commission, but this does not necessarily preclude the reappointment of
Postmaster William E. Hurley, in the
opinion of Senator David I. Walsh.
The announcement concerning the
examination however, points to the possibility that President Roosevelt does
not intend to reappoint Hurley and
furthermore will not accede to demands
of Gov. Cueley that Peter F. Tague be
named pdiumager. If Hurley were to
be re-appointed, an examination would
be unnecssary.
Senator Walsh said that Hurley would
be barred from taking the examination,
but his name will not be on the civil
service list of certified eligibles. But
It is not impossible that the incubent
may be reappointed after the examination is held.
Senator Walsh has been working with
other members ot the Massachusetts
delegation to bring about the reappointment of Hurley. Gov. Curley recently
announced that an examination would
be held. The order debarring the postmaster already in office from taking the
examination was issued two years ago
by President Roosevelt. The Washington announcement of the examination,
Senator Walsh believes, tends to indicate the position taken by the President and the postmaster-general at this
time.
•••••&qIaL&V
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State Funds for U. S.
Grant

When informed yesterday that the
federal government is willing to make
$500,000 additional available for development of CCC work in Massachusetts if the Legislature will appropriate
$50,000, Gov. Ctuley instructed his
budget commissioner to make necessary
arrangements for the $50,000.
"This will mean employment for at
least 1300 men for a period of about
six months," remarked the Governor
"It's good healthy work, and men as
well as boys will be employed."
According to the plans of the federal
government, the appropriation of the
state must go for the purchase of land
The federal money would go for the
work done on this land.
When asked where he thought the
land, amounting to 10,000 acres, woul
be purchased, the Governor said, "Some
where on the Cape or in the western
part of the commonwealth. I can'i
say definitely."

0010 tL. hI
,sNPW Ham) itailroadi
Clipper ship Lightning, as painted by John P. Benson
for the New Haven
railroad's "Yankee ,Clipper" train.

Sea Captain Visitors to White House Suspect Admiration for "Bully" Forbes, Hard-Driving
Skipper of The Lightning
WASHINGTON, Feb. 12 (AP)—Sea and Good Hope until 1860
when she
captains who now and then visit the was burned at Geelong,
near MelWhite House are wondering why Presi- bourne.
dent Roosevelt has become so attached
to a three-foot model of the clipper
ship Lighlning of Boston.
HARD-DRIVING SKIPPER
Is it, they ask. the unsurpassed hi:,tory of that American vessel that
strikes the President's admiration? Or
has he a soft spot in his heart for old
Capt. "Bully" Forbes, hard-driving
skipner of the Lightning, who still is
famous among sailors as one of the
siaunchest of salts.
The three-masted Lightning,launched
In 1854, has gone down in sail history
as the fastest clipper ship that sailed
the seas. She once made 436 miles in
one day, a record never equalled.
The -President has put a model of
the Lightning opposite him in the oval
room in which he works. It occupies
the place of honor.
When this ship was launched, it WAS
said: "No timid hand or hesitating
brain gave form and dime,nsion to the
Lightning."
She had sharper ends than any clipper ever built: she was long and thin
and her figurehead, fl young woman,
held in one hand a golden thunderbolt.
The Lightning was the triumph of
an age when American sailing ships
were the world's fastest. Capt. "Bully"
Forbes, a Scot, drove her like a skilled
madman. He scorned gales. When her
sails blew cut, he bent others to her
spars and kept on.
Under him, the ship was in the
lish-Australian gold trade and it EngWas
aboard Lightning that he became
famous for his motto: "Melbourne or
hell in 00 days."
Once between Melbourne
pool, "Rutty" Fri:he.s sallf d and Liverthe Lightning 3722 miles in In
days. He carried
$5,000,000 worth of gold dust on
that
voyage.
The clipper nailed round
Cape Horn
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Plans Celebration
Tonight
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President of Eliot
School Association

'LINCOLN' AT STATE HOUSE

LINCOLN FETE
IN FANEIIIL HALL
Eliot School Association
Plans Celebration
Tonight

..
., .,._
"Abrana -, MOM' 100:S (limn on /lost Oil
.../..
i....•
.,i, 0?1,
House. George F. Madden of Boston,
dramatic
dircAor
of
the
Wollaston 1h tie
Theatre Guild, dressed as the eivil war
Preside:, iMned in the observance of
Lincoln's Birthday Aday. Ile visited
Gov. Curley at the State House. then
part in the dramatics of the
took
Advertising Club at the Hotel Statler
and later
visited the Mary Curley school.

music by
Distinguished speakers and
orchestra and the
symphony
ERA
the
voices will feature
ERA chorus of 100
honor of Abraa public celebration in
o'clock tonight at
ham Lincoln at 8
auspices of the
Faneuil hall under the School Associafamous Boston Eliot
tion.
ceremony will be the
An impressive
faculty of
presentiition to the school purchased
flag
an ancient civil war the Eliot school
with the pennies of recently rehabilichildren in 1861 and
borne into battated. The colors were
July 1, 1862, and
tle at Malvern hill, and 10 others
Col. Thomas Cassochool were killed
graduates of the
memorable fight.
under it. in that
Gov. Curley,
Invited speakers include
Superinteritterrb—et—
Mayor Mansfield.
J. Herlihy,
Schools Campbell, Frank school: Prof.
headmaster of the Eliot
Santosuosso
Joseph H. Sa.sserno, Joseph
president of the
and Sumner S. Shore
Association.
Eliot School
committee include
Members of the
Alfred Santosuosso,
Lynch,
James E.
H. Fopiano and
Henry Penn, William
Fitzgerald.
F.
John
the evening will
A notable event of the colors by a
be the tribute paid the Boston navy
special guard from
yard.
Lunger, head of the
G. Roberts
an entirely new
chorus, will provideespecially
for the
arranged
program
M. Kenrich will direct
occasion. Albertentertainment.
the orchestral
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.Boston Pays High Honors'
To Memory of Lincoln
Homely Phrases and Profound Advice of Great
Emancipator Heard Again in Many Halls
Throughout the City
The homely phrases and profound
Invited speakers
advice of Abraham Lincoln were heard Mayor Mansfiel include Gov. Curley,
again in many a hall throughcut the Schools Patrick d, Superintendent--..of
city today as roston paused in the Herlihy, master J. Campbell, Frank J.
midst of its daily occupations to pay Prof. Joseph H. of the Eliot school;
Sasserno, Joseph Santohonor to the Great Emancipator.
suosso and Sumner S. Shore, president
of the Eliot School Association.
WREATH AT MONUMENT
Lord Lytton,
of the League of
School
children,
public officials, Nations commisshead
ion
churches and various civic, military and conditions in the farwhich investigated
fraternal societies took part in Greater world peace tonight east, will discuss
in Ford hall, after
Boston's celebration of the 126th birth- a dinner In his
honor at the Union
:4y anniversary of the civil war Presi- Club. Other guests
•the dinner will
at
dent, who was born Feb. 12, 1809, In a include Miss
Sarah Wambaugh, a
Is II:amble log cabin in Hodgensville, Ky.
director of the recent Saar plebiscite;
klZite day's observances were opened Dr. Mary E. Woolley
, president of Mt.
this morning when Mayor Mansfield Holyoke College;
Dr. Ellen Fitz Pendlelaid a simple wreath at the foot of the ton, presiden
t
of
Wellesle
y College; Mrs.
Lincoln monument in Park square. The Henry
McCracken, wife of the
climax will come tonight with a public presidenNoble
t
of
Vassar; Mr. and Mrs. Ancelebration and concert in Faneull Hall drew
J. Peters and Mrs. Charles L.
under the auspices of the Boston Eliot Slattery
.
School Association.
DICKINSON TO SPEAK
Military and naval units marked the
day as the opening of national defence
Senator L. J. Dickinson of Iowa will
week, with demonstrations of the need speak at a Republican dinner
in the
for preparation to avoid war.
Hotel Statler tonight at which
Miss Mary _Curley, daughter of the memory of the Great Emancipator the
will
Governor, spoa— rIfing the Lincoln be honored. Other speaker
exercises in the assembly hall of the clude Gov. Styles Bridgess will inof New
Mary E. Curley school in Jamaica Hampshire, Leverett Saltonst
Plain this afternoon. The Gettysburg of the Massachusetts Houseall, speaker
of
address was read by one of the pupils sentatives; Frederic W. Cook, Represecretary
and a life-like characterization of the of state, and Vernon W.
Marr, new
civil war President was given by chairman of the Republi
can
state
comGeorge F. Madden. John F. McGrath, mittee. The dinner is
under the .
master of the school, presided.
auspices of the Middlesex Club.
• The Lincoln memorial cabin—an exThe Professional Women's Club will
act replica of the one in which Lincoln
hold its annual Lincoln
was born—at 215 Adams street, Mil- Statler tonight. Four of ball at the
the members
ton, was open to the public from 2
to will dance a minuet, such as was popular
5 o'clock this afternoon. The cabin
in the days when Lincoln was
Presiwas built by Miss Mary Bowditc dent.
Forbes and contains a rare collectioh
The Gettysburg address will
n
be
of Lincolnia.
at 8 I. M. when the Milton read
Tent,
Daughters of Union Veterans,
AT SOLDIERS' HOME
conducts
The Daughters of 'Union Veterans of a memorial observance. August E.
Giegengack. public printer of the
the Civil War decorated the
United
l States, is the
tablet at the Soldiers' Home memoria
in Chel- Lincoln meetingprincipal speaker at the
of the Advertising Club
sea, under the direction of Sister Anna
McGreavy. The department chaplain, of Boston. The Rev. Andrew Richards,
pastor of the Second
Mrs. Elizabeth Lemmelin, placed
a chester, will deliver a Church of Dorwreath and decorations on the Lincoln
Lincoln address
monument in Park square. Later they at the Boston City Club. The Red.- ,
procity Club will hold
went to the State House to decorate
celebration and dinner at a Lincoln
the Army Nurses' memorial in
the Hotel
the
Westminster, with Ralph Cohourt
Hall of Flags.
, pro- ,
Distinguished speakers and music by minent Boston attorney, as speaker.
'
the ERA symphony orchestra and
the
ERA chorus of 100 voices will
feature
the public celebration In Faneuil
Hall
tonight.
An impressive ceremony will be
the
presentation to the Eliot school
of tattered civil war flag underfaculty
which
Col. Thomas Cass and 10 other
Eliot
schoolboys were killed at the battle
of
Malvern Hill In Virginia. The flag was
purchased with the pennies of Eliot
school children and was recently
rehabilitated.
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nie Play
Alum—
iiiss Mary Curley heads the list
patronesses for the
of patrons licci
forthcoming play which the Emmanuel College Alumnae Associalion is producing at the Repertory
Theatre on Friday evening. The
play is to be George Kelly's "The
Torchbearers" and the entire arrangements for it have been in
charge of Miss Helen Barry, general chairman. ar.d Mrs. Daniel
Sheehan, Jr., president of the
alumnae association,
Others on the list of sponsors are
Mrs. Thomas Barry of Dorchester,
Miss Mary Brennan, also of Dorchester. Dr. and Mrs. Thomas E.
Caulfield of Woburn, Mks. Edward
C. Donnelly of Cornmonw 1th aveand
nue, Mr. Walter F. Down
Miss Alice Falvey of Boston,
and Mrs. Thomas Henry of Salem,
Mrs. John E. Holden of Brookline,
Dr. and Mrs. Williatn H. Keleher
of Woburn, Dr. William' F. Linehan of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. John
J. Mahoney of Watertown, Mr.
Daniel J. McDonald of Boston, Mrs.
Joseph J. O'Brien of Dorchester,
Mrs. William J. Prendergast of
Jefferson and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
J. Sheehan of Melrose.
The chairmen of the various
committees for the production are
Miss Madeleine O'Brien, Miss Beatrice Hantz, Miss Ruth Keleher,
Miss Rosemary Stanford, Miss
Madeleine Navien • and Miss Dor014•Aice-
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Boston Pays High Honors
To Memory of Lincoln
Homely Phrases and Profound Advice of Great
Emancipator Heard Again in Many Halls
Throughout the City
Invited speakers include Gov. Curley,
The homely phrases and profound
advice of Abraham Lincoln were heard Mayor Mansfield, Superintendeitt--Nof
Schools
Patrick J. Campbell, Frank J.
the
throughout
hall
many
a
in
again
city today as roston paused in the Herlihy, master of the Eliot school;
midst of its daily occupations to pay Prof. Joseph H. Sasserno. Joseph Santo- I
suosso and Sumner S. Shore, president ;
honor to the Great Emancipator.
of the Eliot School Association.
WREATH AT MONUMENT
Lord Lytton. head of the League of
children, public officials, Nations commission which investigated I
Echool
conditions
in the far east, will discussi
churches and various civic, military and
fraternal societies took part in Greater world peace tonight in Ford hall, after I
Boston's celebration of the 126th birth- a dinner in his honor at the Union
day anniversary of the civil war Presi- Club. Other guests at the dinner will
dent, who was born Feb. 12, 1809, in a Include Miss Sarah Wambaugh, a
director of the recent Saar plebiscite;
bArnble log cabin in Hodgensville, Ky.
frkte day's observances were opened Dr. Mary E. Woolley, president of Mt.
this morning when Mayor Mansfield Holyoke College; Dr. Ellen Fitz Pendlelaid a simple wreath at the foot of the ton, president of Wellesley College; Mrs.
Lincoln monument in Park square. The Henry Noble McCracken, wife of the
climax will come tonight with a public president of Vassar; Mr. and Mrs. Ancelebration and concert in Faneull Hall drew J. Peters and Mrs. Charles L.
tifider the auspices of the Boston Eliot Slattery.
School Association.
DICKINSON TO SPEAK
Military and naval units marked the
Senator L. J. Dickinson of Iowa will
day as the opening of national defence
week, with demonstrations of the need speak at a Republican dinner in the
Hotel Statler tonight at which the
for preparation to avoid war.
Miss Mary Xurley, daughter of the memory of the Great Emancipator will
Governor, spoU—d(fring the Lincoln be honored. Other speakers will inexercises in the assembly hall of the clude Gov. Styles Bridges of New
Mary E. Curley school in Jamaica Hampshire, Leverett Saltonstall, speaker
Plain this afternoon. The Gettysburg of the Massachusetts House of Repreaddress was read by one of the pupils sentatives; Frederic W. Cook, secretary
and a life-like characterization of the of state, and Vernon W. Marr, new
civil war President was given by chairman of the Republican state comGeorge F. Madden. John F. McGrath, mittee. The dinner is under the .
auspices of the Middlesex Club.
Mister of the school, presided.
The Professional Women's Club will
t•Tlae Lincoln memorial cabin—an exhold
its annual Lincoln ball at the
act replica of the one in which Lincoln
was born—at 215 Adams street, Mil- Steller tonight. Four of the members
ton, was open to the public from 2 to will dance a minuet, such as was popular
5 o'clock this afternoon. The cabin in the days when Lincoln was Presi*as built by Miss Mary .Bowditch dent.
The Gettysburg address will be read
Forbes and contains a rare collection
at 8 1. M. when the Milton Tent,
of Lincolnia.
Daughters of Union Veterans, conducts
' AT SOLDIERS' HOME
a memorial observance. August E.
The Daughters of Union Veterans of Giegengack. public printer of the United
the Civil War decorated the memorial States, is the principal speaker at the
tablet at the Soldiers' Home in Chel- Lincoln meeting of the Advertising Club
sea. under the direction of Sister Anna of Boston. The Rev. Andrew Richards,
McGreavy. The department chaplain, pastor of the Second Church of DorMrs. Elizabeth Lernmelin, placed a chester, will deliver a Lincoln address
wreath and decorations on the Lincoln at the Boston City Club. The Recimonument in Park square. Later they procity Club' will hold a Lincoln
went to the State House to decorate celebration and dinner at the
the Army Nurses' memorial in the Westminster. with Ralph Cohourt,Hotel
proHall of Flags.
minent Boston attorney, as speaker.
'
Distinguished speakers and music by
the ERA symphony orchestra and the
ERA chorus of 100 voices will feature
the public celebration In Faneuil Hall
tonight.
An impressive ceremony will be the
presentation to the Eliot school faculty
of a tattered civil war flag under which
Col. Thomas Cass and 10 other Eliot
schoolboys were killed at the battle of
Malvern Hill in Virginia. The flag was
purchased with the pennies of Eliot
school children and was recently rehabilitated.
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Alumnae Play
heads the list
Miss Mary Curley
patronesses for the
an
patrons
of
Emforthcoming play which the
ASSOCiaAlumnae
manuel College
the Repertory
tion is producing at
The
Theatre on Friday evening.
play is to be George Kelly's "The
Torchbearers" and the entire arj
rangements for it have been in
charge of Miss Helen Barry, general chairman. and Mrs. Daniel
Sheehan, Jr., president of the
alumnae association.
Others on the list of sponsors are
Mrs. Thomas Barry of Dorchester,
Miss Mary Brennan, also of Dorchester, Dr. and Mrs. Thomas E.
s. Edward
Caulfield of Woburn,
C. Donnelly of Commonw lth aveand
nue, Mr. Walter F. Down
Miss Alice Falvey of Boston,
and Mrs. Thomas Henry of Salem,
Mrs. John E. Holden of Brookline,
Dr. and Mrs. William H. Keleher
of Woburn, Dr. William F. Linehan of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. John
J. Mahoney of Watertown, Mr.
Daniel J. McDonald of Boston, Mrs.
Joseph J. O'Brien of Dorchester,
Mrs. William J. Prendergast of
Jefferson and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
J. Sheehan of Melrose.
The chairmen of the various
committees for the production are
Miss Madeleine O'Brien, Miss Beatrice Hantz, Miss Ruth Keleher,
Miss Rosemary Stanford, Miss
Madeleine Navien and Miss Dor-
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would want to say that the Cosmos
Club was "hooked up" with the
Sportsmen's Club t verhead. That was
indicated, he said, by hill of both
clubs found in the Sportsmen's Club.
Some of the bills found in the
Sportsmen's Club, he said, were made
out to David Breen. The Sportsmen's
Club evidently at some time has been
used for gaming purposes, he said as
shown by blackboards and other gaming paraphernalia. The bills showed
that the operators of the Cosmos Club
were interested in some degree in the
operation of the Sportsmen's Club.
he added.

tURLEY
LEONARD PLEA
FOR HEARING
Bars Head of Police
from Council—Club
Gives up License
Gov. Curley today denied Police Commissioner Leonard's request for a hearing before the executive council on the
question of Leonard's removal and also
*refused Leonard's request that the Governor remain away and allow Et.-Clov.
Hurley to conduct the meeting. '
SEES IMPERTINENCE
In answer to a letter from Leonard
making the requests, the Governor
served notice that he will personally
preside at the meeting of the council
tomorrow on the question of retaining
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

CAPT. MeKINNON'S PLEA
Capt. McKinnon said:
"Breen was apparently identified
with loth lir! Sportsmen's and the
Cosmos Clubs.
"On Feb. 8 a murder was committed In the doorway of the Cosmos
Club the same day that Breen, who
is recognized as one of the active
managers of the Cosmos Club, was
prese t when the shooting took place.
of those persons in the club,
"
en 'questioned, refused to give the
olice any information which might
help them to ascertain who committed the clime.
"There was no effort to co-operate
with the police in solving the murder.
"It would appear that the murder
eccurred at the head of the upstairs
landing on the floor occupied by the
Cosmos Club.
"It, also appeared that there Was
selling of liquor after hours.
"For all these reasons we would ask
for the revocation of the club's license.'
The record of the vote taken by the
board of directors of the Cosmos Club
and found this morning underneath the
door of the licensing board's rooms at
1 Beacon street by a clerk opening up
for the day, read as follows:
"Feb. 11—At a meeting of the directors of the Cosmos Club held this
day at tie Broadway, Roston, which
meeting was called to order by President Daniel F. O'Connell, it was voted
that the president be. and hereby is,
authorized to surrender to the licens-

ing board of Boston the liquor license
issued to the club and also to surrender the amusement license and
also that notice to this effect be given
to the licensing board."
The notice was signed by Edward F.
Feldman, clerk of the board of direcB.
torsy
their absence from the hearing today the officers of the Cosmos Club
avoided possible examination by the
police as Capt. McKinnon and other
police officials were present undoubtedly prepared to question the club officials
on matters that might throw light on
the murder.
Funeral services for Joseph "Red"
Sweeney, whose death provoked the
political storm which has been growing
more heated hourly, were held in St.
Rose's Church, Chelsea, today. The
body of the slain gangster was buried
in Mt. Benedict cemetery, West Roxbury.
Search for the killer of "Red"
Sweeney in the Cosmos Club contlnucd
today but police had not obtained a
single new clue. They were no nearer
knowing the motive for the crime than
they were the day it was committed.
And they have obtained no trace whatever of Mario De Marco, better known
as John Della Russo, who they want
for the killing of the ex-convict and
gangster.
That Sweeney and De Marco had
engaged In a fight two hours before
the former was shot to death in the
Cosmos Club, and were separated by
police, was an angle which officials
were investigating today. The fight
occurred in another well known club.
It is understood that it was three
officers :rem the Warren avenue station who stopped the fight. Sweeney is
said to have left immediately for the
Cosmos Club and De Marco followed a
short time later.
The argument between the two men
is reported to have been continued
when De Marco appeared at the Cosmos Club. The club where the fight is
reported to have started is well known,
and its operator is known to police.
Less than 25 mourners were present in St. Rose's Church on Broadway, Chelsea, when the body of
Sweeney was brought from the James
McGlinchey funeral parlors. A few
curious entered shortly after the requiem mass started. The mass was
celebrated by the Rev. Leonard A.
McMahon.
There VMS no procession of cars, no
banks of flowers and no expensive
casket. Only those extremely close or
related to Sweeney were present. After
the mass the body of the gangster was
borne over the road to the Mt. Benedict
cemetery, West Roxbury, where prayers
were said before the casket was lowered
Into the grave.
.
Sweeney, although a resident of Dorcheater when he died, once lived in
Chelsea and that. presumnbly is why
funeral services were held in that city.
Two men and a pretty blonde were
questioned for some time by Deputy
Superintendent James R. Claffin and
Capt. McKinnon at the Warren avenue station today.
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Boston Pays High Honors
To Memory of Lincoln
Homely Phrases and Profound Advice of Great
Emancipator Heard Again in Many Halls
Throughout the City
Invited speakers include Gov. Curley,
The homely phrases and profound
advice of Abraham Lincoln were heard Mayor Mansfield, Superinterretent--..of
again in many a hall throughout the Schools Patrick J. Campbell, Frank J.
city today as roston, paused in the Herlihy, master of the Eliot school;
midst of its daily occupations to pay Prof. Joseph H. Sasserno, Joseph Santosuosso and Sumner S. Shore, president
honor to the Great Emancipator.
of the Eliot School Association,
WREATH AT MONUMENT
Lord Lytton, head of the League of
School
children, public officials, Nations commission which investigated
conditions
in the far east, will discuss
various
civic,
military
and
churches and
fraternal societies took part in Greater world peace tonight in Ford hall, after
Boston's celebration of the 126th birth- a dinner in his honor at the Union
day anniversary of the civil war Presi- Club. Other guests at the dinner will
dent, who was born Feb. 12, 1809, in a include Miss Sarah Wambaugh, a
director of the recent Saar plebiscite;
htbnble log cabin in Hodgensville, Ky.
,L
,The day's observances were opened Dr. Mary E. Woolley, president of Mt.
this morning when Mayor Mansfield Holyoke College; Dr. Ellen Fitz Pendlelaid a simple wreath at the foot of the ton, president of Wellesley College; Mrs.
Lincoln monument in Park square. The Henry Noble McCracken, wife of the
•
will come tonight with a public president of Vassar; Mr. and Mrs. An• ration and concert in Faneuil Hall drew J. Peters and Mrs. Charles L.
U
r the auspices of the Boston Eliot Slattery.
School Association.
DICKINSON TO SPEAK
Military and naval units marked the
Senator L. J. Dickinson of IoWa will
day as the opening of national defence
speak
at a Republican dinner in the
week, with demonstrations of the need
Hotel Statler tonight at which the
for preparation to avoid war.
Miss Mary Xtirley, daughter of the memory of the Great Emancipator will
Governor, spola—ifffring the Lincoln be honored. Other speakers will inexercises in the assembly hall of the clude Gov. Styles Bridges of New
Mary E. Curley school in Jamaica Hampshire, Leverett Saltonstall, speaker
Plain this afternoon. The Gettysburg of the Massachusetts House of Repreaddress was read by one of the pupils sentatives; Frederic W. Cook, secretary
and a life-like characterization of the of state, and Vernon W. Marr, new
civil war President was given by chairman of the Republican state comGeorge F. Madden. John F. McGrath, mittee. The dinner is under the
auspices of the Middlesex Club.
master of the school, presided.
The Professional Women's Club will
The Lincoln memorial cabin—an exact replica of the one in which Lincoln hold its annual Lincoln ball at the
was born—at 215 Adams street, Mil- Statler tonight. Four of the members
ton, was open to the public from 2 to will dance a minuet, such as WS popular
5 o'clock this afternoon. The cabin in the days when Lincoln was Presiwas built by Miss Mary Bowditch dent.
The Gettysburg address will be read
Forbes and contains a rare collection
at 8 1. M. when the Milton Tent,
of Idncolnia.
Daughters
of Union Veterans. conducts
' AT SOLDIERS' HOME
a memorial observance.
E.
The Daughters of 'Union Veterans of Giegengack, public printer of August
the United
the Civil War decorated the memorial States, is the principal
speaker
at
the
tablet at the Soldiers' Home In Chel- Lincoln meeting of the
Advertising Club
sea, under the direction of Sister Anna of 'Boston. The Rev.
Richards,
McGreevy. The department chaplain, pastor of the Second Andrew
Church
of DorMrs. Elizabeth Lemmelin, placed a chester, will deliver a
Lincoln
address
wreath and decorations on the Lincoln at the Boston City Club.
monument in Park square. Later they procity Club will hold The Recia
Lincoln
went to the State House to decorate celebration and
the Army Nurses' memorial in the Westminster, withdinner at the Hotel,
Ralph
Cohourt,
proHall of Flags.
minent Boston attorney, as speaker.
Distinguished speakers and music by
the ERA symphony orchestra and the
ERA chorus of 100 voices will feature
the public celebration in Faneuil Hall
tonight.
An impressive ceremony will be the
presentation to the Eliot school faculty
of a tattered civil war Lag under which
Col. Thomas Cass and 10 other Eliot
schoolboys were killed at the battle of
Malvern Hill in Virginia. The flag was
purchased with the pennies of Eliot
school children and was recently rehabilitated.
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Alumnae Play
heads the list
Miss Mary Curley
for the
patronesses
aid
of patrons
Emthe
which
play
forthcoming
ASSOCiamanuel College Alumnae
Repertory
Aton is producing at the
The
Theatre on Friday evening.
play is to be George Kelly's "The
Torchbearers" and the entire arrangements for it have been in I
charge of Miss Helen Barry, general chairman. and Mrs. Daniel
Sheehan, Jr., president of the
alumnae association.
Others on the list of sponsors are
Mrs. Thomas Barry of Dorchester,
Miss Mary Brennan, also of Dorchester. Dr. and Mrs.,, Thomas E.
Caulfield of Woburn, Ws. Edward
C. Donnelly of Commonw lth aveand
nue, Mr. Walter F. Down
Miss Alice Falvey of Boston,
and Mrs. Thomas Henry of Salem,
Mrs. John E. Holden of Brookline,
Dr. and Mrs. William H. Keleher
of Woburn, Dr. William' F. Linehan of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. John
J. Mahoney of Watertown, Mr.
Daniel J. McDonald of Boston, Mrs.
Joseph J. O'Brien of Dorchester,
Mrs. William J. Prendergast of
Jefferson and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
J. Sheehan of Melrose.
The chairmen of the various
committees for the production are
Miss Madeleine O'Brien, Miss Beatrice Hantz, Miss Ruth Keleher,
Miss Rosemary Stanford, Miss
Madeleine Navien and Miss Dor-
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REFUSES LEONARD HEARING

Bars Police Head from
Council—Cosmos Club
Gives up License
(Continued from First Pagel
Leonard in office. He blasted the po:ice
commissioner as follows:
"His (Leonard's) letter simply adds
another reason for his removal.
"It is an unwarranted gratuity and
Impertinence. I shall conduct the
proceedings myself and no hearing
will be given."
The only formal acknowledgment of
the Leonard letter was made through
Governor's secretary, Richard
the
Grant, who wrote:
"I beg to acknowledge the communication received this day addressed to
his excellency, the Governor, which I
shall be most pleased to refer to him."
The liquor and amusement licenses
of the Cosmos Club, scene of the murder of Joseph "Red" Sweeney, were
found under the door of the office of
the Boston license board, when employes reported at the office today,
David T. Montague, chairman of the
board, so informed Capt. Joseph McKinnon of the Warren avenue police
station, when the latter appeared this
morning as the only witness at a hearing of the board on the question of
revocation of the liquor license of the
club.
After consideration, Chairman Montague announced that the board had
revoked the license of the club. Accord-,
ingly the club now has no legal standing whatever.
With the licenses was found a copy
of a record of the meeting of the directors of the Cosmos Club, whereby
the president, Daniel F. O'Connell, was
authorized to surrender the two licenses.
The hearing was called by the license
board on its own initiative and not as
a result of any complaint. The officers
of the Cosmos Club had been notified
of the hearing, but no one from the
club appeared.
Chairman Montague, after telling
Capt. McKinnon of the finding of the
licenses and the copy of the record
under the door, asked:
"If that hadn't been done, what
would have been the attitude of the
police here?"
Capt. McKinnon replied that they

IL

would want to say that the Cosmos
Club was "hooked up" with the
Sportsmen's Club verhead. That was
indicated, he said, by bill of both
clubs found in the Sportsmen's Club.
Some of the bills found in the
Sportsmen's Club, he said, were made
out to David Breen. The Sportsmen's
Club evidently at some time has been
used for gaming purposes, he said as
shown by blackboards and other gaming paraphernalia. The bills showed
that the operators of the Cosmos Club
were interested in some degree in the
operation of the Sportsmen's Club.
he added.
CAPT. McKINNON'S PLEA
Capt. :McKinnon said:
"Breen was apparently identified
with hJth th- Sportsmen's and the
Cosmos Clubs.
"On Feb. 8 a murder was committed in the doorwoy of the Cosmos
Club the same day that Breen, who
is recognized as one of the active
managers of the Cosmos Club, was
present when the shooting took place.
"fl of those persons in the club,
en 'questioned, refused to give the
police any information which might
help them to ascertain who committed the eiime.
"There was no effort to co-operate
with the police in solving the murder.
"It would appear that the murder
eccurred at the head of the upstairs
landing on the floor occupied by the
Cosmos Club.
"It also appeared that there was
selling of liquor after hours.
"For all these reasons we would ask
for the revocation of the club's license.'
The record of the vote taken by the
board of directors of the Cosmos Club
and found this morning underneath the
door of the licensing board's rooms at
I Beacon street by a clerk opening up
for the day, read as follows:
"Feb. 11—At a meeting of the directors of the Cosmos Club held this
day at 92 Broadway, Boston, which
meeting was called to order by President Daniel E. O'Connell, it was voted
that the president he, and hereby is,
authorized to surrender to the licens-

ing board of Boston the liquor license
issued to the club and also to surrender the amusement license and
also that notice to this effect be given
to the licensing board."
The notice was signed by Edward F.
Feldman, clerk of the board of directors.
By their absence from the hearing today the officers of the Cosmos Club
avoided possible examination by the
police as Capt. McKinnon and other
police officials were present undoubtedly prepared to question the club officials
on matters that, might throw light on
the murder.
Funeral services for Joseph "Red"
Sweeney, whose death provoked the
political storm which has been growing
more heated hourly, were held in St.
Rose's Church, Chelsea, today. The
body of the slain gangster was buried
in Mt. Benedict cemetery, West Roxbury.
Search for the killer of "Red"
Sweeney in the Cosmos Club continued
today but police had not obtained a
single new clue. They were no nearer
knowing the motive for the crime than
they were the day it WAS committed.
And they have obtained no trace whatever of Mario De Marco, better known
as John Della Russo, who they want
lot the killing of the ex-convict and
gangster.
That Sweeney and De Marco had
engaged In a fight two hours before
the former was shot to death in the
Cosmos Club, and were separated by
police, was an angle which officials
were investigating today. The fight
occurred in another well known club.
It is understood that it was three
officers from the Warren avenue station who stopped the fight. Sweeney Is
said to have left immediately for the
Cosmos Club and De Marco followed a
short time later.
The argument between the two men
is reported to have been continued
when De Marco appeared at the Cosmos Club. The club where the fight is
reported to have started is well known,
and its operator is known to police.
Less than 25 mourners were present in St. Rose's Church on Broadway, Chelsea, when the body of
Sweeney was brought trent the James
AleGlinchey funeral parlors. A few
curious entered shortly after the requiem mass started. The mass was
celebrated by the Rev. Leonard A.
McMahon.
There was no procession of cars, no
banks of flowers and no expensive
casket. Only those extremely close or
related to Sweeney were present. After
the mass the body of the gangster WAS
borne over the road to the Mt. Benedict
cemetery. West Roxbury, where prayers
were said before the casket was lowered
into the grave.
Sweeney, although a resident, of Dorchester when he died, once lived in
Chelsea and that. presumably is why
funeral services were held in that, city.
Two men and a pretty blonde were
questioned for some time by Deputy
Superintendent James R. Claflin and
('apt. MeRlnnon at the Warren avenue station today.
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CURLEY DENIES
LEONARD PLEA
FOR HEARING
Bars Head of Police
from Council—Club
Gives up License
GoVo Curley today denied Police Commissioner Leonard's request for a hearing before the executive council on the
question of Leonard's removal and also
refused Leonard's request that the Governor remain away and allow Lt.-Gov.
Hurley to conduct the meeting.
SEES IMPERTINENCE
/n answer to a letter from Leonard
making the requests, the Governor
served notice that he will personally
preside at the meeting of the council '
tomorrow on the question of retaining ,
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
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fight
the
where
rectors of the .Cosmos Club held this mos Club. The club
known,
day at 92 Broadway. Roston, which reported to have started is well
meeting was called to order by Presi- and Its operator Is known to police.
dent Daniel F. O'Connell, it was voted
Less than 25 mourners were presthat the president be, and hereby is,
ent In St. Rose's Church on Broadauthorized to surrender to the licensway, Chelsea, when the body of
Sweeney was brought from the James
MeGlinchey funeral parlors. A few
curious entered shortly after the requiem mass started. The mass was
celebrated by the Rev. Leonard A.
McMahon.
There was no procession of cars, no
banks of flowers and no expensive
casket. Only those extremely close or
related to Sweeney were present. After
the mass the body of the gangster WEIS
borne over the road to the Mt. Benedict
cemetery. West Roxbury, where prayers
were said before the casket was lowered
Into the grave.
Sweeney, although a resident of Dorchester when he died, once lived in
Chelsea and that presumably is why
funeral services were held in that city.
Two men and a pretty blonde were
questioned for some time by Deputy
Superintendent James It Claflin and
Capt. McKinnon at the Warren avenue station today.
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CURLEY
/ Crime War
MAPPED
BOARD CONFERS
ON DRIVE
Governor Curley and
his state crime commission today mapped out
a no-quarter o f f en siv e
against organized crime
in Massachusetts.
The governor's inaugural suggestion for a state department
of justice was agreed upon and
incorporated in a plan that will
be submitted to the Legislature
perhaps on Friday.
After the meeting the governor
said:
"We are developing a program
of united action for the apprehension of criminals and combatting organized crime through organized law enforcement.
"Except for minor details, we
are agreed on the program. These
details will be ironed out quickly.

Ready Friday

•

"The program will probably be
ready for the Legislature about
Friday.
The state justice department, it
Is understood, will be under the
attorney-general's office.
State detectives will be transferred to it from the state department of public safety, the force will
be enlarged and various law enforcement groups co-ordinated.
Present at the meeting were Professor Frank L. Simpson, State Detective Captain John F. Stokes,
Public Safety Commissioner Paul
G. kirk, Lieutenant-Governor Hurley, Motor Registrar Goodwin, Attorney-General Paul Dever and four
assistant attorney-generals.
The commission gave a Lincoln's
birthday greeting to George F.
Madden, Wollaston Theater Guild
director, who appeared dressed In
Lincoln costume. Ws father knew
Lincoln.

1.1

COSMOS CLUB QUITS, illing
SNEAKS BACK PERMIT
The Cosmos Club, scene of Boston's latest gang
murder, surrendered its liquor and amusement licenses
to the Boston licensing board today.
They were found, together
vith a letter setting forth the fice.
The surrender cut short a board
talon as official, under the door hearing
on proposed revocation at
)f the board's Beacon street of- Continued on Fag. 2, Column
4
us••••••••••••••••••••••...........

'-'""Ion In view or me surrend
er.
Ignoring a city police
belatedly filed last night,complaint,
the state
ABC had stepped into
the proceedings with its own request
for
revocation.
The board, on its own
had announced it wouldinitiative,
hold a
bearing at 10 o'clock this
morning.
The one-witness hearing was
concluded by the time it wkas
scheduled to start.

"Beano"Still Mum
Captain Joseph McKinnon
South End division was theof the
only
witness heard. Montague
informed
him of the "under the
door" surrender of the licenses.
Captain McKinnon said
police In-
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BOSTON
AMERICAN
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CURLEY SEEKS
I New CCC Camp
Governor Curley will seek $500,000
from the Federal government to
provide for another CCC camp in
Massachusetts it was announced
today.
He has instructed Budget Commissioner Carl A. Raymond to arrange for a $50,000 state appropriation to be used in buying land for
the camp either in the western
part of the state or on Cape Cod.

Letter Or(MUT--

licensing board, and both be returned."
This letter was read to Captain
McKinnon, who then argued for revocation.
McKinnon had completed his
destimony and the case had been
taken under advisement when
Chief Inspector Joseph O'Brien of
the alcoholic beverages commission
appeared prepared to testify to
$vhat he found when he visited the
Club with state police Friday night.
But the lightning of the storm
rovoked by the gangster's death
the downtown club was strikg from half a dozen different
uarters.
Police Commissioner Joseph 3.
eonard was thoroughly aroused
o the situation in which he found
imself. He dispatched a letter to
overnor
Curley s ay i ng
he
irouldn't resign and demanding a
eating.
,l Federal agents from the Departgent of Justice were in action to
determine just how "Red" Sweedey could have acquired the gold
United States deputy marshal's
badge that was found pinned on
his chest. Deputy Michael J. Ward
said it was stolen from his office.

Montague said the letter accompanying the surrendered licenses
was signed by Edward F. Feldman,
clerk of the Cosmos board of directors. It was dated yesterday, and
read:
"At a meeting of directors of
the Cosmos Club held this day
at
the offices of the association, 92
Broadway, which meeting was
called to order by Preside
nt
Daniel F. O'Connell, it was voted
that the president be hereby
authorized to surrender to
the
Deputy Police Superintendent
licensing board of the City of BosMcDevitt's "Incorruptibles" were
ton the liquor license issued
to
matched in their race to clean up
the club, and to surrender
the
amusement license issued by said •fhe city by a snecial "cleanup
squad" named by Captain McKinnon.
The "cleanup" campaign had
gone from one of polite entry and
search warrants to a sledgehammer crusade with doors of suspected gambling and vice layouts being
battered in before questions were
asked.
In only one phase had all the
unwonted activity failed. No progress at all had been made in finding the killer of "Red" Sweeney
and apparently nobody cared.
By far the most important issue
arising from the expose aftermath
of the murder was the Leonard
case.
Governor Curley as yet today
had withheld his fire after what
amounted
eft from Commissioner Leonar
He had contented
f, just
before the letter was give
press by saying:
"Oh, the law practice is not so
good right now, and I don't
think that Mr. Leonard would
Willingly give up an $8000 job. It
hag a mighty attractive salary."
But the governor was firm in his
determination to oust Leonard and
at the executive council meeting at
noon tomorrow the decisive step is
to be taken.

t

New Cleanup Squad

Few Attend Final Rites
fqr Sweeney in Chelsea
Less than 25 persons, including
the family, friends and a few
curiosity seekers, attended funeral
services today for Joseph "Red"
Sweeney, murdered at the Cosmos
Club,
A solemn requiem mass for the
deceased was chanted at St. Rose's
Church, Chelsea.
None of the sporting figures
with whom "Red" associated were
tr•esent to pay a final tribute. A
few floral pieces lent the only color
to the cortege which went to
Mount Benedict Cemetery for interment.
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Governor Cur 1 e y and
his state crime commission today mapped out
a no-quarter of f en siv e
against organized crirn e
in Massachusetts.
The governor's inaugural suggestion for a state department
of justice was agreed upon and
incorporated in a plan that will
be submitted to the Legislature
perhaps on Friday.
After the meeting the governor
said:
"We are developing a program
of united action for the apprehension of criminals and combatting organized crime through organized law enforcement.
"Except for minor details, we
are agreed on the program. These
details will be ironed out quickly.

Ready Friday
"The program will probably be
ready for the Legislature about
Friday.
The state justice department, it
is understood, will be under the !
attorney-general's office.
State detectives will be trans- ,
ferred to it from the state department of public safety, the force will !
be enlarged and various law en- '
forcement groups co-ordinated.
Present at the meeting were Professor Frank L. Simpson, State Detective Captain John F. Stokes,
Public Safety Commissioner Paul
G. Kirk, Lieutenant-Governor Hue- :
ley, Motor Registrar Goodwin, Attoraiy-General Paul Dever and four
assistant attorney-generals.
The commission gave a Lincoln's
I birthday greeting to George F.
Madden, Wollaston Theater Guild
director, who appeared dressed in
Lincoln costume. His father knew
Lincoln.
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which it was expected the names of
police officials and prominent politicians active in obtaining the license would be aired.
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David T. Montague, chairman,
and Edwin Gallagher, sitting as
the board, took recommendations
for permanent revocation
under
advisement, after hearing one Boston police witness and before
a
representative of the state alcoholic
beverages commission reached
the
scene.
Revocation was a foregone conclusion in view of the surrender
.
Ignoring a city police complaint
,
belatedly filed last night, the
state
ABC had stepped into the
proceedings with its own request
for
revocation.
The board, on its own initiative,
had announced it would hold
a
hearing at 10 o'clock this morning.
The one-witness hearing was
coneluded by the time it wkas scheduled to start.

"Beano"Still Mum
Captain Joseph McKinnon of the
South End division was the only
witness heard. Montague informed
him of the "under the door" surrender of the licenses.
Captain McKinnon said police In-
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CURLEY SEEKS
New CCC Camp
Governor Curley will seek $500,000
from the Federal government to
provide for another CCC camp in
Massachusetts it was announced
today.
He has Instructed Budget Commissioner Carl A. Raymond to arrange for a $50,000 state appropriation to be Used in buying land for
the camp either in the western
part of the state or on Cape Cod.

vestigation had proven that Joseph
P. "Red" Sweeney, ex-convict victim of Friday's murder, was slain
at the head of the first floor stairs
at 92 Broadway, just outside the
grilled door leading to the Cosmos
Club.
He said a gambling den was
found in the Sportsmen's Club, directly over the Cosmos, that it was
connected with the Cosmos and
that David P. "Beano" Breen was
active in the management of both.
He said Breen and others of the
club were on the premises when
the murder occurred, but had refused to aid police in the investigation.

Letter of Club
Montague said the letter accompanying the surrendered licenses
was signed by Edward F. Feldman,
clerk of the Cosmos board of directors. It was dated yesterday, and
read:
At a meeting of directors of
the Cosmos Club held this day at
the offices of the association, 92
Broadway, which meeting was
called to order by President
Daniel F. O'Connell, it was voted
that the president be hereby au
thorized to surrender to the
licensing board of tile City of Boston the liquor license issued to
the club, and to surrender the
amusement license issued by min

licensing board, and both be returned."
This letter was read to Captain
McKinnon, who then argued for re
vocation.
, McKinnon had completed his
testimony and the case had been
taken under advisement when
Chief Inspector Joseph O'Brien of
the alcoholic beverages commission
appeared prepared to testify to
what he found when he visited the
club with state police Friday night.
But the lightning of the storm
provoked by the gangster's death
In the downtown club was striking from half a dozen different
quarters.
, Police Commissioner Joseph J.
rJeonard was thoroughly aroused
to the situation in which he found
himself. He dispatched a letter to
Governor
Curley saying he
touldn't resign and demanding a
hearing.
Federal agents from the Department of Justicew in action to
determine just how
ev could have acquire
“ed
Rdt;
dego
SweleUnited States deputy marshal's
in
that was found pinned
his
is chest. Deputy Michael J. Ward
o
said it was stolen from his office.

New Cleanup Squad

Deputy Police Superintendent
McDevitt's "incorruptibles" were
matched in their race to clean up
the city by a snecial "cleanup
squad" named by Captain McKinnon.
The "cleanup" campaign had
gone from one of polite entry and
search warrants to a sledgehammer crusade with doors of suspected gambling and vice layouts being
battered in before questions were
asked.
In only one phase had all the
unwonted activity failed. No progress at all had been made in finding the killer of "Red" Sweene,y
and apparently nobody cared.
By far the most important issue
arising from the expose aftermath
of the murder was the Leonard
case.
Governor Curley as yet today
had withheld his fire after what
amounted
•efi from Commissioner Leonar
He had contented
-If, just
before the letter was give
press by saying:
"Oh, the law practice is not so
good right now, and I don't
think that Mr. Leonard would
willingly give up an $8000 Job. It
has a mighty attractive salary."
But the governor was firm in his
determination to oust Leonard and I
at the executive council meeting at !
noon tomorrow the decisive step is
to be taken.

Few Attend Final Rites
fox Sweeney in Chelsea
Le.s,z, than 25 persons, including
the family, friends and a few
curiosity seekers, attended funeral
services today for Joseph "Red"
Sweeney, murdered at the Cosmos
Club,
A solemn requiem mass for the
deceased was chanted at St. Rose's
Church, Chelsea.
None of the sporting figures
with whom "Red" associated were
present to pay a final tribute. A
few floral pieces lent the only co:or
to the cortege which went to
Mount Benedict Cemetery for interment.
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Boston, State Begin
Defense Week Rallies
10

sponsored by the Reserve
National Defense Week,
States, began today
United
the
of
fficers' Association
the state in
through
societies
civilian
and
patriotic
with
celebration.
its
in
participation
readiness for rousing

within a.

.nd whila
Tree.

'ORS
irley
probipm,
Noven
Impel,it p,
nd anti
To in a.
Engle nd

Council
An elaborate program has been
arranged, featuring preparedness The First Corps Cadet band will It state
as a
meetings, drills and demonstra- pl ay. Lieutenant-Colonel Richard ta
region%
Hone, that will reach its climax S. Burleson, regular army man, atWei'
tached to the 94th Division, will tOn„
on Washington's Birthday.
Defense Week in Boston will be discuss; field artillery.
the
Another speaker will be Lieut.- 4
a blaze of patriotism in which veteran organizations will aid reserve Colonel Lee Holcombe, a regular ..
officers directing the program. army officer, assigned to the coast
Rotary Kiwania and Lions clues artillery at Hartford. Colonel A.
throughout Massachusetts have ar- W. Foreman, formerly of Camp
ranged special meetings at which Devens, now chief of staff of the
reserve officers will speak on na- 94th Division and in charge of all
tional defense.
Bay State reserves, will also talk. n
American Legion, Veterans of
There will be a drill at the ArForeign Wars and Military Order
mory of the First Corps Cadets beof the World War have planned
*—
fore the celebration ends. And on
meetings.
Washington's Birthday, the 3761h
Most important will he the meetInfantry Chapter Reserves will ating of the combined reserve chapreception to Goil,...91.12y„,r
ters at the City Club Friday night. tend the
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Slaughter. I
Of Deer Ends
Nantucket, Feb. l2--Scores of
visiting Nimrods rushed out at
the crack of dawn today to take
their stations and blaze away at
the tame deer here before the
governor's proclamation, ending
the shoot, went into effect at
noon.
They had to wait for sunup, of
course, but they were ready. Up to
sundown last night, it was variously estimated that as few as 25
and as many as 100 of the island's
350 animals had been slain,
Governor Curley called R halt to
the open season when residents protested at the influx of "outsiders"
Who were "out for slaughter." Previously, complaints had been that
the deer had been damaging crops.
—
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er Ship Gift
Wins Roosevelt Heart
By Associated Press

I
.

g

Washington, Feb. 12—Sea captains who now and r,
then visit the White House are wondering why Presi- g
dent Roosevelt has become so attached to a three-foot
model of the clipper ship Lightning, of Boston.
tht
Is it, they ask, the unsurpassed
history of that American vessel
that strikes the President's admiration?
Or has he a soft. spot in his heart
for old Captain ''Bully" Forbett,
bard-driving skipper of the Lightning, who still is famous among
sailors as one of the staunchest of
salts?
The
Lightning,
three--masted
efaiinclied in 1854, has gone down in
ship history as the fastest clipper
ship that sailed the seas.
She once made 436 miles in one
day, a record never equalled.
The President has put a model of
the Lightning, a gift from Governor Curley of Massachusetts, opposite him in the room in which he
works. It. occupies the place of
honor.
When this ship was launched, it
was said:
"No timid hand or hesitating
brain gave form and dimension
to the Lightning."
She had sharper ends than any
clipper ever built. Its figurehead, a

!ey,
young woman, held in one hand a to
golden thundterbolt.
-a
The Lightning was the triumph ro.,
when American sailing ships were
•
the world's fastest. Captain "Bully"
Forbes, a Scot, drove her like a tor
skilled madman. He scorned gales. le.
Under him, the ship was in the in
.
English-Australian gold trade and o_t.
It. was aboard Lightning that be ter
nt
became famous for his motto:
"Melbourne or hell in 60 days." iftli
morning, but fire board said the
licenses were revoked on police
p
ny of today, not because of
2.)
el.im1o
st
testimony
the surrender. (Other details on
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ernors of Maine, New when govHampshire,
Connecticut, Rhode Islan
d
Massachusetts gathered here and
in a
joint session of the New
England
Council,
The governors received
Council
reports on a plan for
joint state
advertising of New Engla
nd as a
recreational center and
for public works proje suggestions
cts of interstate character for the
section.
Govern°
Curley attenfied the
meeting.
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Nauru-an
Slaughter I
Of Deer Ends
Nantucket, Feb. 12—Scores of
visiting Nintrods rushed out
at
the crack of dawn today to take
their stations and blaze away
at
the tame deer here before the
governor's proclamation, endin
g
the shoot, went into effect
at
noon.
They had to wait for sunup
,
course, hut they were ready. Up of
to
sundown last night, it was
variously estimated that as few as
25
and as many as 100 of the island
's
350 animals had been slain.
Governor Curley called a halt to
the open season when residents protested at. the influx of "outsiders
"
who were "out for slaughter." Previously, complaints had been
that
the deer had been damaging crops
.
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LEONARD
I Hearing

REFUSED
CURItl,SPURNS
OUSTER PLEA
Police
Commissioner
Joseph J. Leonard stands
"convisted of lese
majeste," because of his
demand for a public hear
ing
on removal, he said
today.

Governor Curley, according
to the police commissioner,
plainly "expects to wield a big
stick tomorrow."
The commissioner's state
ment
was in reply to one by
Curley,
following a letter by eLona
rd to
the executive council,
asking a l
public hearing on the ouste
r pro-1
:eeding,s.
The statement came
shortly after the Cosmos Club,
scene of
Joseph P. "Red" Sweeney's
murder, was stripped of its
entertainment and liquor license
by the Boston licensing hoard.
Two other
night spots suffered simil
ar actions.
l'be Cosmos licenses were
tucked
under the door of the
hoard this
morning, but the board
said the
licenses were revoked on
police
testimony of today, not
because. of I
the surrender. (Othe
r details on
, page 12.)
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AUSTE1V LAKE on
Jimmy Londos

FRANK E, RILEY
ASSUMES $5000
STATE POSITION
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AUSTEN LAKE on
Jimmy Londos

FRANK E. RILEY
ASSUMES $5000
STATE POSITION
New
Former Chelsean
Motor Vehick
Supervisor

Wrestling

Millionaire
HEADING THE ROLL CALL of sport money makers for
the fiscal year comes the name of Jimmy Londos (nee Christopher
-Theophilo), who will pay income tax on a cool $175,000 and lift
his life earnings well above the million
mark.
Now Londos. being a careful man with
a dollar, has most of his million, some of
which he has invested in hotel properties. 1
This is more than one can say for the
other three sport millionaires, who made
theirs in the day of the money fever when
folk were paying $50 for ringside seats a
full mashie pitch from the ring.
Two of these were glove fighters, Jack
Dempsey and Gene Tunney, and one a ball
player, Babe Ruth, all of whom began as
poor boys schooled in the cobblestone
districts.
But Londos, originally a Greek stowAusten Lake
away, made most of his money during the
depression, commanding a top figure that varied between $1000
for a hicktown demonstration to $15,000 for a top-flight championship. And, by wrestling three and four times a week, he has
done pretty well.

I AM CHEERED TO KNOW that Ed Don George, contemporary champion with Londos, has stored away nearly $300,000—
give or take a few shillings.
So that, in his old age, he will not have to scrimp and economize as Gus Sonnenberg and Strangler Lewis are now having to
do by laboring long after their prime.
Few men in sport history made money so rapidly as Sonnenberg when he was riding his wave, and I hear that he cleared a
quarter of a million in his first three years, only to have it slip
through his fingers like soup through a fork.
He squandered upwards of $200,000 in phony mining stocks
with a very dear friend, and spent what was left, in financing his
first wife in her movie mania, winding up sick and broke before
adopting another business policy and saving the clribblings.
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Curley Insures Racing
CERTAIN DISCONTENTED LEGISLATORS have drafted a
floV: of amendments to the State Racing bill, which, if accepted,
wou:d scare track capital out of the state.
Governor Curley has let it be known that these boogy-riders
to the original referendum will have to pass his veto.
This is on the multiple theory that:
(1) The people have voted racing in.
(2) Construction and operation will employ many men.
(3) Massachusetts betting money will be kept at home.
(4) Revenue for the East Boston tunnel will be increased.
Despite reports that there may be no racing in Massachusetts
this year, owing to legislative tampering and frightened capital,
Governor Curley has promised flatly:
"There will be racing this summer."

Breadon's Folly
SAM BREADON, OWNER of the St. Louis Cardinals, world's
No. 1 ball club, has made a touching, poorlittle-rich-man remark. Says he:
"A championship ball team is a
liability. It may be an honor, but it is
also a millstone around the owner's
neck."
Breadon admits that he watched the
late September rise of his Cardinals with
the misgivings of a shrewd business eye,
foreseeing the danger of heavy money loss
if the series did not go the full seven and
the added burden of salary increases for
his much publicized heroes.
Now, with the training season less
than a hog-call away, Breadon has ten dissatisfied players, who want a total of
$70,000 more than he is willing to pay.
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Sam Breadon

THERE IS A STRONG possibility that unless the New England A. A. A. U. boxing bosses clean up abuses in the amateur
glove sport, the State Boxing Commission will step in with its
dustpan and broom.
Hugh McGrath, veteran track starter and all-around sports
statesman, warned the A. A. U. fathers at last night's meeting in
the Boston Athletic Association.
For years promoters have exploited the amateur lads, pocketing the profits and giving the boys a tin watch or phony medal in
exchange for their bruises and spilt blood.
Little or none of this money ever finds its way into the
A. A. U. treasury.
The A. A. U. boxing fathers have had their warning to tidy
the scene or be vacuumed boisterously by people who know how.

Frick—Fortune's Darling
A YEAR AGO FORD PRICK, who by a providential twist of
fortune is now the president of the National League, was a struggling sports writer. Like most newsmen he had a family, and life
was a struggle to keep the shirt of expense from parting with the
pants of income.
Then sweet fortune smiled a wide lipstick, toothpaste smile,
bouncing Frick into the league publicity job and then to the
presidency.
Today he draws $20,000 in salary with unlimited expenses.
And soon he is starting on a cruise via the Panama Canal to the
Pacific Coast and back through the training camp area.
For him life's hard, exterior shell has suddenly melted, exposing the delicate, toothsome meat for the mere snatching.

Two Other Fellows
"Brown Beats Colgate," read big, black sport headlines. But
alas for Tuss McLaughry and his Providence Bruins, who have
annually taken their drubbrngs from Andy Kerr's team, the Brown
in this case is Ivan Brown of Keene Valley, and the Colgate is
Gilbert Colgate, Jr., of New York.
And the event is not collegiate athletics, but plain, unvarnished
koh-sledding over the old Olympic course at Lake Placid.
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POLICE COMT I
LEONARD WILL
DEMAND HEARING
Gov. Curley Expected to Place
for Removal Before
Council Wednesday.

awa-ica

I NOT CAPABLE, SAYS CURLEY

Now, the Everett Aces, the Hawks, the Collins club and
the Cardinals, are all playing their home games at the coniNenient Whitney gym. Before the week is out, several
1 other clubs plan to stage games and, although they may be
I limited to meeting Everett clubs, it is all basketball and
gives the young boys of the city a long awaited chance to
enjoy themselves.
Just why the gym at the Whitney school was not given
over to the boys and girls of the city last December when
applications were first made, has never been explained
satisfactorily.
Several good basketball contests are on the cards
among the school boys for this week. Chelsea meets
Rindge; Arlington faces Cambridge Latin; Quincy and
North Quincy square off; and Haverhill goes to Salem,
to be played this evening. The big game on tomorrow's
docket is Chelsea's visit to Pawtucket. The Rhode Island
basket shooters treated the Red Devils to its only defeat of
the year, early in January by a 15-13 count. The game was
played at the Chelsea gym and the boys of Bill Kennelly
are out to avenge this blot on their record.
Friday is the big basketball night and finds Somerville
at Cambridge Latin; Rindge at Revere; Quincy at Chelsea;
Arlington at Fitchburg; Melrose at Winthrop and Medford
at Everett.
For several weeks, New England soccer matches have
been postponed because of an excess of snow and ice on
the various pitches. A number of matches, scheduled for
Sunday, including three important cup games for National
'honors, were called off due to the thaw. A meeting of the
state association will he held this week in Boston during
which an attempt will be made to get going on a revised
schedule. With the Curley cup series, sponsored by the
Boston and District learaie and the cun comnetition. under
Bay State les-sue nusn!ces, on the earlv March schedule.
It will be necesary to (let the National contests off the
books within a frw weeks.
On the Sidelines: Coach Bill Kennelly, of Chelsea High,
says that Sol Nechtern is the best basketball player he ever
coached . . . Which is quite a tribute to the present Chelsea
star . . What about Stavisky? . . . The Everett Catholic
club will meet the' Beachmont S. and A. club at the Garfield
Junior high gym tonight . . . The Glendale Buddies will
face their sternest opposition of the season Thursday night
g
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Swampscott Man on Governor's
Crime Commission Scheduled
to Organize Today.
BOSTON, Feb. 12. 1935.—UF)—This
the
Curley-Leonard squabble has
State House by the ears.
J.
Police Commissioner Joseph
deLeonard of Boston late last night
s
manded .t public hearing of charge
would
he
nced
annou
Curley
nor
Gover
g of
place before tomorrow's meetin
the executive council.
the
State HoUse circles bctieved
g
commissioner would have the backin
of several councillors in his demand
buzand the Capitol corridors were
ctive
zing with gossip of the prospe
. battle.
s
Former District Attorney Thoma
C. O'Brien, it was believed, would
ey
represent Leonard. while Attorn
l
; John Feeney, the Governors' specia
dings
: counsel in the ouster procee
Boston
the
against two members of
&lance commission, was expected to
represent Curley.
The slaying in a South End night
club of Joseph Sweeney brought to a
the
head the strained relations of
Governor and the police commissioner.
The commissioner, an 11 hour appointee of former Governor Ely, Curley's predecessor, has been threatened
with removal several times since GovThe first
rrior Curley took office.
definite word that Curley would seek
his removal, however, came last Fri.
day, shortly after the Sweeney killing
Curley Criticizes.
The Governor criticized the handling of the Sweeney affair in particular and Leonard's capability as police commissioner in general.
Already, without assurance that an
attempt to remove Leonard would be
successful, there were rumors concerning a possible successor.
Some believed Jeremiah F. Gallin,
van. retired Boston police captai
a.le
might be recAlled to active du* the
in
ship
sioner
given the commis
ful.
I event Leonard's ouster is success be- ,
Others, close to the Governor.
1
ERA
1 1 lieved Col. Thomas F. Sullivan,
;
, administrator for Boston and chairs, man of the Boston Transit commi
sion, might be offered the position. .
Crime Commission.
Meanwhile, Governor Curley's State
crime commission prepared for its
first meeting today.
The governor named as members
of the commission Professor Frank L.
. Simpson of Boston university, Attorney John P. Feeney of Boston and
1 Assistant Attorneys General Henry P.
Fielding and JartPs J. Ronan.
At today's meeting it was believed
a report on the Mzssachusetts crime
situation would be made, with possibly an allusion to the Sweeney slaying.
Prison Conditions.
An investigation of prison condihusetts was in prosMassac
tions in
pect.
It was rumored on the hill that
Lewis Parkhurst of Winchester, an
authority on Penology, would conduct
the investigation.
Once completed. the report would
be submitted to the governor and his
crime commission.

1
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ding of the Sweeney affair in particular and Leonard's capability as po'lice commissioner tis general.
•
Already, without assurance that an
Atempt to remove Leonard would
I is successful, there were rumors conerning a possible successor.
Some believed Jeremiah F. GalliI
In, retired Boston police captain.
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tight be recalled to active duty and
resentatives of the shoe industry in
Boston, Feb. 12 lip --This Curley- tven the
commissionership in the
Leonard squabble has the State house fent Leonard's
Massachusetts will confer Thursday
ouster is successful.
by the ears.
Others,
close
afterncon with Governors of the six
to the governor, hePolice Comr. Joseph J. Leonard of )red Col.
Thomas
F. Sullivan. ERA
New England states upon request of
Boston late last night demanded a oninistrato
r for Boston and chairpublic hearing of charges Gov. Cur- an of the
Senator Charles A. P. McAree, of
Boston transit commisley announced he would place before on. might be offered
Haverhili, Governor James M. Curley
the position.
tomorrows meeting of the executive
announced today.
council.
McAree
requested the con'1 Senator
State house circles believed the
.
ference, he said, for the purpose of
commissioner would have the backthe ali.,pices of—th
-rifiligintile dividrawing up a code of ethics for the
ing of several councillors in his desion of the Beverly Chamber of Comprotection of the industry, He added , mand and the capitol corridors were
merce opening Thursday and conthat besides representatives of the
buzzing with gossip of the prospecindustry and of union, Mayors Horace
tinuing until Saturday night. The
battle.
tive
.
C. Baker of Brockton, George E. Dal- (J Former Dist. Atty. Thomas C.
Beverly pages
il contain the adrymple of Haverhill, J. Fred Manning
O'Brien, it was believed would reprevertisements of a number of the
of Lynn and James J. Bruin of Lovtefl
while Atty. John Feesent
Leonard,
would'attend.
leading merchants of the city in toney. the governor's special counsel in
...ssmsr=mairsera.,
morrow's edition and one will be
, the ouster proceedings against two
well repaid for reading them before
; members of the Boston Finance cornstarting
on a shopping tour Thursmission, was expected to represent
day. The stores will be open Thurs• Curley.
day
evening
and a large business is
The slaying in a South End night
looked for by the merchants RS unClub of Joseph Sweeney brought to
usual offers are being made the buya head the strained relations of the
ing public.
;
governor and the police commisThroughout the Beverly shopping
Press Clipping Service
sioner.
district,
including
the towns of WenThe commissioner, an 11th hour
2 Park Square
ham. Hamilton, Essex, Ipswich, Manappointee of former Gov. Ely, Curchester and Magnolia. which The
BOSTON
MASS.
ley's predecessor, has been threatNews serves, hundreds will come to
ened with removal several times since
Beverly
during the three days of this
Gov. Curley took office. The first
special sale to take advantage of the
; definite word that Curley would seek
many bargains offered.
ITEM
I his removal, however, came last FriThe store windows display many
clay, shortly after the Sweeney killvalues and all the wants of the shopLynn, Mass.
ing.
pers can be supplied as Beverly has
The governor criticised the hena large variety of stores for which
roost
.6.1a..•111.3
any line of goods can be selected.
Salem, Mass.
REQUIRE FUNDS
The February meeting of the Beverly Anti-Tuberculosis society held
Today.
Hruss and Senate stessd
; at the Health Center last evening,
0
1 0.140;405F....111"
adjourned
tome Ireeeseas The:
until tomsrrow at 2
was preceded with a supper, peePM.
en! carried 43 to 39.
More than 100 petitions
pared and served by the Pioneer
were before legislative
Food
club. The cost of the supper.
committees.
Joint wsys and means
; which was made up of typical
continues
executive sessions on the
healthful foods as prepared by the
State budget.
4-H clubs, was paid by the directors
attending.
At this meeting, to whicla
Goverr2s_c_usley's•State crime commission W..
members had wives or husbands as
It may report on
the Massachusetts
guests. Alderman George W. Gates
situation.
'Foci a :
was the guest of honor. representing
House and senate stand
Mayor Torrey, who was unable to
Yesterday.
until tomorrow at 2 P. M. adjourned
attend.
Goverror Curley instructed
his budMore than 100 petitions
get commissioner to
Willard B. Publicover. chairman est
make arrangefore legislative committees were bethe ways and means committee, rements for an appropriati
.
on of $50.Joint Ways and means continue ex000 for civilian
ported
that it will be necessary to
conservation corn
ecutive sessions on the
wrrk. upon receiving
raise $570 this year in addition to
state
information that
Gov. Curley's State Crime budget.
ths federal governmer
the
regular
amounts raised through
commist will make
sion meets. It may report
the usual channels such as subscrip.
sq0O.003 additional avallrble
on the
if the
Massachuse
tts
situation.
tion and memberships, city appropriState will appropriate $50.000.
Yesterday:
ation, nursing fees, and events. As
State ouse circles reported an
isGov. alley instructed
this calla for concerted and enthusivestigation of prison ronditions
his budget
in
commissiether to make
astic efforts of all who are interested
the State will be made by
Lewis
t for an appropriation ofarrangements
in maintaing the Health Center
Parkhurst Of Winchester an
$50,000 for
authorI
Civilian
service
In the community, members
Conservation corps work.
Itsle on peztoloev..
upon receiving information
are
urged to pay their duea as soon
that the
federal government will make $500.as possible and secure a new member
000 additional available if
before the membership collection.
the state
will appropriate $50,000.
The report of the Health Christmas
I State house circles reported
Seal
ante showed a 'total to date of
an MI vestigation of prison
$1301,
which means that Beverly will
conditions in
!the state will be made by Lewis
have a chance to send at least NiX
Parkhurst for Winchester, an authority
pro-tuberculosis
children
to
the
!on penology.
Health camp next summer.
It was voted to change Article
in the association's by-laws so that
five members would constitute a
quorum.
The reports of work wete an follows: 1182 calls for help and information; 238 weights recorded; '367
visits to 128 patients, an attendance
of 26 at the four child guidance
clinics, on attendnace of 36 at the
four well baby clinics, 52 babies
weighed at Mothers' conferences, an
attendance of 306 at the 48 meetings
of the classes in health education.
OPPOSE APPOINTMENT
The reappointment of Joseph L.
Simon of this city as a trustee of the
Monson State hospital at Palmer by
Gov. Curley doss not set well with
the members of the Beverly, Democratic city committee, owing to the
fact that up to recently moving to
Beverly from Salem, Mr. Simon was
member of the Republican city
committee at Salem and at one time
/served as its chairman.
The Beverly Democrats do not understand why a man nearly 100 miles
away from the Monson institution
/should he appointed R trustee, and
they express the opinion that a selection should be made at least within 10 miles of the institution. They
also feel that a Democrat should be
selected for the position. It is reported that the Democratic city committee is to take up the reappointment with Gov. Curley.
Mr. Simon'ls-iirtrr A member of the
Republican party and AMIN', in Its
1
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'Fate Of Quincy
t Work Depends
On Curley Plea
Highways Plan Blocked
Unless U. S. Money Is
Given, Solons Told.

State House. Boston, February 12.— ed kidney beans, and
supper of
While the front pages of newspapers sliced bologna, while employes had
will be occupied with reports of Bos- generous portions of steak and all
(Special to The New)
ton's Crime Commission incidents, in the fixings.
House, Boston — Upon the
State
connection with Police Commissioner
To support his contention, Senator
Cursuccess of Governor James M.
Joseph J. Leonard and the chairman Langone has a menu of the instidepends
of the Metropolitan District Com- tution and the corroborative testifunds
PWA
ley in obtaining
1
mission, Eugene C. Hultman, do not mony of several witnesses, who vispub- I
the success or failure of Quincy
be surprised if your morning news- ited every branch of the Westboro
Metropolitan!
the
projects.
paper reveals, one of these morn- institution.
lie works
today.
ings, that a license has been granted
;Affairs committee was told Quincy
More Birthplaces
by the State Racing Commission for
Reps. Stanley S. Bates of
'
bill.
Halliwell
the
of
author
The
Metropoltthe conduct of horse racing.
sat with members of the
which saved many a municipality
to
Although it is
not
generally
'tan Affairs board and listenedDeknown, the law specifically states from bankruptcy during the last few
i Gen. Richard K. Hale of the
that horse race meetings may be years, Representative John Halliwell
partment of Public Works outline
held only between the 18th day of of New Bedford, was born in Mossley,
the projects advocated for Quincy,
April and the 31st day of October. England. . . Representative Joseph
In this connection,should licenses be J Harnisch was not born in Gerland further state that unless Federal
granted for horse races between the many but in France and is a member
;funds were available there was no
of
Society
15th day of August and the 30th of the St. Jean Baptiste
/hope for carrying the plans into
day of September. these dates will Chicopee. . . Representative Martin
operatin.
atis
invariably
who
Boston,
of
,
Hays
be for racing M connection with a
Former Viasale and Representative
of
district
Allston
the
to
tached
public
state or county fair. The provisions
Joseph L. Whiton pleaded for
applying to dates for dog races Boston was born in New York City.
•orks projects in Quincy and stated
A native born Irishman is Repreare identical.
hat if PWA funds were denied there
sentative Jeremiah Joseph Healy of
Tracks
Natick. . . Representative Christian
as always the gas tax revenue
If horse racing begins in April, A. Herter of the Back Bay section of
which could be used.
the racing co:nmission must take Boston was born in Paris, France. . .
Henry I. Harriman of the planning
some action on the three most im- As you have probably guessed, Repreof the Metropolitan! District
board
portant applications, one
for a sentative Adolph Johnson of Brock.
projects proposed by his
explained
track in Canton, another in Norwood tonton was born in Sweden . . A
ard for betterment purp s in
and the, third in what will be known native of Canada is Representative
he Quincy area.
to the racing enthusiasts as Suf- Arcihbald L. Jones of Middleton. . .
Hanaiman's View
folk Downs, East Boston.
Lynn's Representative Fred A.HutchWhile advocating a program of
This brings the State House prog- inson was born in Chelsea, Maas.
nosticators to inauspicious, but very
ork in the Norfolk district Mr. HarRepresentative Orvis Kinney of
Important provisions of the law. West Bridgewater, senior member of
tman, president of the United States
This section states, in brief, that no the House of Renresentatives was
hamber of Commerce, told the
licenses shall be issued for horse rac- born in Barford, Province of Quebec,
ommittee:
ing, except in connection with a Canada. . . Representative John .W. I
"I don't believe there as any visstate of county fair, at the same Lasell of Whitinsville was born in
ibility of the Federal government
time for more than one race track Whitinsville, Mass., which always has I
s.suming the cost of land takings."
within the Commonwealth, nor at been his family home. . . As a matThe most inexpensive project deany time at a race track located ter of fact, his middle name In Whit0)
(Continues on rag
within 50 miles of another track.
ni. . Another native of Ireland is
This would mean that both of the Representative John P. Lyons of I
Norfolk county applications, from Brockton.
Si 1 ities of starting them, since no
Canton or Norwood, will be turned
Prephetie
surety of Federal funds has been.
down, unless the races are held in
made.
That when former Gov. Ely reconnection with the county fair.
hisj
drive
It was learned from the committee
Two county fairs will not he held turns from Miami he will
registrawith
coupe
that unless funds are obtained from
in Norfolk county this spring or own low-priced
Represent- I
That
.
.
388.
number
tion
Washington no projects can be startsummer.
ative Edward J. Kelley of Worcester !
ed because of the scarcity of money
Angles
will be a candidate for mayor of
within the Commonwealth. Likewise
The other afternoon, the racing Worcester.
road'auilding is apparently out ef the
commission was informed by Charles
That former Representative Wilpicture unless 100 per cent of costs
S. Bird, Jr., that he and his associ- liam H. Barker of East Boston, preare borne by the national adminisates are Massachusetts men who de- sent U. S. deputy marshal, will be
•
Boston's
sire to have horse racing kept within appointed clerk of one of
tration.
the control of Massachusetts. Bird district or municipal courts.
appeared as spokesman for the NorThat the legislative committee on j
wood group.
public welfare will support Sena- !
Politicians seem to think that tor Langone's action in connection (
Walter O'Hara's Suffolk Downs prop- with certain state institutions. . .
X. osition will be favored.
That Representative Francis
Another angle to the'horse racing Coyne of Boston will be among those
discussion, which has not been over- acquiescing to the Senator's plans,
looked by promoters, is the number despite last week's verbal tilts.
of bills pending before the joint
That a certain assistant district
Legislative Committee on Legal Af- attorney soon will tender his resigfairs which will have some bearing nation to his chief in order to beon their future actions.
come a member of caaaaaratialey's
r:1°.1 farnily. . . That thefur will
rropostus
fly upon former Lieut. Gov. Gaspar
Some of these proposals would G. Bacon's return from Europe. . .
increase the payments by licensees That Bushnell-Parkman and Compaunder the law to the common- ny have several prepared attacks
wealth. As the law stands today. 25 ready for the next Curley or Grant
per cent of the receipts paid into broadcast.
the state treasury, after deducting
So much for that!
the amount of expenses Incurred by (Copyright, 1935, Beacon Hill Feat- '
the racing commission, will be disures.)
tributed by the state to the several
cities and towns, in proportion to the
amounts of their State tax.
One half of this money received
by the cities and towns will be expended for the old age assistance
and the other half !for public welfare relief.
The committee on legal affairs is
composed of 15 members of the General court. There are eight Republicans and seven Democrats. Former
Gov. Joseph B. Ely's home city of
Westfield is represented by the
chairman, Senator Harry B. Putnam
(RI, while the city of Chelsea, within a few minutes of the proposed
Suffolk Downs, over in East Boston,
has two members on this committee,
Senator John F. Donovan (D) and
Representative William H. Melley
(D), .The other two Senate members are Albert Cole (R) of Lynn and
Thomas M. Burke (D) of Boston.
The House of Representatives'
section of this Important committee
are Republicans: Kendrick H. Washburn of Middleboro. William F.
Ramsdell of Winchester, Albert L.
Bourgeois of Lowell, Ralph V. Clampit of Springfield, Richard Comerford of Leominster and Samuel H.
Cohen of Boston. The Democrats, in
addition to Representative Melley,
are: Tony A. Centracchio of Boston,
Lawrence F. McHugh of Boston, David 0. Nagle of Boston: and Terrance
J. Lomax, Jr.. of Fall River.
State Deficit
Regardless of what Gen. Charles
H. Cole's racing commission will
recommend, this committee can advise the Legislature to increase payments to the State, increase membership of the commission, or, in
fact, give counsel to make horse and
dog racing under the pari-mutuel
system of betting a State business.
T.his might be the one method
whereby the State deficit could be
wined put.
Those, not infinitely wise in the
ways of Beacon Hil admit the 'pe
aibilities that exist in racing, if
Others would
properly regulated.
abolish the whole business instead
of having the needy and the poor
simported. even in part, by betting
and gambling profits.
Baked Beans, Bologna
Senator Joseph A. Langone, Jr.,
chairman of the legislative committo
tee on public welfare, wants
change the menu of the Lyman
School for Boys in Westboro. Acording to the senator, last Sunday's
'mei: at that institution consisted
meal whose main dish was bak-
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Today.
House and Senate stard
until tomorrow at 2 PM. adjourned
More than 100 petitions
fore legislative committees. were beJoint ways and means
continues
executive sessions on the
State budget.
Goversor Curley's State
crime commission meet&
It may report on
the Massachusetts
situation.

•

Yesterday.
Goversor Curley instructed
get commissioner to makc his budments for an appropriatio arrangen of $50,000 for civilian conservation
work. unon receiving information corp
that
th federal governmert
will make
nC0n.001 additional avallsble
if thc
Stete will appronriate $50.000.
State ouee circles reported an
irvestigation of prison conditions
in
the State will be made by Lewis
Parkhurst of Winchester an author-

ity on peaolonv..

NEWS
Salem, Mass.

FEB 1 2 1935
which was Linea
the spring of 1933, in which BS
Niemi alleged he wrongly "i
prisoned"her in the Danvers Sti
hospital. She was formerly emplo

FEB 12 1935

BOSTON, Feb. 12. 1935—ISM—Representatives of the shoe industry in
Massachusetts will confer Thursday
afterncon with Governors of the six
New England states upon request of
Senator Charles A. P. McAree, of
Haverhili, Governor James M. Curley
announced today.
Senator McAree requested the conference, he said, for the purpose of
drawing up a code of ethics for the
protection of the industry. He added
that besides representatives of the
industry and of union, Mayors Horace
C. Baker of Brockton, George E. Dalrymple of Havcrhill, J. Fred Manning
of Lynn and James J. Bruin of Lowell
would.attend.
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will learn with pleasure that the!
Lynn city council recently re-elected
him as member of the board of assessors for his eighth consecutive 6
term. "Jim" is well liked by assessors
anti rollortnr% who

1,1
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Form Curley Club

Beverly, Feb. 12—The Beverly Friday pages of The News will appear
tomorrow, owing to Dollar Days undei
the auspices of the mercantile division of the Beverly Chamber of Commerce opening Thursday and continuing until Saturday night. The
Beverly pages will contain the advertisements of a number of the
leading merchants of the city in tomorrow's edition and one will be
well repaid for reading them before
starting on a shopping tour Thursday. The stores will be open Thursday evening and a large business is
looked for by the merchants as unusual offers are being made the buying public.
Throughout the Beverly shopping
district, including the towns of Wenham. Hamilton, Essex, Ipswich, Manchester and Magnolia. which The
News serves, hundreds will come to
Beverly during the three days of this
special sale to take advantage of the
many bargains offered.
The store windows display many
valuer; and all the wants of the shoppers can be supplied as Beverly has
a large variety of stores for which
most
any line of goods can be sei,
If I.)
lected.
Salem, Mass.
REQUIRE FUNDS
The February meeting of the Bei.;
d
erly Anti-Tuberculosis society held
at the Health Center last evening,
The
was preceded with a supper, prepared and served by the Pioneer
Food club. The cost of the supper,
which was made up of typical
healthful foods as prepared by the
4-H clubs, was paid by the directors
attending. At this meeting, to which
members had wives or husbands as
guests. Alderman George W. Gates
Tocia,‘ :
was the guest of honor, representing
House and senate stand
Mayor Torrey, who was unable to
until tomorrow et 2 P. M. adjourned
attend.
More than 100 petitions
Willard B. Publicover, chairman of
were be- '
fore legislative committees.
the ways and means committee, reJoint Ways and means continue
ported
that it will be necessary to
ex- I
ecutive sessions on the state
raise $570 this year in addition to
Gov. Curley's State Crime budget.
the regular amounts raised through
commis- 1
sion meets. It may report
the utmel channels such as subscripon the
Massachusetts situation.
tion and memberships. city appropriation. nursing fees, and events. As
Yesterday:
Gov. aeley instructed his budget
this calla for concerted and enthusicommis-A-tiller to make arrangement
astic efforts of all who are interested
s,
for an appropriation of $50.000
in maintaing the Health Center
for
Civilian Conservation corps
service
in the community, members
work.
upon receiving information that
urged to pay their dues as soon
are
the 1
I federal government will
possible
as
and secure a new member
make $500.- ,
, 000 additional available if the
before the membership collection.
state I
I will appropriate $50.000.
The report of the Health Christmas
State house circles reported an inSeal sale showed a 'total to date of
$1301, which means that Beverly will
vestigation of prison conditions in
the state will be made by Lewis
have a ,;hance to send at least six
Parkhurst for Winchester, an authority
pre-tuberculosis
children
to the
Health camp next summer.
on penology.
It was voted to change Article Fiii* •
in the association's by-laws so that
five members would constitute a
quorum.
The reports of work were as follows: 1182 calls for help and information; 238 weights recorded; 387
visits to 128 patients, an attendance
of 28 at the four child guidance
clinics, an attendnace of 36 at the
four well baby clinics, 52 babies
weighed at Mothers' conferences, ao
attendance of 308 at the 48 meetings
of the dames in health education,
OPPOSE APPOINTMENT
The reappointment of Joseph L.
Simon of this city as a trustee of the
Monson State hospital at Palmer by
Gov. Curley does not set well With
the members of the Beverly Demo- ,
°ratio city committee, owing to the
fact that up to recently moving to
Beverly from Salem, Mr. Simon was
a member of the Republican city
committee at Salem and at one time
served as its chairman.
The Beverly Democrats do not Onsterstend why a Mart nearly 100 miles
away from the Monson institution
ahould he appointed SI trustee, and
they express the opinion that a selection should IA made at least within 10 miler of the institution. They
also feel that a Democrat should be
selected for the position. It is reported that the Democratic city committee is to take up the reappointment with Oov. Curley.
Mr. Simorrls-trITrlie member of the
Republieen party end active in its
affairs.
Worcester police and those of oil;
cities have bee _KarcJaing sor xeve
State house circles believed the
commissioner would have the backing of several councillors in his demand and the capitol corridors were
buzzing with gossip of the prospective battle.
Former Dist. Atty. Thomas C.
O'Brien, it was believed would represent Leonard, while Atty. John Feeney. the governor's special counsel in
the ouster proceedings against two
members of the Boston Finance commission, was expected to represent
Curley.
The slaying in a South End night
Club of Joseph Sweeney brought to
a head the strained relations of the
governor and the police commissioner.
The commissioner, an 11th hour
appointee of former Gov. Ely, Curley's predecessor, has been threatened with removal several times since
Gov. Curley took office. The first
definite word that Curley would seek
his removal, however, came last Friday, shortly after the Sweeney killing.
Tile governor criticised the han-1
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State House. Boston
February 12.— ed kidney beans, and
While the front pages,of
supper of
newspapers sliced bologna, while employes had
will be occupied with
reports of Bos- generous portions of steak and
ton's Crime Commission
all
connection with Police incidents, in the fixings.
Commissioner
To support his contention,Senator
Joseph J. Leonard and the
chairman Langone has a menu of the
of the Metropolitan
District Com- tution and the corroborative instimission, Eugene C.
testiHultm
an, do not mony of several witnes
be surprised if your
who vismorning news- ited every branch of ses,
paper reveals, one
the
Westbo
ro
of these morn- institution,
ings, that a license has
been
grante
d
by the State Racing
More Birthplaces
the conduct of horse Commission for
The author of the Halliwell bill.
racing.
Although it is
not
generally which saved many a municipality
known, the law
specifically states from bankruptcy during the last few
that horse race meetin
years, Representative John Halliwell
held only between the gs may be of New Bedfor
d, was born in Mossley,
18th day of
April and the 31st day
of October. England. . . Representative Joseph
In this connection,
J Harnisch was not born in Gershould
granted for horse races licenses be many but in France
and is a member
between the
15th day of August and
of
the St.
Baptiste Society of
day of September, these the 30th Chicopee. . Jean
.
Repres
entative Martin
dates will
be for racing nt connec
tion with a Hays . of Boston, who invariably is atstate or county fair. The
tached
to the Allston district of
provisions
applying to dates for
dog races Boston was born in New York City.
are identical.
A native born Irishman is Representative Jeremiah Joseph Healy of
Tracks
Natick. . . Representative Christian
If horse racing begins
in
April,
A. Herter of the Back Bay section of
the racing co:nmission
must
take
Boston
was born in Paris, France. . .
some action on the three
portant applications, one most im- As you have probably guessed, Reprefor
a sentative Adolph Johnson of Brock.
track in Canton, anothe
and the third in what r in Norwood tonton was born in Sweden . . A
will
be
known
native of Canada is Representative
to the racing enthusiasts
as Suf- Arcihbald L. Jones of Middleton. .
folk Downs, East Boston
.
.
Lynn's Representative Fred A. Hutch- ,
This brings the State House
nosticators to inauspicious, but prog- inson was born in Chelsea, Mass.
very
Representative Orvis Kinney of
Important provisions of
This section states, in brief,the law. West Bridgewater, senior member of
licenses shall be issued for that no the Hou.se of Representatives, was
ing, except in connection horse rac- born in Barford, Province of Quebec.
with a Canada. . , Representative John
state of county fair, at
the same Lasell of Whitinsville was born W.
time for more than one race
in
track Whitinsville, Mass., which always has
within the Commonwealth,
any time at ,a race track nor at been his family home. . . As a matlocated ter of fact, his middle name in Whitwithin 50 miles of another track.
ni. . Another native of Ireland is
This would mean that both of
the Representative John P. Lyons of ,
Norfolk county applications,
from Brockton.
Canton or Norwood, will
turned
down, unless the races are beheld
Prephetic
connection with the county fair. in
That when former Gov. Ely reTwo county fairs will not be
held turns from Miami he will drive his,
in Norfolk county this spring
or own low-priced coupe with registrasummer,
tion number 388. . . That Representative Edward J. Kelley of Worcester
Angles
will
be a candidate for mayor of
The other afternoon, the racing
commission was informed by Charles Worcester.
That former Representative WilS. Bird, Jr., that he and his associliam H. Barker of East Boston, preates are Massachusetts men who
desent
U. S. deputy marshal, will be
sire to have horse racing kept within
appointed clerk of one of Boston's the control of Massachusetts.
Bird district or municipal courts.
appeared as spokesman for the NorThat the legislative committee on
wood group.
Politicians seem to think that public welfare will support SenaLangone's action in connection
tor
Walter O'Hara's Suffolk Downs propwith certain state institutions. . .
osition will be favored.
X.
Another angle to the,horse racing That Representative Francis
discussion, which has not been over- Coyne of Boston will be among those
acquie
scing
to the Senator's plans,
looked by promoters, is the number
despite last week's verbal tilts.
of bills pending before the joint
That
certai
a
n assistant district
Legislative Committee on Legal Afattorney soon will tender his resigfairs which will have some bearin
g
nation to his chief in order to beon their future actions.
come a member ofcav_,C4mAley's
eft-..".1
. . That-11T-e— fur will
r'reposius
Some of these proposals would fly upon former Lieut. Gov. Gaspar
increase the payments by licensees G. Bacon's return from Europe. . .
under the law to the common- That. Bushnell-Parkman and Compawealth. As the law stands today, 25 ny have several prepared attacks
per cent of the receipts paid into ready for the next Curley or Grant
the state treasury, after deducting broadcast.
So much for that!
the amount of expenses incurred by
(Copyright, 1935, Beacon Hill Featthe racing commission, will be disures.)
tributed by the state to the severa
cities and towns, in proportion to thel
amounts of their State tax.
One half of this money received
by the cities and towns will be expended for the old age assistance
and the other half for public welfare relief.
The committee on legal affairs is
composed of lr• members of the General court. There are eight Republicans and seven Democrats. Former
Gov. Joseph 13: Ely's home city of
Westfield is represented by the
chairman, Senator Harry B. Putnam
(RI, while the city of Chelsea, within a few minutes of the proposed
Suffolk Downs, over in East Boston,
has two members on this committee,
Senator John F. Donovan ID) and
Representative William H. Melley
Dl.The other two Senate members are Albert Cole R of Lynn and
Thomas M. Burke (D) of Boston.
The House of Represnnto t Ives'
section of this itnnortant committee
are Republicans: Kendrick Ft. Washburn of Middleboro. William F.
Remsdell of Winchester, Albert L.
Bourgeois of Lowell, Ralph V. Clampit of Springfield, Richard Comerford of Leominster and Samuel H.
Cohen of Boston. The Democrats. in
addition to Representative Melley.
are: Tony A. Centracchio of Boston,
Lawrence F. McHugh of Boston, David G. Nagle of Boston: and Terrance
J. Lomax, Jr., of Fall River.
State Deficit
Regardless of what Gen. Charles
H. Cole's racing commission will
recommend, this committee can advise the Legislature to increase payments to the State, increase membership of the commission, or, in
fact, give counsel to make horse and
dog racing under the pari-mutuel
system of betting a State business.
This might be the one method
whereby the State deficit could De
Wined out
Thoge net infinitely wise in the
ways of Beacun Hil admit the pets:abilities that exist in racing, !f
properly regulated.
Others would
abolish the whole business instead
of having the needy end the poor
tau:ported. even in part, by betting
and gambling profits.
Baked Beans, Bologna
Senator Joseph A. Langone, Jr.,
chairman of the legislative committee on public welfare, wants to
change the menu of the Lyman
School for Boys in Westboro. Acording to the senator, last Sundey's
ner at that institution consisted
meal whose main dish was bak-
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scribed at the bean lig wa.s for a
traffic circle at Quincy Shore Drive,
costing $100,000.
The committee listened to projects
calling for the conotruction of o,
highway running from Fore River
bridge to Milton, as a cut off for
SouLU Shore travel. The measure was
introduced by Rep. Arthur I. Burgess
who defended his request as a much
needed highway which should
be
constructed under the PWA profram.
Ex-Mayor Witon opposed the proposed route, saying he had a better
plan.
The Metropolitan Planning Board
, recommended a similar project accomplishing about the same objective, with the cost estimated at
$1,400.000.
The State department of Public
Works advocated laying out a highway route beginning at Quincy Shore
Drive, near its intersection with East
Squartaim St., in Quirry, to the
Jjunction of Old Colony Blvd., and
Freeport St. Boston, including construct:on of a suitable bridge at Neponset. •
Public Works officials discussed
a
route beginning at the southerly end
of Quincy Shore Drive at Sea
St.,
extending southerly across marshe
ot the Southern Artery at a cost s
of
$320,000.
Hale advocate.d the constr
program but was skeptleal as uction
sibilities of starting them, to possince no
surety cf Federal funds has
been.
made,
It was learned from the
commit
tee
that unless funds are obtain
ed
Wathington no projects can be from
started because of the scarcity
of money
within the Commonwealth.
Likewise.
roadbuilding is apparently out
picture un:ess 100 per cent cf the
of costs
are borne by the nation
al administration.
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FEB 1

•
•
•
•
A cat stole the luncheon of an
ERA worker at Salem. Don't be too .
hard on the poor pussy. She th ght
the
she was getting her share fro
•
public purrs.—Lowell Courier.
•
•
•
"Clearly," says Henry Cabot Lodge.
Jr.. at the Republican meeting in
this city, "we must never forgtt *.he
, people who still have jobs and sayings and homes." But neither the
1 federnal nor the state governments
are forgetting them. Both are taxing them and looking around for
more ways to tax them.—Springfiel4
• Union.
•
•
•
•
I am told that a large painting by
Judge Charles A. Murphy of this
State OfEc.als Quickly Close city now hangs in the office of his
Gov. James M. Curley. Also
friend.
Special Island Season on that when
the 'TlIfffretng arrived it
Protest of Residents, Who was marked merely "C. A. Murphy,"
and that the governor's hawkshaws
Are AppvIled by Slaughter spent a long time trying to find out
from which of the governor's many
—More Than 100 Killed by friends
named "C. A. Murphy," the
painting came.
Army of' Visitors.
•
•
•
•
Gulls seem to be getting domesti)—Deer
cated. These birds are ordinarily
NANTUCKET, Feb. 11 (11,
quite wild and want no truck with
nnd natives, who fled to shelter tomankind. The snow that covered the
day when an armed expalitionary
ground and the ice that coated the
force swept this island for the first
waters have driven the gulls to a
(leer hunting in years. may venture
more companionable frame of mind.
forth with greater safety tomorrow
At Ipswich, Cape Cod and elsewhere,
the big sea scavengers are now frenoon.
quenting back yards in search of
State officials tonight annuonced
food, their fear of man somewhat
they would end the deer season todissipated by hunger.
morrow, as a result of protests from
•
s,.
resident
and
s
official
ket
N'antuc
who declared they were "appalled
at the slaughter."
•
100 Deer Slain.
More than 100 of the 300 to 100
deer on this island of 50 spare
Service
miles were estimated slain during
2 Park Square
the first day's offensive. On running
boards, radiators, front bumpers and
BOSTON
MASS.
I even car tops, the carcasses of the
deer were brought into town by
hunters, who migrated to this seaLEADER
swept island for the shooting season.
appearBut to the islanders there
Lowell, Mass.
ed no element of "3port" in what
er."
they termed a "barbaric slaught
FEB
The sight of scores of bloody eat
dbefrien
casses of animals they had
•:
ed, and looked upon as one of the Sheeha'
n and James F. Donnell,
attractions of the island only nauseated natives.
The three selectmen, 0. V. Hull,
rharles H. Blout and Irving A.
1 Soveirino, wired a protest to Gov-

•

COURIER-CITIZEN
Lowell, Mass.

,Barbaric "Sport"
Loyal Schools
Town Politics
No "Push-Over"

BAN ON HUNTING
NANTUCKET DEER

to make a
It takes all sorts
that matter—
world—or a state, for
mental mabat one questions the
swarmed
who
men
turity of the
island yesterday
ket
Nantuc
Onto
less deer in
and killed 100 defense
they were
that
belief
ed
the misguid
can underenjoying ."sport." One
seeking to
stand a human being's
animal of
an
or
animal
wild
kill a
expediarmed
an
prey, but when
barren '
tionary force lands on a
have only a
deer
where
land
of
strip
Ditch pine ,
few groves of stunted
awayi
trees for protection, and tires
there is
beasts,
tricken
panic-s
at
of ;
justification for the complaint
g was
the natives that the shootin
slaughnothing less than barbaric
that the
wonder
little
is
It
ter.
carcasses
sight of scores of bloody
had beof tame animals which they
nauseat•
friended in their hack yards
Statf
ed residents of the island.
the%
officials would have been lax if
seahad not promptly declared the
be
never
should
It
son ended.
"opened" again on Nantucket so
being
long as we pride ourselves on
men.
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The EVENING LEADER and the
iii
citizens' committee
generai
charge of the recent Birthday Ball
for the President are grateful to the
Lowell Teachers Organization, the
Individual principals and teachers in
CONTINUED ON PIE EIGHT
the public schools and to the pupils
•
themselves for their hearty and
generous support of the recent ball.
Under the energetic direction rf
Miss Anna Masterson, president of
the Teachers Organization. 140 ticket* for the ball were sold among the
teachers, netting $70. In addition.
at the suggestion of Miss Masterson, the individual pupils were given an opportuntiy to contribute to ,
the fund and from this source came
$42.40. The organization made an
outright gift of SW, thu bringing
the total contribution from the
School department to 5122.20. This
is an excellent showing particularly
in view of' the fact that the schools
were closed five days during the
ticket-selling campaign. The I.EADER hopes to be able to announce the
complete returns from the ball before the end of the present week so
that preparations may be made at
once to administer the 70 per cent
of the proceeds which is to remain
In Lowell for the treatment of infantile paralysis patients.
*
•
We are in the midst of the town
meeting and town election season an
in
it you haven't been mixed up
one of those sessions—even reniotel)
--you don't know what politics can
lie. 'lust before election or meeting
lime, when issues get too hot for
mere verbal discussion, a few of the
deeply interested individuals involved have recourse to the newspaper offices to continue their little
rsimpaigns of strategy, retaliation or
'what have you? A few days before
fawn meeting day "communications"
begin to blossom forth on the suburban pages of the newspapers.
Taxes, teachers' salaries, new fire
apparatus and the 100 and one issues that make town meetings lively are dealt with at length and with
vigor. The candidates for office dig
down OW their jeans and buy advertising space to set forth for a t
palpitating electorate their especial
and particular qualifications as prospective offiee-holders. It is reported
that one local weekly newspaper
even put otit a special edition a day
or two before one of the town meet
fags and effectively disposed of th
chances of one of the candidates to
selectman, who didn't happen
have the editor's approval. And to
a week or so after election day o
town meeting da3 one never know
who is speaking to whom, so bitte
and personal have differences a
opinion become.
• * *
The Office Cynic says that th
new streamline train which visite
Lowell today is first rate, inside an
outside, but he asks who gave orders to have signs placed in each
section of the train reading: "Kee,
your hands off F'RONI the upholstery."
Of course, we're not supposed to
admit in public that we read the
magazine, hut we suggest that if
put %%not to know why that solar
cheque doesn't seem to go as far is
taxes in
11:nc'e:,rt.'s article on
Journal.
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plight that
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Callahan Critical I
Of Colleagues' Vote
Criticism of the Weymouth board
of selectmen was made at MaiJay
night's regular weekly meeting by
Selectman Everett E. Callahan for
having voted at last week's meeting
to support House Bill 7999 relating
to the State Selectmen's association.
Callahan's criticism followed a report by his former arch foe, State
Rep. William A. Hannaford, Republican, of the Fifth Norfolk district,
Weymouth, that the bill was inesti..
with much opposition in the legislature.
At last week's meeting Callahan
questioned the wisdom of voting to
support the bill for which support
was asked by Cong. Richard Russell
of Cambridge. Gov. James M. Curley was reported as Tr-StrIfiOrter.
The selectmen at last week's meeting voted to support the bill and requested Rep. Hanna ford and Senator
Newland H. Holmes to support it.
Hannaford acknowledged receipt of
the request and promised to give it
his consideration. Selectman Sandy
Roulston concurred with Callahan in
the thought that possibly the selectmen had acted unwisely.
Thomas J. McDonald, health commissioner, was confirmed as fish and
game warden by the state department. He was one of two persons
recommended by the selectmen for
appointment.
Sargent Bros., South Weymouth,
and A. M. Arneriault, North Weymouth, were granted motor car sales
licenses. Callahan recommended that
the licenses be obtained on Jan. 1
as required by law.

BOSTON, Feb. 12.—(AP)—This
Curley-Leonard squabble has the
State House by the ears.
Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard of Boston late last night demanded a public hearing of charges
Gov. Curley announced he would
place before to-morrow's meeting of
tl.e executive council.
State House circle believed the
commissioner would have the backing of several councilors in his demand and the Capitol corridors were
buzzing with gossip of the prospective
battle.
Former Dist.-Atty. Thomas C.
O'Brien, it was believed, would represent Leonard, while Atty. John
Feeney. the governor's special counsel in the ouster proceedings against
two members of the Boston finance
commission, was expected to represent
Curley.
The slaying in a South End night
club of Joseph Sweeney brought to a
head the strained relations of the
governor and the police commissioner.
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Ctirlev to Buy Land
For C. C. C. Purposes
STATE HOUSE. BOSTON, Feb.
12.—Gov. Curley favors the purchase of 10,000 acres of land at
about $5 an acre, either on Cape
Cod or in western Massachusetts.
whereon the federal government
would establish C. C. C. camps and
place the land in first-class condition.

•

is not for the purchase of the land
on Cape Cod wanted for a new national guard training camp, but in
addition to that.
The federal government has agreed
to expend 6500,000 on this C. C. C.
work, if the State will spend $50.000
buy the land. Gov. Curley stated
to
saying
night,
last
He so announced
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he
budget
State
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No "Push-Over"

BAN ON IRTNTING

make a
NANTUCKET DEER
It takes all sorts to
matter—
world—or a state, for that
mental maCONTINUED
but one questions the
swarmed
who
men
the
turity of
M. Gurley today, and
James
ernor
yesterda !
' 30 or 40 individuals took similar
Onto Nantucket island
in
deer
aetion. Curley at once communicatand killed 100 defenceless
they were
ed with Director Raymond J. Kenthe misguided belief that
ney of the division of fisheries and
underenjoying "sport." One can
Came. I feel certain, because Nanseeking to
stand a human being's
tucket is a small place, that word of
animal of
kill a wild animal or an
the closing of the open season will
expediarreed
an
when
but
prey,
each the hunters and the slaughter
barren
a
on
lands
will end."
tionary force
a
only
have
Iltrip of land where deer
Animals Are Tame.
pine
few groves of stunted pitch
To islanders, who asserted there
,
"ere more red caps about the moors
trees for protection, and fires away
!
is
there
beasts,
than in Grand Central station in
at panic-stricken
the
York, the pathetic part of
justification for the complaint of
"slaughter" was the defenselessness
the natives that the shooting was
' of the deer. A slightly rollinc,sandy
nothing less than barbaric slaughspot, dropped in the ocean off Cape
the
ter. It is little wonder that
by the glaciers during the
Cod
sight of scores of bloody carcasses
great ice age, offers almost no shelbehad
they
which
animals
ter to deer.
of tame
friended in their hack yards nauseat.
A few groves of stunted pitch
State
pine furnish the only tree growth.
ed .residents of the island.
Deer find shedter only in the thick
officials would have been lax if theN
swamps. But to natives, who are
had not promptly- declared the seanot surprised to wake up in the
It should never be
Pen ended.
morning and find as many as 10
"opened" again on Nantucket so
or 12 deer in the backyard, the pathbeing
on
ourselves
pride
we
long as
etic aspect is the tameness of the
a nation of sportsmen.
animals. As they roam over the
* * *
moors, they make no effort to seek
safety when hunters approach, havThe EVENING LEADER and the
ill
ing been protected all their lives.
general citizens' committee
The natives further declare doe are
charge of the recent Birthday Ball
now with young.
for the President are grateful to the
'It was put over on us," one of
the
on,
Organizati
Teachers
Lowell
the town officials asserted. "We
in
teachers
individual priecipais and
knew nothing of the law until we
learned Friday the governor had
the public schools and to the pupils
just signed the legislative act.".
themselves for their hearty and
generous support of the recent ball.
Under the energetic direction cl
Mina Anna Masterson. president of
the Teachers Organization, 140 tickets for the ball were sold among the
teachers, netting $70. In addition,
at the suggestion of Miss Masterson, the individual pupils were given an opportuntiy to contribute to
the fund and from this source came
$42.40. The organization made an
outright gift of MO, thu bringing
the total contribution from the
School department to S122.20. This
Is an excellent showing particularly
In view of the fact that the schools
were closed five days during the
ticket-selling campaign. The LEADER hopes to be able to announce the
complete returns from the ball before the end of the present week sr
that preparations may be made at
Once to administer the 70 per cent
of the proceeds which is to remain
In Lowell for the treatment of infantile paralysis patients. ...
. *
We are in the midst of the town
meeting and tov.n election season an
you haven't been mixed up in
ono- of those sessions—es en remotely
--you don't know what politics ean
be, Just before election or meeting
when issues get too hot for
mere verbal discussion, a few of the
deeply interested indi‘iduals involved have recourse to the newspaper offices to continue their little
campaigns of strategy, retaliation or
A few days before
-what have you
-sewn meeting day "communications"
beg-in to blossom forth on the suburban pages of the newspapers.
Taxes, teachers' salaries, new fire
apparatus and the 100 and one issues that make town meetings liveare dealt with at length and with
'vigor. The candidates for office dig
down kit° their jeans and buy advertising space to set forth for a
palpitating electorate their especial
and particular qualifications as prospective office-holders. It is reported
that one local weekly newspaper
even put out a special edition a day
. or two before one of the town meet
legs and effectively disposed of th
chances of one of the candidates to
selectman, who didn't happen t
have the editor's approval. Arid to
a week or so after election day o
town meeting da3 one never know
who is speaking to whom, so bitte
and personal have differences o
opinion become.
* *
The Office Cynic sit" s that th
new streamline train v% hie h visite
Lowell today is first rate, inside an
outside, but he asks who gave orders to have signs placed in eacia
section of the train reading: "Kee.)
your hands off FROM the upholstery."
*
*
Of course, we're not supposed to
admit in plain, that we read the
magazine. but we suggest that if
want to know why that salary
cheque doesn't seem to go as far as
thz
1::iii-71Varticle on taxes in
Journal. It's
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• •
Has Or, Townsend ever considcompelling
ered the advisability of
Individuals between the ages of 30
and 50 to contribute a portion of
a
their wages or incomes toward
5200
fund which will assure them
month after .hey reach 60'? Why
It just as logical Wasik
old-age
who are to benefit by the
pension plan to contribute toward
It as it is to ask the taxpayers to
Orianee KT And wouldn't it be
the early
Mora In keeping with
ce
independen
of
American tradition

and

f-reiianet?

•
•
•
•
•
A cat stole the luncheon of an
ERA worker at Salem. Don't be too
hard on the poor pussy. She th ght
she was getting her share frc>
the
public purrs.—Lowell Courier.
•
•
"Clearly," says Henry Cabot Lodge,
Jr.. at the Republican meeting in
this city, "we must never forget Ahe
people who still have jobs and savings and homes." But neither the
federnal nor the state governments
are forgetting them. Both are taxing them and looking around for
more ways to tax them.—Springfielei
Union.
•
•
•
I am told that a large painting by
, Judge Charles A. Murphy of this
!city now hangs in the office of his
friend. Gov. James M. Curley. Also
that when the ineftfting arrived it
was marked merely "C. A. Murphy."
and that the governor's hawkshaws
spent a long time trying to find out
from which of the governor's many
friends named "C. A. Murphy," the
painting came.
•
•
•
•
•
Gulls seem to be getting domesticated. These birds are ordinarily
quite wild and want no truck with
mankind. The snow that covered the
ground and the ice that coated the
waters have driven the gulls to a
more companionable frame of mind.
At Ipswich. Cape Cod and elsewhere,
the big sea scavengers are now frequenting back yards in search of
food, their fear of man somewhat
dissipated by hunger.
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Sheehan and James F. Donnelly.
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Governors to
Confer On Industry
BOSTON, Feb. 12 (C.P.)--On the
request of Sen. McAree (D), Haverhill. Governor Curley at the conference of New England governors
Thursday on the textile industry
will have the governors confer at
4 p. m. with representaives of the !
shoe industry in Massachusetts.
IS FINED Rion

•
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Callahan Critical
Of Colleagues' Vote
Cr.ticism of the Weymouth board
of selectmen was made at Mon Jay
night's regular weekly meeting by
Selectman Everett E. Callahan for
having voted at last week's meeting
to support House Bill '1999 relating
to the State Selectmen's association.
Callahan's criticism followed a report by his former arch foe. State
Rep. William A Hannaford, Republican, of the Fifth Norfolk district,
Weymouth, that the bill was inesti..
with much opposition in the legislature.
At last week's meeting Callahan
questioned the wisdom of voting to
support the bill for which support
was asked by Cong. Richard Russell
of Cambridge. Gov. James M. Curley was reported as -e—StreTiorter.
The selectmen at last week's meeting voted to support the bill and requested Rep. Hanna ford and Senator
Newland H. Holmes to support it
Hannaford acknowledged receipt of
q
the request
and promised to give it
his consideration. Selectman Sandy
Roulston concurred with Callahan in
the thought that possibly the selectmen had acted unwisely.
Thomas J. McDonald, health commissioner, was confirmed as fish and
game warden by the state department. He was one of two persons
recommended by the selectmen for
appointment.
Sargent Bros., South Weymouth,
and A. M. Ameriault, North Weymouth, were granted motor car sales
licenses. Callahan recommended that
the licenses be obtained on Jan. 1
as required by law.

BOSTON. Feb. 12.—(AP I—This
Curley-Leonard squabble has the
State House by the ears.
Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard of Boston late last night demanded a public hearing of charges
Gov. Curley announced he would
place before to-morrow's meeting of
t:_e executive council.
State House circle believed tli•
commissioner would have the backing of several councilors in his demand and the Capitol corridors were
buzzing with gossip of the prospective
battle.
Former Dit.-Atty. Thomas C.
O'Brien. it was believed, would represent Leonard, while Atty. John
Feeney, the governor's special counsel in the ouster proceedings against
two members of the Boston finance
commission, was expected to represent
Curley.
The slaying in a South End night
club of Joseph Sweeney brought to a
head the strained relations of th.?.
anvernor and the police commissioner.
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Cyriey to Buy Land
For C. C. C. Purposes
—
STATE HOUSE, BOSTON, Feb.
t12.—Gov. Curley favors the purchase of 10.000 acres of land at
about $5 an acre, either on Cape
Cod or in western Massachusetts,
whereon the federa! government
would establish C. C. C. camps and
place the land in first-class condition.
He so announced last night, saying
he had instructed the State budget
commissioner, Carl J. Raymond, to
.t. This
P d d S50.nOrl to the State blidc,

•
is not for the purchase of the land
on Cape Cod wanted for a new national guard training camp, but in
addition to that.
The federal government has agreed
to expend $500,000 on this C. C. C.
work, if the State will spend $50.000
to buy the land. Gov. Curley stated
be favors the plan, as it will provide
employment for 1300 men for six
months.
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MAYOR WILL ATTEND
SHOE CONFERENCE

BOSTON, Feb. 12. 1935--,11r—Rcpresentatives of the shoe industry in
Massachusetts will confer Thursday
afterncon witn Governors of the six
New England states upon request of
Senator Charles A. P. MeAree, of
Haverhili, Governor James M. Curley
Worceste, police and those of otlesamb„„
announced today.
_ ernes iuive been searcbing hoz sew
Senator McAree requested the conState house circles believed the
ference. he said, for the purpose of
commissioner would have the backdrawing up a code of ethics for the (I ing of several councillors in his deprotection of the industry. He added
mand and the capitol corridors were
that besides representatives of the
buzzing with gossip of the prospecindustry and of union, Mayors Horace
tive battle.
C. Baker of Brockton, George E. Dal- f Former that. Atty. Thomas C.
rymple of Haverhill, J. Fred Manning ., O'Brien. it Was believed would repreof Lynn and James J. Bruin of Louen
sent Leonard. while Atty. John Feewould. attend.
ney. the governor's special counsel in
, the ouster proceedings against two
members of the Boston Finance commission, was expected to represent
Curley.
The slaying in a South End night
1
club of Joseph Sweeney brought to
; a head the strained relations of the
; gevernor and the police commissioner.
Press Clipping Service
. The commissioner, an 11th hour
2 Park Square
' appointee of former Gov. Ely, CurBOSTON
ley's predecessor. has been threatMASS.
ened with removal several times since
Gov. Curley took office. The first
' definite word that Curley would seek
ITEM
' his removal, however, came last Friday, shortly after the Sweeney kill- I
Lynn, Mass.
; ing.
The governor criticised the han- i
frinr".•

ON BEACON HILL.

Today.
House and Senate sto.--d
until tom-Trow at 2 PM. adjourned
More than 100 petitions
were before legislative
committees.
Joint w3ys and means
continues
executive sessions on the
State budget.
Goverroy Curley's'State crime
commission
It may report on
the Massachusetts
situation.
Yesterday.
Goverror Curley instructed his
budget commissioner to
make
ments for an appropriation arrangeof
$50.000 for civilian
conservation corp
work. upon receiving
information that
th* federal envernmer
t wiJi make
't40O.003 additional available if
the
State will approoriate $50.000.
State ouse circles reported an
it,vestigation of prison conditions in
the State will be made by
Lewis
Parkhurst Of Winchester an authority on, penolocor,
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will learn with pleasure that the
Lynn city council recently re-elected
him as member of the board of assessors for his eighth consecutive
term. "Jim" is well liked by assesennewtOrg who b.o.o .•••••` •

Form Curley Club

Beverly. Feb. 12--The Beverly Friday pages of The News will appear
tomorrow, owing to Dollar Days undei
the auspices of the mercantile division of the Beverly Chamber of Commerce opening Thursday and continuing until Saturday night. The
Beverly pages w:11 contain the advertisements 01 a 'limber of the
leading merchants of the city in tomorrow's edition and one will be
well repaid for reading them before
starting on a shopping tour Thursday. The stores will be open Thursday evening and a large business is
looked for by the merchants as unusual offers are being made the buying public.
Throughout the Beverly shopping
district, including the towns of Wenham. Hamilton, Essex. Ipswich. Manchester and Magnolia. which The
News serves, hundreds will come to
Beverly during the three days of this
special sale to take advantage of the
many bargains offered.
The store windows display many
valtiem and all the wants of the shoppers can be supplied as Beverly has
a large variety of stores for which
most any line of goods can be se.!
a•••-.111-1
lected.
Salem, Mass.
REQUIRE FUNDS
The February meeting of the Beverly Anti-Tuberculosis society held
, at the Health Center last evening,
; was preceded with a supper, prepared and served by the Pioneer
Food club. The cost of the supper.
which was made up of typical
healthful foods RA prepared by the
4-H clubs, was paid by the directors
attending. At this meeting. to which
members had wives or husbands as
guests. Alderman George W. Gates
Today:
was the guest of honor, representing
Mayor Torrey, who was unable to
House and senate stand
until tomorrow at 2 P. M. adjourned
attend.
More than 100 petitions
Willard B. Publicover. chairman of
were
fore legislative committees.
the ways and means committee, re; Joint Ways and means
ported
that it will be necessary to
continue executive sessions on the state
raise $570 this year in addition to
budget.
; Gov. Curley's State Crime
the regular amounts raised through
commission meets. It may report
the usual channels such as subscripon the
Massachusetts situation.
tion and memberships: city appropriation, nursing fees, and eventa. As
Yesterday:
this calls for concerted and enthusiGov. çjey instructed his budget
astic efforts of all who are interested
commissEliier to make arrangements
for an appropriation of $50.000
in maintaing the Health Center
for
service
in the community, members
Civilian Conservation corps
work,
are urged to pay their dues as soon
upon receiving information that
the
j federal government will make $500.as possible and secure a new member
000 additional available if
before the membership collection.
the state
I will appropriate $50.000.
The report of the Health Christmas
State house circles reported an in- I
Seal sale showed a 'total to date of
$1301, which means that Beverly will .
vestigation of prison conditions in
the state will be made by Lewis
have a chance to send at least six I
Parkhurst for Winchester, an authority
pre-tuberculosis
children
to
the
on penology.
Health camp next summer.
/t was voted to change Article ?wain the association's by-laws so that
five members would constitute a
quorum.
The reports of work were as follows: 1182 calls for help and information; 238 weights recorded; 367
visits to 128 patients, an attendance
of 26 at the four child guidance
clinics, an attendnace of 36 at the
four well baby clinics, 52 babies
weighed at Mothers' conferences, an
attendance of 306 at the 48 meetings
of the clashes in health education.
OPPOSE APPOINTMENT
The reappointment of Joseph L.
Simon of this city as a trustee of the
Monson State hospital at Palmer by
Gov. Curley does not set well with
the members of the Beverly Democratic city committee, owing to the
fact that up to recently moving to
Beverly from Salem, Mr. Simon was
a member of the Republican city
'committee at Salem and at one time
served as its chairman.
The Beverly Democrats do not understand why a 211R/1 nearly 100 miles
away from the Monson institution
should be appointed R trustee, and
they express the opinion that a selection should be made at least within 10 miles of the institution. They
Ric) feel that a Democrat should be
selected for the position. It is reported that the Democratic city committee is to take up the reappoint' ment with Gov. Curley.
Mr. Simorile'ritlTra member of the
Republican party and Rctive in its
_—•
affairs.
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State House. Boston, February 12.—
While the front pages of newspapers
will be occupied with reports of Boston's Crime Commission incidents, in
connection with Police Commissioner
Joseph J. Leonard and the chairman
of the Metropolitan District Commission, Eugene C. Hultman, do not
be surprised if your morning newspaper reveals, one of these mornings, that a license has been granted
by the State Racing Commission for
the conduct of horse racing.
Although it is
not
generally
known, the law specifically states
that horse race meetings may be
held only between the 18th day of
April and the 31st day of October.
In this connection, should licenses be
granted for horse races between the
15th day of August and the 30th
day of September, these dates will
be for racing in connection with a
state or county fair. The nrovisions
applying to dates for dog races
are identical,
Tracks
If horse racing begins in April,
the racing commission must take
some action on the three most important applications, one
for a
track in Canton, another in Norwood
and the, third in what will be known
to the racing enthusiasts as Suffolk Downs, East Boston.
This brings the State House prognosticators to inauspicious, but very
important provisions of the law.
This section states, in brief, that no
licenses shall be issued for horse racing, except in connection with a
state of county fair, at the same
time for more than one race track
within the Commonwealth, nor at.
any time at .a race track located
within 50 miles of another track.
This would mean that both of the
Norfolk county applications, from
Canton or Norwood, will be turned
down, unless the races are held in
connection with the county fair.
Two county fairs will not be held
In Norfolk county this spring or
summer,
Angles
The other afternoon, the racing
commission was informed by Charles
S. Bird, Jr., that he and his associates are Massachusetts men who desire to have horse racing kept within
the control of Massachusetts. Bird
appeared as spokesman for the Norwood group.
Politicians seem to think that
Walter O'Hara's Suffolk Downs proposition will be favored.
Another angle to the'horse racing
discussion, which has not been overlooked by promoters, Ls the number
of bills pending before the joint
Legislative Committee on Legal Affairs which .will have some bearing
on their future actions.
Yroposals
Some of these proposals would
increase the payments by licensees
under the law to the commonwealth. As the law stands today, 25
per cent of the receipts paid into
the state treasury, after deducting
the amount of expenses incurred by
the racing commission, will be distributed by the state to the several
cities and towns, in proportion to the
amounts of their State tax.
One half of this money received
by the cities and towns will be expended for the old age assistance
and the other half for public welfare relief.
The committee on legal affairs is
composed of IF. members of the General court. There are eight Republicans and seven Democrats. Former
Gov. Joseph B: Ely's home city of
Westfield is represented by the
chairman. Senator Harry B. Putnam
(R), while the city of Chelsea, within a few minutes of the proposed
Suffolk Downs, over in East Boston,
has two members on this committee,
Senator John F. Donovan ID) and
Representative William H. Melley
(D). .The other two Senate members are Albert Cole (R) of Lynn and
Thomas M. Burke (Di of Boston.
The House of Representatives'
section of this important, committee
are Republicans: Kendrick H. Washburn of Middleboro. William E.
Ramsdell of Winchester, Albert L.
Bourgeois of Lowell, Ralph V. Clampit of Springfield, Richard Comerford of Leominster and Samuel H.
Cohen of Boston. The Democrats, in
addition to Representative Melley,
are: Tony A. Centracchin of Boston,
Lawrence F. McHugh of Boston, David 0. Nagle of Boston: and Terrance
J. Lomax, Jr., of Fall River.
State Deficit
Regardless of what Gen. Charles
H. Cole's racing commission will
recommend, this committee can advise the Legislature to increase payments to the State, increase membership of the comnission, or, in
fact, give counsel to make horse awl
dog racing under the pari-mutuel
system of betting a State business.
This might be the one method
whereby the State deficit could be
wiped out.
Those not infinitely wise in the
ways of Beacon Hil admit the
sibilities that exist in racing, !f
Others would
properly regulated.
abolish the whole business instead
of having the needy and the poor
stinnorted, even in part, by betting
and gambling profits.
Baked Beans, Bologna
Senator Joseph A. Langone, Jr.,
chairman of the legislative committee on public welfare, wants to
change the menu of the Lyman
Sehooi for Boys in Westboro. According to the senator, last Sunday's
dinner at. that institution consisted
a met 1 whose main dish was bak-

D0it
$44111.11111E
ed kidney beans, and
supper of
sliced bologna, while employes had
generous portions of steak and all
the fixings.
To support his contention, Senator
Langone has a menu of the institution and the corroborative testimony of several witnesses, who visited every branch of the Westboro
institution.
More Birthplaces
The author of the Halliwell bill,
which saved many a municipality
from bankruptcy during the last few
years, Representative John Halliwell
of New Bedford, was born in Mossley,
England. . . Representative Joseph
J Harnisch was not born in Germany but in France and is a member
of the St. Jean Baptiste Society of
Chicopee. . . Representative Martin
Hays . of Boston, who invariably is attached to the Allston district of
Boston was born in New York City.
A native born Irishman is Representative Jeremiah Joseph Healy of
Natick. . . Representative Christian
A. Herter of the Back Bay section of
Boston was horn in Paris, France. . .
As you have probably guessed, Representative Adolph Johnson of Brock.
tonton was born in Sweden . . A
native of Canada is Representative
Arcihbald L. Jones of Middleton. . .
Lynn's Representative Fred A.Hutchinson was born in Chelsea, Mass.
Representative Orvis Kinney of
West Bridgewater, senior member of
the House of Representatives, was
born in Barford, Province of Quebec.
Canada. . . Representative John W.
Lasell of Whitinsville was born in
Whitinsville, Mass., which always has
been his family home. . . As a matter of fact, his middle name In Whitni. . Another native of Ireland is
Representative John P. Lyons of
Brockton.
Prcphetic
That when former Gov. Ely returns from Miami he will drive his
own low-priced coupe with registration number 388. . . That Representative Edward J. Kelley of Worcester
will be a candidate for mayor of
Worcester.
That former Representative William H. Barker of East Boston, present U. S. deputy marshal, will be
appointed clerk of one of Boston's
district or municipal courts.
That the legislative committee on I
public welfare will support Sena- !
tor Langone's action in connection (
with certain state institutions. . .
X. ,
That Representative Francis
Coyne of Boston will be among those '
acquiescing to the Senator's plans,
despite last week's verbal tilts.
That a certain assistant district
attorney soon will tender his resignation to his chief in order to besatley's
come a member of csogssr
rtliels.1 family. . . That thefur will
Gaspar
Gov.
Lieut.
former
fly upon
G. Bacon's return from Europe. .
That Bushnell-Parkman and Company have several prepared attacks
ready for the next Curley or Grant
broadcast.
So much for that!
(Copyright, 1935,reBeacon Hill Feat- .
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it+ ate Of Quincy
I Work Depends
On Curley Plea
Highways Plan Blocked
Unless U. S. NIoney Is
Given, Solons Told.
(Special to The New
State House, Boston -- Upon the
success of Governor James M. Curley in obtaining PWA funds depends
the success or failure of Quincy public works projects, the Metropolitan
Affairs committee was told today.
Reps. Stanley S. Bates of Quincy
sat with members of the Metropolitan Affairs board and listened to
Gen. Richard K. Hale of the Department of Public Works outline
the projects advocated for Quincy,
and further state that unless Federal
funds were available there was no
hope for carrying the plans into operation.
Former lota::nr and Representative
oseph L. Whiton pleaded for public
orks projects in Quincy and stated
hat if PWA funds were denied there
as always the gas tax revenue
which could be 'LSed.
Heiny 1. Harriman of the planning
board Of the Metropolitan District
explained projects proposed by his
o.rd for betterment purposes in
he Quincy area.
Harriman's View
While advocating a program of
ork in the Norfolk district Mr. Hariman, president of the United States
hamber of Commerce, told the
ommittee:
"I don't believe there is any posibility of the Federal government
ssuming the cost of land takings."
The most inexpensive project de(Continued on Pag
ales of starting them, since no
surety cf Federal funds has been
made.
It was learned from the committee
that unless funds are obtained from
Wvhington no projects can be started because of the scarcity of money
within the Commonwealth. Likewise.
road'suilding is apparently out cf the
picture un'ess 100 per cent of costs
are borne by the national administration.
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-sing of the Sweeney affair in parties
Jar and Leonard's capability as pcan
Ire commissioner in general.
-Leonard
the tap running. I'd hate :slat "1
I Already, without assurance that
an
to remove Leonard would
le successful, there were rumors conerning a possible successor.
believed Jeremiah F. Gallitre
tteired Boston police captain.
BOSTON, Feb. 12. 1935—iTh—Rep,igh
recalled to ati
c veduty and
resentatives of the shoe industry in
Boston. Feb. 12 /p1—This Curley- iven the
commisslonership in the
Leonard squabble has the State house sent Leonard's
Massachusetts will confer Thursday
ouster is successful.
e
by
Others, close to the governor, beafterncon with Governors of the .six
Police Comr. Joseph J. Leonard of sved Col. Thomas
F. Sullivan. ERA
New England states upon request of
Boston late last night demanded a I iministrator for
Boston and chairpublic hearing of charges Gov. Cur- an of the Boston
Senator Charles A. P. McAree, of
transit commisley announced he would place before pn. might be offered
Haverhill, Governor James M. Curley
the position.
tomorrows meeting of the executive
--- -- ----------announced today.
council.
conrequested
McAree
the
Senator
the
believed
'
State house circles
ference, he said, for the purpose of
the auspices of the mercantile divicommissioner would have the backdrawing up a code of ethics for the
ing of several councillors in his desion of the Beverly Chamber of Comprotection of the industry. He added
mand and the capitol corridors were
merce opening Thursday and conthat besides representatives of the
buzzing with gossip of the prospecindustry and of union, Mayors Horace
tinuing until Saturday night. The
tive battle.
C. Baker of Brockton. George E. DalFormer Dist. Atty. Thomas C.
Beverly pages will contain the adrymple of Haverhill, J. Fred Manning
O'Brien, it was believed would reprevertisements oi a number of the
of Lynn and James J. Bruin of Lowell
sent Leonard, while Atty. John Feeleading merchants of the city in to.
would attend
ney, the governor's special counsel in
.—ss-s-assairresdrassrat
morrow's edition and one will be
the ouster proceedings against two
well repaid for reading them before
members of the Boston Finance comstarting on a shopping tour Thursmission, was expected to represent
day. The stores will be open ThursCurley.
day evening and a large business is
The slaying in a South End night
looked
for by the merchant.; as unclub of Joseph Sweeney brought to
usual offers are being made the buya head the strained relations of the
ing
public.
governor and the police commisThroughout the Beverly shopping
Press Clipping Service
sioner.
district, including the towns of WenThe commissioner. an 11th hour
2 Park Square
ham. Hamilton, Essex, Ipswich, Manappointee of former Gov. Ely, Curchester anti Magnolia, which The
BOSTON
lays predecessor, has been threatMASS.
News serves, hundreds will come to
ened with removal several times since
Beverly during the three days of this
Gov. Curley took office. The first
special sale to take advantage of the
definite word that Curley would seek
many bargains offered,
ITEM
his removal, however, came last FriThe store windows display many
day, shortly after the Sweeney killvalues and all the wants of the shopLynn, Mass.
in g.
pers can be supplied as Beverly has
The governor criticised the han-;
a large variety of stores for which
• I ILA III./
most any line of goods can be selected.
Salem, Mass.
REQUIRE FUNDS
The February meeting of the Beverly Anti-Tuberculosis society held
Today.
Hsuss and Senate stas-d
at the Health Center last evening,
adjourned
The
until tomsrrow at 2
was preceded with a supper. preitni (armed 43 I,) 39.
PM.
More than 100 petitions
pared and served by the Pioneer
were before legislative
! Food club. The cost of the supper,
committees.
Joint wsys and means
which was made tip of typical
continues
executive sessions on the
healthful foods as prepared by the ,t
State budget.
4-H clubs. was paid by the directors •
Goverso_r casrley's State
attending. At this meeting. to which
crime commission
• members had wives or husbands as
It may report on
the Massachusetts
guests.
Alderman George W. Gates ,
situation.
Today •
was the guest of honor. representing .
House and senate stand
Mayor
Torrey,
who was unable to '
Yesterday.
until tomorrow at 2 P. M adjourned
, attend.
Goverror Curley instructed
his
budMore
than
100
get commissioner to
Willard B. Publicover. chairman of
petitions were bemake arrangefore legislative committees
the ways and means committee, rements for an approuriati
.
on of $50,Joint ways and means continue
000 for civilian
ported
that it will be necessary to
exconservation corn
ecutive sessions on the state
raise $570 this year in addition to
wrrk. upon receiving
budget.
information
,
that
Gov.
Curley's
State Crime commisthe regular amounts raised through
the federal governmer t
will make
! sion meets. It may
the usual channels such as subscripsa0n.003 additional availsble
report on the
if the
Massachusetts situation.
tion and memberships, city appropriState will appronriate 550.000.
Yesterday:
ation. nursing fees, and events. As
State ouse circles reported an
1-Gov. Urley insiructed
this calla for concerted and enthusivestigation of prison eonditions
his budget
in
cornmissiOher to make
astic efforts of all who are interested
the State will be made by
Lewis
for an appropriation ofarrangements
in maintaing the Health Center
Parkhurst of Winchester an
$50.000 for
authorI Civilian Conservation
service
in the community, members
ity on penology.
corps work,
!upon receiving information
are urged to pay their dues as soon
that the
! federal government will
as passible and secure a new member
000 additional available make $500.before the membership collection.
if the state
i will appropriate $50.000.
The report of the Health Christmas
I State house circles
Seal
sale showed a 'total to date of
reported an investigation of prison conditions
S1301. which means that Beverly will
in
the state will be made by
have a chance to send at least six
Lewis Parkhurst for Winchester, an
pre-tuberculosis
children
to
the!
authority ,
on penology.
Health camp next summer.
It 0/11,8 voted to change Article nyein the association's by-laws so that
five members would constitute a
quorum.
The reports of work were as totlows: 1183 calls for help and information; 238 weights recorded: 367
visits to 138 patients, an attendance
of 26 at the four child guidance
clinics, an attendnace of 36 at the
four well baby clinics, 52 babies
weighed at Mothers' conferences, an
attendance of 306 at the 48 meetings I
of the classes in health education.
I
OPPOSE APPOINTMENT
The reappointment of Joseph L.
Simon of this city as a trustee of the
Monson State hospital at Palmer by
Gov. Curley does not set well With
the members of the Beverly Democratic city committee, owing to the
fact that up to recently moving to
Beverly from Salem, Mr Simon was.
a member of the Republican city
committee at Salem and at one time
. served as Its chairman.
The Beverly Democrats do not understand why a man nearly 100 miles
away from the Monson Institution
should he appointed a trustee, and
they express the opinion that s selection should be made at least within 10 miles of the institution. Tt.ey
also feel that a Democrat should be
selected for the position. It. is reported that the Democratic city COMmittec is to take tip the. reappointment with Gov. Curley.
Mr. eirnotnal15117-1-mernher of the
Republican party and active in its
affairs.
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supper of
State House. Boston, February 12.— ed kidney beans, and employes had
While the front pages of newspapers sliced bologna, whiie
and all
will be occupied with reports of Bos- generous portions of steak
ton's Crime Commission incidents, in the fixings.
Senator
on,
contenti
To support his
connection with Police Commissioner
of the instiJoseph J. Leonard and the chairman Langone has a menu
testiof the Metropolitan District Com- tution and the corroborative
, who vismission, Eugene C. Hultman, do not mony of several witnesses
o
Westbor
be surprised if your morning news- ited every branch of the
paper reveals, one of these morn- institution.
More Birthplaces
ings, that a license has been granted
by the State Racing Commission for
The author of the Halliwell bill.
the conduct of horse racing.
which saved many a municipality
not
generally from bankruptcy during the last few
Although it is
known, the law specifically states years, Representative John Halliwell
that horse race meetings may be of New Bedford, was born in Mossley,
held only between the 18th day of England. . . Representative Joseph
April and the 31st day of October. J Harnisch was not born in GerIn this connection,should licenses be many but in France and is a member
granted for horse races between the of the St. Jean Baptiste Society of
15th day of August and the 30th Chicopee. . . Representative Martin
day of September. these dates will Hays , of Boston, who invariably is atbe for racing in connection with a tached to the Allston district of
state or county fair. The provisions Bos'ton Was born in New York City.
applying to dates for dog races
A native born Irishman is Repreare identical.
sentative Jeremiah Joseph Healy of
n
Tracks
Natick. . . Representative Christiaof
Bay section
If horse racing begins in April, A. Herter of the Back
France. . .
the racing commission must take Boston was horn in Paris,
guessed, Represome action on the three most im- As you have probably
of Brock*
for a sentative Adolph Johnson
portant applications, one
Sweden . . A
track in Canton, another in Norwood tonton was born in
Representative
and the, third in what will be known native of Canada isof Middleton. ..
to the racing enthusiasts as Suf- Arcihbald L. Jones
Lynn's Representative Fred A.Hutch
folk Downs, East Boston.
Chelsea. Mass.
This brings the State House prog- inson was born in Orvis Kinney of ;
Representative
nosticators to inauspicious, but very
senior member of
important provisions of the law. West Bridgewater,
was
House of Renresentatives,
the
This section states, in brief, that no
of Quebec.
Province
Barford.
in
born
rachorse
for
be
issued
licenses shall
tative John W.;
ing, except in connection with a Canada. . . Represen
lle was born in
state of county fair, at the same Lasell of Whitinsvi which always has
time for more ahan one race track Whitinsville. Mass.,
home. . . As a matwithin the Commonwealth, nor at been his familymiddle name In Whithis
fact,
of
ter
located
track
race
a
at
any time
is
ni. . . Another native of Ireland
wifhin 50 miles of another track.
John P. Lyons of
This would mean that both of the Representative
Norfolk county applications, from Brockton.
Prophetic
Canton or Norwood, will be turned
redown, unless the races are held in
That when former Gov. Ely his
connection with the county fair.
from Miami he will drive
turns
Two county fairs will not be held own low-priced coupe with registrain Norfolk county this spring or tion number 388. . . That RepresentWorcester
summer.
ative Edward J. Kelley of mayor of
Angles
will be a candidate for
The other afternoon, the racing Worcester.
WilThat former Representative precommission was informed by Charles
Boston,
East
of
Barker
H.
liam
associhis
and
he
S. Bird, Jr., that,
deputy marshal, will be
ates are Massachusetts men who de- sent U. S.
of one of Boston's
sire to have horse racing kept within appointed clerk
l courts.
the control of Massachusetts. Bird district or municipa
onf
That the legislative committee
appeared as spokesman for the Norwill support Sena- !
welfare
public
wood group.
action in connection (
Politicians seem to think that tor Langone's state institutions. . .
Walter O'Hara's Suffolk Downs prop- with certain
X.
That Representative Francis
osition will be favored.
be among those
will
Boston
of
racing
e
Coyne
theaiors
Another angle to
to the Senator's plans,
discussion, which has not been over- acquiescing week's
verbal tilts.
looked by promoters, is the number despite last certain
assistant district
That a
of bills pending before the joint
his resigtender
will
soon
attorney
AfLegal
Legislative Committee on
in order to bechief
his
to
bearing
nation
some
have
will
fairs which
Qaaa.C.alaley's
come a member of -trie
on their future actions.
fur will
ntr.:1"01 family. . That Gov. Gaspar
rTOPOSSUS
fly upon former Lieut.
..
Europe.
Some of these proposals would G. Bacon's return from
an and Compaincrease the payments by licensees That Bushnell-Parkm
attacks
under the law to the common- ny have several prepared or Grant
wealth. As the law stands today, 25 ready for the next Curley
per cent of the receipts paid into broadcast.
So much for that!
the state treasury, after deducting
Hill Featthe amount of expenses incurred by (Copyright, 1935. Beacon
ures.)
disbe
the racing commission, will
tributed by the state to the several
cities and towns, in proportion to the
amounts of their State tax.
One half of this money received
by the cities and towns will be expended for the old age assistance
and the other half for public welfare relief.
The committee on legal affairs is
composed of IF. members of the General court. There are eight Republicans and seven Democrats. Former
Gov. Joseph 13. Ely's home city of
Westfield is represented by the
chairman, Senator Harry B. Putnam
(R). while the city of Chelsea, within a few minutes of the proposed
Suffolk Downs, over in East Boston,
has two members on this committee.
Senator John F. Donovan (I)) and
Representative William H. Melley
(D). ;The other two Senate members are Albert Cole (R) of Lynn and
Thomas M. Burke (D) of Boston.
The House of Representntives'
section of this important committee
are Republicans: Kendrick H. Washburn of Middleboro. William E.
Ramsdell of Winchester, Albert L.
Bourgeois of Lowell. Ralph V. Clampit of Springfield, Richard Comerford of Leominster and Samuel H.
Cohen of Boston. The Democrats, in
addition to Representative Melley.
are: Tony A. Centracchio of Boston,
Lawrence F. McHugh of Boston, David G. Nagle of Boston: and Terrance
J. Lomax, Jr., of Fall River.
State Deficit
Regardless of what Gen, Charles
H. Cole's racing commission will
recommend, this committee can advise the Legislature to increase payments to the State, increase memin
bership of the commission, or, and
fact, give counsel to make horse uel
dog racing under the pari-mut
system of betting R Stme busioess.
This might be the one method
whereby the State deficit could oe
wired out.
Those not infinitely wise in the
the 'pdsways of Beacon Hit admitracing,
if
sibilities that exist in
Others would
properly regulated.
abolish the whole business instead
of having the needy and the poor
simported. even in part, by betting
and gambling profits.
Baked Beans, Bologna
Senator Joseph A. Langone, Jr.,
chairman of the legislative committo
tee on public welfare, wants
change the menu of the Lyman
School for Boys in Wefaboro. According to the senator, last Sunday's
dinner at that institution consisted
bakt a meal whose main dish was

1 447
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(continued from Page One)
— ascribed at the hearing was for a
traffic circle at Quincy Shore Drive,
costing $100,000.
The committee listened to projects
calling for the conntruction of a
highway running from Fore River
bridge to Milton, as a cut off for
South Shore travel. The measure was
introduced by Rep. Arthur I. Burgess
who defended his request as a mach
be
needed highway which should
constructed under the PWA profrarn.
Ex-Mayor Witon opposed the proposed route, saying he had a better
plan.
The Metropolitan Planning Board
recemmended a similar project accomplishing about the same objective, with the cost estimated at $1,400,000.
The State department of Public
Works advocated laying out a highway route beginning at Quincy Shore
Drive, near its intersection with East
SquarCum St., in Quirry, to the
jjunction of Old Colony Blvd., and
Freeport St. Boston, including construction of a suitable bridge at Neponset. Public Works officials discussed a
route beginning at the southerly end
cf Quincy Shore Drive at Sea St.,
extending southerly across marshes
ot the Southern Artery at a cost of
$320,000.
Hale advocated the construction
program but was skeptical as to pasibilities of starting them, since no
surety of Federal funds has been
made.
It was learned from the committee
that unless funds are obtained from
Washington no projects can be started because of the scarcity of money
within the Commonwealth. Likewise
road'auilding is apparently out cf the
picture un!ess 100 per cent of costs
are borne by the national administration.
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general citizens' committee
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charge of the recent Birthday
to the
for the President are grateful
the
Lowell Teachers Organization,
individual principals and teachers in
the public schools and to the pupils
an(1!
themselves for their hearty
ball.
generous support of the recent
ion ef
Under the energetic direct
ent of
bliss Anna Masterson, presid
tick- I
140
.
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Teach
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$4?.40. The organization made
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(he
the total contribution from
ThSchool department to $122.20.
is an excellent showing particularly
in view of the fact that the schools
were closed the days during the
ticket-selling campaign. The
hopes to be able to announce the
complete returns from the ball before the end of the present week so
that preparations may he made at
(wee to administer the 70 per cent
of tire proceeds which is to remain
in Lowell for the treatment of infantile paralysis patients.
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A cat stole the luncheon of an
ERA worker at Salem. Don't be too
hard on the poor pussy. She th ght
the
she was getting her share fro
-r
public purrs.—Lowell Courier.
•
•
•
•
"Clearly," says Henry Cabot Lodge,
'Jr., at the Republican meeting in
I I this city, "we must never forget .4",he
.1' people who still have jobs and savings and homes." But neither the
r federnal nor the state governments
1. are forgetting them. Both are tax!, ing them and looking around for
, more ways to tax them.—Springfiel4
, i Union.
'
•
•
•
•
1 I am told that, a large painting by
I Judge Charles A. Murphy of this
Close !city
now hangs in the office of his
state Offie:als Quickly
on , 1 friend. Gov. James M. Curley. Also
special Island Season
, that when the esafelletng arrived it
was marked merely "C. A. Murphy,"
Protest of Residents, Who , and
that the governor's hawkshaws
hter
Slaug
spent a long time trying to find out
Are Appalled by
! from which of the governor's many
—More Than 100 Killed by friends named "C. A. Murphy," the
, painting came.
Army of Visitors.
•
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Gulls seem to be getting domesticated. These birds are ordinarily
NANTUCKET, Feb. 11 erre—Deer
quite wild and want no truck with
end natives, who fled to shelter tomankind. The snow that covered the
day when an armed expeditionary
ground and the ice that coated the
first
the
for
island
this
force swept
waters have driven the gulls to a
e
deer hunting in years, may ventur
more companionable frame of mind.
row
tomor
safety
r
greate
At Ipswich, Cape Cod and elsewhere,
forth with
the big sea scavengers are now frenoon.
ng back yards in search of
quenti
nced
annuo
State officials tonight
food, their fear of man somewhat
they would end the deer season to- dissipated by hunger.
morrow, as a result of protests from
•
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•
Nantucket officials and residents,,
led
"appal
were
who declared they
at the slaughter."
100 Deer Slain.
More than 100 of the 300 to 100
deer on this island of 50 spare
trines were estimated slain during
2 Park Square
the first day's offensive. On running
boards, radiators, front bumpers and
TON
BOS
MASS.
I even car tops, the carcasses of the
deer were brought into town by
hunters. who migrated to this sea- !
LEADER
swept island for the shooting season
Lowell, Mass.
But to the islanders there appearwhat
ed no element of -sport" in
FEB 1
they termed a "barbaric slaughter."
ear
The sight of scores of bloody
ndcasses of animals they had befrie
the
ly.
ed. and looked upon as one of
heehan and James F. Donnel
attractions of the island only nauseated natives.
The three selectmen. 0. V. Hull,
A.
Charles H. Blout and Irving
Soveirino, wired a protest to Gov-
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We are in the midst of the town
reeeting and town election season and
if sou haven't been mixed up in
one of those sessions—even remotely
--you don't know what politics can
be. .Just before election or meeting
-lime. when issues get too hot for
mere verbal discussion, a few of the
deeply interested individuals involved have recourse to the newspaper offices to continue their little
rsmpaignn of strategy, retaliation or
what have you? A few days before
town meeting day "communications"
begin to blossom forth on the suburban pages of the newspapers.
Taxes, teachers salaries, new fire
apparatus and the 100 and one Issues that make town meetings lively are dealt with at length and with
vigor. The candidates for office dig
down Into their jeans and buy advertising space to set forth for a
palpitating electorate their especial
and particular qualifications as prospective office-helders. It is reported
that one local weekly newspaper
even put out a special edition a day,
or two before one of the town me, t
begs and effectively disposed of th
chancel; of one of the candidates to
selectman, who didn't happen t
have the editor's approval. And fo
a week or so after election day o
town meeting dai one never know
who is speaking to whom, so bitte
and personal have differences o
opinion become.

s
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s, Senator John
Ross, city councilor four represenSelectman Everett E. Callahan for
Quincy's
D. Mackay,
abutters, urging
having voted at last week's meeting
tatives and various support of the
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to support House Bill 7999 relating
them to be present
to the State Selectmen's association.
proposed legislation.
tell the commitCallahan's criticism followed a reThe abutters will
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substantial, port by his former arch foe, State
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support it.
would
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his consideration. Selectman Sandy
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to
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been
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Although the bill does not
the thought that possibly the select(Continued on Page. 'rico
men had acted unwisely.
Thomas J. McDonald, health commissioner, was confirmed as fish and
game warden by the state department. He was one of two persons
recommended by the selectmen for
appointment.
Sargent Bros., South Weyrnouth,
and A. M. Ameriault, North Weymouth, were granted motor car sales
licenses. Callahan recommended that
the licenses be obtained on Jan. 1
as required by law.
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Callahan Critical I
Of Colleagues' Vote

LEONARD ASKS
PUBLIC HEARING
Demands Curley Prove
Laxity in Office.
BOSTON. Feb. l2.—(AP)—This
Curley-Leonard squabble has the
State House by the ears.
Police
Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard of Boston late last night demanded a public hearing of charges
Gov. Curley announced he would
place before tc-morrow's meeting of
t:_e executive council.
State House circle believed the
commissioner would have the backing of several councilors in his demand and the Capitol corridors were
buzzing with gossip of the prospective
battle.
Former Dist.-Atty. Thomas C.
O'Brien, it was believed, would represent Leonard, while Atty. John
Feeney. the governor's special counsel in the ouster proceedings against
two members of the Boston finance
commission, was expected to represent
Curley.
The slaying in a South End night
club of Joseph Sweeney brought to Ft
head the strained relations of the
governor and the police commissioner.
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Cvrley to Buy Land
For C. C. C. Purposes
STATE HOUSE. BOSTON, Feb.
'12.—Gov. Curley favors the purchase of 10.000 acres of land al
about $5 an acre, either on Cape
Cod or in western Massachusetts.
whereon the federa government
would est2hlish C. C. C. camps and
place the land in first-class condition.
He so announced last night, sayin,r,
he had instructed the State budget
commissioner, Carl J. Raymond, to
This
Pdri 541 ()On In the State

is not for the purchase of the land
on Cape Cod wanted for a new national guard training camp, but in
addition to that.
The federal government has agreed
to expend $500,000 on this C. C. C.
work, if the State v.111 spend $50.000
to buy the land. Gov. Curley stated
he favors the plan, as it will provide
employment for 1300 men for six
months.
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I am told that a large painting by
Judge Charles A. Murphy of this
city now hangs in the office of his
friend, Gov. James M. Curley. Also
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Callahan Critical I
Of Colleagues' Vote
Cr.ticism of the Weymouth board
of selectmen was made at Mon Jay
night's regular weekly meeting by
Selectman Everett E. Callahan for
having voted at last week's meeting
to support House Bill 7999 relating
to the State Selectmen's association.
Callahan's criticism followed a report by his former arch foe, State
Rep. William A. Hannaford, Republican, of the Fifth Norfolk district,
Weymouth, that the bill was ini...sti.qt•
with much opposition in the legislature.
At last week's meeting Callahan
questioned the wisdom of voting to
support the bill for which support
was asked by Cong. Richard Russell
of Cambridge. Gov. James M. Curley was reported as irltritoorter.
The selectmen at. last week's meeting voted to support the bill and requested Rep. Hannaford and Senator
Newland H. Holmes to support it.
Hannaford acknowledged receipt of
the request and promised to give it
his consideration. Selectman Sandy
Roulston concurred with Callahan in
the thought that possibly the selecthad acted unwisely.
Thomas J. McDonald, health commissioner, was confirmed as fish and
game warden by the state department. He was one of two persons
recommended by the selectmen for
appointment.
Sargent Bros., South Weymouth,
and A. M. Ameriault, North Weymouth, were granted motor car sales
licenses. Callahan recommended that
the licenses be obtained on Jan. 1
as required by law.
—-

BOSTON, Feb. 12.—(APt—This
Curley-Leonard squabble has the
State House by the ears.
Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard of Boston late last night demanded a public hearing of charges
Gov. Curley announced he would
place before to-morrow's meeting of
t:.e executive council.
State House circle believed th
commissioner would have the backing of several councilors in his demand and the Capitol corridors were
buzzing with gossip of the prospective
battle.
Former Dist.-Atty. Thomas C.
O'Brien. it was believed, would represent Leonard, while Atty. John
Feeney, the governor's special counsel in the ouster proceedings against
two members of the Boston finance
commission, was expected to represent
Curley.
The slaying in a South End night
club of Joseph Sweeney brought to a
head the strained relations of the
governor and the police commissioner.
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Ctirley to Buy Land
For C. C. C. Purposes

1

—

STATE HOUSE. BOSTON, Feb.
12.—Gov. Curley favors the purchase of 10.000 acres of land at
about $5 an acre, either on Cape
Cod or in western Massachusetts,
whereon the federal government
would establish C'. C. C. camps and
place the land in first-class condition.

He so announced last night, saying
he had instructed the State budget
commissioner, Carl J. Raymond. to
ri ri P50 rtOo to th StPtp hiirio•ot. This

•
is not for the purchase of the land
on Cape Cod wanted for a new national guard training camp, but in
addition to that.
The federal government has agreed
to expend $500000 on this C. C. C.
work, if the State will spend $50.000
to bii:; the land. Gov. Curley stated
he favors the plan. as it will provide
employment for 1300 men for six
month,.
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Town Politics
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No "Push-Over"

BAN ON HUNTING

NANTUCKET DEER
sorts to make a
It takes all
matter—
that
for
world—or a state,
CONTINUED
the mental mabut one questions
who swarmed
men
M. Gurley today, and
James
the
ernor
of
turity
island yesterday
30 or 40 individuals took similar
onto Nantucket
defenseless deer in
aetion. Curley at once communicatand killed 100
ed with Director Raymond J. Kenthat they were
belief
ded
misgui
the
ney of the division of fisheries and
One can underenjoying "sport."
game. I feel certain, because Nang to
seekin
s
being'
stand a human
tucket is a small place, that word of
or an animal of
the closing of the open season will
kill a wild animal
expedi
armed
each the hunters and the slaughter
prey, but when an
on a barren
y.111 end."
tionary force lands
deer have only a I
Animals Are Tame.
strip of land where
d pitch pine;
stunte
of
To islanders, who asserted there
groves
few
I
away
and fires
k‘ ere more red caps about the moors
trees for protection.
than in Grand Central station in
beasts, there is
at panic-stricken
York. the pathetic part of the
complaint of
justification for the
"slaughter ; was the defenselessness
shooting was !
the
that
s
native
the
of the deer. A slightly roiling sandy
ic slaughnothing less than barbar
spot, dropped in the ocean off Cape
the
that
r
wonde
by the glaciers during the
Cod
ter. It is little
carcasses
great ice age, offers almost no shelsight of scores of bloody
they had beter to deer.
of tame animals which
yards nauseatA few groves of stunted pitch
friended in their back
island. :Stet(
furnish the only tree growth.
pine
the
of
nts
reside
ed
if the3
find shedter only in th thick
lax
Deer
been
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would
officials
s. But to natives, who are
seaswamp
the
red
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bad not promptly
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neN
It should
ended.
son
find as many as 10
and
ng
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se
Nantucket
"opened" again on
12 deer in the backyard, the pathor
on being
long ea we pride ourselves
etic aspect is the tameness of the
animals. As they roam over the
A nation of sportsmen.
* * *
moors, they make no effort to seek
the
when hunters approach. havand
safety
ER
LEAD
ING
The EVEN
protected all their lives.
ill
been
ing
ttee
commi
citizens'
general
s further declare doe are
native
The
Ball
day
charge of the recent Birth
.
young
with
now
ul to the
for the President are gratef
'It was put over on us," one of
the
,
zation
Organi
ers
Lowell Teach
the town officials asserted. "We
rs in
knew nothing of the law until we
Individual principals and teache
pupils'
learned Friday the governor had
the public schools and to the
anti
signed the legislative act.hearty
just
their
for
themselves
ball.,
generous support of the recent
direction of
'Under the energetic
ent of
Miss Anna Masterson. presid
tick140
.
zation
Organi
ers
the Teach
among the
ets for the ball were sold
addition.
teacher', netting Sill. In
Miss Masterat the suggestion of
were givson, the individual pupils
contribute to
en an opportuntiy to
came
the fund and from this source
an
542.40. The organization made
bringing
thu.
MO,
of
gift
ht
outrig
from the
the total contribution
This
School department to $112.e0.
particularly
is an excellent showing
schoois
in view of the fact that the
g the
durin
days
five
closed
were
ticket-selling campaign. The LEAD
the
ER hopes to be able to announce
complete returns from the ball before the end of the present week so
that preparations may be made at
per ceet
once to administer the
of the proceeds which is to remain
in Lowell for the treatment of infantile paralysis patients.
*
•
We are in the midst of the too a
meeting and town election season an
it you haven't twea mixed up in
one of those sessions—even remotely
—you don't know what politics can
I.e. Just before election or meeting
lime, when issues get too hot for
mere verbal discussion, a few of the
deeply interested individuals involved have recourse to the newspaper offices to continue their little
tempaigne of strategy, retaliation or
A few days before
v‘ hat have you
town meeting dey "communications"
begin to blossom forth on the suburban pages of the newspapers.
Taxes, teachers' salaries, new fire
apparatus and the 100 and one issues that make town meetings lively are dealt with at length and with
vigor. The candidates for office dig
down into their jeans and buy advertising space to set forth for a
palpitating electorate their especial
and particular qualifications as prospective office-halders. It is reported
that one local weekly newspaper
even put out a special edition a day
or two before one of the town meet
Pigs and effectively disposed of th
chances of one of the candidates fo
eelectman, who didn't happen t
have the editor's approval. And fo
a week or so after election day o
town meeting da3 one never know
who Is speaking to whom, so bitte
and personal have differences o
Otdnion become.
*
‘s that th
The Office Cynie sit.
new streamline train which visite
Lowell today is first rate, inside an
outside, but he asks who gave orders to have signs placed in eacit
section of the train reading: "lee,)
your hands off FROM the upholstery."
* *
Of course. vie're not supposed to
admit in public that we read the
magazine, bet we suggest that if
you %%ant to know why that salary
cheque doesn't seem to go as far as
.•-•—
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l. It's
-h Ladies Home Journa
s:ons of our
discus
sanest
the
la
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that the
individual economic plight
s.
month
in
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B:,tander has
• * I
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APearently tirovaraite -i'eale
al dealhlm
before
"
i-over
••pusl
no
police coming with the aggressive
h 4.
missioner of Boston, Mr. Josep
er reLeonard. Is the commIssion
lated to Benny?
4

*
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coneidHas Dr. Townsend ever
compelling
of
bility
advisa
the
ered
of 30
Individuals between the ages
and 50 to contribute a portiond ofa
towar
their wages on incomes
$200
fund which will assure them
Why
month after *hey reach 60?
It -Mitigate *ries, to -oak
the old -age
who are to benefit by
bute toward
pension plan to contri
taxpayers to
It as it is to ask the
And wouldn't it be
finance it?
with the early
more in keep:rig
of independence
ion
tradit
American
f-reliance-
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•
•
•
•
• an
A cat stole the luncheon of
ERA worker at Salem. Don't be too
hard on the poor pussy. She th ght I
the '
she was getting her share fro
public purrs.—Lowell Courier.
•
•
•
•
•
"Clearly," says Henry Cabot Lodge,
Jr., at the Republican meeting in
this city, "we must never forgt-t *,he
people who still have Jobs and savings and homes.'' But neither the
federnal nor the state governments
are forgetting them. Both are taxing them and looking around for
more ways to tax them.—Springfield
Union.
•
•
•
I am told that a large painting by
this
of
y
Judge Charles A. Murph
city now hangs in the office of his
friend, Gov. James M. Curley. Also
that when the "VITBIttng arrived it
was marked merely "C. A. Murphy,"
and that the governor's hawkshaws
spent a long time trying to find out
from which of the governor's many
friends named "C. A. Murphy." the
painting came.
•
•
•
•
•
Gulls seem to be getting domestiare
cated. These birds
ordinarily
quite wild and want no truck with
mankind. The snow that covered the
ground and the ice that coated the
waters have driven the gulls to a
more companionable frame of mind.
At Ipswich, Cape Cod and elsewhere,
the big sea scavengers are now frequenting back yards in search of
food, their fear of man somewhat
dissipated by hunger.
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Callahan Critical
Of Colicagues' Vote
Cr.ticism of the Weymouth board
of selectmen was made at Mon Jay
night's regular weekly meeting by
Selectman Everett E. Callahan for
having voted at last week's meeting
to support House Bill 7999 relating
to the State Selectmen's association.
Callahan's criticism followed a report by his former arch foe, State
Rep. William A. Hannaford, Republican, of the Fifth Norfolk district,
Weymouth, that the bill was visstl..,;
with much opposition In the legislature.
At last week's meeting Callahan
questioned the wisdom of voting to
support the bill for which support
was asked by Cong. Richard Russell
of Cambridge. Gov. James M. Cury was port
as irstrt
e
iorr.
.e The reed
selectmen at last week's meetnig voted to support the bill and requested Rep. Hannaford and Senator
Newland H. Holmes to support it.
Hannaford acknowledged receipt of
the request and promised to give it
his consideration. Selectman Sandy
Roulston concurred with Callahan in
the thought that possibly the selectmen had acted unwisely.
Thomas J. McDonald, health cornmis.sioner, was confirmed as fish and
game warden by the state department. He was one of two persons
recommended by the selectmen for
appointmen t.
Sargent Bros., South Weymouth,
and A. M. Ameriault, North Weymouth, were granted motor car sales
licenses. Callahan recommended that
the licenses be obtained on Jan. 1
as required by law.

LEONARD ASKS
PUBLIC HEARING
Demands Curley Prove
Laxity in Office.
BOSTON, Feb. l2.—(API—This
Curley-Leonard squabble has the
State House by the ears.
Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard of Boston late last night demanded a public hearing of charges
Gov. Curley announced he would
place before to-morrow's meeting of
tLe executive council.
State House circle believed the
commissioner would have the backing of several councilors in his demand and the Capitol corridors were
buzzing with gossip of the prospective
battle.
Former Dist.-Atty. Thomas C.
O'Brien, it was believed, would represent Leonard, while Atty. John
Feeney, the governor's special counsel in the ouster proceedings against
two members of the Boston finance
commission, was expected to represent
Curley.
The slaying in a South End night
club of Joseph Sweeney brought to
head the strained relations of the
rmvernor and the police commissioner.
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,Ctirlev to Buy Land
For C. C. C. Purposes
STATE HOUSE. BOSTON, Feb.
Curley favors the purchase of 10,000 acres of land al
about 5 an acre, either on Cape
Cod or in western Massachusetts,
whereon the federa! government
would estpblish C. C. C. camps and
place the land in first-class condition.

S2.—Gov.

He so announced last night, sayin7
he had instructed the State budget
commissioner. Carl J. Raymond. to
..t. This
acid Swoon to fh. StPte horit,

is not for the purchase of the land
on Cape Cod wanted for a new national guard training camp, but In
addition to that.
The federal government has agreed
to expend $500,051:1 on this C. C. C'.
work, if the State will spend 00.000
to buy the land. Gov. Curley stated
he favors the plan, as it will provide
employment for 1S00 men for six
month
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STATE HOUSE, Boston—A discussion the other day as to the membership of the Massachusetts Senate, which
has figured unusually in the politica.
news of the Commonwealth, revealec
some interesting facts.
As far as the law is concerned, there
are 14 Lawyers who Etre members of
the upper branch of the State Legislature, some graduates of Harvard College, some evening school, or an able
lawyer like Wllliani A. Davenport of
Greenfield, whose only schooling was
obtained in the Glenwood Classical
Seminary, Brattleboro, Vt. His knowledge of law was accumulated by selfstudy not with the aid of any law
school.

•
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an interesting fail concerning the
plight of the fishermen. In urging favorable consideration before the Coinihittee on Const,tutional Law, Tarr
said, "The farmers can pledge the future production of their fields in th2
Mid-West, but the fishermen with as
many fish in the sea as ever, cannot
ever pledge their yeas
unless they
are over 200 gross tons."

SICK

The public utility interests and their
spokesmen on Beacon Hill waged
strenuous objection against the proposal that would make it mandatory
that public service corporations, such
as the gas and electric companies, be
prohibited from shutting off service for
LAWYERS
non-payment in the case of serious
The other lawyers are the president Illness in the home affected.
The consensus among the listeners
of the Senate, James G. Moran of
Mansfield, Thomas M. Burke of ,Bss. at the pu,blic hearing conducted on
ton, Albert Cole of Lynn, Walter I the measure was that it would be hard
Considine of New Bedford. Joseph R to differentiate as to who wasn't sick
Cotton of Lexington, John F. Dono- every time a bill was not paid.
•--van of Chelsea, Erland F. Fish oi
Brookline, Angier I. Goodwin of MelUNDERTAKERS
rose, Frank Hurley of Holyoke, Johr_
Until Rep. John J. Falvey was elected
D. Mackay of Quincy, Francis M. Mc- a member of the Legislature. Senator
Keown of Springfield, Henry Parkman, Joseph A. Langone, Jr. of Boston
and
Jr., of Boston, and Harry B. Putnam Rep. Leo M. Birmingham of
Boston
of Westfield.
represented the undertaking and funAfter enumerating the members of eral directing business in both branch! the legal profession, the real estate es of the General Court.
•
and 'petroleum products come next I The election last Fall added Rep.'
with three members each. Then a loom- Falvey to the growing list of frcelcfixer, a nowspaper reporter, a bail coated gentry. However, Rep. Falvey
commissioner, a heating engineer, an sheds his professional garments nislit.;
advertising manager, a farmer, an un- when he travels to Northeastern
Unidertaker, a traffic manager, a news- I versity Law School, fitting himself
for
paper publisher, a dealer in wholesale , a future bar examination.
and retail fish, a painter and &corAccording to Rep. Falvey, he • wants
ator, a doctor, two salesmen, a caterer, to become a member of a live
busia baker, a mantancturer a school tea- ness.
cher and student and one leg.slator
who lists himself as retired.
INDEHENDENT-PROGRESSINT
Not all members in the Legislature
OLDEST
are affiliated with the Republican or
The oldest member of the Senate is Democratic parties. Rep. Charles H.
William A. Davenport of Greenfield, Morrill of Haverhill, a Democrat, also
who also is remembered for breaking is listed as an Independent-Progressthe deadlock that existed for several ive.
Mention of Rep. Morrill recalls the
days before a president of the upper
fact that he is the senior Democratic
branch of the Legislator was elected.
Senator Davenport was born in Ver- member of the lower branch as the
result of serving from 1910 to 1918 as
mont cn Oct. 23, 1869.
Elected as a Republican during the a member of the House of Represenlast election, in 1899 and 1900 he serv- tatives.
ed as a Democratic member of the
SECRETARIES
House of Representatives.
In the Western part of the State,
Most people in mentioning the Govthe Senator with the flowing gray ernor's assistant secretaries do not
moustache has a reputation as an able recall the two gentlemen who preside
trial lawyer. To the people of Green- over the inner offices and are seldom
in
field he has successively been a select- the public eye. They are as&stant Sea,;
man, a member of the School Corn- retaries William A. Bodfl,sh and Henry
mittee, park commissioner and town C. Rowland, both of Boston.
counsel.
Of the two, Bodfish has had thi.:
most interesting career. Born in, Boston in 1888 and educated at Boston
YOUNGEST
College, he studied, in the private
The youngest member is Senator schools of Spain, where
he was the
Charles A. P. McAree of Haverhill American Vice-Consul
at Seville, and
Born in Haverhill, on Nov. 3. 1908, later secretary of
the Barcelona
Senator McAree was the first Demo- Chamber of Commerce.
crat elected to the Senate from the
Do not be surprised when the Go"Fourth E.ssex District in 44 years. Not ernor's public
seem to
only is he the youngest member, but be results of announcements
much research, because
the youngest elected over a period of Bodfish's
profession is advertising re25 years.
search.
Unknown to his colleagues, the SenIt also is worth mentioning that dui.ator was quietly engaged the other day ing the World
War, he was a member
to Miss Margaret M. Dodd of West of the staff of
the Creel Committee on
Haven, Conn. Incidentally, this engage- Public Information.
T1Vs agency had
ment climaxed a school romance wilicn much to say
concerning publicity awl
began when Miss Dodd attended Beton W * prooagancla.
Hill College, Greensburg, Pa., where
The oldest
she was a classmate of Senator Mc- staff is Henrymember of the secretarial
C. Rowland. He was born
Aree's sister, Virginia. At the same in Somerville
in 1876 and studied law
time the Senator was a roommate of under Prof.
Frank L. Simpson and in
his fiancee's brother at St. Anslem's the office of
school. Manchester, N. H. and later at one time, he Francis P. Garland. At
was a candidate for ConCanisius College.
gress from the old 9th Congressional
The Senator is the school teacher District,
and student member of the Senate.
If you talk to a calm, diplomatic
He was graduated from Catholic Uni- gentleman in
the Executive Departversity of America, Washington, D. C. ment whose
manner impresses you, you
in 1930, School of Political Sciences, are talking to
Bodfish. The man witli
Paris in 1931, and Harvard Graduate the whereins and
therefores is the
School, with a master's degree, in 1933 lawyer member of the
staff. He has a
repuation of being an excellent lawyer
and
a
reliable
FISH
friend and counurley's interest in the fishing sellor.
G
saisweeses-s %al
industry rec. Its an incident that happened during his last administiatior
as mayor of Boston.
During that pasticular time, it officially had been announced that the
Ten Pound Island Hatchery, Gloucester, would be closed by the Federal
government. Despite agitation around
I Cape Ann, Gloucester, the order was
not rescinded until a Boston basins—
man named Walter L. Searle took the
matter up with the then Mayor Curley.
Curley promptly carried the fishing
industry's case to President Roosevelt.
Shortly alter came a new order rescinding the original economy order to
the satisfaction of the fishing interests.
The recent resolutions memorializing congress in behalf of the fishing
industry, filed by Rep. Frederick H.

State Problems
Discussed by
N. E. Governors
Boston. Feb. 12—(â)—Important inter-state problems were discussed today when chief executives of Maine, New Hampshire,
Connecticut, Rhode Island and
Massachusetts gathered in Boston in a joint session with officials of the New England council.
The governors received reports
requested from the New England
council on the following:—A plan
for joint state advertising of
New England as a recreational
center and suggestions for public
work projects of inter-state character for New England. Several
other problems were expected to
come up for discussion later in
the session.
Among those attending the
luncheon session were Governors
James M. C11,daY, of Massachusetts; H. Styles Bridges, of Naw
Hampshire; Theodore
Francis
Green. of Rhode Island: Governor Louis J, Brann, of Maine and
Lieut. Governor F:ank Hayes, of
Connecticut; Winthrop L. Cart:3r
of Nashua, N. H., President of the
New England counqil: Col. William Barron, of Crawford Notch,'
N. H., chairman of the recreational division of the council; and
Dudley Harmon. executive vice
president of the council. Governor
Charles M. Smith, of Vermont,
did not attend the session.
•

riantucKel

Nantucket, Feb. 12 (!P)—Hunters' guns, which have re-echoed
throughout this quiet island since
daybreak yesterday in what Nantucketers described as the slaughter of tame deer, were silenced by
gubernatorial edict at noon today
and the tahulatiOn of the slain
herd was begun by game wardens.
whose
islanders,
Indignant
aroused protest at the declaration
of a week's open season on deer
brought immediate response from
Gov. James M. CoLley last night,
showered the 'Thief executive;
with congratulations and had lit- '
tle sympathy for the gunners from I
the mainland sato, ruffled at the
sudden closing, were forced to remain until tomorrow for a boat to
take them from the island.
The toll taken among the herd
estimated to total 350 was not
known but some placed it at approximately 100.
The islanders were distressed
particularly because most of the
deer slain were does with young.
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Curley Would —
Utilize Jail
In This City
/

•

The use of the county jail in this
city, elosed for more than a year, is
being congidered by Gov. James M.
Curley who yesterday commissioned
Lewis Parkhurst of Winchester to
make a secret investigation of conditions in prisons.
The county jail here would be
used as a prison colony for convicts
not requiring the maximum security
facilities available at Charlestown.
The jail has been temporarily abandoned by Worcester county and has
been idle since Middlesex county
jail officials ceased to use it for
housing prisoners pending the completion of the new jail at Billerica.
The jail on Water street can house
200 prisoners and there are indications that the governor may use it
to relieve the congested condition at
Charlestown.
Mr. Parkhurst, generally recognized as an authority on penology,
will make a confidential report on
his findings to the governor for his
submission to his newly organized
unofficial crime commission whose
members will meet formally with
Mr. Curley today.
—Traffic Officer Thomas Darcy
confined to his home today with

The spirit of community cooperation and
fellowship shown in the recent disastrous fire
is a credit to the townspeople and throughout
the entire incident, there has been a general
folYng toward those who have been mhde
helpless victims. Their plight has become of
community interert and to help them, citizens
are holding a benefit show in Town hall
tonight. Do your part to he!ji your neighbor!
The Veterans of Foreign Wars are furnishing complete entertainment—a minstrel
show with all its features—and other arrangements are made without any cost. The ent;re
proceeds are to be turned over to the numerous
families who were driven from their homes
with a loss of all their personal belongings,
when the Chase block was destroyed. If you
attend, you will be sure to find enjoyment in
the show and if you are unable to attend the
purchase of any number of tickets will contribute to a worthy cause.
*

*

As an aftermath of the fire, many Frave pondered watching those stil at work in the ruins, hashing over the popular
topics which are natural following ,such an incident. There is
the question of what. will become of the site. The loss of the
Chase block leaves a isightly hollow in the center of the
business' district. There are many opinions offered. The
majority express the hope that when the block is replaced,
that the structure will be in conformity with the setup of the
business district. The town has always shown enterprise in
building up its business center. Suggestions have been offered,
in event the owners do not plan to rebuild, that the site would
be a suitable location for a new postoffice, when it is granted.
Then the firemen have a lot to talk over. They of course
have their regrets that the Marlboro fireman was injured and
that the Marlboro truck went out of commission while giving
valuab:e help to Hudson. And of course, there are regrets
expressed about an inadequate fire alarm system. against which
they have vainly argued for the pAst twelve years. There was
great difficulty inalarming the firemen when the alarm failed.
A number of citizens arrived and helped until the firemen all
arrived on the scene. If the present system is inadequate for
proper protection of public safety, the pleas should be given
hearing. Expenditure of a few thousand to save more thousands
in property loss and possible personal injury, is good judgment.
The various town departments have lent valuable
assistance both during the fire and since, the street, water and
,light and power departmnts helping out in many ways.
The fire hus sidetracked political discussion somewhat,
but the pols are sti:1 going it and will be whooping it up in
good form before long with election only three weeks away.
The Curley club still intends to tag ,a few, so they say. Forum
scheduled for another meeting Friday to hash over municipal
affairs.
*

*

*

Senator Burton K. Wheeler, Montana Democrat and a.
native of this town, is firing away in Congress to see who's
making what under the AAA. He is demanding an investigation ci the relationship between the AAA and the middlmen
Who process and distribute farm products. This all includes the,
milk problem which dairy farmers around here are interested
in. He nays: -Apparently the fundamental question was
whether while doing something for the farmers, a great deal
too much was not being done for the middlemen, the processors and distpibutors, with a reckless disregard of the effect
upon the consumers. As consumers consist of everybody, including the farmers, that is h very important issue. For yeas,
it has been the practice of the large processmS and distributors
to use farmers as a front for getting what they can.'sat
11111111111111111111111,
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Farley and the Boston Post Office
The fight over the Boston postmast
ership is
still in the hands of Mr. Farley. But
the joker
discovered in the executive orde
r governing examinations for postmaster
indicates that the
postmaster general is leaning
toward his practice
of playing politics with
government appointments.
Under the executive order, issu
ed in 1933, the
head of the department may
submit to the President for nomination the nam
e of the postmaster
whose term is expiring. In
Boston, this would
be William M. Hurley, who
was appointed by
President Hoover, and has
worked his way to
the top through thirty-five
years of service.
But, if the postmaster is
not named, a civil
service examination may
be held, and neither
the postmaster nor any one in
the classified service may take this test. The
nomination then may
be made from one of the
first three candidates
passing the examination.
The civil service test
to be held in Boston excl
udes Postmaster Hurley, but admits Peter F.
Tague, a former congressman and a political supp
orter of Governor
Curley.
It might be added that the
practice, under
the present administration,
makes a civil service examination for post
master little more than
a farce. If Mr. Farley and
the President want
to favor the CuElgy„ candidat
e, and flout Senator
Walsh, who supports Post
master Hurley, a civil
service examination woul
d be an obvious way to
go about it.
But such tactics would
not fool the senior
senator from Massachusett
s, and need not fool
the public hereabouts.
For, if this examination
in Boston should certify
the eligibility of Mr.
Tague, that would not
disqualify Mr. Hurley.
The Boston postmaster is
eligible for appointment, without taking an
examination.
The appointment, when
it comes, will show
whether the Governor can get
what he goes after
In Washington, or whether
Senator Walsh still
has his hand on federal
patronage in this state.

STATE HOUSE, Feb. 12.—
islative committee on the The legjudiciary
will hold a public hearing Thur
sday
morning, on the special mess
age submitted to the Legislature by Gove
rnor
which he seeks legis
to permit the police to enter lation
clubs, and similar chartered night
establishments devoted to entertainm
ent
and serving of liquor, witho
formality of obtaining warra ut the
Governor stated in his messnts. The
age that
he was prompted in his reque
st for
legislation by the recent
murder of a night club door unsolved
man in
Boston.
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The House of Representatives
turned the adverse report of the overaffairs committee and acted favorlegal
G tZETTE
ably
•on a bill to make March 17
a legal
holiday in Suffolk County.
Worc
ester, Mass.
The
was substituted on roll call vote_ bill
129
to 84 and then referred to the
mittee on ways and means for comhearing and recommendation. further
The committee on transporta
referred to the next annual sessi tion
on of
the Legislature the bill of Rep. Owen
Gallagher of South Boston that
hours
of labor for operators of motor
BOSTON, Feb. 12 (AP)—Repretruck
be limited to not exceeding eight con-s sentativest of the shoe industry in
secutive hours a day and five days
a Massachusetts will confer Thursweek.
day afternoon with Governors of
the six New England states upon
The House of Representatives
or- request of Sen. Charles A. P. Mcdered to a third reading the
Rep. Albert L. Bourgeois of bill of Aree of Haverhill, Gov. James M.
Lowe
la announced today.
which would strip local licen l
tor McAree requested the
boards of a power which they sing
no
conference, he said, for the purpose
hold in the granting of liquor licen
ses
At present a local licensing boar
of drawing up a code of ethics for
may prevent an appeal to the
the protection of the industry.
sta
ABC Commission by a rejected
ap
plicant for a liquor license by refits
inc- to grant a common victualler'slicense. The Bourgeois bill provides
for an appeal to the state ABC Commission from the action of a
local
board in refusing to grant a common
victualler's license when the grant
Press Clipping Service
of a liquor license is involved in ing
tht
case.
Par
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FOR SHOE INDUSTRY
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Informed that the Federal government is willing to make $500,000
ditional available for developmentadCCC work in this state if Massachuof
setts will appropriate $50,000, Gove nor Curley last night instructed rbudget commissioner to make the
rangements for the $50,000. The arpropriation of the state, accordingapthe plans of the Federal governme to
must go for the purchase of land. nt,
Federal money would go for the The
work
done on this land. Asked where
the
land would be purchased, the Gove
rnor said he could not say definitely
.
Approximately 10,000 acres will
be
bought.
After putting in a long day in
office, Governor Curley expressed his
prise, as he was about to leave surnight, that he could see so many last
ple—most of them legislators who peohad
come to take advantage of "Legi
slature Day"—in a single day. "How
many legislators are there." he asked
,
rhetorically; "280 aren't there.
Well,
I guess I've seen about 300 today." He
smiled, and then walked out into
executive con'dor where there the
still about 50 persons --et waiti were
ng to
see him.
The Senate, by roll call vote, 25
to
10, adopted resolutions memorializing
Congress to abolish the Federal
processing tax imposed on the cotto
n industry. The resolutions were
defeat
ed on roll call vote, 15 to 15, las
Friday and came up yesterday on
th
motion of Senator Conroy to recon
sider.
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non street, to recite
prayers for tht
deceased.

PARTY

BY CURLEY CLUB
The James M. Curley
club will
sponsor a Valentine bridg
e and
beano party Thursday at
8 at the
Jeffersonian club.
Mrs.
Mary ,
O'Toole is chairman.
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Farley and the Boston Post Office
The fight over the Boston postmastership is
still in the hands of Mr. Farley. But the joker
discovered in the executive order governing examinations for postmaster indicates that the
postmaster general is leaning toward his practice
of playing politics with government appointments.
Under the executive order, issued in 1933, the
head of the department may submit to the President for nomination the name of the postmaster
whose term is expiring. In Boston, this would
be William M. Hurley, who was appointed by
President Hoover, and has worked his way to
the top through thirty-five years of service.
But, if the postmaster is not named, a civil
service examination may be held, and neither
the postmaster nor any one in the classified service may take this test. The nomination then may
be made from one of the first three candidates
passing the examination. The civil service test
to be held in Boston excludes Postmaster Hurley, but admits Peter F. Tague, a former congressman and a political supporter of Governor
Curley.
It might be added that the practice, under
the present administration, makes a civil service examination for postmaster little more than
a farce. If Mr. Farley and the President want
to favor the Cu
candidate, and flout Senator
Walsh, who supports Postmaster Hurley, a civil
service examination would be an obvious way to
go about it.
But such tactics would not fool the senior
senator from Massachusetts, and need not fool
the public hereabouts. For, if this examination
in Boston should certify the eligibility of Mr.
Tague, that would not disqualify Mr. Hurley.
The Boston postmaster is eligible for appointment, without taking an examination.
The appointment, when it comes, will show
whether the Governor can get what he goes after
In Washington, or whether Senator Walsh still
11 is his hand on federal patronage in this state.

STATE HOUSE, Feb. 12.—The legislative committee on the judiciary
will hold a public hearing Thursday
morning, on the special message submitted to the Legislature by Governor
which he seeks legislation
o permit the police to enter night
clubs, and similar chartered establishments devoted to entertainment
and serving of liquor, without the
formality of obtaining warrants. The
Governor stated in his message that
he was prompted in his request for
legislation by the recent unsolved
murder of a night club door man in
Boston.
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The House of Representatives overturned the adverse report of the legal
affairs committee and acted favorably
.on a bill to make March 17 a legal
holiday in Suffolk County. The bill
was substituted on roll call vote_129
to 84 and then referred to the committee on ways and means for further!
hearing and recommendation.
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The committee on transportation
CODE OF ETHICS
referred to the next annual session of
the Legislature the bill of Rep. Owen
Gallagher of South Boston that hours
BOSTON. Feb. 12 (AP)—Repreof labor for operators of motor trucks
shoe industry in
be limited to not exceeding eight con- sentative of the
fer Thurssecutive hours a day and five days a Massachusetts will cor
day afternoon with Governors of
week.
upon
the six New England states
The House of Representatives or- request of Sen. Charles A. P. Mcdered to a third reading the bill of Aree of Haverhill, Gov. James M.
Rep. Albert L. Bourgeois of Lowell Curlty announced today.
which would strip local licensing
-'rator McAree requested the
boards of a power which they no
conference, he said, for the purpose
hold in the granting of liquor licenses of drawing up a code of ethics for
At present a local licensing boar
the protection of the induetry.
may prevent an appeal to the stat
ABC Commission by a rejected ap
plicant for a liquor license by refusin°. to grant a common victualler's
license. The Bourgeois bill provides
for an appeal to the state ABC Commission from the action of a loc&
board in refusing to grant a commor
victualler's license when the granting
Press Clipping Service
of a liquor license is involved in ill(
2 Park Square
case.

SEEK

FOR SHOE INDUSTRY

Informed that the Federal government is willing to make $500,000 additional available for development of
CCC work in this state if Massachusetts will appropriate $50,000, Governor Curley last night instructed the
arbudget commissioner to make
rangements for the $50,000. The appropriation of the state, according to
the plans of the Federal government,
must go for the purchase of land. The
Federal money would go for the work
done on this land. Asked where the
land would be purchased. the Governor said he could not say definitely.
Approximately 10,000 acres will be
bought.
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After putting in a long day in hisj non street, to recite prayers for thi
office, Governor Curley expressed stir- deceased.
prise, as he was about to leave last
night, that he could see so many peoPARTY BY CURLEY CLUB
ple—most of them legislators who had
The James M. Curley club will
come to take advantage of "Legislature Day"—in a single day. ''How sponsor a Valentine bridge and
many legislators are there," he asked, beano party Thursdav at 8 at the
rhetorically; "280 aren't there. Well, Jeffersonian club.
Mrs.
Mary
I guess I've seen about 300 today." He O'Toole is chairman.
smiled, and then walked out into the
executive corridor where there were
still about 60 persons -et waiting te
see him.
The Senate, by roll call vote, 25 to
10. adopted resolutions memorializing
Congress to abolish the Federal processing tax imposed on the cotton industry. The resolutions were defeat
ed on roll call vote, 15 to 15, las
Friday and came up yesterday on th
motion of Senator Conroy to reconsider.
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may halt Hunting
on Nantucket
Curley Gets in Touch with
Kenney After Protest
by Selectmen.
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-Nantucket Deer 'Slaughter'
Ends as Gov Curley Acts
Inhabitants Stage Vigorous Protest as Hunters Shoot
Down 'Tame' Animals On Small Island

Union.
Specie/ to The Springfield
was the
Nantucket, Feb. 11— (AI') —Deer
BOSTON. Feb. 11—So great
et Island
and natives who fled to shelter today
slaughter of deer on Nantuck
the selectwhen an armed expeditionary force
during the first open day,
Curley even
swept this island for the first deer
men protested to Gov.
hunting in years may venture forth
in turn
before sunrise today and he
with greater safety tomorrow noon.
Raymond
got in Much with Director
State officials tonight announced
Fishof
J. Kenney of the Division
they would end the deer season tofor
plans
morrow, as a result of protests from
eries and Game to consider
tomorrow.
Nantucket officials and residents who
calling.a halt at noon
n
selectme
declared they were "appalled at the
the
today
o'clock
3
to
.Up
slaughter."
to 300 deer
figured that 85 of the 400 slaughte
red.
More than 100 of the 300 to 400 deer
on the island had been
on this island of 50 square miles were
be extinct
At this rate the deer would
estimated slain during the first day's
open season
on the island before the
offensive. On running boards, radiaTi
expired.
had
week
of one
tors, front bumpers and even car tops,
the DiWarden Anson P. Anyon of reportthe carcasses of the deer were brought
Game
vision of Fisheries and
into town by hunters who migrated
Director Kenney
ed at 8 o'clock to
to this sea-swept island for the shootkilling
the
of
certain
for
that he knew
ing season.
sent Field
Kenney
Director
deer.
of 25
But to the islanders there appeared
directly
Supervisor Lloyd M. Walker
no element of -sport" in what they
thi
received
to Nantucket when he report on th
termed a "barbaric slaughter." The
Information. He is to
sight of scores of bloody carcasses of
possible.
as
soon
number killed as
animals they had befriended and
end t
Asked how he would put an
looked upon as one of the attractions
sal
Kenney
of the island only nauseated natives.
the slaughter, Director
tmnorro
tion
The three selectmen, 0. V. Hull,
"I will issue a proclama
Charles H. Blout and Irving A. Soc.
, morning."
. -grin°, wired a protest to Gov James
'I ill-,
REPUBLICAN
after he had roamed the moor alone
for four years, Breekinrldge Long,
Springfield, Mass.
now embassador to Rome,
two (Inc. That was 10 yearsbought
The present hundreds of derr ago.
are
descended from those three afmals

M. Curley today. and 30 or 40 indivi.
duals took similar action. Curley at
once communicated with Director'
Raymond J. Kenney of the division of:
fisheries and game, who announced "I
will issiie. a proclamation tomorrow
morning. I feel certain because Nantucket is a small place, that word of
the closing of the open season will
reach the hunters and the slaughtee„
will end."
Deer Defenseless
Islanders, who asserted there were
more red caps about the moors than
in Grand Central station in New
York, the pathetic part of the
"slaughter" was the defenselessneee,
of the deer. A slightly rolling sandy:
spot dropped in the ocean off Cape
Cod by the glaciers during the great
ice age, offers almost no shelter .to
deer.
A few groves of stunted pitch pine
furnish the only tree growth. Deer
find shelter only in the thick swamps.
But to natives, who are not surprised
to wake up in the morning and find
as many as 10 or 12 deer in the backyard, the pathetic aspect is the tame(Conlin ued on Thirteenth
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CURLEY FAVORS BUYING
10,000 ACRES OF LAND
Would Provide Place for Esof Federal
tablishment
CCC Camps

•

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 11—Gov Curley avors
he Purchase of 10,000 acres of land
it $5 an acre, either in Western
Massachusetts or on the Cape, wherein the federal government would esablish CCC camps and put the land
n first-class condition.
He so announced tonight and said
le had instructed Budget ('ommisloner Carl T. Raymond to add $50.000 to the budget for this purpose,
he federal government has agreed to
xpend $500,000 on this c7CC work if
the state will stand $50,000 to acquire the land.
That sounds reasonable to G9V Curley for it will mean the employment
of 13) men for six months, he says.
•

/
Page)

UNION
Springfield, Mass.

nber of Legislators
l‘r-Surpruie to Curley
special to The Springfield Union,
BOSTON. Feb. 11—After putting In
a long day in his office, Gov, Curley
expressed surprise, as he was about
to leave this afternoon shortly before
6 o'clock, that lie could see so many
people—most of them legislators who
had come to take advantage of "Legislature Day" in a single day. "How
many legislators are there?" he asked
rhetorically, "280, aren't there? Welly.,
I guess I've seen about 300 today." He
smiled, and then walked out into the
executive corridor whore there were
still about 50 persons yet waiting to
see him.
e...
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ness of the animals.‘ft.W`2they roam
ch)4. '4 , 01Pv
over the moors they make no effort to
Selectmen.
by
seek safety when hunters approach,
I
Union.
Springfield
having been protected all their lives.
spci.../ to The
great was the
The natives further declare, do are
BOSTON, Feb. 11—So
Nantucket Island
now with young.
slaughter of deer on
day, the Select"Pnt Over On ts"
during the first open
Gov. Curley even
"It was put over on us," one of
men pretested to
turn I the
in
he
and
town officials asserted. "We knew
before sunrise today
Director Raymond
nothing of the law until we learned
got in tbuch with Division of FishFriday
the governor had just signed
J. Kenney of the consider plans for
the legislative act."
to
Game
and
eries
The measure opening Nantucket to
tomorrow.
hunting was passed this week with
calling..a halt at noon
the selectmen Ithe
today
o'clock
3
approval of
.Up to
400 to 500 deer lof fisheries and the state department
game. Representative
figured that 85 of the
been slaughtered. William Swain of
had
island
the
Nantucket, who
extinct
on
be
would
deer
season voted for the bill, said the measure
At this rate the
open
the
before
was drawn by Kenney and was
on the island
expired.
passed to reduce the number of deer
of one week had
Anyon of the Di- and thus
Warden Anson P.
prevent further damage.
and Gann: reportvision of Fisheries Director Kenney i Last year he said the state paid $800
for injuries to gardens and shrubs ined at 3 o'clock to
certain of the killing flicted by the deer.
that he knew for
Kenney sent Field
Director
But the deer damaye angle is scofdirectly
of 25 deer.
Lloyd M. Walker
thi fed at by the natives.
. Supervisor
when he received
As the law now stands, Nantucket,
Nantucket
, to
report on th In common
with other sections of
Information. Be is to
possible.
as
soon
the state, will have a week's open
number killed as
an end t season next
put
would
he
December, also.
Asked how
Director Kennee sal
For years Nantucket had no deer.
the slaughter, proclamation tomorro
Then
one
day
a
about 10 miles off
issue
will
"I
shore fishermen came on a buck
morning."
swimming apparently from Cape Cod.
They took him to Nantucket and
REPUBLICAN
after he had roamed the moor alone
for four years, Breckinridge Long,
Springfield, Mass.
now embassador to Rome, bought
Press Clipping Service
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BOSTON

CURLEY FAVORS BUYING
10,000 ACRES OF LAND
Would Provide Place for Establishment of Federal
CCC Camps

•

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Feb. 11—Gov Curley avors
be purchase of 10.000 acres of land
it $5 an acre, either in Western
Massachusette hr on the Cape, whereDu the feder.ti government 7.•ould esablieh e *1' ;• (lops and put the land
I, , eondition.
n Ii ,
Ile so alineunced tonight and said
he had instructed Budget Commisloner Carl J. Raymond to add $50,(100 to the budget for this purpose.
The federal government has agreed to
expend $500,000 on this c'CC work if
the state will spend $50,000 to acquire the land.
That sounds reasonable to Clw Curley for it will mean the employment
of 13110 men for six months, he says.

MASS.

UNION
Springfield, Mass.

mrr of Legislators
Surprise to Curley
Special to 7 lie .";.pringgeld Union.
BOSTON, Feb. 11—After putting in
a long day in his office. Gov, Curley
expressed surprise, as he was about
to leave this afternoon shortly before
6 o'clock, that he could see so many
people—most of them legislators who
had come to take achentage of "Legislature Day" in a single day. "How
many legislators are there?" he asked
rhetorically, "280, aren't there? Well
I guess I've seen about 300 today." He
smiled, end then walked out into the
executive corridor where there were
still about 50 persons yet waiting to
see him.
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UNDER THE STATE
HOUSE DOME
Joseph J. Leonard, police conunis
sioner of Boston, has flatly refused
to resign his position as Governor
acreLh,
•ley has demanded. The sever
nor plans to have the council re
move him at its meeting tomorrow
--Alarmed by reports that have
come to him of unrest among the inmates of the various state pspal institutions, Governor Curley has commissioned Lewis Parkhurst of Winchester, generally recognized as an
authority on penology, to make a
secret investigation of 'conditions
prevailing in the prisons.
The House has advanced a bill
that has been described as legislation for liquor sellers who guess
wrong on election's. The bill provides that persons who. are refused
common victuallers licenses shall
have the right of appeal to the State.
Alcoholic Beverage commission. Local license board may now deprive !
a liquor restaurant license applicant of the right of appeal by refusing a common victuallers license.
The committee on transportation
has voted to refer to the next legsilattire a bill providing that motor
truck operators shall not work more
than eight consecutive hours or
more than five days a week.
Sources of drinking and culinary
water used on all interstate railroads, buses, vessels and airplanes
are inspected by the federal govern-

_
tend government

tea-

would make a grant
of $500,000, conditional on action by
,the state.
The governor said the federal
grant and the state appropriation
'for development of °CC camps
would provide work for 1300 men.
He said he was uncertain where the
camps would be located. The 16,000
aesess it is proposed to purchase
might be bought "on the Cape or in
Western Massachusetts," the governor said.

•

EDITORIAL NOTES
Approved with enthusiasm — Governor
Curley's refusal to interfere in the K5.Thinski
ca-ge with the verdict of a constituted court
of justice.
All signs point to the first major revolt
in Congress against the one-man policy of
the White House.
The Democratic National committee has
begun operations to gather in sufficient
shekels to wipe out the debt of half a million
dollars it incurred in electing the New Deal.
No contributions of more than $1000 are to
be accepted which relieves our mini and not
our pocketbook.
pping Service
The Maine legislature is considering a bill
for automobile insurance similar to that of tic Square
MASS.
this state. They must have heard about ours I
up there.
NION
Press Clipping Service
Springfield, Mass.
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GOVERNORS MEET
/ IN CONFERENCE
BOSTON, Feb. 12 (AP)—Import,
ant inter-state problems were discisssed today when chief executives
of Maine. New Hampshire, Rhode
Island and Massachusetts, gathered
in Boston with a joint session with
officials of the New England Councils
The Governors received reports requested by the council on the following matters: a plan for joint advertising of New England as a
recreational center; and suggestions
for P. W. A. projects of an interstate character for New England.
Several other problems were expected to be open for discussion later in
the session.
Governors Curley of Massachusetts, Bridge of New Hampshire,
Greeh of Rhode Island, and Lieul.enant-Governor Hayes of Connecticut, had luncheon together. Gov- ,
^rnor Charles M. Smith,of Vermont,
did not attend the session.

.noziton.
Curley Accepts
CCC Work Offer
Purchase of Land on Cape
or in Western Mass.
Considered.
Specie/ to The Springfield Union.
BOSTON, Feb. 11—Informed today
that the Federal Government is willing to make $500,000 additional available for development of CCC work In
this State if Massachusetts will appropriate $50,000, Gov. James M.
Curley this afternoon instructed his
budget commissioner to make arrangements for the $50,000.
"This will mean employment for at
least 1500 men for a period of about
six months," commented Gov. Curley.
"It's good healthy work, and men as
well as boys should be employed."
The appropriation of the State, according to plans of the Federal Government, must go for the purchase of
land. The Federal money would go
for the work done on this land. Asked
where the lend, which would amount
to 10,000 acres, would be purchased.
the Governor said, "somewhere on the
Cape or in the western part of the
State. I can't say definitely."
11111110mailbissese.--
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CURLEY WILL I SPECIAL MESSAGE 1
ASK COUNCIL TO BY CURLEY; GRANT
OUST LEONARD BOOED,APPLAUDED
Governor Plans to Place
Removal Issue Before
Executive Board
Tomorrow.

- Recommendations, Read by
1 Secretary, Urge Police Be
! Permitted to Enter Public
t Assembly Places

REPUBLICAN
Springfield, Mass.

SWAMPSCOTT MAN
MADE'SUPERVISOR
OF MOTOR'TUCKS
Frank E. Riley Is Reported
to Have Been Recommend
'
ed Through the Governor s
Employment Office

Reporter
From Our Special
much -coveted
Boston, Feb. 12—The
publicized job in
and rather highly
utilities which is
the department of
ally to an imeventu
lead
supposed to
the new law
under
portant position,
trucks, has gone
pertaining to motor
was recommended
to a man who
or's employment
govern
through the
today.
sed
disclo
office, it was
of Swampscett, rec, Frank E. Riley Curley by Councilor
ommended to Gov
of Lynn, acWilliam G. HeriffeAlt,
yment office, was
cording to the emplo the utilities deven a position with the public utilipartment by vote of
last week.
ties commissionersgenerally, though a
The position is commissioners said,
trifle erroneously,
supervisor of motor
referred to as
same post that exthe
is
and
,
trucks
Nelson of WorcesSenator George H.
to have been apter was once said
pointed tentatively.
Attwill of the
Chairman Henry C.
commission, said Riley
public utilities
"subject to the
had been appointed
commonwealth." He relaws of the
when asked if a
peated this answer
nation or approval
civil service exami appointee. It was
is needed for the
s is a provisional
ta'ken to mean Riley'
l said recomAttwil
as
t,
ntmen
appoi
through the
mendation for it came office.
governor's employmentssioner James
Commi
Civil Service
matter has not
M. Hurley said the
it does he will
reached him and until
make no comment.
$3780.
Riley's pay will be

ter
Special to The Sprinfpicld Union.
:i From Our Special Repor
were minI, Boston, Feb. 11—"Boos"Richard D.
BOSTON, Feb. 11—Gov. James M.
for
use
appla
with
il
gled
Counc
tive
Curley will ask his Execu
James M.
1 Grant, secretary to Gov
Wednesday to approve the removal for
his first ap0 Curley, when he madethis afternoon,
cause of Police Commissioner Joseph
pearance in the House
J. Leonard of Boston.
Holt, sergeantii escorted by Charles 0.
l
The Governor made this announceto deliver the first specia
arms,
atthat
med
infor
was
However,
ment when he
ge of the governor.
messa
d
to
refuse
had
rd
ion.
Leona
er
situat
Commission
C the applause dominated the
with Curley's
resign. The Governor's determination
f The message had to do
to oust Commissioner Leonard follows
tion, voiced last week,
I'
menda
recom
s
Club
a gangster killing at the Cosmo
police be accorded
a that local and state any time, places
of the
a few days ago. Investigation on
t the right to enter, at
the
,
acting
police
state
by
see that the law
crime
Plot public assembly to
Governor's orders, brought to light the
ed.
enforc
being
is
a
am of Gov
existence of an elaborate gambling
It is a part of the progr Leonard, 1
den which the local police, in a prior
y to "get" Joseph J. and the
Curle
failed
had
r,
ssioner,
investigation of the murde
a Boston's police commi
ge to joint
to raid.
House referred the messa
To make possible police action un- , 8 judiciary committee which will hear
Commissioner Leonhampered against violations of law in
n it on the 14th.
not resign,
night clubs, the Governor sent a speard said today he would nor. When
g
ature
askin
cial message to the Legisl
ted by the gover
reques
as
taken by
for an amendment to the law so as to
Informed of this position
declared he
give police the right to enter such
t Leonard Gov Curley
through the
places without warrants.
would seek his removal council.
ive
execut
the
The message, which was read into
of
m
mediu
-1.,
ntment
tl
the House and referred to the CommitCommenting upon the appoi
police detee on the Judiciary, was as follows:
of "incorruptibles" in then from (m"For a long period of time it has
18 partment to clean Bosto criminals, i
and
been the contention of munleipal poa' erations of gamblers
.
lice authorities throughout the ComGov Curley said:—
ed to the pocredit
enter
to
ity
monwealth that the author
"The statement
w
a group of inpremises licensed as clubs or places of
• lice commissioner that found suggests
assemblage was not permitted, and as
c_.1 corruptibies has been and Gomorrah
a consequence these premises have
an the old story of Sodom
and reflec- ,
been immune from inspection by local
th and is an outrage, insult2500 honest,
occur
police authorities. The tragic
c'l Bon on the more than members of
intelligent
enee at the Cosmos Club within the
a capable and
who are desipast week emphasizes the necessity
,thl the police department full duty, but
to The Springfield Union.
,Irnrous of performing their
for this extention of authority to muand hamI BOSTON, Feb. 11 — Gov. James M
'al who have been hamperedof their aunicipal and state police to enter premOirley this afternoon sternly warnei:
strung through the fear
ises of this character both for the preof a course
Democratic members of the Legislaal. periora that the adoption
vention of crime and for the apprepropr for the protection of life and
fi/
that rork barrel legislation will
ture
hension of evil doers.
ent."
expedi
erty might be politically
"I accordingly respectfully recomnot
with his approval.
meet
ge
messa
Governor's
ni
mend the early adoption of an amendLegisA delegation of legislators waited on I
h
Gov Curley's message to the
ment to Chapter 117. General Laws,
him to eiscuss general policies which
pc, lature this afternoon read as follows:—
Tercentennary Edition, Section 7,
should be pursued. He informed them
of time. it has
at
period
long
offia
pollee
every
"For
t
permi
which would
that no increased appropriations over
01 been the contention of municipal 'pocer, including every state police offithose contained in his budget wouid
ffi lice authorities throughout the comcer, to enter any place or building
be approved.
w monwealth that the authority to enother than a private dwelling at which
or
The Governor also sought to conses licensed as clubs
or in which people are congregated for Pt ter premiassem
permit
vince them that they should put
blage was not
places of
the purpose of entertainment, amusepromgh legislation providing for bienthese
throu
e,
Pc ted, and as a consequenc
ment or any other purpose, whether
nial sessions of the Legislature and
1.1 ises have been immune from inspeclicensed or not, with the exception of
cv
ities. The ; reducing by half the membership of
tion by local police author
religious assembly, in order to deters club I both houses as recommended in his
tragic appearance at the Cosmo
mine whether or not the provisions of
the I inaugural message.
within the past week emphasizes
law are being enforced.
rautho
In commentins afterward on the
of
necessity for this extention
Respectfully,
visit, the Governor remarked that the
to municipal and state Police to
ity
JAMES M. CURLEY, r."a
t
ter both
legislators did not take too kindly to
.....Governo i
enter premises of this charac
amorinimormai...--and for
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for the prevention of crime
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UNDER THE STATE
HOUSE DOME
Joseph J. Leonard, police commis
stioner of Boston, has flatly refused
to resign his position as Governor
Curley has demanded. The cover..
nor plans to have the council remove him at its meeting tomorrow.
--Alarmed by reports that have
conic to him of unrest among the inmates of the various state oval institutions, Governor Curley has commissioned Lewis Parkhurst of Winchester, generally recognized as an
authority on penology, to make a
secret investigation of conditions
prevailing in [he prisons.
The House has advanced a bill
that has been described as legislation for liquor sellers who guess
wrong on elections. The bill provides that persons who' are refused
common victuallers licenses shall
have the right of appeal to the State
Alcoholic Beverage commission. Local license boara may now deprive
a liquor restaurant license applicant of the right of appeal by refo,

NEWS
Gardner, Mass.

State To Acquire
Land For CC Camps
BOSTON, Feb. 12—GoumilLigarley yesterday afternoon instructed
Budget Commissioner Carl A. Raymond to include $50,000 in the budget to purchase land for CCC canip's
after he had learned that the federal government would make a grant
of $500,000, conditional on action by
the state.
• The governor said the federal
grant and the state appropriation
'for development of CCC camps
would provide work for 1300 men.
He said he was uncertain where the
ramps would be located. The 16,000
acres it is proposed to purchase
might be bought "on the Cape or in
Western Massachusetts," the governor said.

EDITORIAL NOTES
Approved with enthusiasm — Governor
Curley's refusal to interfere in the KaThinski
cab with the verdict of a constituted court
of justice.
All signs point to the first major revolt
in Congress against the one-man policy of
the White House.
The Democratic National committee has
begun operations to gather in sufficient
shekels to wipe out the debt of half a million
dollars it incurred in electing the New Deal.
No contributions of more than $1000 are to
be accepted which relieves our mini and not
our pocketbook.
pping Service
The Maine legislature is considering a bill
for automobile insurance similar to that of rk Square
MASS.
this state. They must have heard about ours
_
up there.
NION
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GOVERNORS MEET
IN CONFERENCE

tiosten.

Curley Accepts I
CCC Work Offer
Purchase of Land on Cape
or in Western Mass.
Considered.

-BOSTON, Feb. 12 (AM—ImportSpecial to The Springflad Union.
ant inter-state problems were disBOSTON, Feb. 11—Informed today
cussed today when chief executives that the Federal Government is willof Maine. New Hampshire, Rhode
ing to make $500,000 additional availaIsland and Massachusetts, gathered
ble for development of CCC work In
in Best-on with a joint session with
this State if Massachusetts will apofficials of the New England Council.
propriate $50,000, Gov. James M.
The Governors received reports reCurley this afternoon instructed his
quested by the council on the following matters: a plan for joint ad- budget commissioner to make arvertising of New England as a rangements for the $50,000.
"This will mean employment for at
recreational center; and suggestions
least 1300 men for a period of about
for P. W. A. projects of an inter- six
months." commented Gov. Curley.
state character for New England. "It's good healthy work, and men as
Several other problems were expectwell as boys should be employed."
ed to be open for discussion later in
The appropriation of the State. acthe session.
cording to plans of the Federal GovGovernors Curley of Massachu- ernment. must go for the purchase of
setts, Bridge of New Hampshire, land. The Federal money would go
Greeh of Rhode Island, and Lieu- for the work done on this land. Asked
where the land, which would amount
tenant-Governor Hayes of Connectito 10,000 acres, would be purchased.
cut, had luncheon together. Gov- the
Governor said, "somewhere on the
ernor Charles M. Smith,. of Vermont,' Cape Or in the western part of the
session.
attend
not
the
did
State. I can't say definitely."
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CURLEY WILL I SPECIAL MESSAGE 1
ASK COUNCIL TO BY CURLEY; GRANT
OUST LEONARD BOOED, APPLAUDED
Governor Plans to Place
Removal Issue Before
Executive Board
Tomorrow.

'Recommendations, Read by
Secretary, Urge Police Be
Permitted to Enter Public
es
t Assembly Plac
Reporter

Special to The Seri/40dd Union.
BOSTON, Feb. 11—Gov. James M.
Curley will ask his Executive Council
Wednesday to approve the removal for
h
cause of Police Commissioner Josep
J. Leonard of Boston.
The Governor made this announcement when he was informed that
to
Commissioner Leonard had refused
ion
resign. The Governor's determinat ws
follo
to oust Commissioner Leonard
a gangster killing at the Cosmos Club
ion of the
a few days ago. Investigat
crime by state police, acting on the
Governor's orders, brought to light the
existence of an elaborate gambling
den which the local police, in a prior
investigation of the murder, had failed
to raid.
To make possible police action un- •
hampered against violations of law in
night clubs, the Governor sent a spe- :
cial message to the Legislature asking
for an amendment to the law so as to
give police the right to enter such
places without warrants.
The message, which was read into
the House and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary, was as follows:
"For a long period of time it has
been the contention of municipal police authorities throughout the Commonwealth that the authority to enter
premises licensed as clubs or places of
assemblage was not permitted, and as
ses have
a consequence these premi
been immune from inspection by local
occurtragic
The
police authorities.
the
ence at the Cosmos Club within
past week emphasizes the necessity
for this extention of authority to mupremnicipal and state police to enter
preises of this character both for the
vention of crime and for the appre
hension of evil doers.
"I accordingly respectfully recom
mend the early adoption of an amend-,
ment to Chapter 117, General Laws
Tercentennary Edition, Section 7,
which would permit every police officer, including every state police officer, to enter any place or building
other than a private dwelling at which
or in which people are congregated for
the purpose of entertainment, amusement or any other purpose, whether
licensed or not, with the exception of
religious assembly, in order to determine whether or not the provisions of
law are being enforced.
Respectfully,
JAMES M. CURLEY,
__Governor."

SWAMPSCOT1' MAN
MADE'SUPERVISOR
OF MOTOR'TUCKS'

From Our Special Boos" were minBoston, Feb. 11—"
Richard
gled with applause for
James M.
Grant, secretary to Gov
first aphis
Curley, when he made
afternoon,
pearance in the House this sergeantescorted by Charles 0. Holt,
first special
at-arms, to deliver the
nor. However,
message of the gover the situation.
the applause dominated with Curley's
message had to do
week,
I recommendation, voiced last
police be accorded
a that local and state any time, places
at
t the right to enter,
that the law
of public assembly to see
ced.
enfor
a is being
program of Gov
It is a part of the
J. Leonard,
Curley to "get" Joseph er, and the
commission
a Boston's police
message to joint
House referred the
a judiciary committee which will hear
Leonn it on the 11th. Commissioner
would not resign,
ard said today he governor. When
as requested by theposition taken by
informed of this
declared he
Leonard Gov Curley
through the
would seek his removal council.
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T', medium of the executhe appointment
Commenting upon
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• Will Fight
Pcrli Barrel Laws
!
Warns Democrats to Keep
Appropriations Within
Budget Figures,
sikrizzi to The Springfield Union.
NisToN, Feb. 11 — Gov. James M
Curley this afternoon sternly warnei.
Democratic members of the Legislature that rork barrel legislation will
not meet with his approval.
A delegation of legislators waited tin I
him to discuss general poiicies which
should be pursued. He informed them
that no increased approprlations over
those contained in his budget would
be approved.
The Governor also sought to convince them that they should put
through legislation providing for biennial sessions of the Legislature and
reducing by half the membership of
both houses as recommended in his
inaugural message.
In commenting afterward on the
visit, the Governor remarked that the
legislators did not take too kindly to
bla _A UP-Sulatl....
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UNDER THE STATE
HOUSE DOME

Approved with enthusiasm -- Governor
Curley's refusal to interfere in the Kaltinski
cftfe with the verdict of a constituted court
of justice.

Joseph J. Leonard, police commissioner of Boston, has flatly refused
to resign his position as Governor
&ley has demanded. The governor plans to have the council remove him at its meeting tomorrow.
--Alarmed by reports that have
come to him of unrest among the inmates of the various state oval institutions, Governor Curley has commissioned Lewis Parkhurst of Winchester, generally recognized as an
authority on penology, to make a
secret investigation of conditions
prevailing in the prisons.

All signs point to the first major revolt
in Congress against the one-man policy of
the White House.
The Democratic National committee has
begun operations to gather in sufficient
shekels to wipe out the debt of half a million
dollars it incurred in electing the New Deal.
No contributions of more than $1000 are to
be accepted which relieves our mind and not
our pocketbook.
The Maine legislature is considering a bill pping Service
for automobile insurance similar to that of rit Square
this state. They must have heard about ours I
MASS.
up there.
NION
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The House has advanced a bill
that has been described as legislation for liquor sellers who guess
wrong on election's. The bill provides that persons who are refused
common victuallers licenses shall
have the right of appeal to the State
Alcoholic Beverage commission. 1.0cal license boaralt may now deprive
a liquor restaurant license applicant of the right of appeal by refug.
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State To Acquire
Land For CC Camps

ENTERPRISE
Leominster, Mass.

FEB 12 1935

GOVERNORS MEET
-IN CONFERENCE
I[

BOSTON, Feb. 12—GourAILL,Sarley yesterday afternoon instructed
Budget Commissioner Carl A. Raymond to include $50,000 in the budget to purchase land for CCC earnifs
atter he had learned that the federal government would make a grant ,
of $500,000, conditional on action by
the state.
• The governor said the federal
grant and the state appropriation
-for development of CCC camps
would provide work for 1300 men.
He said he %rig uncertain where the
camps would be located. The 10000
acres it Is proposed to purchase
might be bought "on the Cape or in
Western Massachusetts," the governor said.

r

EDITORIAL NOTES

BOSTON, Feb. 12 (AP)—Import=
ant inter-state problems were discussed today when chief executives
of Maine. New Hampshire, Rhode
Island and Massachusetts, gathered
in Becton with a joint session with
officials of the New England Council.
The Governors received repocts requested by the council on the fol-'
lowing matters: a plan for joint advertising of New England as a I
recreational center: and suggestions
for P. W. A. projects of an interstate character for New England.
Several other problems were expected to be open for discussion later in
the session.
Governors Curley of Massachusetts, Bridge of New Hampshire,
Green of Rhode Island, and Lieutenant-Governor Hayes of Connecticut, had luncheon together. Governor Charles M. Smith,. of Vermont. '
did not attend the session.

Curley Accepts
CCC Work Offer
Purchase of Land on Cape
or in Western Mass.
Considered.
Special to The smingfield Union.
BOSTON. Feb. 11—Informed today
that the Federal Government is willing to make $500,000 additional available for development of CCC work In
this State if Massachusetts will appropriate 850.000, Gov. James M.
Curley this afternoon instructed his
budget commissioner to make arrangements for the $50,000.
"This will mean employment for at
least 1300 men for a period of about
six months," commented Gov. Curley.
"It's good healthy work, and men as
well as toys should be employed."
The appropriation of the State, according to plans of the Federal Government, must go for the purchase of
land. The Federal money would go
for the work done on this land. Asked
where the land, which would amount
to 10,000 acres, would be purchased:
the Governor said, "somewhere on the
Cape dr in the western part of the
State. I can't say definitely?'
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CURLEY WILL
ASK COUNCIL TO
OUST LEONARD
Governor Plans to Place
Removal Issue Before
Executive Board
Tomorrow.
Special to The S.pringfield Union.
BOSTON, Feb. 11—Gov. James M.
Curley will ask his Executive Council
Wednesday to approve the removal for
cause of Police Commissioner Joseph
J. Leonard of Boston.
The Governor made this announcexnent when he was informed that
Commissioner Leonard had refused to
resign. The Governor's determination
to oust Commissioner Leonard follows
a gangster killing at the Cosmos Club
a few days ago. Investigation of the
crime by state police, acting on the
Governor's orders, brought to light the
existence of an elaborate gambling
den which the local police, in a prior
investigation of the murder, had failed
to raid.
To make possible police action unhampered against violations of law in
night clubs, the Governor sent a special message to the Legislature asking
for an amendment to the law so as to
give police the right to enter such
places without warrants.
The message, which was read into
the House and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary, was as follows:
"For a long period of time it has
been the contention of municipal police authorities throughout the Commonwealth that the authority to enter
premises licensed as clubs or places of
assemblage was not permitted, and as
a consequence these premises have
been immune from inspection by local
police authorities. 'rhe tragic occurence at the Cosmos Club within the
past week emphasizes the necessity
for this extention of authority to municipel and state police to enter premises of this character both for the prevention of crime and for the apprehension of evil doers.
"I accordingly respectfully recommend the early adoption of an amendment to Chapter 147, General Laws,
Tercentennary Edition, Section 7,
which would permit every police officer, including every state police officer, to enter any place or building
other than a private dwelling at which
or in which people are congregated for
the purpose of entertainment, amusement or any other purpose, whether
licensed or not, with the exception of
religious assembly, in order to determine whether or not the provisions of
law are being enforced.
Respectfully.
JAMES M. CtlRLEY,
Gavernor."

SWAMPSCOTT MAN
MADE'SUPERVISOR
OF MOTOR PRUCKS'.
(Continued front Flret Page)
Purpose. of entertainment, amusement
or any other purpose, whether licensed
or not, with the exception of religious
assembly, in order to determine
whether or not the provisions of law
are being enforced."

Part of Gov Curely's Feud
With Police Commissioner
Boston, Feb. 11—(AP)—Investigalion of the slaying of Joseph ("Red")
Sweeney, ex-convict, had been pushed
' into the background tonight by the
feud between Gov James M. Curley
and Joseph L. Leonard, Boston police
commisisoner.
Sweeney's death served the governor as reason for turning the state
police loose on a crime which under
ordinary circumstances would have
concerned only the Boston police. In
fact, it was the first time the state police ever were assigned to such a case,
and the immediate inference was that
the innovation was intended as an impeachment of the police COMMiS.9101103'
anti his department.
Gov Curley today renewed his efforts to oust Leonard, a last minute
appointee of former Gov Joseph B.
, Ely, his bitter political foe. Curley
! served warning that if Leonard did
not vacate his office by Wednesday he
t would appeal to the executive council
to force his departure.
Leonard retorted that he had no intention of quitting.
"I am not going to resign," said
Leonard, "and furthermore, have not
thought of turning in my resignation
Wednesday or any other day. There
is no good reason why I should do
so."
police remained
aleanwhile the
without a clew to Sweeney's slayer.
Pollee raided alleged illegal night
clubs—those that had not already shut
down in anticipation of visits from
the bluecoats. Leonard shifted police
captains about and the governor in
a message to the Legislature asked
that the laws he changed to permit
inspection of night clubs by the police at any. lime.
Seldom 1,as the erasing of a thug
of Sweeney's stature in gangdom been
responsible for such commotion in official circles. Re never, so far As the
police know, figured in is big "job."
but through his great industry in
porch climbing, box-ear looting and
similar pursuits, his name had been
almost continuously before the police
more than a score of years and he
was in and out of many eastern
prisons.
Police continued to question suspects and habitues of the Cosmos
club, in which they believed Sweeney
was killed, but no one had been held
for the murder. Two men. Elliott
Chetwind and Barney Cloutier, were
arrested and held in $5000 hail each,
but on charges concerning a stolen
automobile.
a
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Curley Will Fight
Pork Barrel Laws
Warns Democrats to Keep
Appropriations Within
Budget Figures.
specia, to The Springfield Union.
DOSTON, Feb. 11— Gov. James M
Curley this afternoon sternly warnet:
Democratic members of the Legislature that Fork barrel legislation will
not meet with his approval.
A delegation of legislators waited on
him to 41iscuss general policies which
should be pursued. He informed them
that no increased appropriations over
those contained in his budget would
be approved.
The Governor also sought to convince them that they should put
through legislation providing for biennial sessions of the Legislature and
reducing by half the membership ot
both houses as recommended in his
inaugural message.
In commenting afterward on the
visit, the Governor remarked that the
legislators did not take too kindly to
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Alarmed by Prison Unrest
Renorts, Curley Has Secret
Probe of Conditions Made
Governor Commissions Lewis Parkhurst to
Make Wide Investigation; Overcrowding Is
Chiefly Blamed for Reported Dissatigaction at Charlestown and Concord.
Speck! to The :ringlield Union.
whose members will meet formally
BOSTON. Feb. 11—Alarmed by re- with Mr. Curley tomorrow morning.
The members of this commission
ports that have come to him of unrest
are Prof. Frank L. Simpson of Winamong the inmates of the various ton Univers
ity, Atty. Gen. Paul A.
state penal institutions, Gov. Curley Dever, Atty. John P. Feeney and Asst.
has commissioned Lewis Parkhurst of Attys. Gen. James J. Ronan and Henry
Winchester, generally recognized as P. Fielding. The prison report will
An authority on penology. to make a not be ready tor their consideration
secret investigation of conditions pre- at the meeting tomorrow, however.
,
; Already _thortnighly, familiar with',
vailing in the prisons.
As soon as the investigation is com- the state prison at Charlestown. Mr.
Parkhurst has been devoting his time
pleted Mi. Parkhurst will make a con- in the current
investigation to thence
fidential report on his findings to the State Prison
Colony at Norfolk snd
Governor for submission to his newly
organized unofficial crime commission,
I Continued ot!..S2ft
,
ZI?L;e1
_w S.
alt?...ABM A'
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available at Charlestown.
The Fitchburg jail has been temporarily abandoned by
Worcester
County and has been lying idle since
Middlesex County jail officials ceased
to use it for housing prisoners pending the completion of the new jail at
Billerica. The FRO .g jail has facilities for nearly 200 pr,soners.
As a member of the State Senate
some years ago. Mr. Parkhurst was
one of the small group of penologists
Instrumental in influencing the Commonwealth to experiment with the socalled Norfolk plt.n. He was a confidant of Howard Gill. who was removed as superintendent of Norfolk
by former-Gov. Ely last March.
Mr. Parkhurst has devoted considerable attention to the report on Norfolk submitted to Mr. Ely more than
a year ago by W. Cameron Forbes.
former Governor-General of the Philippine Islands and former ambassador
to Japan. Mr. Parkhurst. however.
does not propose to he guided in his
investigation and recommendations
by
the Forbes report, which was restricted to conditions then prevailing at
Norfolk.
One of Mr. Parkhurst's recommendations will advocate the speedy abolition of the 130 years old prison at
Charlestown, an institution designated
by him as the "Bastile." With this
recommendation the Governor Is In
hearty accord, although he has never
publicly discussed his reactions to the
Norfolk experiment.
Former Senator Parkhurst is acting
for the Commonwealth without
compensation and is regarded by the Governor as an adviser. The various
prison
heads have been directed to give him
complete access to their Institutions
with authority to discuss conditi
ons
Personally with the Inmates If he so
desires. Prison employes also have
been directed to give him any Tntotmation in their possession he
may
require of them,
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STATE HOUSE NOTES!
111H nici pa I Vinlinee Font itill i ei' tel Ion
Boston, Feb. 11-1..cg
,•,
t t ee on municipal MI:Luc, t,,,,,,y
voted to repel favorably a lull
permit munivi pal i ties to appropria
money to cooperate with the redeCal
government in certain employment
projects. Similar action was taken on
a petition of the Massachusetts Assessors association that assessorial
boards be authorized to employ counsel
in,. cases brought against them In
:courts. Adverse report was voted on
ietition to allow municipalities to buy
•oal, wood and ice, to sell at cost, as
here is a law of this nature on the
oatute books.
Motor Truck Labor
Committee on transportation todal
voted "reference to next annual session" on petition that hours of labor
for operators of motor trucks be ,
limited to not more than eight consecutive hours a day and five days I
a week. Same committee reported
adversely on a petition for investigation by public utilities department
IS to advisability of electrifying railroad lines entering the Nortn and
South terminals in Boston and of
connecting these stations by a subway.
.tgaInst Further Appropriations
'Id a delegation of
(iov
DornoCtriille House members this afternoon he would approve of no ap- :
pi opt iations increasing those con- 4
tained in his budget. They had called
him to discuss 'general policies.
'
i;,,v Curley also sought to convince
them they should enact legislation
Palling tor biennial sessions of the
Legislature and reduction of membership of both branches by 30 per cent,
as he recommended in his annual
message. The legislators did not take
kindly ,to the suggestion, Gov Curley

Goy Curley (
Deer Slaughter at iv afifeeith

Open Season, Originally Set to
Continue For Week,
Ended at Noon Today
Nantucket, Feb. 12—The so-call
ed
"slaughter of innocents"—open
season on 350 deer on this picture
sque
island—was ordered ended at
noon
today by Gov James M. Curley,
answering protests.
With 84 deer having been slain
by
100 hunters on the first day
of what
was to have been an open season
of
a week, the chief executive
decreed
that deer hunting here would
end
until next December.
The deer herd had grown in
numbers during the past 17 years,
since
the first animal was towed ashore,
having been found swimming
the island. Farmers had compla near
ined
of ruined crops. With the "bang"
of
the first gun, yesterday however,
the
deer accustomed to roamin
g the is-

land and pets of summer visitors, fell
easy prey to the hunters.
Many
hunters came from the mainland.
With the killing in full sway,
influential citizens, including several
prominent women, voiced
protest
against what they termed
"the
slaughter."
Four game wardens hurried here
from the mainland by plane to
assist
local game wardens in ending
deer hunt on this island far outthe
at

sea.

Because of the damage to crops by
deer, many damage claims agains
t
the state had been expected.
The
move to halt the hunting on the
island came through Raymond J. Kenney, state fisheries and game director, after the protest made by Nantucket selectmen to the governor.
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Alarmed by Prison Unrest
Renorts, Curley Has Secret
Probe of Conditions Made
Governor Commissions Lewis Parkhurst to
Make Wide Investigation; Overcrowding Is
Chiefly Blamed for Reported Dissati,sfaction at Charlestown and Concord.

STATE HOUSE NOTES/
Municipal Finance Committee's Action
Boston, Feb. 11—Legislative committee on municipal finance today
voted to report favorably a bill to
permit municipalities to appropriate
money to cooperate with the federal
governmenl in certain employment
projects. Similar action was taken on
a petition of the Massachusetts Assessors association that a.ssessorial
boards be authorized to employ counsel
in. cases brought against thedin in

!omits. Adverse report was voted on
ietition to allow municipalities to buy
ioal, wood and ice, to sell at cost, as
.here is o. law of this nature on the
tatute books.
Motor Truck Labor
Special to The Sprinotichl Union.
• whose members will meet formally
Committee on transportation today
voted "reference to next annual sesBOSTON. Feb. 11—Alarmed t*. re- %.ith Mr. Curley tomorrow morning.
The members of this commission
sion" on petition that hours of labor
Ports that have come to him of unrest are Prof. Frank
1.. Simpson of Boa('Jr operators of motor trucks be
among the inmates of the various ton University. Atty. Gen. Paul A.
limited to not more than eight constate penal institutions, Gov. Curley Dever, Atty. John P. Feeney and Asst.
secutive hours a day and five daye
has commissioned Lewis Parkhurst of Attys. Gen. James J. Ronan and Henry
a week. Same committee reported
Winchester, generally recognized as P. Fielding. The prison report %ill
adversely on a petition for Investigation by public utilities department
an authority on penology. to make a not be ready for their consideration
as to advisability of electrifying railsecret investigation of conditions pre- at the meeting tomorrow, however.
,
Already- thoroughly_ familiar with
road lines entering the Nortn and
vatting in the prisons.
the state prison at Charlestown. Mr.
south terminals in Boston and of
As .soon as the investigation is corn- Parkhurst
connecting these stations by a subhas been devoting his time
pleted Mr. Parkhurst will maize a con- in the current investigation to
thetiee way.
fidential report on his findings to the State Prison Colony at Norfolk and
Against Further Appropriations
Governor for sebmission to his newly
Gov _Cialey told a delegation of
organized unofficial crime commission.
(Continued on Second ['Age 1
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propriations increasing those conavailable at Charlestown.
tained in his budget. They had called
The Fitchburg jail has been tempolicies.
NEWS
' upon him to discuss general convince
porarily abandoned by Worcester
,
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Springfield. Mass. :them
legislation
County and has been lying idle since
enact
should
they
Middlesex County jail officials ceased
calling for biennial sessions of the
to use it for housing prisoners pendLegislature and reduction of memberil- ir _11 .L.
cent. •
ing the completion of the new jail at
• ship of both branches by 50 per
annual
Billerica. The Fitchburg jail has facili( as he recommended in his
take
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- message. The legislators did not
As a member of the State Senate
kindly to the suggestion, Gov Curley
some years ago. Mr. Parkhurst was
I said.
one of the small group of penologists
inst*umental in influencing the Commonwealth to experiment with the socalled Norfolk plan. He was a confidant of Howard Gill. who was removed as superintendent of Norfolk
by former-Gov. Ely last March.
Mr. Parkhurst has devoted considerable attention to the report on Norfolk submitted to Mr. Ely more than
a year ago by W. Cameron Forbes.
Nantuckett, Feb. 12—The so-called land and
pets of summer visitors, fell
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Many
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until next December.
sea.
by him as the "Bastilc." With this
The deer herd had grown in numBecause of the damage to crops by
recommendation the Governor is in
bers during The past 17 years, since deer, many, damage
claims against
hearty accord, although he has never
the first animal was towed ashore, the state had been
expected.
The
publicly discussed his reactions to the
having been found swimming near move to halt the hunting
on the isNorfolk experiment.
the island. Farmers had complained land came through
Former Senator Parkhurst is acting , of ruined crops. With the "bang" of ney, state fisheries Raymond J. Kenand game direcfor the Commonwealth without comthe first gun, yesterday however, the tor, after the protest
made by Nanpensation and is regarded by the Govdeer accustomed to roaming the is- tucket selectmen to
the governor.
ernor as an adviser. The various prison
heads have been directed to give him
complete access to their institutions
with authority to discuss conditions
personally with the inmates if he so
desires. Prison employes also have
been directed to give him any tnformation in their possession he may
require of them.

Goy Curley
Deer Slaighter aat INartru—ke

et

Open Season, Originally Set to Continue For
Week,
Ended at Noon Today
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IliThat reminds me

If the Prealdent has worked out
the detail:, of r„ plan for the use of
the four bill:on dollar work relief
appropriation he has asked Congress
to give him, he ought net to delay Its
exposition to the Congress and the
ccueeey any longer.
Ta do so :a endangering the steCe.
cce - "f I',
" n'^n, whatever it may be,
ir "r::'ineidents cf the past
muat have made entirely
c' — r
htri.
• r;r7 irt have realized that
w'rn
the heads of all deof the federal government, the governors of all states,
the mayors and selectmen of all
municpalities and even the administrative officals under them to
submit projects they would be willing to undertake at once without
telling them what terms and conditions would be imposed upon the
financing and the execution of
these undertakings, he was making
an unreasenable and improper demand upon their assumed clisposilion to co-operate with him in his
efforts to relieve t he problem of
unemployment and hasten recovery.
It may not have occurred to him
that this is so hut it is a fact that.'
what the governor of A state or the i
:lead of a Municipality may -1)e able
to do must depend in a very large
measure upon the amount of money
he must find in the treaelita under
his Control to devote to the task and
upon the manner in which the President proposes to have the work
carried tout.
There are a few steites and some
cities and towns which can afford
to finance no part of a major construction program. It is a waste of
time and money for t hem, and it
will only confuse the picture in
Washington later, to draw up and,
submit ambitious plans in detail,!
only to be told that the work will
start when and if they put up theiri
share of the cost, whatever it may I
he. There are other cities and towns
that are in a position to pay part
of the cost of same work, hut
amount of work they can safely declare theme,elveS ready to undertake
obviously depends upon the share
of the cost of each job they must
pay. If they make up ambitious programs trnbracing everything that
needs to be done on the assumption
that the federal government will
pay the whole cost as Qovezio,r
_caigirey has and then findlrvill
.nnot, they will be forced to ate,
don many of their plans and the
outline they have furnished to Mr.
Roosevelt's assistants will be,worthless as an indication of the work relief that can be immediately provided.
Again, the decision of any
thoughtful executive upon the work
to be undertaken must depend to
some extent upon the way it is to
De done If the new plan is to provide,as 'the old one did for the letting of contracts to responsible
&oneerns with competent permanent staffs and* ample equipment,
no governor or mayor need he.sitate
to list major construction projects
ir(:••••:(1.: If !he thine iI()
or, l

whether there are
ONEanywonders
persons in Pittsfield, aside

them the late President Coolidge
Congressmen Allen T. Treadway
from Miss Anna L. Dawes, who ever and William J.
Granfield, Frank
saw Lincoln. Members of the DELVMS E. Lyman, Associate
Commissioner
family lived in Washington in the of Public Works;
Leonard F. Hardy,
days of the Civil War. Senator Associate Commissio
ner of Public
Dawes was chairman or the commit- Utilities, both when they
were in
tee that, in Congress, financed the the Legislature,
as well as practiwar for Lincoln. consulted him fre- cally all legislators
from that end
quently, was a bearer at his funeral. of the State.
The son, Henry L. Dawes Jr., a child
John H. Manning, for many years
in arniz3, was kissed by the President. on the State
Highway Commission,
E. H. Lincoln, prominent Grand was an organizer
of the Western
Army man, never saw Lincoln, was Massachusetts
Club and had a hand
not in the Grand Review later, be- in some of
its most delightful afcause of the remote location of his fairs. The old
Adams house was
detail. The father of Norman C. a favorite of
Western MassachuHull saw Lincoln.
setts men for many years. Judge
Many who never saw Lincoln Burns used to stop there
in the legimagined they did. One recalls a islative days as
did Michael L.
kindly Stockbridge storekeeper of Eisner, John B. Cummings
, Chesanother day who used to regale the ter E. Gleason and
others.
gentry with stories of experiences in
• • •
the dark days of the sixties. TypPOSTCARD
was mailed in
ical remark:
Stockbridge
one Christmas
"I was on picket duty one night.
I saw a tall, angular form silhou- time. It remained in a sack
etted against the sky. Who was it which was placed in storage. One
but Lincoln who had stolen out in year later the sack was taken out
the night to look things over. I to be used in the Christmas rush!
called to him, 'For God's sake, Abe, The card reached its destination in
don't expose yourself in that way. New York State 12 months late, but
A Johnny Reb is likely to pick you in time for the Christmas salutaoff.' Abe thanked me for my in- tion.
From Des Moines, Ia., comes news
terest and passed on into the night."
that Mrs. C. A. Lair has just heard
0
•
*
from her cousin, Mrs. Hazel Cox—
FORREST P. HULL says in the fifteen
years after her death.
Boston Transcript that, as a
"No doubt you will be surprised
result of a special meeting of the in getting this" and "we
are all
Massachusetts Hotel Association well" were among items of
family
held at the Parker House in Boston, interest Mrs. Cox wrote in a letter
a letter has been sent to the entire to Mrs. Lair before she mailed it,
membership asking for concerted at Dexter, Iowa, forty miles away,
action in behalf u House bill 638, more than eighteen years ago.
indorsed by Governor4xley, which
The letter, the postman explained,
seeks an appropriation of $100.000 had dropped behind a mail chute at
"properly to publicize the Common- Dexter, and was found last week.
wealth of Massachusetts for the It was delivered to Mrs. Lair yespurpose of inviting and encouraging terday.
prospective tourists to visit this
Mrs. Cox, who died in Montana
Commonwealth in the year 1935, about three years after mailing the
and to establish a recreational bu- letter, complained of the high cost
reau to administer the money."
of living. The house rent she paid
This is the first widespread cam- at the time was $7.50 a month.
paign the hotel men of the State
ever made for such purposes. It exthis department a short time
tends from the Berkshires to the
ago appeared an exegesis upon
Cape. Foi- years, however, they ad- the subject of the rooster as an emvocated a State appropriation to blem of victory. It was told how
meet the intensive competition of The Eagle years ago was accustomed
other States, such as Florida and to carry the design whenever the
California, and also Maine, New Republican hosts had triumphed at
Hampshire and Vermont, and five the polls. Ripley ("Believe It or
years ago a bureau was created and Not") uses a picture of a rooster
work begun with a small appro- and prints underneath: "The offipriation. Bradbury F. Cashing was cial emblem of the Democratic
chairman of the board when Gov- Party is a rooster, not a donkey."
ernor Ely declined to continue it. This will be a surprise to many
owing to financial reasons.
Democrats.
• • •
Appreciating the good work accomplished by the commission, and
T Protection, Kan., the Brothbeing anxious to boom the State by
erhood of the Garfield Methall reasonable means, Governor odist
Church is preparing a day of
Curley indorsed the movement in "real old
wild west sports" and it is
his inaugural address and has announce
d that a genuine buffalo
since expressed his satisfaction has been
purchased and will be
with the bill as filed by Judge Her- served
as the piece de resistance.
bert M. Chase, attorney for the Pittsfield
is ahead of Kansas by 14
Massachusetts Hotel Association.
years for when Admiral Coontz
• • •
came to Pittsfield to dedicate the
HE Western Massachusetts Legservice memorial of Crescent and
islators' Club apparently has Mystic
lodges. Captain Freeman M.
passed out of existence. With the Miller
arranged for a buffalo dinclosing of the Brunswick Hotel, the ner
at Temple hall. The buffalo
club lost its quarters and its mem- was
a distinct innovation in Pittsbers have split up.
field. It came from New Hampshire.
The club, in its day, had as mem- No such
meal ever was served bebers many well-known men, among fore and
hasn't been served since.
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b- run mcre on the plan of the ERA,
:here must be a natural hesitation
to tackle such ambitious undertakings requiring special competence
ind equipment.
As we say. the President may not
have sensed his silence was putting
a 'serious handicap upon the men
whose co-oprration he has asked
and naturally expects—a handicap
hat is most serious as it threaten;
o affect the successful execution of
's plan. whatever it may be.
But he must see. in the question
aised among senators relative to
age scales to be paid that his sience is standing in the way of his
WI desires, The question raised
✓ the a.,pnators is a perfectly legitiate one but they cannot give an
telligent answer to it until they
now how the new work relief argement is goinv to operate. If it
to operate as ERA dces, purely as
work relief propcaition with contruction limited to relatively simple
jobs. then the limit the President
wants to be free to place upon the
compensation of workers in order
that. men may not be attracted from
private employment is reasonable.
On the other hand, if big permanent improvements are to be tackled,
t ho, states, cities and towns and
their contractors ought not to be
forbidden to pay wages which will
hire the competent, skilled artisans
they will need.
That question and the questions
which have confused the minds of
al: officials who have been trying
to think up new public works programs can be, completly cleared up
by a single, simple statement from
the President of what he proposes.
If he fecls no o'aligation to enable members of the Congress to
know what is to be done watt four
billions of dollars of the money for
which they are jointly responsible
1 with him, he at least must feel an
obligation to his own plans, whatever they may be, to save them
from the confusion into whieh his
silence is steadily pushing them.
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314nicipal Finance conunittee.s Action
Boston. Feb. I I —Legislative cm,
mittee on municipal finance today
voted to report ía vorably a hill to
permit municipalities to appropriate
money to cooperate with the federal
government in certain employment
projects. Similar action was taken on
a petition of the MassachusettsSeSSOrS association that assessorial
hoards be authorized to employ counsel
in cases brought against them ip
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the State Reformatory at Concord. In
addition to reporting on internal conditions at these institutions he will
submit recommendations for additional
building construction.
The current unrest at Charlestown
and Concord is due chiefly, according
to reports, to overcrowded conditions
at both institutions. The expansion
of facilities at Norfolk has not absorbed the overflow from Charlestown
as rapidly as had been expected because of the transfer to the state
Prison colony of the inmates of the
closed prison camp and hospital at
Rutland.
Among the prospects being considered by the Governor at present is
the temporary use of the Worcester
County jail at Fitchburg as 'a state
prison' colony for convicts not requiring the maximum security facilities
available at Charlestown.
The Fitchburg jail has been temporarily abandoned by
Worcester
County and has been lying idle since
Middlesex County jail officials ceased
to use it for housing prisoners pending the completion of the new jail at
Billerica. The Fitchburg jail has facilities for near:y 200 pr.soners.
As a member of the State Senate
some years ago. Mr. Parkhurst was
one of the small group of penologists
instrumental in influencing the Commonwealth to experiment with the socalled Norfolk plan. He was a confidant of Howard Gill. who was
removed as superintendent of Norfol
k
by former-Gov. Ely last March.
Mr. Parkhurst has devoted considerable attention to the report on Norfolk submitted to Mr. Ely more
than
a year ago by W. Cameron
Forbes
former Governor-General of the Phil-.
ippine Islands and former ambassador
to Japan. Mr. Parkhurst. howeve
r,
does not propose to be
in his
Investigation and recommguified
endations by
,the Forbes report, which was restric
ted to conditions then prevailing at
Norfolk.
One of Mr. Parkhurst's recommendations will advocate the speedy abolition of the 130 years old prison
at
Charlestown. an institution designated
by him as the "Bastile." With this
recommendation the Governor is in •
hearty accord, although he has never
publicly d:Scussed his reactions to the
Norfolk experiment.
Former Senator Parkhurst is acting
for the Commonwealth without
compensation and is regarded by the Governor as an adviser. The various
prison
heads have been directed to give
him
complete access to their institu
tions
with authority to discuss condit
ions
personally with the inmates if he
so
desires. Prison employes also have
been directed to give him any tnformation in their possession he may
require of them.
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!ourts. Adverse report was voted on
wtition to allow municipalities to buy
-oal, wood and ice, to sell at cost as
here is a law of this nature on the
itatute books,
Motor Truck Labor
Committee on transportation today
voted "reference to next annual session" on petition that hours of labor
for operators of motor trucks be
limited to not more than eight con- ;
secutive hours a day and five days
Same committee reported
ia week.
adversely on a petition for investi)gation by public utilities department
as to advisability of electrifying rail'road lines entering the North an
South terminals in Boston and of
connecting, these stations by a sub-

Press Clipping Service way.
Against Further Appropriations
2 Park Square
Gov C_m:.•ley told a delegation of
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he \\-,o1,1 approve of no ap- 1,•
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Gov Curley Orders End to
Deer Slaiighter at Nantucket
Open Season, Originally Set to
Coatinue For Week,
Ended at Noon Today
a
Nantucket Feb. 12—The so-call
ed land and pets of summe
r visitors, fell
"slaughter of innocents"—open
sea- easy prey to the hunters.
Many
son on 350 deer on this
hunter
s
came
from the mainland.
picturesque
With the killing in full
island—was ordered ended at
sway, innoon fluential citizen
s, including several
today by Gov James M.
Curley, an- prominent women, voiced
swering protests.
agains
t what they termed protest
With 84 deer having been
"the
by slaughter."
100 hunters on the first day slain
of
what
Four
game
wardens
was to have been an open
season of from the mainland by hurried here
a week, the chief executive
plane to assist
decreed local game wardens in
that deer hunting here would
ending the
end deer hunt on this island far
until next December.
out at
sea.
The deer herd had grown in
numBecaus
e
of
the
damage to
bers during the past 17 years,
since deer, many damage claims crops by
the first animal was towed
ashore, the state had been expect against
having been found swimm
ed.
Tbe
ing near move to halt the huntin
the island. Farmers had
g on the iscompla
ined
land
came
throug
h Raymond J. Kenof ruined crops. With the
"bang
the first gun, yesterday howeve " of ney, state fisheries and game direcr, the tor, after the protest
deer accustomed to roarrong
made by Nanthe is- tucket selectmen to the
governor.
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That reminds me
whether there are
ONEanywonders
persons in Pittsfield, aside

If the President has worked out
the details of a plan for the use of
the four bill:on dollar work relief
appropriation he has asked Congress
to give him, he ought not to delay it%
exposition to the Congress and the
ecuit7y any longer.
T-) en so is endangering the suet_
ere1',e e'en. whatever it may be
in wee:
1 - 11 ileitlents cf the plug
fee: (7-:--• eee- t have made entirely

inommna.
them the late President Coolidge
Congressmen Allen T. Treadway
and William J. Granfield, Frank
E. Lyman, Associate Commissioner
of Public Works; Leonard F. Hardy.
Associate Commissioner of Public
Utilities, both when they were in
the Legislature, as well as practically all legislators from that end
of the State.
John H. Manning, for many years
on the State Highway Commission,
was an organizer of the Western
Massachusetts Club and had a hand
in some of its most delightful affairs. The old Adams house was
a favorite of Western Massachusetts men for many years. Jude
Burns used to stop there in the lecislative days as did Michael L.
Eisner, John B. Cummings, Chester E. Gleason and others.

from Miss Anna L. Dawes, who ever
saw Lincoln. Members of the Dawes
family lived in Washington in the
days of the Civil War. Senator
Dawes was chairman or the committee that, in Congress, financed the
war for Lincoln. consulted him frequently, was a bearer at his funeral.
The son, Henry L. Dawes Jr., a child
in arms, was kissed by the President.
E. H. Lincoln, prominent Grand
Army man, never saw Lincoln, was
not in the Grand Review later, because of the remote location of his
detail. The father of Norman C.
Hull saw Lincoln.
Many who never saw Lincoln
imagined they did. One recalls a
kindly Stockbridge storekeeper of
another day who used to regale the
gentry with stories of experiences in
the dark days of the sixties. TypPOSTCARD
was mailed in
ical remark:
Stockbridge
one Christmas
-I was on picket duty one night.
I saw a tall, angular form silhou- time. It remained in a sack
etted against the sky. Who was it which was placed in storage. One
but Lincoln who had stolen out in year later the sack was taken out
the night to look things over. I to be used in the Christmas rush!
called to him, 'For God's sake, Abe, The card reached its destination in
don't expose yourself in that way. New York State 12 months late, but
A Johnny Reb is likely to pick you in time for the Christmas salutadl!.' Abe thanked me for my in- tion.
From Des Moines, Ia., comes news
terest and passed on into the night."
that Mrs. C. A. Lair has just heard
• • 0
from her cousin, Mrs. Hazel Cox—
FORREST P. HULL says in the fifteen years
after her death.
1. Boston Transcript that, as a
"No doubt you will be surprised
result of a special meeting of the in getting this"
and "we are all
Massachusetts Hotel Association well" were among items of family
held at the Parker House in Boston, interest Mrs. Cox wrote in a letter
a letter has been sent to the entire to Mrs. Lair before she mailed it,
membership asking for concerted at Dexter, Iowa, forty miles away,
action in behalf of House bill 638, more than eighteen years ago.
indorsed by Goverin,ox 2
..uraemy, which
The letter, the postman explained,
seeks an appropriation Of $100,000 had dropped behind a mail chute
at
"properly to publicize the Common- Dexter, and was found last week.
wealth of Massachusetts for the It was delivered to Mrs. Lair yespurpose of inviting and encouraging terday.
prospective tourists to visit this
Mrs. Cox, who died in Montana
Commonwealth in the year 1935, about three years after mailing the
and to establish a recreational bu- letter, complained of the high cost
reau to administer the money."
of living. The house rent she paid
This is the first widespread cam- at the time was $7.50 a month.
• • •
paign the hotel men of the State
ever made for such purposes. It ex- IN this department a short time
tends from the Berkshires to the
ago appeared an exegesis upon
Cape. For years, however, they ad- the subject of the rooster as an emvocated a State appropriation to blem of victory. It was told how
meet the intensive competition of The Eagle years ago was accustomed
other States, such as Florida and to carry the design whenever the
California, and also Maine, New Republican hosts had triumphed at
Hampshire and Vermont. and five the polls. Ripley ("Believe It or
years ago a bureau was created and Not") uses a picture of a rooster
work begun with a small appro- and prints underneath: -The offipriation. Bradbury F. Cushing was cial emblem of the Democratic
chairman of the board when Gov- Party is a rooster, not a donkey."
ernor Ely declined to continue it. This will be a surprise to many
owing to financial reasons.
Democrats.
• • •
Appreciating the good work accomplished by the commission, and
T Protection, Kan., the Brothbeing anxious to boom the State by
erhood of the Garfield Methall reasonable means, Governor odist
Church is preparing a day of
Curley indorsed the movement in -real old
wild west sports" and it is
his inaugural address and has announced
that a genuine buffalo
since expressed his satisfaction has been
purchased and will be
with the bill as filed by Judge Her- served
as the piece de resistance.
bert M. Chase, attorney for the Pittsfield
is ahead of Kansas by 14
Massachusetts Hotel Association.
years for when Admiral Coontz
*
•
•
HE Western Massachusetts Leg- came to Pittsfield to dedicate the
service memorial of Crescent and
islators' Club apparently has Mystic
lodges. Captain Freeman M.
passed out of existence. With the Miller
arranged for a buffalo dinClosing of the Brunswick Hotel, the ner at
Temple hall. The buffalo
dub lost its quarters and its mem- was a distinct
innovation in Pittsbers have split up.
field. It came from New Hampshire.
The club, in its day, had as mem- No such
meal ever was served bebers many well-known men, among fore and
hasn't been served since.
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He

n -.• hay, realized that
h- r.7::ed the heads of all deki-iriente of the federal government, the governors of all states4
the mayors and selectmen of all.,
munic'palities and even the admit0
istrative officials under them tar
submit projects they would be willing to undertake at once without
telling them what terms and conditions would be imposed upon the
financing and the execution of
these undertakings, he was making
an unreascnable and improper de- ;
mand upon their assumed disposition to co-operate with him in his I
efforts to relieve the problem of
unemployment and hasten recovery. i
It may not have occurred to him
that this is so hut it is a fact that
what the governor of it state or thel
head of a Municipality may he able 1
to do must depend in a very large
measure upon the amount of money j
lap mufT find in the treasury under,
his control to devote to the task and
upon the manner in which the President proposes to have the work
carried out.
There are a few s!ates and some
cities and towns which can afford
to finance no part of a major construction program. It is a waste of
time and money for them, and it
will only confuse the picture in
Washington later, to draw up and
submit ambitious plans in detail,1
only to be told that the work will I
start when and if they put up theiri
share of the cost, whatever it may
be. There are other cities and towns
-.hat are in a position to pay part
of the cost of same work, bat. -tinoi
amount of work they can safely de- I
dare themselveS ready to undertake'
obvicusly depends upon the share!
of the cost of each job they must
pay. If they make up ambitious pro- I
grams ernbracing everything that
needs to be done on the assumptionl
that the federal government will
pay the whole cost as Zovenr
Qiy,,k,y has and then find i. will
not, they will be forced to atan- I
don many of their plans and the
outline they have furnished to Mr.
Roosevelt's assistants will be ,worthless as an indication of the work relief that can be immediately provided.
Again, the decision of any
theughtful executive upon the work
to be undertaken must depend to
some extent upon the way it is to
Pe done If the new plan is to provide- as'the old one did for the letting of contracts to responsible
Concerns with competent permanent staffs and• ample equipment.
no governor or mayor need hesitate
to list major construction projects
on hie program. If the thing is to
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be run mcre on the plan of the ERA,I
there must be a natural hesitation
to tackle such ambitious undertakings requiring special competence
and equipment.
As we say. the President may not
have sensed his silence was putting
a 'serious handicap upon the men
whose co-operation he has asked
and naturally expects—a handicap
that is most serious as it throoteres
to affect the successful execution of
's plan. whatever it may be.
But. he must see, in the question
aised among senators relative to
'age scales to be paid that his .sience is standing in the way of his
wit desires. The question raised
y the arnators is a perfectly legit!ate one but they cannot give an
ntelligent answer to it until they
now how the new work relief an:
angement is going to operate. If it
s to operate as ERA does, pure:y as
work relief propcsition with contruction limited to relatively simple
jobs, then the limit the President
wants to be free to place upon the
compensation of workers in order
that men may not be attra.cted from
private employment is reasonable.
On the other hand, if big permanent improvements are to be tackled,
the states, cities and towns and
their contractors ought not to be
forbidden to pay WKreS which will
hire the competent, skilled artisans
they will need.
That question and the questions
which have confused the minds of
all officials who have been trying
to think up new public works programs can be completly cleared up
by a single, simple statement from
the President of what he proposes.
. If he feels no olaliga:lon 1.0 enable members of the Conneress to
know what is to be done with four
billions of dollars of the money for
which they are jointly responsible
with him. he at least Must feel an
; obligation to his own plans, what,ever they may be. to save thein
from the confusion into which his
silence is steadily pushing them.
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UPSTS CURLEY'
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SLAYING OF DEER
LEONARD SEEKS
WOULD DEVELOP
PUBLIC HEARING I1 CEASES AT NOON
THE CONN. VALLEY
IVIeasure Filed to Set Up
Board of Five
IN CONGRESS

Police Commissioner's
Controversy With Curley Causes Stir at Boston
lans1 on, Feb. 12—(A .P.1 — This
Clirley -Leonard squabble has the
AIM; house by the cars.
Police Commissioner Joseph J.
Leonard of Boston late last night demanded a public hearing of charges
Governor Curley announced he
would place before tomorrow's meeting of the executive council.
State house circles believed the
commissioner ,ould have the backing of several councillors in his demand and the capitol corridors were
buzzing with gossip of the prospective battle.
Former District Attorney Thomas
C. O'Brien, it was believed would represent Leonard, while Attorney John
Feeney. the governor's special counsel in the ouster proceedings against
two members of the Boston finance
commission, was expected to represent Curley.
The slaying in a South End night
club of Joseph Sweeney brought to
a head the strained relations of the
governor and the police commission-

State Officials Order Sea.
son Closed Today on Island of Nantucket.

Nantucket, Mass., Feb. 12—(A,P.)
—The slaying of deer on Nantucket
Island must cease by noon today.
State officials ordered the deer season ended after protesting Nantucketers declared they were "appalled at
the ,slaughter."
While islanders set yesterday's kill
at more than 100, officers of the state
division of fish and game estimated
the number at about 25. The season
opened yesterday and brought more
(Special to the Transcript)
than 100 "off islanders" to this 50
people
Washington, Feb. 12—The
square mile strip of land.
great
a
of the country have heard
Four extra game wardens were exdeal concerning the Tennessee valpected here this morning to aid in
ley authority during the past few
strictly enforcing the closing Order.
years and now comes a proposal
They were expected to patrol the
to create a similar Connecticut valley
island under the leadership of Lloyd
authority which, it is freely predicted,
Walker, superintendent of wardens,
will make New England the beauty
and Ernest P. Anyon, Nantucket
spot of the nation.
game warden.
Generation of power is probably
The Nantucketers saw no element
the chief item, or at least the best
of "sport" in what they termed a
known, in the list of the TVA's nc"barbaric slaughter."
tivities. Under the proposed CVa.
They pointed out that the deer
electrical power would ba produced
were defenseless, for the slightly
but it is unlikely that it would form
rolling sandy strip off Cape Cod ofer.
as major a point as is the case in
fers almost no shelter to deer. The
hour
11th
an
,
commissioner
The
the southern section. Control of the
only tree growth is a few groves of
appointee of former Governor Ely,
flood waters of the Connecticut river
stunted pitch pine. The animals find
been
has
predecessor,
Curley's
and its tributaries, development of
shelter only in the thick swamps.
several
lemoval
with
threatened
forest preserves and recreational
Further, the island deer are tame
oftook
Curley
Governor
since
times
parks, the preservation of wild life,
as kittens, Nantucketers point out,
that
word
definite
first
The
fice.
promotion of agircultural and indushaving been protected all their lives.
Curley would seek his removal, howtry and elimination of pollution are
The measure opening the island
after
shortly
Friday,
last
came
ever.
all integral parts of the plan.
to hunting was passed by the legislakilling.
Sweeney
the
A bill has been introduced in the
ture last week with the approval of
The governor criticized the handHouse by Congress-at-Large Citron
the state deportment of fisheries and
particuin
affair
of
ling
the
Sweeney
of Connecticut, a first termer, which
Representative William Swain
game.
poas
capability
Leonard's
and
lar
would set up a corporation to carry
who voted for the bill,
Nantucket,
of
general.
in
lice commissioner
out the provisions of the act. A
said the measure was passed in an
!
an
that
assurance
Already,
without
board of five members, appointed by
effort to reduce the number of deer
attempt to remove Leonard would be
the president, would be entrusted
and
thus prevent damage to gardens
conrumors
were
there
successful,
with the administration of the act.
shrubs.
and
successor.
possible
a
cerning
It would be empowered to supervise
The natives, however, scoff at the
Some believed Jeremiah F. Gallithe storing and delivery of water for
deer damage angle and hint that
van, retired Boston police captain,
electrical purposes and the sale of
perhaps the state was "taken in."
duty
and
to
active
be
recalled
might
such power to New England states,
There were no deer on Nantuckthe
ship
in
the
given
comminsitaier
counties and municipalities.
et for many years. Then, fishermen
event Leonard's ouster is successful.
In addition, the erection of homecame upon a buck about 10 miles off
Others, close to the governor, besites in the valley, condemnation of
shore. apparently swimming from
lieved Colonel Thomas F. Sullivan,
land, and erection of bridges and
F,RA administrator for Boston and 't Cape Cod. They took him to Nanroads would all be important CVA
tucket and after he had roamed
chairman of the Boston transit comduties.
the moors alone for four years, Breckmission, might be offered the posiTo date considerable enthusiasm
inridge Long, now ambassador to
has bests engendered here for the tion.
Rome, bought two doe. That was 10
Citron plan. New England congressyears ago, and the present 300-odd
Meanwhile, Governor
Curley's
men are almost unanimously agreed
deer that roam the islaoci are deMate crime commission prepared for
that it is feasible and desirable,
scended from those three.
its first meeting today.
They believe that increased employ—
MONNINYMPftw
The governor named as members
from
result
will
prosperity
and
f'11
ment
of the commission Professor Frank L.
and
valley
the
to
improvement
the
Simpson of Boston University, Atmany have pledged themselves to
torney John P. Feeney of Boston and
vote for it and to work for its early
Assistant Attorneys General Henry•
passage.
P. Fielding and James .1. Ronan.
Mr. Citron has communicated with
At today's meeting it was believed
the governors of states involved, Is.
report on the Massachusetts crime
asking for endorsement, and on a
rley of situation would be made, with possirecent visit here of Gov,
Massachusetts he spo • o he Bay bly an allusion to the Sweeney slayState executive who promised to give ing.
the matter his careful consideration.
'An investigation of prison conditions in Massachusetts was in prospect.
It was rumored on the hill that
Lewis Parkhurst of Winchester, an
authority on penology, would conduct the investigation.
Once completed, the report would
be submitted to the governor and his
crime commission.

• Predict Proposed Development of River Would
Make New England
Beauty Spot of Nation.

•
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•
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,Boston. Feb. 12—Gov. Curley favors the purchase of 10,000 acres of
land at $5 an acre. either in Western
Massachusetts or on the Cape.
whereon the federal government
would establish CCC camps and put
the land In first-class condition.
He so announced last night and
said he had instructed Budget Commissioner Carl J. Raymond to add
$50,000 to the budget for this purpose.
The federal government has agreed
to expend $500.000 on this CCC work
if the state will spend $50.000 to acquire the land.
That sounds reasonable to Gov,
Curley for it will mean the employment of 1300 men for six months, he
says.

— BOSTON

MASS.
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MARDI GRAS PARTY
IOR NOTRE DAME
Event Will be Conducted
by Men's Club in School '
Auditorium Monday'
March 4th.

•

Plans for a mardi gras party to be
11,21d ,on Monday evening. March 4th
!at Notre Dame auditorium under the
es of the Notre Dame Men's
rautpic
I
Social club were made at a meeting
i of the group last night. Henry Duby
j was named general chairman of the
icommittee in charge.
It was decided to present a variety'
entertainment program during thel
evening and to award costume prizes.'
Refreshments will be served. Tickets
for the party may be secured from
; any members of the club.
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for the benefit of St. Ja es parish.
Mrs. Thomas Ahearn is n charge.
assisted by other mein rs of the
?parish.
-

Would Take Up 10,000
Acres to Provide Place
for Federal CCC Encampment.
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FAVORS LAND PURCHASE
BOSTON — Go,v, Curley favors
the purchase of T0,000 acres of
land at $5 an acre, either in western Massachusetts or on the Cape,
whereon the federal government
would establish CCC camps and
put the land in first class condit,ion.
• He said he had instructed Budet Commissioner Carl J. Raymond
, tp add $50,000 to the budget for
this purpose. The federal governinent has agreed to expend $500,000 on this CCC work if the state
will spend $50,000 to acquire the
land.
That sounds reasonable to Gov.
Curley for it will mean the employment of 1300 men for six
eionths, he says.
‘
-----

1
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Governors liiseass
England Issues
BOSTON—(AP)—Important indiscussed
ter-state problems were
ves of
today when chief executi
' Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Massachusetts gathered
here in joint session with officials
of the New England council.
The governors received reports
requested from the New England
council on a plan for joint state
advertising of New England as a
recreational section and suggestion
for public works projects of interstate c,iaracter.
Several other problems were expected to come up later in the session. Among those present were
t.
Goys. Curley, Bridges, Brann, Green
e). and Lt. Gov. Hayes of Connecticut.
Gov. Charles M. Smith of Vermont
did not attend.
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1 WEEK CUT SHORT
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in
ed
th
las
at
tion,
t
he will use any
I State election. Th
e Governor has
means to injure
dared to oppose
I been invited to att
an
y
who
him, force this de
end.
claration. It is su
we are sure, in
pe
rf
lu
ous,
sofar as the grea
t rank and file
Americans are co
of Franconcerned, but nece
ssary neverthele
certain that no
ss to make
misunderstanding
can result in an
vantage to the pe
y disadople of Fall Rive
r.
Mr. Talbot has
followed the path
and practice of ot
politicians whom
her
this newspaper
has long and
opposed in the si
vi
go
ro
us
ly
ncere belief that
the public good
such action.
required
It is nothing new
for a politician to
and malign this
criticize
newspaper and its
undertakings.
we opposed, wh
Others
en we believed th
at which was best
River was the is
fo
r Fall
sue, have question
ed our motives.
the penalty for
Su
ch is
efforts for the pu
blic good, but we
disturbed.
are not
The Herald News
said editorially on
December 17th las
on the eve of th
t,
e municipal elec
tion:
"When this news
paper becomes
convinced that th
e better interest
county, state or na
s of city,
tion demand a ca
ndidate's defeat,
no effort or expe
it spares
nse to persuade
the voters to re
unfit and unworthy
ject the
, whether that cand
idate be a Reed, .g
or a Talbot.
!. Curie?
"The Fall River
Herald News is no
t deterred in prom
ing and protecting
otpublic interests, by
fear that in challe
the fitness of an
nging
y candidate for
office, it will be ex
the charge of be
posed to
ing prejudiced in
general against an
speaking any la
y people
nguage, or profes
sing any faith or
faith.
lack of
"To abstain from
exposing the unfi
tness of a candid
through any such
ate
fear would be ig
no
bl
e
and a cowardly su
render to a very
rvicious form of bl
ackmail."
We know the fair
-minded people of
Fall River, of ever
.race, of every cr
y
eed, whether in af
fluence or in pove
derstand the unsw
rty, un
erving policy of
this newspaper,
have quite clea
as the
rly emphasized
wh
en
ever occasion fo
display has arisen
r such
.
They know also
, that this news
paper, often si
handed and always
ngle
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ood against the politicia and all those wh
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o have schemed
and aspired to su
Community to pol
bject this
itical tyranny.
We know those of
every race will no
t heed this reveng
ful thrust of a de
efeated candidate,
but will fully realiz
the swan-song, th
e
it
is
e last desperate
effort of one sink
political oblivion,
in
g
to
to so create turmoi
l and strife that he
he alone may be
and
saved.
The good people
of Fall River hono
red Edmond P. Ta
bot with election
las their mayor on
three occasions.
rendered him va
They
liant support in
his candidacy for el
sheriff.
ection as
Their reward is
an effort, a despic
move to turn neig
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le
,
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ndictive
hbor against neig
hbor, friend against
people against
friend,
people, to the en
d that the humbled
a politician be
pr
ide of
soothed.
We are confiden
t the members of
every racial grou
este,in each othe
p will
r just as highly
as
in
the past and wil
allow an enraged
l not
politician to shatte
r true friendships.
It ii somewhat
grotesque, if not
humorous, for Mr
. Talhot in sending his love (
?) message to1
the "Irish of
Three, Four and Five"
to infer that
Wards
they must
a judge of their good citize
accept him
nship.
as
They seem at least to kno
t," what to
do to a ch
seeker of political favo
ronic selfrs. They ne
ed no vind
hands—We heartily cong
ic
at
io
n at our
raHc
turI
la, them,
Among those of the
1 News up
on whose
and advice the conduct
judgment
and plicy of
thi
s
Ch
newspaper de
arles E. Sevigny.
is
He ti not on
pend,
ly the Trea
General Manager of th
surer and
e Her1d News
, but is al
sonal representative of
so the perthe owiers of
thi
s newspape
His standing in this co
r.
unity as a
will bear comparison wi
Fr
an
co
-American
th tha of Mr.
Talbot, we
believe.
confidently
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CURLEY HEEDS ("FBA ERRS Governor Warns Against
Increased Appropriations
PROTEST,ENDS / SWEENEY RIZ
Democratic Legislators,
to
Refuses
Leonard
Quit:
SEASON
Curley Confer on GenDEER
eral Politics
Without Clue
Edict Halts Slaughter of
Nantucket Herds by

Hunters

Police
to Slaying

BOSTON, Feb. 11 (AP)—Investigation of the slaying of Joseph
':aerial In Standard-Tiffirs
"Red" Sweeney, ex-convict, had
NANTUCKET, Feb. 12—The first
been pushed into the background
I open deer season in recent Nantonight by the feud between Govtucket history came to an end at
ernor Jam,,..-Curley and Jonoon today after a day and a
seph L. abnard, Boston police
commissioner.
half of what Islanders termed
Sweeney's death served the Gov"barbaric slaughter."
the
ernor as reason for turning
offiNantucket
Heeding pleas of
state police loose on a crime which
circumstances
ordinary
under
cials and residents, Governor Curwould have concerned only the Bosley last night directed Director
was the first
it
fact,
police.
In
ton
Raymond J. Kenney of the Fish
time the state police ever were
assigned to such a case and the
and Game Division to issue a procimmediate inference was that the
lamation closing the season which
Innovation was intended as an imopened yesterday morning followpeachment of the police commissioner and his department.
ing adoption of a special bill in
Governor Curley renewed his efthe Legislature.
fort to oust Leonard, a last minute
Representative William A. Swain
the
appointee of Former Governor
of Nantucket, who voted for
Joseph B. Ely, his bitter political
measure, told the House it was de
foe. Curley served warning that if
signed to reduce the deer herd
Leonard did not vacate his office
350 to a number which would not
by Wednesday he would appeal to
cause so much damage to farmthe executive council to force his
lands and to shrubbery on Summer
departure.
estates. Last year the State paid
Leonard retorted that he had
out $800 for damage caused garno intention of quitting.
dens and shrubbery by deer.
"I am not going to resign," said
Hunting Found Easy
Leonard, "and furthermore, have
my
Hunters arrived here in large
not thought of turning in
any
numbers yesterday, and found no L resignation Wednesday or
reason
good
no
other day. There is
trouble in shooting down the deer
why I should do so."
which have always been protected
Meanwhile, the police remained
by the law. Unlike mainland deer,
without a clue to Sweeney's slayer.
which can be shot during the onePolice raided night clubs—those
week season each December, Nanthat had not already shut down in
tucket deer had never been shot at
anticipation of visits from the bluebefore. Islanders said the deer
coats. Leonard shifted police capwere as tame aalikittens, and that
the Governor in
hunters had no trouble walking 1 tains about and Legislature
asked
up close to them to get in their I a message to thechanged to permit
be
laws
that the
fatal shots.
inspection of night clubs by the
It Was estimated here today that
police at any time.
approximately 250 hunters took
Seldom had the erasing of a thug
part in the wholesale slaughter
Sweeney's stature in gangdom
of
mornthis
and
of deer yesterday
been responsible for such coming before the season closed at
He
motion in official circles.
noon. Unconfirmed and unofficial
never, so far as the police know,
reports placed the number of shot
through
but
figured in a big "job,"
deer at about 150.
his great industry in porch climbProtests Are Wired
ing, box car looting And similar
pursuits, his name had been almost
Led by members of the Board of
continuously before the police more
Selectmen, including Orison V.
than a score of years and he was
Hull, Charles H. Blount and Irving
Eastern
in and out of many
A. Soverino, telegrams of protest
prisons.
against the wholesale killings of
to question
continued
Police
the Nantucket deer flooded the
suspects and habitues of the CosGovernor's office st't Boston last
bellieved
they
which
, mos Club, in
night.
was killed, hut no one
"It is an outrage," Me. Hull de- t Sweeney
had been held for the murder. Two
(-tared last night after he filed the
men, Elliott Chetwind and Barney
Selectmen's telegram. "These dee
Gouner, were arrested and held in
have never been harmed before and
ball each, but on charges
$5.000
island
with
always could roam the
concerning a stolen automobile.
out molestation. They slipped some
thing over on its," he added enof Japan
grily.
"The town wa
never notified
there would he a deer season here.
The first town authorities knew
about it was when we learned of
it late Saturday afternoon. The
season was put through without
any authority from the people of
Nantucket. If we were to vote
on it, it would be turned down
three to one."
Nantucket residents were thankful the season was ended so end- denly, not only for the sake of the
deer but for their own safety and
peace of mind.
Yesterday several residents re, ported narrow escapes from shots
fired by careless hunters. The most
dangerous territories during the
- day, they reported, were on Siasconset Road and Polpis Road.

BOSTON, Feb. 11 (AP)—A delegation of Democratic State Representatives was not made happy today by a conference with Governor James M. Curley on general
policies. The Governor told the
Representatives that he would approve of no increased appropriations over those contained in his
budget and reminded them of the
recommendations contained in his
inaugural message for biennial
sessions of the Legislature and a
50 percent reduction in its memberships.
After the conference, Curley said
his visitors did not take too kindly
to the
c..fggestions concerning
themselves.
Representatives Albert L. Bourgeois of Lowell urged passage of
a bill to permit applicants for renewal of Common Victuallers' 11censes to appeal to the Alcoholic
Beverage Commission it refused
by local authorities.
By a vote of 129 to 84, a bill providing observance of March 17 as a
legal holiday in Suffolk County

over-rode an adverse report of the
committee on legal affairs and was
referred to the committee on ways
and means. Oratory in its favor
was responded to with frequent.
shouts of "hurrah."
The municipal finance committee favored a petition of James E.
Young to permit municipalities to
appropriate money in cooperation
with the Federal Government in
certain unemployment projects. It
also favored the petition of the
Massachusetts, Assessors Association to authorize boards of assessors to employ counsel in cases
brought against them.
Representative Arthur F. Paul
of Boston was the only supporter
before the committee on power and
light of a bill providing that electric companies furnish free bulbs.
Several representatives of the utilities companies opposed the measure.
There was no opposition to a bill
heard by the insurance committee
to permit riders to fire insurance
policies to cover damage by hail,
riot, aircraft, explosion, windstorm
and automobiles.
'fnsurance companies, however,
offered strenuous objections to introduction to the state of
"valued
(Continued o
age Two)

shall be admissable against him
in any trial wherein he is charged
with any crime arising out of such
fire or loss." Opposition centered
on
the
latter
provision
and
Garrity told the committee the
whole fight against arson in the
state would be crippled if it were
made a law.
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BRIDGES IN ATTENDANCE AT
NEW ENGLAND GOVERNORS' SESSION
BOSTON, Feb. 12 (e-P)--Importaiot
inter-state problems were discussed
today when chief executives of
Maine, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts gathered in Boston in a joint
session with officials of the New
England Council.
The governors received reports
requested from the New England
Council on the following: A plan
for joint state advertising of New
England as a recreational center
and suggestions for public work
projects of inter-state character for
New England. Several other proplents were expected to come up for
discussion later in the session.
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govern°
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Ainee he rofused to Massachusett:
interfere witl
I1 lie execution of
Alexander Iiamin
. ski. ;jail breaker
and killer. who
under sentence to die
during th4
‘veek of February 17.
It is not a
pleasant thing to refuse
to coin.
lute a death
sentence. hut in do.
lug so Clovernor
Curley has stuck
unswervingly to his duty
to OH
state and nation.
Too much leniency has !wen wasted
on this class of
,
r1tninal as on lesser
011pS. it is
high time the line
was drawn
i where it should
be and where it
7.iis been in this
easS,„,........•••-4"
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nimg those attending thi.inch
.ession were Governors James
'itrley, of Massachusetts; H.
s Bridges, of New Hampshire;
Theodore Francis Green of Rhode
Island; Governor Louis J. Brann,
of Maine and Lieut. Governor Frank
Hayes of Connecticut; Winthrop
L. Carter of Nashua, N. H., president of the New England Council;
Col. William Barron, of Crawford
Notch, N. H., chairman of the recreational division of the council;
and Dudley Harmon, executive vice
president of the council. Governor
Charles M. Smith of Vermont. did
rot attend the session.
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possible worlds.
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HE'S MASS CM-SETTS'
GOVERNOR
Govs--Ctul.f.-34.a.akachusetts is
In Washington also. He rode down
Pennsylvania avenue to keep a
luncheon engagement at the White,
House accompanied by two members of his military staff in full
• dress uniform, wearing all the goldi
braid to which their rank enGovernors visiting;
titles them.
Washington do not attempt to putt
on much "dog" as a rule. Gov.1
Curley evidently wants the worldi
to know that a "personage" has
arrived at the nation's capital.—
Portland Press-Herald.
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FEUD 0111111113
Leonard Refuses to Quite;
Police Without Clue
to Slaying

BOSTON, Feb. 11 (AP)—Investi`:preinl In Stronctard•Times
gation of the slaying of Joseph
NANTUCKET, Feb. 12—The first
"Red" Sweeney, ex-convict, had
open deer season in recent Nanbeen pushed into the background
tucket history came to an end at
tonight by the feud between Governor Jamga_11,....Curley and Jonoon today after a day and a
seph L. U—
orfard, Boston police
half of what Islanders termed
commissioner.
"barbaric slaughter."
Sweeney's death served the Governor as reason for turning the
Heeding pleas of Nantucket offistate police loose on a crime which
cials and residents. Governor Curunder
ordinary
circumstances
ley last night directed Director
would have concerned only the Boston police. In fact, it was the first
Raymond J. Kenney of the Fish
time the state police ever were
and Game Division to issue a procassigned to such a case and the
lamation closing the season which
immediate inference was that the
innovation was intended as an imopened yesterday morning followpeachment of the police commising adoption of a special bill in
sioner and his department.
the Legislature.
Governor Curley renewed his efRepresentative William A. Swain
fort to oust Leonard, a last minute
of Nantucket, who voted for the
appointee of Former Governor
measure, told the House it was de
Joseph B. Ely, his bitter political
signed to reduce the deer herd oi
foe. Curley served warning that if
350 to a number which would not
Leonard did not vacate his office
cause so much damage to farmby Wednesday he would appeal to
lands and to shrubbery on Summer
the executive council to force his
'estates. Last year the State paid
departure.
out $800 for damage caused garLeonard retorted that he had
dens and shrubbery by deer.
no intention of quitting.
"I am not going to resign," said
Hunting Found Easy
Leonard, "and furthermore, have
Hunters arrived here in large
thought of turning in
not
my
numbers yesterday, and found no
resignation Wednesday or
any
trouble in shooting down the deer
other day. There is no good reason
which have always been protected
why I should do so."
by the law. Unlike mainland deer,
Meanwhile, the police remained
which can be shot during the onewithout a clue to Sweeney's slayer.
week season each December, NanPolice raided night clubs—those
tucket deer had never been shot at
that had not already shut down in
before. Islanders said the deer
anticipation of visits from the bluewere as tame alikittens, and that
coats. Leonard shifted police caphunters had no trouble walking
tains about and the Governor in
up close to them to get in their
a message to the Legislature asked
fatal shots.
that the laws be changed to permit
It was estimated here today that
inspection of night clubs by the
approximately 250 hunters took
police at any time.
part in the wholesale slaughter
Seldom had the erasing of a thug
of deer yesterday and this mornof Sweeney's stature in gangdom
been responsible for such coming before the season closed at
motion in official circles.
noon. Unconfirmed and unofficial
He
never, so far as the police know,
reports placed the number of shot
figured in a big "job," but through
deer at about 150.
his great industry in porch climbProtests Are Wired
ing, box car looting and similar
Led by members of the Board of
pursuits, his name had been almost
Selectmen, including Orison V.
continuously before the police more
Hull, Charles H. Blount and Irving
than a score of years and he was
Soverino, telegrams of protest
in and out of many
Eastern
against the 'wholesale killings of
prisons.
the Nantucket deer flooded thfl
Police
continued
to question
Governor's office at Boston la'.,,
uspects and habitues of the Cos• night.
mos Club, in which they bellieved
"It is an outrage." Mr. Hull de
Sweeney was killed, but no one
Oared last night after he filed the
had been held for the murder. Two
Selectmen's telegram. "These dee
men, Elliott Chetwind and Barney
have never been harmed before an
Gouner, were arrested and held In
always could roam the island with,
$5,000 ball each, but on charges
concerni
out molestation. They slipped som
ng a stolen automobile.
thing over on us," he added anof Japan
grily.
"The town was never notified
there would be a deer season here.
The first town authorities knew
abont it was when we learned of
it late Saturday afternoon. The
season was put through without
any authority from the people of
Nantucket. If we were to vote
on it, it would be turned down
three to one."
Nantucket reridents were thankful the season was ended so etiddenly, not only for the sake of the
deer but for their own saf.!ty and
peace of mind.
Yesterday several residents reported narrow escapes from shots
fired by careless hunters. The most
dangerous territories during the
day, they reoorted, were on Siasconset Road and Polpis Road.
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LEGISLATURE
(Continued from Page One)
Insurance," advocated in a petition
of Marcus D. H.. Schon, which was
heard by the committee on insurprice.
Schon said his petition was designed to prevent over-insurance.
lie said value of property should be
determined and insurance beyond
that point not permitted, because
Insurance companies do not pay in
axcess of the actual loss. Spokesmen for the insurance companies
eaid the suggested system would
necessitate surveys which would
Sdd to the cost of insurance.
State Fire Marshal Stephen C.
Garrity, Chief Inspector George 0.
Ttlanstield, and several Greater
Boston fire chiefs appeared before
the Committee on Insurance to
oppose a petition of Edward P.
Neafsey of Brockton to change the
law regarding inquests in arson
cases. The petition would make
testimony secured at hearings
available only to the attorney
general or district attorneys and
provide that "no statement made
by any witness at such
hearing
shall be admissable against
him
in any trial wherein he is
charged
with any crime arising out
of such
fire or loss." Opposition
centered
on
the
latter
provision
Garrity told the committee and
the
whole fight against arson
state would be crippled if in the
it
were
made a law.
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BRIDGES IN ATTENDANCE AT
NEW ENGLAND GOVERNORS' SESSION
BOSTON, Feb. 12 (iP)—Irnporto
inter-state problems were discussed
today when chief executives of
Maine, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts gathered in Boston in a joint
session with officials of the New
England Council.
, The governors received reports
requested from the New England
Council on the following: A plan
for joint state advertising of New
England as a recreational center
and suggestions for public work
projects of inter-state chaiacter for
New England. Several other proplents were expected to come up for
discussion later in the session.
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We have n
Janitti :If. Curl v as confidence
the governo
.of the great
etateThf Massachusett.
ince he refused to
Interfere wit]
I the execution of
Alexander liamin
; slit jail breaker
and killer, who i:
under sentence to die
during tin
week of February 17.
It is not s
pleasant thing to refuse
to commute a death
sentence. but in doing so Governor
Curley hos stuck
unswervingly to his duty to
thc
--tate and nation. Too
much lenien, v has been
wasted on this eless of
riminal, as on lesser
ones. It te
gh time the line
was drawn
here it should be
and where it
-is been in this
case

tying those attending thL lui,ch,iession were Governors James
Wey, of Massachusetts; H.
Styles Bridges, of New Hampshire;
Theodore Francis Green of Rhode
Island; Governor Louis J. Brann,
of Maine and Lieut. Governor Frank
Hayes of Connecticut; Winthrop
L. Carter of Nashua, N. H., president of the New England Council;
Col. William Barron, of Crawford
Notch, N. H., chairman of the recreational division of the coupc11;
and Dudley Harmon, executive vice
president of the council. Governor
Charles M. Smith of Vermont, did
not attend the session.
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HE'S MASS CHIETTS'
GOVERNOR
Gceee-Cuelef—A. 4assechusetts is
in WashingtorTalso. He rode down
Pennsylvania avenue to keip a !
luncheon engagement at the Whitel
.House accompanied by two mem-1
bers of his military staff in full
,dress uniform, wearing all the golrl;
braid to which their rank enGovernors visiting1
titles them.
Washington do not attempt to put
on much "dog" as a rule. Gov.
Curley evidently wants the world
to know that a "personage" has
arrived at the nation's capital.—
'Portland Press-Herald.
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